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Overview of Habitat Management Guides Project 

Background 

Alaska is an immense and bountiful frontier, and until just recently it was 
all but inconceivable that we would ever need to worry about its capacity to 
sustain the wealth of fish and wildlife resources for which ·it is renowned. 
But the impetus of progress has not abated, and the pressure to develop our 
lands and waters intensifies daily. Every year more lands in Alaska are 
being proposed for uses other than as wildlife habitat, especially around 
cities, towns, and villages. These proposed uses include logging, mining, 
hydroelectric projects, agriculture, settlement, geothermal development, and 
oil and gas leases, among others. As the number of proposals and plans for 
development continues to increase, so does the need to carefully and 
efficiently evaluate their possible effects upon species and habitats and to 
recommend viable managerial options to guarantee that our valuable fish and 
wildlife resources and habitats are adequately protected and maintained. By 
using appropriate planning and managerial techniques most of the potential 
for damage and loss of access for human use can be avoided. 

One of the responsibilities of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
(ADF&G) is to assist land managers by recommending to them the best ways and 
means, based upon the best available data, for protecting local fish, 
wildlife, and habitats against adverse effects and impacts. Because many 
proposals and plans for development and land uses require a rapid response 
from the department, there may not be enough time for staff to actually 
study the specific area in which the proposed development is to occur. 
However, the department still needs to accumulate and assess a wide variety 
of information in order to prepare recommendations for managing habitat. 
Therefore, the department initiated the Alaska Habitat Management Guides 
(AHMG) project to prepare reports of the kinds of information upon which its 
recommendations must be founded in order to responsibly and rapidly address 
1 and and water use proposa 1 s made by 1 and managers. These guides are a 
major undertaking and will be of inestimable value to the state in its 
efforts to avoid or mitigate adverse impacts to Alaska•s great wealth of 
fish and wildlife. 

Purpose 

This project presents the best available information on selected fish and 
wildlife species: mapping and discussing their geographical distribution; 
assessing their relative abundance; describing their life functions and 
habitat requirements; identifying the human uses made of them, including 
harvest patterns of rural communities; and describing their role in the 
state•s econo~. This last kind of information, because of the variety of 
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•• values humans place upon fish and wildlife, is not easily derived. There 
are, however,- several methods to estimate some of the economic values 
associated with these resources, and such estimates have become particularly 
important in land use planning because many potentially conflicting uses 
must be evaluated in economic terms. 

Essential to assessing what might happen to fish and wildlife if their habi
tats are altered is information about what effects or impacts are typically 
associated with particular kinds of developmental activities. The habitat 
management guides therefore also provide summaries of these known effects. 
This information, in conjunction with compiled life history information, 
will allow those concerned to estimate how sensitive a given species might 
be to a specific proposed activity - whether or not, and to what degree, the 
fish and wildlife are liable to be impacted. The guidance offered 
(a compilation of existing options for habitat management} is not site
specific. Rather, it is general information available to those who seek to 
avoid adverse impacts without placing undue restraints upon other land and 
water uses. 

The completed guides coverage of fish and wildlife resources encompasses the 
Fish and Game Resource Management Regions established by 'the Joint Board of 
Fisheries and Game (map 1}. These regions provide the most inclusive and 
consistent format for presenting information about fish and wildlife re
sources and relating it to management activities and data collection efforts 
within the department. 

Applications 

The choice of the term 11 guides 11 rather than 11 plans 11 for the reports is 
consistent with the largely advisory role of the department with respect to 
land management issues. The guides will provide the department as well as 
other state, federal, and private land managers with information necessary 
for the development of land and water use plans. Thus, the guides them
selves are not land management plans and do not provide for the allocation 
or enhancement of fish and wildlife. Information included in a guide will 
be used by the department • s staff in their i nvo 1 vement in the 1 and use 
planning endeavors of various land managers. For specific land use planning 
efforts, the department joins with other agencies to recommend particular 
uses of Alaska's lands and waters, as for example in plans by the Department 
of Natural Resources (Susitna Area Plan, Tanana Basin Area Plan, Southeast 
Tidelands Area Plan}. The public, by means of the public review that is an 
integral part of land management agencies• planning processes, then has an 
opportunity to evaluate any recommendations made by the ADF&G that are 
incorporated by the land-managing agency. 

The guides have been designed to provide users with interrelated subject 
areas that can be applied to specific questions regarding habitat manage
ment. Each type of data will be presented in a separate volume, as 
indicated in figure 1. Material from the project's database can be used, 
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for example, to correlate information on species• seasonal and geographic 
habitat use with the written and mapped information on known distribution 
and abundance. The narratives and maps regarding human uses of fish and 
wildlife can be compared with abundance and distribution information to 
obtain an indication of the overall regional patterns of distribution, 
abundance, and human use for the species of interest. The specific 
information on habitat requirements also will relate directly to the 
information on impacts associated with land and water use. This in turn 
will form the basis for the development of habitat management guidance. 

An additional purpose of this project is· to identify gaps in the information 
avai 1 able on species, human uses, and associated impacts. A particular 
species, for example, may be known to use certain habitats during certain 
seasons; yet information on the timing of these use patterns may be 
inadequate. In general, there is little documentation of impacts from land 
and water uses on species• habitats and on the human use of those species or 
on the economic values associated with the use of fish and wildlife 
resources. 

To maintain their usefulness these habitat management guides are designed to 
be periodically updated as new research and habitat management options are 
reported to fill data gaps. Users of these guides are advised to consult 
with the appropriate species experts· and area biologists, however, to check 
on the availability of more recent information. 

Statewide Guides Volumes 

The guides reports on impacts and guidance are being developed as statewide 
volumes, in which information is presented for statewide as well as for 
specific regional concerns. The statewide volume on impacts summarizes the 
effects of major types of development activities and land and water uses on 
fish and wildlife, their habitats, and their use by people. The activities 
discussed will be those actually occurring in the state or expected to occur 
in the future. This survey of impacts will be founded upon the most recent 
pertinent literature and upon the information presented in the species life 
histories and habitat requirements. The guidance volume will in turn be a 
synthesis of information based upon the impacts literature and the life 
history and habitat requirements information. 

The following uses of land and water resources and types of development 
occur or are likely to occur in Alaska, and they will therefore be addressed 
in the statewide impacts and guidance volumes: 

0 Oil and gas development 

0 Harbors and shoreline structures 

0 Water development 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Placer mining 

Strip and open pit mining 

Underground mining 

Seafood processing 

Logging and timber processing 

Transportation- road, rail, air 

Transmission corridors 

Grain and hay farming 

Pipelines 

Geothermal energy development 

Settlement 

Fire management 

Offshore prospecting and mining 

Commercial fishing 

A statewide volume is being developed to provide an overview of the regional 
economies, especially in regards to uses of fish and wildlife within each 
region. The necessary data on the fish and wildlife related sector will be 
by no means complete but will nevertheless afford a conservative estimate of 
such values within the regions. Economic data on commercial fisheries, for 
example, are relatively well documented. In those regions with significant 
commercial fishing activity, the relative value of fish and wildlife will be 
better represented. However, continuing effort is being made by the depart
ment and other agencies to improve the capability of accurately describing 
the socioeconomic importance of fish and wildlife to the people both within 
and outside the State of Alaska. 

A separate statewide volume describing the life history and habitat 
requirements of selected fish and wildlife species is being prepared region 
by region; therefore the information in the Arctic guide addresses the 
species requirements in the Arctic, Southwest, and Southcentral regions, and 
also in the Western and Interior regions for belukha and bowhead whales, 
Pacific walrus, polar bear, and caribou. Other information will be added as 
reports are prepared for the remaining regions. 
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IN'l'OODUCI'ION 

IDgging, as currently practiced and planned in southeast Alaska, has 
the potential to significantly and permanent! y alter large anounts of 
wildlife habitat. Wildlife species which are adapted to use existing 
habitat may decline and associated recreational and subsistence uses 
may be substantial! y reduced. 

Clearcut logging, with no post-logging treatrrent, is generally the 
prinary type of silvicultural system in southeast Alaska. The Forest 
Service is current! y interpreting the Alaska National Interest Lands 
Conservation Act (ANIICA) as a mandate to offer for harvest 450 .MMbf 
of tinber yearly, which will result in the scheduling of an average of 
158,000 acres of old growth for tinDer harvest during this decade 
alone. Once cut, stands will be rranaged on a multiple-entry rotation 
schedule of 80-125 years. Thus, old-grc:Mth stands on federal lands 
will be permanently converted to second-grc:Mth stands. While 
second-grc:Mth trees will reach maturity prior to subsequent harvest, 
many of the forest stand characteristics which develop in older stands 
will not recur. The major long-tenn i.rrpacts of this harvest schedule 
on wildlife species and mmbers will depend on heM the habitat 
characteristics will be altered through forest· rranagement relative to 
the species' habitat requirerrents. Significant tinber harvest.s are 
also occurring on state and privately-owned lands. 

Human activities associated with logging can also have both 
significant short-ter.m and long-ter.m effects on wildlife populations. 
Roads will be built in roadless areas, camps and facilities will be 
established, and accessibility to wildlife populations will increase 
dramatically. Harvest rates and human encounters with animals which 
are sensitive to human disturbance, such as nountain goat, brown bear 
and wolf, will increase. 

The habitat requirerrents of many wildlife species in southeast Alaska 
are not well known. HoiNever, evidence · is nounting that a n\ll'ri:)er of 
species present in southeast Alaska are dependent on old-grc:Mth, 
spruce-hemlock forest for their survival. Extensive research has been 
conducted on the Sitka black-tailed deer (Odocoileus hanionus 
sitkensis) in southeast Alaska and other areas of its range. Certain 
types of old-EJrCMth stands provide critical winter habitat for the 
animals during severe winters and largely determine carrying capacity. 
Research in southeast Alaska has also d.ocurrented the ircportance of 
old-grCMth forests to nountain goats (Oreamnus anericanus), black and 
brown bears (Ursus anericanus and U. arctos, respectively), noose 
(Alces alces) , several furbearer species, cavity-nesting forest birds, 
bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), Vancouver Canada geese (Branta 
canadensis ful va) , and blue grouse (Dendragapus obscurus) • Concern is 
grc:Ming over the rate at which old-grc:Mth forest l.s being converted 
into second grCMth and the likely i.rrpacts on wildlife populations. 
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GENERAL RElATIONSHIP OF WilDLIFE '10 THEm HABITAT 

Wildlife habitat requirerrents can be generalized as food, water, 
cover, and special requirements such as those needed for breeding or 
denning areas, or migratory routes. Cover is essential for prey 
animals (e.g. deer), providing areas to hide fran predators (e.g. 
wolves) or for a nore sheltered enviro1ment fran winds and deep 
snowfall. Food, breeding, and denning areas are extrerrel y variable 
requirenents, ranging from the needs of a tree cavity-nesting, 
insect-eating bird to that of a black bear that dens and gives birth 
in a hollow tree, then forages throughout the forest fran spring 
through fall. 

To detennine how many animals a specific land area can support 
requires the detennination of habitat requirements for each species 
and the interactions of the different species. The nurrber of animals 
of a single species that can be supported is ultimately limited by 
whichever of its habitat requirenents is in lowest suwly' unless 
predation or disease has a severe inpact on the population levels. 
This limiting factor will be different for different species. For 
exanple, deer nurrbers may be limited by the arn::>unt of nutritious, 
abundant food present while \>JOCX:lpecker nurrbers may be limited by the 
nurrber of suitable nesting cavities present. Nurri:lers of predators, 
such as wolves, may be indirectly limited by the same factors which 
limit the nurrbers of their prey species. The effects of a limiting 
factor can va:ry as \\lell. Deer and wolves that cannot get enough food 
die of starvation and/or fail to reproduce1 woodpeckers fail to nest 
and reproduce or nove to another area where they search for unoccupied 
nesting holes. Over tirce, animal population nurrbers fluctuate as 
animals are born and die, but the anount and quality of habitat 
ultimately detennines the upper limit of animals that can be supported 
by a given area. As habitat is altered, this upper limit, or carrying 
capacity, is also altered. 

Although it is not always possible to detennine the exact habitat 
requirerrents of all species, one general rule of ecology is that nore 
species can be supported by a· habitat with a diversity of conditions 
than one that is nore harogeneous. Habitat diversity provides a 
variety of conditions which can meet the requirements of many wildlife 
species. 

One prima:ry type of diversity is structural diversity. Layers of 
vegetation contribute to structural diversity. In the forest, trees 
provide vertical structural diversity. A stand of trees can 
significantly rrodify the climate within the stand by intercepting snow 
and serving to break the force of winds. The trees provide a nurrber 
of niches for animals that live or breed in tree cavities, feed on 
bark and leaves, den in dead, hollow logs, or use the tree foliage as 
CCNer for hiding fran danger. Plants growing on the ground and litter 
fall from the trees add to diversity, providing nore abundant and 
varied winter foods for brc:Msing and grazing animals than may be 
available in open areas that have deep snow accunulations. Shrubs add 
another layer of structural diversity, providing different food 
sources, nesting habitat, and better CCNer. The structural canplexi ty 
of an area may satisfy a diversity of habitat requirements. A second 
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inportant type of diversity is provided by the spatial distribution of 
different habitat types referred to as "patch diversity." Areas with 
different plants or structural diversity in close proximity can 
support animals that require nore than one habitat type to neet all 
its sw:vival needs. The pattern of habitat interspersion is a key 
consideration of habitat diversity, however the productivity of each 
habitat type nust also be considered. 

DESCRIPI'IOO OF OID-GIOmi FURESTS AND SERAL 
STAGES ror..u:MING CLF.AOCUrriNG 

The te:rm "old growth" refers to uneven-aged forests that have 
developed without major disturbance over a period of centuries. Old 
growth is an ecological concept related to carposition, structure, and 
function of a forest stand that has reached its climax stage (Franklin 
et al. 1981) • 

Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) and western hemlock · (Tsuga 
heterophylla) daninate the old-grc:Mth forest overstory in southeast 
Alaska. On sane less productive sites, rrountain hemlock (Tsuga 
nertensiana), western red cedar (Thuja plicata), and/or Alaska cedar 
(Ch.anaecyparis nootkatensis) may also exist as associate species. The 
understory of old growth is carposed of shade tolerant conifer 
seedlings, saplings, and small trees in a wide range of size classes, 
plus diverse shrub, fern, hero, bryophyte, and lichen species (Alaback 
1982). Many wildlife species find their optimum habitat either 
year-round or seasonally in old-grc:Mth forest. 

An evaluation of the structural carponents of old-grc:Mth provides 
considerable insight into why it is preferred habitat of many species. 
Structurally, old-grc:Mth forests are characterized by the presence of 
large (greater than 3 foot dianeter) trees, snags, and fallen logs on 
land and in streams; an uneven-size and aged forest stand canposition; 
well-developed, nulti-storied canopies with large dianeter linbs and 
large overstory crown radii; diverse' and often patchy' shrub and hero 
understory; and snags, fallen logs, and dying standing trees in a 
variety of stages of decarq;losition (Franklin et al. 1981, Schoen et 
al. 1981, Alaback 1982). No other stage of forest succession provides 
these characteristics. 

The functional qualities of old-grc:Mth forests· ha:Ve been stmmarized by 
the Society of American Foresters Task Force on Scheduling the Harvest 
of Old-Growth Ti.rrber (SAF 1984) • The standing crop of wcx:xl fiber in 
climax forests remains stable or increases slowly over centuries with 
net primary production offsetting nortalities. The proportion of 
shade tolerant species may increase with time, and in southeast 
Alaska, spruce may cc.rrprise less than one tree/ acre in sane old-grc:Mth 
stands (Alaback 1982). Erosion and nutrient losses are lower in 
old-grc:Mth forests than other successional stages; water quality in 
streams associated with old growth is typically high. Old-grc:Mth 
forests are generally prolific conifer seed producers. Old growth, 
with its nulti-layered canopy, allows enough light to reach the forest 
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floor so that understory production is high, while intercepting 
sufficient snow to make that forage available to herbivores (e.g. 
deer) in winter (Walllro and Schoen 1980). In addition, forage quality 
of blueberry (Vaccinnium spp.) and bunchber:cy (COmus canadensis 
(inp:>rtant foods for herbivores) is higher in old growth than in 
clearcut stands (Billings and Wheeler 1979, Rose 1982, Schoen and 
Kirchhoff 1983). 

The final elarent of old-growth forests relates to tine. It takes 150 
to 250 years before even-age stands begin to develop :rcore diverse 
canopy structure and heterogenous understory (Alaback 1982). 
Considerably :rcore tine is required to develop an uneven-aged forest 
CCI'!'p:)Si tion, diverse snag production, and large acctmUlations of large 
diam3ter 'WOOdy debris in various stages of decanposi tion. Three 
hundred or :rcore years may be required to create old growth on 
productive sites and slower growing sites will take even longer. Old 
growth, for practical purposes, is ·a nonrenewable resource under 
rotations of up to 150 to 250 years in length. 

Once the climax successional stage of the spruce-hemlock stands is 
reached, the forest remains in an old-growth condition until a major 
distw:bance such as windthrow, fire, landslide, or cutting destroys 
the standing forest. The frequency of such natural occurrences is 
relatively low in southeast Alaska, as the high ratio of old growth to 
young forest indicates. Old growth is a stable, albeit dynamic 
habitat that can persist for centuries. Mortality occurs anong 
individual trees or small clumps within the stand, thus perpetuating 
patches of "young growth." This renewal process is an inherent 
feature of old growth and allows early successional species, such as 
Sitka spruce, Pacific elderberry (Sarcbucus racem::>sa), and trailing 
black currant (Ribes laxiflorum) to persist in varied abundance in 
old-growth stands and perpetuates uneven-aged forests with high 
vertical and horizontal structural diversity. 

Ccmtercial old-growth forests in southeast Alaska differ widely in 
appearance and in structural and functional qualities. The net 
inventory vohme (merchantable~ bianass) of cxrmercial old growth, 
for exanple, ranges fran 8,000 to over 100,000 board feet per acre 
depending on site productivity and stand history. In general, 
however, stands having in excess of 30,000 board feet per acre are 
considered high vol'l.llre and camercially inp::>rtant, and make up a 
relatively small percentage (13%) of the camercial forest-land base 
in the Tongass National Forest (Smith et al. 1983). High-vol'l.llre 
stands typically occur at lower elevaeions in well-drained, U-shaped 
valley bottans or near tidewater. They are characterized by larger 
trees, a higher proportion of spruce, and a :rcore open understroy than 
low-vol'l.llre stands. Different types of old growth, by virtue of their 
mri.que structural and functional characteristics, can be viewed as 
ecologically distinct habitats. 

EARLY SUCCFSSIONAL CLEAICt1l'S 

The pattern of forest succession on the Tongass National Forest has 
been docurrented by Harris and Farr (1979) and Alaback (1982). The 
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renoval of old-growth forests by clearcutting generally retains the 
understory vegetation, except where severe soil disturbance and 
landslides occur. In situations where timber utilization is 
relatively high, vascular plant production recovers within 3 years 
follaving logging, and shrub and herb production increases linearly 
until the stand reaches about 20 years of age. Reduced utilization 
standards which result in leaving large anounts of uneconanic timber 
and slash in clearcuts is likely to retard this recovery or result in 
different patterns of colonization. In situations where rapid 
recovery occurs, understory bianass peaks at about 5, 000 lbs/ acre 15 
to 25 years after clearcutting and is generally at the highest level 
for any age of forest. Woody shrubs canprise the bulk of the 
understory production, but fern and forb growth may also be relatively 
high in sare early successional clearcuts. 

Tree regeneration following clearcutting is generally excellent (Ruth 
and Harris 1979), with canopy cover approaching 100% on productive 
forest soils 15 to 25 years after logging. On soils with lower 
conifer site indices, canopy closure may be delayed. 

Within 10 years of canopy closure, understory bianass becares 
essentially absent (Alaback 1982). Forb and fern losses are roost 
rapid, with woody shrub bianass (e.g. blueberry species, Vaccinium 
spp.) persisting sarewhat longer. Snags, unless specifically 
retained, are absent, as are any large dianeter trees for future snags 
and tree cavities. logging residue, including linb debris and large 
dcMned logs, is substantially higher than in undisturbed old growth. 

Much of the understory in early clearcuts results fran the substantial 
understory that existed in the old-growth forest before clearcutting. 
In contrast, understory succession follaring logging of second-growth 
forests lacking forbs, ferns, and deciduous shrubs will undoubtedly be 
significantly different. This aspect of forest succession has not 
been studied in southeast Alaska. 

Clearcuts can also directly affect the stability of the adjoining 
forests. The loss of the forest trees over a large area results in a 
siroul taneous decay of all the large root structures that aid in soil 
stabilization. On steep slopes (generally those over 75%) , the 
breakdown of the roots triggers landslides (Burke 1983, Doug SWanston, 
per. ccnm. ) which may destroy forests downslope and deposit large 
arcounts of silt in streams. For example, 116 landslides occurred in 
the Maybeso Valley within 9 years of clearcutting ~ed to only 13 
landslides in the 100 years prior to logging (Bishop and Stevens 
1964). 

Clearcutting exposes the surrounding forest to greater risks of 
blowdown (Ruth and Harris 1979). This increased risk has not been 
well quantified, but it is evident that hundreds or thousands of acres 
of old growth along the edges of clearcuts are damaged or lost each 
year to windstonns. The frequency and degree of windthrow is many 
tines higher in old growth adjoining clearcuts than in forests renoved 
fran cutting areas. "Salvage sales," on public lands designed to 
utilize windthrown tinDer, often incorporate additional old growth to 
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enhance the econanics of the sale. The net result is an "unravelling" 
of the surrounding forest and clearcut sizes significantly larger than 
originally planned. 

It should be noted that this early seral stage occurring :i.Imediately 
after clearcutting is te.rlp)racy and of rather short duration relative 
to the harvest rotation cnmonly planned for areas of southeast 
Alaska. 

POLE STANDS 

By 25 to 35 years of age, the forest stand that has received no 
post-logging treatnent has generally developed into a pole-sized 
stand. Trees are small, densely stocked, and of mrifonn size carpared 
to old grc:Mth. Canopies lack depth and well developed, large-lircbed 
crowns. However, canopy CCNer may exceed 90 percent due to the high 
stem density. Large dianeter snags and snag replacem:mt trees are 
absent, although large-dianeter logs may persist for rcore than 70 
years. The forest floor of pole stands is daninated by rcosses with 
less than 100 lbs/acre standing bianass of shrubs and herbs (Alaback 
1982). Mosses increase significantly in bianass for the next 110 to 
130 years if the site is not disturbed (Alaback 1982). In sorre cases, 
ferns hecate the daninant vascular plant in the understory about 50 to 
60 years after logging (Alaback 1982). 

Conifers produce seeds in the pole stand, but the timing of seed 
re-establishment and abundance of seed production relative to old 
grc:Mth are poorly understood. Decaying wo::x1 is less abundant on the 
forest floor of older pole stands carpared to old-growth (Alaback 
1982). 

One hundred and forty to 160 years after the clearcutting, an 
understory of deciduous shrubs, herbs, and conifer seedlings begin to 
re-establish (Alaback 1982). Uneven-aged forest canposition, 
old-growth overstory stn:lctural features, and large dianeter snags 
with denning cavities develop during the next century or bNo. · The 
transition stage between a pole stand and old-growth occurs well 
beyond the typical tinDer harvest rotation of 100 years, currently 
planned for areas of southeast Alaska. 

The poorly-developed understory and even-aged overstory in pole stands 
results in relatively low habitat diversity (Schoen et al. 1981). 
These stands may persist for 75% of the haivest rotation and are the 
least valuable of all seral stages to wildlife pJpUlations. 

EE'E'EX:TS OF PREXrf.t.1ERCIAL THINNING 00 EURFSI' SOCCESSIOO 

over the past 10 years, the Forest Se:rvice (FS) has developed an 
active precc:mrercial thinning program to increase the rate of t:i.Irber 
production following clearcutting. Thirming usually consists of 
sawing off conifers and deciduous trees, such as alder, below the 
lowest live linb, while leaving a daninant conifer standing at 
spacings ranging fran 8 1 X 8 1 to 16 1 X 16 1 

• Stands are treated at 
8-to-30-years of age, although rcost thinning occurs between ages 10 
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and 20. It has been speculated that thinning may benefit wildlife use 
of early successional stands by prolonging the deciduous shrub, fern, 
arrl forb understocy (:Ruth and Harris 1979, Kessler 1982). 

Alaback (1984) and Alaback and Tappeiner (1984) foond that while 
understocy production may be prolonged or praroted by thinning, the 
species benefiting nDst are often conifers or deciduous shrubs with 
little forage value to the desired wildlife species. Doerr (in press) 
presented understocy rreasurements fran a 26-year-old clearcut 
experinentally thinned at 20 years of age that indicated prolonged 
understocy forage production. 

Doerr and Sandburg (in prep.) examined a 34-year-old clearcut on Big 
leVel Islarrl that had been thinned at 16 years of age. This is 
believed to be the earliest thinned stand in the Tongass National 
Forest. Forage was abundant in the understocy canpared to unthinned 
stands which had little forage and deer use. 

The nDst significant understocy response to thinning is dense conifer 
regeneration, coupled with increased vertical lint> growth of leave 
trees (Alaba.ck and Tappeiner 1984, Doerr arrl Sandburg in prep.) • Thus 
any increased deciduous browse or forb production 'fNOI.lld likely be 
short-lived, arrl both studies concluded that repeated thinnings 'fNOI.lld 
be necessacy to maintain the understocy -- an option which, at this 
time, has not been shown to be econanically feasible. Furthenrore, a 
two-layered conifer stand is considered undesirable for timber 
production (Ruth arrl Harris, 1979). In British Coh.mbia, thinning 
reg:ines developed to enhance deer habitat conflict with thinning 
reg:ines. to maximize tinDer production arrl econanic returns (McDaniels 
Research Limited 1980). 

Kessler (1982) and other biologists have observed high slash 
accunulations (often exceeding heights greater than 4 feet above the 
ground) which they felt restricted deer rrovements and use in 
clearcuts. Thinning slash had largely decarp:>sed 18 years after 
treatnent on Big leVel Island, but may have affected deer use of the 
treated stands imnediately after thinning (Doerr and Sandburg in 
prep.). Morrison and Gibbs (1984) documented increased surr~ter use of 
areas following a controlled bum of slash in the Pavlof drainage. 
However, conditions suitable for controlled bums are relatively rare 
in southeast Alaska. 

Alaback and Tappeiner (1984) have presented rreasurerrents that shaN 
that thi.niled clearcuts carmot mimic old-growth forests. Understocy 
diversity, carp:>si tion, production, arrl quality, as well as overstocy 
canopy cover, height of daninant and subdaninant trees, crown radius, 
and lint> size and structure, differ markedly between thinned stands 
arrl old growth. Ability to intercept snCM will usually decrease in 
thinned stands (Kessler 1982, Doerr and Sandburg in prep.) canpared to 
unthinned stands. 

In sumnary, the data suggest that thinned stands may tercporarily 
prolong shrub forage, while decreasing snCM interception capabilities, 
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and will result in the developrent of a two-layered (~age class) 
pole stand with lCM understory bianass. 

TI.MP scheduled precamercial thinning on the rrost productive forest 
sites and asSUll'ed that at least sate thinned stands would be managed 
on a shortened rotation of about 80 years. This shortened rotation, 
together with potential for prolonged understory production, could 
increase the capability of the thinned stands to provide forage over a 
longer portion of the harvest rotation, but this forage would be 
available only in periods of no or little snow accurrulation. Neither 
state nor private land managers have scheduled or enployed 
precamercial thinning as a silvicultural teclmique in the southeast 
Alaska region. 

EE'E'ECrS OF ~IAL THINNING ON FOREST SUCCFSSION 

· Ccmrercial thinning (cr) is not an established silvicultural practice 
in southeast Alaska. The FS recognized this fact during TI.MP 
preparation and did not assurce that it would occur in determining the 
allowable sale quantity because its widespread use had not been 
dem::mstrated . (FS 1983) • Arr:f discussion of the potential for 
carmercial thinning is speculative. 

Ol'HER NATURAL FOREST TYPES 

Although old growth is the predaninant forest "type" in southeast 
Alaska, other forest types exist which are valuable for fish and 
wildlife habitat and tini:ler production. Anong these forests are 
spruce river terrace stands, sate of which exist as a subclimax 
cannunity subject to periodic natural disturbance fran flooding. 
River terrace forests and braided floodplain forests may play 
significant roles in the ecology of the freshwater streams they border 
and stabilize and protect sate of the rrost i.nportant spawning and 
rearing habitat of salm:>n, trout, and char. Fagle nests are ccmron in 
river terrace forests along the larger mainland rivers. River terrace 
forests provide key noose winter range aild routes for migration · to 
calving areas and are i.nportant habitat for a wide variety of 
furbearers and nongame bird species. 

logging changes the character of these forest habitats, and can result 
in both short and long tenn effects to species that utilize or depend 
on them. Subclimax river terrace forest habitat probably cannot be 
regenerated by a clearcutting system and subsequent shortened 

·rotation. 

Ol'HER PC1l'ENl'IAL HABITAT MANAGEMENl' TEOINIQUES 

The FS has experiaented with other teclmiques to mitigate alteration 
of natural wildlife habitats, but, to date, none has been successful 
that would be feasible for application on a broad scale. The Society 
of American Foresters recently carpleted a review of the 
state-of-the-art with regard to creating stands with old-growth 
characteristics and managing second-growth stands to maintain or 
enhance desirable stand characteristics. The report (SAF 1984) 
concluded: 
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DEER 

Old growth is a canplex ecosystem, and lack of information 
makes the risk of failure high. In view of the time 
required, errors could be very costly. At least until 
substantial research can be canpleted, the best way to 
manage for old growth is to conserve an adequate supply of 
present stands and leave them alone. 

For the same reasons, it is not clear that second-growth 
stands can be managed to enhance their old-growth 
characteristics. Thus, if old-growth stands are to be part 
of a managed forest, the management I11lst begin with existing 
stands. Then the quantity to be retained I11lst be considered 
in planning tinDer harvests. 

IMPACI'S OF TIMBER HARVESTING ON SPEX::IFIC WilDLIFE SPECIES 

The Sitka black-tailed deer reaches the northern limits of its natural 
range in southeast Alaska. The species is indigenous to the mainland 
and nost islands, however they are absent or in low nuni::lers .on scme of 
the smaller islands of the Alexander Archipelago. They are the nost 
frequently sought after gane animal in the region, and provide an 
ircportant dependable food supply for recreational and subsistence 
hunters. Due to the ircportance of deer to residents of the region, 
considerable research on the i.rrpacts of logging on deer has been 
conducted since 1979 when ANIICA passed. 

Deer populations have historically fluctuated in restXIDse to winter 
weather conditions, quality of range, and predation rates. In 
addition, large-scale logging results in a major alteration of 
habitat. Concern is growing that logging will significantly and 
permanently reduce deer nUI'!'bers throughout the region as old-growth 
forests are converted to second-growth forests (Wallno and Schoen 
1980, Rose 1982, Schoen et al. 1984, 1985; Hanley et al. 1985, 
Territorial Sportsnen 1985). Under certain ccnt>inations of natural 
conditions, local deer populations may be reduced to levels so low 
that they will not be able to recover. 

A major synposium on Sitka black-tailed deer was held in Juneau in 
1978. Existing knowledge on the inpacts of logging on deer was 
presented which docurcented the basis for concern for the future of 
southeast Alaska deer populations. At tha"f tine, the following facts 
were known: 

1. Intensive tinber harvest of the coastal forests of Vancouver 
Island, the area nost similar to southeast Alaska in te:rms of 
forest cammri.ty and climate, had resulted in deer population 
declines of 50-75% (Hebert 1979). 

2. Winter conditions, specifically the depth and persistence of snow 
cover in carbination with the pattern of cold tarperatures, were 
the major factor affecting deer populations (Olson 1979). 
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3. Sn~ depths during winter were much higher in clearcuts than in 
adjacent uncut areas due to the interception of sn~ by trees 
(Merriam 1971, Jones 1975, Weger 1977, Schoen and Wallrro 1979) • 

4. Preliminary results of a deer forage study indicated that green 
forage was i.nportant nutritionally to oveJ:Wintering deer (Schoen 
and Wallrro 1979). The ITOst nutritious forage was rrost abundant 
and available lmder old-growth stands with mature canopies 
(Billings and Wheeler 1979). 

5. In a study on Mniralty Island, deer winter distribution was 
correlated with the availability of one preferred plant species, 
Vaccinium, which was in turn influenced strongly by SI'l.OW depth. 
Preferred range areas were at elevations of 200-700 feet in 
stands of rroderately high tin'ber volume (Barrett 1979). 

6. A large percentage of CCll'll'ercial forest lands (CFL) with valuable 
and accessible 1:iirber was also valued as deer winter habitat 
(Harris and Farr 1979). 

7. The successional pattem following clearcut logging in southeast 
Alaska had been described as 20 years of understory production 
followed by 180 years with little herbaceous or shrub understory 
under a closed canopy followed by an opening of the canopy and 
understory developrent (Robuck 1975 in Schoen and Wallrro 1979). 

8. Preliminary results of a deer habitat use study indicated that 
deer used regrowth stands during sunmer only 1/5 as much as they 
used old growth stands. Regrowth stands less than 15-40 years 
old had dense shrub growth and logging slash acClll'mllations that 
precluded deer ItDVetent and use. Deer use of clearcuts decreased 
in stands 4-147 years old (Schoen and Wallrro 1979). 

9. Wolf predation~ to be having a significant inpact on deer 
populations, whereas hunting ITOrtality appeared to be having 
little ~all effect (Olson 1979). 

In surrmacy, by 1979, a conflict between deer winter range requirerents 
and clearcutting was well-documented. An additional future potential 
conflict based on the inability of regrowth stands to sustain sunmer 
food production for deer had already been identified. Finally, a 
cacplicating natural factor, "WOlf predation, was recognized as an 
i.nportant C!CI\lX)Ileilt of the management situation. 

The results of subsequent research by the Alaska Depart.nent of Fish 
I adn Gane (ADFG) and FS have caused what was of concern in 1979 to 
becare a significant wildlife habitat managem:mt issue in coastal 
forests in Alaska in 1985. 

In 1979, the Alaska Chapter of the Wildlife Society ('IWS) adopted a 
position statetent conceming forest practices in Alaska ('IWS 1979) • 
It reccmnended 1) that research be conducted to provide infonnation on . 
the ecological relationships of wildlife to old-growth forests and of 
the effects of clearcutting on wildlife, and 2) that to provide for 
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rraintenance of optimal deer winter habitat, and to ensure sw:vival of 
deer during severe winters, substantial portions of high-voll.liie 
carmercial forest land should never be clearcut. In 1980, the Alaska 
Joint Boards of Fisheries and Galle passed a resolution (#80-8-JB) that 
recamended revision of TIMP to provide nore protection for fish and 
wildlife habitat and to reflect then-recent research findings, 
additional research and incorporation of results into planning, 
cessation of harvest of tirri:>er stands of nore than 50,000 board feet 
per acre, and harvest of other ti.rrber voll.liie classes in proportion to 
their occurrence. In 1982, the Northwest Section of the 'IWS passed a 
resolution recc:mrending funding of research on old-growth forests 
while research was being conducted to provide rranagercent guidelines 
('IWS 1982). In the same year, the Alaska Chapter of the Society of 

American Foresters passed a resolution reccmrending that a technical 
ccmni ttee be established to review the tirrber harvest-deer habitat 
issue with existing ccmnitnents for timber in land rranagerrent plans to 
be rraintained in the interim (SAP 1982) • 

The outgrowth of this last resolution was the appoint:nent by the 
Governor and the Regional Forester, of a Technical Conmi ttee to look 
into the tirrber-'Wildlife habitat situation in southeast Alaska. 
Mercbers included the State Forester, the Forest Service' s Deputy 
Regional Forester, the Deputy Director of the Alaska Depa.rt:nent of 
Fish and Garre' s Habitat Division, and representatives of Sealaska 
Corporation, SAP, and 'IWS. 

The Technical Conmi ttee focused its attention on the deer-logging 
issue and offered its findings and recarnendations in its 1983 report 
(Smith et al. 1983) entitled, "Deer and TinDer Managercent in Southeast 

Alaska - Issues and Recamendations." The Technical carmi ttee rrade 
twenty-one recamendations dealing with deer and forest ecology, 
econanic considerations, and professionalism. 

A second synposium on wildlife relationships in old-growth forests was 
held in J'lm.eau in April, 1982. F'Urther research findings were 
presented and the i.nq;>lications for forest managercent of deer habitat 
sumna.rized by several wildlife biologists. The published symposium 
papers were not available for review during preparation of this 
report, but have recently been published (~ et al. 1984). 

In 1984, a task force appointed by the Governor of Alaska to detennine 
hew to ircprove the econcmic outlook for the timber industry endorsed 
the reccmrendations of the Technical carmi ttee appointed by the 
Governor and Regional Forester (A'ITF 1984). 

In 1985, the Alaska Chapter of the Wildlife Society (1985) adopted a 
position statercent concerning old-growth forest rranagercent in Alaska. 
Noting the strong evidence that cutting old growth adversely affects 
black-tailed deer populations, the Alaska Chapter of 'IWS 
recamendations included: (1) rranagercent of the Tongass National 
Forest should corrply with the National Forest Managercent Act, (2) the 
FS and the Alaska Depa.rt:nent of Fish and Garre should develop an 
educational program to inform the public about the long-ter.m 
consequences for wildlife and fish resulting from harvesting 
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m
d-growth forest, · (3) the disproportionate hai:vest of high-volurre, 
-growth ti.rrber classes should cease, and ( 4) specific old-growth 

tands with exceptional fish and wildlife values should be identified 
managed to protect those values, including the managenent option 

of no hai:vest. 

search conducted by the Alaska Departrrent of Fish and Gane after 
979 has fulfilled many of the recamendations of the Technical 

~.1au.L. ttee. That Sitka black-tailed deer make highest use of forest 
tands in areas that have not been cutover has been confinred. Use of 
!let-group transect counts and radio-tracking of collared deer have 

ttoc:um:m·ted that old-growth stands with well developed canopies are 
preferred winter habitat (Schoen et al. 1985). ()ptinum deer winter 
~ge under rooderate to severe conditions have been described through 

F.
scriminant factor analysis as high-volurre, old-growth stands on 

reductive, well-drained sites with irregularly spaced trees and a 
11-developed understory consisting of preferred deer winter foods, 
e. bunchberry (Comus canadensis), blueberry (Vaccinium spp.), and 

five-leaved brarrble (Rubus pedatus), or fern-leaved goldthread (COptis 
a leniifolia) (Schoen et al. 1982, Rose 1982) • Greater dispersal of 
eer was observed in a milder winter when deer made rrore use of 

low-volurre tintler stands (Schoen and Kirchhoff 1983). In all winters, 
~--7er, and in areas of both northern and southern southeast Alaska, 

preferred old-growth habitats and avoided clearcuts and regrowth 
stands (0-147 years) and upper forest areas where deep snow 
accunulations occurred (WallnD and Schoen 1980, Schoen et al. 1982, 
.Rose 1982). These findings concerning the relationship of forest 

[ 

types in terms of tintler volurre class and logging history to 
deer winter range have significant inplications for appropriate 

genent of tintler harvest that protects this critical carp::ment of 
deer habitat. 

Research on food habits and quantity and quality of available winter 
forage has also confinred the inp:>rtance of old-growth stands with 
large irregularly spaced trees, well developed canopies, and well 
developed lmderstories with abundant deer forage (Schoen et al. 1985, 
Kirchhoff and Schoen 1985, Hanley and McKendrick 1985). Schoen and 
Kirchhoff (1984) docurrented that the nutritional value of bunchberry 
was highest in high-volurre, old-growth forest stands, interrrediate in 
low volurre old-growth stands, and lowest in clearcuts. Other 
'researchers (Billings and Wheeler 1979, Van Horne 1982, Rose 1982) 
docurrented the high nutritional value of a variety of plants in 
old-growth understory. Lichen li tterfall energed as an inp:>rtant food 
source for deer in old-growth stands in areas similar to southeast 
Alaska (Rochelle 1980). 

More infonna.tion has been gained on hare range patterns and seasonal 
distribution, as well. A radio-tracking study (Schoen and Kirchhoff 
1985) docurrented that a portion of a deer population in a watershed 
reside at higher elevations during all seasons. Resident deer have 
overlapping surcmer and winter ranges while those of migratory deer are 
distinct and average up to 8 km apart. 'Hale ranges are relatively 
small in size (averaging 79 ha) and individual deer display strong 
fidelity to seasonal hate ranges, rarely dispersing fran one watershed 
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to another watershed. Deer ItDVe downward fran higher elevations as 
snow accumulates, and may eventually be driven into the coastal forest 
fringe under severe conditions. Winter use can also range inward fran 
the coast up to 9 km (Schoen and Kirchhoff 1985). Thus, the concept 
of critical deer winter range has been expanded to include inland 
forest starrls, as well as beach fringe stands. When deer habitat is 
restricted to coastal beach fringe areas, heavy losses during severe 
winter conditions are nore likely than if inland winter habitat also 
exists. These findings are also significant ones to consider in 
long-tenn managenent of critical deer winter range. 

Kirchhoff et al. (1983) investigated whether deer made preferential 
use of the "edge" areas of clear-cuts adjacent to mature stand and 
found that they did not. Clear-cuts energed as areas which received 
extremaly low winter deer use and could serve as a barrier to deer 
rccvenents fran beach fringe to inland habitats at higher elevations 
during winter (Schoen and Kirchhoff 1985). 

Research results on the successional pattern following clear-cut 
logging, including the response to thinning, were reviewed in the 
previous section. -The results indicate that understo:cy vegetation is 
essentially eliminated during forest succession for approximately 75% 
of a 100-year rotation. These cut-over stands are characterized by 
extremaly low deer use (Wallno and Schoen 1980, Rose 1982) • Alaback 
(1984), Alaback and Tappenier (1984), and Doerr and Sandburg (in prep) 
concluded that precamercial thinning may temporarily prolong 
understo:cy productivity in young (pre-canopy closure) stands, but that 
any prolonging of deciduous browse or forb production will be 
short-lived. Thinning also proootes a two-layered conifer stand. 

IDgging slash has been shown to be an effective barrier to deer 
Il'DVE!'!Elt in areas other than southeast Alaska (Lyon and Jensen 1980). 
Parker et al. (1984) calculated the high energetic costs of nDVerrent 
through logging slash and deep snow. Kessler (1982) and Morrison and 
Gibbs (1983) have obseJ:Ved high slash accunula.tions (often exceeding 
heights greater than 4 feet above the ground) which they felt 
obviously restricted deer Il'OVE!!IIellts and use in clearcuts. Gibbs and 
M:>rrison (1984) studied the effects of prescribed burning to reduce 
slash. They concluded that deer use was higher in burned areas 
because large accumulations of small slash had been rercoved. M:>re 
recently, FS biologists have experinented with clearing trails through 
slash accurrulations. Thinning slash had largely decanposed 18 years 
after treatnent of a clearcut on Big level I, but may have affected 
deer· use of the treated stands i.Imediately after thinning (Doerr and 
Sandburg in prep.). Gibbs and M:>rrison (1984) cautioned, however, 
that an increase in car:cying capacity of stm:rrer range could not a1 ter 
car:cying capacity of winter habitat, often the limiting factor for 
deer p:::~pUlations. 

A study of -wolf predation on deer in southeast Alaska was initiated by 
ADFG with sate FS funding in 1984. In 1982, Van Ballenberghe and 
Hanley (1985) reviewed deer-wolf studies in other areas and nodeled 
deer-wolf relationships in southeast Alaska. They concluded that 
logging of old-growth forests could initiate deer population declines 
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lowering the can:ying capacity of the envirolntent for deer, and 
t wolves could accelerate the rate of decline and keep deer nl.lll'bers 

t extrercely low densities. They SUl'l1llarized the implications of both 
successional pattern of the forest and of deer predation as 

allows: 

The closed-canopy, second-<JrOWth stage (age 25 or 30 years to 
rotation) is a virtual desert in tenns of forage for deer. Deep 
aCCUlllllation of snow in the young ( 25-30 yrs) clearcuts buries 
forage and makes it unavailable to deer. • • Thus, in regions of 
southeast Alaska where snow accunulates to an inportant degree in 
winter, the conversion of old-<JrOWth forest to managed, even-aged 
forest is expected to result in substantial declines in deer 
J;XJPUl.ation levels. 

We visualize the long-tenn effects of rem:::wing old-<JrOWth ti.nber 
on deer in Alaska as ultimately acting to reduce the rate of 
increase of deer. In the absence of wolf predation and hm1ting, 
deer pq;n).ations subject to extensive logging would be expected 
to decline; the rate of decline would be greatly accelerated if 
predation and hunting were intensive. Deer would then remain at 
low densities liDless wolf rn.mbers were reduced. 

Schoen et al. (1985) ITCdeled existing knowledge about the inpacts of 
,the scheduled hanrest in the Tongass National Forest throughout the 
'first 100-year rotation on the deer pq;n).ations of southeast Alaska. 
Of 461 vcus analyzed, 340 vcus will have less than 50% of current deer 
pq;n).ations and 100 VCUs will have less than 25% of current deer 
pcpllations at the end of the rotation. 

~tain goat populations in southeast Alaska occur on nest major 
ridge carplexes of the mainland and have been introduced successfully 
. to Baranof Island. They were also recently transplanted to 
Revillagigedo Island near the city of Ketchikan. Population and 
habitat use studies have been conducted near J\meaU (Schoen 1978, Fox 
1979 a, b, c; 1982, Schoen et al. 1980, Schoen and Kirchhoff 1982), 
Haines (Hundertmark et al. 1983), and Ketchikan (Smith 1982, 1983a, 
1983b, 1985), and in areas outside of southeast Alaska with s:i.mil.ai 
habitat conditions. 

Mountain goats are considered specialists, with a very narrow range of 
habitat characteristics that neet their life history requirements. 

1 Seasonal ranges are distinctive, but steep, broken terrain is a 
!predaninant feature of all goat habitat with the possible exception of 
sare travel corridors (Smith 1985, Fox et al. in prep.) • Although 
ncuntain goats are generally thought of as living in areas well above 
treeline, use of forested habitat has been famd to occur throughout 
the year (Schoen 1978; Fox 1978, 1979a,b,c, 1980; Schoen et al. 1980; 
Fox et al. 1982; Schoen and Kirchhoff 1982; Smith 1982, 1983a, 1985; 
Hundertmark et al. 1983; Fox et al. in prep.) • SUmrer use of forests 
is limited and considered a response to wet, windy weather when lower 
elevation, sheltered areas are used (Fox 1978) or for heat and/or 
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insect relief habitat during hot weather (Smith pers. ccmn.). Use of 
forested habitat during winter may be extensive and appears to be rrost 
influenced by the availability of food resources (Fox 1983). 

In the southern portion of the region where wet, heavy snow covers all 
alpine terrain for 5 to 6 rconths each year, goats were found to winter 
alrrost exclusively on forested slopes and camercial size ti.nber was 
found to be a significant factor in predicting the location of goats 
during winter (Smith 1985). Near Juneau, where colder tercperatures 
and high winds cart>ined to clear ridgetops of snow and expose forage, 
sare goats used areas aJ:x:we treeline for much of the winter while 
others wintered as low as a few hundred feet above sea level (Schoen 
and Kirchhoff 1982). Hundertmark et al. (1983) did not find any use 
of forested habitat by goats near Haines, possibly because of mild 
winter conditions or a lack of steep forested terrain within the study 
area, but others (Schnabel pers. ccmn. and Smith unpub. data) have 
obsexved goats wintering below treeline in this vicinity. Thus in 
areas with significant snowfall, timbered habitat may be critical 
winter range for goats as it is for deer. 

The steep, broken habitats used by goats are often not sui table areas 
for logging given present technology. However, clearcutting has 
already rerroved ti.nber fran known wintering sites in Alaska near Icy 
Bay (Smith and Reynolds 1977) , Haines (Hundertmark et al. 1983) , and 
Baranof Island (L. Johnson, pers. ccmn.) and in areas of Washington 
(Reed 1983). The proximity of cutting units to goat range nust be 
carefully evaluated. Schoen and Kirchhoff (1982) and Smith (1983b) 
have developed techniques to accurately identify areas of goat · 
habitat. Wintering areas at low elevations or on southerly exposures 
are particularly critical wintering sites. 

Hundertmark et al. (1983) recatm3Ilded deferring t.irrber harvest 
adjacent to a goat range in the Haines area to avoid long-term 
inpacts. Schoen and Kirchhoff (1982) and Hundertmark et al. (1983) 

. reccmnended leaving a windfinn buffer strip of ti.nber not less than 
800 m. wide around goat concentration areas. More specifically, Fox 
et al. (in prep.) recamend a 400 m. wide buffer strip to escape 
terrain, but also recc:mnended that these postulated areas of habitat 
use be verified with rrore detailed information particularly in 
forested wintering areas. As harvest nethods change (e.g. helicopter 
logging and rrul.ti-span high-lead systems), rrore significant conflicts 
could develop. 

Large clearcuts in areas outside of goat wintering areas could create 
barriers to m::werrent bebleen patches of escape terrain within the 
winter ranges of individual goats during periods of deep snow or pose 
barriers to dispersal to "islands" of preferred goat habitat (Schoen 
and Kirchhoff 1982) • Fox et al. (in prep.) recamend that travel 
corridors be identified and maintained bebleen intX>rtant wintering 
sites and sumrer range. They also recamend that forested travel 
corridors bebleen wintering sites be kept intact. 

Human activity involving noise and vehicle traffic has been docunented 
as disturoing goat behavior and potentially interfering with 
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reductive behavior through separation of nannies and kids. such 
tumance can increase susceptibility of kids to predation (Foster 

Rahs 1983). Abandonment of surrm:rr range and increased nortality, 
sociated with d.istumance stress, has occurred in response to camps 

other activity within 2 km of goat habitat. (Foster and Rahs 
1983) • In M:>ntana, goats left an area during tinDer harvest 

ations that occurred near, but not, within goat habitat, then 
tumed sare tine after the d.istumance ceased (01adwick 1973) • 

access is a major long-tenn ilrpact that can cause d.istu:r:bance, 
· splacem:mt, and overharvest of goat populations. Female goats 
'splayed high fidelity to hare range, and reading has resulted in 

elimination of use of high-quality, preferred range by nannies for 
nany years (Chadwick 1983). Roads can bisect goat novement corridors 

t\veen seasonal habitat use areas, effectively eliminating 
tiona! habitat use. These .inpa.cts have been docurrented in areas 

than Alaska (Brandborg 1955, 01adwick 1973, Rideout 1974, 
rbert and Turnbull 1977, Kuck 1977). Phelps et al. (1983) described 

history of nountain goat management in the Kootenay Region of 
British Colt.mbia. They concluded that goat pcp.1lations declined as a 

S
t f progressive exploitation and decimation of previously 

herds as new industrial roads expanded. Foster (1977) also 
ted a large decline in goat populations in British Colt.mbia to 

hl.mter access that followed the creation of new road systems 
in fonrerly undeveloped areas. 

BR::MN/GRIZZLY BFAR 

torically the brown/grizzly bear (Ursus arctos) was widely 
stributed in North Anerica fran central Mexico to northem canada 

. Alaska and fran the Mississiwi to . the Pacific Coast (Hall and 
Kelson 1959). The distribution of this species, today, is greatly 
reduced fran its fonrer range with brown/grizzly populations 
restricted to nort:l"'.''lestem canada, Alaska, and a few scattered 

~
'ldemess enclaves in M:>ntana, Idaho, and Wyaning. Alaska has the 

last major pcp.llatian of brown/grizzly bears in the United States. 
:uman-induced nortality, d.istumance, and habitat alteration have been 

identified as prirre factors in the decline of grizzly bear 
pcpliations. 

Brown/grizzly bears, cxxtuonly referred to as brown bears within the 
region, are indigenous to southeast Alaska where they occur on the 
mainland and islands north of Frederick SOUnd. Studies of habitat use 
and the inpacts of tinDer harvest are in progress in southeast Alaska, 
but :i.npacts have been docurrented in other ~ of the bears' range. 

In the northern Rockies, timber management has affected wildlife 
habitat nore than any other activity (Zager and Jonkel 1983). In 
British Colt.mbia, Russell (1974) indicated that coastal brown bear 
populations were inCCJtpatible with intensive forestcy. Smith (1978) 
suggested that other factors, in addition to habitat alteration, may 
be contributing to declines in brown bear populations in this area. 
Archibald (1981) suggested that developnent in coastal mainland 
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forests in British COlumbia appears to result in declining brCMil bear 
pq:JUlations. 

Brown bears, in general, are opportunistic annivores and able to 
utilize a variety of fc:x:Xi sources. Food does not appear to be a 
limiting factor for brown bear populations in southeast Alaska. Work 
done on feeding habits has identified seasonally irrq;:lortant fc:x:Xi 
sources that include sedge/ carex neadCJr..ls, berry-producing areas, and 
anadratous fish streams (Russell 1974, Smith 1978, Lloyd 1979, and 
Johnson 1980). Ben:y-producing areas are ilrportant and seasonally 
vital to brown bears. The consunption of berries is critical during 
the late-SlllTllEr, fall weight gain period. SalnDn runs constitute a 
critical seasonal carp:>nent of nost brown bears' annual fc:x:Xi intake 
(Johnson 1980). 

Recent studies of brown bears radio-collared on Admiralty and 
Chichagof Islands have documented high use of old-growth forest 
habitats during all seasons (SChoen and Beier 1983, 1985; Schoen et 
al. in press) and consunption of salnonberries, devils club berries, 
and currants as major foods during SUl111er (T. McCarthy unpub. data). 
Riparian old-growth stands receive high use during the salnon runs. 
Many den sites have been located in old-growth stands, with several 
excavated under the base of large-diameter, old-growth trees (J. 
SChoen and v. Beier unpub. data). Clearcuts are used, but use is 
relatively low carpared with old growth7 bears do not appear to prefer 
these areas during any season (SChoen and Beier 1985). Research is 
continuing to assess the effects of forestry practices on brown bears 
in southeast Alaska. 

Potential inpacts to southeast brown bear populations include both 
alteration of habitat or habitat use and human-induced nortali ty. 
Studies in Montana documented that the initial rem::wal of the forest 
canopy rer!DV'es hiding cover for bears which is an inpJrtant habitat 
carponent even in the absence of predators or man (Black et al. 1976). 
Understory fc:x:Xi plants, e.g. ben:y-producing shrubs are damaged or 
destroyed (Mealey et al. 1977). Opening the forest canopy can result 
in high berry production during early regrowth stages which were 
potentially beneficial to bear populations. Extensive clearcuts 
result in an initial flush of berries, with an eventual decline as the 
forest canopy closes (Mealey et al. 1977). This decline in ben:y 
crops could be detrirrental to brown bear populations, as it is with 
black bears. Because of the inpJrtance of salnon as a seasonal fc:x:Xi 
source, protecting the integrity of salnon streams and their 
productivity is also inpJrtant for maintaining bear populations. 

Research in other areas indicates that bear use of clearcuts is not 
based. on fc:x:Xi availability alone. Russell (1979) docurrented avoidance 
of clearcuts and other open areas by hunted bear populations in 
British COhmbia. Logging slash in clearcuts can :i.rrpede bear 
IrCV"enents (Smith 1978) and clearcuts and roads can serve as barriers 
to IrDV"enent (Elgnork 1976, Zager et al. 1983). Where slash is not 
treated in Montana, fc:x:Xi production for bears is lower than that in 
mature forests (Zager et al. 1983) • TinDer leave strips can play an 
inpJrtant role in neeting short-term cover requirem:mts by bears 
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feeding on salnon. Lloyd (1979) described mechanisms that have 
cl3eveloped so that bears do not meet and fight, which results in 
injuries and deaths. reave strips may thus serve as critical visual 
screens for bears aggregating on rivers to feed on salm:m runs 
~Archibald 1983). Zager and Jonkel (1983) reccmnended that tini:lered 
$;trips be left around feeding sites such as wet neadows and as 
Stringers for travel :IQltes along riparian zones and snow chutes, and 
bet\Een cutting units. 

Roads and canps can reduce habitat carrying capacity through 
distw:bance to bears and a resultant loss of portions of their fonner 
range. In southeast Alaska, sate fonner logging camps on federal land 
have hecate pennanent ccmrunities through state land selections and 
subsequent transfer into private ownership. An interconnected road 
and feny system will greatly increase recreational and administrative 
use of currently :rE!!l'IOte areas. In British Coluni:>ia, hl.mted bear 
populations avoid clear-cuts and other open areas and require forest 
cover for ItDVel'leilt (Russell 1974). In r-t:>n:tana, bears used only the 
portions of logged units furthest fran primary roads and only within 
50-75 m. of cover (Zager 1980). In Norway, the density of forest 
roads has been found to be negatively correlated with bear densities 
over a 25-year period (Elgncrk 1976, 1978) • Bears often avoid 
roadside habitat along the Denali Natiooal Park road as well (Tracy 
1977). Zager et al. (1983) concluded that cutting unit location in 
relation to open roads and the availability and proximity of escape 
cover were .i.Irp:>rtant factors in determining bear use. Thus, size and 
shape of cutting units can have an indirect effect on bear use because 
they detenn:i.ne the proximity of cover. 

Human-induced bear Jrortality tends to increase when an area is 
develc.prl for ti.Irber harvest. Accessibility to the area is increased 
th:IQlgh the construction of docking facilities and roads into a 
fonnerly unroaded area. Human use of the area inevitably increases 
unless access is restricted. CUrrent Forest Service policy in 
southeast Alaska encourages ~lie and administrative use of primary 
road systems, and silvicultural management and nultiple entry logging 
requires that roads be maintained and re-used. Human-induced 
Jrortality results fran legal and illegal hl.mter kills and killing of 
"problem" or nuisance bears. · Such "bear problems" are often due to 
acct.mul.ations of human garbage, which, when :i.nproperly disposed, 
becates an attractant to the opportunistically-feeding bears. Road 
access is a quantum change that generally leads to a Itllch higher 
human-caused bear Jrortality rate. 

Road access may initially increase hl.mter success and hunting 
Jrortality because it provides hl.mters access to previously unexploited 
populations. Archibald (1983) described the resultant management 
problem well in reference to British Coluni:>ia coastal bear 
populations: 

Forestry access roads provide legal hunters with the capability 
to hunt unexploited populations. Man-bear conflicts associated 
with logging or recreational activities in these watersheds often 
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develop. Poaching is a problem: illegal hunters have access to 
seasonal concentrations of coastal grizzlies in areas where 
enforcerrent staff is minimal due to high costs of patrolling and 
insufficient enforcem:mt staff. 

Additional nortali ty results when bear-human conflicts increase. 
Grizzly bears avoid traditional use areas where active logging is 
occurring (Mace and Jonkel 1980). However, they are attracted to 
canps or other human facilities by food or garbage. Artificial food 
sources result in changes to natural novement patterns (Mundy and 
Flook 1973) and the resulting conflicts are well documented fran 
situations in national parks (COle 1972, Herrerro 1976) , pipeline 
construction canps (Douglass et al. 1980), outfitter guide canps (Hoak 
et al. 1983), and logging carrps (Archibald 1983). Conflicts are 
generally resolved through destruction of the bear because of the 
difficulty of discouraging bear visits and the costs and 
ineffectiveness of relocating bears which either return or cause 
problems in new areas. Johnson (1980) estimated that bears killed in 
defense of life and property around logging canps in sou~st Alaska 
could make up as nuch as 10% of the reported kill. 

Jonkel (1977) concluded that extensive, uncontrolled road construction 
and access invariably leads to increased human activity and eventually 
increased human/grizzly conflicts. Human/grizzly irrpacts nearly 
always result in adverse actions to grizzlies and in nany situations 
have led directly to extirpation of the grizzly fran the ecosystem. 
Craighead (1977) also suggested that human-induced nortality 
associated with logging was one· of the major contributions to grizzly 
declines. 

Ruediger and Mealey (1978) sumnarized potential adverse irrpacts on 
grizzly bears fran human developnent : 1) easy access for humans 
into grizzly habitat, 2) conversion of travel corridors for grizzlies 
into developnents and areas where grizzlies are not tolerated, and 3) 
increased human use of adjacent backcountry which can lead to 
<:X:Jtpeti tion for space, legal and illegal hunting, settlerrent, 
increased canping and picnicking, and potential increases in the 
anount of garbage and other unnatural foods. They also developed 
guidelines for coordinating tilrber harvesting in grizzly bear habitat 
in Montana. They reccmrended :rOad management as the nost effective 
management tool to reduce the long-tenn negative :i.npacts of reading on 
grizzlies during presale activities. Road management would include: 
restricting road and management activities during periods of high bear 
use, closing roads after work is ccnpleted, planning sales to avoid 
repeated entries over short periods, maintaining large areas of good 
quality "security" bear habitat as roadless areas, closing roads 
adjacent to active sale areas, and maintaining one-mile buffer zones 
be"t:lNeen areas where road access is pennitted and grizzly habitat. 
Zager and Jonkel (1983) also reccmrended minimizing new roads in 
occupied bear habitat to provide isolation and route roads only in 
sites with little bear food CMa.Y fran feeding and travel sites. These 
practices likely conflict with objectives for laying out econanical 
tinber sales in drainages in southeast Alaska with high brown bear 
populations. 
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In stmtnary, road oonstruction and increased lruman access are likely to 
increase human disturbance and human-induced nortali ty on brown bears. 
The old-growth habitat which receives the bulk of observed bear use 
will be significantly reduced. Protection of salm:m stream 
productivity and sedge/ grass rceadows can maintain bJo 
seasonally-inp::>rtant food sources, and berry crop productivity may 
initially increase follc:Ming opening of the canopy. :However, research 
to date indicates that brown bears do rot appear to be attracted to 
clearcuts and in fact, prefer old-growth forest habitats. Following 
canopy closure, berry and herbaceous forage production will be 
eliminated, retDV"ing this inp::>rtant food source. Thus, it is likely 
that conversion of old growth to clearcuts and second-growth 
succession will result in a decrease in carrying capacity for brown 
bears. Quantification of this relationship, l'lowever, remains unknown 
at this tine. 

Based on the above evidence, brown bear population declines will 
like1y result fran the altered pattern of hunter access, increased 
bear-lruman oonflicts, and alteration of preferred habitat. If land 
use inpacts in the region are similar in severity as they have been on 
other portions of the bear's range, the species nay be vulnerable to 
local or regional reductions to the level of threatened or endangered 
status. 

As with brown bear, little ~rk has been done regarding black bears 
and their habitat in · southeast Alaska. The large-scale rem:wal of 
cover and increased access by roads can render bears nore visible and 
vulnerable to hunting. Increased harvest of black bears has resulted 
fran inproved access brought about by logging roads in southern 
sciutheast Alaska (ADFG 1981). 

Erickson et al. (1982) -observed a preference by black bears for young 
clearcuts (to 25 years) on Mitkof Island. Bears fed on the first 
green plants in south facing clearcuts during spring and on berries in 
late surmer and early fall. Hc::lwever, the proximity of CCNer is also 
an i.np:>rtant factor in detennining bear use of available food supplies 
(Lindzey and Meslow 1977) • 

canopy closure after 15-25 years and the resultant long-term 
poorly-developed ground CCNer will significantly reduce food supplies 
for bears in regrowth areas (Erickson et al. 1982). Food shortages 
can, in fact, limit black bear populations (Jonkel and Cowan 1971). 
The availability of den sites may be reduced in second-growth forests. 
Black bears studied on Mi tkof Island denned in hollow logs left in 
clearcuts, the bases of diseased boles of hollow living hemlock trees, 
or in rotten stunps of hemlock trees. All den sites were the product 
of large-d:ianeter, old-growth trees. Above-ground denning in trees 
appears to be an adaptation to the conditions of shallow, wet soils 
which were rot suitable for excavating dens (Erickson et al. 1982, 
Hanson 1982, Hanson and Doerr 1982). These researchers noted that 
although hollow logs nay be left in clearcuts, these will eventually 
decay and provide only ter!parary derming habitat. 5econd-growth 
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stands, managed on a 100-year rotation will likely not provide a 
source of den trees of sufficient size to provide large cavities. The 
researchers also noted that a long tine period is necessary for the 
developrent of heart-rot, other diseases or weather damage that result 
in hollow cavities accessible to bears. Sil vicul tural practices aiired 
at ti.n"ber production will result in rem:wal of diseased trees that 
\tiOUld eventually devel~ into suitable denning sites. 

Researchers have reported the i.np:>rtance of sui table denning habitat 
for pregnant female black bears in Washington (Folker and ~11 
1973, Lindzey and Meslow 1976) and in Alaska (Miller and McAllister 
1982). Erickson et al. (1982) noted indications of an apparent low 
rate of reproduction in the bears of Mitkof Island after 20 years of 
intensive logging and urged that an in-depth study of the p:JpUlation 
characteristics of these bears be undertaken. 

Emigration may also result fran habitat changes following logging. 
Lindzey et al. (in press) docurcented anigration of black bears as a 
result of aggression and poor reproductive success as the quality of 
habitat and fcxxl abundance deteriorated following logging on an island 
off the Washington coast. 

MX>SE 

In southeast Alaska, noose populations are generally associated with 
large, mainland river systems that provide suitable forage. Because 
this type of habitat is generally limited in distribution in 
Saltheast, noose p:JpUlations are relatively small and typically 
isolated. Work by Doerr (1983, 1985) , Hundertmark et al. (1983) and 
Craighead et al. (1984) characterized noose populations in Thanas Bay, 
the Chilkat River, and the Stikine River drainage, respectively. 

These studies have all indicated that certain coniferous forest stands 
are an essential carq;x:)l'lent of noose winter range. The type and 
structure of these forests vary between the areas studied and include 
old-growth hemlock-spruce forests, spruce river terrace forests with 
riparian or blueberry brc:MSe, spruce-cottonwood forests, and upland 
lodgepole pine forests with mixed hardwoods. In addition, noose use 
old-growth, river terrace, and other unlogged forests to a consider
able degree throughout the year. These forests ma.y be i.np:>rtant ·for 
calving areas (K. Hundert:nark, pers. ccmn.) and as thennal cover from 
the sumrer sun (Hundertmark et al. 1983). In the Yakutat area, 
"stringers" of riparian spruce are used in early spring as migratory 
corridors when deep snow persists on the ground (B. Dinneford, pers. 
ccmn.). 

In areas where riparian or other high-quality browse is limited, young 
clearcuts with high understo:cy production may provide i.np:>rtant 
foraging areas for noose during spring, fall, and winter periods with 
low snowfall (Doerr 1983, 1985). If adequate winter range is 
retained, the presence of high-forage regrowth areas ma.y prarote a 
tenp:>ra:cy increase in noose mmbers. 
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At Thanas Bay, clearcuts up to 30 years of age were selected over 
old-growth forests during spring, fall, and mild winters (Doerr 1983) • 
During deep snow conditions, browse in clearcuts was unavailable and 
m:x>se selected spruce river-terrace forests, riparian shrub stands 
with preferred browse, and old-growth forests. In late winter with 
deep snow accunulation.s, tracks in the Yakutat area docurrented high 
use of old-growth stands for browsing and/or resting and avoidance of 
open areas (B. Dinneford, pers. ccmn.) 

As with deer, forest succession will limit the period of tine m:x>se 
will utilize clearcuts. As clearcuts mature, young conifers begin to 
daninate and forage is lost. The reduced quantity of browse will 
undoubtedly result in a lower carrying capacity and perhaps severe 
declines in m:x>se populations (Doerr 1985). In situations where 
riparian habitat is limited initially (e.g. Thanas Bay), m:x>se 
populations may be reduced below "huntable" levels as clearcuts becane 
daninated by conifer regrcwth. 

Habitat management concems for m:x>se are specific to each area of 
southeast Alaska. However, studies to date strongly indicate that 
forested winter range is necessary for severe winter conditions and 
suggest that clearcutting certain forest habitats is detrineltal to 
m:x>se. Hundertmark et al. (1983) recamended that existing forests 
within and surrounding high density feeding, breeding, and novenent 
areas be retained fran tinDer harvest in the Chilkat Valley. Doerr 
(1985) recx:mrended that all the limited river terrace forests and sare 
of the high-volune ( 30+ MBF I acre) old-growth forest at Thana.s Bay be 
pennanently excluded fran harvest to provide for the winter needs of 
m:x>se. 

Doerr (in press) addressed the need to maintain a mixture of forested 
winter range and clearcuts with high forage production in order to 
sustain m:x>se populations at Thana.s Bay. He recamended sustaining 
equal acres of forested winter range and regrcwth with high forage 
production. SUitable m:x>se habitat could be maintained by a 
carbination of reducing the rotation length~ retaining high-volune, 
old-growth and river-terrace forest winter range by avoiding t.:iitber 
harvest in these areas~ clearcutting low volune (non-winter range) 
coniferous forests~ and precc:mnercial thinning. He developed a m:xiel 
to address long-tenn habitat needs of m:x>se at Thanas. Bay.Assuming 
that high forage production could be maintained for 30 years with 
precc:mnercial thinning and assuming a 100-year harvest rotation, 46% 
of the CFL in m:x>se range could be maintained over the rotation as 
m:x>se habitat with acreage split equally between retained winter range 
and high-forage regrcwth. Under a 60-year harvest rotation, 67% of 
the CFL could be maintained as m:x>se habitat under the above 
coOOition.s. 

For clearcut rotations of 60 and 100 years, the m:xiel required that 33 
and 23%, respectively, of the CFL, would be pennanently retained as 
m:x>se range and predicted that 33 and 54 percent, respectively, of the 
CFL would always be in second growth pole stands with little forage 
production or value as m:x>se habitat. The ancunt of retention to be 
allocated for m:x>se winter range in the m:xiel is considerably greater 
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than that provided tmder TI.MP. The results of the ncdel are specific 
to Thanas Bay, an area with very Hmited riparian shrub habitat, and 
indicate that the key factors in maintaining noose habitat are 1) the 
anount of winter range retained for the entire rotation, 2) the degree 
to which the FS schedules the harvest equally over the rotation, and 
3) the degree of :inplarention of shortened rotations and thinning to 
increase the percentage of tine a clearcut provides forage. 

In the nore typical noose habitat of southeast Alaska where riparian 
forage is naturally abundant, the preservation of the existing natural 
habitat may likely be the optimal habitat managenent strategy for 
these noose populations (Hundertmark et al. 1983, Craighead et al. 
1984). 

Roa.d.ing, whether prior to logging or concurrent, also affects noose 
populations indirectly. Where access for hunting is already adequate 
due to the presence of landing strips, existing roads, rivers or other 
water access, increased road access may result in crowded hunting 
conditions and overhunting. Hundertmark et al. (1983) recanrended 
that reading and logging developrents around Haines avoid restricted 
migration corridors between high density concentration areas and that 
restrictions be placed on use of roads in noose concentration areas to 
reduce potential harassment and poaching losses. 

Where river or other inland access is largely limited, the 
construction of logging roads may prarote increased noose hunting 
opp:>rtunities, such as at Thanas Bay. The increased intensity of 
hunting at Thanas Bay, however, has required ADF&G to closely rconitor 
the harvest. Restrictions on rrotorized access, season closures, 
harvest quotas, emergency closures restricting the harvest, and 
registration pennit hunts have all been i.nplarented to prevent 
overharvesting of noose. Recent research in Yakutat indicates that 
while hunter use may shift to a road system, hunter success declines 
rapidly (D. Mills unpub. data). 

IDLF 

WOlves are found along the mainland coast of southeast Alaska and on 
the islands south of Frederick SOUnd. They are not presently found on 
Admiralty, Baranof or Chichagof Islands. Little \>tUrk has been done to 
docurtent habitat or predator-prey relationships of \>tUlves in southeast 
Alaska. 

WOlf population dynamics depend on the population dynamics of prey 
species. Black-tailed deer are a primary food source for \>tUlves in 
southeast Alaska~ noose, goats, salnon, and beaver are also important 
food sources (Merriam 1964, Smith unpub. data) • The effects of 
logging on the carrying capacity of habitat of prey species thus 
directly affects the carrying capacity of an area for \>tUlves. 

Sate research has been conducted within the region to detenlline 
predator-prey relationships of \>tUlves. WOlves were introduced to 
Coronation Island as part of an "experinent" to evaluate \>tUlf-deer 
relationships (Merriam 1964). Within a few years follavin.g 
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introducticn of \Velves to the island, deer \'Jere virtually eliminated. 
SUbsequently, the \Velves fed on marine carrion, then on each other, 
and finally di~ fran the island. Recently the deer population 
has re-established and increased on the island. Although this study 
la2ked a "control" and the small size of the island (approximately 70 
km: ) prevented eventual stability of a predator-prey system, the rapid 
decline of deer following \Velf introductions indicates the potential 
effects of \Velves on an insular deer herd. 

VanBallenberghe and Hanley (1985) synthesized the limited existing 
krlc::wledge of \Velf predation into a conceptual ncdel applicable to the 
old-growth forest ecosystem of southeast Alaska. Their ncdel 
inter-relates various deer productivity and rrortality rates, kill rate 
for \Velves, and influence of hunter harvest on deer recruitment. It 
then calculated \Velf: deer ratios required to maintain equilibrium of 
both populations. Using this approach, these authors concluded that 
\Velves are capable of limiting deer populations. They suggested that 
in view of the detrinental effects of logging and hunter harvest on 
deer productivity, \Velves 'WOUld be an additive factor in depressing 
deer populations. Biologists studying deer~lf relationships on 
Vancouver Island (Hebert 1981, Hebert et al. 1982, Scott and 
Shackelton 1980 and Jones and Mason 1983) have clearly docunented the 
role of \Velves in reducing and limiting deer in ecosystems similar to 
these in southem southeast Alaska where tiirber harvest has reduced 
deer winter ranges. 

Retention of "islands" of high-quality winter habitat can be expected 
to concentrate deer during severe winters and increase the efficiency 
of \Velf predation (Harestad 1979, Hebert et al. 1982) • The 
:i.nplications of reduction of deer habitat canying capacity through 
logging coupled with the detDnstrated capability of \Velves to reduce 
deer populations below the capacity determined by habitat and winter 
conditions may severely limit manageuent cptions. Jones and Mason 
(1983) concluded that meeting pcp.ll.atioo cbjectives for deer 'WOUld 
require maintaining winter ranges, regulating hunting, and managing 
predators if habitat capabilities were to be realized. Van 
Ballenberghe and Hanley (in press) also concluded that \Velf control 
'WOUld be necesscu:y to maintain deer populations at the can:ying 
capacity of the habitat. To reduce the necessity for \Velf control, 
which is strongly cbjectionable to a large segment of the Alaskan and 
national :plblic, critical winter habitat will have to be retained in 
sufficient quantity to maintain deer populations at levels that can 
sustain both a desired human harvest and an unmanaged \Velf population. 

Manageuent of the \Velf is of special concem due to the unique status 
of Alaska as one of two states where the species is not endangered and 
one of the few areas of the \Velf' s fonner broad range where it is 
still abundant. 

Marten, beaver, mink, and land otter are four :fw:bearer species 
mruonly trapped in the region. Wolves are also trapped where they 
occur in the region, but are discussed in the preceding section. 
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Muskrats, wolverines, and lynx are also available in sate areas. 
Logging may affect furbearers through habitat alteration, reduction of 
prey species following reduced understory food production and habitat 
diversity in second-growth stands, ~ travel through slash, and 
increased nortality through increased trapper access. 

Marten 

Marten are present on the nainland and were introduced to Prince of 
Wales, Baranof, and Chichagof Islands and are abundant on Admiralty 
Island. They are present on nost of the other islands in southeast 
Alaska, but absent fran sate. 

Specific habitat requirenents of narten in southeast Alaska are not 
known. Johnson (1981) has reviewed the literature on habitat use and 
the effects of logging on narten in other areas. The following is 
excerpted fran his review. Elsewhere, within their range it has been 
reported ·that narten are creatures of mature forests (seton 1929, 
Marshall 1951, deVos 1952, Lensink 1953, Hawley 19~5, Francis and 
Stephenson 1972, Koehler et al. 1975, Clark and canpbell 1977, Koehler 
and Hornocker 1977, Mech and Rogers 1977, and Soutiere 1978). The 
narten is considered to find optinum habitat in old-growth Douglas fir 
forests in western Oregon and Washington (Meslow et al. 1981). 

Researchers in other areas have found that alteration of the pristine 
forest can have significant irrpact on narten y;:opulations. Marshall 
(1951) in Idaho, deVos (1952) in eastern Canada, and Mech and Rogers 
(1977) in Minnesota reconstructed the decline of narten populations 
following settlem:mt with its attendent fonns of land a1 teration, 
especially clearing, logging, and fire. Marshall (1946) reported 
little narten sign in winter in areas devoid of tree cover. In Canada 
deVos (1952) noted that marten were less abundant in second growth 
stands than in mature forests.· IDcki.e (1964) traced a similar decline 
in the related pine narten (M. martes) in Scotland. In response to a 
1976 sw:vey, nine states and-one Canadian province reported narten as 
extirpated fran their jurisdictions. The reason for extirpation was 
given as habitat destruction (Deems and Pursley 1978) • Soutiere 
(1978) also documented marten nUiti:>ers in clearcut areas to be 
one-third those in lm.disturbed forests in Maine. Major (1979) also 
described lower population ievels following clearcutting. 

Several workers have documented changes in small manmal populations 
which provide the main food source for narten (Martell and Radvanyi 
1977), particularly reductions in red-backed vole populations (Tevis 
1956, Gashwiler 1970·, Hoovan 1973, Sims and Buckner 1973, Clark and 
canpbell 1977). 

The habitat requirenents that are likely to be adversely affected by 
clearcut logging include canopy cover, high prey populations, and tree 
cavities for denning. Koehler et al. (1975) in Idaho showed that 
narten prefer stands older than 100 years and that such a stand I'!UlSt 
have a canopy cover greater than 30 percent. Those authors also 
reported that narten will cross but not hunt in openings less than 300 
feet in width during winter. They noted that narten were not observed 
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to have crossed openings greater than 300 feet and that marten do not 
use "dog hair thickets" because of minimal small rodent populations. 
SOUtiere (1978) obse:rved marten traCks in openings as wide as 200 rn. 
Habitat requirem:mts in sumrer seem to be less rigid than in winter 
(Grinnell et al. 1937, Marshall 1946) • Clark and canpbell (1977) in 

Wyaning reported that marten do not utilize harvested areas at least 
within one year following harvest. These authors further noted that 
in winter, marten foraging was confined to dense, mature stands of 
coniferous forests. Koehler et al. (1975) and Steventon (1979) 
observed that in winter females are llDre reluctant to enter clearcut 
areas than are males. 

No study of the food habits of marten in southeast Alaska has been 
conducted, however in other areas, microtine rodents, especially 
red-backed· voles, are the primary prey of marten (Cowan and Mackay 
1950, Remington 1950, Newby 1951, Iensink 1953, Hawley 1955, Iensink 
et al. 1955, Quick 1956, I.Dckie 1961, Murie 1961, Weckwerth and Hawley 

.1962, Clark and canpbell 1977, Koehler and Hornocker 1977). Red 
squirrels and deer mice do not appear to be preferred food items for 
marten, acoording to these and other studies, but tree squirrels, 
berries, and arthropods may be seasonally i.rrp:>rtant. The winter use 
of witches broan (mistletoe infection) areas has also been reported, 
possible to provide feeding c.pportunities on flying squirrels which 
nest in the witches broan (R. M::Jwry, pers. cc:mn.). 

Marten rest, give birth, and rear their young in dens. The few natal 
dens that have been found have been in rocky banks, hollc:M trees, 
~ker or squirrel holes, boulders, or hollc:M logs. As noted 
under the discussicm of cavity-nesting bird habitat, second-growth 
forests managed on a 80-100 year rotation ~d have few excavated 
holes or hollc:M trees and logs for den sites. Reduction in d.erming 
sites ~d also oontribute to reduced carrying capacity for marten. 

Road access is likely to increase trapping pressure on marten. In 
areas where road systems are available to the trapper, marten may be 
reduced belc:M levels which make it profitable for trappers to trap. 
Traditionally, marten trapping has been ac~lished by boat, working 
the beach fringe. As trapping renoved animals fran the beach fringe, 
other animals l1DVed in fran the "rese:rvoir" of animals in upland 
areas. As "reserve" areas are roaded and trapped, marten populations 
and trapping success will decline over a relatively large area. 

Beaver 

Beaver are . abundant in major mainland river drainages or other areas 
with extensive fresl'Mater marsh areas and deciduous woodlands. They 
are also present on islands of the Alexander Archipelago with suitable 
habitat. 

The only study of beaver in southeast Alaska has been conducted in the 
Petersburg area. Beaver dens, lodges, and food caches were obse:rved 
along deep, slCM-llDVing streams and sloughs bordered by Sphagnum llDSS 
mats surrounded by sedge-alder or hemlock camuni ties, along deep 
slOW-llDVing streams with clay banks, and in lakes with Sphagnum llDSS 
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nats with steep banks for denning. SWift, shallow streams with sandy 
or rocky bottans, areas of tidal influence with fluctuating water 
levels, and salt narsh neadows did not a:ppea.r to provide sui table 
habitat. Beaver fcx:rl caches contained stems fran a variety of shrubs 
and hemlock (Curatolo et al. 1981). Beavers use conifers extensively 
for fcx:rl and for lcx:1ge and darn construction in J:X>rtions of their range 
in scut.heast Alaska (J. Doerr pers. obs. ) • 

Beaver J:X>nds and streams deepened by beaver activity serve as 
i.nportant habitat for fmbearers such as nuskrat (Boyce et al. 1981), 
mink, otter, and \\Ulves. They also provide rearing habitat for 
certain fish species, including coho salm:m (Bcyant 1984) , cutthroat 
trout, Dolly Varden char, and steelhead~ and waterfowl habitat for 
nesting, rearing, nolting, and migrational habitat (J. Doerr pers. 
obs. ) • Emergent aquatic plant in beaver ponds provide foraging areas 
for noose (B. Dinneford, pers. d::>s.). Snags bordering wetlands and 
often resulting fran flcx:rling by beaver dams are valuable habitat for 
snag-dependent wildlife (J. Doerr pers. d::>s.) • 

Roads, facilities, and cutting units which include beaver ponds nay 
encroach and alter this habitat through fill, equiiJient novement 
through the pond, sedi.nentation, or Slash deposition. The maintenance 
of a riparian buffer zone around beaver ponds and stream habitats can 
benefit beaver as fcx:rl sources, and serve as a filter for sed.inent 
fran erosion following logging and soil disturbance and thus provides 
a natural mitigation neasure for other fish and wildlife species. 

Mink 

Mink populations are distributed primarily along the coastal fringe of 
the_region, but are also abundant in riparian habitat along streams. 
Harbo (1958) docurrented high use of intertidal invertebrates as a fcx:rl 
source, and mink I'COVe!Rel'lts along beaches and in \\100ded cover parallel 
to the beach. He described den sites in rock crevices, rock piles, 
and in cavities under tree roots. Natal dens were located within 
spruce cover in close proximity to intertidal feeding areas. 

Johnson (1985) recently catpleted a study on the use of coastal 
habitat by mink on Prince of Wales Island in southeast Alaska. He 
found that mink use was concentrated within 10 m of the shrub-tree 
border of the shoreline and only occurred inland for crossing of 
J:X)ints or peninsulas. His data indicated that mink use was highest in 
residual beach fringe and old-growth low-volurre tinDer~ higher in 
old-growth (high-volurre, low-volurre, and residual stands) than in 
second growth~ and lowest in clearcuts and virtually nonexistent in 
nuskegs and along streams. He concluded that beach-fringe tinDer was 
used for travel, denning, feeding on captured prey, and escape cover. 
He recamended that buffer strips of tinDer which would withstand 
windthrow (at least 60 m inland fran the shoreline) be naintained. If 
beach-fringe tinDer was to be clearcut, he recamended that 1) the 
shoreline length of the clearcut be as short as J:X>Ssible, preferably 
less than the smallest average range of mink (.8 km), and 2) 
clearcutting beach-fringe tinDer should be avoided on islet J:X)ints, on 
convex, and reef shorelines~ along short intertidal zones (less than 
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40 m fran 0- m to +6 m lines) , and along intertidal areas with high 
arrounts of bedrock and boulder CCNer. 

Iand otter 

Land otters occur throughout the region. Recent studies in southeast 
Alaska (Larson 1983, WOOlington 1984) docmnented an avoidance of 
clearcuts for travel routes, burrc:Ms, and natal dens. WOOlington 
(1984) suggested that logging \«>\ll.d result in terporary rercoval of 
shrub COller needed by otters, slash deposition that would :iJrpede their 
travel, rrechanical destructicn of den sites and burrc:Ms under sturcp 
nounds and rotting 5'b.1n1?s, road encroachment through their habitat, 
disturbance during the breeding period, and loss of natal den sites in 
riparian forest stands along stream courses. He reccmnended that 
logging be avoided adjacent to watercourses during the breeding season 
fran early May to late sumner. 

Based an these recent studies (Larson 1983 , WOOlington 1984) , clearcut 
logging along beaches and stream courses will alter preferred otter 
habitat for travel, forage, a:Ner, burrc:Ms, and natal dens. 
COnversion of old-gra.rth forests to second-gra.rth forests could rerrove 
ilrportant breeding and burrowing habitat. loss of suitable habitat 
for reproduction can have a significant adverse inpa.ct an otter 
populations. 

Both Larson (1983) and WOOlington (1984) reccmnended retaining a 
fringe of tiirber along the beach to meet otter habitat requirerents. 
Larson (1983) reccmnended a m:inim..:nn width of 60 m, while WOOlington 
(1984) reccmnended a mi.nimJm of 50-75 m, with larger leave strips 

where ¢ndthrow was likely. The latter author also recamended that 
no roads be located adjacent to steep, rocky shorelines and along 
watercourses to protect natal den sites. 

Studies an small manmals are very limited in southeast Alaska, but 
infonnation an general habitat requirerents of the species present 
strongly indicate that clearcutting can have long-tenn inpa.cts on 
populations of certain species. 

Forb and shrub understory production in the forest is necessary for 
abundant populations of certain rodent species. Van Horne (1981, 
1982) dem:>nstrated that both longtail voles (Microtus longicaudus) and 
deer mice (Pera!tyscus maniculatus) prefer sites WJ.th high tmderstory 
production. 

Small manmals which depend on fo:rbs and shrubs during sumner may 
benefit fran the initial high shrub production in clearcuts. However, 
the results of field studies have been contradictory for the deer 
mice. Harris (1968) reported consistently lc:Mer population levels of 
deer mice in clearcuts an Prince of Wales Island c::x:npared to nearlJy 
forested areas during the first 10 years following cutting: whereas 
Van Horne (1981) docmnented a slight increase in deer mice populations 
in clearcuts continuing until the stage of maxizm.nn shrub production 
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prior to canopy closure. Deer nouse populations appeared to decrease 
with canopy closure and understoz:y loss in :p:>le stands and likely 
remain low tmtil an understoz:y is reestablished as the stands develop 
into old growth (Van Ho:me 1981). 

Van Ho:me (1982) also conducted population studies on longtail voles, 
a species that primarily occupies forest edges or shrubby areas. She 
concl~ that the species appeared to find optinun habitat in young, 
7-to-10-year-old clearcuts, and attributed this preference to the 
availability of low cx:Ner in the form of shrubs and logs and open 
areas with high production of preferred herbs and berries. She found 
that forb production declined 10 to 25 years after logging, resulting 
in declines in vole carz:ying capacity and abundance. She predicted 
that 30-to-150-year-old :p:>le stands would be entirely devoid of 
long-tailed voles and that such stands \tJO\lld act as barriers to 
dispersal of voles between suitable habitat patches. 

other herbivorous small mamnals, i.e. other nouse species and voles, 
also require understoz:y forest production to maintain their popula
tions. Because· clearcutting on a 100-year rotation results in a :p:>le 
stand with a low-diversity understoz:y for approximately 70% of the 
harvest rotation, overall small manmal diversity and production will· 
likely decline significantly in areas where extensive clearcutting 
occurs. 

In addition to the reduction of understoz:y food supplies, sene small 
manmal species depend on cone seeds for food and/ or require tree 
cavities. Raloval of the tree canopy will eliminate denning and 
feeding areas for red squirrels (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) and flying 
squirrels (GlaUCC!t¥s sabrinus) • Red squirrels, a camon small manmal 
throughout nuch of southeast Alaska, depends on seed production fran 
conifers to survive (WOlff and Zasada 1975). Field absei:Vations 
indicate that clearcutting essentially eliminates red squirrel habitat 
in southeast Alaska, as has been docurrented in other coniferous biorres 
(J. Doerr, pers. cbs. ) • This irrpact persists tmtil cone production is 
reestablished in second-growth stands which should occur within 20-30 
years for westem hemlock trees and within 20-40 years for Sitka 
spruce (FS 1965) • 

The northem flying squirrel is a species that nerits habitat 
managem:mt concem. Meslow et al. (1981) described the species as one 
that finds optimum habitat for breeding or foraging in old-growth 
Douglas fir forests. Harris (1984) described a particular ecological 
role in energy transfer that flying squirrels fill in these forest 
ecosystems through their conSl.lllPtion of arboreal lichens during 
winter. The squirrels also feed on ectanycorryhisal fungi, e.g. 
truffles, and dig up and spread the below-ground spores of the fungi 
to other areas where they perform an essential role of fixing nitrogen 
for ~ roots of nany conifers. Thus, truffle-feeding small manmals 
play a :p:>sitive role in forest regrowth following logging or 
disturbance (Maser et al. 1978). 

Although no \\10rk has been done on the habitat requirenents of the 
flying squirrel in southeast Alaska, research has been conducted in 
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interior Alaska. Mowrey and Zasada (1984) found that flying squirrels 
fed on truffles, nushroans, and other flmgi, berries, insects, and 
carrion when available, but depended primarily on cached fungi and 
arboreal lichens during winter. They preferred spruce trees O'Ver 
hardwood trees because of the rough bark that pennitted clinging both 
after gliding to the tree and by ya.mg squirrels during rearing in den 
trees. Large diameter, tall trees also afforded a better landing 
surface: spruce trees provided year-round cover. Trees were used for 
denning, both to rear ya.mg and for thermal cx:wer and protection fran 
wind and rain. During the coldest weather, all squirrels denned in 
white spruce trees infected by mistletoe that produced clunps of 
abnonnal growth of branches or "witches broan." In wann or wet 
weather, they use tree cavities excavated by woodpeckers, thus 
utilizing the same old-grarth stands preferred by 'WOOdpeckers for 
nesting. Mowrey and Zasada (1984) observed a maximum hare range size 
of 31 ha., a maximum distance between den trees equal to 470 m., and as 
many as 13 different den trees used O'Ver the year within the heme 
range. 

Mowrey (1982) concluded that old coniferous forest stands with den 
trees containing "witches broan," woodpecker cavities, and natural 
cavities for nesting were essential habitat. M:Jwrey and Zasada (1984) 
recamended ti.ni:ler leave strips between clearcuts in excess of 30 m. 
in width for use as travel corridors. fran tree to tree. They also 
noted that the size and nlllli>er of forest openings a squirrel had to 
cross were an inp:>rtant consideration and rec:x:mrended that openings 
generally not be IIDre than 20 m. across and that openings wider than 
30 m. should contain scattered trees, especially tall spruce. 

These data suggest that in the southeast region, early regrowth 
clearcuts 'WOUld lack trees for denning and · landing sites and that 
second-grarth forests with poor arlx>real lichen develqm:mt could 
reduce winter carrying capacity for flying squirrels when conditions 
are IIDst severe through reduced food supplies, feeding areas, and den 
trees. 5econd-grarth managenent for ti.ni:ler production will eliminate 
diseased trees that provide cold weather nests. Stands managed on a 
100-year rotation will be harvested before they develop sufficient 
heart-rot to pennit cavity excavation by 'WOOdpeckers. 

Decreases in small mamna1 populations as a result of clearcutting will 
affect those mamnal and bird species that depend upon these species as 
a prey base, including ~ls, hawks, marten and weasels. 

A final concern for small mamnals is the potential for the elimination 
on a localized or regional basis of old-grarth dependent species. 
Basic biology questions such as habitat needs, species distribution, 
and even proper taxonanic classification surround many of the small 
mamna1 species that inhabit the Tongass. This unique archipelago 
limits interisland dispersal by small mamnals, thus increasing the 
chances for local extinction. 

A nunber of small mamnal species have extrercely limited known 
distributions in southeast Alaska. 'lhese include the nead.ow jurcping 
lYDUSe, Zapus hudsonius, water shrews, Sorex pa!ustris and S. arcticus, 
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and the endemic species COronation Island vole Microtus coronarius, 
and Sitka deer rrouse, Pet.pnYscus sitk.ensis, (MacDonald and Pengilly 
1979). A unique subspec1.es, the Prince of Wales flying squirrel 
(Glaucanys sabrinus grisifrons) nay be old-grcMth dependent and has 
recently been proposed to "Catego:cy 2" of the federal Candidate 
Species List for endangered and threatened vertebrates. 

BIRDS 

The Tongass National Forest provides migrato:cy and breeding habitat 
for n'Ull'erOUS bird species as well as irrpJrtant winter habitat for 
resident birds. Of approximately 100 species observed on the mainland 
during a species and habitat invento:cy (Gibson and MacDonald 1975), 
and sare 80 species observed in the Alexander Archipelago (Gibson 
1976) , 18 and 14, respectively, were resident species. The surveys 
reported that the mainland area had 170 known breeders and 19 other 
possible breeders, while the Archipelago had 43 breeders and 19 
prc:bable breeders. SUrvey "WOrk and research on the effects of timber 
harvest on birds have focussed on breeding birds during the spring and 
SUlllter season. M:>re recently, Hughes (in prep.) conducted winter 
surveys and enumerated 20 species within old-growth forest plots on 
Admiralty Island. Research has also recently been concluded on winter 
habitat requirenents of bald eagles (Hansen et al. 1984). 

Breeding Habitat Studies 

Several studies in the southeast Alaska region have been conducted on 
the effects of logging on breeding bird populations (Noble 1978, 
Kessler 1979, Reid et al. 1980). Studies have also been conducted on 
breeding requirenents of bald eagles (Hodges and Robards 1981), 
marl>led nurrelets (Quinlan and Hughes in prep.), and two resident 
birds, the blue grouse (Doerr et al. in press), and the Vancouver 
canada goose (Lebeda and Ratti 1983). 

Table 1 SUll'llBrizes the results of studies conducted in the region and 
in the Pacific Northwest on the effects of clearcutting on sare bird 
species which breed in the region. Noble (1978) conducted preliminary 
surveys of breeding birds in logged and tmlogged Sitka spruce, western 
hemlock forests on Prince of Wales Island, Alaska during June and July 
of 1977. He reported that golden-crowned kinglets (Regulus satrapa) , 
ruby-crowned kinglets (Regulus calendula), and red-breasted sapsuckers 
(Sphyrapicus ruber) are drastically reduced or eliminated when old 
growth is reroved whereas other species reached higher densities in 
small clearcuts and regrowth areas than in old growth because of their 
preference for early successional stages or nesting in shrubs. Noble 
further speculated that other species known to require old growth, but 
not occurring in his limited old-grcMth study plots (i.e. , three-toed 
woodpecker (Picoides trida$llus), hai:cy woodpecker (Picoides 
villosus), dc:Mny woodpecker (P1.coides pubescens), sharp-shinned hawk 
(Accipiter striatus), red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), blue grouse 
(Dendragapus obscurus) , pine grosbeak (Pinicola enucleator) , pine 
siskin (Carduelis pinus), red crossbill (I£>xia. curvirostra), 
yellow-rurcped warbler (Dendroica coronata) , chestnut-backed chickadee 
(Parus rufescens), and brown creeper (Certhia arcericana) would also be 
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Table 1. Rep:>rted response ·of bird species breeding in southeast Alaska to 
clearcutting. 

I. 

II. 

5pecies that will increase foll~ftearcut~ of old~: 
Orange=cra:mea: warbler Nd:>le 197 1 Kessler 
Wilson's warbler (Noble 1978) 
Dark-eyed junco (Ncble 1978 1 Kessler 1979 1 

Fox sparrow 

Hermit thrush 
Winter wren 
Steller's jay 
swainson' s thrush 
Ruby-crowned kinglet 

Anerican rroin 
Song sparrcw 

Mannan and MeslCM 1980) 
(Noble 1978 1 Kessler 1979 1 

Reid et al. 1980) 
(Noble 1978 1 Kessler 1979) 
(Kessler 1979) 
(Kessler 1979) 
(Kessler 1979) 
(Kessler 1979 1 Mann.an and 

MeslCM 1980) 
(Kessler 1979) 
(Kessler 1979) 

5pecies that will decrease follCMing clearcutting of old growth: 
Ruby-crowned kinglet (Noble 1978) 
Chestnut-backed chickadee (Noble 19781 Kessler 1979) 
Golden-crowned kinglet (Ndble 19781 Kessler 1979) 
Townsend's warbler (Kessler 1979) 
Varied thrush (Kessler 1979) 
Western flycatcher (Kessler 1979) 
Yellow-bellied sapsucker (Kessler 1979) 
Red-breasted sapsucker* (Noble 1978) 
Hai:cy 'NOC>dpecker (Kessler 1979) 

*This species was listed by the author in the publication as the 
yellow-bellied sapsucker 1 however the <XilllOll nane was subsequently changed 
by the Anerican Ornithologists Union (1982) • 



substantially reduced or eliminated as old-growth habitat is 
eliminated. 

Kessler (1979) \¥0rking on Kosciusko Island, (near Ketchikan, Alaska) 
added Townsend's warl>ler (Dendroica townsendi) , chestnut-backed 
chickadee, varied thrush (Ixoreus naevius), western flycatcher 
{Ehpidonax difficilis), and hairy ~ker, to Nd:>le's list of known 
bird species whose populations woold be decreased by clearcutting. 
Kessler (1979) also reiterated a concern for other old-growth 
dependent species which might be present on her study plots but which 
remained unrecorded due to low densities or noctumal habits. Her 
partial listing of these species includes northern goshawk (Accipiter 
ellis) ' western screech-owl (otus kerm.ioottii) ' great horned owl 
C::: virginianus), great gray owi(strix ne&ilosa), northern hawk-owl 
(surnia ulula), boreal owl (Aeg9lius funereus), northern saw-whet owl 
(J\egOlius acadicus) , boreal chickadee (Parus hudsonicus) , red-breasted 
nuthatCh (S~tta canadensis), and brown creeper. 

Reid et al. (1980) censussed breeding bird populations in clearcuts, 
old growth, and scrub forest in the Pavlof drainage. IDwest total 
bird densities were found in recent (two-year-old) clear-cuts and 
highest densities in ·scrub (non-ccmrercial stands) forest. The study 
provided additional habitat use infonnation for the eight bird species 
that bred in successional stands but not in old-growth camercial 
stands in the studies by Noble (1978) and Kessler (1979). Four 
species (Steller's jay, tree swallow, American rd::>in, and :rufous 
humningbird) utilized scrub forests for breeding and two species 
(swainson' s thrush, song sparrc:M) nested in old-growth forests but at 
densities low enough to be missed by · earlier census plots. They 
concluded that clearcutting might benefit fax sparrcM populations. 

In sumnary, all breeding bird studies have concluded that fax sparrows 
will likely benefit fran clearcutting. Nd:>le (1978) and Kessler 
(1979) both concluded the orange-crowned warl>ler, dark-eyed junoo, and 
hennit thrush \¥0\lld also benefit, while Reid et al. (1980) observed 
that these species also bred abundantly in non-cxmnercial scrub 
forests. The breeding bird surveys and oonsideration of requiratents 
for characteristics of old-growth forests concluded that a nl.ll'Cber of 
bird species \¥0\lld likely be adversely affected by clearcutting. The 
species nest cutual.ly described as requiring old-growth forests 
included hawks (sha.l:p-shinned and red-tailed hawks, northern goshawk, 
and American kestrel) , owls (boreal owl, western screech-owl, northern 
hawk-owl, northern saw-whet owl), woodpeckers (downy and three-toed 
woodpeckers) , blue grouse, boreal chickadee, brown creeper, and 
red-breasted nuthatch. A ntmber of other species have been described 
as potentially benefitting fran or being adversely affected by 
clearcutting. 

Nd:>le (1978) recumended retention of old-growth tracts within areas 
to be logged with a mininum site of 400 acres. He also recc.rmended 
that such tracts be no nore than one mile fran any similar tract and 
that old-growth oorridors be left to connect the tracts. 
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Winter Habitat Studies 

Hughes (in prep.) censussed bird species resident in old-growth forest 
stands on Admiralty Island during winter (Table 2) • He further 
described old-growth habitat use during winter by five species of 
cavity and snag-nesting birds (hairy woodpecker, three-toed 
woodpecker, red-breasted sapsucker, chestnut-backed chickadee, and 
brown creeper) by tirri:>er volune classes (Table 2). Winter food can be 
the limiting factor for resident bird populations (Haapanen 1965, 
Fretwell 1972), and for resident, hole-nesting birds in particular 
(McClelland 1977). 

Hughes (in prep.) found that brown creepers and hairy \'VOOdpeckers were 
ItDst numerous in high-volune stands (greater than 40,000 ~f/acre) 
while three-toed woodpeckers were ItDst numerous in high and 
medi~volune stands (25 ,000-40,000 l-M:>f/acre) and red-breasted 
sapsuckers and chestnut-backed chickadees were ItDst numerous in 
lc:M-volune stands (less than 25,000 fof.ibf/acre) during winter. He 
concluded that harvesting high-volune, old-growth stands would :inpact 
hairy woodpecker populations ItDre severely than harvesting lc:M or 
medi~volune stands. He also concluded that tinDer harvesting in 
old-growth stands 'WOUld probably have the greatest inpa.ct on snags 
with cavities used as winter roosts by chestnut-backed chickadees. He 
noted that the high densities of chickadees might reflect a seasonal 
habitat shift with birds noving into southeast Alaska fran areas with 
ItDre continental, colder climates. 

He reccnnended that winter habitat be maintained as well as breeding 
habitat through retention of undisturbed old-growth tracts. 

Bird Use of Snags and Tree cavities 

Recent research in southeast Alaska (Hughes in prep.) has focussed on 
the inpa.cts of timber harvesting on bird species that utilize snags, 
particularly tlx>se that depend upon the presence of standing dead 
trees or older, decaying trees with heartrot or other diseases that 
make them suitable for excavation of cavities for nest sites or winter 
roosts. Noble and Harrington (1978) described 25 bird species in 
southeastern Alaska that are cavity-dependent or cavity-users. Birds 
such as the hairy woodpecker, three-toed woodpecker, and red-breasted 
sapsucker, are primary hole nesters, i.e. they excavate their own 
nest. They depend upon tree characteristics that pe:r:mit excavation. 
Other bird species, including the chestnut-backed chickadee and brown 
creeper, are secondary hole nesters, and usually do not excavate their 
own nests. Instead, they depend upon the presence of natural cavities 
or cavities excavated by primary hole nesters. Four of the five 
hole-nesters rrentioned above are winter residents of southeast Alaska, 
while the red-breasted sapsucker is an early migrant. 

Birds in southeast Alaska have also been d:>served using snags for song 
perches, by territorial males during breeding season, for perches and 
courtship display areas for band-tailed pigeons, and as foraging 
perches for sharp-shinned hawks and goshawks (Gibson and MacDonald 
1975, Gibson 1976). Snags may also be used as drumning sites by 
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Table 2. Winter use of old-qrc:wth forest habitat (Hughes in prep.) 

I. Bird species resident in old-growth forest in southeast Alaska 
Bald eagle 
Northern pygmy-owl 
Blue grouse 
camon raven 
Steller's jay 
Black~illed magpie 

*HaiJ::y woodpecker 
*Red-breasted sapsucker 
*Three-toed woodpecker 
*Brown creeper 
*Chestnut-backed chickadee 
Anerican rcbin 
Varied thrush 
Anerican dipper 
Winter wren 
Pine siskin 
Dark-eyed junco 
Golden-crowned kinglet 
Red crossbill 
White-winged crossbill 

*Species requiring tree cavities or snags for nesting or roosting. 



woodpeckers or for insect "hawking" or hunting (Hughes, pers. ccmn. ) • 
cavities are used as roosts by birds that ovezwinter in the forests 
(Hughes in prep.) • 

In areas other than southeast Alaska, the inp:>rtance of snags and 
trees that provide for cavity excavation and re-use is 
~11-documented. Raphael and White (1984) recently cited 20 studies 
that docurrent the regular use of snags by wildlife for nesting, 
feeding, shelter, ccmmmication, and resting. Studies have also 
focussed on adverse inpacts of tinDer harvests that resulted in snag 
reDDVal. The findings of Raphael and White (1984) in the Sierra 
Nevada CCil'plemented findings fran other studies in Finland (Haapanen 
1965) , sweden (Nilsson 1979) , and Arizona (Balda 1975, Scott 1979) 
that rem:wal of snags resulted in 32% to 52% fewer cavity-nesting 
birds than in adjacent areas with snags. Raphael and White (1984) 
detennined that populations of cavity-nesting birds were proportional 
to snag density and that larger trees ~re preferred. Cavity nesting 
birds exhibited a strong preference for large snags for cavity 
excavation on Admiralty Island (Hughes in prep.). Snags were also 
preferred as foraging areas by several species. Mannan and Meslow 
(1984) carpared populations of breeding birds and the structure and 
CCil'pOsition of managed and old-growth forests in northeastern Oregon 
and concluded that the abundance of snags in old growth was 
responsible for the relatively high nunbers of hole-nesting birds. 
Large trees were indirectly inp:>rtant to hole-nesting birds as a 
source of large snags. 

TinDer harvest can result in loss of snags sui table for use by 
cavity-nesters in two ways: (1) through rerroval of snags during 
logging or associated human activities and ( 2) through shortened 
rotations which result in no recruit::nent of "new" old, large snags in 
areas managed intensively for tinDer production (Conner 1978). The 
first type of loss could be minimized by retaining snags during. tin"ber 
harvest. In Alaska, l'lowever, the majority of snags are rerroved to 
neet human safety requirenelts. 

Inproved ~lie access by logging roads results in additional 
utilization of snags for firewood. Silvicultural practices, including 
thinning and i.Irprovement cuttings, often selectively rerrove diseased 
trees that \«<>\ll.d develop into snags suitable for cavity-excavation 
(Evans and Conner 1979) • 

The problem of snag recruit::nent is a rrore long-tenn inpact. Hughes 
(in prep.) census of snags in old-growth forest stands resulted in the 
identification of key characteristics of snags of camercial tree 
species which had bird cavities. Bird cavities were rrost often 
located in large-diameter, broken-top western hemlock snags with 
heartrot and with rrore than 80% of the bark remaining. Intensive 
forest management practices necessary to achieve rotations of 80-125 
years will result in rem:Nal of defective trees before these 
characteristics can develop. 

Hughes (in prep. ) made the following management recamendations 
conceming snag management: 
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(1) Specific guidelines should be adopted for each cutting unit to 
maintain a diversity of habitats for hole-nesting birds. 

(2} The forest planning process specified in the National Forest 
Managenent Act of 1976 should be canpleted for the Tongass 
National Forest to select representative managenent indicator 
species for cavity-nesting wildlife and detennine desired 
population levels. 

(3) Until the planning process is canpleted, managers should attenpt 
to retain all snags within cutting units, in patches, where 
possible, to survive intensive ti.nber managenent practices and 
potential windthrow. Snag patches should be left connected to 
cutting unit borders rather than isolated within cutting units. 

(4) A program to provide a sustained suwly of snags is essential. 
second-growth managerrent teclmiques, such as girdling live 
residual trees, leaving snags, and identifying defective trees 
with heartrot or :f\mgi to be left throughout the rotation should 
be i.nplerrented. · 

(5) Firewood cutting areas should be designated by the Forest Service 
to insure that snags left standing for wildlife are not rem:wed 
by the public. 

( 6) Patches of undistu.J:bed old-growth forests should be retained to 
neet all habitat needs of cavity-nesters, including winter 
habitat for resident species. Retention areas of at least 160 ha 
have been recamended by Noble (1978) for breeding birds. 

Bald Eagle 

Soutbeast Alaska supports the highest density of breeding bald eagles, 
estimated at nDre than 7,000 breeding birds (King et al. 1972, Hcxlges 
et al. 1979), and the largest breeding population in North America 
(Conant et al. 1979). This i.np:>rtant resource has been the subject of 
nest surveys since 1969. Productivity surveys of a core area of 90 
nests along 52 miles of coastline have been conducted since 1972. 
However, sane areas of the coastline remain unsurveyed. By 1981, 3850 
nests had been located. 

Based on the survey of these approximately 4,000 nests, Hcxlges and 
Robards (1982) concluded that eagles utilize large, primarily live 
old-growth trees near the waterfront to support their nests. Exposed 
coasts, praninent points, and islets are preferred foraging areas. 
Few nests are located beyond 200 rn (220 yd) inland of the saltwater 
coastline. Eagles also nest in large cottonwood trees along river 
bottanlands of large mainland river systems and occasionally along the 
major freshwater streams and lakes of the largest islands. Ground 
nests are rare. Nests are usually located in trees with bushy, live, 
broken, and defonned tops. OVer the ten-year pericxl 1969-79, the 
highest nesting activity occurred in nests in heavy old-growth stands 
and on islets with limited or sparse anDunts of ti.nber. Based on 
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average nest tree characteristics, typical nest trees are 
approximately 400 years old. 

Bald eagle nest trees are an irrp::>rtant CCJ11?0nent of eagle habitat. 
The Bald Eagle Act of 1940 prohibits disturbance or harassrrent of bald 
eagles. Known bald eagle nests are protected fran ti.rrber harvest by 
state and federal regulations. A Merorandum of Understanding (MJU) 
between the u.s. Forest Service (USE'S) and u.s. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (USEWS) requires that areas be surveyed for nests and that an 
undisturbed wildlife habitat zone 330 feet or ncre in radius be 
established around each eagle nest tree. Encroaclments within the 
buffer zone are pennitted by the USEWS on a case-by-case basis. 
During the period 1969-1983, 126 variance requests ~ received by 
the USEWS for activities in the Tongass National Forest. Fifty-two 
variances were issued before the i.npact to the buffer had occurred; 3 
were issued following· the inpacts; 42 requests \Ere denied; 14 nests 
were found after construction; and 15 variances had insufficient 
records to detennine the circumstances. Forty-one percent of the 
variance requests occurred during the 1979-1982 period (M. Jacobsen, 
unpub. data). 

Hodges (1982) evaluated the 100-neter protective zone for bald eagle 
nests in southeast Alaska and concluded that the zone was inadequate 
for providing nesting and perching habitat indefinitely in the face of 
cidjacent sustained yield clearcut logging practices. He surveyed 89 
nests where logging activity had occurred within 1. 6 km of the nests, 
77 nests 1.6 km or ncre CMaY fran the sane logging activities, and 60 
additional nests at least 10 km away fran any logging activity. 
Salrple sizes were too small to detect a significant difference in nest 
activity rate as a function of distance fran logging developrent, 
however he concluded that logging developrent did not result in a 
substantial decline of nesting activity. During the five-year period 
of study, nest destruction rates fran natural causes was highest when 
developrent activity was within 45 m of the nest trees; and blCMdown 
of nest trees was 20 tines ncre catuon than when logging activity was 
further than that distance fran the edge of clearcuts. Many 
protective buffer zones were lost either as a result of human 
developrent or as a result of blowdown. He concluded that clearcuts 
adjacent to protective buffer zones would result in substantial loss 
of the forested zone within five years and a higher potential for loss 
of nest trees through blowdc7Nn. He recamended that only carefully 
planned access corridors and selective logging be practiced in 
shoreline fringe forests and that blowdown be anticipated and 
cautiously renoved along pre-planned routes to minimize disruption of 
beachfront habitats. 

During winter, bald eagles are distributed fairly evenly where food is 
available along the unfrozen coastline, :however large concentrations 
occur on the Chilkat River near Haines and in response to large 
eu1achon runs during late winter and early spring on specific river 
systems within the region. Conifers are used extensively for ccmnunal 
roosting during mid- to late fall and winter (Hansen et al. 1984). 
Wintering populations are significant, with up to 3000-3600 eagles in 
the Haines area (Hansen et al. 1984) and an estimated 5000-7000 birds 
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in northern southeast Alaska in March - 3000 nore than in March during 
the breeding season (Hodges and COnant 1980). COncentrations of 
eagles on the Stikine River during eulachon runs reached a peak of 
1500 in 1979 (Hughes 1980a) • 

Perch and roost trees are also an inportant habitat requirerent for 
bald eagles. Perching and roosting are strategies that help conserve 
energy output during periods of food shortage and energy stress 
through reduction of stressful "Weather conditions and minimizing 
activity (Hansen et al. 1984). 

The USFS-USFWS MJU also requires that a tree, or cluster of trees, if 
necessary to i.nprove wind-finnness, be preserved in forested areas as 
feeding and perch trees in each hundred yards of beach front. No 
similar provision currently exists for state, municipal, or private 
lands. Renuval of existing or potential perch and feeding trees will 
rerove habitat that provides thennal cover (Stalmaster 1981) and 
lc:Mered risks of predation and injw:y (Hansen et al. 1984). Hodges et 
al. (1982) found that areas without old-growth trees were used less 
than their proportion of availability for perching. 

Ti.nber harvest within winter concentration areas could rencve roosting 
trees which sei:Ve the same ~ses as perching trees, but are nore 
critical to oveiWinter survival during periods of severe winter 
"Weather. The inportant Chilkat River Valley winter concentration area 
and feeding grounds was placed in a protective State Bald Eagle 
Presei:Ve status in 1982. Other wintering concentration areas and 
concentrations to exploit seasonally abundant food sources like 
eulachon are :poorly d.oclmented so no protective rrea.sures have been 
developed. 

Ti.nber harvest could i.npact bald eagle populations indirectly if 
adverse .i.npacts occurred to their food sources, especially specific 
sa1Iron and eulachon runs (Hansen et al. 1984). Food is described by 
Hansen et al. (1984) as controlling both survival and reproduction. 
Breeding birds require food in close proximity to their nests during 
the six-nonth breeding period and it is likely that only a portion of 
the breeding habitat offers a stable food supply throughout the period 
in any given year. Measures which maintain the productivity of salnDn 
and eulachon nms also benefit the eagle population. 

A similar prd:>lem exists for eagle nest, perch, and roost trees as 
that for snags; conversion of the large acreages of the forest to 
second-growth forests on 100-year rotations is likely to significantly 
reduce the recruitnent of trees with the characteristics associated 
with eagle use as existing nest and roost trees eventually die. The 
result would be a long-tenn loss of carrying capacity. 

Hansen and Hodges (1985) have recently reported that a large portion 
of the Southeast eagle population are non-breeding birds, with 
sub-adults, and unsuccessful breeders CCI'Iprising 30-89% of the 
population surveyed in May and June during four different years. Use 
of available nests ranged fran 25 to 49%. The trend in these two 
population paraneters has been toward an increase in the proportion of 
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non-breeders and a decrease in use of available nests. They advanced 
t\\10 hypotheses for the trends: ( 1) that l01r1 breeding rates are no::rma.l 
where food resources are ephemeral so that nore individuals survive 
than can reproduce and (2) that recent envirornnental disturbance has 
seriously reduced the breeding rate. They urged that efforts be made 
to detennine the cause of this lOVl breeding rate and also urged that 
measurement of reproductive success be expanded to include nonitoring 
the status of other population segnents to detennine long-tenn 
population trends. They rec::amended that managers would be prudent to 
consider the requirerents of sub-adults and non-breeding adu1 ts in an 
eagle population with an excess of non-breeders. 

Osprey 

Ospreys are one of the few raptors for which habitat info::rma.tion is 
available in Southeast. Hughes (1980b) identified four active nesting 
territories including 8 nest sites in the Stikine Area of the Tongass 
Natiooal Forest. All nest trees were located in the spruce-hemlock 
forests and all nests were at the top of large-diarreter trees or 
snags. Other areas have apparently not been surveyed for osprey 
nests. 

Hughes (1980b) c:bsexved nortality of t\\10 nestlings one year as a 
result of behavioral responses by the breeding pair to disturbance 
created by equiprent noise associated with ti.Itber cutting and road 
construction. He concluded the adults were preoccupied with nest 
defense and were tmable to provide adequate food and brooding. 
WOrking in northern California, Levenson and Koplin (1984) c:bsexved a 
decline in the average percent of occupied nests producing fledglings 
and the average mmber of young fledged per occupied nest with 
increasing logging activity that CCl'l'lteilced after ospreys began 
nesting. They concluded that logging initiated after nesting 
carmenced had a significant negative :inpact on productivity of osprey 
populations. Hughes (1980b) rec::amended additional surveys for osprey 
nests, horizontal and vertical buffers around nest sites, nonitoring 
of inpa.cts, and a possible need for restrictions on potential 
disturbances during the breeding period. Levenson and Koplin (1984) 
recx:mnended minimizing lnnnan activity near nesting ospreys, no 
initiation of activity after nesting had carmenced, and designing 
logging operations to minimize disruption by delaying operations until 
the young have fledged. 

Mal:bled Murrelet 

Marbled nurrelets are seabirds which breed throughout the region and 
are known to utilize forested habitat for nesting (Quinlan and Hughes 
in prep.) • The depart:n'ent initiated a research project in 1983 to 
characterize their breeding habitat requirements. Only one nest has 
been located to date, due to the difficulty of installing radio 
transmitters on the small birds and tracking them. The nest was 
located in an area similar to that described as typical for nurrelet 
tree nests by Binford et al. (1975): a large decadent tree, with an 
open crown structure to all01r1 easy access to feeding areas, and 
noss-oovered lini>s large enough to support and cam::>flauge a nest. The 
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forest stand containing the nest tree was inaccessible for logging, 
hc:Mever. Quinlan and Hughes (in prep.) speculate that use of 
noss-covered li.rcbs for nests may restrict rnurrelet tree nesting to 
old-growth forest habitats. 

Blue Grouse 

Doerr et al. (in press) surveyed breeding male blue grouse on Kuiu 
Island, Mi tkof Island and at Thanas Bay in southeast Alaska. 
Densities of territorial males averaged 7.2 birds/100 ha in old-growth 
forests vs. .16/100 ha in clearcuts. Singing males were found in 
large, live trees and nore than 15 rn above the ground. Birds located 
in clearcuts were in live, residual trees, either in individual trees 
or in clurrps of residuals. Their observations suggest that old-growth 
forests are heavily used and clearcuts largely avoided for breeding 
habitat. In contrast to studies in areas other than southeast Alaska 
that have enphasized the inp:>rtance of open habitats as preferred 
breeding areas, they found no evidence that terri tory selection was a 
function of distance to openings. They recamended that leaving trees 
greater than 15 an dianeter at breast height (dbh) and nore than 80 rn 
fran the forest edge might increase breeding use of clearcuts, but 
enphasized the lack of information concerning habitat needs of blue 
grouse and relationships between forest succession and seasonal 
habitat use. 

Vancouver canada Goose 

OVer 90% of the estimated world population of Vancouver canada geese 
(a largely nomnigratory subspecies) occurs in southeast Alaska 
(Bellrose 1976). This gcx>se nests and rears its broods in forested 
habitats, a mrique phenatenon a:rcong waterfc::Ml. Nests have been 
observed on tree snags and tree-nesting is likely. Trees are used for 
perching, as well. Forest habitats are used as escape cover by 
breeding adults and broods and may function as the equivalent of large 
bodies of water used by other waterfc::Ml to escape fran terrestrial 
predators. Brood-rearing areas and nesting sites are typified by 
heavy understory vegetation, abundant food sources, and surface water 
sources. Heavy use is made of one ti.rrber stand type with c:x:mrercial 
vol'Uites of ti.rcber (Iebeda and Ratti 1984). Conversion of these stands 
to managed second-growth will likely lower the carrying capacity of 
this habitat for gcx>se production. 

Birds - Final COnsiderations 

Research c:x::rrpleted to date indicates that several bird species are 
likely to be adversely inpacted by logging, secondary succession, and 
intensive managenent of second-growth stands. Ti.rcber managenent will 
eventually reduce the supply of large, old live trees and large snags. 
A few species may benefit fran early successional stages. While snags 
can be selectively retained to prolong their useful life in second 
grc:Mth, researchers in the Pacific Northwest have recamended 
old-growth stand retention as the best overall managenent strategy 
(Bull 1978, Raphael and White 1984, Mannan and Meslc::M 1984). 
Old-growth stand retention will also maintain habitat for species 
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requiring the characteristics of large, old trees as -well as those 
reqw.rmg large snags for breeding, feeding, and winter habitat. 
Table 3 sumnarizes the other reported bird species which may fit this 
category for which research is lacking. 

Devising a habitat management strategy for birds is a carplex 
undertaking due to the diversity of species currently present and 
their corresponding diversity of habitat requirements. Habitat 
management is of lowest priority for those species that are abundant 
throughout a variety of habitats and on those habitats that are not 
camercial forest lands. The selection of Forest Se:r:vice Management 
Indicator Species, as required by the National Forest Management Act, 
and developrent of ItDnitoring strategies should seek to ensure that 
the full carplement of bird species is maintained. To do so, the 
process should focus on species ItDst vulnerable to logging i.rcpacts, 
despite the difficulties of nonitoring species present in lCM nllf£bers 
or difficult to detect. 
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Table 3. Bird species identified as requiring characteristics of old 
grCMth for which research in southeast Alaska is lacking 

r>owny woodpecker 
Sharp-shinned hawk 
Red-tailed hawk 
Northern goshawk 
Arrerican kestrel 
Western screech-owl 

Northern hawk-owl 

Boreal owl 
Northern saw-whet owl 

Great homed owl 
Great gray owl 
Northern pygmy-owl 
Blue grouse 
Pine grosbeak 
Pine siskin 
Red crossbill 
Boreal chickadee 
Yellc:M-rurrped warbler 
Red-breasted nuthatch 

Vaux's swift 

Northern flicker 
Camon goldeneye 

(Noble 1978, Hughes in prep.) 
(Noble 1978) 
(Noble 1978) 
(Kessler 1979, Meslow et al. 1981) 
(Noble and Harrington 1978) 
(Noble and Harrington 1978, Hughes 

in prep.) 
(Noble and Harrington 1978, Kessler 

1979, Hughes in prep.) 
(Kessler 1979, Hughes in prep.) 
(Noble and Harrington 1978, Kessler 

1979, Hughes in prep.) 
(Kessler 1979) 
(Kessler 1979) 
(Noble and Harrington 1978) 
(Noble 1978, Doerr et al. in press) 
(Noble 1978, Meslow et al. 1981) 
(Noble 1978) 
(Noble 1978) 
(Kessler 1979, Hughes in prep.) 
(Noble 1978) 
(Noble and Harrington 1978, Kessler 

1979, Hughes in prep.) 
(Noble and Harrington 1978, Meslow 

et al. 1981, Mannan and Meslow 
1984) 

(Noble and Harrington 1978) 
(Noble and Harrington 1978) 



OONCWSIONS AND MANAGEMENI' IMPLICATIONS 

1) The review of doclmented ilrpacts fran clearcut logging and of 
research conducted to date in southeast Alaska have dC>C\.llreilted 
t\«> likely general patterns of response to clearcutting and 
post-logging succession in the region: 

a) a loss of habitat carrying capacity in second-growth tirtber 
stands for Sitka black-tailed deer, land otter, bram bear, 
nnuntain goat, and several bird species, and possibly for 
marten. Breeding bird studies indicate the following 
species of birds will be adversely ilrpacted by clearcut 
logging and resultant succession: yellow-bellied sapsucker, 
red-breasted ···· sapsucker, golden-crowned kinglet, hairy 
tNCXX]pecker, western flycatcher, varied thrush, Townsend' s 
warbler, chestnut-backed chickadee, blue grouse, osprey, and 
the Vancouver canada goose. COncern also exists for rem:>Val 
of old-growth winter habitat for cavity-nesting resident 
bird species, the brown creeper, hairy tNCXX]pecker, 
three-toed woodpecker, and chestnut-backed chickadee: and of 
breeding bird habitat for an early migrant cavity-nester, 
the red-breasted sapsucker. 

For wildlife species which are adversely affected throughout 
post-lCXJging succession or by the long-tenn loss of 
old-growth forest characteristics, avoiding tinber harvest 
in optimum habitat is the appropriate management· strategy. 
The management goal should be to identify and maximize the 
anount of optimum habitat to be retained, for exarrple, 
retention of low elevation ( 1000 feet and below) , 
high-volurce old-growth tinber stands which are relatively 
rare in occurrence in southeast Alaska and which carprise 
critical deer winter range: and 

b) a short-tenn benefit during the early clearcut stage of 
succession (3 to 15-25 years) due to increased abundant forb 
and shrub production in cxrci::>ination with a loss of winter 
habitat carrying capacity during periods of deep snow 
accumulation. The wildlife species that appear to exhibit 
this response pattern include black bear, rroose, long-tailed 
vole, wolf (indirectly fran deer population responses), and 
a nUllber of migratory breeding bird species that nest and/ or 
feed in understory vegetation. Due to loss of the 
understory, the benefits of this stage are absent in the 
pole stand stage of succession which occurs for 
approximately 75% of the rotation. The carrying capacity of 
the pole stand is low to non-existent for these species. 

For wildlife species that are beneficially affected during 
early clearcut stages of succession but which require winter 
habitat with relatively shallow snow depths, long-tenn 
scheduling of tinber harvest to maximize the availability of 
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both types of habitat through t.irre is the appropriate 
habitat managenent strategy. The goal of habitat managerent 
should be to ensure an optimmt mix of old-growth and 
early-clearcut-stage forest stands that will be distributed 
in t.irre and space in a manner that is awropriate to the 
species • typical m:wement patterns. 

2) Other patterns of response include a loss of carrying 
capacity until well into the pole stairl stage (when spruce 
cone production resurres. for red squirrels) , avoidable losses· 
through maintenance of riparian buffer strips (beaver), 
short-tenn responses dependent on suitable snag retention in 
clearcuts followed by a long-tenn loss of carrying capacity, 
through lack of suitable snag recruit:ment (flying squirrels, 
cavity-nesting birds) , and a long-tenn loss of carrying 
capacity through lack of old-growth nest tree recruit:ment 
(bald eagle) • 

Land managers should develop and inplement policies to 
retain riparian habitat and to manage stands for retention 
and recruit:ment of large-diameter snags. 

3) Adverse inpacts of increased human access have also been 
docurrented, and have been particularly severe for noun.tain 
goats and the brown/grizzly bear leading to severe 
population declines in other portions of their range. Black 
bears, deer, m:x::>se, and furbearers will also be subject to 
the potential for local over-harvests, displacement, and 
harassrent fran increased human activity. 

One d:>jective of tiJrber sale planning should be to minimize 
the effects of reading and increased human activity on 
vulnerable wildlife species. Guidelines and mitigative 
treasures, including no reading in wildlife concentration 
areas as identified by the Alaska Departnent of Fish and 
Galle, should be developed and i.rrplemented. Reading of areas 
in advance of tiJrber sales, and particularly when no tiJrber 
harvest activity is scheduled within five or ten-year 
planning horizons, should not occur. 

4) T:i.nber harvest activity can affect wildlife habitat through 
disturbance of habitats adjacent to forest stands. Most 
notably, adverse inpacts to beaver pond habitat through 
reading or hydrological changes will also adversely affect 
several fish species, nuskrats, and wa.terfc:wl, and should be 
avoided during tiJrber sale planning. 

5) Research should be conducted to further delineate wildlife 
habitat requirercents and responses to second-growth tinber 
management. Research fran other geographic areas should be 
relied upon for habitat managenent direction only when its 
awlicabili ty and relevancy to habitat conditions in 
southeast Alaska can be clearly dem:>nstrated. 
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6) Adverse i.npacts on habitats adjacent to cutting units and 
other indirect adverse i.npacts to wildlife should be 
minimized through long-range planning and on-the-ground 
nonitoring. 
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INI'ROOUcriON 

Land and water system processes that shape the character of the 
aquatic enviroment are ccrcplex and dynamic. The activities of man 
can affect these processes in ways that result in environrrental 
changes that go beyond natural effects or result in inpacts that 
othenrise \tt10\lld not have taken place. 

Salnonid fishes have definite freshwater habitat requirenents. 
Considerable data have been collected that indicate tirrber harvesting 
and associated road construction activities alter many habitat 
variables critical to sal.nonid fishes. Certain of these inpa.cts 
singularly or collectively produce short and long tenn effects on 
salnonid populations and their users. However, in Alaska, long-tenn 
effects of logging on fish populations are still not carpletely 
understood because logging and related research are relatively new to 
the region. 

Research on the habitat requirenents of juvenile salnonids and the 
effects of logging on rearing ecology is on-going in the region. A 
nore detailed literature review on this aspect of logging effects will 
be contained in a 1985 Alaska Depart:Irent of Fish and Gane Federal Aid 
in Fish Restoration and Anadrarcus Fish Studies Annual Report 
(Elliott, in press) • 

IMPORI'J\Nr l(lUATIC HABITAT VARIABLES FUR FISH PRCDucriOO 

S'I'RFAMFIO'l AND HYDR:>UXiiCAL DYNAMICS 

Streamflow is defined as "the am:runt of water flowing in a channel per 
unit tine," and is only neaningful in regards to fish habitat when it 
is correlated with water velocity, depth, the am:runt of channel 
covered, and l1cM the flow, at a particular tine, carpares to what is 
considered nonnal for the channel (Chamberlain, 1982). 

Streamflow can be a barrier to fish noverrent when the depth is too 
shallow or velocity is too high (Th.arpson, 1972). Obviously, when 
there is no escape fran depths too shallow to maintain adequate oxygen 
and noisture for a fish, death results. Drought conditions can strand 
adult pink and chum sa1non in pools in southeast Alaska as the water 
level drops, where they often die fran anoxic conditions (Murphy in 
press). 

Streamflow requirements by fish vary by life histo:cy stage. Optinum 
streamflows for spawning in given channels are those that will 
maximize the availability of suitable areas during the spawning 
season. If flows are so low that suitable spawning gravel is 
dewatered, eggs will not be deposited in these areas and potential 
productivity will not be realized fran these areas. However, Reiser 
and White (1983) have docurrented high survival of king salnon eggs 
which were deposited but dewatered during the winter. As flow 
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increases, there is a level past which velocity may be so high that 
eggs deposited in the gravel are washed CMa.Y, also resulting in lost 
potential production (Reiser and Bjomn, 1979). 

The streamflow :requirenents for salnonid egg incubations have not been 
detennined because it is difficult to neasure flows through the 
intragravel envii:ointent. However, it is generally asstnned that to 
assure successful incubation of salnonid erri:>ryos, enough surface flow 
should be present to pennit energence of fry out of the gravel and 
velocities no greater than that which 'NO\lld scour gravel fran redds 
("nests" where eggs have been deposited). Rapid water fluctuations 
and increased peak flows can result in direct nertality of salnon eggs 
(Gangmark and Broad 1956) and trout eggs (Seegrist and Gard 1972). 

Rec:x:mlendations concerning the required streamflows for salnonid 
rearing have usually been based indirectly on the relationships of 
habitat carp:ments such as food or cover as they are affected by 
streamflows rather than directly to productivity in tenns of nurrbers 
or biomass of fish (Reiser and Bjomn, 1979). The density of juvenile 
anadrarous salnonids may be regulated by the abundance of food in sane 
streams (Chapnan, 1966). Streamflow is related to the arcount of cover 
available, which is related to the standing crop of juvenile sallron 
(Murphy et al. 1985; Heifetz, in press) • 

The nest significant effects of streamflow are the effects of freshets 
on juvenile abundance. Hartman et al. · (1982) and Scrivener and 
Anderson (1984) showed that if ooho fry energe earlier than noi.ll\al, 
their nUILbers are rapidly reduced by spring floods. 

Sate researchers believe that water velocity is the nest inp:>rtant 
parameter in detennining the distribution of aquatic invertebrates, 
one of the primary food sources for fish, in streams (Scott, 1958; 
Allen, 1959). The relationship be'b\leen water depth and aquatic 
invertebrate production is not \ttlell understood. In one study, 
mayflies, staneflies, and caddisflies \ttlere found in depths less than 
0.3 neters (Kimble and Wesche, 1975). Hooper (1973) reported that 
areas of highest invertebrate production nest often occur in streams 
at depths be'b\leen 0 .15 and 0. 9 neters if substrates and velocities are 
suitable. 

water depths are inp:>rtant because juvenile sallronids have 
requirenents for space in streams which vary with species, age, and 
tine of year and are likely related to the abundance of food (Chapnan, 
1966). The standing crop of coho salnon has been shown to be directly 
related to pool voll.lile (Nickelson and Hafele, 1978) and a similar 
relationship has been shown for chinook sa1m:m in small streams 
(Bjomn et al., 1977). 

Streamflow is an inp:>rtant site-specific variable, but it is only one 
aspect of the hydrologic cycle of a watershed that is affected by 
tiJTber harvesting. Streamflow can be' considered an output in an 
overall watershed balance equation: 

Inputs - Losses .:t Storage = OUtput, 
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where inputs include arrounts of rain, snow, and fog drip; losses 
include anounts of evaporation fran water, ground, and foliage, 
transpiration fran plants, and deep seepage to ground water tables; 
storage may be in anounts of water in surface depressions, the soil, 
in channels, or as snowpacks; and, as rrentioned above, the anount of 
stream nmoff is the output. The equation expresses the relationship 
between the arrounts of water in each ccrnponent at any given tilre, but 
not with the rates of J.lDVement of water over tine, which can also be 
affected by land use practices. 

WATER QUALITY 

The principal water quality paraneters inp:>rtant for the quality of 
salnonid fish habitat that may be affected by land use activities are 
tercperature, dissolved oxygen content, sedinent levels, and organic 
matter content (Chant>erlain, 1982). 

Ta!perature: Salnonid fishes are cold water organisms, and have 
definite thel:mal requirements for physiological functioning. Water 
tercperature affects growth rate, sw:imning ability, functional 
behaviors like catching and using food, and resistance to disease. 
Water tercperature also affects the availability of dissolved oxygen in 
water, because nore oxygen stays in solution at lower tercperatures. 
Table 1 lists preferred, optinum, and upper lethal tercperatures 
(degrees Celsius) of selected salnonid fishes and illustrates that 
salnonids generally prefer rather narrow ranges of tercperature. 

Researchers have found that sub-lethal high tercperatures result in 
cessation of growth and feeding and lower fry densities. Saln'cnids 
cease growth at 20.3 C because netabolic activity increases instead at 
the expense of growth. Growth rates of chinook parr increase as 
tenperature increases fran 10.0 C to 15.7 C; growth rates then 
decrease with increasing tel'!1?erature (Burrows in Reiser and Bjornn 
1979). A similar relation for brook trout has been shown. Growth 
rate increases as tercperature increases fran 9 .1 to 13 .1 C and there 
is a decrease in growth rate after tercperature exceeds 17.1 C. At 
17.1 C, brook trout cease feeding and at 21.2 C eat only 0.85% of 
their body -weight per day (Baldwin 1956) • 

SUccessful incubation of salnonid eggs occurs within a range of upper 
and lower lethal tel'!1?eratures as -well. Ccnbs and Burrows (1957) and 
Ccnbs (1965) showed that pink and chinook sa1m:m eggs can tolerate 
long periods of low tenperature and remain viable as long as the 
tercperature during initial deposition and. early enbryogenesis is above 
6.0 c. Extrenely cold air and water can cause nortality on incubating 
eggs and alevins (yolk sac fry) by the fonnation of frazil ice or 
anchor ice that reduces water exchange in the gravel (Neave, 1953; 
McNeil, 1966; Reiser and Bjornn, 1979). 

Water tercperatures also affect adult and juvenile fish. Water 
tenperature affects upstream migration of adult anadrarous salm:mids 
(Reiser and Bjornn, 1979). Sheridan (1962) showed that the timing of 
pink salm:m :rm1s was associated with tercperature and Hart:man and 
Holtby (1982) found that warner waters may inhibit coho adults fran 
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le 1. Preferred, optimum and lethal terrperature ranges of selected fish species in 
degrees Celsius (fran Reiser and Bjornn 1978) 

SPEX::IES 

Chinook 

Coho 

Chum 

Pink 

Sockeye 

Steelhead 

CUtthroat 

PREFERRED 
TEMP. RANGE 

7.3 - 14.6 

11.8 - 14.6 

11.2 - 14.6 

5.6 - 14.6 

11.2 - 14.6 

7.3 - 14.6 

9.5 - 12.9 

OPI'IMUM 
TEMP. 

12.2 

13.5 

10.1 

10.1 

UPPER 
LErnAL TEMP. 

25.2 

25.8 

25.8 

25.8 

24.6 

24.1 

23.0 



entering streams. Abnonnal stream temperatures can facilitate disease 
outbreaks and accelerate or retard ripening for spawning. 

Water temperature also appears to regulate the density of sal.nonids. 
Halm (1977) found twice as many steelhead fry in stream channels at 
13.5 C than in a channel at 18.5 C and that fry density at 8.5 c was 
double that at 13.5 c. Stream temperatures in Southeast Alaska 
frequently exceed these levels during the rronths of July and August. 

Dissolved Qxygen Concentration: SUrvival and developrent of saJ..nonid 
eggs and erbryos occurs within a critical range of dissolved oxygen 
concentrations (Lindroth, 1942~ Hayes et al., 1951~ Wickett, 1954~ 

Alderdice et al., 1958). Laboratory tests with coho, chum, and 
chinook saJ..non, and steelhead trout eggs indicate the following 
relationships: sac fry fran erbryos incubated in low and intenredia.te 
oxygen concentrations are smaller and weaker than sac fry reared at 
higher concentrations (Silver et al., 1963) ~ reduced oxygen 
concentrations lead to smaller newly hatched fry and a lengthened 
incubation period (Shunway et al., 1964) ~ and low oxygen 
concentrations in the earliest stages of developrent can delay 
hatching or increase the incidence of abnonnal embryos (Alderdice et 
al., 1958). 

Dissolved oxygen concentrations in streams are irrportant to rearing 
sal.nonids. Generally, stream water is at or near saturation levels 
for 6xygen, however, the wamer the water, the less dissolved oxygen 
the water can contain at saturation. Hernnann et al. (1962) showed 
that growth rate, food consmrption rate, and the efficiency of food 
utilization of juvenile coho saJ..non all decline when oxygen is less 
than 6 rcg/L. Also, juvenile chinook saJ..non avoid water with oxygen 
concentrations near 1. 5 to 4. 5 rcg/L in the SUllller, but shaY weaker 
avoidance reactions to low levels in the fall when temperatures are 
lONer (Whitnore et al. , 1960) • 

The swllmri.ng speed of rainbow trout is inpaired by reduced oxygen 
levels in the water (Jones, 1971). IDN dissolved oxygen 
concentrations can adversely affect the swllmri.ng perfonnance of 
migrating saJ..nonids (Reiser and Bjornn, 1979). IDN dissolved oxygen 
can also cause avoidance reactions or cause migration to stop 
(Whitnore et al., 1960). OXygen levels recamended for spawning fish 
include levels at the 80% saturation level and terrp:>rary absolute 
levels no lONer than 5. 0 rcg/L. 

Sedirrent I.oad: SUspended and deposited fine sediment can adversely 
affect sal.nonid habitat if present in excessive annunts. Streams with 
silt loads averaging less than 25 rcg/L of suspended sediment can be 
expected to support good freshwater fisheries (Reiser and Bjornn, 
1979) , assuming that other env:ironnental elarents to be suitable. On 
the other hand, high levels of suspended solids may abrade and clog 
fish gills, reduce rates of feeding, and cause fish to avoid sene 
areas (Trautman, 1933~ Pautzke, 1938~ Smith, 1939~ Karp, 1949; Wallen, 
1951; Cooper, 1956; Bachman, 1958; Cordone and Kelley, 1961). 
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Suspended sedirrent directly affects rearing sal.rron.ids. IDng tenn 
exposure of coho sal.rron and steelhead to suspended sedirrent ( 11-14 
days at 23-84 NIU' s) results in lower growth rates and greater 
emigration from test channels (Sigler et al. 1984). Observations of 
trout in the wild indicate that fish cease feeding at 35 rrq/L 
suspended sedirrent (Bachman 1958) or reduce their feeding rate 
(Bachman 1984). Decrease in feeding rates ma.y be responsible for low 
growth rates of sal.rron.ids, as observed by Sigler et al. (1984). 
Suspended sedirrent can fill in the interstices of, or carpletely 
cover, stream gravels, and where gravels are used as cover by 
juveniles, suitable foraging sites and refuge sites may be lost. The 
rate of production in coho can be reduced (Crouse et al. 1981) or 
emigration of steelhead and chinook can result (Bjornn et al. 1977). 

Deposited sedirrent can change the carposi tion of spawning substrates 
and reduce penreability to oxygen. McNeil and Ahnell (1964) 
detennined that highly productive spawning streams have gravels with 
high penreability. Penreability is high when bottan materials have 
less than 5% sands and silts and is low when fine sedirrents make up 
ItDre than 15% of the bottan material. Successful fry e.mergence is 
:i.npaired as well by excessive anounts of sand and silt in the gravel. 
Koski (1966) examined redds where eggs had developed nonnally but the 
hatched fry were unable to e.merge because of sedirrent. Phillips et 
al. (1975) found an inverse relation between quantity of fine 
sedirrents and fry e.mergence. 

Nt1l'RIENl' CYCI.JNG: Infonnation regarding nutrient cycling in aquatic 
hab1.tats is l1.m1.ted and even ItDre limited concerning the relationships 
of nutrient cycling to fish production. 

PHYSICAL HABITAT FEATURES 

Stream banks: Stream bank areas provide lower water velocities 
carpared to main stream currents. Undercut banks, overhanging root 
carplexes, vegetation, and stable debris provide shade and protection 
from predators. Root networks contribute to stream bank stability and 
minimize bank erosion during high water flows (Chanberlain, 1982). 

Riparian Vegetation: Plants living adjacent to streams, as nentioned 
above, help maintain stream bank integrity, which in tum provides 
continued shelter for rearing and spawning anadrarous sal.rronids. 
Riparian vegetation also directly provides overhead cover and 
protection for fish. Certain ana.drcrcous sal.rron.ids, like chinook 
sal.rron. and steelhead trout enter fresl"Mater rronths before they spawn, 
and cover is essential for fish waiting to spawn (Reiser and Bjornn, 
1979). Nearness of cover to spawning areas may be a factor in the 
selection of spawning sites by scree species (Johnson et al. , 1966; 
Reiser and Wesche, 1977). 

Cover is extrerrely :iinportant to rearing sal.rron.ids, the life stage ItDst 
vulnerable to predation by other fish, birds and manmals. Riparian 
vegetation is used by ItDst sal.rronids as overhead cover (Newman, 1956; 
Wickham, 1967; Butler and Hawthorne, 1968; Baldes and Vincent, 1969; 
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Bjonm, 19691 Cha-pnan and Bjonm, 19691 Iewis, 1969). Streamside 
vegetation also provides shade which is .i.np:>rtant in maintaining cool 
water, as discussed earlier. This factor appears to be important not 
just in ~ate zones but in southeast Alaska as well (Meehan, 
1970). 

The presence of streamside vegetation enhances food supplies in the 
stream. Plant detritus (dead matter) that falls into streams fran 
streamside vegetation may be an :i.npJrtant source of food to aquatic 
invertebrates, which in tum are sources of food for fish. 
Terrestrial insects and other invertebrates that fall into streams 
fran nearby plants also are eaten by fish. In southeast Alaska, 
rearing anadrarous sallronids feed heavily on invertebrates that either 
fall fran riparian vegetation, or else live in the streams but cbtain 
energy fran riparian plant detritus (Schmidt and Robards, 19741 
Schmidt, 19751 Schmidt, 1976). 

Finally, large plants like spruce, hemlock, and oottonwood provide 
sources of large organic debris (LCD) when they fall into streams, 
after death, when currents cut banks and undennine these large trees, 
or when they are blowndown during stonns. These downed trees, which 
have a stream life yet to be accurately detennined, create water 
velocity barriers, plunge pools, and provide cover for rearing and 
spawning anadrarous sallronids. LCD appears to have a significant role 
in the evolution and maintenance of stream habitat diversity. 

Barriers: Penna.nent blocks to fish ncvenents, like large waterfalls, 
have always been a significant factor in shaping the distribution of 
anadrarous salm:mids in a stream system. Man has often atterpt.ed to 
open up new habitat for anadrarous fish by devising ways to get fish 
above previously insunrountable barriers. Other natural barriers to 
upstream migrants may include excessive water velocities, debris jams, 
low water flows, excessive water ~atures, and pollution. All of 
these are of a m:>re tarporary nature, with the possible exception of 
large debris jams, and all can be the result of the activities of man. 

SHORI'-TERM El!'l''ECI'S ON FISH HABITAT 

The activities of road construction, ncvenent of logging equi~t, 
felling and yarding of trees, and transportation of logs result in 
direct :inq;>a.cts to fish habitat which cease when the activities cease 
or which are relatively short-tenn. The major categories of inpa.cts 
are changes in water quality parareters and changes in the physical 
structure of the habitat. By their nature, streams possess a natural 
capacity to restore disturbed portions to natural ftmctioning, for 
exarrple, flood flows will re-distribute sediment that has settled. 
The forest industry and forest managers have also developed logging 
practices, tented "best managenent practices" which help to minimize 
the extent or duration of short-tenn inpa.cts during periods of human 
activity. 

The extent and duration of iirpacts are directly related, in 
particular, to managenent of the riparian area adjacent to the stream. 
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This riparian area, or streamside zone, is carprised of vegetation in 
the extended floodplain of the stream which is influenced by its 
praximi ty to the stream and the stream' s flooding characteristics. 
The natural streamside zone contributes to rraintenance of fish habitat 
in several ways, thus activities related to tinber harvesting which 
occur in this zone can affect these natural ftmctions. 

CHANGFS IN WATER QUALITY 

Tel!perature 

The rem::wal of streamside vegetation during tinber harvest activities 
increases solar radiation to the stream and results in wanner water 
during the surmer, especially in snall streams (Greene, 1950~ Chapnan, 
1962; Reinhart et al., 1963; Brown and Krygier, 1967, 1970; I.evno and 
Rothacher, 1967; Gray and Edington, 1969; Meehan et al. , 1969 ~ Meehan, 
1970; Brown et al., 1971~ Narver, 1972; Tyler and Gibbons, 1973~ 

M:lring and Iantz, 1974). As water wanns, its capacity for containing 
dissolved oxygen is diminished, which in turn can lead to salnon 
IlOrtality fran hypoxia. The rragnitude of "tefit:lerature change depends 
on the anount of tinber harvested adjacent to a stream (Meehan et al., 
1969~ Brown and Krygier, 1970) and is a tenp:>rary effect until 
streamside vegetation regrows. 

One of the IlOst detailed studies on the effects of logging on a 
watershed has been the 15-year Alsea Watershed Study in coastal Oregon 
(M:lring, 1975). Three snall headwater tributaries \Vere studied. One 
stream seJ:Ved as a control and remained unlogged, another watershed 
was carpletely clearcut, and a third was partially clearcut with 
buffer strips left along the stream. Water t.errperature ranges and 
max.inmls increased in the carpletely cut watershed and rronthly average 
t.errperatures increased over pre-logging averages by 12.7 C in June, 
11.8 C in July, and 9. 3 C in August. Water teitperatures in the 
carpletely cut watershed exceeded the pre-logging maxi.mnn fluctuation 
( 4. 4 C) 28% of the days in 1966 and 82% of the days in 1967. At no 
tine during or after logging were these maxi.mnn fluctuations exceeded 
in the buffered or control creeks. 

In southeast Alaska, Meehan et al. (1969) found that maximum 
tenperature in logged streams exceeded those of unlogged control 
streams by about 5 C, but that t.errperatures did not reach levels 
lethal to juvenile salrronids. The increased water t.errperatures 
frequently exceeded the optimum for pink and chtnn salrron docmrented by 
Reiser and Bjornn (1979) • 

High surmer air t.errperature has, however, been associated with adult 
sal.non IlOrtali ty. The Alaska JJepart:nent of Fish and Gane carpiled a 
list of 43 streams that had IlOrtality of pink and chtnn salnon in 1977 
associated with high water t.errperature and low flow. The largest 
clearcut in Alaska is located within the watershed of Staney creek. 
In 1979 15,000 pink sal.non died there before spawning, a result of 
warm water and low oxygen. In an effort to help cool Staney creek, 
the FS planted cottonwood trees along the stream to provide shade. 
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Murphy (1985) concluded that nortality of adult sal.non in another 
instance, was primarily due to lCM water and suffocation, rather than 
waon water and thennal shock. Fish were stranded in pools when the 
water level became lCM during lowtide and that they then depleted the 
oxygen in the water. High t.en"peratures could also have been an 
exacerbating factor, however, because wanrer water contains less 
oxygen at saturation than cex>ler water. 

Rem:wa.l of riparian vegetation in northern areas may result in lower 
stream ~atures during winter, increasing the chances for frazil 
and anchor ice formation (Chamberlain, 1982). 

Research at carnation Creek, British Coll.llli>ia showed that logging of 
coastal watersheds can cause a shift in tenperature regi.nes that 
results in a carplex chain of physical and biological effects. Winter 
water ~atures ~ wanrer after logging, resulting in accelerated 
developtent rates of incubating sal.nonid eggs and alevins. This 
caused anergent coho fry to leave the gravel earlier than normal, and 
at a tine when spring freshets are cnr11on. Consequently, many fry 
were swept to sea causing sare sections of the stream to be 
underpcpulated. The resulting lCM density population grew faster and 
fish ~ larger by fall. Larger fish tended to have better winter 
survival and greater potential to sm:>lt at an earlier age. This 
resulted in a positive effect by increasing the n'lll't'ber of sm:>lt 
leaving the stream and by presmnably increasing the adult return 
(Hartman et al. 1982). 

The inplications of these processes are m1clear for southeast Alaska. 
As described in a follCMing section, other research shc:Ms that 
regardless of increased S\lll1ler growth, the n'lll't'ber of potential sm:>lt 
is regulated by the ancunt of winter habitat (Mason 1976) and by the 
severity of the winter climate (Murphy and Elliott, unpub. data) thus 
causing a neutral effect after logging. Other research suggests that 
rapid growth would stinulate sare fish to leave the stream in the fall 
rather than during the spring, or chum fry to enter estuaries prior to 
the spring phytoplankton bloans that are their major food (Hartman and 
Holtby 1982). Fall and early sm:>lt have poor marine survival and thus 
do not contribute to the fishery and can result in a negative effect 
by decreasing the n'lll't'ber of returning adults. 

Thus, in streams that have been logged, extended periods of high 
tatperature will occur which may affect feeding, growth rates, and the 
density of juvenile sal.nonids. .Additional research is needed 
concerning the effects of increased winter tsrt:eratures. IDwer winter 
tenperatures could result in winter nortality in the gravel, while 
higher winter temberatures could result in early errergence and 
wlnerability to flooding. It is presuned that terrperature regi.nes 
return to no:rmal levels after regrowth of vegetation occurs in the 
watershed. Sone streams however, are considered particularly 
"t.e~rperature-sensitive" and prone to t.en-perature extremas. The USFS 
has developed criteria to define this stream type. Special neasures 
are needed to maintain their normal temperature regi.ne. 
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Dissolved OXygen Concentration 

I..Dgging can affect dissolved oxygen concentrations when organic 
debris, logging slash, or fine sedi:aents enter streams and accumulate 
on and in streanbeds. This accurrulation reduces concentrations of 
dissolved oxygen in intergravel spaces and places a higher biological 
oxygen demand on available supplies. Research indicates that 
excessive logging debris in streams can reduce stream velocity and 
exchange of intergravel water. Fine sedi:aents can also clog surface 
gravels and restrict intergravel flow enough to lower dissolved oxygen 
concentrations. This latter type of flow restriction is nore often 
associated with road construction and land slides (Chanberlain, 1982). 

Increases in stream terrq;leratures can exacerbate adult nortali ty during 
drought conditions. Additionally, rapidly growing, second-growth 
forests with higher water demands may reduce streamflows relative to 
pre-logging levels. carbinations of high tarperatures and decreased 
stream flows may cx:::cur nore frequently until vegetation regrows to 
shade the stream, which can be 50 years. 

The Alsea Watershed Study investigated the effects of logging on 
dissolved oxygen concentrations in streams. Clearcutting a tributary 
stream leaving no buffer strips resulted in sharp declines in surface 
dissolved oxygen levels during the smrmer of logging when debris was 
in the stream bed. After debris was rercoved and winter rains cane, 
surface levels of dissolved oxygen returned to pre-logging levels 
(}ot)ring, 1975). The study also showed a dramatic decrea,se in 
intragravel dissolved oxygen during the winter after logging, which 
could lower successful incubation rates for salm:mid eggs. · 

There are four main ways in which sediment is introduced into streams 
as a result of tirci::ler harvest: (1) harvesting tecimiques which cause 
mass slope failure, and landslides i ( 2) landslides caused by road 
building, erosion of roadbeds and gravel pits i (3) strearcbank and 
stream channel disturbance, and ( 4) construction of bridge and culvert 
crossings. 

Clearcutting practices, construction of logging roads, and resultant 
landslides have caused sediment to wash into salnon streams in this 
region and elsewhere (Sheridan and McNeil, 1968i Novak, 1975i Cordone 
and Kelly, 1961). Studies conducted in southeast Alaska on the 
effects of sedimentation on salm:>n, have focused on sediment particles 
with diarreters of 0.833 rnn or smaller as those rcost likely reducing 
gravel pe:rneability. A significant percentage increase in this size 
range of sediment was noted in the Harris River by Sheridan and McNeil 
(1968) and in 108 Creek by Novak (1975) following logging. However, 
results fran these early studies were inconclusive regarding effects 
on sa1m:>n mmbers because of the variation in escaperrent rranagenent 
(Pella and M¥ren 1974i Sheridan 1982). 

Suspended sediment in streams is increased fran accelerated surface 
erosion or slope mass rcovenents, both of which may result fran timber 
harvest and road construction activities. The Alsea Study showed 
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significant increases in suspended sedinents fran 293.8 to 451.0 
rretric tons per year in Deer Creek (the watershed with patch clearcuts 
and buffer strips) following road construction and fran 39.5 to 120.6 
rretric tons per year (205.0% increase) in Needle Branch (the watershed 
coopletely clearcut). sedinent discharge increased by only 0.1% in 
Flynn Creek (control creek) during the sane tine period. 

Sedinent deposition can alter or destroy stream benthic ccmnunities 
which cooprise fish food sources (Newbold et al., 1980; CUlp and 
Davies, 1983). seclinentation can c;tlso cause JIOrtality of incubating 
sa1.JIOn eggs and alevins. Cederholm et al. (1981) showed that 
cunul.ative sedinentation fran logging roads significantly reduces the 
survival of ooho sal.m:m eggs and alevins (sac fry in the gravel) 
(Cleaxwater, Washington) • Where egg survival is being inpaired roth 

Cederholm (1981) and McNeil (1980) recamend increased escaparent to 
offset the effect of lowered production. The Carnation Creek study on 
Vancouver Island, B.C. concluded that a significant reduction in the 
survival of chum and ooho fran egg to em:rrgent fry occurred due to 
fines settling in the top strata of gravel spawning beds after logging 
c::amenced (Scrivener and Brownlee, 1981, Holtby and Harbnan, 1982). 
Results of the Carnation Creek study also indicated that large freshet 
flows flushed fines out of the gravels When the source of sedinent had 
been arrested. However, fines less than 0.297 nm persisted in the 
gravel for JIOre than a year. 

Sedinentation as a result of road construction or develcpcent of rock 
and gravel sources have been documented in southeast Alaska, and 
landslides have been triggered by these activities. Benda (1983) 
showed that during road construction there was an ·11. 5% increase in 
sedirrent particles less than 4.0 nm dianeter and a significantly 
lowered rrean survival of pink sal.m:m alevin resulting fran a 2,300 m 
rock and overburden slide into a tributary of the Blossan River in 
southeast Alaska. Often, the rock source for a road is located above 
a stream en an adjacent rccuntain slope. In many cases fine pc:Mdered 
rock fran the pit enters the stream via overland washing and becares a 
chronic point-source of sedinentation (Edgington 1976). Debris 
avalanches are natural events in the relative young soils of southeast 
Alaska and the conditions that trigger such nass wasting are fairly 
-well understood· (5wanston 1970). HaEver, road building under 
rccuntain · slopes and rainfall conditions conducive to avalanching 
caused t\VO najor land slides en Bear Creek (Mitkof Island) in 1976. 
These slides covered a total of 7 and 13 acres, damred the stream and 
oost in excess of $29,000 to rehabilitate (Edgington and Larson, 
1977). 

Mass wasting of slopes is a couuon natural event in southeast Alaska. 
Logging can trigger landslides by destabilizing soils. Neither the 
frequency of occurrence nor the extent of damage resulting fran 
landslides or road building is reported or m::mi tored in a standardized 
fashion by the USFS. Several slides that -were a result of logging 
activities have, however, been obsaved by Alaska Depart:nent of Fish 
and Gane staff. Bishop and Stevens (1984) noted a four-fold increase 
in the rate of landslides in Maybeso Creek valley following logging. 
A reporting nechanism should be activated to track the sources and 
extent of land disturbances that nay affect salm:>n streams. 
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I.Dgging in and through a stream can also result in massive siltation. 
The USFS docunented a logging contract violation that alm:>st 
ccnpletely eliminated the odd year pink sal.non cycle into Bayhead 
Creek, Freshwater Bay, in 1964. The Alaska Depart:nent of Fish and 
Garee noted virtually no retum of adults in 1965 and 1967 to Bayhead 
Creek, whereas, in 1966 and 1968 (the even year cycle) several 
thousand spawners returned to the creek. A similar contract violation 
occurred in Saginaw Creek, Saginaw Bay' in 1965. 

M:>st short-tenn severe sed.inentation events such as landslides or road 
failure are caused by human error, poor layout design, or fran 
activities in violation of standard practices. Evidence fran 
carnation Creek studies in British Coll.lltDia suggests that 
sed.inentation fran bank destruction and destabilization of debris may 
be a greater and nore long-tenn source of nortali ty of salm:>nid 
enbryos. Though nost sed.inent is flushed fran the stream in one year, 
there is concern that sed.inentation and bedload novarent associated 
with bank erosion and channelization may be increasing (Hol tby and 
Hart:nml 1982). 

Introduction of sed.inent into streams is an inevitable consequence of 
many logging activities, but best managarent practices can minimize 
the duration or anount. Activities can also be tined to avoid 
sensitive periods for fish or take advantage of the stream's capacity 
for flushing the sed.inents fran spawning gravels. 

Research on the inpacts of sed.i.nentation on fish is on-going in the 
region. Sheridan (1982) has recamended an assessnent of nuni:>ers of 
spawners, egg deposition, number of pre-ercergent fry, sed.inent levels 
in the gravels in selected :p::>rtions of the stream, and evaluation of 
the effects of climatic variability on enbryo survival to assess the 
:i.npact of logging. 

CUrrent nethods of sanpling gravel use the single or triple freeze 
core teclmique (Everest et al. 1981) which was developed to reduce 
sanple size variation. The U.S. Forest Service Forestry Sciences 
Laboratory in J\IDeau has studies in progress designed to neasure 
seasonal changes in gravel substrate of pink sal.non spawning streams 
and to further understand the relationship of fine sed.inent and 
errergence of fry. An instrmnent is also in the final stages of 
testing by the laboratory that will be able to neasure intergravel 
water flow. This instrument will greatly enhance the efficiency of 
the study of survival of fry in the gravel by providing neasurements 
of the nost i.nportant single physical paraneter of the gravel 
environment (Meehan 1984). The understanding of stream sed.inentation 
dynamics in sal.non streams is increasing, but is not at a level that 
"trade-off" discussions in fish-forest managarent can be discussed. 
In the neantine, Sheridan et al. (1984) recamends that stringent 
guidelines governing logging practices can minimize the addition of 
sed.i.nents into streams. 
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I.ogging Slash and Debris I?eposi tion 

Clearcutting to or across small streams frequently deposits large 
quanti ties of 'WOOdy debris such as lircbs, boles, and non--nerchantable 
t:inber. I.ogging debris is generally smaller and aCCillllllations llDre 
dense than naturally occurring debris. B:cyant (1983) showed that, on 
Prince of Wales Island, logging can produce as much as seven tirces the 
ancunt of debris occurring in unlogged streams. 

Hall and Baker (1975) surmarized beneficial and adverse effects of 
deposits of organic debris an fish habitats. Most adverse effects 
arise fran water quality inpacts such as increased biological oxygen 
darand (:OOD) , decreased instream and intragravel oxygen (Hall and 
Lantz 1969: Ber:cy 1974: Ponce 1974), and toxic leachates (Buchanan et 
al. 1976). Water-soluble leachates of the western red cedar (Thuga 
plicata) which is logged in SCite portions of the region have been 
shewn to be toxic to juvenile coho sa1non at 0.33 rrg/L for foliage 
terpenes and 2. 7 rrg/L for tropolones (Peters et al. 1976). However, 
neither EO) problems nor toxic leachate concentrations resulting fran 
tinDer haivest activities have been docurtented in southeast Alaska. 

Debris jams, whether natural or caused by human activities, can 
prevent or delay upstream migration (Merell, 1951; Nal:ver, 1971). One 
study showed a 75% decrease in spawning salm:m in a stream because of 
debris blockage (Cha'flllarl, 1962) • Elliott (in press) also found that 
renoval of logging debris inproved access for a.dul t pink sal.non and 
provided new spawning habitat. However, it is intx>rtant to note that 
large organic debris (LCD) can be an :inp>rtant habitat feature 
beneficial to fish. Reiser and Bjomn (1979) recamended that all 
debris jams should be evaluated before they are rem::wed. 

Ratoval of logging residue fran streams can also have inpacts on fish 
habitat. Rem:Jval is a carm:m practice and has been conducted on many 
streams in southeast Alaska, but with no evaluation of its effects on 
fish or other biota. On the other hand, cardinal (1980) and Dolloff 
(1983) found that juvenile Dolly Varden char and coho sa1m:m are both 
highly associated with logging debris, and that densities in littered 
streams are similar to that of both species in pristine streams. 
Furt:hentDre, Cardinal (1980) predicted that renoval of logging debris 
\t«)'Uld have a detri.nental effect on abundance of rearing sal.nonids. 
Elliott (unpublished) found that renoval of logging debris caused an 
80% reduction in the abundance of juvenile Dolly Varden, a tempora:cy 
reduction in benthos nUll'bers, and speculated that it might result in a 
long-teJ:m destabilization of the char population. B:cyant (1983) 
surmarized these and other findings and developed concise guidelines 
for conditions under which debris is to be rem:wed, the goals of 
debris rem::wal, and procedures for debris reroval. 

The inpacts of debris deposition and renoval an physical habitat 
structure is discussed in the next section of the report. 
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CHANGES IN THE PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF THE HABITAT 

Juvenile Fish Habitat 

~ irrp:>rtant stream habitat functions are directly related to the 
can:ying capacity, or maximum density of stream dwelling sallTonid 
fishes in a stream: 1) the stream nust include foraging habitat where 
fish can reside in low-velocity water "pockets" frc:m which they 
venture out to perfonn various life functions and 2) the stream nust 
include. refuge habitat where fish can seek concealnent when disturbed, 
e.g. undercut banks (Bachman 1984). Habitat requirarents change with 
age, size, and season (Bachman 1982~ 1984). 

The habitat required by adult sallTon during their brief spawning 
period is nuch nore limited than habitat required by rearing juvenile 
sallTon and resident sa ].non and trout. 

Declining water ~ratures during the fall reduce netabolic activity 
and swimning perfonnance (Brett 1964), and habitat may be selected 
that provides shelter for fish frc:m floods (Bustard and Narver 1975a 
and b). Winter habitat is considered by rrany researchers to be the 
nost -critical factor in detennin.ing the annual abundance of juveniles 
during their freshwater life, for in the absence of sui table winter 
cover, populations can be greatly reduced by floods (Tschaplinski and 
Hartman 1983~ Mason 1976). 

In southeast Alaska coastal streams, optimJm habitat for juveniles is 
fonred by the hydraulic action of water plunging over or ncving around 
large organic debris (UD) such as logs or root roles. The cutting 
action of the stream scours out pcx>ls and provides quiet areas free 
frc:m the velocity of the main current. About 70% of the stream 
habitat structures that are used by juveniles are fonred by the 
influence of UD (Murphy and Koski in press~ Elliott unpublished) 
ll'aking it the single nost :i.np:>rtant feature characterizing rearing 
sallTonid habitat. 

TinDer harvest affects SUill'ler and winter habitat in several ways: 1) 
rro can be retDVed nechanically, 2) undercut banks can be broken down, 
3) streams can be "overcleaned" of rro if logging debris is retDVed, 
and 4) the growth of streamside vegetation can be enhanced. Stream 
banks, nore than any other habitat cc::nq;x:>nent, are susceptible to 
direct affects frc:m logging activity. Felling trees across streams, 
yarding trees through or across streams, operating heavy machinery 
adjacent to streams, and retDVing vegetation which has roots that 
strengthen stream bank soil structure, all can potentially drastically 
affect the integrity of stream banks. Water table increases in 
riparian zones also \tJeaken stream bank structure (Chanberlain, 1982). 
Cross-stream yarding can dislodge and destabilize in-stream debris, 
often ncving it to near-shore areas. Yarding of logs parallel to, or 
up stream channels, is particularly destructive. Renoval of logging 
debris, even by experienced crews, frequently results in overcleaning 
of rro frc:m streams with rmch natural debris being retDVed in the 
process (Murphy and Koski in press) • These adverse inpacts, however, 
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appear to be limited to site-specific and localized situations. 
Elliott (unpublished) found no significant difference in the am:runt of 
debris in a sample of logged and forested streams in the northern 
Tongass forest. 

CUtting and yarding operations can collapse undercut banks, 
eliminating valuable cover for jtweniles, if equi:prent operates 
adjacent to the banks or drags logs across them. Murphy and Koski (in 
press) and Elliott (unpublished) have found undercut bank habitat to 
be reduced by 50% following logging. Streamside logging can also 
destabilize undercuts, which contributes to their collapse during 
freshets and resultant reduction in coho abundance (Tschaplinski and 
Hartman 1983). 

Raroval of the forest canopy can have a positive effect on fish 
habitat through stim.llation of profuse growth of streamside 
vegetation. Vegetation can fonn valuable cover for juveniles, 
especially when it overhangs pools or other quiet areas, although it 
is not universally ilrp:>rtant as COller in all locations. Overhanging 
vegetation, especially when in flower, is ilrp:>rtant in attracting 
nunerous terrestrial insects which contribute to the fcxxl supply of 
juvenile fish (Meehan et al. 1977) • · 

The effects of logging on coho sa1m:m productivity and proper 
streamside zone managem:mt is an area of active research in the 
region. Earlier researchers docurrented that low levels of algal 
production in forested streams was related to the poor light 
conditions found under the dense tini:Jer canopies (Stockner and 
Shortreed 1975·). Primacy productivity of small streams has been shown 
to increase after clearcutting to the edge of stream banks, primarily 
due to inproved stmlight penetration. Increases in nutrients and 
tenperature are other factors thay may also contribute to increased 
primacy productivity (Bonnann and Likens 1970i Hansmann and Phinney 
1973i Murphy and Koski in press). .Additionally, in one study area, 
Murphy and Koski (in press) found a strong correlation between 
increased algal production in clearcuts and elevated levels of aquatic 
benthos production. They concluded that these factors are responsible 
for the increased abundance of age 0 coho fry in logged streams, 
relative to coho fry abundance in forested streams. These findings 
corroborate the conclusions of others and the c:bservations that the 
density of jtweniles may be limited by fcxxl supplies and that 
jtweniles frequently respond to increases in fcxxl supply with an 
increase in rearing density (McFadden 1969i Mason and Chapnan 1965; 
Htmt 1969). Not only are fry rrore nunerous but they appear to be 
slightly larger in size (Elliott unpublished) • Increased size is 
thought to be a response to longer growing seasons rather than 
increased fcxxl supply (Tschaplinski and Hartman 1983; Scrivener and 
Andersen 1984). Murphy and Koski's rrost recent data analysis (unpub.) 
has correlated this fry response with a specific geographic area of 
the region with a characteristic limestone bedrock geology. Thus, the 
response is variable, but the factors responsible for variability are 
just beginning to be understood. 
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Under sorre conditions, larger fry can result in better survival, nere 
srrolts, and presumably higher adult salrcon returns (Ha.rt::Irent et al. 
1982) , however winter habitat is considered the limiting factor in 
many southeast streams, so that larger fry and larger fry populations 
may not result in higher productivity and salnon harvests. Fry 
populations in pristine settings can be extremely epherreral, sorreti.nes 
rapidly decreasing in nUITber during their first year in fresh water 
(Chapnan 1965: Crone and Bond 1976). As they grc:M, demands for food 
and space increase and populations adjust by decreasing their density, 
usually through emigration of the least fit individuals (Chapren 
1966). HaEver, when food is abundant relative to fry recruit:Irent, 
space requi.renents decrease (McFadden 1969: Mason 1976) permitting 
higher densities of fry, a condition that has been observed in Oregon 
clearcuts (Murphy and Hall 1981) and in sorre southeast Alaska 
clearcuts (Murphy and Koski in press). Experinents by Mason (1976) 
dem:mstrated that supplenental feedings of fry increase the nunber and 
bianass of coho fry by 6-7 tines that found in natural streams. 
However, he showed that the increased m.mber of coho do not survive 
the winter and emigrate (during fall-winter floods) due to the lack of 
suitable winter cover required to support the population at elevated 
levels. Mason (1976) concluded that "a 6-7 fold increase in potential 
srrolt yield induced by a supplenental feeding strategy during the 
sumter was nullified by the natural carrying capacity of the stream 
over winter." This conclusion is further supported by findings that 
habitat used during the sumner, which can support large nurrbers of 
fish, is not necessarily beneficial during the winter. The behavior 
of juvenile coho salnon changes at the onset of fall and they rcove 
deeper in pools and to recesses provided by r.ro (Bustard and Narver 
1975a). 

As noted earlier, the anount and quality of r.ro is probably the nest 
critical factor in detennining the suitability of winter habitat: 
Heifetz et al. . (in press) showed that habitat with r.ro is used 
extensively by wintering coho and steelhead but the sane types of 
habitat without r.ro are not used. Thus, the above findings strongly 
suggest that winter habitat is limited to stream structures with 
specific characteristics and that srrolt yield is directly related to 
the anount of winter habitat. Furthentnre, though clearcutting may 
produce an abundance of fry during the sumter in sorre streams, there 
is evidence that these fish may not survive and contribute to srrolt 
yield over and above that dictated by winter habitat. 

Channel Mo:rphology 

Because logging debris is nere densely concentrated (up to seven 
tines) than nest natural acCUITillations, it can severely constrict 
flows. The results may be rapid stream bed and stream bank cutting 
and destabilization of all \¥OOdy material (Bryant 1983) • When logging 
debris enters a stream, it is loose and floats easily. Thus, it will 
rcove in channels during floods, and dislodge nere stable 
aCClliTillations, release sedinent, and increase channel instability. 
Iarge concentrations of unstable material can have adverse effects on 
channel ne:rphology and the general suitability of streams for salrronid 
spawning and rearing. As organic material and sedimant shift along 
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the stream, gravel bars are fomed, erosion occurs around piles of 
large organic debris, and channels becare unstable. Heavy loading of 
debris in streams of rrore than 10% gradient can cause debris torrents 
that scour out entire channels and deposit massive jams downstream. 

Research at carnation Creek, British Coluni:>ia, also d.enonstrated that 
logging to or across streams can destabilize channels and strearcbanks, 
increasing erosion, sedimentation, and bedload shift (Hol tby and 
Hartman, 1982). These logging inpacts have been irrplicated in 
declining egg-fcy survival of salm:mids at carnation Creek. Stream 
destabilization after logging · has been docunented at Harris River 
(Bcyant, 1980) and elsewhere in southeast Alaska. Consequently, it is 
reasonable to assmre that decreased egg-fcy survival as a result of 
streamside logging may be occurring in Alaska as -well. Research is 
needed to detennine the extent and severity of these effects. 

I.£N; TERM EFFECrS 00 FISH HABITAT 

~ AND HYDIDIOOICAL DYNAMICS 

Ti.Itber harvesting usually does not alter the total anount of rain or 
snow falling on a watershed basin (Troendle, 1980), except where 
foliage intercepts significant quantities of fog (Harr, 1980). This 
exception has not been shown to be an irrportant part of the water 
cycle in southeast Alaska. 

Rem:wal of the forest canopy does, however, result in dramatic changes 
in the distribution of water and sncw on the ground through changes in 
the anounts intercepted or evaporated by foliage, the rates of snow 
nelt or evaporation fran snow, the arramts that can be stored in the 
soil or transpired fran the soil by vegetation, and the physical 
structure of the soil, which detennines the rate and routes of water 
m:wenent to stream channels (Ch.ani:lerlain, 1982). 

Clearcut areas alter wind patterns, resulting in rrore sncw being 
trapped in them. Winds can often be rrore intense in forest openings, 
which will also augnent snow nelt. Because the soil in forest 
openings is -wetter and nearer its saturation level, neltwater cares 
out faster, which can result in earlier and higher peak flews (SWanson 
and Hillman, 1977; Gary, 1979; Troendle, 1980). Whether or not 
increased flews fran a specific logged area actually cause a change in 
the runoff for an entire basin depends on the distribution of openings 
in the basin, their aspect, elevation, and distance fran stream 
channels. 

RenDval of trees fran a forest area eliminates countless leaves and 
stems that 'WOUld have intercepted, stored, and reevaporated rain and 
snow. The death of tree roots also reduces the anount of water that 
can be transpired fran the soil and retrDVed fran runoff. Other 
effects of ti.Itber harvest related to hydrological cycling can include 
an increase in ground water levels and content of water in soils which 
also -weakens soil strength and leads to increased rates of slope mass 
m:werrents after tinDer harvesting (O'I.oughlin, 1972; SWanston, 1974). 
The anound of reading in a watershed can also affect peak streamflcws 
by increasing the rate of runoff and decreasing soil storage capacity 
(Gilleran, 1968; Harper, 1969; Hsieh, 1970; Harr et al., 1975). 
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The net effect of tinber hai:vesting on streamflows has been shown to 
be increased flows i.nnediately after clearcut logging (Rowe, 1963; 
Rothacher, 1965, 1970, 1971; Berndt and swank, 1970; Meehan et al., 
1969), with streams of low discharge being affected rrore than larger 
streams (Riggs, 1965). 

The effects on streamflow patterns in southeast Alaska that will 
result fran the replacement of old-growth forests with second-growth 
forests are not known. In rapidly growing second-growth forests 
stands (greater than 20 years old) water requirenents for vegetative 
growth may be greater than in either forested or newly clearcut 
watersheds. I.Dwer soil water content, less runoff to streams, and 
lowered minirrum flows have been d.octmented through limited studies in 
second-growth forests in regions other than southeast Alaska (Berndt 
and SWank 1970, Myren and Ellis, 1984). Thus, the rrost significant 
effects on salrronids may occur in the long-tenn when forests begin to 
return rather than i.nnediately following logging. 

BARRIERS 'ID FISH PASSAGE 

One of the greatest i.rrpacts to anadrarcus fish fran activities 
associated with tinber harvest is the inproper placement of culverts 
where logging roads cross streams. If inproperly placed, road 
culverts can restrict upstream access for fish by the creation of 
outfall barriers (waterfalls), excessive water velocities through the 
culvert, insufficient water in the culvert, the lack of resting pools 
below the culvert, or any ccmbination of the above conditions (Yee and 
Roelofs, 1980). In addition to inproper culvert placenent, logging 
debris fran hillsides can, over tine, collect at the heads of 
culverts, causing fish blocks (Charrberlain, 1982) • 

NtJTRIENI' CYCLING 

Dranatic increases in levels of nitrate, phosphate, and organic carbon 
have been docunented in streams after nearby logging and slash 
burning, however, there is no evidence that this affects fish 
deleteriously. However, if nutrient enrichrrent results in algal 
blcx::ms, algae could clog gravel interstices which oould be detrinental 
to fish production (Charrberlain, 1982). 

In forested streams where there is little sunlight, energy enters 
aquatic camunities fran leaves, twigs, needles, etc. , which also 
provide sources of carbon, nitrogen, and other nutrients. Organic 
particulates are consumed by aquatic invertebrates, which in turn are 
consumed by juvenile salrronids. This process (the heterotrophic 
energy pathway) occurs to a greater degree in headwater sections of 
streams where light penetration is poor. In downstream sections of 
streams, where the canopy is rrore divided, penni tting rrore light to 
reach the water, stream camunities utilize a mixture of autotrophic 
and heterotrophic energy pathways. In other words, energy is 
accumulated via photosynthetic (light-fixing) processes and fran 
organisms extracting energy fran fine particulate detritus transported 
downstream fran headwater sections. 
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Clearcutting shifts the energetic character of headwater sections to 
that which is ItDre representative of downstream sections. This shift, 
however, occurs without the benefit of upstream carbon input and 
could, therefore, affect the diversity of aquatic ccmnunities and 
their functions. It is not known hc::M these effects will inpact fish 
carm..mities, but, presumably, carm..mity function will gradually 
revert to conditions similar to pre-logging conditions after 40 to 60 
years, when the second-grcwth forest develops into a pole stand along 
the stream nargins. 

PHYSICAL HABITAT STRUCIURE-REOUJI'IMENT OF mSTRFAM ~- DEBRIS 

As described under short-tenn inpacts, woody debris fran forest 
sources is a critical feature of stream habitat in coastal Alaska, 
providing foraging and refuge sites for juveniles during surmer and 
protection against fl<Xlds during winter. I.ong-tenn changes may occur 
in the quality and quantity of IDD and IDD-forned habitat after 
clearcutting. Natural stream processes such as mechanical abrasion, 
biological activity, and especially fl<Xlds, gradually reduce and 
transport woody debris Clamstrearn. In forested streams, the 
downstream transport and replacatent fran the forest through 
windthrow, etc. is a continuous cycle and debris forned habitat 
remrins at relatively constant levels over tine. But where 
clearcutting occurs adjacent to streams, the source of debris is 
eliminated and stream processes, uninterrupted, will continue to 
I'E!'IDV'e debris but will do so without any replacenent occurring. Using 
data fran old forest fires, SWanson and Lienkaerrper (1978) estimated 
that debris gradually disappears fran streams, and that after 110 
years, instream debris is reduced to 50% of former levels. 

Second-growth forests begin to contribute debris at alx>ut 110 years 
and debris loading is estimated to return to natural levels by 150+ 
years after source rem:wal. Sedell and Triska (1977) suggest an even 
slower rate of debris aCC\lltlllation in streams. They found that 
accunulation of debris is asynptotic and requires about 450 years to 
recover to natural levels in streams where all native material was 
I'E!'IDV'ed. 

The rate at which stream processes renove debris is l.n'lknc:lwn. Decay 
and rem:wal rates in fresh water appear to be very slow because of low 
biological activity. Even on land, where decay rates are ItDre rapid, 
downed logs can last fran 100-200 years and large logs have been found 
that have been on the ground for nDre than 450 years (Franklin et al. 
1981). The rate of rem:wal in streams is prd:>ably dependent on stream 
size as material may be very persistent in small channels but ItDre 
terporary in large channels. 

Rearing salnonids are strongly associated with 100 and IDD-fonned 
habitat. This relationship pennits the calculation of the density of 
juveniles per volume of 100 with fair accuracy. Assuming a maximum 
loss of 50% of 100 in the first 110 years after clearcutting, 
equations developed by Elliott (unpublished) predict a loss of about 
30% carrying capacity for juvenile coho during the S\.lll1rer. Since 
juveniles are even nDre strongly associated with 100 during winter 
(Heifetz et al. in press) the total loss in am1Ual carrying capacity 
could be as high as 50%. 
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Streamside logging at carnation Creek has led to gradual and 
accelerating changes in stream norpharetry caused by bank erosion and 
channelization due to the cutting of streamside trees and fran debris 
transport caused by general logging techniques. These factors may 
cause continued degradation of habitat quality which will eventually 
carpranise ovexwinter sw:vival (Holtby and Hartman 1982) and may 
undercut increases in sumner production (Mason 1976). 

If left to themselves after clearcutting, streams will in ti:rre 
gradually repair themselves. Hc::lwever r by 110-150 years after the 
first cutting, the forest will again be harvested. This will occur at 
a ti:rre when instream debris may not have recovered sufficiently to 
support optinum densities of juveniles. The result of this scenario 
is a gradual and perhaps penranent debilitation of stream habitat and 
a decrease in the yield of salnonid srrolt. 

BUFFER STRIPS 

Buffer strips of undistrubed streamside vegetation have long been 
advocated by fishery managers as a technique to preserve fish habitat 
dUring and after logging. Buffers provide shade preventing increased 
water tent>erature during the sumner nonths (Brazier and BrcMn 1973, 
Meehan 1970) • Streamside canopy is also thought to ncderate winter 
lCM 1:ercperatures although the nechanisms involved are poorly 
understood and existing data inconclusive. Buffer strips prevent 
sedi.rrentation by preserving and maintaining streani:>anks and filtering 
nm-off to streams. Finally buffer strips provide overhead cover for 
rearing juveniles, provide energy via allocthonous detritus, provide 
food through terrestrial insect contribution (Meehan et al. 1977), and 
nost i.np:>rtantly, provide a source of large \«XXiy debris needed to 
stabilize channels and provide instream habitat structures for sunner 
and winter rearing (Grette 1985, Heifetz 1985, Lamme! 1972). 

Buffer strips are an integral part of streamside managE!!llei1t strategies 
in British Coluni:>ia (M:x>re 1977) and in Washington (Gillick and Scott 
1975). Buffer strips, however, are not widely used in southeast 
Alaska, primarily because of their susceptibility to blCM-dCMn dUring 
stonns. However, Murphy et al. (in press) dalDnstrated that blCM-dCMn 
within buffer strips often fonns beneficial winter habitat and 
juvenile coho densities can be greater in these areas carpared to 
other reaches of stream. If the potential for blow-down is high, 
buffer strips can be thinned or designed to resist winds (Moore 1977, 
Steinblmns et al. 1984). 

Where buffer strips are i.npractical due to potential wind-throw, other 
nethods of habitat managarent are possible. These include the 
addition of large 'WOOdy debris to anchor stream channels and to 
provide habitat for juveniles. Managenent of stream habitat by 
manipulating debris nust take into account the specific habitat 
preferences of juveniles, particularly for winter habitat. Debris 
managenent has had mixed success in Oregon and Washington~ introduced 
structures often wash out dUring freshets and sare are ineffective in 
fonning habitat. Debris managE!!llei1t projects are also plarmed for 
southeast Alaska. These projects, however, suffer fran inadequate 
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experirrental design and the lack of long-tenn evaluation of effects of 
introduced debris on stream channels and fish populations. Research 
is needed to assist land and fish managers in designing criteria and 
standards for debris managem:mt over a wide spectnun of stream and 
charmel types and in respect to the varied requirenents of different 
salm:mid species. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We reviewed recent scientific investigations being conducted in 
southeast Alaska on the effects of logging on fish. Although there 
are areas of needed additional research, a significant body of 
kn<::Mledge has been developed. The following is a sumnary of the rrore 
pertinent findings. 

Stream Flow: 

1) Streamflow generally increases after logging. Variations in 
streamflow between watersheds after logging appear to be due to 
the anount of area harvested and the anount of roads. Potential 
effects of increased streamflows include: 

An increase in the am::runt of rearing area and an increase in 
the production of rearing sal.rronids. 

Increased bank erosion and sedim:mtation causing lOW'er 
egg-fry survival. 

Exacerbation of sedim:mtation by shifting of destabilized 
'WOOdy debris. 

2) Conversion to second-growth forests may cause a reduction in 
streamflow relative to pre-logging flow regines, however the 
applicability of limited studies to southeast Alaska is not 
knc:Mn. Potential effects of decreased flews include: 

A reduction in rearing sal.rronid -carrying capacity by a 
reduction in rearing area. 

Wanrer water t.errperatures, although this may be offset by 
inproved shading. 

An increase in the frequency of adult "die-offs" during 
mid-SUII~~er drought oondi tions. 

'I'arperature: 

1) Tetrpera.ture increases in proportion to the anount of streamside 
canopy rercova1.. Terrperature should revert to nonna.l regines when 
second growth canopy develops to a height capable of shading the 
stream. 

2) Increased ~rature can persist through the winter and shorten 
the develq::m:mt tine of incubating sal.non eggs and alevins, 
causing earlier arergence. Farly arerging pink and chum sal.non 
fry may . enter the estuary prior to spring bloc:rns of marine 
plankton and experience a food shortage. Farly e.rrerging coho and 
other rearing species enter streams at a tine when floods are 
rrore camon and may be swept downstream and lost to the system, 
causing reduced rearing density. Elevated primary productivity 
and longer growing season results in higher growth rates and 
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larger fish. Larger fish can have greater Sl.lmter and winter 
survival rates, in sate streams, yielding rrore srrolts of a larger 
size, which increases adult return. These effects are 
short-lived, however as second growth should reduce ~ratures 
to pre-logging levels 15-20 years after cutting. 

The timing of pink sal..m:Jn runs is correlated with stream 
tarperature. Changes in watershed ~ature could inhibit 
upstream migration of adult pink, chum, and cooo salm::m. 

Sedi.nentation: 

1) Sedimentation can increase over natural levels as a result of 
catastrophic incidents attributable to human error, poor 
planning, or inproper design and layout. Streamside logging 
leads to gradual, but accelerating, changes in stream rrorphology 
with increasing rates of sediirentation and bedload novement. 
Chronic sediirentation can occur as a result of increased 
streamflow and accelerated erosion, bank destruction, 
destabilization of mid-stream 'WOOdy debris, destabilization or 
loss of debris that anchors strearcbanks, and the death of tree 
roots that support or strengthen streani::>anks. Potential effects 
of sediirentation include: 

A decrease in egg-fry survival of salm::mids. 

Intense pulses of sediirent affecting rearing salm::mid 
behavior and decreasing feeding and grcMth rate. 

A reduction of benthos diversity and abundance, thus changes 
in fish food supplies. 

A reduction in pool habitat and habitat carrying capacity. 

2) If sources of sediirentation are arrested, rrost fines are flushed 
fran the system during freshets and are usually renoved within 
one year. 

Light Levels and Nutrients: 

1) SOlar penetration increases with t:i.IrDer canopy renoval and, in 
oonjunction with increased ~ature and nutrients, leads to 
increased primary production, elevated bentb:>s production, and 
(where nutrients are abundant) increases the density of cooo fry 
during the Sl.lmter. 

2) Changes in stream productivity are presuaed to be, in part, 
responsible for higher grcMth rates and earlier srrolt age of 
juvenile cooo. Increased production in sate studies has been 
nullified by the winter carrying capacity, which is regulated by 

· the arrount of winter habitat. 
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Stream Habitat Structures: 

1) In coastal forest streams, habitat is fonred by the influence of 
streanbank oonifers and the introduction and incorp:>ration of 
large 'WOOdy debris. Woody debris and the low-velocity conditions 
it creates are essential for optimum rearing production. 

2) I.Dgging can overload streams with introduced debris. In large 
streams, debris is transported downstream where it can dislodge 
natural acCUllUlations and cause channel m:xli.fication and 
sedinentation. Debris in large streams generally does not create 
barriers to upstream migrants since streams scour passages under 
or around large jams. 

3) In snall streams debris remains in place. Fresh green material 
can potentially cause a decrease in dissolved oxygen and its 
leachates can create conditions toxic to fish. Slash in snall 
streams is dense and interlocked and can create barriers to 
upstream migrant adults. 

4) Dense logging debris loses nost of its leachates after one year 
and does not constitute a water quality problem thereafter. 
Dense aCCll[[Ulations do not inhibit rearing salm:mid production; 
in sate cases, production may actually be increased by providing 
greater arcounts of CXNer. 

5) OVerly zealoo.s clearance of logging slash often rem:::wes natural 
as well as introduced material. Rercoval of too much debris 
deprives juveniles of CXNer and populations can be seriously 
reduced during fall freshets. Populations rera.in unstable for 
years aftel:ward until stream habitat is rehabilitated. 

6) Loss or destabilization of mid-stream 'WOOdy debris, distw:bance 
of debris that anchors strearrbanks, or death of tree roots that 
support bank structures can reduce the aiOOunt of high-quality 
rearing habitat. This reduces sumter and winter carrying 
capacity and may affect snolt yield. Losses in snolt yield 
resulting fran habitat degradation may nullify increases in 
sumter productivity or, in conjunction with severe winters, may 
cause a net loss of srcolt relative to pre-logging levels. 

7) IDng tenn effects on habitat quality may result fran stream 
destabilization as d:>served in carnation Creek, British COltlll'bia, 
and fran lack of recnri tment of 'WOOdy debris upon rem:::wal of 
streamside ti.n'ber. Data suggests a 30-50% decrease in carrying 
capacity occurring 80 years after initial cutting of streamside 
oonifers. 

8) Stream protection and mitigation teclmiques should be applied 
during logging as the key to preserving the productive capacity 
of streams over the short and long tenn. The two nost pranising 
techniques are buffer strips and debris managem:mt but design 
criteria for these teclmiques need to be detennined through 
applied research before maximum benefit can be gained fran their 
use. Design criteria should address: 
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a) Buffer strip design and the nurrber and type of trees that 
should be left in buffer strips to prevent severe windthrow 
and to maintain the benefits to salnonids. 

b) The application of techniques for managing large woody 
debris in streams that have been clearcut logged to 
streairbanks. 

9) Additional research should be conducted to: 

a) Detennine if changes in winter ten"perature regimes occur in 
southeast Alaska as a result of ti.Irber hazvest and how 
winter t:enperature changes affect salnonid stocks. 

b) Determine the extent and severity of streamside 
destabilization caused by logging and l:1ow' salnonid stocks 
are affected. Research should be oonducted in three phases: 
( 1) smvey watersheds to document the nurrber of streams 
affected~ (2) detennine if decreased egg-fry smvival is 
occurring in the affected streams~ (3) develop techniques 
for rehabilitating affected streams. 

c) Correlate intergravel water flows to fry smvival. 

10) Stringent guidelines should be i.rrplenented to minimize the 
addition of sedinent to streams fran logging-related activities. 
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INI'RODUCI'ION 

Southeast Alaska provides substantial fish and wildlife hanrests to 
its residents and to visitors fran other regions of the state and fran 
outside the state. The abundant fish and wildlife are also an 
inportant attractant for the tourist indust.J:y in the region. Fish and 
wildlife resources thus support two of the major types of enployrcent 
in the region. 

The following is intended as a general description of the magnitude 
and types of fish and wildlife hanrests and, where infonnation is 
available, the econanic value of the regional hanrests. Quantitative 
infonnation on nonconsunptive use of fish and wildlife and revenues 
generated in the tourist indust.J:y specific to the region are not 
currently available. 

More specific infonnation on local fish and wildlife use patterns is 
available in . coastal Zone Managerent planning dOCUitellts for Haines' 
Skagway, Juneau, Yakutat, Petersburg, Kake, Ketchikan, Annette Island, 
Craig, Klawock, Hydaburg, Sitka, Pelican, and Hoonah. In addition, 
resource use sumnaries have been cxnpleted for the Southwest Prince of 
Wales area (ADFG 1984a) and the Haines area (ADFG 1984b). 

<XM-1ERCIAL FISHERIES 

Southeast Alaska provides a significant portion of the camercial fish 
catches in Alaska. Alaskan catches, in turn, are significant in tenns 
of total United States catches, with Alaska being the leading state in 
tennS of the total value of fishery landings. Fishing is ooe of four 
principal sources of enploynent in the region and in many camuni ties 
is the daninant and sareti.nes only significant neans of livelihood. 
Enploynent in fish hanresting has been relatively stable following 
enact:ment of a limited ent.J:y permit system for all salnDn fisheries~ 
however, fishing effort for shellfish, herring and herring roe, 
halibut, and groundfish is increasing to supplenent salnDn fishing 
during other seasons. Considerable infonnation exists on the 
magnitude and value of the region's fish hanrest, particularly of the 
salnDn hanrest. 

SAI.M)N HARVEST AND RETURNS 'ID FISHERMEN 

The salnDn fishery accounts for nost of the hanrest activity in the 
region. The five species of Pacific salnDn (pink, chum, coho, 
chinook, and sockeye) are all hanrested by a variety of gear types and 
managed by a variety of hanrest/ stock maintenance strategies. A 
detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this report but can be 
found in the regional salnDn plan docurcents prepared for southern and 
northern southeast Alaska (JSARPI' 1980) and for Yakutat (ADFG 1984c). 
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The m::>st inportant species, in te:rms of nurrber of fish caught, is the 
pink salm:>n, which has accounted for 75-90% of the salnon hal:vest 
since the early 1900's. Although the contribution in mmbers for the 
other four species is relatively small, they are of llllch higher 
econanic value on a per-pound basis, and they therefore contribute 
significantly to the total econanic value of the catch. For exarrple, 
in 1977-78, the average ex-vessel value for one chinook sa1Iron was 
$26.33 carpared to $1. 36 for one pink salm::m. The different species 
also have different inportance to the fishenten using different types 
of gear, with trollers targeting and hal:vesting the majority of 
chinook and coho salnon, purse seiners the majority of pinks and 
chums, and gillnetters the majority of sockeyes and chums. 

The salm::m landings in the Southeast Region are an inportant part of 
the statewide landings. Table 1 illustrates the contribution of the 
hal:vest of each salm:n species to statewide totals in one year. In 
1984, 23% of the statewide total was caught in Southeast. 
Historically, the contribution has ranged fran 16 to 25% during the 
1979-83 period and fran 20 to 50% between 1970-75. 

As can be seen, regional catches of chinook, coho, and pink salnon 
contributed a higher percentage than the average 25% in 1983. 

It is difficult to estimate the anount of the ex-vessel value of fish 
(arrcunt paid at dockside) that is a net return to fishenten and their 
crews once fishing expenses are subtracted. Based on t\«> studies of 
fishennan incate for the herring and salm::m fisheries (Larson 1980) 
and for the shellfish fisheries (Queirolo et al. 1979), Kreinheder and 
Teal (1982) estimated that total net incate for a skipper and creM 
'WOUld be roughly 47 to 57% of gross earnings. Based on an ex-vessel 
value of $59 million in 1983, return of $28 to 34 million to fishenren 
in net incate can be calculated. The ex-vessel values shown in Table 
1 represent the gross earnings by fishenren. 

Table 2 shows sal..Iron hal:vests in te:rms of nurrbers of fish, by species, 
fran 1970 to 1984. The catch is increasing, with the exception of 
chinook salm::m. ·The current strategy of sal..Iron managenent is to 
rebuild the stocks that spawn in sare streams in the region fran the 
lOffl levels to which they declined in the 1950's and early 1970's. 
Regional carprehensive salm::m plans (JSARPI' 1980, ADFG 1984c) have 
targeted increased production of nore salm::m by the year 2000. The 
strategy adopted assunes that the natural productivity of streams will 
be maintained through stream-habitat protection. 

AlthOugh recent salm::m hal:vests have been high, they do not awroach 
the historical record harvests that occurred in the 1940's prior to 
intensive fishing with fish traps. 

Table 3 illustrates the fluctuating nature of hal:vests and ex-vessel 
values over the 10-year period fran 1974 through 1983. larger 
hal:vests may be -worth less if fish prices are lOffl. The ex-vessel 
values shown in Table 1 for 1983 represent a period of ext:remely lOffl 
prices relative to the 10-year period. 
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Table 1. 1983 Regional Salnon catch and Ex-Vessel Value 

Salnon Species IbsLanded Ex-Vessel Value % of Statewide 
($) Ex-Vessel Value 

Chinoo~ (king) 4,627,000 15,683,000 46 

SOckeye (red) 9,544,000 305,661,000 4 

Coho (silver) 13,672,000 26,890,000 59 

Pink (htmpy) 117,133,000 193,977,000 59 

Chum (dog) 10,695,000 79,186,000 16 

'!Ul'AL 155,677,000 59,255,000 25 

Source: ADFG 1984d. 



Table 2. Southeast Alaska Region Annual camercial Sal.Iron catches in Nunbers by Species' 1970 
to Present (ADFG 12/18/84) 

Year Chinook Sockeye Coho Pink Churn Total 

1970 322,370 667,909 758,911 10,657,293 2,446,110 14,852,593 
1971 333,997 623,269 914,423 9,344,830 1,946,105 13,162,624 
1972 286,834 916,720 1,508,677 12,399,807 2,942,311 18,054,349 
1973 343,834 1,011,595 836,400 6,455,488 1,832,215 10,479,532 
1974 346,570 687,422 1,276,941 4,888,711 1,684,315 8,883,959 
1975 300,7Q7 245,191 424,657 4,026,520 686,615 5,683,690 
1976 241,803 595,259 821 ,8()1 5,329,598 1,030,877 8,019,338 
1977 285,220 1,085,143 943,138 13,843,562 '738,723 16,895,786 
1978 401,424 788,319 1,714,508 21,243,378 868,963 25,016,592 
1979 367,620 1,073,885 1,278,742 10,977,908 888,276 14,586,431 
1980 323,296 1,120,416 1,136,685 14,478,306 1,651,407 18,710,110 
1981 271,891 1,079,630 1,407,734 18,967,933 849,821 22,577,009 
1982 299,531 1,493,585 2,137,826 24,248,533 1,351,553 29,531,028 
1983 292,445 1,568,912 1,989,112 37,511,248 1,195,603 42,557,320 

Average 
1970 
to 

1983 315,539 925,518 1,224,968 13,883,794 1,436,635 17,786,455 

1984 
Prelim. 273,481 1,207,213 1,934,448 25,830,351 4,054,878 33,300,371 

Source: ADFG 1985. 



Table 3. Ten-year Comparative Production in Thousands of Pounds and Value in Thousands of Dollars of Salmon Harvested 
in Southeastern Alaska 

Roe Chinook Sockeye Coho Pink Chum 

Year Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 

1974 1,542 4,916 3,027 3,801 3,008 5,401 6,431 7,540 13,567 18,980 11,053 12,369 

1975 194 634 2,748 4,247 2,136 2,389 2,417 3,041 10,430 13,535 8,459 9,489 

1976 1,461 5,147 2,652 5,945 3,738 5,843 4,557 8,092 14,883 19,930 7,691 10,005 

1977 1,857 8,099 3,918 12,602 4,941 8,983 6,122 12,838 35,495 43,969 4,387 5,671 

1978 2,136 8,811 5,923 14,437 5,202 10,328 10,381 23,671 35,910 43,397 5,184 6,837 

1979 2,037 9,878 4,841 15,684 5,108 11,074 6,714 19,124 23,170 30,841 5,497 9,940 

1980 2,235 7,306 4,551 14,141 4,474 9,763 5,916 14,197 31,716 48,683 10,367 14,518 

1981 3,341 12,054 4,045 12,739 4,805 11,238 8,135 18,503 47,954 70,423 5,513 7,538 

1982 3,328 9,578 4,121 14,491 7,638 14,517 12,474 24,922 50,797 54,700 9,312 11,490 

1983 3,847 8,563 4,296 12,257 7,093 12,907 12,016 21,404 67,098 85,025 7,756 9,150 

Source: ADFG 1984d 



HARVE'Sl' OF ~-SAI.MJN SPEX::IES AND RETURNS '10 FISHER-1EN 

Haivests of fish and shellfish other than salm:m are significant. 
Table 4 sunmarizes the catch and value of other fish besides salm:m in 
southeast Alaska in 1983 (ADF&G 1984d). In addition, sate 8.8 million 
pounds of halibut were landed at southeastern ports. 

Several 1983 harvests were a significant portion of statewide 
harvests. Sixty-seven percent of the total flounder and sole, 97% of 
the total rockfish, 90% of the total sablefish, 32% of the total 
herring sac roe, 25% of the total herring, 100% of the total abalone, 
36% of the total Dungeness crab, and 35% of the total shrinp harvested 
in Alaska were harvested in southeast Alaska. 

Table 5 sunmarizes 10 years of regional production and value fran 
selected shellfish species. Based on the assurrption of 47-57% net 
return to fishernen (Kreinheder and Teal 1982), the $81 million 
ex-vessel value in 1983 \\10\lld return $38 to $46 million to the 
fishen!en. 

EX:nDfiC RETURNS '10 PRCX:ESSORS, WHOLESALERS, AND 01'HER SOC'IDRS OF THE 
:EXXN::MY FRCM CCMttEICIAL FISH HARVESTING 

Estimates of processor returns are not available. Table 6 provides an 
estimate of the wholesale value of the 1983 harvest, by species. This 
wholesale value is in addition to the ex-vessel value to fishenren. 

The econanic analysis contained in the regional Cmprehen.sive Sa.llron 
Plan (JSARPI' 1980) provides a nultiplier factor of 1.45 for rroney 
respent within the region or state on diverse goods and seiVices. 
Ttru.s, the $59 million ex-vessel value in 1983 would translate to $86 
million, and the $149 million wholesale value would equal $216 
million. 

~IAL FISHING INDUSTRY EMPI.OYMENI' 

Haivesting Eltploynent 

Fish-harvesting errployment is difficult to quantify because no 
reporting requirements similar to those for other industries exist. 
Monthly errployment statistics for other types of nonagricultural 
enployment are based on one specific week of the nonth as 
representative of the rronth, which could entirely miss the fishing 
activity for the rronth. Instead, vessel landings and average crew 
sizes for each type of vessel have been used as an index to errployment 
in Alaskan fisheries. The Alaska Departnent of Labor (ADL) catl>iled 
statistics for the 1977-81 period (ADL 1983) and for the 1981-82 
period (ADL 1985). r.t:>re recent statistics are not available. 
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Table 4. catch in Thousands of Pounds and Value in Thousands of Dollars to 
Fishennen of Harvests Other Than Sal.non, Southeast Region, 1983 

Finfish 
Cod, Pacific 
Flounder & sole 
Rockfish 
Perch, Pacific Ocean 
Pollock (whiting) 
Sablefish 
Other groundfish 
Herring, roe-on-kelp 
Herring, eggs 
Herring, bait 
Herring, sac roe 
Herring, food 
Trout & char . 
Whitefish & smelt 
Other miscellaneous 

Fishery Total 

Shellfish 
Clams 
scallops 
Abalone 
Crab, Dungeness 
Crab, king (general) 
Crab' red king 
Crab, blue king 
Crab, brown king 
Crab, Tanner (General) 
Crab, Tanner (Bairdi) 
Crab, Tanner (Opilio) 
Crab, horsehair 
Shr:inp 
Other shellfish 
Deadloss - shellfish 

Fishery Total 

State Total 

Source: ADFG 1984d. 

- No data were available. 

Ih 

40 
549 
877 

0 

5,232 
88 

1,749 
18,511 

84 
42 
17 

2 
27,191 

0 
1 

47 
4, 711 

3 
282 

37 
572 

18 
154 

2,414 
8 

31 
8,279 

191,330 

Value 

15 
101 
389 

0 

2,852 
31 

249 
8,685 

819 
24 

8 
1 

13,175 

0 
2 

131 
4,401 

10 
1,131 

135 
1,882 

20 
180 

1,313 
4 
0 

9,210 

81,640 



Table 5. Ten-year Comparative Production in Thousands of Pounds and Value in Thousands of Dollars of 
Fish Harvests Other Than Salmon, Southeast Region 

Dungeness Crab King Crab Tanner Crab Shrimp Abalone 

Year Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 

1974 751 1,004 181 431 242 421 1,270 773 

1975 789 682 501 575 358 609 844 752 

1976 515 738 203 467 207 422 800 1,833 

1977 31 83 91 381 217 436 768 1,586 12 34 

1978 606 996 215 1,026 285 698 1,333 1,700 136 278 

1979 647 805 273 867 214 644 459 1,030 65 145 

1980 92 346 191 1, 713 272 950 670 1,640 181 291 

1981 2,882 5,588 646 2,898 242 735 1,457 3,385 199 636 

1982 4,548 8,903 684 5,133 403 1,269 2,185 7,086 81 249 

1983 2,606 7,207 565 4,686 649 2,703 112 278 26 101 

Source: ADFG 1984a. 



Table 6. Production in Thousands of Pounds and WbJlesale Value in 
Thousands of Dollars of the Fish Harvest, Southeast Region, 
1983 

Species 

Sallron 
SalnDn, roe 
Chinook (king) 
Sockeye (red) 
Coho (silver) 
Pink (hunpy) 
Chum (dog) 

Fishery Total 

Other Finfish 
Cod, Pacific 
Flounder & Sole 
Rockfish 
Perch, Pacific Ocean 
Halibut 
Pollock (whiting) 
Sablefish 
Other groundfish 
Herring, roe-on-kelp 
Herring, eggs 
Herring, bait 
Herring, sac roe 
Herring, food 
Trout & char 
Whitefish & smelt 
Other miscellaneous 

Fishery Total 

Shellfish 
Clams 
Scallops 
Abalone 
Crab, Dungeness 
Crab, king (general) 
Crab, red king 
Crab, blue king 
Crab, brown king 
Crab, Tanner (general) 
Crab, Tanner (Bairdi) 
Crab, Tanner (Opilio) 
Crab, horsehair 
Shrinp 
Other shellfish 

Fishery Total 

State Total 

Source: ADFG 1984d. 

- No data were available. 

Pounds Value 

3,847 8,563 
4,296 12,257 
7,093 12,907 

12,016 21,404 
67,098 85,025 
7,756 9,150 

102,105 149,308 

34 23 
275 78 
650 518 

8,829 13,936 

4,186 4,047 
53 42 

4 17 
385 150 

17,404 14,515 
84 21 
29 46 
9 7 

31,941 33,397 

26 101 
2,606 7,207 

535 4,452 
25 194 
2 17 
3 23 

10 40 
102 238 

649 2,703 
2 2 

3,959 14,977 

138,005 197,683 



Salnon Harvest Enployrrent 

Camercial salnon was the leader in annual average €111?loyrrent ( 68% of 
the region's fish-harvesting euployrrent in 1982) , as well as in voltnre 
and value of the fishery. Average annual enployrrent in southeast 
Alaska peaked at 1,750 harvesters (excluding tenders, packers, and 
processors) in 1978 and declined to 1,400 in 1981, as entry to the 
fishery was limited, and then increased to 1,519 in 1982. 
Fish-harvesting €111?loyrrent increased 8% in 1982, a greater rate of 
increase than in other areas of the state. Enployrrent in the purse 
seine gear type increased 23% over that in 1981, and the salnon troll 
fishery euployrrent had nore fish harvesters than any other gear type. 
Peak rronthly €111?loyrrent, which occurs in July or August, ranged fran 
4,800 to 5,900 from 1978 through 1982. 

Table 7 shows nonthly peak €111?loyrrent for salnon and other major 
species fished and the peak average annual euployrrent. As can be 
seen, different harvests peak at different tines of the year, 
providing opportunities for periods of seasonal euployrrent. 

Regional camercial fishing €111?loyrrent is a significant portion of 
statewide fisheries euployrrent, ranging fran 25 to 30% of average 
annual €111?loyrrent during the 1977-82 period. 

Non-salnon Harvest Qrploynent 

Ercployrrent in harvests for fish species other than salnDn are also 
reported by the Alaska Depart:nent of Labor (ADL 1983, 1985). 
Enployrrent in shellfish harvest grew from 4% of the statewide total in 
1977 to 12% in 1982, and to 41% of the statewide total from 1981 to 
1982. The share of the statewide total is expected to increase as 
shellfish stocks are declining in areas that fo:rnerly provided the 
bulk of the harvest. Twenty-eight percent of southeast Alaska's 
shellfish euployrrent in the late 1970's was shrinp harvesting. Peak 
rronthly €111?loyrrent occurs in the fall, and the highest year was 1980, 
with 300 euployed. The peak average annual euployrrent in the 1977-82 
period was 202 in 1982. 

Ercployrrent in the halibut fishery and i.ncare to fishemen has 
fluctuated with the trend toward shorter openings and the fluctuating 
price of halibut. Participation in the fishery peaks in May or June 
and it has ranged from 1,250 fishemen in 1977 to 3,550 in 1981. In 
1979, a high-incate year, 7 million pounds were caught, with a gross 
value of 13 million dollars. The highest average annual euployrrent 
was 450 in 1979. 

The herring fishery has grown steadily over the years. Twenty-five 
percent of the statewide herring €111?loyrrent occurred in southeast 
Alaska. Herring harvest periods are short, and cxmsequently average 
ercployrrent figures are low relative to nore sustained fisheries. 
Havever, the value of herring roe taken during an opening is 
substantial. Peak rronthly enployrrent occurs in April, with a peak 
rronthly €111?loyrrent of 500 in 1982 and a peak average annual €111?loyment 
of 77 in 1981 during the 1977-82 period. Herring harvest €111?loyrrent 
increased 22% between 1981 and 1982. 
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Table 7. Peak Employment frcm SOutheast Alaska Fisheries, 1977-82 

Month of Peak 
of Occurrence Peak Average Annual 

Fishery Monthly Enployment f.t:>nthly Enployment Employment 

Salnon July or August 5,900 (1978) 1,750 (1978) 

Shellfish Sept. - Dec. 300 (1980) 202 (1982) 

Halibut May or June 3, 714 (1982) 446 (1979) 

Bottanfish/ 
sablefish July 221 (1982) 105 (1980) 

Herring April or March 500 (1982) 77 (1981) 

'IDl'AL June, July, or August 6,696 (1979) 2,220 (1982) 

Source: ADL 1983, 1985. 



Enploynent in groundfish harvest has grown substantially as the state 
has funded an extensive effort to prcnote increased participation. 
Enploynent increased 220% fran 1977 to 1981, with the greatest portion 
of the enploynent occurring in southeast Alaska. The fishe:cy provides 
year-round harvesting but peaks in Septen'ber, with a peak nonthly 
arploynent of 221 in 1982 and peak average annual arploynent of 105 in 
1980. 

Fish-Processing Ent>loyrrent and Wages 

Forty-three ccnpanies arployed a peak of 2,813 arployees in 68 
land-based facilities within the region in 1983. In addition, the 
sane nuni:>er of ccnpanies enployed a peak of 811 arployees in 81 
processing vessels (ADFG 1985). Eh'ploynent is increasing with the 
trend to expansion of fisheries products. Average annual enploynent 
increased fran 857 to 1 ,241 fran 1979 to 1983, a 45% increase (ADL 
1983). Average annual arploynent dropped fran 2,068 in 1981 to 1,541 
in 1982, a 25% decrease, c:Iue to a mmber of factors, including a high 
1981 canned salm:m invento:cy carried over into 1982 and a recall of 
salm:m following reports of botulism (ADL 1985). 

ADL (1985) reported $26.7 million in wages paid to fish processors in 
1981 and $22.7 million in 1982. Average nonthly wages were $1,074 in 
1981 and $1,227 in 1982. 

Enployrrent in Other Sectors 

The Cooprehensive Salm:m Plan for Southeast Alaska (JSARPI' 1980) 
econcmi.c analysis section provides an estimate of arploynent in other 
sectors that are indirectly sustained by the fishing indust:cy. 
According to the best estimates of the Depart:lrent of camerce and 
Econanic Developrent, eve:cy 10 fish-processing jd:>s in Southeast 
generated three jobs in other sectors of the econany. 

Thus, in 1983, the average annual errploynent in other sectors was 372 
as a result of the average annual arploynent of 1,241 processors. 
Peak enploynent levels of 3,624 processors also provided enploynent in 
other sectors and returns to local econanies. 

<XJ.1PREHENSIVE SAIKN PLANNING AND PRQJECI'ED EXXNMIC RETURNS AND 
El-1PIDYMENl' 

As required by state statute AS 16.10.375, regional planning teams 
consisting of representatives of aquacul. ture associations and the 
departrrent have carpleted a 20-year (1980-2000) oanprehensive salm:m 
plan for northern and southern southeast Alaska (excluding Yakutat). 
The Forest Sezvice (FS) has also been a full participant on the 
planning team. The plan set harvest objectives considerably higher 
than then-current (1980) production and potential harvests fran 
existing hatcheries and increased natural production. Harvest gaps of 
180,000 chinook, 1.4 million sockeye, 1.1 million coho, 13.9 million 
pink, and 4.3 million churn salm:m were identified to reach a goal of 
equalling or exceeding the high 30-year average harvest. Four 
strategy cptions for hal:Vest managenent, protection, enhan.cercent, and 
rehabilitation were identified. 
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A preliminal:y evaluation of enployrrent and econanic l::>enefi ts resulted 
in a projected 1,531 year-long equivalents of seasonal job 
opportunities fran processing and nonprocessing jobs (versus 683 in 
1977-78) • Average annual ex-vessel receipts "WOUld increase to $163 
million and to $341 million wholesale value in 2000, using 1977-79 
dollar values (JSARPI' 1980). With a nultiplier to other segnents of 
the ecax:my of 1.45, this would translate into a $495 million annual 
contribution. 

A separate planning process was carpleted for the Yakutat area. An 
increase in average annual production of 4,000 harvestable chinook, 
27,000 harvestable ooho, 66,000 harvestable sockeye, 2, 000 harvestable 
chum, and 30,000 harvestable pink salioon was targeted. These targets 
represented 36% less than historical average levels for chinook salnon 
and 43% less than historical levels for sockeye salnon. Historical 
annual harvests of oohos and chums 'WOUld be equalled, and pink 
harvests already currently exceed historical harvest levels. The same 
strategy q>t.ions were identified as for other areas of southeast 
Alaska. 

The projected adjusted gross value of the Yakutat salnon fishery 'WOUld 
increase by $880 , 000, to $3.9 million in the year 2000 ( carpared to 
$3.0 million in 1981). longer-range goals would represent a $1.8 
million increase. Increases in enployrrent have not been estimated 
(ADF&G 1984c) • 

SPORI'FISHING 

PARI'ICIPATICl-l AND MAGNITUDE OF HARVEST 

Sportfishing is an integral part of the southeast Alaskan lifestyle. 
Not only is it one of the nDst inportant recreational activities for 
residents of the region, but the fishing opportunities . attract 
thousands of visitors annually. 

There is a broad spectrum of participants engaging in sportfishing, 
fran those whose sole interest is catching fish for the fun of it, to 
those seeking sources of food. Nearly 31 ,000 of the region's 
residents engage in sportfishing, and the mmber is increasing by 10% 
annually. M:>re than 320,500 angler-days were expended during 1983 in 
Southeast by residents and visitors, carpared to 225,000 in 1979 
(Mills 1984) • Approximately 400 ,000 fish were harvested during 1983 
and the Southeast harvest over the last seven years has represented 16 
to 21% of the annual statewide harvest. The trend in Southeast is 
toward increased harvests for nDst species. 

Five species of salnon and four species of trout are harvested, as are 
halibut, rockfish, a variety of other bottcm fish, smelt, herring, 
grayling, and razor clams. Table 8 smnnarizes the regional sport fish 
harvest fran 1977 through 1983. 
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Table 8. Southeast Alaska Sport Fish Hcuvests by Species, 1977-83 

Species 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Chinook salnon 17,449 16,639 16,581 20,213 21,300 25,756 22,321 
Sea-run coho salnon 36,152 48,508 23,112 32,808 28,158 53,436 55,403 
Land-locked coho/ 

chinook salnon 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,301 
Sockeye salnon 5,803 5,890 3,479 4,175 3,173 4,146 5,701 
Kokanee salnon 574 181 645 439 288 492 73 
Pink salnon 34,031 43,006 31,351 34,561 33,717 53,581 51,815 
Chum salnon 1,116 4,431 1,398 2,084 2,607 1,567 3,270 
Steelhead 1,750 1,618 1,424 2,769 1,537 2,368 3,469 
Rainl:x::M trout 7,741 6,220 4,071 6,542 3,600 3,722 4,672 
CUtthroat trout 23,377 23,188 19,345 24,433 16,436 22,816 18,605 
Brook trout 759 1,691 672 2,273 861 818 1,606 
Lake trout 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Dolly Varden/ 

arctic char 34,734 34,919 31,405 44,175 33,398 37,524 49,752 
Arctic grayling 775 669 281 129 49 482 947 
Northern pike 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Whitefish 0 0 118 551 0 524 31 
Burlx>t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sheefish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Snelt 55,034 14,431 80,006 20,306 1,468 1,531 62,708 
Halibut 5,832 6,131 13,102 24,862 21,842 37,160 41,995 
Rockfish 8,962 16,886 30,981 41,791 45,671 51,602 50,268 
Razor clams 10,309 9,576 13,393 8,606 8,597 4,684 8,791 
Other fish 11,456 7,259 11,979 31,502 20,306 29,602 19,590 

Total 255,854 241,243 283,343 302,219 243l008 331,811 402,318 

Source: Mills 1984. 



Seventy-six percent of the regional sportfishing occurs in saltwater, 
and ~thirds of the fishing takes place in marine-boat fisheries 
adjacent to urban centers. However, renote fishing, both freshwater 
and saltwater, is an extrertely inportant carponent of the regional 
fishery. A rercote cabin system on the Tongass National Forest 
provides diverse opportunities for fishing in wilderness or near 
wilderness settings. 

More than 40% of southeast Alaska residents use these cabins, and good 
fishing is ranked as an inportant reason for using these cabins (Alves 
1981). 

The FS maintains infonna.tion on use of these cabins; however, it is 
difficult to interpret. Schwan (1984) SllllJ(Iarized cabin use in 1982 
for well-known sportfishing areas. Excluding data that appeared 
unrealistically high, 31,200 visitor days were rep:>rted. In response 
to a survey, nest anglers reported that "being in an uncrowded 
situation" was a very inportant factor contributing to a quality 
angling experience, followed by being in a wilderness setting, and 
third in inportance, catching lots of fish (Schwan 1984). 

A final very i.nportant fonn of sportfishing occurs in close proximity 
to small ccmmmi ties. IDeal. fisheries provide an inportant food 
source and recreational opportunities. 

EXX>NCMrCS OF SFORI' FISHERY 

The current econanic value of the recreational fishery of southeast 
Alaska has not been adequately inventoried. It can only be roughly 
estimated fran data collected over a decade ago. Banter (1974) 
estimated an average armual expenditure by a Southeast angler, which 
included expenditures for boats. Banter estimated the average total 
expenditure during 1973 by a Southeast angler to be $415. Mills 
(1984) estimated that 31,671 recreational anglers fished in Southeast 
Alaska in 1983. By inflating the 1973 expenditures to 1983 dollars 
(Anchorage-based CPI July 1983) , we estimate that roughly $29 million 
of expenditures were made by recreational anglers during 1983. This 
estimate is likely low. 

No detailed current econanic data pertaining to recreational fisheries 
is available for the region. This infonna.tion is needed in order that 
the econanic rragni tude of the recreational fishery can be seen in its 
proper perspective and the econanic effects on the fishery fran 
unrelated activities can be assessed. 

HUNTING AND TRAPPING 

PARI'ICIPATIOO AND MAGNITUDE OF HARVEST 

The :rcethods for gathering data on harvest levels anc;l nurrber of lnmters 
vary fran species to species, as does the extent of infonna.tion 
available. Data collected fran pennit and registration hunts, sealing 
records, and lnm.ter questiormaires provide recent harvest estimates 
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for 14 species or species groups in southeast Alaska (Table 9). 
Harvest estimates for muskrat, mink, rrarten, weasel, red fox, raccoon, 
red squirrel, grouse, hare, ptarmigan, and ma.nrot are lacking or less 
accurate. A discussion of the rragnitude of harvest for individual 
species is given belC711. 

Deer 

Deer carprise over 90% of the total big game harvest in southeast 
Alaska. Prior to 1969, deer hunting was ~11-distributed fran the 
Admiralty-Baranof-chichagof Islands Area to Ketchikan, with an annual 
kill of 10,000 to 12,000 deer (Johnson and Wood 1979). In the late 
1960's and early 1970's, the deer population crashed throughout the 
Panhandle, and the harvest declined to an average of about 5, 000 deer 
fran 1969 to 1974 (ibid.). 

Deer recovered quickly in the Admiralty-Baranof-chichagof Islands 
Area, but have increased very slowly on the islands south of there. 
Presently, the deer populations are high in Gane Managem:mt Unit (Gru) 
4, very 1C711 in nDst of the Stikine Area, with a closed season in much 
of the Petersburg Ranger District, and rrcderate and apparently 
increasing in the Ketchikan Area. Deer harvests and mmber of hunters 
have been estimated fran hunter surveys in 1980, 1982, and 1983. An 
average of 7,000 people hunting an average of 43,200 days killed an 
average of 8,100 deer in those years. These surveys also shC711 a 94% 
increase in harvest and a 7 4% increase in the ntmber of hunters fran 
1980 to 1983. 

During 1980 to 1983, over 80% of the Ketchikan Area deer harvest was 
on Land Use Designations (llJDs) 3 and 4 and Native-select areas, 
excluding special llJD 3 areas, where tinDer harvesting is not 
scheduled under the Tongass Land Managem:mt Plan (TIMP) (e.g., Gravina 
Island) • About 55 to 60% of the harvest in Gru 4 was on llJDs 3 and 
4, including those bordering Native-select areas. The harvest 
locations in Gru 3 do not reflect the historical abundance of deer and 
hunting activity because of the present lC711 deer rnmbers and 
restricted hunting. However, ~ estimated that about 80% of the 
historical deer harvest in the Stikine Area occurred in Value 
carparison Units (va.Js) TI.MP has classified as available for tirrber 
harvest. 

Brown and Black Bear 

Based on sealing records, an average of 105 brown bears have been 
taken by sport hunters each year fran 1961 through 1984, while a 
yearly average of 217 black bears have been harvested fran 1972 
through 1983 in southeast Alaska. Bear hunting is the rrajor activity 
of hunting guides in southeast Alaska, and 49% and 33% of the brown 
bear and black bear sport harvest, respectively, is by nonresidents. 
The annual brown bear harvest has fluctuated over the past 10 years 
but has shown no increasing trend. The ntmber of nonresident guides 
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Table 9. Recent Annual Reported Harvest and Nurra:Jer of Hunters in 
Southeast Alaska, by Species 

Species 

Deer 
Brown bear 
Black bear 
~tain goat 
M:x>se 
Wolf 
Wolverine 
Otter 
Beaver 
Lynx 
Waterfowl 

Dabbling and 
diving ducks 

Sea Duck and 
mergansers 

Geese 
Snipe 

Season 

1983 
1984 
1983 
1984 
1984 
1983-84 
1983-84 
1983-84 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1983-84 

1983-84 

1983-84 
1983-84 
1983-84 

Total Kill 

11,050 
160 
340 
205 
203 
111 
29 
438 
41 
18 
21,630 

15,928 

3,217 
1,640 
831 

Hunters 

8,900 

600 
1,100 

Source: Unpub. ADFG hai:vest info:rmation sunmaries. Canpbell and 
Rothe (1985). 

- No data \Vere available. 

a/ Data expressed as hunter-days. All waterfowl figures are for 
only Grus 1 - 4. 



has been reduced through voluntary self-regulation by the industry in 
scma areas. Hunting seasons have also been regulated and shortened in 
recent years. The yearly average kill was 120 for both 1975 through 
1979 and 1980 through 1984. By contrast, the black bear kill has been 
increasing steadily under liberalized seasons. The average black bear 
harvest for southeast Alaska was 225/yr fran 1975 through 1979 and 
300/yr from 1980 through 1983. 

Nearly 70% of the brown bear kill has cane fran G1U 4; about 45% of 
the harvest in G1U 4 has occurred on liJDs 3 and 4 and adjoining 
Native-select areas. 

M:x:>se 

Approximately 200 ncose were taken in both 1983 and 1984 by about 
1,100 hunters in southeast Alaska. There are seven major hunting 
areas (Haines, Yakutat Forelands, Stikine River, Benlers Bay, Thanas 
Bay, Taku River, and Malaspina Forelands} and numerous other areas 
where one to five ncose are taken yearly (e.g., Unuk River, Endicott 
River, St. Janes Bay, Farragut Bay, Aarons Creek} • Of the seven major 
areas, Thanas Bay and Yakutat Forelands are on FS lands scheduled for 
intensive tinber harvest by TIMP. 

M:x:>se hunting is extremely popular in the local areas, and the demand 
for high-quality ncose hunting in southeast Alaska clearly exceeds 
available opportunity. 

MJuntain Goats 

f.blntain goat harvests have averaged 245 a.ninal.s/yr fran 1980 through 
1984, and from 600 to about 750 people ·hunt goats each year, based on 
registration permits. 

Waterfowl 

waterfowl hunting estimates are based on statewide smveys conducted 
by the ADFG and the USEWS. southeast Alaska accounts for about 16 to 
20% of the statewide duck harvest. over 22,000 waterfowl birds were 
harvested in southeast Alaska in 1983-84, including over 16,000 game 
ducks, 1, 700 geese, 850 snipe, and 3, 300 sea ducks and nergansers 
(carrpbell and Rothe 1985}; 15,000 hunter-days were spent waterfowl 
hunting. Waterfowl-hunting activity appears to be steadily increasing 
statewide since the 1970's when smveys were initiated. 

Ful:bearers 

Harvest estimates of furbearers are poor except for sealing records 
for "WOlves, "WOlverines, otters, beavers, and lynx (Table 9} and the 
magnitude of trawing activity is uncertain because of the lack of 
trapping harvest smveys. Trapping occurs throughout southeast Alaska 
and mink and marten are the rrost caluon ful:bearers taken. A recent 
rrarten-sealing requ.irerent for the 1984-85 season will begin to 
provide harvest estimates for this species. 
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Upland Gane Birds 

There are no good smveys on the harvest of grouse and ptannigan, 
although it appears that hunting these gane birds is a popular sport 
throughout sotitheast Alaska. 

The data given above is generally considered to be conservative for 
all species and probably does not accurately reflect the magnitude of 
harvest in the rcore renote areas of southeast Alaska. In particular, 
rural subsistence take may be under-represented in these surveys. The 
harvest levels of deer, black bear, and waterfowl all appear to be 
increasing substantially in recent years. 

EXX.NCMIC VALUE OF HUNl'ING AND TRAPPING 

Hunting and trapping provide revenues to the state through license, 
pennit, and big gane tag sales. Hunters and trappers buy equiprent 
and supplies locally and also contribute to the econany through 
expenditures for travel and lodging. Finally, hunting and trapping 
contribute to maintenance of a subsistence econany, which cannot be 
neasured in strictly econanic tenns but is irrp:>rtant in tenns of 
cultural and ccmmmity continuity. 

The sale of licenses~ pennits, and big gane tags has steadily 
increased during recent years, as indicated by the increasing ntmbers 
of hunters described above. Statewide revenues totalled 2. 8 million 
in .1983. These fees are especially irrp:>rtant as the main source of 
matching funds for revenue fran the Federal Aid in Wildlife 
Restoration Program. 

The department has initiated smveys of goat and noose hunters to 
provide an estimate of average annual expenditures for equiprent, 
supplies, travel, and lodging. A similar smvey is planned for deer 
hunters. 

Nonresident hunters are required by law to be accarpanied by a 
licensed guide to hunt brown bear. Nonresidents and residents also 
hire guides for black bear, goat, and c:x:casionally, for deer hunts. 
'!Wenty-two master and registered guides are licensed and actively 
guide within the region. M:>st hire two or rcore assistant guides and 
other seasonal help. 

A recent smvey (Beier 1984) estimates the revenue generated annually 
in the state to be between $450,000 and $1,000,000. An average guided 
brown bear hunt lasts 12 days and costs ·about $600 in guide fees. 
Additional expenditures for licenses and tag fees result in total 
direct annual expenditures for guided brown bear hunting of 
approximately $500,000. Other costs for air travel for nonresident 
hunters, taxidermy fees, and incidental expenses are in addition. 
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Hm1t aesthetics are an irrp:>rtant aspect of guided hm1ts, and tinber 
harvesting has already resulted in avoidance of areas by guides. The 
guides have requested a volm1tary reduction of the number of joint 
exclusive guiding pennits fran 13 to 6 in the gane manageren.t unit 
encarpassing Admiralty, Baranof, and Chichagof islands because of 
reduced guiding areas and nuni:>ers of bears. 

The econanic contribution of trawing is also difficult to evaluate 
because of incatplete info:cnation on harvests and annual fur prices. 
Participation in trapping is often nuch higher than the animals 
harvested or furs sold 'NOUld indicate because nuch trapping is 
recreational in nature and furs are satetines kept for hane use so no 
reporting is required. Trapping is likely an :inp:>rtant source of 
inc:are for sare individuals and an i.n"portant recreational and 
subsistence activity for many nore. 

The use of gane and furbearers for subsistence purposes is described 
in the next section • 

. SUBSISTENCE HUNTING, FISHING, .AND GATHERING 

SUbsistence harvesting activities take place throughout southeast 
Alaska in a variety of cultural contexts, according to harvest 
regulations that also are highly variable in the region. SUbsistence 
activities are probably engaged in by residents of all ccmnunities in 
Southeast, in one fonn or another. Resources harvested for 
subsistence purposes by Southeast residents include deer, m:x>se, 
salnon, halibut, bear, shellfish, other marine fish, seaweed, berries, 
sea mamnals, and waterf~l. 

SUbsistence hm1ting regulations have been developed for all gane 
species that are used for food in the region. Although nost of these 
duplicate general hm1ting regulations, several m:x>se hm1ts are being 
conducted under "Tier '!W" requirements of the state subsistence law. 
For these m:x>se hm1ts, a preference in the issuance of pennits is 
given to persons residing near the hunt area, denDnstrating a 
dependency on the resource, and having few available alternatives. 

The contributiOn of hunting and trapping to a subsistence ecotlal¥ is 
difficult to assess accurately. A survey of southeast Alaska 
residents (Alves 1981) resulted in a general description of the 
participation in food-producing activities.. Eighty to eighty-five 
percent of the region's adult pq>Ulation (a sarewha.t higher percentage 
in smaller cammrities) participated in gathering food, of which 75% 
-were successful. Deer hm1ting had 25% participation, and waterf~l 
and small gane hm1ting -were enjoyed by nore than 10% ·of the 
population. Male participation was nuch higher than female, with 
approximately 50% participation. in deer-hm1ting, 9-13% in m:x>se 
hm1ting, 30-40% in waterf~l hm1ting, and 8-26% in other small gane 
hm1ting by residents of Native and "small, rural, predaninantly 
non-native ccrcm..mi ties. " Food-gathering produced an average of 20% of 
household meat and 80% of household food. Households harvesting less 
of their share received food through sharing, so that the benefits of 
local food resources reached 90% of all households. 
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Deer was the wildlife species upon which users were nost dependent. 
Use of deer to provide household neat varied fran 5-6% for urban 
carmunities, to 13% for Native villages, to 14% for logging camps, and 
to 17% for small, rural, predaninantly non-native ccmmmities. Deer 
hunting was nost often considered a subsistence (vs. recreational) 
activity. Deer hunting produced nore food per unit effort than any 
other food-producing activities. Provision of food was only one 
reason for participating in food-producing activities. However, those 
surveyed who considered their activities to be subsistence-oriented 
described providing food as the single nost inp:>rtant reason for 
engaging in the activity. Developing skills and abilities and 
identifying with the Alaskan heritage were also inportant reasons for 
their participation. 

SUbsistence salm:m fishing takes place according to a penni t system in 
which restrictions such as bag limits, effective dates, and nethods of 
hal:vest are specified by ADFG biologists, who make these 
detenninations in accordance with biological infonna.tion on the 
condition of particular salm:m stocks. All salm:m species may be 
taken in subsistence fisheries, subject to local pennit requirements, 
although ooho salm:m are specifically pennitted to be taken only in 
the Chilkat River and in Salt Lake, near Angoon, and chinook sal.rron 
may be taken only in the Chilkat River. 

Tables 10 and 11 sumnarize the yearly subsistence sallron effort and 
species harvest fran 1961 through 1983 for the Southeast Region and 
for 1975 through 1983 in the Yakutat area (ADF&G 1984a). 

In addition to salm:m, many other marine and freshwater fish are used 
for subsistence purposes in the region: harvest of species other than 
sal.rron takes place under sportfishing regulations. Shellfish, 
including crabs, clams, shrinp, and abalone, are harvested in the 
region under "subsistence - personal use" regulations, and there are 
no sport regulations for these species. 

Fish, particularly sal.rron, provide an irrportant contribution to 
household food. Based on responses to the Alaska Public Survey, on 
average, fishing provided 10% of household food for southeast Alaska 
residents. The percentage was considerably higher for Native 
villages, logging camps, and "small, rural, predaninantly non-native 
carmunities," averaging 22%, 21%, and 18%, respectively. When asked 
what percentage was provided by sal.rron alone, the response was an 
average of 6% for all Southeast residents, 16% for Native villages and 
logging camps, and 14% for small, rural, predaninantly non-native 
carmunities (Alves 1981) • 

Research oonducted by the ADF&G Division of Subsistence also reflects 
the relative inportance of fresB-la.ter and marine fish and shellfish in 
neeting the subsistence needs of Southeast residents. For exarrple, in 
1983 100% of the residents of Petersburg reported that they used 
halibut that year. Responses fran both Haines and Hoonah indicated 
that 73% of the population of those carmunities used halibut (Cohen 
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Table 10. Southeast Alaska Yearly Subsistence Effort and Species Harvest, 1961-83 

#Permits Harvest 
Year Issued Sockeye Pink Chum Coho Chinook Total 

1961 554 14,826 
1962 309 7,067 
1963 696 6,514 
1964 642 9,525 
1965 665 10,303 
1966 2,372 15,384 
1967a/ 632 7,238 482 4,059 489 6 16,286 
1968a/ 815 8,382 1,328 4,260 624 62 16,923 
1969a/ 774 6,305 1, 771 3,180 70 9 13,479 
1970 788 10,751 2,246 2,415 13 15,125 
1971 1,067 9,598 3,648 6,123 19,369 
1972 936 9,089 1,253 3,970 10 14,422 
1973 1,031 7,584 2,675 6,799 63 6 17,127 
1974 1,042 7,822 2,690 6,819 61 6 17,160 
1975 944 9,454 11,428 5,277 96 25,755 
1976 1,166 9,625 1,590 3,594 9 13,748 
1977 888 6,484 1,963 3,007 68 11,522 
1978 1,490 10,662 4,832 3,150 57 18,701 
1979 1,611 17,078 5,585 4,001 60 26,724 
1980 3,612 21,586 1,439 3,741 10 40 26,816 
1981 2,751 20,268 6,065 4,512 129 1 30,975 
1982 2,956 32,117 4,239 3, 717 99 8 40,180 
1983 2,763 15,877 1,859 2,559 211 38 20,544 

Source: ADFG 1985. 

--- No Data available 

a/ 
District 113 data unavailable by species 



Table 11. Yakutat Yearly Subsistence Effort and Species Hazvest 1975-83 

#Permits Hazvest 
Year Issued Sockeye Pink Chmn Coho Chinook Total 

1975 18 510 40 27 577 

1976 35 1,060 55 83 1,198 

1977 45 1,242 781 92 2,115 

1978 127 870 912 59 1,841 

1979 73 525 720 238 1,483 

1980 68 961 1,507 284 2,752 

1981 88 959 1,461 177 2,597 

1982 71 1,645 2,180 255 4,151 

1983 NA 1,055 360 253 1,668 

Source: ADFG 1985. 

- No data were available. 



1983). Mills et al. (1984) reported that Haines households spent a 
mean of 13.4 days per household fishing for all species of fish. 
Haines subsistence salnon-fishing households harvested O'ler 470 lbs of 
fish per household :in 1983, and Klukwan residents harvested nearly 700 
lbs of fish per household that year (Mills et al. 1984). 

Recent Division of SUbsistence research, as \'Jell as local Coastal Zone 
planning, has also docurcented areas adjacent to camunities :in the 
region where subsistence harvesting takes place. catprehensive 
resource-use studies have taken place :in Sitka (Qrelch et al., :in 
press), Haines, and Klukwan (Mills et al. 1984). Craig, Klawock, and 
Hydaburg \'Jere sites of a study of the use of abalone :in 1982 (Mills 
1982). Angoon was the site of a deer harvest study :in 1983 (George 
and Kookesh 1983). Resource use studies are currently undeJ:Way :in 
Yakutat, Angcx:m, Tenakee, and Klawock, and additional studies are 
planned for Hoonah and Kake. 
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I. INTRODUCI'ION 

The purpose of this report is to review those measures that have 
been bnplemented by the USDA Forest Service (FS) to protect fish 
and wildlife resources and their uses on the Tongass National 
Forest since 1979. It is one of three technical reports prepared 
by the Division of Habitat on behalf of the Alaska Department of 
Fish and Game regarding Section 706 (b) of the Alaska Nationa.l 
Interest Lands COnservation Act (ANILCA) of 1980. That section 
of the act specifies that beginning in 1985 and every ~ years 
thereafter, the FS is to report to COngress on the status of the 
Tongass National Forest. The State of Alaska is anong those 
named in this act as a participant in the reporting process. 
Because of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game's (ADF&G) 
responsibility under the state COnstitution and statutes to 
manage the state's fish and wildlife on a sustained yield basis, 
the department is uniquely qualified to help the state respond to 
the Section 706 (b) reporting requirement that addresses ". 
measures instituted by the Forest Service to protect fish and 
wildlife in the [Tongass] forest ... n 

Protection of fish and wildlife and their uses on public lands 
includes many aspects of planning as well as project 
bnplementation. Federal law, executive direction, regulations, 
administrative budgets, and planning at the national, regional, 
forest, management area, and project level all influence the 
degree to which fish and wildlife are protected on national 
·forest land. This report evaluates environmental · ~nts 
concerning timber sales and management area analyses canpleted 
from 1980 through 1984, the initial period following the Tongass 
Land ~.anagement Plan (TIMP, bnplemented in 1979) and ANIICA 
(passed in 1980). Policies directing FS management at the tine 
of '!'IMP include the National Forest Management Act (~A) of 1976 
and the Southeast Alaska Area Guide (SAAG), which was finalized 
in 1977. The SAAG, a FS document outlining managatlE'nt practices 
for all resources' was incorporated into the '!'IMP in 1979 and 
into the Alaska Regional Guide (ARG) in 1983 as a regional or 
forest plan policy base (FS 1983). Although policy and 
management practices are continually subject to change, the 
accanplishments during 1980-84 should be a good reflection of how 
the FS is implementing these mandates and policies for managing 
fish and wildlife habitat. 

The ultimate measure of bnplementation is the actual 
on-the-ground confo:rmance of activities .with those planned. 
Because of time limitations, no field review was undertaken in 
the preparation of this report. Instead, the report reviews the 
roonitoring activities reported by the FS and their results. 

Readers of this report will notice that considerable significance 
has been attached to the degree to which existing statutory, 
regulatory, or administrative policy direction has been discussed 
in FS environmental documents. The department recognizes that 
issues can be addressed in such documents without specifically 
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making reference to applicable policy directives. We believe, 
nevertheless, that such reference is the nost effective and 
readily understandable way of preparing enviromnental documents 
and of evaluating the degree to which they meet those 
requiranents. otheiwise, too much is left to the reader to 
assUire or surmise. 

II. METHODS 

A total of 37 timber sale enviromnental documents with decision 
notices or findings of no significant impact (Table 1) -were 
carefully examined for compliance with policy and to determine 
what measures -were initiated to protect fish and wildlife. A 
standardized evaluation fo:rm (Appendix A) was employed. 
Enviromnental document (ED), as used here, refers to all National 
Enviromnental Policy Act (NEPA) documents for a particular tilnber 
sale. For exaitple, a NEPA managanent area analysis (MAA) and 
timber sale enviromnental assessment (FA) are considered one ED, 
if they are particular to a single sale. Specialists reports 
-were used to the degree that they -were tiered to the EA and 
available. 

Contact was made with FS personnel at the Region 10 office, the 
Ketchikan, Olatham, and Stikine Supervisory offices, and the 
Thome Bay, Wrangell, Ketchikan, Petersburg, Hoonah, Juneau, and 
Sitka ranger districts. Mditional supporting infonnation was 
gathered fran these contacts, and clarification of seemingly 
conflicting or unclear statements in EDs was requested. Other 
infonnation was obtained fran these sources regarding the status 
of wildlife and fish enhanCE!'IIEI1t projects, second-growth 
managanent, noni toring programs, and administrative studies. We 
are extremely grateful for all the infonnation provided by the FS 
in this report but emphasize that the findings and conclusions 
are sole! y those of the authors. 

· The 37 sale EDs represent nearly all of the timber sales prepared 
on the Tongass during the indicated time period. Each ED varies 
with respect to the size of the sale, area of the sale, and 
associated impacts (Table 1). Readers should keep this in mind 
when results are expressed as a percentage of total EDs. 

The review did not include a detailed analysis of the selection 
of log transfer locations and siting of log transfer facilities. 
Consolidated agency criteria and guidelines for site locations 
have been developed and receive periodic reviews by task forces 
that include representatives of state and federal regulatory 
agencies, the FS, and the timber industry. 

While this report was being oampleted, several additional FS EDs 
were released to the state for review. Certain aspects of these 
EDs are sumnarized here because they support the continuation of 
present FS practices with regard to fish and wildlife protection 
or because they indicate a potential trend to deviate fran 
present practices. 
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Table 1. Timber Sale Environrrental Dc:>cun'ents· Evaluated for This Re:p:>rt 

Sale 

-----------------

Mgmt. Area (s) 
Volurre 

(MMbf)a/ Acres 

--------------
Ketchikan Area . 

LPK 84-89 EIS and EA 

Forest Habi~t Integrity 
Plan (FHIP) c 

East Carroll Inlet 
Management Plan 

Suemez 

Cherrumba Salvage 

Angel Lake Planning Area 

Yahky Covee/ 

Small Sales-Free Use 

Stikine Area 

SOkolof Salvage 

Highbush 

Nesbitt 

SOuth Wrangell 

Zarembo Lake Salvage 

campbell 

Fritter 

Nem::> Point 

Skip 

Cleveland 

Rynda Salvage 

K01-04, K08-11 b/ 960 
K14-15, K18, K32 

K14 34.3 

K35 123 

K20 97.5 

Kll 3.5 

K15 18.2 

K07 2.5 

25,353 

986 

5,176 

3,452 
___ d/ 

840 

67 

Areawide - No limit specified -

S18 8.2 315 

S25 4.8 231 

S19 25 1,082 

S25 38 1,520 

S19 8.2 360 

S31 14.1 675 

S19 23 822 

S25 6.4 292 

S25 4.1 253 

S33 31 1,509 

S18 5.4 180 

(continued) 
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Table 1 (continued). 

Sale Mgmt. Area (s) 

Granite S23 

Todahl SlO 

Toncan S13 

PRD Small Sales all PROf/ 

Bohemia Sl0-11 

Mitkof Flyer S16-17 

cabin Sl6-17 

Totem Sll, S13, S20 

Stikine-chatham 

ALP 81-86 S09, C29-31, C34, 
C36-37, C43 

Port Houghton SOl, C14 

Chatham 

Cowee-Davis C03 

Couverden Cl8-19 

Yakutat Salvage C53-54, C61 

Yakutat Blowdown #2 C53-55 

South Windham C31 

Haneshore Blowdown C19 

Gilbert Bay ClO, C12 

Corner Bay Salvage C37 

-4-

Volune 
(MMBF)a/ 

48 

35 

31.9 

9 

24.1 

10.7 

22 

46.7 

641h/ 

45.1 

26 

48 

47 

12.6 

24 

5 

30 

11 

Acres 

1,579 

1,081 

1,470 

979g/ 

1,273 

828 

2,404 

22,416 

1,721 

1,250 

1,629 

3,067i/ 

494 

914 

1,000 

276 



a/ Volume shown is either volume scheduled for sale or first entry, 
whichever was identified and evaluated in the analysis. 

b/ '!his sale represents 43% of the annual 450 MMBF scheduled for the 
Tongass NF and involves approximately 50 of 205 Value CCJrparison 
Units (VCUs) in the Ketchikan Area. 

c/ Only the South Shaheen portion of the document that was selected in 
the final decision notice is evaluated in this report. 

d/ - neans no data were available. 

e/ This sale was analyzed under a categorical exclusion. 

f/ PRO = Petersburg Ranger District 

g/ Includes 775 acres of partial cutting. 

h/ Total volume planned for harvest. 452 ~ (16,.080 acres) was 
anticipated new harvest needed to meet contract ccmnitrrents thru 
1986. 

i/ Includes 1,293 acres of partial cutting. 
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The EDs are cited throughout this report by their sale name. 
Except for environmental impacts staterrents (EIS) , the EDs are 
not fonnally J?Ublished. However, the reader can obtain copies of 
all EDs by contacting the FS area where the report was prepared 
(Table 1). 

III. RE.'VIEl'l OF REOJ!REMENI'S FOR FISH AND WIIDLIFE HABI'IM' PROl'EX:TION 

'lhl.s section briefly sunmarizes sane of the major requirements 
for fish and wildlife habitat protection on the Tongass National 
Forest, including to what degree the FS is constrained fran 
maintaining or enhancing the production of desired fish and 
wildlife species by timber production goals on national forest 
(NF) lands. The section is divided into separate discussions for 
fish and wildlife. 

A. Major Requirements for Management of FS Wildlife Habitat 

Requirements of wildlife habitat management on FS lands 
during the plarming and administering of timber sales can be 
subdivided into at least four broad categories: 1) those 
required under Federal laws, regulations, and executive 
orders, 2) those developed and specified in forest plans and 
regional guides, 3) those developed and prescribed as part 
of the interdisciplinary team (IDT) process during timber 
sale environmental analyses, and 4) those developed during 
administration of a particular sale. This report 
concentrates largely on the first three types of 
requirements in addressing ~lementation of measures to 
protect wildlife on the Tongass NF since ANIICA. 

1. Cunulative :rnpacts · 

NEPA and associated COuncil of Environmental Quality 
(CEX;l) Regulations require an assessment of cumulative 
impacts (40 CFR 1508.25). A cumulative impact is 
defined in the CEX;l regulations as follows: · 

the impact on the enviromnent which results fran 
the incremental impact of the action when added to 
other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable 
future actions regardless of what agency (Federal 
or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other 
actions. CUlmllati ve impacts can result fran 
individually minor but ·collectively significant 
actions taking place over a period of time ( 40 CFR 
1508.7). 

The scope of an EIS must include assessment of 
cunula.tive actions, "which when viewed with other 
proposed actions have cumulatively significant impacts 
and should therefore be discussed in the same impact 
statement" (40 CFR 1508.25). 

2. Retention of Operable Ccmnercial Forest Land (CFL) 
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The concept of retention was developed as a manage.rrent 
:policy on the 'lbngass NF in the 1977 SAAG (FS 1977) • 
All land use pro:posals were to develop Wildlife Habitat 
Man.age.rrent Units (WIMJ) and prescriptions through an 
IDT process. "Areas retained in natural conditions" 
is one type of prescription described to be included in 
all WHMUs "to partially rreet wildlife habitat 
requirercents" (p. 91) • 

In the development of the TLMP, about 273,000 acres of 
operable CFL (CFL physically and econanically acces
sible and not otherwise unregulated, deferred, or 
withdrawn) were excluded fran timber harvest areas in 
land use designation (LUD) areas 3 and 4 in order to 
provide protection for wildlife, fisheries, and visuals 
(FS 1984). 

These acres ·include roth normal-harvest CFL (timber 
which can be yarded with standard equipment such as 
highlead, A-frarre, tractor, and skylines less than 
2,600 feet) and non-standard CFL (timber which requires 
helicopter, balloon, long single-s:pan skylines, or 
multi -spans) • In practice, these retention acres were 
to be located during timber sale planning and could be 
established anywhere within the LUD 3 and 4 areas that 
would normally be scheduled for logging. These acres 
are referred to throughout this re:port as retention and 
allow forest managers the flexibility to preserve same 
of the best fish and wildlife habitat in LUD 3 and 4 
areas. No ccmnercial timber harvests were scheduled in 
retention areas in the adopted TIMP harvest schedule 
that provided an average yearly harvest of 450 million 
roard feet (MMbf). 

Re~tion was calculated for certain TLMP habitat 
categories that were located in operable CFL, which 
includes, by definition, roth normal and non-standard 
CFL. It should be noted that only one-third of the 
non-standard operable CFL was oonsidered for timber 
harvest due to technical reasons (FS 1984a) • Thus, 
retention of non-standard CFL does not greatly increase 
the percentage of timber in this category that is 
excluded fran harvesting. 

The major benefit of retention is preserving key 
habitats of normally operable CFL that would othe:rwise 
be logged. Higher retention percentages were used in 
LUD 3 areas than in LUD 4 areas during TLMP harvest 
calculations (FS 1979, 1984a) . If the TLMP habitat 
retention percentages are applied equally to TLMP
identified wildlife habitat in normal and in non
standard CFL, then arout 263,000 acres of nonnally 
operable CFL in LUD 3 and LUD 4 areas would be }?enna
nently retained fran ccmnercial timber harvest (Unpub. 
analysis of TLMP S2K Data, Regional Habitat Division, 
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ADF&G, Douglas). This amounts to alx>ut 24% of the 
nonnally operable CFL in LUDs 3 and alx>ut 10% in 
LUDs 4. 

Since the TIMP, the FS has begun to clarify how the 
retention factors are to be applied. The TIMP 
Evaluation Rei;X>rt (FS 1984a) states (p. A-3) that "only 
the actual operable acres retained in the va.Js [Value 
Canparison Units] allocated to LUD III and IV in the 
'!'IMP are relevant in the planning of timber sales 
These acres can be selectively located and roughly 
mapped to establish where (and what kind of) operable 
CFL has been retained • • • [until TIMP is changed, 
these] factors can be considered as pennanently 
retained, in the same sense that all the LUD III and IV 
CFL acres not retained or otherwise restricted can be 
considered pennanently available." Application of 
retention factors was to occur during timber sale 
planning, but flexibility existed to select acres 
different fran trose identified during '!'IMP. Regional 
Forester Sandor advised the forest supervisors that "if 
field level investigations associated with timber sale 
planning show that different acres should be retained 
than trose that were retained through use of the 
Retention Factor [TIMP] method, then this can be done. 
However, such changes will incrercentally alter the land 
base underpinning the allowable timber sale quantity. 
Therefore, it is necessary to keep a careful record of 
such adjust:rrents through an on-going nonitoring 
process. The TIMP data base needs to be used as a 
reference base to gauge how plan irrplercentation equates 
with the provisions of the plan. Areas should insure 
that the data base is kept current at all t.llres" 
(meroorandum fran John Sandor, regional forester, to 
forest supervisors, 7/6/83). The irrplercentation of 
retention is discussed in section IV (REVIEW OF 
MEASURES 'ID PRCfl'ECT FISH AND WilDLIFE RESOURCES AND 
HABITAT). 

Despite the proJ;X>sed use of retention, the '!'IMP EIS 
predicted declines in certain wildlife species that 
depend on old-growth or wilderness-type areas, as a 
result of the scheduled harvest, with the greatest 
iltq:>acts occurring in LUD 4 areas (FS 1979 : 87) : 

"cavity-nesting birds such as woodpeckers and 
certain owl will decrease dramatically in 
harvested areas, as will flying squirrels and 
other animals that make dens in hollow trees. 
Species nore sensitive to hl.nnan intrusion such as 
brown bears, wolves, and wolverines can be 
expected to decline. Of the fur species, marten 
will probably be affected the nost by old-growth 
renuval. In UJD 4 areas where nost, or all, of 
the old growth is in the operable category and 
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would be cut during the rotation, the impact on 
roost wildlife species would be considerable." 

The numbers of species present within the areas to be 
impacted were not expected to change, however (op. 
cit.) • 

3. National Forest Management Act (NFMA) Planning 
Requirernents. 

"In LUD 4 areas where roost or all of the old 
growth is in the operable category and would be 
cut during the rotation, the impact on roost 
wildlife species would be considerable. 

The TIMP EIS (FS 1979) states, "A revision [of TIMP] 
will be cooq;>leted before 1983 to fully :irrplernent the 
requirernents of the NPMA (Part II, p. 2)." Section 
219.19 of the regulations :irrplernenting the NFMA (36 CFR 
219) specifies a number of measures required during 
planning and rooni toring phases. 

Diversity, viable populations, and indicator species 
are three factors that are to be addressed in forest 
planning under NPMA, as indicated by the following 
statements: 

Forest planning shall provide for diversity of 
plant and animal carmuni ties and tree species 
consistent with the overall nru.ltiple-use 
objectives of the planning area. Such diversity 
shall be considered throughout the planning 
process. Inventories shall include quantitative 
data making possible the evaluation of diversity 
in tenns of its prior and present condition. For 
each planning alternative, the [Ior] shall 
consider how diversity will be affected by various 
mixes of resource outputs and uses, including 
proposed management practices (36 CFR 219 .26). 

Managernent prescriptions, where appropriate and to 
the extent practicable, shall preserve and enhance 
the diversity of plant and animal ccmnunities, 
including endemic and desirable naturalized plant 
and animal species, so that it is at least as 
great as that which would be expected in a natural 
forest and the diversity of tree species s:imilar 
to that existing in the planning area. Reductions 
in diversity of plant and animal ccmnunities and 
tree species fran that which would be expected in 
a natural forest, or fran that s:imilar to the 
existing diversity in the planning area, may be 
prescribed only where needed to meet overall 
nru.ltiple-use objectives. Planned typed conversion 
shall be· justified by an analysis showing 
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biological, economic, social, and environrcental 
design consequences, and the relation of such 
conversions to the process of natural change (36 
CFR 219.27). 

The NFMA regulations define diversity as, "the 
distribution and abundance of different plant and 
animal ccmnuni ties and species within the area covered 
by a land and resource management plan" (36 CFR 219.3). 

Viable populations represent a minimum limit for the 
habitat management of all vertebrate species on FS 
lands, as noted by Title 36 of the u.s. Code of 
Regulations (219.19): 

Fish and wildlife habitat shall be managed to 
maintain viable populations of existing native and 
desired non-native vertebrate species in the 
planning area. For planning purposes, a viable 
population shall be regarded as one which has the 
estimated numbers and distribution of reproductive 
individuals to insure its continued existence is 
well distributed in the planning area. In order 
to insure that viable populations will be 
maintained, habitat must be provided to support, 
at least, a minimum number of reproductive 
individuals and that habitat must be well 
distributed so that those individuals can interact 
with others in the planning area (36 CFR 219 .19) • 

The NFMA · regulations provide no assurance that 
vertebrate species will be present in sufficient 
numbers to be regularly seen or hunted however. They 
do require that the FS address the miniimJm needs of all 
species, including those species that depend on old 
growth. 

The use of indicator species is primarily to: 

1) evaluate the consequences of planning alternatives 
on selected species, 

2) llDnitor the effect of habitat changes on select 
species, and 

3) set habitat management objectives for these select 
species. 

The NEMA regulations (36 CFR 219) regarding indicator 
species are given below: 

In order to estimate the effects of each 
alternative on fish and wildlife populations, 
certain vertebrate and/or invertebrate species 
present in the area shall be identified and 
selected as management indicator species [MIS] and 
the reasons for their selections shall be stated. 
These species shall be selected because their 
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population changes are believed to indicate the 
effects of management activities. In the 
selection of management indicator species, the 
following categories shall be represented where 
appropriate: Endangered and threatened plant and 
animal species identified on State and Federal 
lists for the planning area: species with special 
habitat needs that may be influenced significantly 
by planned management programs: species camonly 
hunted, fished, or trapped; non~ame species of 
special interest; and additional plant or animal 
species selected because their population changes 
are believed to indicate the effects of management 
activities on other species of selected major 
biological ccmnunities or on water quality. 

On the basis of available scientific infonnation, 
the interdisciplinary team shall estimate the 
effects of changes in vegetation type, timber age 
classes, a:mnuni ty canposi tion, rotation age, and 
year-long suitability of habitat related to 
IIDbility of management indicator species. Where 
appropriate, measures to mitigate adverse effects 
shall be prescribed. 

Planning alternatives shall be stated and 
evaluated in te:rms of both anount and quality of 
habitat and of animal population trends of the 
management indicator species. 

Access and dispersal problems of hunting, fishing, 
and other visitor uses shall be oonsidered. 

Population trends of the management indicator 
species will be IIDnitored and relationships to 
habitat changes detennined. This IIDnitoring will 
be done in cooperation with State fish and 
wildlife agencies, to the extent practicable. 

In addition, all management prescriptions shall: 

Provide for adequate fish and wildlife habitat to 
maintain viable populations of existing native 
vertebrate species and provide that habitat for 
[management indicator species] is maintained and 
improved to the degree oonsistent with multiple 
use objectives established in the Forest plan. (36 
CFR 219.27 [a] [6]). 

It should be noted that the NFMA regulations 
provide direction to the preparation of Forest 
Plans and Regional Guides. The Forest Plan and 
Regional Guide is to be adhered to during project 
implementation. 
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4. Threatened and Endangered Plant and Animal Species 

'!11e Endangered Species Act requires full protection of 
listed species. Eight species of endangered whales 
occur in southeastern Alaska and several species or 
subspecies of endangered and threatened birds are known 
to migrate through the area (FS 1985). There were no 
listed endangered or threatened plants on the 'Ibngass 
National Forest during the period of our evaluation, 
although several species were under consideration for 
listing. 

5. Wildlife Habitat Management Units 

The SAAG policies and the Forest plan policies of the 
ARG (FS 1977, 1983) for wildlife state, "All [emphasis 
added] proposals for land use will require [an IDT] 
prescription or .inplementation plan. The plan will 
specify WIMJs and prescriptions necessary to meet goals 
of wildlife habitat." Prescriptions were to include,· 
but not be limited to, the following unless the IDT 
prescribed nore restrictive measures: 

1) areas retained in natural conditions, 
2) identification of opportunities for viewing and 

photographing wildlife, and 
3) provisions for snag retention for wildlife. 

In a practical sense, identified retention areas can be 
considered WIMJs whether or not they are referred to as 
such in the ED because they are essentially 
prescriptions to retain areas in natural conditions. 

6. Deferral (Postponement) of Logging in Areas with High 
Wildlife Values. 

Where retention is not .inplemanted to preserve 
important wildlife habitat, the deferral of logging may 
provide a tenp:>rary protection. '111is practice has been 
described in the '!'IMP Evaluation Report (FS 1984a, p. 
A-7) , 

Forest Managers also have other options besides 
the retention factors method to mitigate potential 
effects of timber harvest activities. Given that 
any single timber sale in a typical VCU or 
management area will nonnally result in the 
harvest of a fraction of the available CFL, then a 
prioritization of which acres are harves~ that 
is sensitive to wildlife, fisheries, visual and 
other values is possible. The deferred acres can 
continue to serve the habitat needs of wildlife, 
for example, until (and if) they are harvested in 
the future. 
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The ADF&G has fonna.lly reccmnended that the FS defer 
reading and logging in 42 VCUs scheduled for logging 
under the TLMP until the TLMP can be revised 
(rrerrorandum fran ADF &G Conmissioner Don Collinsworth to 

John Sandor, regional forester, 7 /20/83). An 
additional 30 VCUs were rec:arm:mded for deferral in 
which the TIMP had not scheduled logging (e.g., LUD 2 
areas, special LUD 3 areas, and TLMP LUD 1 areas that 
were not selected for wilderness by AN:ru::A). These 72 
VCUs are referred to as Class I VCUs. 

It should be noted that the FS does not consider 
deferral to be a strict requirement, but rather a 
potential management tool to at least temporarily 
acc~lish management objective. 

7. Wetlands and Floodplains 

Wetlands and floodplains on federal lands are given 
special protection under presidential Executive Orders 
(E.O.) 11988 and 11990. Under E.O. 11990 wetlands are 
defined as 

those areas that are inundated by surface or 
ground water with a frequency sufficient to 

. support and under nonnal circumstances does or 
\\Uuld support a prevalence of vegetation or 
aquatic life that requires saturated or seasonaly 
saturated soil conditions for growth and 
reproduction. Wetlands generally include swarrps, 
marshes, bogs, and similar areas such as sloughs, 
potholes, wet neadows, river overflows, mudflats, 
and natural ponds. [Sec 7 (c)]. 

Fl~lains, as defined by E.O. 11988, are "lowland and 
relat1vely flat areas adjoining inland and coastal 
waters including floodprone areas of offshore islands, 
including at a min:i.rnum, that area subject to a 1 
percent or greater chance of flooding in any given 
year o II 

The E. 0. 's require that the federal agencies avoid 
undertaking or providing assistance for new 
construction (e.g. roads) located in 
~tlands/floodplains unless the head of the agency 
finds there is no practicable alternative and the 
proposed action includes all practicable neasures to 
minimize hann to wetlands and floodplains. 

The TLMP states that all management activities under 
the Proposed Action will confonn to the directives of 
Executive Orders 11988 and 11990 (FS 1979:91). 

8. Best ~~gement Practices 
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During forest plarming, environmental analysis, and the 
preparing and administering of timber harvest 
activities, there are often numerous prescriptions that 
can be applied to reduce .:impacts to wildlife. Forest 
plan policies indicate that prescriptions will be 
applied to WHMUs through an IDT process to a degree 
"necessary to rreet the goals for wildlife habitat 
(established by the Guide or Forest Plan) " (FS 1977, 
1983). It is further specified as forest policy 
(ibid.) that, 

the IDT process will also develop localized 
managenent and protection prescriptions based upon 
the characteristics and sensitivities of the area. 
Participation in prescription developnent will be 
invited fran the Alaska Depa.rtnent of Fish and 
Game, the u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service ·and the 
National Marine Fisheries Service. The 
prescriptions will provide for protection and 
enh.ancenent of sufficient winter and sunner range, 
browse and food sources, protective cover and 
migration corridors, nesting, feeding and resting 
sites. Other requirenents necessary to meet the 
management goal for wildlife habitat will be met 
over the long run in view of relationships between 
logging and other land use activities and wildlife 
habitat needs. The prescriptions will also 
address the relative need to preserve mature and 
old-growth forests~ to insure sufficient browse 
reproduction in second-growth stands; to avoid 
population decreases below predetez:mined levels as 
a result of displacenent during forest 
developrent; to recalculate rotation periods or 
other silvicultural practices based on wildlife 
habitat needs; and to specify the percentage of an 
area to be cut during a given entry. · 

NEPA regulations require the IDT to develop rreasures to 
reduce undesirable .:impacts to the environnent. These 
are to be displayed in environmental documents as 
mitigating rreasures. 

The NFMA regulations initially restricted clearcut size 
in the spruce/hemlock forests to a maximum ·of 100 
acres, except for wind throw and other salvage, unless 
60---day public review and Regional Office (RO) approval 
is received for larger units. However, the regulations 
penni tted larger units where "a nore desirable 
canbination of net public benefits" \'JOuld result which 
was presmnably the detennination to be made by the 
Regional Office and public review. The ARG (FS 1983) 
raised the maximum size limit to 150 to 200 acres 
throughout the 'lNF in 1984. In addition, the ARG 
specifies that once a clearcut has trees five feet in 
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height it is no longer oonsidered an opening for the 
purpose of the size of openings that can be created by 
clearcutting. The ARG EIS provides flexibility and 
managercent direction to apply the criterion to all 
areas, including those where wildlife and visual 
considerations are of primary managercent importance. 
An alternative that would not apply the criterion in 
those areas was specifically rejected in the FEIS. 

It should be noted that clearcuts in southeastern 
Alaska with trees five feet high are still in early 
stages of forest succession and ecologically function 
as openings fran the standpoint of understory 
production, conifer seed production, snag production, 
tree developnent, vertical and horizontal diversity, 
wildlife habitat use, and overstory canopy structure 
and cover (ADFG 1985 a). 

Several wildlife prescriptions have been given specific 
recognition in either the ·TLMP or other forest policy 
doctnnents. These include maintaining forest buffers 
around eagle nests and providing for snags. 

FS policy has been to retain a minimum 330-foot buffer 
around all trees (FS 1977, 1979, 1983) and to maintain 
the desired quality and quantity of eagle habitat and 
perch trees (FS 1977, 1983). The TLMP indicates that 
eagle perch trees will be protected generally, but that 
in LUDs 4, "there is roore of a possibility that sane 
perch trees will be lost and . • • for disturbance to 
nesting birds if timber is harvested near beach fringe 
habitat" (FS 1979:vii). 

As noted in the previous WHMU section, it is FS policy 
that all proposals for land use develop prescriptions 
to provide for snag managercent (FS 1977, 1983). 

9. Wildlife Habitat Enhancercent and Second-Growth Habitat 
Managercent for Wildlife. 

The ooncept of wildlife habitat enhancercent refers to 
the use of man-made changes to increase the capacity of 
the land base to produce wildlife in general or 
specific species in particular. The TLMP assumed that 
this was a realistic managercent option and identified 
potential "wildlife habitat improvement" projects for 
over 100 VCUs, roostly on the Sti.kine and Chatham Areas 
(FS 1979). Many of these projects include management 
of second-growth stands to improve wildlife habitat. 
Eight VCUs were identified for "eagle nest tree 
developnent," six vcus were to have general wildlife 
habitat improvenent through browse release in 
clearcuts, primarily by thinning, and 35 VCUs were to 
have deer range improvercent, including winter range 
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improvarent, large! y tbrough thinning of clearcuts. In 
addition, eight VCUs were identified for possible 
waterfowl nest platfonn construction work, four VCUs 
were identified for "troOse range improvement," and a 
large number of potential "wildlife habitat 
improvarent" projects cited in TI.MP were not specific 
to the type of work envisioned. 

The ARG provides further insight into the perceived 
role of wildlife habitat improvement by the FS (FS 
1983, p. 2-18), 

Opportunities to improve wildlife habitats in 
SOUtheast Alaska need to be identified and the 
benefits to wildlife verified through research. 
The development of prescriptions for timber 
harvest and for precammercial and oammercial 
thinning of second-growth stands may have good 
potential for improving habitat for deer and 
troOse. Prbviding thetmal cover and forage 
p~ction through silvicultural prescriptions in 
key habitat areas may help mitigate reductions in 
old-growth forest habitat. It is important that 
research programs focus on the development of 
silvicultural methods to benefit wildlife and also 
provide infonna.tion on species and habitat 
relationships. The opportunities for mitigation 
of habitat loss through second-growth forest 
managerent are being field tested on the Tongass 
National Forest. These tests will detennine the 
suitability of these methods for nore extensive 
application • 

. B. Major Requirarents for Ma.nagerent of FS Fish Habitat 

This section describes sane of the rna jor requirarents for 
fish habitat protection on FS lands during the planning and 
administrating of timber sales. It is analogous to a 
previous section discussing major requirarents for 
managarent of FS wildlife habitat. 

1. CUmulative Impacts 

The necessity to evaluate the cumulative impacts of 
timber harvesting on fish habitat is similar to that 
described in the previous section Dor wildlife. 

2. Full Protection of Fisheries Production 

The TI.MP is unequivocal in stating that the mmagarent 
intent is to preserve the biological production of 
every fish stream on the Tongass (FS 1979), as is 
nanifested in the following statements: 
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Different interest groups may consider one or roc>re 
of these variables [resources] as non-negotiable. 
On the other hand, the Forest Service views the 
biological productivity of fish streams as a value 
which cannot be canpranised. Therefore, nnder any 
alternative, productivity of fish streams will be 
maintained (p. 49). 

Forest Service policy is that the biological 
productivity of fish streams will be protected in 
all allocation and management decisions (p. 52) . 

the goal is to preserve the biological 
productivity of every fish stream on the Tongass 
(p. 92) • 

It is assumed that even tmder LUD IV the 
biological productivity of these streams will be 
maintained through protective and rehabilitative 
prescription management. But the roc>re 
amenity-oriented LUD III ~lassification would 
provide greater latitude to . avoid or mitigate 
unintentional biological damage (p. 92). 

Those fish streams in VCUs allocated to LUDs III 
or IV have a scarewhat higher risk of inpact due to 
the reading, timber harvest, and other management 
activities which will occur within these 
watersheds. Management direction and activity 
prescriptions for all LUDs emphasize full 
protection of the streams' biological potential. 
However, it' s recognized that sare unavoidable 
adverse inpacts will probably occur at times. (p. 
190). 

The TIMP policy is in keeping with the NEMA, which 
prohibits timber harvest activities that "are likely to 
seriously and adversely affect water conditions or fish 
habitat. The NEMA further declares: 

Timber will be harvested fran National Forest 
Systems lands only where protection is provided 
for streams, streambanks, shorelines, lakes, 
wetlands, ant'i other bodies of water from 
detrimental changes in water temperatures, 
blockages of water courses, and deposits of 
sediment, where harvests are likely to seriously 
and adversely affect water conditions or fish 
habitat (U.S. Statutes 90:2954). 

Title 36 of the u.s. Code of Regulations 
(219.27 [e]) specifies the following management 
requirements for riparian areas: 
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Special attention shall be given to land and 
vegetation for approximately 100 ft fran the edges 
of all perennial streams, lakes, and other bodies 
of water. 'Ibis area shall correspond to at least 
the recognizable area daninated by the riparian 
vegetation. No managarent practices causing 
detrinental changes in water terrperature or 
chemical canposition, blockages of water courses, 
or deposits of sedinent shall be pennitted within 
these areas which seriously and adversely affect 
water conditions or fish habitat. 'l'oJ:X)graphy, 
vegetation type, soil, climatic conditions, 
managem:mt objectives, and other factors shall be 
considered in detennining what managem:mt 
practices may be perfonned within these areas or 
the constraints to be placed upon their 
perfonoance. 

3. Retention of Operable CFL 

Retention of operable . CFL was a managem:mt tool 
formulated during developnent of the TIMP to protect 
fish habitat as -well as wildlife habitat and visual 
quality: 

LUD III generally allows 30% of the operable old 
growth to be retained for fish, wildlife, and 
visual quality. LUD IV allows only an average of 
13% (FS 1979, p. 189). 

As an approximation of one of the neasures 
necessary to neet fishery goals, timber retention 
factors -were developed for LUDs III and IV by the 
IDT • • • These retention factors will provide the 
latitude necessary to develop specific 
prescriptions at the project planning level, where 
each stream and watershed will be considered 
individually (ibid., p. 92). 

During the fonnulation of the TIMP, no specific 
retention factors -were developed for identified fish 
habitat, exclusive of wildlife and visuals (FS 1984a). 
However, retention factors of 4 and 5% (LUD 3 and LUD 
4, respectively) for categories including "others" 
could directly be awlied to fisheries needs, and other 
retention acreages could be used if needed to neet 
fisheries concerns. 

4. NrMA Planning Requirements 

The NFMA requirements for viable populations, 
diversity, and MISs, discussed previously for wildlife, 
also awly to all the managem:mt of habitat for all 
species of fish on NF lands. 
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5. Fish Habitat Management Units (FHMUs) 

The SAAG p:>licy (FS 1977) which has been incorp:>rated 
into the ARG (FS 1983) states: 

All prop:>sals for land use will require the 
c:x::upletion of a (IDT) prescriptive plan • • . The 
plan will specify: (1) appropriate FHMUs, and (2) 
prescriptions necessary to meet the goal for fish 
habitat set forth in this section of the Guide 
[ errphasis added] • 

The [FHMU] will consist of all components of the 
fish habitat as identified through the IDT 
process. The unit may be as narrow as all trees 
within crown height of a fish stream; it may be 
widened in areas of high p:>tential windthrow or 
unstable soils or as otherwise necessary to 
recognize the characteristics and sensitivities of 
the area to meet the management goal. 

Those waters detennined not to be fish habitat but 
which influence fish habitat will be adequately 
protected to insure that the quality of freshwater 
and marine fish habitat downstream is not 
inq;>a.ired. SUch protection measures are descrilied 
in the Soil and Water Accounts of this guide. [See 
following section on best management practices] • 

6. Deferral (Postp:>nement) of Logging in Areas with High 
Fisheries Values 

The sane concept discussed in the previous wildlife 
section under a similar heading applies to the 
protection of fish habitat. As noted previously, 
deferral is not a strict requirement, but rather a 
p:>tential tool to achieve, at least temporarily, a 
management objective. 

7. Wetlands and Floodplains 

The reader should refer to the corresp:>nding heading in 
the previous wildlife section. Protection of flood
plains and 'Wetlands \\lOUld directly protect certain 
critical spawning and rearing habitats for fish on the 
Tongass NF. 

8. Best Management Practices (BMPs) 

Biologists have long recognized the need to prescribe 
specific measures to protect fish habitat during 
logging and related timber harvest activities (e.g. 
road construction). Many of these measures -were to be 
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prescribed to FHMUs through an IDT process (FS 1977, 
1983). 

Such measures include specified buffer strips, 
directional tree falling away fran the stream, 
suspension of logs over fish streams, rercoval of 
logging debris fran streams, timing clauses on 
activities potentially affecting fish streams, 
assurance of fish passage at all locations where roads 
cross fish streams, and procedures to deal with 
unforeseen damage to fish habitat. Sane of these 
measures are established FS policies as described in 
the SAAG and the forest plan policies of the ARG (FS 
1977, 1983) as follows: 

Within the FHMU, timber management practices and 
other land use activities will be prescribed to 
the degree necessary to meet management goals for 
fish habitat. The Jrethod of logging within the 
FHMU will provide for protection of soils, duff 
and litter layers, shrubs and uncut trees. 
Special logging Jrethods, s·treamside strips of 
uncut timber, cutting unit layout schemes and 
other appropriate approaches will be recognized as 
viable options to protect fish habitat. 

Localized management and protection prescriptions 
that are based upon the characteristics and 
sensitivities of the area and which will meet 
management goals will be developed by the IDT 
process. Input used by the IDT will include 
evaluation of present and potential spawning and 
rearing habitat for ana.drcm:>us and resident fish 
of the main stream or lake and all tributaries. 
Unless other Jreasures are specified by the IDT 
process, the prescriptions for all FHMU will 
include the following: 

( 1) All trees within crown height of a fish 
stream will be felled O!tlay fran the stream 
except those which cannot be felled away fran 
the stream for safety reasons and which are 
marked on the ground by a sale administrator. 
Any trees felled into or across a fish stream 
must be renoved within 48 hours. Within 
areas designated for cutting, felled or 
windfallen trees must be bucked and limbed 
clear of the streancourse debris entering the 
stream. 

(2) Significant quantities of limbs, 
branches, bark, sedircent and other 
identifiable logging debris will be raroved 
fran fish streams and areas subject to 
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flooding to a :p:>int above the high water mark 
within 48 hours after such debris is 
de:p:>sited. 

( 3) Streambank brush, grass, and trees not 
designated for cutting will be protected to 
provide bank stability, shade and terrestrial 
insect habitat. 

(4) All logs will be fully sus~ when 
yarding across any designated fish stream. 
Fish streams will be identified on the 
project. 

(5) IDeation of roads within an FHMU, 
parallel to fish streams and crossing fish 
streams will be pennitted only where other 
locations are not feasible and the management 
goal for fish habitat can be net. Where 
roads are located near fish streams, 
introduction of sediment must be avoided~ 

sidecasting and waste materials must not 
encroach u:p:>n the stream:ourse ~ and as much 
tmdisturbed ground cover as :p:>ssible shall be 
left between the road and the stream. 
Carplete endhaul of waste material will be 
required where roads are located near fish 
streams when there is the probability of 
downhill novement of this material into the 
stream below. Fill will be placed into fish 
streams only when considered through the IDT 
process to be the best alternative. Fish 
passage must be assured at all locations 
where roads cross fish streams. 
Prescriptions will specify pennissible uses 
of heavy machinery and the timing of road 
construction activities. 

( 6) The use of intertidal gravel as a source 
of borrow shall not be allowed in areas where 
pink and chum salm:m spawn. 

(7) Blasting that adversely affects fish 
spawning beds will be limited to t.i.rces when 
eggs and alevins are not vulnerable. Safe 
tirces and distances will be detennined on a 
site-by-site basis in conjunction with Alaska 
Depa.rt:rcent of Fish and Game, National Marine 
Fisheries Service, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. 

( 8) Stream::ourses may not be changed or 
diverted without written approval fran the 
Forest SUpervisor, who shall issue such 
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approval after consultation with Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game, National Marine 
Fisheries Service, and u.s. Fish and Wildlife 
Service and where it is clear that habitat 
impainrent will not result. 

(9) A plan and tim= schedule for falling and 
yarding timber within any FHMU will be 
developed and approved by the Forest Service 
and delivered to the operator before that 
unit is released for cutting. 

(10) Where the IIYI' process detennines that 
soil conditions, water temperatures, 
logistical problems or other factors are such 
that an activity cannot be carried out in 
confonnance with the goals and policies of 
the Soil, Water and Fish Accounts of the 
Guide, those activities will not be 
permitted. 

'llle Forest Service will insure that land use 
activities in or affecting Fish Habitat Management 
Units are carried out in full carpliance with 
applicable plans and policies. Policies will be 
stipulated in appropriate contracts. Where 
significant violations or instances of damage or 
unforeseen problems occur, whether reported by 
Forest Service personnel or other agencies or 
individuals, the following raredial steps will be 
taken: 

a. All agencies having responsibilities in 
the area of concern will be :imnediately 
infonned by the Forest Supervisor that a 
problem situation has arisen. Specialists 
and other individuals with expertise 
applicable to the problem will also be 
contacted as soon as possible and brought to 
the scene if they may be of assistance. 

b. If the situation arises in conjunction 
with a contracted or permitted activity, 
appropriate officers or individuals will be 
instructed to take innediate remedial action 
within the full limits of the contract or 
permit to protect the envirorment, to repair 
any damage, and to prevent any further 
recurrence. If it appears that the problem 
has arisen fran a misassessment of the 
physical characteristics of the area, 
operations in the area will be suspended 
until an investigation by specialists is 
carpleted. The Forest Supervisor shall 
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require that the contractee or pennittee 
infonn him of renedial measures which are 
within their capability and the time required 
to bring them into operation. Concurrently, 
the Forest Service will undertake all 
neasures to protect and repair the 
enviromnent which are within the capability 
of the contractee. 

c. In the event the contractee or pennittee 
fails to take corrective measures within its 
contract or pennit responsibility, the Forest 
Service shall tenninate operations in the 
area until there is carrpliance. 

d. Where available as a remedy, restitution 
for impaizment of habitat productivity will 
be sought in cooperation with other State and 
Federal Agencies. 

e. Corrective measures shall be undertaken 
in consultation with a group of experts 
convened by the Forest SUpervisor fran the 
Forest Service and other State and Federal 
agencies. Once resolution of the problem has 
been accc:mplished, the groups will meet with 
the Forest Service staff to detennine if 
additional policies and prescirptions need to 
be written for preventing recurrences, to 
identify the cause, and to refine procedures 
for dealing with such situations. 

f. The Forest SUpervisor shall develop and 
maintain a standard contingency plan for 
dealing with damage situations involving fish 
habitat. 

g. All actions by the Forest Service shall 
insure that the fish habitat is returned to 
its previous condition as soon as possible. 
In the event of damage, a long-te:rm plan for 
restoration and prevention of further or 
recurrent damage shall be developed if there 
is any potentiality for prolonged or 
recurring damage. 

h. The Forest Service will undertake 
m:xlification of timber sale and other 
contract and pennit prov1s1ons to make 
available an optinrum range of authorities and 
remedies for dealing with instances of fish 
habitat damage. 
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More specific neasures for protecting fish habitat have 
been developed in various chapters of the FS Handbook 
for Region 10. The fish habitat managerrent handbook is 
currently being revised to reflect new managerrent 
concerns and recent research findings (FS 1984b) • 

Standard contract clauses, referred to as "C-clauses", 
have been developed to ~lerrent various stream 
protection neasures. These are intended to be attached 
to sale contracts where appropriate to protect 
fisheries habitat management needs. In addition, the 
two long-ter.m sal contracts with Louisiana-Pacific 
Corporation of Ketchikan (LPK) and Alaska Ltnnber and 
Pulp (ALP) [now Alaska Pulp Company (APC) ] contain 
neasures intended to provide sane standard of fish 
habitat protection. 

9. Fish Habitat Enhancement 

As with wildlife habitat ~roverrent, the TIMP 
identifies nunerous fish habitat improverrent projects 
(FS 1979). Enhancement projects identified by the FS 
include lake stocking, lake fertilization, stream 
clearance, construction of fishways and spawning 
channels, and manipulation of riparian vegetation (FS 
1983). 

IV. REVIEW OF MEASURES IMPLEMENTED 'IO ProrECT FISH AND WILDLIFE 
RESOURCES AND HABITAT 

This section discusses the actual ~lementation of neasures to 
protect fish and wildlife habitat during tinber sale planning 
under the TIMP. 

A. Wildlife 

1. Analysis of CUmulative Impacts to Wildlife Discussed in 
NEPA Docmnents 

This section discusses ~cts to wildlife habitat 
suggested in envirolli'!ental analysis of tllnber sales 
under the provisions of the NEPA. Impacts were usually 
assumed to be in direct proportion to the total habitat 
or habitat identified as ~rtant or critical for 
wildlife that would be clearcut, roaded, or othe:rwise 
~cted. (It should be noted that no "critical 
habitat" was identified in the sense of habitat 
necessary to maintain species listed as threatened or 
endangered pursuant to the Endangered Species Act of 
1973.) This assumption was used in the TIMP and nost 
tllnber sale EDs and was often necessitated by lack of 
other nodels to display ~cts. We evaluated tllnber 
sale EDs with respect to their discussion of ~cts in 
tenns of sale ~cts (habitat affected by selected 
alternative;:-past-plus-sale ~cts (habitat affected 
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by logging activities up to and including the selected 
alternative), and perceived end-of-the-rotation :i.rrpacts 
from logging (such :i.rrpacts can only be evaluated where 
retention and the total CFL to be logged over the 
rotation are detennined). The results of this 
assessrrent (Table 2) include stated :i.rrpacts , as well as 
:i.rrpacts derived by the authors fran infonnation 
provided in the EDs. 

Only six (16%) of 37 timber sales discussed the 
percentage of deer winter range (IMR) or other wildlife 
habitat that would remain at the end of the rotation. 
These sales are mainly in the Ketchikan Area, which has 
attempted life-of-the-rotation planning. Only four 
sales, excluding first entry sales with no previous 
logging, revealed the arrount of important wildlife 
habitat that had been previously clearcut prior to the 
proposed sale, and 23 (62%) of 37 EDs did not reveal 
the percentage of important wildlife habitat scheduled 
for cutting by the proposed sale. These data clearly 
show that, except in the Ketchikan Area, the FS is 
generally not addressing the cumulative :i.rrpacts of 
clearcutting at the project or management area level. 

Ar!Dng the timber sales with EDs that discussed the 
percentage of old-growth wildlife habitat lost, 
generally less than 15% of the hcibitat was clearcut by 
any particular sale (Table 2) • Generally only a 
portion of the CFL in the study was clearcut by the 
given sale, and cumulative :i.rrpacts were not assessed. 
The EDs usually concluded that the :i.rrpacts of the sale 
to wildlife -were relatively minor or the EDs did not 
provide any substantial discussions of the effects of 
the sale on wildlife (Table 2). It is essential that 
environmental documents for independent timber sales, 
five-year operating periods of long-term pulp sales, 
and forestwide planning guides address the cumulative 
effects of timber harvest on fish and wildlife in 
general and on old-growth-dependent species 
specifically. nuring the five-year period discussed 
here, the authors believe the record (Table 2) clearly 
shows that, in rrost cases, neither forestwide nor 
sale-specific environmental documents have character
ized the long-term, cumulative habitat effects that can 
be expected as a result of logging over the life of the 
rotation and throughout the 'lbngass. 

Because old-growth habitat is not renewable within a 
100-year harvest rotation (ADFG 1985a), a display of 
end-of-the-rotation retention of old growth and 
cumulative timber harvest, similar to that displayed in 
certain Ketchikan timber sale EDs (e.g., LPK 84-89 EIS, 
East carrel Inlet) , is essential in evaluating the 
project-level effects of implementing the TIMP harvest 
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Table 2. Impacts on Wildlife Revealed in Timber Sale Envirorurental 
Docl.ments Prepared Under the TIMP 

Sale and Habitat Sale 

Ketchikan Area 

LPK 84-89 

Deer severe winter CFL 
Deer average winter CFL 
Beach CFL 

4 a/ 

Estuarine CFL 
Streamside CFL 
Lakeside CFL 
SUbalpine CFL 
General Forest CFL 

'lbtal CFL 
'lbtal operable CFL 

East Carroll Inlet 

Deer critical winter CFL 
Deer intennedi.ate 

winter CFL 
r.t>untain goat CFL 
Beach CFL 
Estuarine CFL 
Streamside/ lakeside CFL 
SUbalpine CFL 

'lbtal CFL 
'lbtal oparable CFL 

South Shaheen (FHIP FA) 

Deer critical 
winter range 

Angel Lake Planning FA 

SUemez (first entry) 

6 
4 
1 
5 
4 
2 
7 
5 

1 

10 
5 
2 
3 

12 
23 

9 
18 

Deer winter range 13 
Deer inte:Imadi.ate range 
General beach WHMU 
Estuarine WHMU 
SUbalpine 

'lbtal CFL 15 
Vol Class 30+ MBF I acre CFL--

b/ 

d/ 

% !mpacted by Clearcutting 
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Past
plus-sale 

27 a/ 
23 
28 
23 
21 
13 
10 
23 
21 

25 

17 
5 

24 
24 
21 
24 
19 
39 

d/ 

13 

15 

End of 
Rotation 

56 a/ 
48 
59 
25 
42 
28 
37 
57 
50 
82 

25 

100 
5 

c/ -- c/ 

--~ 
c/ 
c/ 

32 
64 

d/ 

tiered 
to LPK 

84-89 EIS 

43 
71 
27 
28 

0 
67 
94 

(continued) 



Table 2 (continued) • 

ll.,_ 
% !mpacted by Clearcutting 

Past- End of 
Sale and Habitat Sale plus-sale Rotation 

Stikine-chatham Areas 

Port Houghton 

II Important n 

wildlife habitat 7 7 
Total CFL 7 7 

ALP 81-86 

Total CFL 8 
Operable CFL 13 

Stikine Area 

Zarembo Lake Salvage 

Operable CFL 2 17 

Mitkof Flyer 

II Important II 
wildlife habitat 1 

PRO small sales 

Operable CFL tr e/ 20 f/ 

CFL in South Mi tkof WlMJ tr 20 

Fritter 

Total CFL 4 23 
Deer winter range 0 48 g/ 

Toncan 

Deer winter range 11 
Waterfowl and furbearer 

CFL habitat 10 

Todahl 

Operable CFL 18 78 
Deer winter range 7 53 

(continued) 
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Table 2 (continued) • 

% rmpacted by Clearcutting 

Past- End of 
Sale and Habitat sale plus-sale Rotation 

Campbell 

Brown bear, geese, goat 
important habitat 8 8 

Operable CFL (by volume) 28 28 

Sokol of 

Old-growth~ 4 so 

Cleveland 

Total CFL 14 14 
Identified ~ 0 0 

Cabin 

CFL 12 26 

Granite 

Deer winter range 2 h/ so h/ 

Totem 

Total CFL 12 
Deer winter range 13 

CHATHAM AREA 

Couverdeen 

Total CFL (by volume) 19 
Important 

wildlife habitat 11 
Beach fringe 1 
Goat winter range 3 
Streamside 6 
Deer winter range 10 

Gilbert Ba:i 

Total CFL 16 16 42 

COWee-Davis i/ 

Critical 
wildlife habitat 14 

Operable CFL 20 20 68 
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a/ Sale and past-plus-sale impacts shown only for VCUs within 84-89 LPK 
sale area. End-of-rotation impacts shown for all MAA covered by EIS 
evaluation. These impacts assune "inoperable" CFL will not be 
logged. Sorre logging has, in fact, been scheduled for "inoperable" 
CFL (see section IV.) • CFL = Ccmrercial Forest Land. 

b/ --- neans no data -were provided. 

c/ Calculation was not possible because the acres of inoperable CFL in 
WHMUs was not provided. 

d/ The FHIP EA identified only 303 and 15 acres of critical deer winter 
range in VCUs 591 and 593, respectively. These figures, especially 
for VCU 593, are unrealistically low and conflict with other 
staterrents in the EA (i.e. "deer may also be wintering inland on 
south-facing slopes" [VCU 591] and "the shoreline timber is still 
considered excellent r::MR" [VCU 593]). This discrepancy resulted fran 
the fact that only timber stands with greater than 30,000 bf net 
inventory volume in beach and estuarine WHMUs -were classified as 
critical r::MR in the FHIP EA. The present definition of key DWR is 
broader and \-AJuld have resulted in nore acres of winter range being 
identified (nerorandurn fran Michael A. Barton, regional forester, to 
ADF&G Commissioner Don Collinsworth, 1/22/86) • 

e/ tr = less than 1%. 

f/ Includes all of Mitkof I. 

g/ Assumes all previous cutting was in !:MR. 

h/ Percentages are for all of Etolin Island and include the TIMP 
designated wilderness area, which contains 50% of the estimated 
!:MR. 

i/ The following sale EDs did not discuss percentage of timber rercoved 
and habitat impacted: Yahky Cove, Cherrumba Salvage, Ketchikan Free 
Use - 9nall Sales, Comer Bay Salvage, Skip, Bohemia, Nesbitt, Nero 
Point, Highbush, Rynda, South Wrangell, Yakutat Salvage, Yakutat 
Blowdown #2, Haneshore Blowdown, and South Windham. 
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schedule. The identification of retention is discussed 
further in the following section. 

2. Retention of wildlife habitat 

Only 13 (35%) of 37 timber sales under the TIMP 
identified CFL for retention (i.e. reDDval fran the 
timber base) in the envirornnental analysis process. 
Deer winter range (mR) was often identified for the 
purpose of delineating retention areas, however, as 
noted below, retention was also prescribed to protect 
the habitat of other wildlife species as well. These 
sales are discussed with respect to the area in which 
they occurred. 

a. Chatham Area retention 

The two timber sales in the Chatham Area that 
identified retention areas were Cowee-Davis and 
Gilbert Bay. Cowee-Davis developed retention 
areas during preparation of a management plan EA 
and incorporated the retention areas into the sale 
EA. Maps in both EAs doclmlent the areas, and 
retention apparently follows the "TIMP definition" 
of operable CFL retained fran harvest 
indefinitely. About 32% (1,955 acres) of 6,000 
acres of operable CFL was identified as retention 
to protect deer and goat winter range as opposed 
to 14% scheduled for retention in the TIMP harvest 
yield calculations (msoorandum fran W. Dale Heigh, 
FS regional director of timber management, to the 
regional forester, n.d. [ca. Feb. 1981]). This 
CFL was dispersed throughout the study area and 
accounted for 86% of the critical wildlife habitat 
identified by the FS on operable CFL within the 
study area. 

The Gilbert Bay EIS identified retention as the 
"anount of [total] CFL reuoved fran timber base to 
protect other resource values." A large estuary 
(Sweetheart Flats), with adjoining salm:m streams 
and associated uplands, was placed in retention in 
order to protect important waterfowl, black and 
brown bear, furbearer, and fish habitat. This 
area totalled 1, 500 land acres, including 650 
acres of CFL ( 11% of the total CFL in the sale, 
area). Planned roads avoid the retention area, 
and "harvests [in retention] would be prohibited 
unless it is detennined that future harvests would 
not affect or would benefit wildlife." 

b. Stikine Area retention 
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Only five timber sale EDs on the Stikine Area 
identified retention. These sales were Todahl, 
Toncan, Fritter, Nesbitt, and Totem, and the 
retention was connected with "tentative" (no NEPA 
analysis and verification) MAA direction developed 
by the Supervisory Office. 

The Todahl FA established a WHMU area that was to 
retain a minimum of 1, 300 acres including an 
average strip 500 ft wide along an a:pproximately 9 
mi stretch of beach. This was necessary to 
protect deer winter range (mR) and a high-density 
eagle nesting area (5.1 observed nests/mi of 
beach) • The 500 ft wide strip of beach fringe is 
in keeping with the '!'IMP, which established a 100% 
retention factor within 500 ft of the beach for 
shorelines with high eagle-nest densities. 

The Fritter Timber Sale FA identified 4,000 acres 
of mR on the sale area, placed the "primary" mR 
in a WHMU, deferred logging in the mR, and cited 
that this action was in keeping with MAA direction 
to retain at least 3, 700 acres of total CFL for 
deer [on Zaranbo Island] . The subsequent Nesbitt 
Timber Sale FA, in another area on Zaremba Island, 
developed a watershed WHMU and several beach 
fringe WHMUs containing mR. The II11' reccmnended 
that 2, 640 acres be retained until other cutover 
acres regain their carrying capacity [as mR]. 
Although the FA is unclear, this recattrendation, 
which was apparently adopted, relocated a portion 
of the retention target from the Fritter Sale Area 
(Richard K. Kohrt, Wrangell district ranger, pers. 
oamm., 2/15/85). 

The Toncan Timber Sale study area canprised a 
portion of the "South Lindenberg" managercent area 
on the Lindenberg Peninsula of Kupreanof Island. 
The "tentative" MAA direction for all of the 
"South Lindenberg" MAA was to retain 6, 400 acres 
of mR. The wildlife biologist on the IDT 
identified 2,451 acres of mR within the Toncan 
Study Area and felt that retention of this acreage 
was essential to meet the 6, 400-acre retention 
target for all of "South Lindenberg. " The 
selected alternative indicated the highest harvest 
acreage of mR (224 acres), established three 
WHMUs containing 755 acres of mR, stated that the 
desired condition of the WHMUs was to "manage the 
forest [habitat] in a windfinn old-growth forest 
condition," and then scheduled about 50 acres in 
one WHMU for clearcutting without indicating this 
in the FA. In addition, the FA failed to classify 
for retention 1,522 acres of identified DWR within 
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the Toncan study area outside identified WHMUs and 
proposed clearcuts and did not provide a nethod to 
resolve the potential shortfalls in DWR retention 
goals on "South Lindenberg." 

The State of Alaska challenged this action during 
coastal management consistency review, noting that 
6, 400 acres of DWR had not been identified, 
retained, and displayed in the EA as retention. 
This resulted in the FS revising the EA, with the 
following results: 

1) a new inventory of DWR was conducted that 
identified 9, 500 acres on South Lindenberg; 

2) WHMUs were canpletely dropped fran the EA; 
3) a map displaying areas where 6,400 acres of 

wildlife habitat will be retained on "South 
Lindenberg" for the renainder of the 10-year 
planning period was added to the final EA; 

4) the selected alternative was retained as 
originally planned; and 

5) the FS provided the ADF&G with a clearer 
definition of its interpretation of the use 
of retention on the Stikine Area. 

Correspondence fran the Petersburg Ranger District 
documents the Stikine Area position regarding 
timber harvesting in retention areas (marorandum 
fran Joseph Chiarella, Petersburg district ranger, 
to Don Kelly, ADF&G habitat biologist, Petersburg, 
7/20/84): 

The Chatham and Sti.kine Areas have adopted 
the following definitions for TIMP wildlife 
retention and wildlife habitat management 
units. These definitions will be used in 
finalizing the ALP 86-90 EIS and will also be 
used for our independent sale program. 

Wildlife Retention Areas - are those areas 
delineated for the purpose of maintaining an 
old-growth, virgin forest condition wherein 
timber harvest is deferred for the planning 
period or until a new planning effort 
(process) is canpleted. 

There are several timber management programs 
that involve timber harvest that will contin
ue in retention areas. In the case where 
significant bl~, bug damage or sane 
other catastrophic event occurs, the Forest 
Service may elect to salvage the timber. Of 
course, we would have to conduct the required 
NEPA analysis. We envision that m::>st small 
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blowdown situations occuring in unroaded 
areas \\Ould probably not be salvaged. In 
such cases, the NEPA analysis would likely 
reveal that the limited timber volume in
volved and access difficulties and costs 
\\Ould make such a venture uneconanical. 
However, the Forest Service nrust naintain its 
management perogati ves and we will salvage 
damaged timber where it is appropriate to do 
so. As we evaluate such cases, we may also 
detennine that a substitution of the "lost" 
retention is warranted and will make an 
adjustment. 

The second condition where timber harvest 
will continue in retention areas involves 
firewood cutting. We intend to continue to 
allow the harvest of dead and downed trees by 
private woodcutters. Dead trees are defined 
as having no green needles present. As you 
know, we do not presently require a penni t 
for personal use gathering of dead material 
for firewcxxl. 

At the same time, it is our intention to 
exclude fran our small sales program, regular 
sales program and long tenn sale operating 
plans those areas which we have designated as 
retained for wildlife purposes as per TIMP. 

The final Tbncan EA identified retention for all 
of "South Lindenberg." ~ that could have been 
retained in the Tbncan Sale Area was shifted to 
other areas of "South Lindenberg" with lower 
volume CFL. 
The Totem Timber Sale EA identified "tentative" 
MM ~ retention objectives for the portions of 
management areas Sl1, S13, and S20 that comprised 
the sale area. These were then canpared with 
acres of inventoried ~ in the sale area, 
revealing a "surplus" of inventoried ~ relative 
to the "tentative" MM retention objectives for 
the sale area. 

A map is displayed in the Totem EA that 
"establishes retention areas for the remainder of 
the TIMP planning periods." DWR is included in 
proposed WHMUs with a prescription of retention. 
Hc:lwever, the actual retention areas have not been 
finalized and are sUbject to change (Jim Franzel, 
FS fish and wildlife staff officer, Petersburg 
ranger district, pers. ccmn., Feb. 1985). 

c. Ketchikan Area retention 
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The Ketchikan Area has developed a retention 
procedure that it has used in the Suemez, the 
FHIP, LPK 84-89, East Carroll Inlet Management 
Plan, Angel Lake Planning Area, and Cherrumba 
Salvage EDs. This procedure involves identifying 
all land as sare type of WHMU, correlating certain 
WHMUs to key seasonal or year-round habitat for 
selected species, establishing retention areas 
within each WHMU, and evaluating the effects of 
logging in terms of the percentage of each type of 
WHMU or key habitat for the given species that is 
clearcut during the sale and at the end of the 
rotation. The habitat criteria follow 
recommendations or modifications of 
reccmnendations of the TIMP Wildlife Task Force 
(FS 1979). For example, important habitat for 
Sitka black-tailed deer is defined as beach WHMU 
(land within .5 mi of shoreline and under 800-ft 
elevation) and Estuarine WHMU (1,000-foot forested 
strip surrounding estuaries) • Marten and 
cavity-nesting habitat is defined as all forest 
WHMUs. 

The Suemez EA identified 4.6% of the operable CFL 
to be retained for wildlife and 5.6% to be 
retained as "recreational leave" (to protect the 
Arena Cove-Cape Felix Area as a unique 
recreational feature). These percentages canpare 
to a TIMP retention of 8% for management area K20 
(marorandum fran W. Dale Heigh, FS regional 
director of timber management, to the regional 
forester, n.d. [ca. Feb. 1981)). Retention was 
defined as CFL left at the end of the rotation. 
The TIMP EIS, Part 2 (FS 1979), states "no timber 
harvest will be allowed within about one mile of 
Arena Cove and cape Felix" (p. 157). This 
protection was apparently not incorporated into 
the TIMP harvest yield calculations, however. In 
sale layout, roads and clearcuts were located 
within one-half to one~r mile of the Arena 
Cove-cape Felix area. No maps were included in 
the ED, but aerial photos identifying the 
retention areas were reviewed in the Ketchikan 
Area office in February 1985. 

The LPK 84-89 EIS identified 18% of the operable 
CFL (47, 600 acres) in 12 management areas for 
wildlife retention. This compares to 11% 
identified. in the TIMP. Maps in the EIS docunent 
the location of these units, although retention 
areas were not identified for certain VCUs (e.g. , 
Marble Island, Ch.ol.Irondeley Sound, McKenzie Inlet) 
where no management activity was planned for this 
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planning period. The LPK 84-89 FA, which 
identified specific cutting units, was tiered to 
the EIS retention process, and it noted that only 
two cutting units totalling alx>ut 36 acres and 
containing extensive blowdown were located in 
wildlife retention areas. The FA specified that 
equivalent acres of high-quality, old-growth 
habitat '\t.Uuld be designated as replacanent 
habitat. 

In examining the sale layout, we noted 12 cutting 
units that appeared to substantially overlap with 
retention areas established in the LPK 84-89 EIS. 
These units were discussed with Dale J. Thanpson 
(LPK 84-89 team leader) in February 1985. Eleven 
of these units were carryover units covered under 
the 79-84 LPK EIS. These units were not rrodified 
to fit the designated retention areas in the EIS~ 
instead, the location of retention areas should 
have been fit aro\.Uld the carryover units. One 
unit had apparently been mistakenly laid out in a 
designated retention area, contrary to the 
managenent intent of the LPK 84-89 EDs. 

The Ch.errumba Salvage Sale and the Angel Lake 
Planning Area FA were tiered to the retention 
areas designated in the LPK 84-89 EIS. However, 
seven units displayed in the selected alternative 
for the first rotation in the Angel Lake FA are 
within retention areas established and mapped in 
the LPK 84-89 EIS. This discrepancy apparently 
resulted because the documents were prepared 
concurrently. The Angel Lake FA has apparently 
been rrodified so that no cutting units occur 
within the LPK 84-89 EIS retention areas 
(neoorandum fran Michael A. Barton, regional 
forester, to ADF&G Commissioner Don Collinsworth, 
1/22/86). 

However, this and associated other layout concerns 
pranpted Forest Supervisor Winn Green to clarify 
how retention is to be implanented on the 
Ketchikan Area (neoorandurn fran Winn Green, 
Ketchikan Area forest supervisor, to the 
managanent team, 11/14/84). Green noted that the 
Ketchikan Area was the first unit on the 'lbngass 
NF to make widespread use of retention. However, 
in the first 18 nonths of implanentation, numerous 
problems arose, including 1) harvesting blowdown 
in retention areas without designating replacement 
areas, 2) laying out harvest units in retention 
areas, and 3) IOC>Ving units fran the locations 
outside retention areas as indicated on maps in 
the NEPA documents into retention areas during 
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layout. To resolve this he specified the 
following: 

Our current policy (taken fran the 1984-89 
[LPK] EIS, page C-5) , is as follows: 

1. Old-growth retention is intended as a 
pennanent allocation. Future Forest 
Planning with NEPA doctmentation would 
be the vehicle for change. 

2. Permitted activities in retention areas 
include: a) approved NEPA docmnent 
activities such as Timber Transportation 
Facility (Tl'F) construction and road 
construction1 b) harvest of blowdown or 
insect/ disease damaged trees 1 and c) 
vegetative manipulation to acoamplish 
fisheries, wildlife, visual, or 
recreation objectives. The latter must 
be initiated by the benefitting 
resource. 

3. Minor boundary changes may occur, both 
deletions or additions, as needed for 
land use managanent. Major changes are 
appropriate only if 1) retention is lost 
to blowdown, insect, or disease: or 2) 
if "Better" wildlife habitat is 
identified. Replace.m:mt acreage should 
be identified by an IDT. 

4. In addition, I am also adding the 
following requirement: actions described 
in i terns 2 and 3 will not be undertaken 
without prior consultation with the 
local Alaska Departrrent of Fish and Gane 
representatives. The consultation will 
be docurrented and the doctmentation 
filed in the planning records. 

I want each 1-'.anagement Team nember to 
carefully review any activities which 
might encroach on retention areas to 
ensure that all of the above concerns 
are met. In addition, I am requiring 
that all future actions involving 
retention areas except minor boundary 
changes be reviewed and approved by me 
before on-the-ground :inplementation 
occurs. 

The above procedure has been used recent! y to 
replace 10 acres of retention with considerable 
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windthrow for 15 acres of beach fringe with high 
wildlife value previously scheduled for logging in 
VCU 527. The action was initiated by the district 
wildlife biologist after consultation and 
concurrence with the ADF&G habitat biologist and 
approved by the forest supervisor. Maps and rnenos 
documenting the "swap" are included as part of the 
planning record. 

The FHIP Derconstration FA identified acres of 
retention in VCUs 591 and 593 that are tiered to 
the LPK 84-89 EIS. 

The Fast Carroll Inlet Management Plan FA 
identified 10,036 acres of operable CFL (oampared 
to 3, 391 acres scheduled under '!'IMP) • Maps were 
not displayed in the FA, however, but they are 
kept at the area office. The retention acreage, 
which is about three times that provided in the 
'!'IMP, reflects a heavy emphasis on fish and 
wildlife near the camruni ty of Ketchikan and 
includes virtually all the remaining FS-identified 
key mR in the study area. 

The Ketchikan MAAs canpleted to date have provided 
for substantially greater retention than the '!'IMP 
provided. The LPK 84-89 EIS indicated that a 
lower retention percentage elsewhere 'WOUld be 
required to make up this shortfall. Another 
scenario is that the Ketchikan Area will continue 
to select retention acreages to fit perceived 
needs through the .MAA process and that harvest 
schedules nay be eventually adjusted areawide if 
necessary to meet deroands for fish and wildlife 
(Charlie Ga.ss, FS planning officer, Ketchikan 
Area, pers. carm., ~..arch 1985). Another 
possibility is that retention provided in these 
documents will be lost in subsequent NEPA planning 
within the management areas. 

d. Other sales 

Six additional timber sales referred to retention 
but did not specifically identify areas, carmit 
CFL to retention, and analyze the effects of the 
retention designation in an environmental 
document. The ALP 81-86 EIS defined retention and 
refers to retention areas (e.g. , "rrost critical 
wildlife habitat (in Freshwater Bay .MA) protected 
through designation of WHMU and retention areas"; 
"retention areas have been identified in all 
alternatives, within which no timber units have 
been planned. Retention areas exist primarily to 
protect critical mR and estuarine zones"; 
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"retention of nost sensitive wildlife zones along 
coast of Tenakee Inlet") • However, the EIS did 
not display maps of the retention areas developed 
by the IDT, and such maps have apparent! y been 
lost. The IDT on the subsequent APC 86-90 sale 
was not able to find the 81-86 retention areas 
(Larry Ethelbah, FS wildlife biologist, Stikine 
Area, pers. carm., Feb. 1985), and the FS was not 
able to locate retention maps for review in this 
report. South Windham FA makes similar references 
to retention without any identification or further 
discussion provided (e.g., "designation of habitat 
retention areas" have reduced anticipated adverse 
impacts to wildlife). 

The Granite Timber Sale FA specified that "the 
wildlife objective should be to retain one half of 
the (TIMP) inventoried IMR on Etolin Island to 
rreet consunpti ve demands by Wrangell residents • • 
• Retention areas should be within reach of sport 
hunters • • • within range of better anchorages. " 
However, "for this planning period; 16,743 acres 
or 50% of inventoried IMR is in LUD I [TIMP 
wilderness area] and deferred fran harvest." Thus 
the wildlife objective to retain 50% of the DWR on 
Etolin Island anounts to little nore than 
protecting the anount of DWR that exists in LUD I, 
where timber harvest was not scheduled in the 
TIMP. "Retention," as developed in the TI.MP, is 
to be applied only to LUDs 3 and 4 areas where 
timber harvesting was pennitted under the TIMP. 

Three timber sales on the Petersburg Ranger 
District (PRO) referred to WHMUs and retention 
targets proposed during an "in-house" MAA process 
that does not follow a NEPA fonnat. The PRO Small 
Sales FA simply identified the "tentative MAA" 
areas and scheduled only two clearcuts, containing 
20-50% blowdown and totalling 20 acres, in 
retention areas. The Bohemia FA included the 
"tentative North Kupreanof MAA", which has maps of 
WHMUs and retention targets as an appendix, stated 
that all alternatives -were developed to rreet the 
direction, and provided no further discussion. 
The Mitkof Flyer Sale was also "in keeping with" 
MAA direction for Mitkof Island. All three sales 
largely avoided logging in MAA proposed retention 
areas but did not incorporate the tentative MAA 
direction as a FS decision analyzed and validated 
through the NEPA process. 

As noted earlier, 65% of the timber sale EDs did 
not identify retention. Areas where logging has 
been scheduled since the TIMP and where retention 
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was not established in the final ED include the 
entire ALP 81-86 sale area on Chichagof and 
Baranof islands; the nainland nanagenent areas of 
Cl8, Cl9, C31, C37, C53, C54, CSS, C61, SOl, S31, 
S33, and S35; Kuiu Island; the northern portion of 
Mitkof Island; Wrangell Island; and the small 
island canplex of Sl8. In the Ketchikan Area, 
retention areas have not been established in K07 
where the Yahky Cove timber sale and m.merous 
carry-over units in the LPK 84-89 EIS sale -were 
scheduled. (Management area planning for K07 was 
initiated in October 1985, melrorandum fran Michael 
A. Barton, regional forester, to ADF&G 
Carmissioner Don Collinsworth, 1/22/86). In 
addition, small sales consisting of A-frame beach 
clearcutting occur in nanagenent areas where 
retention has not yet been identified. 

e. Considerations in the use of retention 

The TLMP Wildlife Task Force established retention 
for vertebrate wildlife species or species groups 
(Table 3) • With the exception of the Ketchikan 
Area, retention designations seldan addressed 
wildlife habitat needs other than key ~. Only 
one sale retained habitat that was identified as 
important for brown bears (Gilbert Bay EIS). No 
sale ED retained habitat for Il'OOse, although 
logging was scheduled in Il'OOse range in at least 
six managenent areas. The FS, in their response 
to the state review of the Port Houghton FA, 
indicated they believed that retention may not be 
necessary for Il'OOse (memorandum fran William Gee, 
Chatham Area forest supervisor, to Jay Hogan, 
Division of Governmental Coordination, State of 
Alaska, 9/21/83). This position is contrary to 
both research findings for southeastern Alaska 
(ADF&G in review a), as -well as the IDT wildlife 
specialist's recarmendations for the sale. 

Where retention was identified, it was most often 
connected to beach fringe and adjoining forest 
land. OVer 100 mi of beach fringe has been 
identified for retention. This is consistent with 
the emphasis in the TLMP EIS (p. 86) : 

[Retention factors] enable forest nanagers to 
protect fish streams, eagle habitat, bear, 
'WOlf, waterbirds, deer, furbearers, and 
sensitive visual areas near recreation sites 
and along travel routes. Because nany of 
these needs overlap along the beach fringe, 
retention of existing old-growth stands 
occurs extensively along the beaches. 
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Table 3. Use of Retention for Wildlife Species or Species Groups 
Identified by the TLMP Wildlife Task Force 

'!'IMP Species/Group 
Requiring Retention 

Bear 

Wolf 

Deer 

Moose 

f.t:>tmtain goats 

F\lrbearers 

land birds 

Water birds 

Bald eagles 

Timber Sale EDs Identifying Retenti9n for 
Species or Species Group a 

Number 
of Sales 

5 

0 

11 

0 

2 

5 

4 

5 

5 

% b/ 

14 

0 

30 

0 

20 

14 

11 

14 

14 

a/ Includes only sales where the s:pecies was identified as a concern in 
the retention area or the effects of the retention designation were 
evaluated in tenns of the acres of habitat retained for this 
s:pecies/s:pecies group. 

b/ Percentage of total timber sale EDs where the s:pecies occurred. 
f.t:>tmtain goats and mx>se did not occur in all sale areas. 
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The pennanency of retention areas is of special 
concern to wildlife managerrent. Given the 
environrcental analysis procedure, all retention 
areas are subject to future changes or deletions 
under the NEPA process. The Stikine Area has 
especially stressed that the retention areas and 
WHM.Us are valid only until the revision of the 
TI.MP, when presumably they will either be 
incorporated into the Forest Plan or be changed. 
The Stikine Area has not displayed any long-tenn 
effects associated with retention through the life 
of the rotation. The Chatham Area has not, with 
the exception of two sales, utilized retention or 
displayed long-range impacts. By contrast, the 
Ketchikan Area, although stressing that retention 
designations are subject to future change through 
the NEPA process, has established documented 
retention areas and discussed long-range impacts 
to sene extent in IIDst sale areas. 

Although the TI.MP established retention as 
operable CFL withdrawn from harvest (harvest 
schedules were projected to 350 years), a number 
of activities related to ccmnercial harvest of 
timber are being pennitted in sene retention 
areas. These activities include: 

1) 
2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

roads and transportation facilities: 
harvest of blowdown, disease-damaged, 
and insect-damaged trees: 
vegetative manipulations designed to 
enhance wildlife habitat; 
logging that does not impair the 
"physical features of the environrcent 
necessary for use by wildlife during 
critical periods in their use cycle. 
(Mitkof Island retention areas)": and 
clearcuts salvaging blowdow.n. 

Where clearcutting has been scheduled to salvage 
blowdown in designated retention on the Chatham 
Area (e.g., Cowee-Davis Sale) and the Stikine Area 
(e.g., PRO Small Sales), we are unaware of any 
procedure that has been established to replace the 
retention acres as has been done in the Ketchikan 
Area. The carmercial harvest of blowdown or 
"damaged" trees could be a significant threat to 
the wildlife values of retention areas because 
standing live, healthy trees as well as snags and 
potential cavity-producing trees are invariably 
included in the sale. 

Apparently the Stikine Area subtracts timber 
harvested for road right-of-ways from retention 
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acres; it is not clear that this is being done in 
the Ketchikan Area. The LPK 84-89 EIS shows over 
40 rni of main roads and five log dumps in wildlife 
retention areas. We found no examples where the 
FS has scheduled logging in retention areas to 
"enhance or maintain" the wildlife habitat, 
although this is a management option specified in 
sare timber sale EDs in all three areas of the 
Tongass NF. 

Finally, it should be noted that the timber 
harvest EDs have established retention acres in 
terms of either operable CFL or total CFL. 
According to the TIMP, only acres of operable CFL 
on regulated land in LUDs 3 and 4 (e.g. , slopes 
less than 75%, islands greater than 50 acres) 
should be counted as TIMP-designated retention. 

3. Wildlife Habitat Management Units (WHMU) 

a. · Degree of ilrplementation 

Only 15 (41%) of 37 timber sale EDs identified 
WHMUs. These include the 13 timber sale EDs where 
retention was identified that were discussed in 
the previous section. The remaining sales were 
all on the Stikine Area. The Skip Timber Sale ED 
identified the Thans WHMU, which was "established 
primarily to provide a high degree of protection 
to historically .important deer winter range." The 
selected alternative avoids logging in this area, 
but no future management prescriptions were 
provided. The Zaranbo Lake Salvage EA identified 
1,300 acres of critical I::MR as a WHMU, deferred 
logging it, but also gave no future management 
prescription for that area. 

The Totan EA, in addition to identifying retention 
WHMUs, identified three non-cFL WHMUs with high 
wildlife values. The Mitkof Island MAA (a 
non-NEPA planning effort) established a tentative 
WHMU around Blind Slough and Blind River, but the 
subsequent Mitkof Flyer EA made little reference 
to it and did not establish obvious management 
prescriptions for it through the NEPA process 
although the tentative WHMU occurred within the 
sale area. 

b. Provisions for viewing and photographing wildlife 

There was virtually no discussion of opportunities 
for viewing and photographing wildlife in WHMUs in 
any timber sale EA, contrary to the SAAG policy. 
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The Gilbert Bay EIS, while not specifically 
discussing viewing opportunities, established a 
WHMU and s:pecified the construction of a 
recreational cabin in the Sweetheart Flats Area, a 
measure that, if implem:mted, might prarote the 
viewing of wildlife. A swan observatory was 
designed and built in the Blind Slough WHMU. This 
plan was prepared separately fran the IDT analysis 
of the area during timber planning. The Ketchikan 
Area developed recreational plans for management 
areas in the LPK 84-89 EIS and carroll Inlet EA.. 
Sate of these proposed measures, such as 
developnent of trails and three-sided cabins in 
the area of a recent rcountain goat transplant on 
Revillagigedo Island, would enhance nonconsumpti ve 
wildlife recreation. 

c. Provisions for snag managerrent 

Nearly all timber sale EAs did not include 
irrplerrentation plans in WHMUs to provide 
"provisions for snag management," as required in 
the ARG (FS 1983). The LPK 84-89 EIS and carroll 
Inlet Managerrent Plan did, however, assess the 
percentage of habitat (operable CFL and total CFL) 
retained in WHMUs over the rotation for 
cavity-nesting birds. Snag managerrent is 
discussed in greater detail under Best Managerrent 
Practices for Wildlife. 

d. Surrmary 

In sumnary, except for the Ketchikan Area, the 
WHMU concept established in the SAAG does not 
appear to have been implerrented to a significant 
degree. Prescriptions for WHMUs that have been 
established have focussed IOOstl y on the percentage 
or acres of CFL to be retained. other 
prescriptions or implerrentation plans, such as 
road locations and closures, harvest methods other 
than clearcuts, silvicultural treatments, and 
rotational logging schedules designed to maintain 
a portion of the habitat in early forest 
succession, have largely not been applied through 
IDT prescriptions or implerrentation plans. In our 
opinion, the failure to adopt the WHMU concept 
established by the SAAG and the ARG has delayed 
the developnent of a consistent program for active 
wildlife habitat protection and managerrent at the 
project level. 
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4. Deferral (Postponerrent) of IDgging in Areas with High 
Wildlife Values 

Although retention and WHMUs have not been .i.rrplemented 
in nost management areas where timber sales have been 
scheduled since the TIMP, sane sale EDs have deferred 
logging in sane :inp::>rtant wildlife areas (Table 4) • 
'!he deferral of logging in portions of critical 
wildlife habitat has played a significant role in 
reducing impacts to wildlife in many of these sales. 
Three · ADF&G Class I areas or portions of these areas 
have been temporarily deferred fran logging (Castle 
River, Blind Slough, Krestof Island) in the EDs 
reviewed. The proposed TIMP Amendment under review at 
the tine of ccnpletion of this report includes 
tentative direction to defer reading in logging in 11 
VCUs originally scheduled in TIMP, but requested for 
deferral by the departnent. 

The deferral of clearcutting critical a-m along the 
inmediate saltwater sooreline is particularly 
noteworthy. In the timber sale EDs examined· (including 
the first entry for Suemez Island) , only about 10.5 mi 
of shoreline timber were identified for clearcutting. 
These figures do not include the Ketchikan Small Sales 
- Free Use Program EA, which allows 11% of the beach 
fringe to be clearcut (300 ft at .5 mi intervals) 
without specific IDT input (which is required to exceed 
the 11% restriction)~ 'lllis "blanket EA" has no 
apparent tine restriction or volume limit and has been 
in effect since July 1980. It is uncertain how much 
shoreline forest has been and will be cut under the 
sanction of this NEPA document. 

The deferral of beach-fringe logging is partly a result 
of recent timber sales that concentrated on reading and 
logging inland areas. Presently the Stikine Area is 
preparing A-frarre sales that may clP..arcut extensive 
shoreline forested areas on southern Kuiu Island, and 
the Chatham Area is developing plans for A-frame 
logging in Port Houghton and other mainland areas. The 
present FS preferred alternative for the 86-90 APC Sale 
proposes a substantial am:>unt of beach-fringe logging 
on Chichagof Island, especially in VCUs 279 and 283 (FS 
1985a). The postponement of clearcutting of shoreline 
forests not in retention may be a soort-lived practice. 
Deferral will thus provide only temporary protection of 
old-growth habitat unless the TIMP and the harvest 
schedule are nodified. It is also .i.rrportant to 
recognize that many very valuable fish and wildlife 
habitat areas have been scheduled for reading and 
harvesting under timber sale EAs (Table 5) • 

5. Best Management Practices 

a. Eagle nest buffers 
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Table 4. Areas of High Wildlife Values Postponed fran IDgging 
(Excluding Identified Retention Areas) 

Sale Habitat 

LPK 84-89 EIS 

Totem 

Zarembo lake Salvage 

Skip 

Mitkof Flyer 

Fritter 

Nero Point 

Canpbell 

Cleveland 

ALP 81-86 

Couverden 

Port Houghton 

Nonretention estuarine and beach habitata/ 

Castle River VCU 435 (until TLMP revision) 

1,300 acres critical I:MR7 the only remaining 
travel corridor of standing timber fran valley 
bottan to ridgetop along FS Road 6592 

'!'hans WIMfl 

Deer winter range in South Mi tkof WHMU 

Ca. 2, 000-acre portion of Blind Slough - Blind 
River watershed (until TLMP revision) 

Most secondary DWR 

Beach fringe 

Goat winter range7 geese wetland areas 

Identified mR 

Krestof I., Fish Bay, Appleton Cove, Saook Bay, 
Pond I. and South Arm of Kelp Bay 

Critical I:MR, bear and waterfowl cone. areas, 
and high furbearer use areas avoided "to extent 
possible" and "retainj<l throughout first 
rotation and beyond"c 

'IWo areas of Suntaheen Creek deferred for 
further study and eva~yation (one may contain 
unique plant species) 

Three units in lower Finger Creeke/ 

4, 200 acres of important fish and wildlife 
habitat ("subject to [future] harvest thru the 
revision of TLMP") 

22 mi of beach fringe 7 identified goat 
winter range 7 rrost noose winter range 
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a/ Although not specified in the LPK 84-89 EIS, it is the present I:X>licy 
of the Ketchikan Area to defer long-tenn sale logging in non
retention beach and estuarine habitat as long as I:X>Ssible (G. 
Clavenger, wildlife biologist, Ketchikan Area, J?erS. ccmn. , March 
1985) • 

b/ South Wrangell Sale scheduled three clearcuts in '!'hans WHMU despite 
state opposition. 

c/ Maps showing these areas were not provided and apparently lost (e.g., 
the 86-90 IDT could not locate them and did not use them in 
preparation of the 86-90 sale docurcents). Thus, areas that the 81-86 
ALP IDT envisioned to be retained "through the first rotation" may be 
scheduled five years later for harvesting. 

d/ The present FS preferred alternative for the 86-90 APC Sale proposes 
additional logging in Suntaheen Creek (FS 1985). 

e/ 
The present FS preferred alternative for the 86-90 APC Sale proi:X>ses 
to clearcut these units (FS 1985). 
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Table 5. Selected Areas Identified as Having High Wildlife and/or 
Fisheries Values but not Deferred from logging and Reading in 
Project Timber Sale EDs Prepared Under '!'IMP 

Area or habitat 

Suemez Island deer winter range 

Beach fringe forests throughout 
Ketchikan Area 

SWeetwater Lake - Hatchery Creek 
drainages; Red Bay Area; VCU 554, 
578, 587 (Prince of Wales Island 
ADFG Class I VCUs) 

Staney Creek, Little Lake (Prince 
of Wales Island) 

Orchard Creek drainage 
(Revillagigedo Island) 

VCU 593 (Prince of Wales Island) 

Sokolof Island deer winter range 

I?ortions of Blind Slough drainage 

Frank Creek FHMU (VCU 510) 

Wrangell Island deer winter range 

Mitkof Island deer winter range 

Kupreanof Island deer winter range 

Chuck River drainage 

Thans WHMU (Wrangell Island) 

Upper castle River drainage 
(Kupreanof Island) 

Cowee, Davis, and Sawnill Creek 
drainages 

MA C53 (Yakutat) 
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Sale 

Suemez 

Ketchikan Small Sales 

LPK 84-89 

LPK 84-89 

LPK 84-89 EIS 

South Shaheen 

Sokolof Salvage 

PRD small sales 
Mitkof Flyer Sale 

Campbell 

South Wrangell, 
Neno !?oint 

Cabin, Mitkof Flyer, 
small sales 

Totem, Todahl, 
Toncan 

Chuck Rivera/ 

South Wrangell 

Totem 

Cowee-Davis 

Yakutat Salvage, 
Yakutat Blowdown #2 

(continued) 



Table 5 (continued). 

Area or habitat 

Pavlof Harbor VCU 

Chichagof Island deer winter range 

Wildlife leave strips and deer travel 
corridors and winter range in Comer 
Creek drainage (Chichagof Island) 

Kadashan drainage (Chichagof Island) 
road construction 

Isthmus between Port canrlen and 
'lbree Mile Ann 

leave strips between clearcuts in 
VCUs 400 and 402 (Kuiu Island) 

Leave strips between clearcuts in 
deer winter range (southwestern 
Mitkof Island) 

Sale 

ALP 81-86, APC 86-90b/ 

ALP 81-86, APC 86-90b/ 

Comer Bay Salvage 

ALP 81-86 

ALP 81-86 

No ED was prepared 
for this harvest 

No ED was prepared 
for this harvest 

a/ A Decision Notice has not been issued for this Tircber Sale. HoWever, 
the proposed TI.MP .Amendment does not defer roading or timber harvest 
and indicates that reading, and sale preparation will occur during 
the 1985-89 period. 

b/ Further harvesting is proposed in the draft APC 86-90 EIS (FS 1985). 
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Protection of eagle nests has probably been 
considered in all sale layouts since the TI.MP, 
although several EAs did not discuss it. We found 
only five cases in the 37 EDs that noted that 
eagle nests might be encroached upon by roads or 
cutting of standing timber. In the case of the 
Todah1 sale, protection of eagle nests played a 
significant role in the design of the alternative 
selected. There was little discussion in the sale 
EDs that the FS intended to protect eagle perch 
trees, however. Protection of eagle perch trees 
occurred indirectly through retention or deferral 
of logging beach fringe. 

b. Other buffer strips (excluding retention areas) 

A number of sale EAs specified buffer strips to 
protect key wildlife habitats other than eagle 
nests. These are discussed below. The East 
Carroll Inlet Management Plan FA specified that no 
logging would occur within .5 mi of a reported 
peregrine falcon nesting area. The Sokolof EA 
established buffers between the beach and two 
clearcuts. The Port Houghton EA stated that a 
330-ft buffer would be established around a 
red-tailed hawk nest if possible. 

The South Wrangell FA specified leaving "windfinn 
visual and accoustical buffer strips to screen 
roads and cutting units fran inland waterfowl 
nesting areas." These waterfowl areas involved 
roads and four clearcuts around certain lakes and 
wetlands. During project implementations, roads 
were laid out throughout these wetlands, with few 
instances of CFL buffers between the roads and the 
wetlands. In sane locations, roads crossed 
wetlands within 100 to 200 ft of the lakes. None 
of the four clearcuts apparently retained a buffer 
of ccmnercial forest between the wetlands and the 
unit. The roads and three of the clearcuts were 
acceptable to the wildlife biologist reviewing the 
layout, apparently because of adequate non-cFL 
buffers between the units and the lakes. One unit 
did not provide a 100-ft buffer of ccmrercial 
forest along a lake reccmnended by the wildlife 
biologist and included in the layout requirements 
of the FA. (Data obtained fran review of unit 
layout on aerial photos and unit cards - Wrangell 
Ranger District. ) 

The Granite FA designed wildlife buffer strips 
between units and streams and travel corridors for 
seven clearcuts and established "visual and 
accoustical buffer strips" to protect waterfowl 
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nesting habitat next to one unit along Egg Lake 
and one unit along a beaver-pond area. The 
Couverden FA also used buffer strips next to 
travel corridors. 

The Mitkof Flyer FA specified a "300-foot buffer 
between roads and (the north side of) Blind Slough 
where possible. " There was such strong local and 
state opposition to any logging in that section of 
the Blind Slough drainage that the FS deferred 
entering this area until the TIMP revision (Mitkof 
Flyer Final Decision Notice- 1/28/83). 

In the consistency review of the Cleveland FA, the 
state reccmnended buffer strips between two units 
and several small lakes. We reviewed the unit 
layout of the sale and found one lake was to be 
clearcut along half of its shoreline with no 
protecting buffer, another lake had roads and 
units within about 100 ft of the lake, with a 
buffer of timber in between, and the l.al:gest lake 
had a 200-ft forest buffer between it and the 
nearest clearcut. 

c. Travel corridors 

Eight timber sale EDs discussed considerations of 
travel corridors in evaluation of alternatives and 
sale design. Consideration of corridors was 
connected with protecting wildlife travel routes 
along streams or other wetlands (e.g. , Couverden, 
Granite, Yakutat Salvage Sales #1 and #2) and/or 
the design of old-growth timber leave strips 
between clearcuts to provide a continual swath of 
forest fran upper to lower elevations (e.g., 
Granite, ALP 81-86, Gilbert Bay, Zarembo Lake 
Salvage,· Couverden, and Corner Bay Salvage) . The 
latter use of leave strips often focussed on 
providing travel routes within or to ~:MR. A large 
percentage of the EDs that did not discuss travel 
corridors probably did not consider gane travel 
routes in sale layout. Same specifics on the use 
of travel routes are discussed below. 

The Couverden FA provided that travel routes along 
streams and within winter range be incorporated 
into the sale layout. The Granite FA designed 
wildlife travel routes between seven clearcuts and 
adjacent streams and wetlands. The Yakutat 
Salvage Sale IIDVed a main road fran the 
muskeg-timber ecotone paralleling the Situk River, 
partly because of the :inp:>rtance of this habitat 
as a natural gane trail. The Gilbert Bay and the 
ALP 81-86 EIS placed leave strips between units to 
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serve as old-growth habitat and travel corridors 
for deer and other species. 

In 'bA:) sales, the need to maintain travel 
corridors influenced the selection of the 
alternative. The Zarembo Lake Salvage Sale 
deferred cutting the last remauu.ng travel 
corridor of standing timber between the valley 
bottom and the ridgetop along FS Road 6592. The 
maintenance of leave sqips for deer IIDVements was 
a major issue of the Comer Bay Salvage Sale. 
Nevertheless, a number of leave strips of 
partially blowdown timber were completely clearcut 
along with 'bA:) leave strips of standing timber. 
'1\\u clearcuts were m:xlified to retain 'bA:) narrow 
leave strips as travel corridors between existing 
uiri.ts (deferring logging on 12 acres of standing 
timber), and a number of other leave strips in the 
study area were likewise deferred fran logging to 
provide some travel routes for deer during deep 
snow conditions. 

Leave strips between units are often susceptible 
to blowdown after logging. In sane timber sales 
administered since the implenentation of the TIMP, 
the FS has allowed leave strips to be clearcut 
harvested by existing logging operations operating 
in the sale area without IDT, state, or public 
review and without preparing NEPA d<JC\.lrlents to 
analyze the effects of such harvesting. It is 
unclear how widespread this practice is throughout 
the forest. '1\\u such cases have been doct:nnented 
on the Stikine Area (Appeal of Alaska Regional 
Guide, J. Doerr and L. Yates, residents of 
Petersburg, Alaska, to R. Max Peterson, chief of 
the FS, 1/31/84). 

A large volurre (20+ l+1bf) of old growth, including 
total harvest of at least 19 leave strips between 
units, was released to ALP on northern Kuiu Island 
from 1980 to 1982. Harvesting of these acres was 
not covered under any environmental decurrent. 
Smaller clearcuts were joined by rem::>val of leave 
strips to create large clearcuts up to 514 acres 
in size. 

On southwestern Mitkof Island, five leave strips 
adjoining clearcuts logged in 1977-78 were rerroved 
in 1981, creating two cutovers 306 and 344 acres 
in size. This occurred in I:MR supporting the 
highest deer densities on Mitkof Island. Aerial 
photos taken of Mitkof Island in 1979 revealed 
that these leave strips were intact (pers. obs.). 
No IDT or NEPA environmental analysis was ever 
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done to our knowledge to cover harvesting of these 
leave strips. 

The present FS preferred alternative for the APC 
86-90 sale proposes to clearcut a substantial 
anount of the leave strips designed by the ALP 
81-86 ID'I' (FS 1985). This potential harvest may 
be especially prevalent in VCUs 202, 204, 209, 
218, 238, and 399. We are especially concerned 
about the lGng-ter.m ability to maintain leave 
strips for travel ·corridors between and bordering 
clearcuts. Such areas appear especially 
vulnerable to loss fran subsequent logging or 
blowdown. 

d. Road closures 

Six (16%) of 37 timber EDs have specified use of 
road closures at least partly for wildlife 
reasons. The Fast Carroll Inlet Manage.nent Plan 
EA stated that "scme roads will be closed to 
m::>torized traffic during part of· the year to 
protect wildlife habitat and provide proper road 
managerrent." About 15 mi of proposed logging 
roads have been identified to be closed to reduce 
disturbance to nountain goats recently 
transplanted on Revillagigedo Island. · 

The Yakutat Salvage Sale specified that spurs 
within .5 mi or so of Russell Fiord and within .5 
mi of the Si tuk. River will be made impassable 
after logging, and the main roads will be 
administratively closed during and after logging 
for wildlife reasons. The Yakutat Blowdown #2 EA 
specified that scme roads will be closed to the 
public by placing physical barriers across the 
road. Road closure decisions are to be reviewed 
every five years. Gates to close roads have been 
incorporated into the Yakutat sale contracts (Jack 
Black\'l'ell, Juneau district ranger, pers. ccmn. , 
Feb. 1985) • 

The Mitkof Flyer Decision Notice specified that 
the spur road to Unit 4 (on a hillside within the 
Blind Slough drainage) will be closed to 
autaoobiles after the sale, and a reasonable 
period of tirre had elapsed to gather firewood, in 
order to "eliminate risks of damage to wildlife 
values. " A winter off-road notarized vehicle 
(snowmachine) closure has been in effect on the 
lower portion of Blind Slough for a m.nnber of 
years to protect a wintering swan area. This 
closure is reviewed yearly. 
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The South Wrangell FA stated that, upon completion 
of the sale, road 6271 would be administratively 
closed during the nesting season to minimize 
disturbance to nesting waterfowl. It appears 
likely that this road closure may never be 
implercented because of the demand that road will 
receive once the sale is completed (Richard K. 
Kohrt, Wrangell district ranger, pers. ccmn., 
2/15/85). 

The LPK 84-89 FA has indicated road closures for 
two tmportant freshwater fishing areas (Salmon Bay 
Lake and Honker Divide) (see section IV. 
Maintenance of High-Quality Sportfishing 
Opportunities) • These closures will also reduce 
disturbance to wildlife habitat. 

e. Timing clauses 

Only 1 of 37 sale IDs specified a timing clause 
for wildlife on logging activities. The Sokolof 
EA stated that a timing clause would be used on 
yarding activities near eagle nests should "either 
or both be in use during the life of the sale. " 

f. Bear-human interactions 

Although an increase in bear-human conflicts was 
often thought to be a likely result of reading and 
logging, no ED offered any rceasures to mitigate 
this probLem. The Couverden FA stated that 
"wildlife-human conflicts are under ADF&G 
regulatory control." 

g. Snag managercent (other than retention) 

The consideration of snags in retention areas and 
WHMUs is discussed in the specific sections on 
retention and WHMUs. This section addresses 
management for snags within cutting units. We 
could find no evidence that the FS is trying to 
manage for snags within cutting units. The only 
mention of such practices occurred in the Granite 
EA which specified that "a minimum of • 50 
snags/acre should be left in clearcuts and 
blowdown. where possible." This was considered the 
minimum snag density for supporting snag-dependent 
species. This provision of the FA was not carried 
out, however (menorandum fran Richard K. Kohrt, 
Wrangell district ranger to the forest supervisor, 
1/24/83: Richard Kohrt, pers. camm., 2/15/85). 

Even sales using partial cutting have not 
att:errpted to retain snags. The PRD Small Sale FA 
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concluded that the loss of snags is minor because 
"there are few cavity-nesting bird species in 
southeastern Alaska. " 

h. Clearcut size 

i. 

We found over 60 approved units that exceeded the 
100- or 150-200- acre size limit in effect at the 
tine the EDs were finalized. Sone clearcuts were 
approved that exceed 300 acres in size. Most of 
the 100-acre-plus units were created in connection 
with harvesting partially blowndown forests and 
adjoining standing timber that often had 
substantial value as old-growth wildlife habitat. 
Six timber sale EDs were concerned largely with 
the harvesting of bl~own resulting fran earlier 
clearcutting (Cherrumba Salvage, Yahky Cove, · 
Sokolof Salvage, Zarembo Lake Salvage, Hcmeshore 
Blowdown, and Corner Bay Salvage) • 

Additional large clearcuts were created during 
sale administration without benefit of disclosure 
in envirormental documents or other review (see 
section on travel corridors). Use of the 
regeneration requirement that trees reach only 5 
ft in height to schedule harvest of adjoining 
fbrests will make clearcut size limitations 
meaning less from a habitat management standpoint. 

Stipulations on future entries 
scheduling of harvest) 

(including 

As discussed under the section entitled "Impacts 
to Wildlife Discussed in NEPA Dc:>cunents", only the 
East Carroll Management Plan, LPK 84-89, 
Cowee-Davis, Suemez, and Gilbert Bay EDs disclosed 
the first entry and total rotation harvest. The 
FHIP and Angel Lake EDs were tiered to the harvest 
schedule in the 84-89 EIS. Of these EDs only the 
LPK 84-89 EIS broke the harvest schedule into 
specific tine periods over the rotation (i.e., 
five-year harvest volumes by VCU to year 2004 [the 
end of the LPK contract] and then volume cut fran 
years 2004 to 2050) • 

Numerous EDs stated that the presence of early 
clearcuts with high forage production was a 
benefit to certain wildlife species (e.g., moose, 
black bear, and in the Ketchikan Area, deer) . 
However, only the LPK 84-89 EIS made any attempt 
to address the maintenance of early clearcuts 
throughout the rotation by "toonitoring (vertical, 
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horizontal and patch) diversity during project 
implementation." .tJ'JOst timber sale EDs appeared to 
ignore the long-tenn habitat needs of wildlife 
species that the IDT thought benefited from early 
regrowth stands. 

Besides the very limi. ted use of future harvest 
scheduling, only three (8%) of 37 timber sale EDs 
nentioned any wildlife considerations on future 
timber sale entries. The Totem EA stated that 
subsequent entries will place emphasis on 
maintaining sufficient denning sites for black 
bears. The ALP 81-86 EIS specified that "much of 
the critical wildlife habitat identified will be 
retained throughout the first rotation and 
beyond." As cited earlier, maps of these areas 
were apparently lost and were not available to the 
subsequent APC 86-90 IDT. Also the present 86-90 
APC preferred alternative may not be neeting this 
direction (FS 1985a). The Granite EA specified 
that "sale layout during next entry should 
seriously consider the advantage to wildlife of 
precluding having new cutting units adjacent to 
units proposed for this entry. " 

j • Logging camp and. log transfer (LTF) site locations 

An inherent aspect of the logging· transportation 
network dictates that many bays and shorelines 
with high habitat values will be developed and 
impacted to sare degree. Our limited evaluation 
suggests the FS is making considerable effort to 
avoid important fish and wildlife areas during the 
placercent of LTF. As stated in section II. 
METHODS, we did not review this topic in detail; 
however, a number of EDs rejected certain LTF 
locations at least partly because of wildlife 
and/or fisheries reasons. These EDs include such 
sales as LPK 84-89 (avoid subsistence and high 
recreation areas near Meyers Chuck), Port Hough.ton 
(avoid certain herring spawning areas), Gilbert 
Bay (avoid Gilbert Bay), and Couverden (avoid 
Swanson Harbor and use existing Hareshore LTF) • 

At least three EDs selected potential camp 
locations to reduce wildlife impacts. Potential 
logging camps for the Toncan and Gilbert Bay sales 
were rroved inland to avoid impacting the beach 
fringe (a special logging camp may not be required 
for the Toncan Sale since it is near Petersburg). 
The Yakutat Salvage Sale ED stated that a logging 
camp would be located in a developed area that 
would not substantially increase wildlife impacts. 
An undeveloped campsite and a previously developed 
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site near a swan ovenvi.ntering area were rejected 
in this sale ED at least partially for wildlife 
reasons. 

k. logging slash man.agarent 

Only a few sales addressed measures to reduce 
logging slash. '!he Angel Lake Sale EA cited the 
use of yarding of unrcerchantable material (YUM) 
and burning piles of unrcerchantable materials to 
reduce logging slash. YUM was not written into 
the sale contract, however, and IN funds are not 
going to be collected to accanplish this work 
because the sale is deficit (Greg Clavenger, FS 
wildlife biologist, Ketchikan Area, pers. carm., 
March 1985). Slash treatment may be accanplished 
only if other flmds becane available. 

The Yakutat Salvage Sale EA proposed reroving and 
piling slash to aid wildlife movement where heavy 
slash problems exist. This may not be necessary 
because the log-yarding rrethod is not 
concentrating slash (Forrest Cole, timber staff 
officer, Juneau ranger district, pers. carm. , 
March 1985). 

The Comer Bay Salvage Sale EA specified 
collecting IN funds to rarove slash fran travel 
corridors in harvested leave strips. Apparently, 
no such collection of funds were written into the 
timber sale contract. Instead, sale monitoring is 
to be done to detennine if slash treatment will be 
needed. [Note: The use of K-V funds for wildlife 
and fisheries habitat improvarent projects has 
significantly increased the past 3 years on the 
'Ibngass NF. However, these K-V funded projects 
and collection of funds are covered in separate 
plans and are not included in the timber sale 
contract (mem:>randum fran Michael A. Barton, 
regional forester, to ADF&G Ccmnissioner IX>n 
Collinsworth, 1/22/86) .] 

The East carroll Inlet Managarent Plan EA stated 
that "slash must be treated in areas next to 
critical rMR and along roads so as not to restrict 
deer movement." Sales under this plan have not 
yet been sold and harvested. 

1. Retention of residual.clumps 

Only six sales (16% of total sales) specified the 
potential for modifying clearcuts to retain 
residual or other conifers. The Cabin Sale EA 
specified that patches of subdaninant understory 



trees will be marked and left for grouse. This 
was done during layout on split lines, and a 
clause (cr2.3) was developed for reserve trees in 
the sale contract to allow live and dead reserve 
trees or groups of trees left within cutting 
units. This sale has not been logged and 
administered yet. 

The Granite Sale FA specified that "where 
possible, hanl.ock whips should be preserved for 
grouse. At least one clump of three to 12 trees 
should be left per 10 acres. A wildlife biologist 
will work with the sale administrator in 
identifying and preserving these clumps. " The 
Wrangell District response to this requirement 
was, "where possible generally neans that any 
trees left after yarding are about all that we 
will get for grouse use. The wildlife biologist 
has not been funded for Granite sale 
administration work this year or last." 
(mercorandurn fran Richard K. Kohrt, Wrangell 
district ranger, to the forest supervisor, 
1/24/85) • Apparently, no further attempt by the 
Stikine Area was made to see that this EA 
stipulation was carried out as the FA intended. 

The Yakutat Blowdown Sale #2 also specified that 
"groups of undamaged, windfi.nn trees will be left 
standing in clearcut units adjacent to FH-10." 
This restriction was designed for visual 
management, but it could also benefit sane 
wildlife species (because of conifer seed 
production and perch sites, e.g. ) . Because of the 
blowdown pattern in the units and subsequent 
blowdown since the EA, clumps of tree will 
probably not be. left as the IDT had envisioned 
(Jack Blackwell, Juneau district ranger, pers. 
ccmn., February 1985). '1\«> units are scheduled to 
be partial! y cut, however. 

The Yakutat Salvage Sale EA specified feathering 
clearcut edges by leaving sapling and small-size 
timber standing (for visual management) • This 
practice would help extend same forest 
characteristics into the logging unit. Feathering 
edges was difficult to accanplish in the Yakutat 
Sale because of the way the trees blew down 
(ibid.). 

The LPK 84-89 and East Carroll Inlet Management 
Plan EDs cited monitoring mitigation 
prescriptions, including girdling, snag retention, 
and whip tree [residual trees] retention. No 
prescriptions are apparently being incorporated 
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into logging plans to retain snags and residual 
trees, however (Greg Clavenger, FS wildlife 
biologist, Ketchikan Area, pers. ccmn., March 
1985) • 

m. Other measures 

Same miscellaneous management practices described 
in the EDs are discussed here. 

The Granite sale FA specified that "hollow logs 
will be left for bear denning sites. If possible, 
logs would be left with open ends pointing 
slightly downhill to allow noisture to drain off." 
Nothing was done to nodify the contract to rreet 
this stipulation. The district ranger wrote, 
"This could cost the logger tiire and noney if logs 
are to be left and saneone must nove them" 
(IllE!IIOrandmn fran Richard K. Kohrt, Wrangell 
district ranger, to the forest supervisor, 
1/24/85) • 

The Yakutat salvage sale specified revegetation of 
closed roads and disturbed areas in borrow pits 
with plant species of benefit to wildlife. Other 
revegetation measures are discussed under 
second-growth management. 

The PRD Small Sales FA specified creating skid 
trails in existing clearcuts in connection with 
providing access to cutting units in order to 
scarify the soil and improve access for deer and 
noose. 

6. Second-growth Management 

Second-growth management for fish and wildlife habitat 
is directed at improving or enhancing the habitat 
values of clearcut areas. Short-tenn and long-tenn 
strategies are necessary, considering the general 
pattern of postlogging succession in southeastern 
Alaska (ADF&G 1985a) • 

Only 13 (35%) "of 37 EDs made any mention of 
second-growth management for fish or wildlife. 
Projects cited include prescribed burning, 
precormercial thinning (PCI'), cormercial thinning (cr), 
streambank stabilization, planting forage species, and 
PCI' slash treatment. In addition, the Port Houghton EA. 
stated that the FS might emphasize future second-growth 
management if noose responded to logging. 

a. Prescribed burning 

1::0_ 



Prescribed burning of recent clearcuts was listed 
as a potential tool to reduce slash either locally 
or in conjunction with reforestation on a number 
of Ketchikan sales, including LPK 84-89, FHIP, 
East carroll Inlet, SUanez, and Angel Lake. It 
has also been used as an experimental 
silvicultural procedure on several sites in the 
Stikine and Chatham Areas. 

The Craig Ranger District has proposed burning 100 
acres of clearcuts on Suanez Island annually for 
three years to "improve access for deer (and other 
species) by reducing logging slash residues and 
shrub densities. Secondary effects may be 
increased nutritive value of forage and possible 
greater forb biana.ss." Fire is relatively 
unccmoon in southeastern Alaska, and the short
and long-ter.m effects of fire on wildlife, 
fisheries, water quality, soils, and vegetation 
are not well-known. The Stikine and Chatham Areas 
have wildlife habitat rronitoring projects in 
experi.nentally burned sites. In a final report of 
a three-year study in the Chatham Area on the 
results of prescribed burning, Gibbs and Morrison 
(1984) concluded that burned units received nore 
surrmer utilization by deer than unburned units 
because access to browse was improved. They 
noted, however, that burning could not increase 
winter habitat carrying capacity, generally 
considered the limiting factor for deer 
populations. 

The LPK 84-89 and East carroll Inlet EDs listed 
mechanical treatment of slash as a possible 
alternative to burning slac;h. We are not aware of 
any actual use of mechanical equipment to reduce 
slash accumulations in the Tbngass NF. 

b. Forage planting 

Forage planting in second growth was listed in the 
South Windham, Rynda, South Wrangell, LPK 84-89, 
Granite, East carroll Inlet, FHIP, and Angel Lake 
EDs. Most of these sales were connected with 
planting riparian shrub and tree species (willow, 
cottonwoods, and occasionally red osier dogwood) 
for wildlife browse and to stabilize soils along 
streambanks, unstable wet sites, and disturbed 
sites in clearcuts. The Ketchikan Area has 
described the planting of alder, willow, and 
cottonwood along streamsides as a means to control 
water temperatures on heat-sensitive streams and 
to increase primary and secondary stream 
production. Limited browse plantings that 
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successfully established riparian shrubs have 
occurred at Yakutat, Mitkof Island, and the Thorne 
Bay Ranger District (TBRD). The plantings on the 
TBRD were in response to the August 1979 die-off 
of large numbers of prespawning pink salm:>n in 
Staney Creek. 

In addition to browse planting, the LPK 84-89 and 
the East Carroll Inlet EDs stated that selected 
areas may be planted in grass and forbs to provide 
forage for wildlife. 

c. Preccmnercial thinning (PC!') 

PCl' is the nest-often cited second-growth 
management tool for wildlife in timber sale EDs. 
It was listed for potential use in 9 (24%) of 37 
timber sale EDs. All sales where it was cited 
occurred in the Stik.ine and Ketchikan areas. 

The use of PCl' as a sil vicul tural technique to 
increase yields is a key assumption in the 
establishment of a 450 MMbf annual harvest from 
the TNF (FS 1979) . The TIMP based timber yield 
calculations on the assumption that an average of 
6,300 acres of second growth would be 
precamercially thinned yearly in order to 
increase future timber production. ·The use of PCl' 
and the assumption that it would increase the 
standing inventory of timber for future harvest 
was used to justify raising the annual ASQ by 8. 2% 
(from 416 MMbf to 450 MMbf) (ibid.). Thus the 
old-growth forest available for harvest is being 
depleted at an increased rate of 34 MMbf/year as a 
result of the PCl' assumption (FS 1979). [Note: A 
recent evaluation indicates that the increased 
TLMP harvest as a result of PCl' (34.0 MMbf/yr) and 
advanced logging technology ( 17.7 MMbf/yr) 
resulted in 1,340, 4,180, 5,970, and 3,450 
additional acres of 8-20, 20-30, 30-50, and 50+ 
Mbf/acre volune classes, respectively, being 
scheduled for harvest during 1980-89 (derived from 
FS 198Sc). This increased harvest is heavily 
skewed toward high-volune stands. Assuming an 
equal volune class distribution between harvest as 
a result of PCl' and advanced logging technology 
suggests that about 980 acres of old growth, 
including 620 acres of 30+ Mbf stands, are 
scheduled for harvest as a result of PCl'.] The 
nore rapid initial harvest of old growth requires 
that scm= second-growth stands be clearcut at an 
earlier age to maintain a constant or increasing 
supply of timber harvest on the 'lbngass. 
Consequently TIMP assuned that all or a portion of 
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the PC'!' stands would have a shortened rotation of 
about 80 years canpared to the 100-year rotation 
of unthinned stands. 

The FS Study Plan for the 706 (b) report indicates 
that thinning accanplishments will be addressed 
(FS 1985b). Preliminary data supplied by the 
Timber Program (Bill Wilson, FS regional timber 
managanent planner, pers. ccmn., .March 1985) 
indicate that the FS has contracted over 6, 300 
acres of PC'!' per year and actually thinned about 
80% of the TIMP requirement. The difference 
between contracted acres and actual thinned acres 
is attributed to the lag in time between contract 
award and canpletion and the develo:prent of this 
relatively recent management activity on the 
Tongass. Thus, the FS is caning close to meeting 
the TIMP thinning targets. Costs of PC'!' for 
timber objectives since the '!'IMP are sorrewhat less 
than the average thinning cost of $275/acre 
estimated by the '!'IMP (ibid.). These figures do 
not take into account the administrative costs. 

It is unclear to what degree, if any, PC'!' benefits 
wildlife species. Any benefits that could be 
derived fran thinning are likely to be offset by 
the additional 9,800 acres of predaninantly 
high-volume, old growth scheduled for clearcutting 
during this decade as a consequence of the PC'!' 
program. A review of research on understory and 
ungulate response to PC'!' is presented by the ADF&G 
(in review a). That the FS assumes a benefit 
accrues to wildlife is evident from their referral 
to it as a wildlife enhancement nethod in timber 
sale environmental documents. 

The South Wrangell EA identified seven clearcuts 
totalling 399 acres that \\Uuld be PC'!' "at a 
density and pattern to accaooda.te deer. winter use 
• . . [insuring] that timber growth volumes are 
maintained within the scope of TIMP. " The 'Ibtern 
and Todahl EAs said PC'!' would consider both 
silvicultural and wildlife objectives. The Mitkof 
Flyer EA identified 10 clearcuts for PC'!' to 
maintain the understory for deer. The Zarembo 
Lake EA specified that 75% of the clearcuts would 
be PC'!' to increase timber yield and wildlife 
forage. The East Carroll Inlet ~.anagercent Plan EA 
stated PC'!' would enhance carrying capacity for 
deer during average winters. The FS "Preliminary 
Activity Schedule" for the second five-year period 
of the TIMP (1984-89) lists numerous thinning 
projects as wildlife habitat improverrent 
activities. 
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The TIMP EIS ·(section II.) mentioned second-growth 
management projects (mainly thinning) for wildlife 
in five management areas during the first 10-year 
period. These projects include 

1) regenerative thinning for deer, waterfowl, 
and eagle habitat in Chatham management areas 
C40, C41, and C44, 

2) thinning for deer and wildlife in Stikine 
management area Sll, and 

3) mitigating wildlife habitat losses with 
"projects" in Stikine management area S10. 

Implementation of these projects is discussed 
below: 

1) In 1979, the Chatham Area outlined a ImR 
rehabilitation program that included three 
sites in C40 and one site in C41. An FA was 
prepared for 680 acres to be thinned and 
maintained on an extended rotation for ImR. 
'!Wenty-two acres were thinned in FY81 and 30 
acres thinned in FY82. In FY83 and FY84, the 
focus shifted to clearing travel corridors in 
thinned clearcuts, and no additional thinning 
to benefit wildlife has been planned, to our 
knowledge. No results of deer use of treated 
areas are available, nor is it clear whether 
the extended rotation will be :i.rrq;>lemented. 

2) During 1980-84, the FS contracted 1,823 acres 
of PCT in Sll and actually thinned alx>ut 
1,433 acres (Phil Wisman, FS silvicultura
list, Petersburg ranger district, pers. 
cann., 2/12/85). This thinning was conducted 
as normal thinning projects to increase 
timber yields without any apparent wildlife 
IOOdification to the contract. 

3) There have apparently been no projects 
instituted in S10 to offset habitat losses 
fran clearcutting, other than scheduled IW 
collection for thinning a 26-year-old 
clearcut on the m:ruth of Todahl Creek in 
connection with the Todahl Sale. 

The LPK 84-89 EIS states that ca. 200 acres of 
second growth will be selected and managed each 
year primarily to benefit wildlife. The actual 
accamplishments for wildlife have been 900 to 
1,000 acres/year over the last two years (Greg 
Clevenger, FS wildlife biologist, Ketchikan Area, 
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pers. ccmn., March 1985) . These accomplishlrents 
have included PCT at wider spacings than is 
standard for silviculture and "treating" thinning 
slash. 

Only about 2,000 (5%) of the total of 38,000 acres 
of clearcuts PCT fran FY 1977-84 have had slash 
treatment on any -pJrtion of the unit (RlO 
infonnation sheet on Second Growth Management 
Program, Wini Sidle, FS regional wildlife 
biologist, n.d.). This has occurred primarily in 
the Ketchikan Area. 

Slash has been treated by "broadcast lop and 
scatter" on a limited basis at a cost of 
$60-$80/acre (Greg Clevenger, FS wildlife 
biologist, Ketchikan Area, pers. ccmn. , March 
1985) • In FY85, the Ketchikan Area plans to treat 
slash in sare clearcuts on 10% of the thinned area 
by clearing 10-foot-wid.e corridors every 100 ft. 

The FHIP and the East Carroll Inlet EAs also 
listed slash treatment of PCT for wildlife. 

Only certain clearcuts on the Ketchikan Area are 
considered candidates for slash treatment 
(narorandum from Michael A.. Barton, regional 
forester, to ADF&G Commissioner Don Collinsworth, 
1/22/86). Stands needing slash treatment are 
ranked in priority order on the Ketchikan Area 
using criteria similar to those used to identify 
stands requiring thinning. This is discussed in 
subsequent -pJrtions of this section. 

In addition to PCT specified for wildlife in 
timber sale EDs, a number of other pro-pJsals have 
been developed throughout the region nnder the 
Second Growth Forest f.1'..anagement Program for R1 0. 
These projects include PCT at a variety of 
spacings (usually 12' X 12' to 16' X 16') on Level 
I. and Moss I. in the Petersburg Ranger District; 
on Trocadero Bay and Nada Island in the Craig 
Ranger District; and on White Cliff Island, Eagle 
Island, Naukati, and Red Bay in the Thorne Bay 
Ranger District. 

Fran the above, it is obvious that the FS assUI'I'es 
thinning will benefit wildlife and is scheduling 
PCT to meet the TI.MP objectives. However, even if 
the TLMP targets are met, the majority of 
clearcuts will not receive any treatment. The 
TI.MP scheduled 172,760 acres of old growth for 
clearcutting during the next 10-year period (FS 
1985c) and assUI'I'ed 63,000 acres of clearcuts would 
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be thinned. The ratio of cutting to thinning is 
2. 7: 1. This, coupled with the fact that large 
acres of unthinned second growth existed at the 
tine of the TIMP, implies that nost clearcuts will 
not receive thinning treat::nent. However, the 
Ketchikan Area is currently scheduling PCT over 
half of all acres harvested 10-15 years ago 
because fewer acres are being harvested than are 
scheduled. 

The large acreage of second growth and the limited 
percentage that can be thinned, given current 
funding, has pranpted the FS in sate areas to 
prioritize stands they feel need to be thinned for 
wildlife and saretines fisheries. The Stikine 
Area apparently feels that fonrer I:liR and 
streambanks of fish streams that have been 
clearcut are first choices for thinning 
(mercorandum fran Larry Ethelbah, FS wildlife 
biologist, Stikine Area, to the forest supervisor, 
10/10/84). The perceived desirability of thinning 
timber along streambanks in the Stikine Area 
appears to contrast with the objective of the 
Ketchikan Area, which limits the cutting of alder 
or rrethods to release conifers under alder in 
riparian zones without specialist approval (LPK 
84-89 EIS). Each . area develops site-specific 
prescriptions aimed to achieve local objectives 
(menorandum from Michael A. Barton, regional 

·forester, to ADF&G Ccmnissioner Don Collinsworth, 
1/22/86). 

The Ketchikan Area has developed the following 
rrethod to prioritize wildlife thinning needs as 
well as clearcuts that should receive slash 
treat::nent (menorandum fran Winn Green, Ketchikan 
Area forest supervisor, to the district rangers, 
4/20/85) : 

Priorities for Treatment 

Area or unit has the 
following character
istics: 

1. Historical deer 
winter range 

2. High present deer 
use (winter and/ or 
sumner) 

3. Falls within deer 
WHMU 
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Areas to Avoid 

Area or unit has the 
following character
istics: 

1. Heavy residual 
logging slash 

2. IDw historical 
deer use 

3. Steep slopes 
(greater than 
75%) 



4. Is in or adjacent 4. IDw hmnan use 
to high human use 
areas 5. Relatively 

little timber 
5. Has relatively high harvest has 

stocking density occurred or is 
planned in area 

6. Trees to be thinned 
are relatively large 6. Falls outside 

deer WHMU 
7. Spruce is daninant 

species in stand 7. Stand is young, 
sparsely 

8. Residual logging slash restocked 
is not a problem to 
animal IlDVE'JIIent 8. Heavy blowdown 

along perimeter 
9. Salm:>nberry is not of unit 

daninant 
9. lDw historical 

deer use 

10. Salm:mberry 
predominant 
shrub in stand 

The Stikine Area identified about 52,500 acres of 
unthinned second growth that requires thinning now 
or will soon require thinning. This figure 
includes about 15,400 acres of former "primary 
r:MR" (meroorandurn fran larry Ethelbah, FS wildlife 
biologist, Stikine Area, to the forest superVisor, 
10/10/84). The Stikine Area is proposing to thin 
1,200 acres of these stands at a cost of $432,000 
using IN funds (rnenorandum fran Robert Lynn, 
Stikine Area forest supervisor, to the district 
rangers, 8/29/84). Thorne Bay Ranger District in 
the Ketchikan Area has a backlog of 112,000 acres 
of unthinned clearcuts less than 20 years old 
(Greg Clavenger, FS wildlife biologist, Ketchikan 
Area, pers. ccmn., March 1985). The Totem and the 
Todahl EAs both identified older clearcuts in 
former r:MR for PCT. IN funding to do PCT was 
written into the Todahl EA sale contract. On the 
southern portion of Kupreanof Island, within and 
adjacent to the Totem Sale area, 384 acres of 
second growth has been thinned, and 288 nore acres 
will be contracted for thinning in FY85 (Jim 
Franzel, FS fish and wildlife staff officer, 
Petersburg ranger district, February 1985). 

No discussion of cost and benefits associated with 
any of the wildlife PCT projects (or other 
second-growth wildlife projects for that matter) 
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was found during our analysis. The Ketchikan Area 
lists project outputs of their proposals as 
"unknown. " Costs of thinning second-growth stands 
for wildlife and treating slash would surely total 
millions of dollars a year if nost of the 
second-growth stands are to be treated. 

Even if it were possible to PCT nost clearcuts, 
the beneficial effects on wildlife \'K)Uld likely be 
short-lived, could result in undesirable 
understory responses, and \'K)uld not replace 
old-growth habitat needs (ADFG 1985a) • In 
addition, we found no analysis of what effect 
nodifying PCT for wildlife (e.g. , using wider 
spacings) has on subsequent timber yield. This is 
an especially relevant concern because the TIMP 
harvest calculations requires a certain increase 
in timber production as a result of PCT in order 
to maintain a yearly harvest of 450 MMbf. 

d. Cormercial thinning 

The Fast Carroll Inlet Managem:mt Plan and the 
South Wrangell EAs assumed there \'K)Uld be future 
use of cr for wildlife habitat managercent 
purposes. The RlO Second Growth Forest Management 
Program has developed five daronstration cr 
projects to evaluate the effect of cr on wildlife. 
Studies supporting the value of cr for wildlife in 
RlO are apparently nonexistent, and cr is not 
presently considered a viable harvest technique in 
southeastelm Alaska (FS 1983) • The TIMP did not 
assume cr in developing harvest yield calculations 
(FS 1979). 

7. NFMA Planning Requirements 

There has been very little meaningful use of NEMA 
planning requirem:mts for viable populations, 
diversity, and MIS in EDs to date. The LPK 84-89 EIS 
did identify MIS (called "species of special concern") 
to evaluate the cunru.lative effects of the alternatives. 
These species include deer, Bald Eagle, black bear, 
mink/river otter, marten, cavity nesters, early 
succession species, and waterfowl. Specified wildlife 
nonitoring is concerned only with deer. Similar 
identification of MIS was used in the Suemez and East 
Carroll Inlet EDs. 

We found no evidence that a valid quantitative neasure 
of diversity has been developed and :i.q>lemented by the 
FS in sale planning on the Tongass. 
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Only the Suenez Sale EA addressed viable populations. 
Data were lacking to establish a scientific method to 
detennine the habitat needed to provide for viable 
populations. The wildlife specialist simply estimated 
that 40% of the habitat was needed to provide for 
viable populations. Inq:>lanentation of MIS 
consideration, viable populations, and diversity at 
project-level planning awaits the full incorporation of 
NFMA planning regulations into the Forest plan. This 
is currently scheduled for accanplishment during the 
TIMP revision (merorandum fran Michael A. Barton, 
regional forester, to ADF&G Commissioner Don 
Collinsworth, 1/22/86) • 

8. Threatened and Endangered Plants and Animal Species 

To our knowledge, only sene of the timber sale EDs in 
the Chatham Area have identified the presence of 
threatened or endangered species and the potential for 
conflict with timber sales. The Couverden EA stated 
that the sale "WOuld likely have no .i.mpact on humpback 
whales. The South Windham and Port Houghton F.As 
considered the effect of boat traffic disturbances on 
whales and the effect of log dumps on herring (a food 
source of whales) and concluded that no impacts were 
expected. The South Windham EA proposed to educate FS 
and contractor personnel using the area about potential 
concerns regarding disturbances to whales and to 
solicit their cooperation to reduce or avoid harassment 
of humpback whales. 

The ALP 81-86 EIS deferred t'WO areas of Suntaheen Creek 
for further study and evaluation and noted one area may 
contain unique plant species. We found no mention of 
this in the subsequent draft 86-90 APC EIS (FS 1985a) , 
which proposes addi tiorial logging in Suntaheen Creek. 
The Chatham Area undertook a botanical study to search 
for sensitive plants in Port Houghton and South Windham 
prior to scheduling timber sales. No sensitive plants 
were found in these areas 1 however, the rare grass Poa 
laxiflora was found in the nearby estuarine area of 
Sandbom Canal. A retention area has been proposed 
around this grassflat by the botanist conducting the 
study (Muller n.d.) 

Limited botanical "WOrk has also been conducted in the 
Pike Lake area of the Yakutat Forelands in recognition 
of this area as a unique ecological canplex, and the 
area has been tentatively proposed as a Research 
Natural Area (Peteet and Bolivar 1983) • 

Although there are no federally listed threatened or 
endangered plants in Alaska and no plants have been 
proposed for listing by the USFWS, there is currently a 
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list of candidate plants for which the USFWS is 
soliciting status info:rmation to detennine if there is 
a need for future listing. 

The FS region keeps a current record of such species 
and advises the areas on changes that occur. Also, 
there are no plants that are currently classed as 
sensitive in the Tongass NF. The FS region has started 
a process to develop a sensitive species list 
(nerorandum fran Michael A. Barton, regional forester, 
to ADF&G Oammissioner Don Collinsworth, 1/22/86). 

9. Wetlands and Floodplains 

Discussion on this topic in the fisheries section is 
valid for wildlife. The lack of a unifonn region-wide 
definition of these habitats limits any meaningful 
implementation of the Executive Orders or canparisons 
between sales. 

10. Wildlife Habitat Enhancement· 

We found only one wildlife project that the FS has 
~leted since the TIMP that could likely increase 
wildlife populations above existing levels. This 
project involved introducing IOOuntain goats to 
Revillagigedo Island and was undertaken cooperatively 
by the Ketchikan Area FS and the ADF&G. Future 
potential projected benefits include a 50% increase in 
100untain goat hunting in the Ketchikan Area (nerorandum 
frcm Winn Green, Ketchikan Area forest supervisor, to 
regional forester, 7/5/84). 

Second-growth management has been discussed previously 
and is classified as mitigation. Moreover, the 
benefits of such projects are speculative, and 
treatments are largely designed for experimental 
purposes rather than to increase the standing crop of 
particular wildlife species above that produced by the 
natural habitat. 

A few projects have been perfonned in the Stikine Area 
to cut back riparian browse and stimulate understory 
browse production for noose (Jim Franzel, FS fish and 
wildlife staff officer, Petersburg ranger district, 
pers. ccmn., February 1985). Projects have been minor 
and did not apparently have expected outputs attached. 
Chatham Area staff has attempted to provide artificial 
nest structures for geese and cavity-nesting birds, 
but, to date, these attempts have been unsuccessful 
(Gibbs 1984; Hal Gibbs, FS wildlife biologist, Hoonah 
ranger district, pers. ccmn., 3/1/85). 
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B. Fish 

1. Impacts to Freshwater Fish Production as a Fesult of 
Logging Scheduled Under TIMP 

An evaluation of 37 timber sale EDs showed that likely 
~cts to fish production identified by the FS ranged 
from enhancement to unacceptable impacts (Table 6) • 
These are discussed below. 

a. IDw level of impacts 

Twenty-five (68%) EDs estimated that timber 
harvesting would have either no impacts or 
acceptably low impacts on freshwater fish 
production. This included the Totem Timber Sale, 
which was expected to reduce fish production en 
castle, Tunehean, and Zim Creeks by about 2% over 
a 10-year period, resulting in an estimated total 
loss of $17,850 to the ca:rnercial fisheries. The 
Suemez EA thought impacts would be acceptable 
despite the fact that it penni tted the ''maximum 
cutting to streams allowed in the Area Guide." 
IDw impacts to fish production are generally 
attributed to the absence of fish-producing 
streams in the proximity of the logging activity 
and/or the use of best management practices (BMPs) 
during timber sale design and layout. Much 
enphasis was placed on · BMPs to minimize the 
potential impacts to fish production. 

An increase in sedilrentation was generally 
recognized as an unavoidable result of roading and 
clearcut harvesting associated with timber sales. 
Nevertheless, these sale documents usually 
concluded that increases in sedilrentation would 
be minor, short-lived, and of little negative 
significance to fish production, especially given 
the use of :BMPs during layout. 

b. Unacceptable inpacts 

Only the Cowee-Davis Timber Sale was described as 
likely to have unacceptable impacts on fish 
production. The decision to pennit adverse 
impacts to streams in the ~e-Davis sale area 
resulted when the forest supervisor selected two 
additional areas for harvesting in order to make 
up a short-fall in timber volume detected during 
layout (~e-Davis Decision Notice 7/14/.83) . 
These harvest areas, referred to as alternatives 
7A and 9A, had been rejected by the IDT because of 
the high risks to Davis, Cowee, and canyon Creeks. 
The possible results of logging Alt 9A include 
"potentially unacceptable impacts on water quality 
and fish habitat n and "very high potential for 
landslides [that would] result in potentially high 
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Table 6. Expected Degree of Impacts to Freshwater Fish Production 
Associated with Log~~g Revealed in 37 Timber Sales 
Prepared Under TIMP 

Expected level 
of Impact 

None or low 

Unacceptable 

Enhanced production 

Uncertain 

Not discussed 

a/ See text for further discussion. 

No. of Timber Sales (% Total Sales) 
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25 (68) 

1 ( 3) 

1 ( 3) 

7 (19) 

3 ( 8) 



adverse effects to Cowee Creek and rearing 
tributaries [and soils and water quality] • 11 The 
expected impacts from logging Alt. 7A included 
high potential of introducing sediment to coho 
rearing streams [with] potentially unacceptable 
impacts on water quality and fish habitat likely 
[including a possible] 50% reduction of coho and 
steelhead rearing capacity to 17 to 19 acres on 
Davis Creek for 2 to 5 years. 11 Also, Alt. 6B, 
which was selected, has "potential [for] 
landslides [which] could impact 8.3 acres of chum, 
pink, coho, and steelhead habitat in lower Davis 
Creek for several years." The selection of addi
tional units to neet timber targets at the likely 
expense of fish production and water quality 
appears to directly contradict the provisions of 
the NFMA and the '!'IMP. 

c. Enhanced production 

The Yakutat Salvage Sale was described as expected 
to enhance fish production. This expectation was 
based on expected low impacts to salm::m spawning 
areas and increased coho rearing habitat resulting 
from the construction of three rearing ponds as 
part of the sale. 

d. Uncertain 

Seven sales (19%) did not clearly specify the 
expected impacts on fish production. These sales 
include FHIP, Angel Lakes, campbell, Bohemia, 
South Wrangell, Granite, and LPK 84-89, all of 
which described logging and/or reading along or 
adjacent to fish habitat. The discussion of 
expected impacts associated with the LPK 84-89 
sale is vague and unclear. The LPK 84-89 EIS 
stressed that quantitative impacts on coho and 
other fisheries could not be estimated. The LPK 
84-89 FA developed proposed maximum guidelines for 
timber harvesting before fisheries impacts were 
likely. (These are discussed in a later section 
of this text in connection with FHMUs. ) Several 
areas were scheduled for clearcutting where these 
guidelines are to be exceeded, which suggests 
impacts are likely. Also, 12 scheduled units were 
described as high potential risks, and 33 units 
were described as noderate potential risks to 
fisheries. · The LPK 84-89 FA described potential 
impacts from logging as 11 insignificant, " 
"short-term," and "minimal" with "no major effect 
on water quality" despite the scheduling of 2,600 
acres of clearcutting in "streamside habitat 
zones". This conclusion in the ED is predicated 
upon i.rrplementation of "special considerations 11 

during harvest unit layout. The 84-89 FA did not 
address carryover units in this impact analysis. 
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e. Irrpacts not discussed 

Three timber sales did not discuss the impacts of 
logging on fish production. These sales include 
the Rynda Island Sale (which has very limited fish 
habitat), the Ketchikan Small Sales and Free-use 
FA (which specified that harvesting within 200 ft 
of a stream course will be considered on a 
case-by-case basis by the district fisheries 
biologist), and the ALP 81-86 EIS. The ALP 81-86 
EIS did indicate that i.Irpacts fran secllirentation 
were expected to be negligible on fish streams on 
the Chatham portion of the sale area but gave no 
further expected i.Irpact for the Chatham Area. No 
discussion of potential impacts of logging on the 
five VCUs on Kuiu Island scheduled for harvest 
under the ALP 81-86 sale was included, despite the 
presence of substantial oammercial fish production 
in these VCUs and the state's request that the FS 
discuss the effects of the preferred alternative 
on the fisheries of East Kuiu (State of Alaska 
comments on DEIS, 12/31/79, printed in FS 1980, p. 
269-278). 

f. Future management direction 

The draft APC 86-90 EIS states, "The cost of 
culverts [on small, higher gradient rearing 
streams] large enough to ensure that all juvenile 
salm::m pass, usually exceeds the value of the 
habitat foregone. The decision to allow this 
effect to occur is based on a site-specific 
examination of the stream. A benefit to cost 
analysis is used to help make the decision • • • 
Resident fish species, primarily Dolly Varden 
char, could be affected to a greater degree than 
coho sal.Iton because there is less econanic value 
associated with these fish. All action 
alternatives have the sam= probability of habitat 
loss occurring due to decisions concerning 
placement of culverts" (FS 1985, p. 4-21 to 4-22). 

We are concerned that the APC 86-90 sale indicates 
that the FS is changing TI.MP policy to reduce fish 
production in favor of timber econanics. The NFMA 

· and associated regulations that were discussed 
previously that prohibit the FS fran "seriously 
and adversely affecting fish production or water 
quality" do not :penni t this protection to be 
foregone by a desire to lower logging costs. 
Neither the TI.MP or the NFMA make any distinction 
between anadrarous and resident fish. Both 
require equal protection. 

2. Retention 
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Only 2 (5%) of 37 timber sales examined provided 
retention to protect fish habitat. The Gilbert Bay EIS 
established a 1,500-acre retention area (including 650 
acres of CFL) on the "SWeetheart Flats" that contained 
several salmJn spawning and rearing streams and the 
head of the Gilbert Bay estuary. The retention 
designation was designed to protect both fish and 
wildlife values. 

The LPK 84-89 EIS established streamside WHMUs (zones 
within 500 ft of streams) and identified that 58% 
(23, 780 acres) of the total old-growth CFL in these 
units "WOuld not be logged during the rotation (to year 
2050). Although these WHMUs were primarily to protect 
wildlife habitat, the arrount of fish habitat retained 
was also analyzed. A total of 121 mi and 8,500 acres 
of streamside CFL fish habitat was designated for 
retention (these figures apparently include inoperable 
as well as operable CFL) • 

The Suemez EA indicated that .1% of the CFL was set 
aside as "fish leave_." No map of this area or other 
discussion was provided in the EA, and Ketchikan Area 
persormel could not provide a location of the fisheries 
retention area. A review of the aerial photos on which 
the retention areas were mapped failed to reveal any 
areas classified as "fish leave. " 

The remaining 95% of the timber sale EDs apparently did 
not classify operable CFL for fisheries retention. 

3. Fish Habitat Management Units (FHMUs) 

The ALP 81-86 EIS and the FHIP, LPK 84-89, East Carroll 
Management Plan, and Suarez EDs identified units called 
FHMUs, fish habitat sensitivity zones (FHSZs), 
sub-FHMUs, or stream habitat zones (SHZs) . These units 
represented the fish habitats and associated forests 
where the IDT felt logging might affect fisheries and 
largely served as the land base upon which the effects 
of logging on fisheries were estimated. Sane 
management prescriptions were also developed for same 
of the units to protect the fisheries values. None of 
these units were mapped in any of the EDs. 

The ALP 81-86 EIS identified FHMU as "an area of fish 
habitat identified during the IDT process as having 
fish values of such :importance that the habitat within 
the management area designated by the IDT is managed 
with fish as the primary resource." A FHSZ was "that 
portion of the FHMU rrost sensitive to disturbance and 
generally requiring special management prescriptions." 
Both FHMU and FHSZ were "areas rrost likely to be 
impacted by timber harvest." Prescription for 
management of FHMUs and FHSZs were not discussed in the 
EIS but left to IDT recommendations on specific cutting 
units. "All units in FHMU will be reviewed and those 
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in FHSZ will be given a thorough evaluation 
on-the-ground before harvest." The ALP 81-86 Sale 
clearcut 3,139 acres in FHMUs and 70 acres in FHSZs. 
The total acreage left unlogged in FHMUs and FHSZs was 
not revealed, and FHMUs and FHSZs were not developed 
for the five VCUs on Kuiu Island, despite the presence 
of substantial fish habitat. 

The Suarez FA developed nonexclusive subhabitat units 
for pink and chum sa.J..non spa'Wl'ling (6%), coho sal.Iron and 
steelhead trout spa'Wl'ling and rearing (26%), Dolly 
Varden and cutthroat trout Spa'Wl'ling and rearing ( 15%) , 
nonfish (53%), and temperature-sensitive stream habitat 
(6%). Figures in parentheses reveal the percentage of 

CFL scheduled for logging in each sul:rFHMU during the 
first entry. A detailed prescriptive plan for each 
sub-FIMJ and identified fish stream was developed in 
the fisheries specialist report. These reccmnendations 
were to be incorporated into the unit layouts. 

The concept of SHZ was developed during the LPK 84-89 
EIS and is defined as side slopes and stream gradients 
of 15% or less (LPK 84-89 Fisheries Specialist Report) . 
Similar SHZs have since been used in the FHIP and 
Carroll Inlet EDs. Impacts evaluated within SHZs 
include total streambank harvest, harvest of 
temperature-sensitive streams, total harvest, miles of 
road construction, and individual clearcut unit risk 
ratings fran none to extreme. 'Ihe following management 
guidelines were established to presumably detennine 
acceptably low impacts to fisheries in the LPK 84-89 
FA: 

1) Maximum first-entry harvest of 30% of total 
streambank. Streambank forests "stabilize the 
streambank, provide IDD [large organic debris] and 
organic nutrients, support insects, and other fish 
foods." Five VCUs were scheduled for harvesting 
where the 30% criterion would be exceeded. 

2) Maximum cumulative harvest of 25% of streambanks 
of temperature-sensitive streams. No harvest was 
proposed where this criterion would be exceeded. 

3) Maximum harvest of 30% within total SHZ for any 
vcu. The FA scheduled harvesting in SHZs in eight 
vcus where this criterion was exceeded. In four 
of these VCUs, previous harvesting had already 
exceeded the addi tiona! one to four percent of the 
total SHZ in the VCU for harvest. In the other 
VCUs, the timber scheduled under the sale ranged 
fran 11 to 30 percent of the total SHZ in the VCU 
and caused the 30% criterion to be exceeded. 

4) Maximum road density of 1.5 road miles/mi
2 

in 
total SHZ for any VCU. Six VCUs were roaded where 
this criterion was exceeded. 
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In the LPK 84-89 sale FA, units and roads -were not 
changed when the proposed maximum guidelines were 
exceeded. Instead, when analysis revealed that the 
guidelines were being exceeded, a statement of 
justification was included indicating that exceeding 
the guidelines would not impact water quality and fish 
production. In particular, one statement of 
justification was that clearcuts 15 years of age or 
older -were no longer to be considered openings along 
streambanks but would function instead like a forest 
for the purposes of the guidelines (rnarorandum fran 
Winn Green, Ketchikan Area forest surervisor, to Robert 
Grogan, associate director, Division of Governmental 
COOrdination, State of Alaska, 10/31/84). It is not 
certain that 15-year-old clearcuts can make significant 
oontributions of large woody debris (IM>) into the 
stream system or significantly shade larger streams 
fran the stmmer sun when wann temperatures are rrost 
critical. 

The East Carroll Inlet Managerrent Plan FA used SHZs 
with the same cumulative effects analysis as the LPK 
84-89 FA. In this case, the selected alternative did 
not exceed any of the above guidelines. It should be 
noted, however, that the guidelines applied to the 
average of all streams in the managerrent area (K35). 
Harvest or reading along streambanks and within SHZ 
oould exceed the maximum guidelines on an individual 
watershed or stream tributary and oonsequently impact 
fish production. These site-specific impacts oould not 
be detected when using an average harvest or reading 
intensity over a number of VCUs. 

Regarding the East Carrol Inlet Managerrent Plan EA, the 
state specifically requested that cumulative streamside 
cutting along fish streams identified as temperature 
sensitive should not exceed a total of 25% of the 
streamside vegetation of each "individual stream" 
(emphasis added) (merorandum~ran Robert Grogan, 
associate director, Division of Governmental 
COOrdination, State of Alaska, to Winn Green, Ketchikan 
Area forest surervisor, 6/5/85). Individual streams 
are apparently considered by the FS when using the 
following guidelines for temperature-sensitive streams: 

1) a maximum of 3,000 ft of streamside harvest in any 
one clearcut, and 

2) a maxinrum of 1,000 ft of streamside harvest on 
south and -west sides of any stream in any unit 
(merorandums fran Winn Green, Ketchikan Area 
forest surervisor, to Robert Grogan, associate 
director, Division of Governmental Coordination, 
State of Alaska, 10/31/84 and Winn Green to Robert 
Grogan, 7/10/84). 
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The FHIP FA siropl y addressed SHZ in tenns of acres cut 
(not percentages) for ccmparisons of alternatives. 

Only 3 other (11%) sales identified specific FHMUs. 
'lllese three sales include the Gilbert Bay retention 
zone discussed in the previous section, the Nesbitt 
Sale FA, which identified FHMUs along the south side of 
'b.u temperature sensitive fish streams (including 'b.u 
lakes and a total of about 8. 5 mi of stream) , and the 
campbell Sale FA, which identified two FHMUs (a 97-acre 
:portion of Frank Creek and a 159-acre :portion of Tan's 
Creek that contained Tom's Lake and a braided stream 
area). No logging was scheduled in the Nesbitt FHMUs 
and "any [future] timber harvest within [these] FHMUs 
will be carefully controlled to prevent stmmer water 
temperature increases. " The campbell Sale FA provided 
no direction for managing the FHMUs and will clearcut 
14 acres of the Frank Creek FHMU. 

In sumnary, instead of all timber sales EDs developing 
FHMUs, only 8 (22%) sales actually did this, and only 
three to five developed a prescriptive plan for these 
units depending on the interpretation of this 
requirement. 

4. Deferral (Post:ponement) of Logging in Areas with High 
Fisheries Values 

The practice of deferring logging in sensitive areas 
until later in the rotation is discussed in detail in 
the wildlife section. This practice was also used to 
protect certain fisheries areas (Table 7). Same 
important areas where logging was not deferred are 
shown in Table 5. 

5. Use of Best Management Practices 

As indicated in the previous section on i.nq:>acts to fish 
production, the use of BMPs has been envisioned as 
playing a major role in min:imizing i.nq:>acts on fish 
production and water quality to an acceptable level. 
'lllis section discusses management practices referred to 
in timber-sale-related EDs that are to be implemented 
to protect fish habitat. 

a. Retention of Buffer strips 

Retaining a zone of forest timber in its natural 
condition along fish streams is a widespread 
management practice that was probably implemented 
to sane degree in rrost timber sales in streamside 
habitat zones or during unit lay-out on the 
ground. Buffer strips were often used to maintain 
standing timber between clearcuts, roads, and rock 
pits. Buffer strip retention is one :possible 
prescription for FHMUs, however only about 9 of 37 
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Table 7. Areas of High Fisheries Values Postp::>ned fran IDgging 
(Excluding Identified Retention Areas) 

Sale 

campbell 

Totem 

Bohemia 

Mitkof Flyer 

ALP 81-86 

Area 

Tan Creek 

castle River VCU 435 (until TLMP revision) 

Major tributary of Tunehean Creek 
(including road building along a sensitive 
p::>rtion) 

cathedral Falls Creek 

ca. 2,000-acre p::>rtion of Blind Slough -
Blind River watershed (until TLMP 
revision) 

South Ann, Kelp Bay 
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timber sale EDs specifically prescribed retention 
of buffer strips. Widths of buffer strips ranged 
fran a thin strip of riparian alder and 
urnnerchantable trees to buffers exceeding 400 ft 
in width. Their application ranged fran use on 
rrost fish streams to use only along the most 
sensitive streams. Buffer strips were naintained 
around portions of Sitkoh Lake by requiring 
logging to salvage only blowdown and to leave the 
standing timber (Corner Bay EA) • 

Despite the use of ruffer strips, clearcutting to 
the edge of the streambank is ' also a ccmron 
forestry practice. Over 40 mi of streambanks 
along fish streams were scheduled to be clearcut 
in 10 timber sale EDs that discussed streambank 
harvest or provided naps depicting streambank 
harvest. This includes the LPK 84-89 EA, which 
plans to harvest 17. 3 mi of streambank along 
catalogued ana.drcJIDus fish streams. Recent 
research is indicating that logging along 
streambanks nay result in a decrease in rearing 
habitat, with subsequent lower production of 
rearing srrolts, such as coho sal.non (ADFG 1985a). 
Moreover, evidence suggests that clearcut harvest 
of streambank forests deprives the stream of 
future sources of 1M>, thus impacting rearing 
habitat for a long tine. These findings indicate 
potentially serious consequences to fisheries 
production as a result of streambank harvest 
(ibid.). 

Presently' ruffer strips have no pe:rmanent 
protection fran future clearcutting. The need to 
readdress ruffer strip nanagem:mt and the practice 
of clearcutting streambanks is evident. 

b. Debris nanagement 

Managem:mt of instream debris is directly related 
to buffer strip nanagem:mt because buffer strips 
serve as potential sources of INID. Recent 
research has documented that woody debris in 
streams naintains the stability of the stream, 
provides cover and nutrients, and creates 
fish-rearing habitat (ibid.) • It can act 
negatively if it blocks sal.non migration or 
reduces spawning habitat, although I.NlD nay be 
extremely important in stabilizing spawning 
reaches. Policies toward nanagement of debris in 
streams have changed since 1979 as a result of 
on-going research. The importance of I.NlD for fish 
production was not widely recognized when nany of 
the timber sale EDs were prepared. The standard 
practice of requiring logging debris that falls 
into streams to be rexooved within 24 or 48 hours 
is being reevaluated, and guidelines are being 
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developed to manage debris that results from 
logging as well as natural debris or debris that 
results from blowdown (FS 1984b). The greatest 
challenge to debris management is the development 
of guidelines that provide a consistent approach 
but that also provide flexibility to tailor 
management to the specific physical and 
hydrological characteristics of each stream. 
Based on research to date, retaining a buffer 
strip may be the rrost feasible and reliable xrethod 
to ensure that natural IWD will be available on a 
long-tenn basis. 

Clean-out of natural debris from streams is 
generally not being pennitted without fish 
biologist input. Exarrples of this include the 
Yakutat Salvage Sale, which required that trees 
that were blown down in salrron streams be left 
unless they block fish passage; the Comer Bay EA, 
which required that blowdown be left in Si tkoh 
Lake; the Hareshore Blowdown EA, which stated that 
blowdown in Humpy Creek would be selectively 
marked for renoval; and the LPK 84-89 EA, which 
specified that stream clean-out would be done only 
if fish habitat can be maintained or improved. 

Tl'1t: LPK 84-89 FA was the only one of the 37 EDs 
that specified a need to consider INID management 
when clearcutting next to streams. Measures 
proposed included reserving certain trees as 
future sources of IWD and falling standing timber 
into streams to improve rearing capacity. It is 
unclear how widespread these practices will be 
during the course of the sale. 

'1\t.o sales have emphasized the need to clean wind
thrown timber from V-notches. In the Corner Bay 
EA, the cleaning of debris in V-notches is to be 
accarpmied by soil revegetation neasures. No 
collection of Y::Y rronies to accanplish this work 
was written into the sale contract, however. In 
the Hareshore EA, additional stream-cleaning costs 
for V-notches in one unit were to be provided for 
in the sale. 

c. Timing clauses 

The use of timing clauses to restrict 
logging-related activities in or adjacent to 
streams in order to avoid critical periods in the 
life cycle of fish (e.g., salrron migration or 
spawning, egg incubation) is a potentially 
valuable tool for reducing impacts to fish 
production. Timing clauses generally serve to 
reduce the risks that expected or tmexpected 
impacts to water quality would pose to fish 
production. 
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Based on an examination of timber sale EDs it 
appears that the use of timing clauses for 
fisheries protection is limited. Only 7 (19%) of 
37 timber sales specified the use of timing 
clauses, and at least two of these sales have not 
implemented them. No mention of timing clauses 
was found in the LPK 84-89 EDs or the ALP 81-86 
EIS. [Note: Timing clauses for fish habitat 
protection are used as standard practice on unit 
release cards in the Ketchikan Area, according to 
the FS (marorandum fran Michael A. Barton, 
regional forester, to ADF&G Gammissioner Don 
Collinsworth, 1/22/860.] 

A sumnary of the use of timing clauses discussed 
in EAS is presented below: 

1) South Wrangell 

The South Wrangell EA specifies "construction 
of road 6270 which parallels Fools Creek on 
steep terrain and the bridge crossing on this 
stream and Thanas Creek would require a 
timing restriction" and that "instream 
construction activities should be managed to 
minimize siltation during the period July 15 
thru May 15." Methods to reduce erosion 
control along a section of road 6270 directly 
above Fools Creek included "possible end 
hauling of excavation and/ or pranpt erosion 
control work." The sensitivity of this area 
to erosion and potential fisheries damage and 
the need for special management prescriptions 
was recognized and documented by the :ror; 
subsequent district and supervisory office 
(SO) soil, hydrology, fish, and wildlife 
specialists, and the district ranger. 
Nevertheless, timing clauses were 
deliberately emitted during SO review because 
the staff felt they could becane too burden
sene for the potential road contractor 
(Richard K. Kohrt, Wrangell district ranger, 
pers. ccmn., 2/15/85). Instead the Stikine 
SO decided to designate the area as a 
"sensitive area" in the preroading contract. 
This designation was inadvertently neglected 
when the preroading contract was prepared, 
partly because the contract was prepared in 
the extremely short t:ilre period of four or 
five days (mem::>randum with enclosure fran 
John Hughes, Stikine Area forest supervisor, 
to the staff and district rangers, 10/14/82). 
The outcane was that none of the protective 
measures cited in the FA were ever 
implemented, including end hauling of 
excavated material. The result was high 
sed:inent loads dumped into Fools Creek along 
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with large rocks and woody debris fran 
overshot rock pits at the tine when salrcon 
were spawning in the stream. 

Among the impacts described during field 
inspections are the following: 

The upper [water quality rronitoring 
station] was alrcost destroyed by falling 
rock fran the road ReM blasting 
activities 500 feet uphill fran the 
opposite creek bank the station is 
located on. We found rocks up to a foot 
long in the creek and on both its banks 
[as well as tree limbs] • 

[On Aug. 26 during a rroderate rain 
shower] I watched the contractor 1 s crew 
dig a ditch across the road to keep a 
stream fran washing out a portion of it. 
This water then.ran across the road over 
and through the sidecast material at the 
road 1 s edge before entering Fool 1 s Creek 
200 feet downslope . . . I walked to the 
downstream water quality rroni toring 
station and found Fool 1 s Creek running 
water alrcost as heavily silted as the 
water running across the road. I could 
only see the pink salrcon in the creek 
when they approached within a couple of 
inches of the water surface. I visited 
the· upstream water quality site (above 
rrost of the road runoff) and found the 
creek running clear . • • The fish are 
in the creek in large m.nnbers (5000+) 
and are spawning or have spawned . . . 
Virtually all the spawning gravels in 
Fools Creek are being impacted by the 
road (narorandum fran Kent Russel, FS 
fish biologist, Wrangell ranger 
district, to the district ranger, 8/9/82 
and 9/2/82). 

The FS conducted a field review of the 
situation on Sept. 1, 1982, and documented 
the problems associated with this section of 
the South Wrangell road system. The ADF&G 
was also notified of the problem. The end 
result was that the road surface was capped 
with canpetent rock and exposed banks were 
successfully seeded to where by 1985 the road 
posed no unusual sedinent problems to Fools 
Creek (Richard K. Kohrt, Wrangell district 
ranger, pers. carm:, 2/15/85). Although 
catastrophic siltation impacts such as Fools 
Creek are likely relatively uncamon, the 
need to pay stricter attention to 
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environmental concerns when preparing pre
reading contracts is evident. The Stikine 
Area's policy regarding the iroplenentation of 
timing clauses reccmnended by the IDT is not 
clear. The South Wrangell Review Team 
addressed this issue and concluded, ''We have 
had a taste of ' sensitive' versus C clause 
timing restrictions. We recanrend the 
incorporation of well thought out timing 
clauses in all future contracts involving 
protection of fish habitat. Because of the 
high cost associated with timing clauses, we 
recarmend they be used only after all other 
alternatives have been considered (mennrandum 
with enclosure fran John Hughes, Stikine Area 
forest supervisor, to the staff and district 
rangers, 10/14/82)." 

2) other Stikine Area timing clauses 

A contract clause with a timing restriction 
has been incorporated in the Todahl Sale 
contract in response to the FA stipulation 
that "activities within 100 feet of Todahl 
Creek would be tined to minimize adverse 
effects on fish and water quality" (Jim 
Franzel, FS fish and wildlife staff officer, 
Petersburg ranger district, pers. carm., Feb. 
1985). This sale has not yet "been 
administered. 

The Bohemia Sale FA similarly required that 
the "annual operating schedule for timber and 
roads will be reviewed by fisheries biolo
gists to coordinate timing operations to 
minimize adverse effects to fish and water 
quality." No timing restrictions were placed 
on the "preroa.ding" construction (ibid.). 
However, a rechannelization of an upper 
tributary of Big Creek was restricted to 
periods of tine when the stream did not 
exceed a certain flow level. This restric
tion, which was developed by FS hydrologists 
and fisheries biologists and reviewed and 
approved by ADF&G biologists, has been 
successfully incorporated into the 
"preroa.ding" contract (ibid.). 

The PRD Small Sale FA "prohibited logging 
fran April 1 to June 1 on beaches where 
herring spawn." The intent of the FA has 
apparently been fulfilled in that no small 
sales along beaches have yet been scheduled 
where the· ADF&G has identified herring 
spawning areas (ibid.) • 

3) Chatham Area 
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The Juneau Ranger District has incorporated 
timing clauses into roth the Yakutat Salvage 
Sale and the Yakutat Blowdown #2 Sale. The 
placement of drainage structures during road 
construction was restricted to the period May 
15 to July 15, in keeping with the stated 
intent of the EA. It has furthe:rnore been 
the Juneau Ranger District's practice to 
enforce this restriction to the point of 
shutting down operations during tirre periods 
not specified in the EA (Jack Blackwell, 
Juneau district ranger, pers. ccmn. , February 
1985) • 

Timing clauses were inserted into a contract 
for construction of the Kadashan road to 
restrict vehicle crossing prior to bridge 
construction on b.u fish streams. However, 
FS biologists are generally cautious in 
reccmnending inclusion of timing· clauses in 
contracts because of possible effects on road 
building costs. Any such recommendations 
can, nevertheless, be accepted or not, by 
sale administrators. On the Chatham Area, 
sale administrators also retain authority to 
pennit contract deviations: however, district 
ranger review and approval is required. The 
FS notes that general timing restrictions are 
sanetirres not implemented due to poor 
docl.mentation in EDs, poor judgement by 
contract administrators, or lack of adequate 
fish run timing (menorandum, Michael A. 
Barton, regional forester, to ADF&G 
Commissioner Don Collinsworth, 1/22/86) . 

The Port Houghton EA identified a potential 
timing restriction to store logs in upland 
areas during herring spawning and incubation 
if leachates fran log rafts affected herring 
habitat. The ADF&G questioned whether the FS 
\\Uuld have an adequate troni toring program to 
detect whether leachates were in fact 
affecting herring habitat. 

4) bridge reconstruction 

Several bridge reconstruction · EA5 specified 
timing clauses. These include the following 
EA specifications: 

Any \\Urk within the wetted perirreter of 
Yatuk Creek will have to take place at a 
tiire when fishery habitat impacts are 
acceptable as d.ete:rmined by Forest 
Service Fish Biologists (EA pertaining 
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to permanent replacem:nt of four bridges 
on the Thorne Bay District - June 1982) • 

No equiprent will operate in the wetted 
perimeter of the four project sites 
during terrporary bridge re.rroval or 
permanent bridge construction. Any work 
which is later detennined necessary and 
is within the wetted perimeter will have 
to take place at a time when fishery 
habitat inpacts are acceptable as 
dete:rmined and approved by the Thome 
Bay District Ranger • • • bridge rercoval 
should preferably cx::cur fran May 15 to 
August 1 to minimize impacts to the 
fisheries resource. If accarplishing 
the work is not feasible during this 
time period, work can cx::cur at any time 
with prior approval of the District 
Ranger (FA pertaining to replacerent of 
four bridges in the Whale Pass Area of 
Thorne Bay - 4/4/84). 

The Wrangell Ranger District has. also 
successfully used timing clauses on bridge 
reconstruction (Richard K. Kohrt, Wrangell 
district ranger, pers. ccmn., 2/15/85) . 
However, timing clauses were not specified in 
the Thome Bay FA for replacerent of bridges 
on Hatchery Creek, IDgjam Creek, and Dog 
Sal.non Creek. Also, no timing restrictions 
were placed on bridge reconstruction on 
stream #106-42-03 in the Zarembo Lake Salvage 
FA, despite the state reccnmendation that 
timing restrictions be used to avoid peak use 
by migrating and spawning sal.non. 

5) SUnmary 

Sarewhat less than 15% of the timber sales 
have apparently used timing clauses to 
protect fish habitat. It is evident the FS 
is presently exercising considerable 
discretion to allCM fish biologists, sale 
administrators, district rangers, or other 
staff personnel to nodify or eliminate timing 
clauses specified or reccntrended in final 
EDs. 

d. CUlvert and bridge standards 

Little discussion of culvert and bridge standards 
appeared in timber sale EDs. Apparently the 
practice of assuring fish passage when installing 
culverts and bridges had becane so widespread that 
it was not a fcx::us of envirornnental analysis 
during the 1979-1985 period. The Yakutat Salvage 
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EA stated that 11 adequate cross drains must be 
provided to maintain natural runoff patterns to 
small ephemeral streams along road corridors. 11 

The Mitkof Flyer FA specified that "roadside 
drainages will not be ditched directly into fish 
streams • • • Settling ponds or ditching into 
muskegs will be errployed where applicable. " 

e. Stream terrperature guidelines 

Streamside timber plays an important role in 
reducing excessively high stream terrperatures 
during sumter periods with hot weather 
(ADFG 1985a). Raroval of this timber by logging 
prcmJtes higher stream temperatures, which, 
together with low water flows, can result in 
anoxic conditions that kill fish. In 1979, for 
example, during a period of prolonged hot wea
ther, an estimated 30, 000 to 40, 000 unspawned pink 
salm:m died in the intertidal area of extensively 
logged Staney Creek (maoorandum fran Karl Hof
neister, ADF&G fishery biologist, Ketchikan, to 
J. Doug Jones, ADF&G fishery biologist, Juneau, 
9/6/84). The extensive raooval of timber along 
streambanks is believed to have been a factor in 
the extent of the nortality. 

Eight (22%) of 37 EDs discussed 
temperature-sensitive streams with respect to 
increased sumter terrperatures (Table 8) • Protec
tion of these streams ranged from retention or 
postponement of logging streambank timber to 
clearcutting up to 25% of the streambank timber 
(apparently the maxinn.mt cutting reccmnended under 
current regional guidelines) . Planting of ripa
rian browse along temperature sensitive streams is 
discussed in the section entitled 11 Second Growth 
Management. " 

f. other neasures 

It appears that it has been standard practice for 
the FS to provide fish streams with either primary 
or secondary protection. This protection is 
covered under a regional policy C6.51. General 
measures to protect primary streams include 
directional falling and yarding of timber away 
fran the stream or full suspension of logs yarded 
over streams. The Suanez FA required full 
suspension over braided stream channels. 

other specific neasures used in individual sale 
include the following: 

1) winter logging al~~treams - The PRD Small 
Sales FA has scheduled sare winter logging 
along fish streams requiring frozen ground 
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Table 8. Protection of Temperature Sensitive Streams ( tss) Discussed in 
Timber Sale EDs 

Sale Discussion I protection measures 

LPK 84-89 Guidelines allow cutting up to 25% of the 
streambank forest on tss in a 15-year period 
(actually scheduled 1. 7 mi to harvest) 

Suanez No degradation of two tss anticipa.ted due to 
application of tss requirements on two streams 

South Shaheen (FHIP) 

Angel Lake 

Granite 

Nesbitt 

Bohemia 

PRO small sales 

Identified three tss 

Limit logging on tss; plant ripa.rian browse 

Listed clearcut units near tss (cut .15 miles 
of such streambanks) 

Scheduled no harvest on south side of tss in 
FHMUs 

Followed RlO guidelines for timber harvesting 
tss streams 

Protect tss Blind Slough (state concern); FS 
felt they met this concern with the selected 
alternative 
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and snow conditions. The specifications of 
at least one of these winter sales were 
changed to drop the requirement for snow 
after consultation with the ADF&G (Jim 
Franzel, FS fish and wildlife staff officer, 
Petersburg ranger district, pers. carm., 
February 1985). The PRD has also used winter 
tractor yarding to salvage windthrown timber 
along sal.Iron streams in Blind Slough and 
Farragut Bay with little apparent soil 
disturbance. Two clearC\;lts along Cowee Creek 
have been designed to require tractor yarding 
with frozen ground and 12 inches of snow in 
keeping with the Cowee-Davis FA. 

2) channel relocation - This has been designed 
for an upper tributary of Big Creek in the 
Bohemia Sale to nove the stream away fran the 
proposed road right-of~ay and minimize 
sedimentation problems. 

3) dispersing runoff - The Yakutat Salvage EA 
stated that skid trails 'WOuld be located 
perpendicular to local surface drainageways 
in order to disperse runoff. 

4) reading in wetlands - The Cowee-Davis FA 
specified that, for selected alternative SA 
along Cowee Creek, a "high profile road 'WOuld 
be constructed with 2-3 feet of 1-to 1!-foot 
diameter coarse rocks capable of transrni tting 
relatively large flows." Also that "culvert 
or bridge placE!lreilts 'WOuld occur at maximum 
200 foot spacings. " 

5) soil revegetation and __ ~~osion mitigation 
measures - In evaluating timber sale EAs, it 
is evident that nurrerous SAAG and ARG 
measures are being considered throughout the 
Tongass. These rreasures include grass 
seeding (and sometimes fertilizing) of 
exposed soils along roadsides, in V-notches, 
and in clearcuts; layout considerations, such 
as road locations avoiding steep areas, 
uphill yarding, directional falling, split 
lines on V-notches, and multiple settings; 
stockpiling overburden fran rock pits for 
future use; prohibiting blasting on steep 
slopes when the soil is saturated; 
end-hauling (as opposed to sidecasting) 
material in cut banks; and use of partial or 
full suspension in yarding. Use of Grabinski 
or short-skyline yarding systems to obtain 
log suspension on areas with steep, shallow 
soils is a feasible practice specified in a 
number of timber sales (e.g., Toncan, 
Cowee-Davis) • 
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6) barging - Direct barging, as opposed to 
rafting, can reduce impacts to estuarine 
areas. Barging was considered and not 
selected in the Port Houghton and South 
Wrangell sales. It has been used or selected 
as the log transfer nethod for the 
Cowee-Davis, South Windham, Hareshore 
Blowdown, and Couverden sales. The Port 
Houghton EA considered it as a nethod to 
reduce impacts to herring spawning areas. 
The South Windham EA selected barging in 
order to protect king crab habitat and an 
important anchorage. 

6. Second-growth management 

The chief second-growth management proposals revealed 
in timber sale EDs for fisheries have included planting 
of streamside vegetation (discussed in the Wildlife 
section) and streambank stabilization. 

The LPK 84-89 and East Carroll Inlet EDs were the only 
two sale EDs where we found a stated intent to use a 
variety of· measures to stabilize streams that were to 
be clearcut · without buffer strips along the banks. 
Management procedures that. may be implemented include 
grass seeding, planting shrubs, installing gabions or 
dropping logs into the streams to improve rearing 
habitat. Projects to investigate the potential for 
adding I..WD to streams are also being considered on 
Prince of Wales Island (Ken Thanpsen, FS fish and 
Wildlife staff officer, Ketchikan Area, pers. cann., 
March 1985). 

7. NFMA - Indicator Species 

The only carpleted timber sale ED we reviewed that 
discussed fish species as MIS was the LPK 84-89 EIS, 
which identified coho sal.Iron as a "primary MIS. " The 
reasons for selecting the coho sal.Iron are stated, and 
each alternative is evaluated in tenns of potential 
impacts on this species. A monitoring plan was 
developed that will employ one or two level 3 and 4 
fisheries surveys both before and after the sale to 
measure the effects of the sale activity on coho 
habitat. The subsequent project level 84-89 LPK EA did 
not appear to address coho as a MIS, however, in its 
evaluation of the sale impacts. 

8. Wetlands and Floodplains 

It appears from a review of timber sale EDs that only 
the LPK 84-89 EIS has attempted to define wetlands and 
floodplains in keeping with the E.O.s and address the 
requirements of Sec 2 (a) • 
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There is no standard forestwide classification method 
for identifying "floodplains" or "wetlands. " 
Consequently there is no standard approach in timber 
sale planning to identifying lands that fall under 
Executive Orders 11988 and 11990. Virtually every 
timber sale ED provided no documentation that 
"construction activities" were pe:rmitted only when "no 
practical alternative" existed and "all practicable 
methods to minimize hann to wetlands" were incorp:>rated 
into the proposed action. A1 though attention was given 
to fish and other habitat values associated with 
wetlands, well over half the EDs did not discuss 
wetland protection in relation to E. 0. requirements. 

It is essential that a land classification method be 
developed and "wetlands" and "floodplains" be given 
standard, forestwide definitions if a meaningful and 
orderly implementation of E.O.s for "Protection of 
Wetlands" and "Floodplain Management" is to occur on 
the 'lbngass NF. It should be emphasized that 
protection of wetlands and floodplains benefits many 
wildlife species as well as fish species. 

9. CUmulative Effects and Harvest Scheduling in Watersheds 

Only three timber sale EDs appeared to address the 
effect of past cutting on water quality or fish 
habitat. The Nesbitt Timber Sale FA developed an 
Integrated Drainage Sensitivity Analysis to dete:rmine 
the mnnber of acres that can be harvested while still 
protecting water quality (and fisheries). This 
preliminary analysis method provided a franavork for 
addressing the total anount of CFL that should be cut 
in a given drainage at any point in time and how 
logging could be scheduled over the rotation in order 
to maintain water quality and fish production. The 
method has proved too canplex to use for timber sale 
planning and has apparently not been used for planning 
other timber sales (Jim Kimbal, FS fish and wildlife 
staff officer, Stikine Area, pers. ccmn., 2/12/85) . 

The LPK 84-89 FA and Carroll Inlet Management Plan FA 
both addressed past and proposed cutting along 
streambanks and in SHZs in evaluating the effects of 
timber harvest on fish production. Guidelines for 
dete:rmining impacts on fish production apparently 
considered clearcuts less than 15 years of age, as well 
as proposed cutting. Life-of-rotation harvest 
schedules were developed for 12 management areas in the 
LPK 84-89 EIS. It is not known if these logging 
schedules were designed to be canpatible with the needs 
to maintain water quality and fish production. A 
standard rrodel for estimating the effects of 
total-rotation harvesting "WOuld be helpful in ensuring 
that clearcut scheduling is canpatible with water 
quality and fishery needs. 
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10. Fish Habitat Enhancement 

During the first five years of TI.MP ~lementation, a 
number of fish enhancement projects were developed and 
~lemented by the FS. 

In the Ketchikan Area, the major projects fran 1980 
through 1984 were a gabion fishway constructed on 
Hatchery Creek, reconstruction of the Bakewell fishway, 
a steep pass constructed on Sunny Creek, four years of 
fertilization on l-k:Donald and Hugh Smith Lakes, and 
clearing, rehabilitating, and maintaining spawning 
gravel on Fish Creek near Hyder (Ken Thanpsen, FS fish 
and wildlife staff officer, Ketchikan Area, pers. 
cann., March 1985). Projects that are scheduled for 
future ~lementation or project design include several 
new fish passes, lake and stream stockings, 
construction of spawning channels for chums, rearing 
and spawning stream habitat ~rovement projects, and 
additional lake fertilization. 

The Stikine Area during FY 80-84 canpleted a 40' steep 
pass on Dean Creek and a vertical slot fishladder on 
Irish Creek (Jim Franzel, FS fish and wildlife staff 
officer, Petersburg ranger district, February 1985). 
During that time, they also studied and developed final 
fish pass designs for a ntmlber of other streams. The 
current Stikine Area fishery enhancement plans schedule 
construction of fish passes on Upper Keku, Slippery, 
St. Johns, and Slo-Duc creeks between FY85 and FY88. 
Other projects canpleted included grass seeding of a 
coho sal.non p:md on the Fast Fork of the Bradfield 
River and debris raroval of windthrown trees in a 
sal.non stream. 

The Juneau Ranger District fish ~rovement projects 
have consisted of 11 coho-rearing enhancement projects 
(rrostly ditch construction to p::>nds for fry access and 
rearing) plus 2 spawning enhancement and 3 stream 
debris and barrier raroval projects in the Yakutat 
Area. Projects around Juneau include construction of 
MJraine Lake trickle dams and an Indian Lake 
cooperative coho fry-rearing project. Future projects 
include Dredge Lake coho stocking and a prop::>sed 
fishway on Negro Creek (Dave Browning, FS fish 
biologist, Juneau ranger district, pers. ccmn., March 
1985). Fish enhancement work has also been scheduled 
through the Yakutat Salvage Sale and Blowdown #2 Sale. 
Four coho-rearing p::>nds with islands for waterfowl use 
are to be constructed fran borrow pits. The edges and 
islands are to be planted with grass, forbs, willows, 
and/or emergent vegetation where necessary. (~ of 
these have been constructed to date, one of which 
failed because of drainage problems [Jack Blackwell, 
Juneau district ranger, pers. ccmn., February 1985]). 
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The Hoonah and Sitka ranger districts have c~leted 
the following fisheries enhancements projects: 
construction of two fish ladders each in Corner Creek, 
and Kizhuchia Creek; fertilization of Fall Lake and 
Redoubt Lake to benefit sockeye spawning; removal of 
logjams fran outlets of two lakes and four streams; 
removal of five deteriorating bridges; removal of 
wind thrown trees fran three streams; experimental 
felling of whole conifers into lakes to provide rearing 
habitat; and experimental limbing of blowdown debris to 
pram:Jte natural renoval of logjams (Unpubl. FS repts. 
Annual wildlife and fisheries report, Chatham Area, FY 
80, 81, 82, 83, and. 84) • The experimental limbing 
efforts have been judged largely unsuccessful and will 
require nOOification to be effective mitigative 
rreasures. 

Most, if not all, of the fish enhancement projects have 
been reviewed and coordinated with ADF&G and/ or with 
regional aquaculture associations. SOme of the 
enhancement projects are cooperative projects with the 
ADF&G, especially those that involve stocking fish 
(e.g., the Irish Creek fishway required coho salrcon 
stocking because the stream was naturally without 
salrcon because of a barrier at its nouth) . 

c. General Measures for Fish and Wildlife 

'!his section discusses the use of uneven-aged timber harvest 
methods, extended rotations, and protection of CFL on 
oversteepened slopes to protect fish and wildlife habitat 
values. 

1. Use of Harvest Systems Other than Clearcutting 

a. As required 

The ARG (FS 1984a) states that "even-aged harvest 
cutting methods are prescribed for all [forest 
types] , except where uneven-aged management is 
needed to meet other resource objectives. 
Clearcutting ••• will be used •.. · only where 
such a practice is detennined to be optinuml to 
meet the objectives and requirements of the Forest 
Plan and can be carried out in a manner consistent 
with [protection of other resources] and 
regeneration of the timber resource. [Harvest 
methods] will not be chosen primarily because they 
will yield the greatest dollar return or the 
greatest amount of timber, although these factors 
will be considered (p. 3-15)." '!his policy is 
largely a restatement of the NFMA (U.S. Statutes 
90:2954). 

b. As :ilrq;>lemented 
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Only 6 (16%) of 37 timber sales prepared since the 
'I'IJo1P that ~ evaluated specified harvest methods 
other than clearcutting, and only 2 of these sales 
harvested a. substantial portion of the sale volmne 
using partial cutting (Table 9). 

About 80% of the acreage logged under the PRO 
Small Sales FA employs a partial-cut harvest 
method. These sales select for windthrown, dead, 
defective, and dying trees, although other trees, 
especially spruce, are added to improve the 
econanics of the sales. SUch logging is located 
where timber stands border logging roads 
throughout rrcst of the PRO, outside the ALP 81-86 
sale area, and along beach-fringe forests 
bordering saltwater. Partial cuts along beach 
fringe are to retain 80% of the trees, a measure 
that the FS believes will provide adequate nesting 
habitat for eagles and have less impacts on deer 
and rrcose winter habitat than clearcutting. 
Although this type of ·logging has been 
denonstrated to be a viable harvest method, it has 
been largely restricted to within 1,000 ft from 
roads or water access. The FA did not indicate 
that stands selected for partial cutting will be 
pennanently managed as uneven-aged stands. 
Instead, these stands may be clearcut at a later 
date. 

The Yakutat Salvage Sale was rrcdified during 
layout to harvest alx>ut 40% of the acres by 
partial cutting. This was an attempt to try to 
maintain sane forested canopy, while salvaging 
windthrown timber in areas where partial bl~ 
occurred. Retaining standing timber in areas of 
blowdown harvest was viewed as a measure to 
mitigate impacts to wildlife and other resources. 
The implementation of partial cutting has been 
technically feasible; however, standing timber in 
and along clearcuts has continued to blow down, 
making the long-tenn maintenance of the partial 
cut stands uncertain (Jack Blackwell, Juneau 
district ranger, and Forrest Cole, FS timber staff 
officer, Juneau ranger district, pers. ccmn. , 
February 1985). By contrast, the Yakutat Blowdown 
#2 Sale prepared only a minor acreage for partial 
cutting, although resource considerations ~re 
apparently similar. 

The Granite Timber Sale FA proposed to manage 
alx>ut 30 acres of forest in braided stream 
channels by partial cutting 25% of the stand at 
each of four 25-year intervals. This was proposed 
as a measure to test the use of partial cutting on 
maintaining bank stability. A running skyline 
with lateral yarding capability was to be 
ercq:>loyed, and one unit was logged using this 
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Table 9. Timber Sales and Managerrent Area Analysis Since '!'IMP that Have 
Prescribed Partial-cut Harvest Methods 

Enviromnental 
Document 

ALP 81-86 

LPK 84-89 EIS 
(MAA for K08) 

PRO Small Sales 

Granite 

Yakutat Salvage 

Yakutat Blowdown #2 

% of Sale 

4/467 units 

0a! 

79% of acres 
harvested 

2% of acres 
harvested 

42% of acres 
harvested 

2% of acres 
harvested 

Reason for Partial Cut 

Soil or visual protection 

Protect Honker Divide canoe 
route and recreation area 

Not given 

Protect stream stabilityb/ 

Maintain standing timber 
while salvaging blowdown 

Maintain standing timber 
while salvaging blowdown 

a/ Selective harvest was proposed for future sales in an area specified 
in the EIS. 

b I This was done mainly as a research exercise to dete:rmine its 
feasibility (Richard K. Kohrt, Wrangell district ranger, pers. ccmn., 
2/15/85) • 
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method. However, because of insufficient 
deflection, lateral yarding capability was not 
achieved. As a result, the unit was essentially 
strip cut, rather than uniformly partial cut (Dave 
Rak, FS soil scientist, Wrangell ranger district, 
pers. camm., 2/15/85). 

The second unit on the Granite Sale was later 
scheduled for clearcutting when it was discovered 
during layout that the stand was not on an active 
floodplain as the !Ul' had assumed (Richard K. 
Kohrt, Wrangell district ranger, pers. carm., 
2/15/85) . 

Four units in the ALP 81-86 sale were planned for 
partial harvest to protect either soil or visual 
resources. All these units are to be noni to red to 
detennine results, and considerable effort has 
been spent to prepare these units for harvest and 
to design appropriate nonitoring methods. Because 
none of these units have yet been logged, no 
results are available. One constraint on 
scheduling innovative logging techniques is the 
degree of selection exerted by APC as holder of a 
50-year contract. In the case of the 81-86 sale 
units, the FS cannot specify when APe is to log 
the partial cut units so that they may proceed to 
nonitor the results and gain information of the 
actual effects. 

The LPK 84-89 EIS, while offering no timber volume 
to be harvested by partial cutting during the next 
five-year period, identified a one-quarter-mile
wide selective harvest buffer on l:x::>th sides of a 
one-half-mile-wide retention area canprising the 
Honker Divide Canoe Route and Recreation Area. 
This area was established through MAA in order · to 
protect one of the nost unique and publically 
sensitive natural attractions on Prince of Wales 
Island. The use of selective cutting is note
worthy in that it was established as a long-range 
harvest method through the MAA process, and it was 
used in conjunction with a retention area to 
increase the arrount of forested habitat bordering 
a unique natural feature. 

The other 31 timber sale EDs evaluated did not 
reveal any consideration of harvest methods other 
than clearcutting in the developrent of 
alternatives. This lack of analysis was prevalent 
even when objectives for resources other than 
timber (e.g., visual quality) were not met. We 
feel that greater attention should be given to the 
use of partial cutting and uneven-aged harvest 
methods in keeping with NFMA. Where retention is 
not used, partial cutting may have applicability 
for managing such areas as streamside forests, 
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beach-fringe forests, and roadside forests. The 
latter method might retain such features as 
trapping opportunities and buffers to road traffic 
that would be lost by clearcutting. 

2. ]mplementation of Extended Rotations for Visuals Under 
Tll1P 

a. As required 

The TIMP allocation of CFL to extended rotations 
of 200 and 120 years in LUDs 3 and 4, 
respectively, to protect visual quality (FS 1979) 
could serve an important role in reducing impacts 
to fish and wildlife. Placing land in extended 
rotation for visuals reduces the rate of cutting 
in critical watersheds, reduces impacts to water 
quality, and affords more protection to the 
esthetic envirorm:mt, thus enhancing sportfishing 
and hunting experiences. Wildlife habitat is 
protected by reduced cutting rates, and a slower 
depletion of old-growth forests occurs in 
watersheds with substantial arcounts of forest in 
extended rotation. 

A total of about 168,000 and 123,000 acres of 
normally operable CFL in LUDs 3 and 4, 
respectively, was scheduled for extended rotations 
(Table 10). Under a 200-year rotation, 50% of 
these acres in LUD 3 (about 83,000 acres) were to 
be left unlogged for 100 years and then cut over 
the next century. About 17% of these acres in LUD 
4 (20,000 acres) were to be left unlogged for 100 
years (given a 120-year rotation) and then cut 
during the next 20 years. 

Extended rotations of 120 years were identified in 
the Tll1P for about 12% of the normally operable 
CFL in LUD 4 and, if implemented, would result in 
about 2% of the normally operable old-growth 
habitat being deferred fran clearcutting for 100 
years. Extended rotations of 200 years were 

· identified in the Tll1P for about 28% of the 
normally operable CFL in LUD 3 and, if 
i.nplemented, would result in about 14% of the 
normally operable old-growth habitat being 
deferred fran clearcutting for 100 years. This 
deferred harvest is most significant in the LUDs 3 
of the Stikine and the Chatham Areas where 38 and 
36%, respectively, of the normally operable CFL 
were to be clearcut on a 200-year schedule under 
the Tll1P. 

It should be noted that numbers cited in this 
section, including Table 10, were derived fran an 
analysis of the TIMP S2K database and are only 
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Table 10. Approximate Acres of Nonnal Operable CFL Allocated to Extended 
Rotation in TLMP Harvest Calculations for Visual Protectiona/ 

Area LUD 3b/ LUD 4 Total 

---·----
Acres nonnal operable 

CFL in extended rotation 

Ketchikan 21,000 29,000 50,000 
Stikine 56,000 46,000 102,000 
Chatham 92,000 48,000 140,000 

'lUI'AL 169,000 123,000 292,000 
(50,000) (107,000) (257,000) 

% total nonnal operable CFL 

Ketchikan 10 6 
Stikine 38 12 
Chatham 36 18 

'lUI'AL 28 I2 
(24) (9) 

% total nonnal operable CFL 
unlogged year 2080 in ae7as 
with extended rotations 

a/ 

Ketchikan 5 1 
Stikine 19 2 
Chatham 18 3 

'lUI'AL 14 2 
(12) (1.5") 

Data derived frcm analysis of TIMP S2K database (Unpubl. data, 
ADF&G, Division of Habitat, Douglas). High visually sensitive areas 
within 500 ft of saltwater and '!'IMP-identified estuarine, 
streamside, and inland grassland bear habitat were protected in 
CQnjunction with wildlife retention and were not allocated to 
extended rotation in TIMP harvest calculations. These areas are not 
included in the data presented here. 

Also note that the numbers shown are approximations and that recent 
analysis by the FS (FS 1985c) suggests that the numbers shown 
slightly overestimate the actual acreages and percentages. The 
estimates derived from the recent FS report are given in 
parenthesis. 

b/ Does not include "special liJD 3" excluded frcm TI.MP harvest 
calculations. 

c/ Assumes one-half of the nonnall y operable CFL in extended rotation 
in LUD 3 areas would be cut during the next 100 years (a 200-year 
rotation) and that five-sixths of the UJD 4 extended rotation areas 
would be clearcut during the next 100 years (a 120-year rotation) • 
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approximations. SUbsequent analysis will result 
in some changes. Recent analysis by the FS (FS 
1985c) indicate that there are 149,754 and 107,452 
acres of normally operable CFL scheduled for 
logging under TIMP in LUDs 3 and 4, respectively, 
canpared to our analysis of 169,000 and 123,000 
acres, respectively. No breakdown has been 
provided by the FS to our knowledge of the arrount 
of extended rotation by LUD classification for 
each Area. 

b. As ilrplemented 

Project ilrplementation of extended rotations was 
evaluated using two criteria: (1) whether visually 
sensitive areas were identified for extended 
rotations and (2) whether the TIMP-inventoried 
visual quality objectives {VQOs) for retention and 
partial-retention were adopted. Retention and 
partial retention VQOs closely correspond to high 
visual sensitivity areas identified in the TI.MP 
(see TIMP EIS part 2, FS 1979) and allocated in 

TIMP harvest calculations to extended rotations. 

Only four (11%) of 37 EDs adopted project-specific 
VQOs and specified the use of extended rotations 
(Table 11). The best example of extended rotation 
in project planning is the LPK 84-89 EDs. Areas 
for visual extended rotations were developed for 
each alternative and displayed on maps in the EIS. 
The landscape archi teet then developed the 
recc:mnended percentage of harvest for the first 
entry in areas of extended rotation for 13 vcus. 
These are displayed in the project EA and range 
fran 12 to 20%. The LPK 84-89 harvest exceeded 
these reccmnendations in two VCUs, and in one VCU 
the "established VQO" was rret despite the over
harvesting. Ha.vever, the relationship of the 
anount of inoperable CFL in a VCU to the 
percentage of CFL harvested and the length of time 
that would constitute a first entry was unclear. 
It would be desirable to have this procedure 
clearly explained and standardized for the region. 

The Tod.ahl EA stated that "timber visible from 
saltwater would require ca. 200-year rotation to 
rreet long-tenn VQO." The first sale was carefully 
planned to rreet the VQO; however, to our 
knowledge, no attempt has been made to detennine 
the effect of a long-tenn rotation on the rate at 
which timber could be harvested to rreet this 
objective. Similarly the Cabin Sale EA stated 
"there will be a 200-year and 120-year rotation in 
LUD III and IV, respectively, in visually 
sensitive areas. " Nevertheless, the sale 
overharvested these areas and will not rreet the 
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Table 11. Areas Identified for Extended Visual :Rotation in Timber Sale 
Enviromrental Documents 

Area 

Management Areas 
K01-04, K08-11, 
K14, K32 

vcu 443 

North Mi tkof I. 

Sales 

LPK 84-89, 
South Shaheen 

(FHIP) 

Todahl 

Cabin 

Met voo 

Yes for VCUs 528, 531, 
533, 534, 552, 559, 
573, 574, 575, 591, 
593, 596, 620, 740 

· No for VCU 736 a/ 

Yes 

Nob/ 

a/ This resulted because the scheduled harvest will cut 30% of the 
high-visual areas rather than the reccmnended 20% harvest during the 
first entry. 

b/ '111is resulted because the scheduled harvest in the Cabin Sale ED will 
"overharvest" the high visual areas in LUD 3 facing the Wrangell 
Narrows. 
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V\1) in a highly, visibly sensitive area as defined 
by the TLMP criteria that include marine highway, 
boat route, road and trails, and areas associated 
with communities. No attempt to relate the 
proposed extended rotations in the Cabin Sale Area 
to project-level scheduling of harvest on Mi tkof 
Island has occurred, to our knowledge. 

The nost striking fact is that 90% of the timber 
sales under the TLMP have canpletely failed to 
address identification of project-level VQOs and 
inplercentation of extended visual rotations. In 
the first five years of the harvest rotation under 
the TLMP, about 50% of scheduled timber sales 
"overharvested" the high visual areas (i.e., did 
not adopt and inplercent TLMP inventoried V\l)s) 
(Table 12). This impact will becane apparent as 
these units are logged over the next few years. 
Mdi tional loss of timber in these areas to 
subsequent blowdawn will probably result in 
further . old-growth depletion and visual impacts. 
If sales planned over the next five years 
similarly fail to address inplanentation of the 
TIMP provision for extended rotations, severe 
visual impacts will likely occur, and areas that 
would have provided ~rtant wildlife old-growth 
habitat for a longer period will be lost to 
clearcutting. 

As in the case of retention (discussed earlier) , 
there should be flexibility during inplementation 
to shift extended rotations fran one area to 
another without affecting the TLMP harvest 
schedule. For exarcple, sare "viewsheds" allocated 
to a 200-year rotation in the TLMP could be 
managed on a 100-year rotation, while other 
"viewsheds" could be managed for a "preservation" 
VQO (no-cut) without reducing the acreage of CFL 
the TIMP assumed for harvest during the next 200 
years. We found no evidence that the FS has 
considered any of these options during project and 
managanent area planning. Instead, to date, 
extended rotations or ·modifications of such 
measures are largely unused by the FS despite the 
TIMP. The FS has acknowledged the need to improve 
procedures for inplanenting extended rotations in 
the proposed TIMP Amendment (FS 1985c) ~ If new 
procedures are adopted, inplercentation could occur 
for sale planning during the 1986-89 period. 

3. Protection of Unregulated CFL on Oversteepened Slopes 

a. As required 

The NFMA regulations state that the forest 
planning process shall identify and designate 
lands as not suited for timber production in the 
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Table 12. Sunmary of Timber Sales Impacts on Areas with "TIMP 
Inventoried VQO" of Retention and Partial Retention a/ 

------·-----------------------------------
Impact of Sale 

Adopted and net inventoried VQO 
for retention/partial retention 

Didn't adopt or meet inventoried VQO 
for retention/partial retention 

Uncertain inq;>acts 

Total sales 

No. sales (%) 

10 (29) b/ 

15 (44) c/ 

9 (26) d/ 

34 (100) e/ 

a/ These impacts do not consider additional blowdown losses that 
generally result from clearcutting. 

b/ Includes Mitkof Flyer, South Wrangell, Port Houghton, Totem, Todahl, 
PRO Small Sales, Zarembo Lake Salvage, Yakutat Salvage, FHIP, and 
South Windham. 

c/ Includes Highbush, East Carroll Inlet, Toncan, campbell, Rynda, 
Cabin, Netro Point, Fritter, Skip, Gilbert Bay, Cowee-Davis, 
Couverdeen, Yakutat, ALP 81-86, and LPK 84-89. 

d/ Includes Granite, Sok.olof, Corner Bay, Hcrreshore Blowdown, Angel 
Lake, Ketchikan Small Sales - Free Use, Yahky Cove, Cherrumba 
Salvage, and Suarez. 

e/ Does not include Cleveland, Nesbitt, and Bohemia sales that had no or 
essentially no retention/partial retention VQO areas identified. 
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preferred alternative where, cnrong other things, 
"technology is not available to ensure timber 
production without irreversible resource damage to 
soils productivity or watershed conditions" (36 
CFR 219.14). TLMP identified all slopes over 75% 
and all slopes of 66 to 75% with a severe soil 
rating as unregulated timber and excluded them 
fran logging (Rideout et al. 1984). Furthenrore, 
the NFMA regulations (36 CFR 219.27[c],[1]) allow 
timber harvest on these lands only in three cases: 
1) salvage sales, 2) sales necessary to protect 
other multi-use values, and 3) activities that 
meet other objectives on such lands if the forest 
plan establishes that actions are appropriate. 

The TLMP, by withdrawing the designated lands fran 
timber production calculations, declared that 
timber harvest for the sake of meeting timber 
targets was not an appropriate objective for such 
lands. The SMG p:>licies (adopted by the TLMP) 
state that "developnent activities will not be 
approved on terrain where IDT evaluation indicates 
a high likelihood of massive failure and where 
mitigation neasures are not practical" (FS 1977) 
and the TLMP states that "the Area Guide policies 
for soil protection will be strictly enforced" (FS 
1979, p. 115). 

Protection of the stability of steep slopes is of 
great ±mportance to fish and wildlife. Landslides 
can have serious negative bnpacts on fish 
production and water quality. The acreage of 
unregulated CFL set aside from logging provides an 
±mportant old-growth reserve that the TLMP assumed 
'WOuld help meet the needs of old-growth-dependent 
species (FS 1979) • Ccmnercial forests on slopes 
greater than 75% in LUDs 3 and 4 total over 
280, 000 acres, including about 62, 000 acres of 
high-volune (greater than 30,000 bf/acre) old 
growth (Unpubl. analysis of TI.MP S2K database, 
ADF&G, Division of Habitat, Douglas). 

Since the TLMP began, the FS contracted a study of 
the feasibility of harvesting on slopes over 75%. 
This study (Burke 1983) concluded: 

It is quite clear that observational and 
experi.nental data tends to support the 
extremely high risk to the environrrent as the 
result of timber harvest activity on slopes 
in excess of 75%. The renoval of ccmrercial 
timber on slopes in excess of 75% fran the 
current allowable sale quantity (ASQ) is 
apparently based on published research 
identifying the high risk of logging under 
these particular conditions. This action 
appears to be justified (p. 14-15). 
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M:>reover, no mitigation measures to assure that 
clearcutting oversteepened slopes will not cause 
massive landslides are currently known. 

b. As ilrplernented 

At least 13 (35%) of 37 sales scheduled clear
cutting on extreme hazard soils (Table 13). The 
amount scheduled ranged from less than 1% to 27% 
of the total sale. 1-bst of the sales that 
scheduled logging on unregulated CFL did not 
specify what the likely ~s ~uld be. In 
three cases, the EDs stated that negative ilrpacts 
were likely. These sales include Cowee-Davis, 
Suanez Island, and the LPK 84-89 sales. In the 
Cowee-Davis Sale, the ED stated that logging 
high-hazard areas ~uld "likely [have] potentially 
unacceptable ilrpacts on water quality and fish 
habitat [on Davis Creek]", with a "SO% reduction 
in coho and steelhead rearing capa.ci ty to 17 to 19 
acres for 2 to 5 years" and ":i.rrpact to 8 . 3 
additional acres of chum, pink, coho, and 
steelhead habitat by 50 percent reduction for 
several years," while on Cowee Creek there ~uld 
be "very high potential for landslides [with] 
potentially unacceptable ilrpacts on water quality 
and fish habitat likely." The Suemez FA scheduled 
40% of the high-hazard soils for clearcutting over 
the rotation. As a result, "sane slumps and 
slides are expected." The LPK 84-89 EIS indicated 
that clearcutting of IOOderate and extreme-hazard 
soils will ·occur and that, despite mitigation 
measures, short- and long-tenn adverse ilrpacts 
will result. The Totem FA called for Ironi toring 
for landslides, without specifying likely ilrpacts 
fran logging 270 acres with slopes in excess of 
75%. 

The present FS preferred alternative for the APC 
86-90 sale ~uld schedule clearcutting on 3, 210 
acres of forests with extreme soil hazards 
(totaling 15% of the acres harvested) (FS 198Sa). 
This harvest includes clearcutting 297, 110, 611, 
86, 189, 207, and 461 acres of forest with extreme 
soil hazards ('!'IMP unregulated CFL) in VCUs 202, 
203, 204, 210, 217, 281, and 283, respectively. 
This harvest is expected to result in an increased 
loss of 182 acres of forest production in these 
VCUs above natural levels based on a FS rrodel. 
Actual ilrpacts could be much higher. By contrast, 
the ALP 81-86 sale EIS in the sane area stated 
that "confinned areas of high hazard (soils) will 
not be logged" (FS 1980, p. 53). 

Not one timber sale ED we reviewed identified 
unregulated CFL, mapped it, and excluded it fran 
logging. This procedure appears to be essential 
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Table 13. Timber 7a1es Scheduled to Clearcut Forests on High-hazard 
Soils. a 

Acres of High-Hazard % of Harvest Acres 
Sale EA (EIS) Soils Clearcut High-Hazard Soils 

LPK 84-89 Not specified Not specified 

East Carroll Inlet 
Mgmt. Plan Not specified t-.Tot specified 

Suarez (total 
rotation) ca. 950 ca. 7 

Granite 205 13 

Cleveland 166 27 

South Wrangell 130 8.5 

Port Houghton 5 trace 

Totem· 269 11 

Nesbitt 160 15 

Fritter 8 1 

Skip 5 2 

Cabin 49 6 

Cowee-Davis Not specified Not specified 

Six other Tr 
sales Uncertain if any Uncertain if any 

a/ This list does not include salvage sales on unregulated CFL. 
"High-hazard" soils classification used in the EDs is the same as the 
TIMP "extreme hazard" classification. 

b/ Sales included are Angel Lake Planning Area, South Shaheen (FHIP), 
Toncan, Carrpbell, Todahl, and South Windham. These sales do not 
include the ALP 81-86 EIS, which identified 1, 200 acres of 75+% slot:e 
in proposed clearcuts. The 81-86 ALP EIS states that clearcuts on 
steep slopes were to be examined during layout and "confinned areas 
of high hazard will not be logged" (FS 1980). 
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if NEMA and TIMP requirements are to be 
implemanted at the project level. Another major 
portion of timber not scheduled for harvest in the 
TIMP is that considered to be inoperable under 
current logging technology. Several sales (e.g., 
Gilbert Bay, Cowee-Da.vis, LPK 84-89) identified 
the inoperable CFL (CFL that is physically 
inaccessible to harvest). Accounting for the 
arrount of inoperable CFL is important because it 
will provide old-growth habitat only if it remains 
inoperable and unlogged throughout the rotation. 

The LPK 84-89 and East Carroll Inlet Management 
Plan EDs included inoperable CFL in evaluations of 
the arrount of CFL that \\Uuld remain at the end of 
the rotation when estimating long-tenn impacts on 
old-growth-dependent wildlife species. The East 
Carroll Inlet MAA did not display a map of the 
inoperable CFL. In the LPK 84-89 EIS, inoperable 
CFL was displayed on maps, and the EIS evaluation 
ass'lllred that 50 and 54% of the important wildlife 
old-growth habitat and total old-growth habitat, 
respectively, \\Uuld be left in year 2050, with 56 
and 77%, respectively, canprised of inoperable 
CFL. When reviewing the LPK 84-89 sale units, we 
noticed 12 clearcuts in areas mapped as inoperable 
CFL. The Ketchikan Area is currently planning to 
allow harvest in these "inoperable" areas if 
layout shows that logging is feasible (Dale J. 
Tl'larpson, LPK 84-89 Team leader, Ketchikan Area, 
pers. ccmn., February 1985). However, we are 
unaware of any process to track the arrount of 
"inoperable" CFL that will actually be logged. 
Thus the arrount of "inoperable" old growth 
remaining at the end of the rotation may actually 
be much less than what the LPK 84-89 EIS and the 
TIMP have ass'lllred, especially for the high-volume 
stands with the rcost favorable economic return, 
inasmuch as these are rcost likely to be scheduled 
for harvest. 

In smmary, timber sale docurcents are generally 
not identifying unregulated CFL, mapping it, and 
excluding the acreage fran logging, as was assUired 
by the TIMP. In practice, operable unregulated 
CFL has been scheduled for harvest to meet timber 
targets despite likely envirol'llreiltal impacts, 
including long-tenn loss of forest production. 
This practice is likely to further deplete habitat 
that the TIMP ass'lllred \\Uuld provide for old-growth 
wildlife habitat needs and increase impacts to 
water quality and fish production. 
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V. REVIEW OF MEASURES IMPLEMENTED 'ID MAINTAIN OR ENHANCE USES OF 
FISH AND WilDLIFE ON THE 'IDNGASS NATIONAL FOREST 

A separate report entitled "A Regional Overview of Fish and 
Wildlife Use in Southeast Alaska" (ADF&G, 1985 b ) has been 
prepared to provide a regional overview of the various categories 
and magnitudes of fish and wildlife use in southeastern Alaska 
for the department's contribution to the 706(b) report. This 
section reviews the measures included in NEPA documentation to 
maintain subsistence uses and sportfishing, as -well as the 
potential effect of preroading and reading on these uses. 

A. Maintenance of Subsistence Uses of Fish and Wildlife 

1. As required 

Sec. 810(a) of ANILCA specifically requires all federal 
agencies to evaluate the effects of uses of public land 
in Alaska on subsistence uses and needs and 
alternatives that would reduce or eliminate lands 
needed for subsistence purposes. 

2. As implemented 

The establishment of criteria to evaluate the :i.rrpacts 
of timber harvest on subsistence has been a gradual 
process. The FS region has been refining and 
developing direction for conducting ANILCA Sec. 810 
evaluations since 1982 and participated in the 
developnent of guidelines which were adopted by the 
Alaska Land Use Council in 1984. 

Only 6 (LPK 84-89, Yakutat Salvage, Yakutat Blowdown 
#2, Suarez, Corner Bay Blowdown, East Carroll Inlet) of 
37 EDs identified subsistence uses as a potential 
concern. HorN the concern was addressed in each of 
these six documents is detailed be lorN along with sane 
discussion of two draft timber sale EDs that were still 
being prepared at the time of this study. The 
remaining EDs either did not discuss subsistence or 
indicated that subsistence resource uses and needs were 
largely absent in the affected area. Subsistence was 
not a concern of any timber sale on the Stikine Area or 
the ALP 81-86 Sale. However, the ALP 86-90 Draft EIS 
has addressed subsistence in detail, as discussed 
belCM. 

a. Suanez Island 

The Suercez EA identified Suanez as the island that 
supplies Hydaburg with "nearly all their deer" and 
indicated that Meares Passage was especially 
important for subsistence deer hunting. The 
:i.rrpact of the sale on this subsistence hunting was 
not stated. First entry sale layouts included 
clearcutting along the entire Suemez side of 
Meares Passage, with no apparent special 
considerations towards subsistence. Thirteen 
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:percent of the identified critical deer winter 
range was scheduled to be clearcut the first 
entry, and 43% was scheduled to be clearcut "during 
the rotation. The long-tenn management goal for 
the island is to maintain viable populations of 
deer (as opposed to huntable populations), and a 
7 5% reduction in deer hunting at the end of the 
rotation was predicted by the FS biologist if the 
logging plan is implemented. 

b. Comer Bay 

The Corner Bay Blowdown EA identified deer 
hunting, especially along logging roads, as a 
subsistence concern. The identification of this 
concern as a traditional use concern was 
challenged by the ADF&G, which felt that use of 
logging roads for deer hunting in the sale area 
was largely by FS staff and loggers with access to 
vehicles, while the bulk of traditional 
subsistence hunting occurred along the shoreline, 
utilizing water access. The EA stated that this 
sale would have no negative effect on subsistence. 
Again, the state disagreed, arguing that carrpsi te 
locations, espeeially the Sitkoh Lake location, 
would displace subsistence users, and raooval of 
habitat in travel corridors (20 acres of standing 
timber, including t'WO leave strips and 256 acres 
of partial blowdown containing several other leave 
strips, were scheduled for clearcutting) . would 
contribute to a decline in deer and marten. 

c. Ketchikan sales 

The East Carroll Inlet Management Plan EA 
identified subsistence uses to be trapping, deer 
and bear hunting, and subsistence fishing, and 
stated that logging would have no impact on the 
availability of subsistence resources. 
Alternative areas for subsistence were available, 
according to the EA. The plan identified critical 
DWR and allocated nearly all of it for retention. 
This retention allocation for wildlife totalled 
about three times the anuunt provided for the area 
under the TIMP. 

The LPK 84-89 EIS acknowledged that genre 
supplements the diet and is the main source of 
animal protein for many rural people but stated 
that the definition of subsistence hunting in the 
Ketchikan Area is "unclear. " The EIS described 
the impacts on subsistence as the sarre as the 
effects on wildlife. The effects of the LPK 84-89 
Sale on subsistence were described as 
insignificant because only 3. 6% of the critical 
DWR and 5 .1% of the total CFL would be harvested 
(Revised LPK 84-89 FA). The cumulative harvests 
at the end of 1989 were projected to total 27.3 
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and 21.1% of the critical DWR and the total CFL, 
respectively. 

d. Yakutat Area sales 

The Yakutat Salvage Sale and Yakutat Blowdown #2 
Sale EAs described the effect of increased access 
on subsistence. The Yakutat Salvage EA stated 
that increased access would have an adverse 
overall tmpact on subsistence, unless Yak-tat 
Kwaan harvested blowdown on adjoining Native
selected lands. If this occurred, the FS stated 
that the sale would then have no effect on 
subsistence. It is unclear why the tmpact of two 
concurrent sales would negate one another rather 
than result in cumulative tmpacts. 

The Yakutat Blowdown #2 FA, on the other hand, 
stated that increased access would benefit wood 
gathering and berry picking and have no 
significant effect an other subsistence users and 
resources. Neither Yakutat sale EDs expected 
resources to drop below "critical biological 
levels." 

e. Juneau Area sales 

Two sales EDs, although not specifically concerned 
with subsistence, indicated that timber harvesting 
would increase subsistence use of the area. The 
Gilbert Bay Sale was expected to increase roth 
recreational and subsistence use of wildlife, and 
the Cowee-Davis Sale was expected to benefit 
subsistence uses by increasing the wood fuel and 
berries available to Juneau and access for hunting 
and fishing. 

f. ALP 86-90 

A brief discussion of the Draft ALP 86-90 EIS (FS 
1985a) is included here because this doetmlent 
addresses subsistence uses in greater detail than 
the earlier ALP 81-86 EIS which was <X.~tPleted 

prior to the FS establishing direction for 
addressing subsistence uses on NF lands. 
Considerable effort was made by the FS while 
preparing ALP 86-90 to contact ADF&G regarding 
subsistence concerns. Subsistence uses are 
defined as nost wild food- and firewood-gathering 
activities except bear hunting. A brief 
discussion of the subsistence uses of each 
oammunity is provided and the acres of identified 
subsistence areas logged and miles of roads 
constructed around Hoonah, Kake, and Pelican 
(based on areas identified during Coastal Zone 

Managenent planning) are displayed for each 
alternative. The draft docurrent concludes that 
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none of the action alternatives will effect the 
availability of subsistence resources, although 
there may be changes in some use areas. The 
subsistence considerations do not appear to 
influence alternatives developed or selected. No 
discussion of the cumulative effects of logging on 
subsistence over the entire rotation is provided. 

In its response to the DEIS, the state indicated 
it believed that insufficient data had been 
presented to conclude that the sale w:::>uld have "no 
effect" on subsistence uses (narorandurn fran Diane 
Mayer, project coordinator, Division of 
Govennnental COOrdination, State of Alaska, to 
Michael Barton, regional forester, 7 /22/85). 

g. Chuck River sale 

State caments to the Chuck River Revised FA 
(Chatham Area) raised concerns over how 
subsistence-related impacts were addressed. At 
the time this report was being prepared, no final 
decision notice had been issued, so the sale was 
not evaluated in detail. The state (narorandurn 
fran Robert Grogan, associate director, Division 
of Goverrnnental COOrdination, State of Alaska, to 
Ken Roberts, Chatham Area forest supervisor, 
11/1/84) contended that the impacts of the sale on 
subsistence has not been adequately addressed. 
Details identifying subsistence users, harvest 
locations and methods, ma.gni tude of subsistence 
uses, periods when subsistence activities occur, 
species of fish used for subsistence, significance 
of this area to subsistence camruni ties, and 
potential conflicts between subsistence uses and 
increased sport harvests were lacking. The state 
contends that without this infonnation it is not 
possible to determine that the sale will have no 
impact on subsistence. 

h. General subsistence use guidelines 

Although the Suemez and Corner Bay EDs identified 
only deer as a subsistence resource, other sales, 
such as Yakutat, included many wildfood-gathering 
activities, as well as trapping and firewood 
cutting. The Ketchikan Area recently reviewed its 
subsistence guidelines (narorandurn fran Winn 
Green, Ketchikan Area forest supervisor, to the 
regional forester, 7 /5/84). The narorandurn stated 
that all FAs presently address subsistence and no 
current or proposed activity has been identified 
that w:::>uld impact the availability or use of 
subsistence resources. The principle subsistence 
uses in the Ketchikan Area were described as 
harvest of sal.non, trout, furbearers, deer, and 
black bear. The LPK 84-89 fisheries specialist's 
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report noted that subsistence use of fish was 
restricted to sockeye, pink, and chum sal.non. 
Coho sal.non were excluded by regulation in the 
Ketchikan Area. The magnitude of subsistence 
fishing was determined, based on the number of 
subsistence fishing permits issued, but no 
canparable estimates of subsistence trapping and 
hunting were possible because they occur under 
sport regulations. The rnenorandum stated that 
fish and wildlife enhancement funds s:pent by the 
FS were increasing the numbers of fish and 
wildlife available for subsistence users. (This 
report found no evidence, other than the goat 
transplant, that wildlife is increasing as a 
result of enhancement work. Rather, wildlife 
habitat and carrying capacity appear to be 
continuing to decline as a result of 
clearcutting. ) Othe..r actions related to 
subsistence that were not connected with timber 
sales included permitting motorized access 
(subject to reasonable regulation) for rural 
residents engaged in subsistence activities in 
Misty Fiord Wilderness and a mountain goat 
transplant on Revillagigedo Island, which was 
projected to have the potential of increasing the 
current goat hunter yield in G1U 1A by 50% and 
thus enhance both subsistence and recreational 
hunting opportunities. 

We found only. two sales proposing mitigation 
measures that were described as reducing impacts 
to subsistence. The Yakutat Salvage Sale EA 
proposed road closures during and after the sale 
to reduce impacts on subsistence activities. The 
LPK 84-89 EIS Decision Notice located a FS 
administrative site, logging camp, and primary LTF 
in a bay that had already been developed in order 
to help preserve the lifestyle of residents of 
~ers Chuck. Vixen Harbor was not selected for 
developrent in order to protect the subsistence 
use of this area by residents of Meyers Chuck. 

FS timber-related EDs we reviewed did not evaluate 
the cumulative effects of logging and reading on 
subsistence. They seldan addressed the impact of 
logging camps on traditional subsistence areas. 

B. Maintenance of High-Quality Sportfishing Opportunities 

The value of sportfishing in the Tongass NF has long been 
recognized by residents and others (Schwan 1984). It was a 
documented concern during the formation of the TIMP and a 
selection criterion in the allocation of lands to wilderness 
or nonwilderness areas (FS 1979) . The percentage of fish 
streams currently in wilderness or roadless (LUD 2) areas 
ranges frcm 33 for major overwintering anadrarous trout/char 
lakes and chum sal.non streams with 500-6,000 fish 
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escapements to 100 for major chinook sal.roon producers (Table 
14). The bulk of the remaining fish streams are in UJDs 3 
and 4 areas. . This section focuses on protection given 
sportfishing areas in LUDs 3 and 4 during the preparation of 
timber sale documents. 

1. As required 

The TLMP EIS (FS 1979) specified that same protection 
could be provided, at least in LUD 3, to protect the 
esthetics of sportfishing and that high-value 
sportfishing streams "i.''uld likely receive the nost 
intensive management prescriptions. 

LUD III 'lf.'Ould also provide nore flexibility in 
project design to retain aesthetic values (of fish 
streams) (ibid., p. 92) • 

Sport fisheries will be i.nq;>acted nore than ccmner
cial fisheries since the esthetic quality of sport 
fishing experience may • . • be affected • • . 
Management of LUD III areas provides nore latitude 
for protecting the associated environment of these 
streams (ibid., p. 190). 

Am:>ng those stream systems likely to receive nore 
intensive prescriptive management are 84 
(watersheds) identified by ADF&G as highly 
important sport fishing areas (those that were 
allocated LUDs III and IV) (ibid, p. 92). 

In addition, the TLMP provided latitude to fully 
protect fish production of every fish s.trearn (FS 1979), 
and the FS participated in fo:rmulation of regional 
sal.roon plans that call for increased productivity of 
salnon fran TNF lands to provide higher ccmnercial and 
subsistence sal.roon harvests. 

2. As implemented 

Table 15 presents a surrmary of timber developrents 
since the formation of TLMP in the "high-quality" and 
"important" sportfishin,g watersheds allocated to LUDs 3 
and 4. No new logging has been prepared in 27 (79%) of 
34 watersheds. However, many of these watersheds will 
probably be scheduled for logging during the next 5 to 
10 years based on current FS "action plans". 

I.Dgging avoided the important sportfishing areas to 
same degree in all of the remaining sales. The LPK 
84-89 MAA used a canbination of wildlife retention 
buffer strips, extended visual rotations, and logging 
deferals to help reduce i.nq;>acts to four important 
sportfishing areas. Road closures are proposed for two 
of the sportfishing areas (Honker Divide and Sal.roon Bay 
Lake) to attempt to maintain a semiprirnitive 
recreational experience. The Stikine Area deferred 
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Table 14. Land Status of Major Fish-Producing Watersheds 
a/ 

Monuments- Tongass Land Management Plan (TLMP) 
Land Use Designation (LUD)** 

Category Parks State Native 
I 2 3 4 Land Selection Total 

"Quality Watershed" 
Cat. No. 1 7 (36.8) 1 (5. 2) 6 (31.5) 3 (15. 7) 2 ( 10. 5) 0 0 19 
Cat. No. 2 19 (29.6) 0 14 (21.8) 11 (17.1) 13 (20. 3) 2 ( 3.1) 5 ( 7 .8) 64 

Rainbow Lakes 5 (83.3) 0 0 0 0 0 1 (16.6) 6 

Steelhead streams 
b/ 

7 (28.0) 1 (4.0) 6 (24.0) 3 (17.0) 8 (32.0) 0 0 25 

Cutthroat streams 
b/ 

11 ( 26.1) 1 (2.3) 10 (23.8) 11 (26.1) 7 (16.6) 0 2 4. 7) 42 

Overwinter lakes 
b/ 

4 (12.1) 1 (3.0) 6 (18.1) 10 (30.3) 9 (27.2) 2 ( 6.0) 1 ( 3.0) 33 

Chinook salmon 
Major producers 1 (33.3) 0 2 (66.6) 0 0 0 0 3 
Medium producers 4 (50.0) 0 2 (25.0) 0 1 (12.5) 1 (12. 5) 0 8 
Minor producers 10 (45.5) 0 4 (18,1) 4 (18.1) 4 (18.1) 0 0 22 

Coho producers 
NDc/ ( 500 escap.) 45 (22.9) 1 (0. 5) 25 (12. 7) 49 (25.0) 76 (38. 7) ND 196 

( 100-500 escap.) 69 (31. 7) 0 17 ( 7 .8) 49 (22.0) 82 (3 7. 7) ND ND 217 

Pink salmon 
50,000 escap.) 38 (28. 7) 1 (0. 7) 8 ( 6.0) 19 (14. 3) 66 (50.0) ND ND 132 

( 10,000-50,000) 80 ( 26. 8) 0 25 ( 8.3) 73 (24. 4) 120 (40.2) ND ND 298 

Chum salmon 
6,000 escap.) 70 (34.1) 1 (0.4) 19 9. 2) 28 (13.6) 85 (41.2) 2 ( o. 9) ND 205 

500-6,000) 81 (25.0) 0 27 a. 3) 77 (23.4) 134 (41.3) 5 ( 1.5) ND 324 

a/ 
b/ Taken from Schwan (1984), 
c/ Includes only "major" producers. 
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Table 15. A Status Report on Timber Developnents and Protection Measures Jnt>lemented to Protect the 
Esthetics of Sport Fishing in TIMP High-value Watersheds Allocated to LUDs 3 and 4 

Watershed 

Mud Bay Creek 

Pavlof Harbor 

'Castle River 

Duncan Canal - Salt Chuck 

Kadake Creek 

SWeet Water - Thome Systen 

LUD 

3 

3 

3/4 

W/4 

4 

3/4 

Timber Harvestinga/ - Protection 

Upper portion previously logged. No loggF 
scheduled on lower portion of the creek. 

'Ibis area has been heavily logged in the past 
and additional logging was scheduled under ALP 81-86 
EIS without addressing sportfishing. No logging was 
scheduled be~ the lake and its outlet into 
Pavlof Harbor. 

Upper drainage (LUD 4) scheduled for intensive 
timber harvesting: lower creek (LUD 3) containing 
~rtant sportfishing areas (VCU 435) deferred 
until TIMP revision. 

No logging schedule 

I.Dgging scheduled prior to TIMP; no specific 
protection for sportfishing; lower 2 mi unlogged. b/ 

LPK 84-89 EIS established a per.manent wildlife 
retention ruffer of about 500 ft width around the 
Indian Creek-Barnes Lake-SWeetwater Lake canplex and 
a i mi -wide-no cut zone on each side of the Honker 
Divide Canoe Route fran Hatchery Lake to the south 
end of MA K08; the no-cut zone is bordered on each 
side by a i-mi wide partial cut zone with numerous 
visually sensitive hillsides totalling over 10,000 
acres placed in extended rotation; no logging or 
preroading is scheduled in Honker Divide prior to 
1989. 

(continued) 
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Table 15 (continued) • 

Watershed LUD 

Sarkar Lakes 2/4 

Helm Bay 3 

Orchard Lake 3/4 

Ward Cove System 3 

Akwe River 3 

Italic River 2/3 

Timber Harvestinga/ - Protection 

No f!JW logging scheduled under LPK 84-89 EIS; 
MAA has not been canpleted yet. 

No logging scheduled; deferred to MAA for 
Cleveland Peninsula. 

No logging scheduled; LPK 84-89 EIS identified 
retention and extended visual rotation for Va.J 734 
only; retention included a buffer along the south 
side of the lake and the lower 2 mi of Orchard 
Creek, and a 1. 5 to 2 mi buffer on the east side of 
the lake around an existing recreation area; 
visual retention areas include the hillsides south 
of Orchard Lake and the lower 2 mi of Orchard Creek 
and hillsides 3 mi east of Orchard Lake; 
future logging plans call for extensive reading 
along Orchard Creek to about 1 mi of the lake and 
extensive harvesting in the upper portion of the 
drainage. 

Much of this highly developed area is in state 
or private ownership; the FS maintains a campground 
and picnic area on Ward Cove Lake. 

No logging current! y scheduled, included as 
preroading area in Preliminary Activity Schedule, 
1984-89. 

No logging current! y scheduled, included as 
reading area in Preliminary Activity Schedule, 
1984-89. 

(continued) 
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Table 15 (continued) • 

Watershed 

Arnklin River 

Square Lake (Ustay R.) 

.Mmiralty Creek and Young's Lake 

Kook Lake and Creek 

Si tkoh Creek 

Sal.Joon Lake 

Port Krestof 

Tower • s Lake 

Kah Sheets Lake 

LUD 

2/'4 

3 

3 

3 

4 

3 

3 

3 

4 

Timber Harvestinga/ - Protection 

No logging current! y scheduled, included as 
preroading area in Preliminary Activity Schedule, 
1984-89. 

No logging currently scheduled, included as 
preroading area in Preliminary Activity Schedule, 
1984-89. 

No logging currently scheduled yet • 

Heavily logged previously; Corner Bay Salvage FA 
scheduled additional harvest of leave ships above 
Kook Lake; logging is to be designed to protect 
sockeye spawning areas. 

No new logging scheduled on creek; Comer Bay 
Salvage FA scheduled additional harvest around lake; 
standing timber is to be left around lakeshore 
during salvage sale. 

No logging currently scheduled. 

No logging currently seheduled. 

No logging currently scheduled. d/ 

No logging current! y scheduled. d/ 
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Table 15 (continued) • 

Watershed LUD 

Ideal Cove lakes 3 

Blind Slough 3 

Virginia lake and Creek 3 

Kunk lake and Creek 4 

Snake (Olive) Creek 4 

Than's lake and Creek 3 

Red Bay Lake 3 

Timber Harvestinga/ - Protection 

No logging currently scheduled. Classified as a 
recreation area (FS 1979); the FS has maintained 
boats on the lakes, trails between the 
lakes, a three-sided shelter, and picnic platfor:ms. 

The south half of the drainage has been 
extensively logged and developed; small sales have 
continued off the roads; the north half of the 
drainage has been deferred fran log~}-ng until the 
revision of TUo1P (Mitkof Flyer EA). 

No logging currently scheduled. d/ 

No logging current! y scheduled. 

Previous logging. No new logging scheduled 
since TIMP. 

Logging scheduled rmder South Wrangell EA; roads 
were built on both sides of creek; three clearcut 
units had buffers of 300 ft to 1,300 ft along Thans 
Creek system; road access has increased use of sport 
fishery (Richard K. Kohrt, Wrangell district ranger, 
pers. carm., 2/15/85); lake and outlet of creek are 
now in state or private ownership. 

LPK 84-89 EIS established ca. 500-ft buffer 
of pennanent retention around the lake, with 
adjoining hillsides on both sides of the lake being 
managed for extended visual retention; no cutting is 
scheduled to occur in the Red Lake drainage in 
1984-89. 

(continued) 
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Table 15 (continued). 

Watershed LUD Timber Harvestinga/ - Protection 

Salm::>n Bay Lake 3 LPK 84-89 EIS established a buffer of permanent 
retention around the lake with extended visual 
retention on the adjoining hillsides similar to Red 
Bay Lake; in addition the lower portion of the 
stream (largely muskeg) is to be left unroaded, with 
the streamside forest in pennanent wildlife 
retention; the objective is to anphasize a 
semiprimitive recreation experience; only btu units 
salvaging blowdown are to be logged in 1.984-89, and 
roads into the VCU are to be closed to vehicle 
traffic when timber harvest is oamplete 

Staney Creek 4 Heavy previous cutting; LPK carryover for 
1.984-89 was oot reevaluated; MAA has not been done. 

Black Bear Lake 3 t-k>stly Native land; oo FS logging 
currently scheduled. 

Miller Lake 4 No logging current! y scheduled. 

Niblack System 4 No logging currently scheduled. 

Essowah Lake 4 No logging current! y scheduled. 
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a/ Includes only timber harvesting scheduled since TIMP. 

b/ Additional logging and/or reading is pro'fX)sed in the Draft 86-90 EIS (FS 1985). See text for 
discussion. 

c/ MAA = Management Area Analysis. 

d/ The Stiki.ne Area 10-year logging plan calls for 'fX)ssible timber sales in these drainages in the next 
5 to 10 years. 

e/ The FS preferred alternative for the Mitkof Flyer Sale is to log and road the entire north 'fX)rtion of 
the Blind Slough drainage and emphasize the area for logging sales while maintaining a buffer of about 
300 ft around the Blind Slough and Blind River area (Mitkof Flyer EA). OVer 550 local people signed a 
petition requesting that the FS leave the north half of the drainage unroaded. In res'fX)nse to the 
plblic input and the state .'fX)sition that the area be left unlogged, the FS deferred logging until the 
TIMP revision (Mitkof Flyer Decision Notice). 
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reading and logging two ~rtant sportfishing areas 
(castle River vcu 435 and the north half of Blind 
River-Blind Slough). Both decisions were partly in 
response to the depart:nent' s Class I land designation 
and, in the case of Blind Slough, a high level of local 
opposition to the FS initial decision to road and log 
the remainder of the drainage. The public response 
serves to indicate that the protection of key 
recreational features is a very ~rtant concem in at 
least sane camnmities of southeastern Alaska. 

In addition to the protection measures mentioned alx>ve, 
the FS has maintained recreational cabins, IOOOring 
buoys, trails, and often row boats in many of these and 
other sportfishing areas. These facilities have 
directly enhanced fishing opportunities and are of 
major ~rtance to freshwater sportfishing (Schwan 
1984) • 

It is ~rtant to note that the alx>ve protective 
measures, in all cases, exceed the anount of tjmber the 
TIMP allocated to retention for those areas. This 
neans that either other areas will receive less 
retention or the harvest levels will have to be reduced 
if ~rtant sportfishi.n9' areas are to be managed for 
sane kind of aesthetic setting. Whether the proposed 
measures will be sufficient to maintain a setting in 
keeping with the desires and needs of the sportfishing 
users has not been evaluated nor has rooni toring been 
proposed to our knowledge. 

Several FAs addressed other sportfishing areas or 
potential areas while developing tjmber sales. The 
Gilbert Bay EIS (LUD 3) set aside the "Sweetheart 
Flats" in retention and. scheduled a public recreation 
cabin to be constructed there by 1983. This measure 
't.Ould probably maintain and prarote sportfishing; 
however, the cabin has not been constructed because of 
lack of flmds (Jack Blackwell, Juneau district ranger, 
pers. ccmn., February 1985). The Highbush FA (LUD 4) 
considered recreational sportfishing opportunities on 
Highbush Lake, but the timber sale did not neet the 
tentative MAA direction to maintain a pristine fishing 
enviromnent. The proposed MAA direction to restrict 
access to the lake to a trail was deleted, the visual 
quality objective for the lake was not met, logging 
roads were designed to care within 450. ft of the lake, 
and two clearcuts were prepared that would log to 
within 300 ft or less of the lake. 

Both the Yakutat Salvage and Yakutat Blow0own #2 FAs 
addressed the effects of salvage logging within the 
4-mi -wide Si tuk Wild and Scenic River Study Corridor. 
The final decision result was that two proposed roads 
paralleling the Situk would be deleted to protect fish 
and wildlife, no new roads would be constructed in the 
corridor area, and only 10 acres containing blowOown 
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along the existing road would be logged within the 
study corridor. This decision carried the assumption 
that no degradation of the wild and scenic values of 
the river would occur. 

Eleven sales we reviewed discussed the potential for 
increased access to sportfishing. Five sale documents 
concluded that no significant increase was likely 
because either the sale would not result in 
construction of road access to new fishing areas or the 
sale was in rem:>te areas with low sport fish values. 
Three sales (Gilbert Bay, Highbush, and '!bncan) 
indicated that an increase in sportfishing was likely 
but that it would not be detrinental to fish popula
tions. The Cowee-Davis FA concluded that increased 
access and angling could be detrinental to the 
cutthroat trout population in Bessie Lake, and the 
South Wrangell FA concluded that increased sportfishing 
on Thans Lake could be detrinental to the sockeye 
population. The Granite FA specified that the impact 
of angling on the resident trout population of Egg Lake 
should be nonitored, but this nonitoring requirement 
was subsequently deleted. 

The Draft APC 86-90 Sale (Stikine and Chatham Area) 
proposes logging in three '!'IMP high-value watersheds 
and does not establish any apparent neasures to provide 
for the esthetics of sportfishing. This contrasts 
sharply with the retention areas, visual extended 
rotations, and road closures developed for the LPK 
84-89 Sale in the Ketchikan Area that were discussed 
previously. In particular, the FS preferred 
alternative for the APC 86-90 Sale would construct 
roads and clearcut along the lower portion of Mud Bay 
Creek and Mud Bay and along the hillside above Pavlof 
Lake. logging in the Kadake drainage would be limited 
to two clearcuts in the headwaters, and the lower 
stream sections would have no new logging scheduled. 
Assigned VCPs would not be net in the Mud Bay and the 
Pavlof VCUs. 

C. Effects of Preroading and Reading 

Reading areas previously roadless and establishing new 
camruni ties through the siting of logging camps can 
significantly change patterns of fish and wildlife use. 
logging camps may be in operation for several years at 
a tine and may be reactivated during each entry period 
if multiple entries to a watershed are planned. Some 
logging camps (e.g. , Edna Bay) have becare pennanent 
settlements through state land selection and disposal 
to private ownership. 

Reading and logging camps are generally considered an 
ancillary effect of timber harvest by the FS. That is, 
lay-out of the timber harvest units themselves and 
silvicultural and rotational planning often severely 
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constrain transportation neb\urk, camp, and log 
transfer location to optimize logging costs. 
"Preroading" areas, h.o\.Jever, has recently been 
accelerated (briefing paper from Michael Barton, 
regional forester, to the Alaska State cabinet, 
5/14/85) and mainline roads that serve administrative 
purposes have been built in lieu of spur reading into 
uneconanic stands to facilitate timber harvest (e.g. , 
Kadashan drainage, Portage Bay-Kake road) • Preroading 
occurs prior to timber harvest and was included in the 
'!'IMP as a means to subsidize the costs of access to 
marginal stands in order to maintain the 450 lv!Mbf 
annual sale offering level fran the 'lbngass NF (FS 
1979). The proposed "Preliminary Activity Schedule" 
for the 1985-89 period (mercorandum fran Michael Barton, 
regional forester, to the Friend of the 'lbngass 
National Forest, 3/25/85) schedules 270 mi of 
preroading, with 75 mi in areas where no timber harvest 
activity is scheduled until after 1989, the end of the 
'!'IMP planning period. The impacts of preroading can be 
significant because of the increased access to for.merly 
remote fish and wildlife populations and increased 
human activity and harvest. 

In reallocating funds to accelerate preroading, the FS 
decided to reduce their capability to analyze the 
cumulative effects of alternative logging and 
transportation systems. The FS initially identified 
the need for an analysis to be included in 706 (b) 
reporting and forest planning of alternative logging 
and transportation systems to provide (1) information 
for assessing the economic and physical feasibility of 
timber harvest, (2) a rrore specific integration of 
harvesting and reading plans, and (3) information to 
develop cost-effective uses of transportation-logging 
systems to harvest marginal stands. Procedures for 
I.Dgging and Transportation System Analyses (LSTAs) were 
developed to provide alternative ways to access and 
harvest all CFL in various volmre classes in specific 
areas (FS 1985b). These analyses would have also 
provided an efficient means to analyze and potentially 
mitigate the long-ter.m transportation- and 
harvest-scheduling impacts of alternatives that 
maximized protection of high-value fish and wildlife 
habitat or harvest areas. However, the implementation 
of representative analyses and inclusion of the results 
in the 1985 706 (b) Report were halted in order to 
reprogram funds into the preroading program (mercorandum 
fran John Sandor, regional forester, to the forest 
supervisors, 5/4/84). 

Controlled access or road closures can mitigate the 
impacts of increasing human activities and harvests 
along road systems. However, physically blocking 
access is often impractical, expensive, or difficult to 
maintain in extensive renote areas. Harvest regulation 
in such areas would require a massive enforcement 
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capability that the state is unlikely to ever possess. 
The change in accessibility of 
populations is, thus, difficult to 
should be a primary consideration in 
roaded areas, particular 1 y well 
anticipated logging impacts. 

fish and game 
reverse, and it 
the provision of 
in advance of 

One potential positive measure identified during the 
developnent of TI.MP was the incorporation of local 
concerns to protect subsistence lifestyles when 
designing transportation plans (FS 1979). We could not 
detennine to what degree local concerns were being 
incorporated into transportation plans at the project 
level, however. 

VI. REVIEW OF K>NI'IDRING IMPLEMENTATIONS 

A comprehensive monitoring program and a system to modify 
management practices accordingly are essential to implement 
effective management practices. Tiered NEPA reviews can provide 
sequential opportunities to develop management practices that are 
appropriate, specific, and based on current state-of-the-art 
resource management knowledge at each level of regional, 
management area, and project-level planning. Monitoring is also 
essential to identify poor management decisions and practices, 
improper implementation of planned activities, unforeseen events 
that may affect expected project outputs, and the need to change 
activities to prevent further adverse impacts and/or restoration 
of degraded habitat. 

A. Requirements for Monitoring 

This section briefly summarizes same requirements for 
monitoring actions on FS lands. 

1. NEPA 

Council on Environmental Quality regulations for 
implementing the NEPA specify that: 

Agencies may provide for monitoring to assure that 
their decisions are carried out and should do so 
in important cases. Mitigation (40 CFR 1505.2) 
and other conditions established in the 
environmental impact statement or during its 
review and ccmnitted as part of the decision shall 
be implemented by the lead agency or other 
appropriate consenting agency. The lead agency 
shall: 

(a) Include appropriate conditions in grants, 
penni ts or other approvals. 

(b) Condition funding of actions on mitigation. 
(c) Upon request, inform cooperating or 

ccmnenting agencies on progress in carrying 
out mitigation measures which they have 
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2. NFMA 

proposed and which were adopted by the agency 
making the decision. 

(d) Upon request, make available to the public 
the results of relevant nonitoring (40 CFR 
1505.3). 

The NFMA and associated regulations have further 
strengthened the role of nonitoring as a normal 
procedure in the i.Irpl€'.lrentation of Forest plans. 
Salwasser (1984) has stmmarized these requir€'.lrents as 
follows: 

Population trends of the management indicator 
species will be nonitored and relationships to 
habitat changes deter.mined (36 CFR 219.19). 

Personnel will cooperate with State fish and 
wildlife agencies to the extent practicable (36 
CFR 219.19). 

Monitoring will relate to the minimum specific 
management requirements (36 CFR 219.27) for: 

3. Other 

(a) Resource protection: diversity of plant and 
animal camruni ties, habitats for viable 
populations, habitats for management 
indicator species, and protection of critical 
habitat for threatened or endangered species; 

(b) Vegetative manipulation: practices have the 
desired effects on fish and wildlife habitat, 
and practices are practical an~ feasible; 

(c) _Sil vicul tural practices: cultural treatments 
meet wildlife and fish standards and 
objectives, and timber harvest cuts meet 
wildlife and fish standards and objectives; 

(d) Even-aged management: openings located and 
shaped to meet wildlife and fish standards 
and objectives to the extent practicable; 

(e) "Riparian areas: management practices meet 
fish habitat standards and objectives; and 

(f) Diversity: management prescriptions meet 
diversity standards and objectives. 

Other FS d.ocunents specify project nonitoring and 
evaluations including the TIMP, Part 2 (FS 1979: 3-6) 
and the ARG (FS 1983: 3-45 to 3-51). The TIMP 
specifies that timber management activities, fisheries 
enhancement activities, and wildlife habitat 
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improvement activities will be rronitored and rronitoring 
will detennine: 

1) How well amenity related goals and objectives are 
being met, and how well the issues and concerns 
are being resolved, 

2) whether effects are happening as predicted, and 

3) how well policy standards and guidelines are being 
carried out. 

B. Monitoring Implementation 

Table 16 sUlllllarizes rronitoring specified in timber sale EDs 
under the TIMP and whether or not the rronitoring has been 
done. t.JNKNCMN refers to those items for which the status of 
the rrom.tormg could not be detennined. '100 EARLY refers to 
those items specified in EDs that aren 1 t applicable because 
the sale either has not been sold or activities haven 1 t 
progressed to the stage when the rronitoring needs to be 
done. Nor YET refers to those items where rronitoring is 
applicable but hasn 1 t been done yet, although it could still 
be accanplished. NO!' DONE refers to those items that it is 
apparent the FS will not monitor. This detennination was 
derived fran personal camrunications with FS personnel or 
reviews of FS mE!IIOrandums. PARI'IALLY refers to items where 
sane rronitoring has occurred but it is unclear if the intent 
of the specified rroni toring has been fulfilled. '!Wenty 
(54%) of 37 timber sale EDs made no mention of rronitoring 
relevant to fish and wildlife. We did not evaluate FS 
compliance with rronitoring requirements associated with 
timber sales EDs finished prior to the TIMP. Much of the 
rroni toring infonnation for these sales should have been 
collected and analyzed during this tirre period (FY80-84) 
when these sales were active. 

The Stikine Area has reviewed its rronitoring procedure and 
developed three categories of rronitoring (Stikine Area 
supplement to FS Handl::xJok, 11/82, section 24.2, pp. 1-2). 
Category I is a "management requirement" and is funded as 
part of the project cost. This consists of rronitoring that 
directly controls the decision or a management prescription 
that is part of the decision. Category II consists of 
activities that fit the definition of rronitoring but are a 
part of established on-going programs such as management 
reviews and regeneration surveys. These will not be listed 
as rronitoring in the FA/EIS. Category III is activities 
designed to resolve major and/or reoccurring issues or 
management concerns. These will be listed as "monitoring 
opportunities" and are not considered "management 
requirements." They will apparently be prioritized by staff 
but may not be funded or canpleted. 

In the Stikine Area, monitoring tied to neeting a timber 
harvest target will probably be done, whereas rronitoring 
concerning other resources that are not directly linked to 
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Table 16. Surmlary of Monitoring Specified in Timber Sale EDs 

Source: TI.MP EIS Part II (FS 1979) 

1) MA 535 (Thanas Bay) Wildlife studies in progress will aid in 
developrent of long-range plan for future managenent. NO!' YET. 
Studies are CC~tq:>leted and a wildlife plan has been proposed that 
identifies retention areas and needs, mitigation measures, and 
full rotation harvest and logging schedule. These recarmenda
tions have not been incorporated into a long-range plan for 
future managenent of the area. 

2) MA Kll (Heceta) • Special study to detellnine why deer population 
has remained so good on Heceta and provide directions for 
managing deer in other areas. NO!' YET. 

3) MA K29 and K30 (Cleveland). Do IrOUntain goat study in cooperation 
with ADF&G. YES. FS provided partial funding and support for 
goat studies by ADF&G and FSL. Research results are energing 
fran these studies that should aid in developnent and evaluation 
of timber sales planned for the Cleveland Peninsula. 

Source: ALP 81-86 EIS (FS 1981) 

4) Test of skyline to meet best management practices on unstable 
soil. NO!' YET. Although the unit has been laid out, no mecha
nism exists to require ALP to conduct the test, given the cur
rently uneconanic conditions, so that results will be available 
to plan future sales. 

5) Monitoring of instream activities that influence fish habitat. 
PARI'IALLY. The bridge installation on Port Camien Creek was 
noni tored in relation to intragravel sed:imant levels using McNeil 
sampling. 

6) IDng-teJ:m effects of logging on alluvial fans and floodplains. 
NO!' YET. One inconclusive study was CC~tq:>leted on the effects of 
logging on the Indian River floodplain. No studies concerning 
long-tenn effects of logging on alluvial fans have been 
initiated. 

7) Interagency fisheries research program to ronitor three streams 
to protect and improve freshwater and estuarine habitat. NO!' 
YET. An interagency research program was prepared by ADF&G, FS, 
and NMFS, and study areas were set up. However, unit layout was 
not designed to provide a basis to test hypothesis. The area has 
not yet been logged. 

8) Postdeveloptent changes in physical aspects of fish habitat. TOO 
FARLY. Most units have not yet been logged. 

(continued) 
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Table 16 (continued) • 

9) Hunter success records and animal rrortali ty counts before, 
during, and after timber harvesting. NOT DONE. The harvest data 
prior to logging have not been collected, and there is no appar
ent effort by the FS to gather these data, and carq;>ile them in a 
meaningful manner to address the rronitoring need. 

10) Effectiveness of leave strips and susceptibility to bl~. 
'100 FARLY. The Chatham Area is planning to rroni tor the leave 
strips. 

11) Carq?arison of animal use of clearcut units of various sizes, 
shapes, aspects, and geological locations. '100 FARLY. 
(See cament 8) • 

12) Four clearcut units on Finger Creek designed to study relation
ship between blowdown and unit design. NOT YET. The units have 
not been logged. 

13) ~nitoring plans for all proposed landscape alterations. 
~. We found no indication of such rronitoring plans in the 
Stikine or Chatham Areas. 

14) Modify and intensify rronitoring of Kadashan as a barcm:!ter 
watershed to evaluate the effects of pre-roading. '100 EARLY. A 
rronitoring program is on-going, but no results are available on 
the effects. The road has not been carq;>leted due to a legal 
injunction. 

SOurce: LPK 84-89 EIS and revised FA 

14) Review of carryover units fran previous sales by district ranger 
to see if they neet standards and guidelines applicable to 84-89. 
QUESTICNABLE. Apparently the district rangers did review these 
units, but the Ketchikan Area could not provide written documen
tation of this review and what changes, if any, 'Nere made. The 
carryover units 'Nere apparently not evaluated in the 84-89 EDs 
with regard to clearcuts over 100 acres, "new" harvesting in 
Stream Habitat Units, "new" harvesting in visual extended ro
tation areas, or harvesting in designated wildlife retention 
areas. Impacts of carryover units are assumed to be previous 
logging iirpacts with regard to SHUs and visual areas. Eleven 
carryover units 'Nere located in .wildlife retention areas shown in 
the EIS. (See retention discussion in Wildlife section.) 

15) Assess relative population and habitat suitability of deer by 
establishing and reading deer winter range pellet-group and 
browse transects. YES. This is scheduled to start in 1985 in 
cooperation with ADF&G: 

16) Evaluate 10-20% of all fisheries prescription for their 
effectiveness. '100 EARLY. Sale is just starting. 

(continued) 
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Table 16 (continued). 

17) Assess effectiveness of prescribed mitigation for: 
a) slash disposal and PC!'. YES. Monitoring plans have been 

developed and are l.D'lderway .-
b) girdling, snag and whip retention - NO. Apparently these 

are not being prescribed in the s~le layouts, and noni taring 
plans have not been developed. 

Source: Fast Carrol Inlet Management Plan FA 

18) Monitoring program to detennine effects of water quality on 
streamside cutting of temperature-sensitive streams (required 
stipulation of state consistency review) • YES. Referred to 
forestwide plan currently underway, which liOiii.tors selected 
temperature-sensitive streams. '!his nonitoring is expected to 
continue for several nore years. 

19) Establish deer winter range pellet-group and browse transect to 
be read annually. YES.. Scheduled to start April 1985. 

20) Establish deer winter range snow transect. ~. 

21) Field review of slash disposal, snag and whip tree retention, 
PCT, and girdling prescribed mitigation neasures. '100 EARLY. 
layouts just starting. Apparently there are no snag and whip 
retention neasures being :implemented in l.D'lit layouts. 

22) Evaluate effectiveness of 10-20% of all fisheries prescriptions. 
'100 EARLY. 

23) Evaluate senSitivity of fisheries surveys annually. ~. 

24) Evaluate habitat enhancement and rehabilitation project successes 
with escapement and juvenile estimates one to five years after 
projects. '100 EARLY. 

Source: SUemez FA 

25) A forestwide nonitoring effort will check the assUit"ption that 
deer populations (numbers?) are proportional to winter habitat. 
NO!' OONE. 

26) Pellet, browse utilization, and range conditions transects to 
evaluate population trends and habitat. ~· (In progress.) 

27} Snow depth transects to detennine usable winter range. YES. 
(In progress.) 

(continued) 
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Table 16 (continued) • 

Source: South Wrangell FA 

28) M:>nitor for landslides - 'lro EARLY. 

29) Install t:henrograph on 'nlana.s Creek and IIDnitor at least one year 
before timber harvest and periodically after sale closure. 
~. Tentatively approved for IIDnitoring; however sale has 
not sold. 

30) Spawning gravel sediment m:mitoring on Fools Creek. YES. 
M:>nitored with respect to road construction. Write-up of results 
in progress. 

31) An IDT review of ccnpliance with plan and applicable direction 
per cooperative agreem:mt with ADEX:: will be done before close-out 
of the project. 'lro EARLY. 

Source: Granite FA 

32) M:>niter partial cut on floodplain to detennine effect on stream
bank stability and regeneration. IN ProGRESS. 

33) M:>nitor at least five units with high slide potential to deter
mine if mitigation measures are effective. IN ProGRESS. 

34) M:>nitor resident trout population in Egg lake to detennine if 
population declines with increased angling pressure. Nor DONE. 

35) Install portable thenoographs upstream and downstream fran Units 
12 and 14, and IIDnitor stream temperatures June 15 to August 20, 
prior to and through timber harvesting. · YES. 

36) M:>nitor if wildlife continue to use the travel corridor left 
adjacent to six units. NOT DONE. 

37) Check that buffer strip along Unit 15 is adequate to maintain 
continued nesting of waterfowl. NOT DONE. 

38) M:>nitor if there are significant differences in deer use between 
Unit 17 and proposed leave area. NOT DONE. 

39) Check that buffer along IDg Jam Creek adequately provides a 
visual and acoustical barrier and preserves the use of the 
existing wildlife corridor. NOT DONE. 

40) Check that wildlife continue to use existing ponds as a result of 
the leave areas. NOT DONE. 

41) Establish four deer browse and pellet-group transects. NOT DONE. 

42) Evaluate deer hunting success and effort before and after timber 
harvesting. NOT DONE. 

(oontinued) 
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Table 16 (continued). 

Source: Sokolof FA 

43) Detennine correlation between snow depth and deer use of cutover 
and old-growth areas. NO!' I:X:Im. 

44) Establish pennanent browse/pellet-group transects to detennine 
temporal and spatial use of vegetation by deer. NOI' I:X:Im. 

45) COlonnark about 20 deer to detennine tx>pulation structure and 
nobility. NO!' DC~-m. 

46) Detennine effect of precarmercial thinning on deer tx>pulations. 
'100 EARLY. 

Source: Cabin FA 

47) Monitor tx>Stlogging wildlife use of residual hemlock trees left 
in clunp; in clearcuts. '100 EARLY. 

48) Effect of tx>Stsale traffic on deer novements on roads constructed 
through deer winter range on state lands along Frederick Sound. 
'100 EARLY. Presale noni toring developed to evaluate tx>Stsale 
effects has not been done, indicating that this project may not 
be c::anpleted. 

Source: PRO Snall Sales EA 

49) Monitor partial cut at Thana.s Bay for snow interception capabili
ties, vegetative growth, no::>se use, and blowdown risk. IN 
ProGRESS. Project was in progress at tine the document was 
prepared and will apparently continue. 

Source: Totem FA 

50) Implement temperature sensitivity study on trib.ltaries of castle 
River and Tunehean creek where significant timber harvest occurs. 
'100 FARLY. FS is on record as saying this will only be done if 
extra funds are available. 

51) Take gravel samples on upper Tuneh.ean Creek before and after 
logging and road construction to detennine if detectable changes 
occur in fine sedim:mts. '100 EARLY. 

52) Study soil disturbance and landslides for five years following 
logging. '100 EARLY. 

(continued) 
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Table 16 (continued) • 

SOurce: Port Houghton EA 

53) .r-t:>nitor red-tailed hawk and Bald Eagle nests annually to deter
mine effects of management activities. '100 EARLY. 

54) Check run-off fran log storage to see if suspended sedinents are 
reaching fish habitat. '100 EARLY. 

SOurce: Corner Bay EA 

55) 1-t:>nitor harvest units during and after logging to detennine need 
to i.nplement IDT mitigation measures for resource rehabilitation. 
'100 FARLY. 

56) 1-t:>ni tor four units during and after logging to detennine need to 
clear SO-ft-wide deer travel lane. Coordinate m::>ni toring with 
ADF&G. '100 FARLY. 

Source: Yakutat Salvage Sale EA 

57) On-site inspections to evaluate harvesting i.npacts on wildlife. 
Reviews \\10Ul.d assess canpliance with mitigation maasures and 
adequacy of wildlife retention areas. Sane evaluation will be 
conducted in cooperation with ADF&G. IN PR:>GRESS. Apparently 
personal evaluations by wildlife spec1.a.l1sts have occurred, 

· although the JRD could not provide write-ups doculrenting this. 
There are no wildlife retention areas in the sale. Division of 
Game (ADF&G) has not yet been involved in any on-site inspections 
of the sale (Bruce Dinneford, ADF&G game biologist, pers. ccmn., 
April 1985) • 

Source: COuverden EA and Yakutat Blowdown #2 

58) .r-t:>nitoring will be limited to visits to the area by wildlife 
biologists. '100 EARLY. 

SOurce: Gilbert Bay EIS 

59) Review by hydrologist of timber harvest aspects pertinent to 
water quality prior to Sept. 1 of each field season. COrrective 
actions, if needed, will be taken, if possible, by Oct. 1 of each 
year. '100 FARLY. Sale didn't sell. 

60) .r-t:>nitor blowdown damage. '100 EARLY. 

61) On-site inspections by wildlife biologists. '100 FARLY. 

62) On-site inspections to evaluate bridge and culvert installations. 
'100 EARLY. 

(continued) 
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Table 16 (continued) • 

SOurce: Cowee-Davis EA 

63) f.t:>nitor eagle nest adjacent to Sawnill Creek Road. TOO FARLY. 

SOurce: South Windham EA 

64) Check drainage of log storage area during periods of heavy rains. 
TOO FARLY. 

65) H~ck whale use in project area will be nonitored in ccx::>pera
tion with NPMS. Observations of whale numbers, seasons of use, 
and activities will be reported to NMFS as available. 
QUFSI'ICNABLE. The sale hasn't sold yet. However, it appears the 
FS has no procedure established for nonitoring whales and 
reporting whale sightings to NPMS. 

66) f.t:>ni tor small population of goats to assure adequate winter range 
is available for them. TOO FARLY. 

67) f.t:>nitor sale area annually for disturbances effecting site 
productivity or sedimentation. TOO FARLY. 

68) Fish biologist will check road construction and maintenance at 
stream crossings. TOO EARLY. 

69) Fish biologists will check timber layout in areas near streams. 
t:JNKNaolN. 
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carrying out a timber sale may not· be done. An exanple of 
the latter is a timber sale that has already been approved 
for cutting, and the IDT reccmnends m:>nitoring the impacts 
of the cutting on an ~rtant temperature-sensitive stream. 
Because the cutting has already been approved, this is a 
"category III" nonitoring, and no real effort may be made to 
see that it gets done (menorandum fran Robert Lynn, Stikine 
Area forest supervisor, to Dorothy Douglas, regional 
coordinator, Division of Goveznmental Coordination, State of 
Alaska, 8/27/84). · 

Other nonitoring projects not connected with the timber 
sales EDs or the TIMP MAA described above have been 
undertaken by the FS. These include noni toring of LTFs, 
nonitoring of habitat mitigation and enhancement work, and 
administrative studies. A brief list of many of these 
studies is given below. 

Ketchikan Area. The Ketchikan Area is involved with 
sedim:mt noru..toring in the Blossan/Wilson River systems, 
with two different studies dealing with IKID, and with a 
study directed at coho salmm habitat selection. The FS is 
partially funding an ADF&G research program assessing the 
wolf-deer-habitat relationship in southeastern Alaska. They 
are also starting an administrative study with the 
University of Idaho detennining the effects of PCT and slash 
treatJnents on deer novanents and use of clearcuts and deer 
activity patterns and forage selection in recent clearcuts 
and shrub/sapling stands. Previous administrative studies 
have evaluated the effect of clearcutting on mink and otter 
use of shoreline forests and habitat use by breeding birds 
in clearcuts and old-growth forests. Other studies are 
experimenting with developing nodels of habitat selection 
and use and timber harvest impact analysis. Much of the 
Ketchikan Area' s present studies apparently center around 
participation in nonitoring various thinning projects as 
part of the Second Growth Management Program. 

Stikine Area. The Stikine Area has conducted and/ or funded 
a variety of studies during FY80-84, including studies on 
black bear seasonal novenents, habitat selection, and 
denning requirements; trumpeter swan wintering ecology at 
Blind Slough; inland \'.1etland vegetation and use by beaver 
and muskrat; osprey nesting; eulachon spawning habitat 
characteristics and eagle concentration patterns on the 
Stikine River; short-eared owl and waterfowl food habit 
studies; blue grouse breeding habitat studies; understory 
response and stmner bird use of burned and unburned 
clearcuts; noose telemetry studies on the Stikine River; 
success of browse plantings for wildlife; response of deer 
and vegetation to PCT on level I; resident fish pass 
studies; Blind Slough energy budget nonitoring; Port camden 
noni toring for fish channels; coho salmm production in a 
gravel borrow pit on the East Bradfield River; deer 
exclosure constructions in ~ on Level and Mitkof islands; 
sedinent studies on three bridge replacement projects; 
cooperative work with the National Marine Fisheries Service 
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on "Kake Burn" Creek and buffer strip studies: and LTF 
monitoring for bark accumulation on at least five sites. 

Chatham Area. The Chatham Area has attempted several 
different habitat i.mprovanent projects described as second 
growth managanent techniques, including construction of nest 
boxes for cavity-nesters, construction of nest platfo:rms ·for 
goose nesting, browse plantings for IOOOse, slash burning, 
the provision of cover for fish in lakes by felling 
conifers, and thinning of travel corridors through clearcuts 
with dense slash accumulations. Habitat improvement 
projects are generally moni tared to detennine their success 
or failure. Chatham Area staff also cooperated on a river 
otter and a grizzly bear study. · 

A preharvest survey of the Kennel Creek area was conducted 
to monitor the effects of partial-cutting harvest nethods on 
deer use: however, deer use was extrerely low "due to past 
timber harvesting and rem:wal of critical deer winter range" 
(Hanley n.d.) • The partial cut was never conducted because 
of its tmeconanical nature. 

In .1981, the Hoonah Ranger District of Chatham developed a 
fisheries monitoring program. A report was sul:mitted in 
1982, but the fisheries specialist was transferred and no 
subsequent reports were prepared. 

In 1982, Chatham Area also developed a Bald Eagle nest
monitoring program in response to a permit stipulation 
following a waiver to construct a road that encroached 
within 330 ft of three Bald Eagle nests. The monitoring 
plan requires observ.l.ng and reporting annually to the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) on the effects of same 30 
similar encroachments in the Chatham Area. The Sitka RD 
maintains data on each nest on file but has not reported to 
the USFWS to date. 

Same of the above studies were conducted coo:peratively with 
the ADF&G, tmiversities, or other researchers. Sate studies 
are on-going. Results range fran rather canprehensive 
analyses to very limited or inconclusive findings. 

The need that ererges fran a review of monitoring studies 
and programs is the developnent of a procedure to feed the 
infonnation gathered back into the managanent process. It 
is tmclear whether monitoring findings are being 
incorporated into harvest scheduling and long-range forest 
planning. For sales planned but carried over into 
subsequent planning :periods, :oo nechanism exists to ensure 
reevaluation and modifications based on then-current 
knowledge. In same cases, it appears that wildlife findings 
are not being used if they affect the nonnal practice of 
clearcutting without regard to retention and long-range 
impact analysis and planning. For exaq>le, the Thanas Bay 
wildlife studies have :oot been incorporated into long-range 
timber planning as required by the TIMP (FS 1979) , and the 
FS is on record as stating that IOOOse may :oot need winter 
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range (marorandum fran William Gee, Chatham Area forest 
supervisor, to Jay Hogan, associate director, Division of 
Governmental Coordination, State of Alaska, 9/21/83), 
despite the studies' findings to the contrary. In fact, no 
long-range planning or retention has been implemented by the 
FS for noose through a project-level timber sale ED to our 
knowledge (Table 3). 

The ftmding and program support for nonitoring appears to be 
inadequate. In general, "hard" targets (i.e., targets to 
which staff are held accountable) are apparently not 
assigned to nonitoring tasks. Thus, as ftmding and 
specialist staff are reduced, as has been the consistent 
trend in 'b.u Forest Areas since 1979, and which may be a 
result of future federal budget reductions, the ability to 
conduct nonitoring may be foregone. A review of the annual 
re:p:>rts of the ranger districts and the Fish and Wildlife 
Program dem:>nstrates a clear trend towards increased 
involverrent in presale planning, reduced field reviews 
either prior to preparation of NEPA d.ocumentation or during 
unit layout, and the absence of a ccrrq;>rehensive :p:>stsale 
nonitoring program. Rem:>te sensing-type inventories and 
roodelling of ecosystem interactions are being supported 
despite the identification of substantial data gaps, which 
render such tools largely inaccurate for either large-scale 
or project-scale applications. At the same time, the NEPA 
d.ocumentation displays a trend toward prescribing 
large-scale application of mitigative measures with no 
demonstrated effectiveness and deferring prescriptive 
habitat management to site-specific field reviews. 

The site-specific field reviews by resource specialists are 
described as the mechanism by which appropriate mitigative 
measures will be applied and refined. However, shrinking 
specialist program budgets and staff make it difficult, if 
not impossible, to accanplish this level of review in the 
face of increasing demands to participate in planning the 
harvest at a rate of 450 MMbf/year, much less develop and 
accanplish an effective :p:>stsale monitoring program. 

VII. <X>NCLUSICNS 

This section sumnarizes our findings regarding measures the FS 
has implemented or are on public record as intending to implement 
to protect fish and wildlife habitat on the Tbngass NF under the 
TI.MP and the ANncA. 

1. The following measures have been implemented to date by the 
FS on a widespread basis throughout the Tbngass: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Location and protection of eagle nests 
Fisheries inventory and design of road standards 
to ensure fish passage 
Consideration of soil erosion mitigation measures 
described in SAAG 
Deferral of logging shoreline timber 
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0 

0 

0 

Developrent of fish habitat enhancement projects 
and participation in Regional Sal.m:m Team review 
processes for fisheries enhancement projects and 
subsequent implementation 
Use of primary and secondary stream protection 
Considerations of fish and wildlife protection in 
log dump and logging camp locations 

There is concern that some of these habitat rreasures 
may be reduced to increase the econanics of timber 
harvest and to maintain the TIMP harvest schedule, 
and/or as a result of reductions in federal funding of 
needed s:pecialists to implement the program. A final 
assessrrent of the use and effectiveness of these 
rreasures cannot be made until the projects have been 
administered and subsequent activities for the areas 
planned. 

2. The following rreasures have been implemented to sane degree 
in m::>st areas but are not consistently applied, and· sorce of 
these rreasures may be reduced or eliminated by subsequent 
action: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Full protection of 
all fish streams 
detrimental effects 
or the effects of 
unclear.) 

the biological production of 
(Cases were folll'l9. where 

to fish production are likely 
logging on fish habitat are 

Consideration of rreasures to maintain stream 
temperatures in temperature-sensitive streams in 
planning streambank harvest and design and 
implementation of streambank. buffers along fish 
streams (Much clearcutting to the streambank still 
occurs on fish streams, however. ) 
Design and maintenance of wildlife travel 
corridors and leave strips between clearcuts 
(These rreasures appear es:pecially vulnerable to 
loss as a result of subsequent timber harvest.) 
Restriction on logging activities for fish 
protection 
Accountable retention of high-value wildlife areas 
(The Ketchikan Area has made a considerable effort 
to identify retention, whereas the Stikine Area 
has done a limited job of this. The use of 
retention is virtually absent in Chatham Timber 
Sale EDs. The accounting process for retention is 
unclear in the Stikine Area.) 
Deferral of logging in high-value wildlife and 
fish habitat 
Deferral of logging in high-value sportfishing 
areas and use of retention, extended rotations, 
and road closures to protect these areas (Only the 
Ketchikan Area has made any substantial use of 
retention, extended rotations, and road closures 
to protect sportfishing areas. ) 
Identification and protection of subsistence uses 
(FS EDs consistently state that project t:iltlber 
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sales are not affecting subsistence~ however, the 
ADF&G has frequent! y disagreed. The FS EDs have 
not addressed the cumulative effects of logging on 
subsistence. ) 

3. The following measures have not been implerrented to any 
significant degree in the Tongass NF, except where 
indicated: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Consideration and use of harvest systems other 
than clearcutting during project-level timber sale 
planning 
Retention of stream habitat for fisheries (The 
Ketchikan Area has identified retention of 
streamside habitat to protect fish and wildlife 
values to a limited extent. ) 
Use of extended rotations as assumed in the 
adopted TIMP harvest schedule (FS 1979). (The 
Ketchikan Area has done this for the LPK 84-89 
Sale.) 
Road closures (Road closures have been specified 
in only a few instances and are apparently not 
usually considered in timber sale planning and 
environmental analysis.) 
'Protection of soils on oversteepened slopes 
through wi thdrawa.l of CFL fran the timber harvest 
base as assumed in the adopted TLMP harvest 
schedule (FS 1979). 
Implerrentation of NFMA planning requirements, such 
as detennining viable populations levels, managing 
for diversity, selection of managerrent indicator 
species, and m::>ni toring the impacts of timber 
harvesting on population trends of management 
indicator species 
Snag managerrent and manipulation of timber harvest 
methods to retain snags and clumps of residual 
trees 
Prescriptions to manage logging and thinning slash 
(The Ketchikan Area is currently experi.nenting 
with methods of treating PCl' slash. The results 
of such treatnents are not available. ) 
Stipulations of future entries for timber harvest 
and harvest scheduling over the life of the 
rotation within a project area (The Ketchikan Area 
has made progress in this area. ) 
Developrent of FHMUs and WHMUs with IDT-developed 
prescriptive plans as required by the SAAG 
Consideration and protection of wetlands . and 
floodplains per presidential Executive Orders (A 
regionwide classification of wetlands and 
floodplains appears to be a necessary step in 
carrying out the intent of the presidential 
Executive Orders. ) · 
Valid cost-effective wildlife habitat enhancerrent 
projects 
Timing restrictions on logging activities in order 
to mitigate impacts to wildlife habitat 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

Analysis of the cumulative effects of timber 
harvesting on fish and wildlife over the entire 
rotation (The Ketchikan Area has n'lade a 
considerable effort to address the am::mnt of old 
growth left at the end of the rotation within 
project areas. ) 
Management Area Analysis as a second tier to the 
'!'IMP through the NEPA review process (This is 
being done only on the Ketchikan Area.) 
Whole drainage retention of certain LUD 3 and LUD 
4 areas with high value habitat and high human 
use~ concentration of harvest into areas of 
low-value habitat and use 
IDng-tenn scheduling of timber harvests to sustain 
clearcut areas in early regrowth stages. (This 
action, in conjunction with old-growth retention, 
might reduce detrinental impacts to a variety of 
fish and wildlife species.) 

4. The following conclusions were drawn regarding the status of 
second-growth management for fish and wildlife: 

0 

0 

0 

COnsiderable effort and :f\m.ds have been spent on 
second-growth habitat management for fish and 
wildlife, despite the fact that such measures are 
largely experimental and have unknown results. 
Preccmnercial thinning and prescribed browse 
planting are the m::>st camon second-growth 
measures being proposed and implemented. 
Procedures for manipulation of large woody. debris 
sources to streams and management of woody debris 
in streams within clearcuts are likely to be 
developed in the future in res:ponse to research 
findings 

FS timber sale EDs often did not :portray the 
results of second-growth habitat management as 
uncertain and did not docun:Yant the required costs 
needed to implement the pro:posed work. FS 
docunents often suggested that thinning of 
clearcuts was a proven enhancement or mitigation 
measure, in lieu of retention of old-growth 
acreage, to maintain habitat values 

Methods to mitigate habitat losses to wildlife 
species that utilize old growth have not been 
dem:mstrated, and the nonrenewability of old 
growth under a 100-year harvest rotation is 
usually not addressed as a management issue during 
project-level planning. Many protective measures 
built into the '!'IMP have not been widely applied 
on the Tbngass (e.g., designation of retention of 
nonnally operable CFL, extended rotations, 
protection of unregulated CFL), and the '!'IMP 
harvest schedule in itself will result in 
substantial habitat degradation to many wildlife 
species (FS 1979) 
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5. CUrrent research findings (ADF&G in review a) indicate that 
the successful implementation of fisheries prescriptions, 
such as retention, buffer strips, timing clauses, adequate 
fish-pass structures, withdrawal of timber harvesting on 
oversteepened slopes, and careful harvest scheduling over 
the life of the rotation, in keeping with these research 
findings, can probably effectively reduce many impacts to 
fish production during logging activities. Adequate 
training and funding of FS fisheries specialists is 
essential for adequate implementation. Measures in the 
'!'IMP, such as retention and extended rotations, together 
with other prescriptions could be ~hasized around key 
areas to help reduce impacts to the esthetics of 
sportfishing. These measures would reduce the ability to 
protect other habitats, however, given the anount of 
retention provided in the '!'IMP. 

6. The fulfillment of ll'Dnitoring ccmnitnents in NEPA documents 
on the Tongass NF has been uneven, and a number of 
cannitinents to ll'Dnitormg have not been met. No procedure 
presently appears to exist to ensure that the results of 
monitoring or applied research on management practices will 
be used to modify planning of future or ongoing sales. 

We found no evidence that standardized, canprehensive 
project-level monitoring and reporting is occurring. 
Successful and effective ll'Dnitoring will require a 
carmi tnent to its i.np::>rtance, developnent of a system that 
includes timber sale planning and implementation programs 
responsive to ll'Dni toring results, and adequate funding. 
Without adequate funding of long-tenn field-level reviews 
throughout · the implementation of the sale, proposed 
monitoring will largely be paper exercises without benefit 
of validation. 

The above findings are based on review and detailed analysis of 
environmental documents for 37 timber sales prepared since the 
'!'IMP, plus review of available infonnation on regional and area 
programs for fish and wildlife. The timber sales we analyzed 
represent ll'Dst of the "new" timber vol'l.lme prepared on the Tongass 
National Forest under the '!'IMP up to the spring of 1985. Timber 
sale environmental documents developed prior to the '!'IMP and ll'DSt 
of those being prepared at the time of this report were excluded 
fran this study. !obst of the sales analyzed had not been sold 
yet or were in the early stages of implementation. Consequently, 
review of on-the-ground fish and wildlife protection during 
timber sales prepared under the TIMP was limited in this report. 
We feel on-the-ground review is a necessary area for study in 
order to make a carplete determination of the degree to which 
fish and wildlife protection measures are implemented on the 
Tongass. 
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Appendix A. Semple Evaluation Form 

TIMBER EVALUATICN FURM 

A. General Data 

Sale name 
~(s) ----------------------------
District(s) 
LUD(s) 
vctJ mmber ( s) 
Entry (1st, 2nd, etc) 
Vol\ll'le 
Year Sc~hedu~~l~ed~--------------------------
Date of R:D or Dec~s~on Notice -------

B. SUbsistence 

1. What inpact does the sale have on subsistence as determined by 
the subsistence detennination? -------------------------

2. Was subsistence an identified concern? 
-~--~~-~-----Did it influence the developrent of the alternatives? :=-----:--

the selection of the preferred alternative? If yes to 
any of the above, please describe. 

3. ~~t subsistence uses were identified for area? (include state 
correspondence regarding subsistence uses).------------

4. If subsistence was an identified concern,. what mitigation 
rreasures were used to reduce the inpacts on subsistence? --

C. General Habitat Managerrent Concerns 

1. What percent (and acres) of the sale vol\ll'le is 8-20 rrbf/acre? 
What percent 

~(-and~-a-cr_e_s-r)--o-=f-th-:-;-e-sa--::1-e __ v_o":;""l'UIT'e-----.i:-s--::f:-r-an-the-:-;----;,.o:-tec--:-;--hnologically 
marginal II CFL? ----------------------------

2. What harvest cutting methods other than even-age management 
are prescribed for fish or wildlife protection?---------



3. What stipulations are put on future timber harvest entries? 
Is multiple entry or life of the rotation planning described 
in the ED? ----------------------------·------------------

4. Hew many clearcuts exceed the 100-acre size l~t? Show size 
of clearcuts. 
Did subsequent~b"~"'lowa~'l;"'"a.m-----o-r""'l::-a-y-ou--:-t-c""1hang~-e-s--en"""'l::-arge-----c"~"'le-a-r-cu---:-ts---

beyond 100+ acres? Describe. --------------------------

5. Are the TIMP inventories evaluated and considered accurate for 
timber and wildlife habitat? Discuss. -------------------

6. Are 705 (a) funds used to mitigate i.rtpacts on fish and wildlife 
habitat? Discuss any use of 705(a) funds to benefit 
fish and wildlife that is identified in the ED. 

7. Does the ED discuss the cumulative irrpacts of ti.rrDer 
harvesting on fish and wildlife habitat? Are irrpacts 
of cutting prior to the sale identified, discussed, and 
evaluated in the ED? ------------------------------------

8. How is carry over volurre dealt with in ED for the large sales? 

9. Is protection of -wetland and floodplain habitat values 
addressed? 

----------------~---------------------------

10 . What rreasures are described to roaintain water quality of 
streams? ----------------------------------------------



D. Wildlife 

1. Is operable CFL placed in retention specifically for wildlife? 
-=-:r-- Is it rrapped in the ID (Environrrental Docurrent)? __ _ 
If no, how is it doctmented? -------------------------------
How rrany acres (total, CFL, operable CFL) are retained? ---
What is the average size of the retention areas? ---------
What species of wildlife is the retention specifically set 
aside for (e.g. deer, general old-growth users, cavity 
nesters)? -------------------------------------------
What portion (percentage, acres) of the retention is in 
different volume classes? 

What are the habitat characteristics and values of the areas 
retained (e.g. carrying capacity)?-------------

What criteria(s) were used to select the retention area(s)? 

How is the retention dispersed in rela.tion to the study area 
and other critical wildlife habitat within the sale area? 
(attach rraps if appropriate) 

What rranagement activities are allowed in retention areas and 
what are specifically excluded? -------------------------

Are the retention areas accessed by roads? ---------

How is retention defined? ----------------------------

What is specified in the EA regarding the permanency of 
retention areas? --------------------------------------



What habitat managarent measures besides preservation are 
described in the EA for retention areas? ------------------

other relevant infonnation -------------------------------

2. Were WHMU/EHMU for wildlife needs developed in the ED? ____,......,..._ 
Are these areas identical to retention areas in Question 1? 

(If yes, go on the Question 3). What % of rH1U/EHMU are 
specially retained for wildlife? -----------------------

Are the WHMU/EHMU mapped in the envirornnental document? If no, 

how are they ~ted? ------------------------------

What are the habitat characteristic(s), wildlife value(s), and 
selection criteria(s} for WHMU/EHMU? ----------------------

How are the WHMU/EHMU located and dispersed in relation to the 
study area and other critical wildlife habitat within the 
study area? ---------------------------------------------

What prescriptions are applied to ~H1U? ElMJ? ----------

Are WlMJ/EHMU accessed by roads?------

Other relevent infonnation (include definitions) 

3. What are the inpacts of the sale on the wildlife resource? 

What is the relative rank of the selected alternative with 
regard to wildlife ilrpacts catpared to other action 
alternatives? ----------------------------------------



4. Is timber harvested an islands less than 50 acres? If 
yes, describe. If no, are islands less than 50 acres counted 
as retention acres? ---------------------------------------

5. Discuss the use of the follc:wi.ng i terns to manage and protect 
wildlife: 

buffer strips --------------~----------------------------

scheduling future harvest and life of sale planning -----

indicator species -----------------------------------------

road closures --------------------------------------------

timing clauses -------------------------------------------

travel corridors -----------------------------------------
viable population levels ----------------------------------

desired levels -------------------------------------------

diversity (include definition) 

carrying capacity --------------------------

R&E species ----------------------------------------------

management of bear-h'l.1INU1 interactions ---------------------

other neasures identified (exclude second-growth managE!rtent) 



6. Is the effect of increased disturbance on wildlife addressed? 
Is the effect of increased access on consurtptive and ---non-constmptive wildlife uses discussed? If yes, 

discuss. -----------------------------------------------

7. How are riparian areas defined, managed, and protected for 
wildlife in this·sale? -----------------------------------

8. Are plans inplemented to insure that early successional 
regrowth stages are available ·throughout the tirrber rotation 
for species utilizing such habitats? If yes, what 
species are specifically being managed for?--------------

9. Are 100 neter buffers maintained around all eagle nest trees? 
If no, what. is the extent of i.npact to eagle nest 

~tree--s=? -------

Is habitat retamed to assure the desJ.red qual~ty and quant~ty 
of eagle habitat, nest trees, and perch trees? ~----~.-:--
~~~~~------~~~~~--~----~~~--How many miles 
of shoreline are scheduled for clearcutting? Placed 
in retention? ---------

10. Are opportunities to view and photograph wildlife identified? 
___ If yes, discu..c::;s. --· 

11. Discussion: what is specifically done to manage for snags? 

12. What rreasures are proposed to mitigate against losses of 
wildlife habitcl.t? ---------------------------------------

13. Other relevent infonration (thinning; treatnent of bl~own) . 



E. Fish 

1. What are the described impacts of the sale on the fisheries 
resource? 

2. 

------------------------------------------------
What was the relat~ve rank of the 

-se--=-lect~-ed"""="""-al":""terna~--:-t~i ve--Wl.-:.r":"th~ regard to its impact on fisheries 

c:xrrpared to other action alternatives? ---------------------

Is retention defined and used for fisheries? If yes, 
discuss ---

3. Did the IDT develop FHMUs/EHMUs for fisheries protection in 
the ED? If yes, describe-------------------------

Are the FHMUs/EHMUs mapped in the ED? -- (If no, how are 

they identified and dOCI.litented? -------------

4. Discuss the use of the following items to manage and protect 
fisheries: 

buffer strips------

scheduling future hal:vest and life of sale planning -----

debris mgmt ------------------------------

timing clauses --------------------------------

indicator species -----------------------------

culvert and bridge standards -------------------

hot and cold temperature sensitive guidelines---------

other measures identified ------------------------------



5. HeM are riparian and floodplain areas defined, managed and 
protected for fisheries in this sale? -----------

6. Does the sale address the esthetics of sport fishing? 
If yes, discuss rreasures ilrplemented and for what streams--:?=---

7. Is the effect of increa~ access on sport fishing evaluated? 
___ If yes, ~lc3in -----------------

8. Other relevant ccmnents -----------------

F. Second Growth Management 

1. Describe in detail every type of second growth m:magement 
being inplemented to rreet wildlife habitat needs. Do not 
include standard silviculture treatrrents for ti.nber production 
unless such treatrrents are specifically related to wildlife · 
habitat needs. If appropriate, list the results to date. 



G. Soils 

1. Are slopes 75%+ and slopes 66 to 75% with "severe" soil 
hazards excluded fran logging? shown on maps in the 
environmental docurlent? If no, how are the acres 
inventoried and documented? --------------------------------
How many acres of the above severe so~ls are harvested? 
---.,-- HOW' many of these acres are in drainages with -:=f.,...~s"Th
streams? -------------

2. What soil protection rreasures are used on slopes 35 to 75%? 

on braided stream bottans? -------------------------------
on other riparian areas? ---------------------------------

3. What other rreasures are used to minimize erosion? ----------

H. Visual 

1. Are TI.MP inventoried V\lJ' s for retention and partial retention 
rret? ---------------------------------------------------

2. Are areas with extended rotations for visuals identified in 
the environmental document? If yes, discuss acres 
identified, prescriptions, etc. in the EA (EIS). ----------

3. Do areas with extended rotations for visuals overlap with 
areas to be managed as wildlife habitat? -----------------
Is there a conflict? ------------------------------------



I. Monitoring 

1. Describe every item relevant to fish and wildlife that is 
identified for rronitoring. Be as specific as possible. Has 
the item been rronitored? (UA = Unable to tell, TE -
Too early to start rronitorJ.ng plans) 



J. Resolution of Fish and Wildlife Issues 

1. Did selection of a preferred alternative maximize protection 
of fish and wildlife habitat? If not, what other 
factors were overriding? ----------------------------------
If econanics were overriding, descril'5e the trade-off. 

2. List every important fish and wildlife issue, concern, and 
opportunity raised by DFG or the state through the seeping 
process and subsequent review. As a minim.mt, use IOO' s listed 
in the decurrent, State re~nse to scoping and State review of 
DEIS or draft EA to identify issues. Items of a minor 

. technical matter (such as clarification of wording) or 
cacments that are clearly erroneous in tenns of generally 
accepted biological data (clearcutting may provide 
opportunities to inprove winter range for deer) can be 
ignored. List how each concem was resolved (e.g. not 
acknowledged, acknowledged but rejected, etc.) Include 
harvesting of low volume tirrber as an issue if it was raised. 
Were TIMP prescriptions sUI'!lYiai'ized in TIMP EIS, Part II rret? 
(Discuss each one). 
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INI'RODUCI'ION 

This re!X)rt was prepared to SUI111larize data on the human use of Pacific 
herring, Dungeness, Tanner, and king crabs, shrimp, abalone, scallops, 
geoduck clams, sea urchins, Sitka black-tailed deer, moose, black and brown 
bears, and furbearers, and to provide an overview of access for 
nonccmnercial harvests of fish and wildlife in the Southeast Region. The 
re!X)rt was prepared as part of the Alaska Habitat Managenent Guide project 
and is divided into three sections: 1) human use of select wildlife species, 
2) human use of Pacific herring and select shellfish species, and 3) an 
overview of access. 

The first two sections are intended to ccmplenent the Alaska Habitat 
Managenent Guide reference maps for the Southeast Region, volunes 1 and 2 • 
Readers should refer to these reference volunes for rrore si te-s:pecific 
info:rmation. The human use accounts in this re!X)rt, together with the 
reference-map volunes, provide a detailed description of available known 
harvest info:rmation of the selected species and are intended to be of value 
for roth regional and local planning. 

The third section is intended to provide a description of current 
access patterns in the region, to SUI111larize existing sources of quantitative 
info:rmation on the nodes of access used to harvest particular species, and 
to summarize info:rmation on the access patterns of residents of individual 
ccmnunities. It is designed to ccmplement the human use accounts and 
reference maps described above and the rrore detailed info:rmation that will 
result from analysis of the hunter economic surveys described below. 

This re!X)rt is intended to be used in conjunction with other Alaska 
Habitat Managenent Guide re!X)rts, in particular, the re!X)rt entitled Eco
nomic Overview of Fish and Wildlife, volunes 1 and 2. Volune 1 of that 
re!X)rt contains a Southeast Alaska section describing the economic value of 
the Southeast Alaska Pacific herring, shellfish, halibut, sable fish, and 
sa1m:m fisheries. It also contains sections describing the economic over
view of s!X)rtfishing, roth statewide and regionally. Volune 2 contains 
Southeast Alaska sections with economic overviews of furbearer harvest, 
subsistence gathering, and nonconsumptive uses of fish and wildlife. In 
addition, volune 2 contains a statewide economic overview of hunting with 
regional analyses of pennit hunts. These volunes. should be consulted for 
info:rmation on the economic importance of human uses of fish and wildlife in 
the region. 

Three Southeast Alaska hunting economic surveys were initiated as part 
of the Alaska Habitat Management Guide project, in cooperation with the 
Division of Gane. Three groups of people who hunted in Southeast Alaska 
were sent questionnaires concerning the characteristics of areas they chose 
for hunting and the anount of noney they spent hunting: 1) nountain goat 
hunters in 1984; 2) moose hunters in 1984; and 3) Sitka black-tailed deer 
hunters in 1985. The results of these surveys were in the process of being 
analyzed as this re!X)rt was finalized. It is anticipated that the economic 
surveys will yield further info:rmation relevant to the human use of deer, 
noose, and the nountain goats, to access patterns associated with hunting 
these species, and to the importance of hunting in the regional econcmy. 
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PARI' I. HUMAN USE OF SELEX:'l'ED WILDLIFE SPECIES IN THE SOUI'HEAST REX;ICN 

I. MANAGERIAL AIJrHORITY 

In 1925, the Alaska Gaire Cornnission was established by an act of 
Congress "to protect gane animals, land furbearing an:ilnals, and birds 
in Alaska, and for other purposes. " This was the beginning of fonnal 
wildlife managerrent in Alaska. Concurrent with statehood in 1959, 
under authority of Article VIII of the State Constitution, the legisla
ture established the Depa.rtnent of Fish and Garre. The Division of Garre 
and Board of Fish and Gaire were given jurisdiction over resident 
wildlife. In 1975, separate boards of gane and fish were created by 
legislative act. Hunting of resident terrestrial wildlife is control
led under the Alaska Administrative Code and Title 16 Alaska Statutes. 
The hunting regulations are described each year in the ADF&G publica
tion entitled Alaska Garre Regulations and in penni t hunt supplerrents. 

II. BOONDARIES 

A. Garre Managerrent Units and Subunits 

The State of Alaska is divided into 26 gane managerrent units 
(CM.Js) for the purpose of establishing hunting regulations and 
recording harvest data. CM.Js 1 through 5 and a portion of GMU 6 
cat'prise the Southeast Region of the Division of Habitat (see nap 
1) • CM.Js 1, 5, and 6 are further divided into gane managerrent 
subunits (CMSs). CM.Js and CMSs have been defined in 5 AN:. 78.005 
as follows: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

CMJ 1 consists of all nainland drainages fran Dixon Entrance 
to cape Faixweather and those islands east of the center line 
of Clarence Strait fran Dixon Entrance to caamano Point and 
all islands in Stephens Passage and Lynn canal north of Taku 
Inlet. 

CMS lA consists of all drainages south of the latitude of 
I..enesurier Point, excluding all drainages of Ernest Sound. 

G1S 1B consists of all drainages between the latitude of 
I..enesurier Point and the latitude of cape Fanshaw, including 
all drainages of Ernest Sound and Farragut Bay and including 
the islands east of the center lines of Frederick Sound, Dry 
Strait (between Sergief and Kadin islands) , Eastern Passage, 
Blake Channel (excluding Blake Island) , Ernest Sound · and 
Seward Passage. 

CMS 1C consists of all drainages between the latitude of cape 
Fanshaw and the latitude of Eldred Rock, including Sullivan 
Island and the drainages of Berners Bay and excluding the 
drainages of Farragut Bay. 
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Map 1. Game management units and subunits in the Southeast Region. 
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G1S lD consists of all drainages north of the latitude of 
Eldred Rock, excluding Sullivan Island and the drainages of 
Bemers Bay. 

CM.J 2 consists of Prince of Wales Island and all islands west 
of the center lines of Clarence Strait and Kashevarof Pas
sage, south and east of the center lines of SUmner Strait, 
and east of the longitude of the westerrmost point on Warren 
Island. 

CM.J 3 consists of all islands east of GMS lB, north of CM.J 2, 
south of the center line of Frederick Sound, and east of the 
center line of Chatham Strait, including Coronation, Kuiu, 
Kupreanof, Mitkof, Zarembo, Kashevarof, V«:>ronkofski, Etolin, 
wrangell, and Deer islands. 

GMU 4 consists of all islands south and west of GMS lC and 
north of CM.J 3, including Admiralty, Baranof, Chichagof, 
Yakobi, Inian, I.emesurier, and Pleasant islands. 

CM.J 5 consists of all Gulf of Alaska drainages and islands 
between cape Fairweather and the center line of Icy Bay, 
including the west side of the Guyot Hills. 

G1S SA consists of all drainages east of Yakutat Bay, Disen
chantment Bay, and the eastern edge of Hubbard Glacier, and 
includes the islands of Yakutat and Disenchantment Bay. 

GMS SB consists of the remainder of CM.J 5. 

CM.J 6 consists of all Gulf of Alaska and Prince William Sound 
drainages fran the center line of Icy Bay and the west side 
of the Guyot Hills to cape Fairfield, including Kayak, 
Hinchinbrook, Montague, and adjacent islands, and Middleton 
Island, but excluding the Copper River drainage upstream fran 
Miles Glacier and excluding the Nellie Juan and Kings river 
drainages. 

GMS 6A consists of Gulf of Alaska drainages east of Palm 
Point near Katalla, including Kanak, Wingham, and Kayak 
islands. 

B. Major Harvest Areas 

For the purpose of recording harvest and other data, CM.Js and GMSs 
are further divided into major harvest areas, which carq;>rise 
entire islands, island groups, or portions of the mainland or 
large islands that often contain a number of watersheds. The 
major harvest area is designated by the letter X followed by a 
two-digit code in CM.Js 1 through 5. The letter U follCMed by a 
t\\10 digit-code is used to designate major harvest areas in CM.J 6. 
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C. Minor Harvest Units and Minor Specific Units 

Major harvest areas are subdivided into minor harvest units which 
may contain one or several drainages. Minor harvest units are 
divided into minor specific units, also called UCUs, which repre
sent the smallest geographic unit of the coding system. 

Minor harvest units and minor specific units are each designated 
by a two-digit code. Thus, the code 01B-X16-0102 corresponds to 
GMU 1 , subunit B, Major Hai:vest Area X16, Minor Hai:vest Unit 01, 
and Minor Specific Unit 02, which represents the Cat Creek water
shed on the mainland near Cape Fanshaw. 

III. HUMAN USE OF SITKA BIJ\CK-TAILED DEER 

A. Introduction 

Sitka black-tailed deer are indigenous to the mainland south of 
Berners Bay and :rcost islands of GMUs 1, 2, 3, and 4 (Johnson and 
Wood 1979) • Deer were transplanted to the Yakutat Area Q1S SA in 
1934, where they n.cM occur at relatively lc:M levels (ibid.). Deer 
were transplanted to Sullivan Island in Lynn Canal between 1951 
and 1954 (Burris and McKnight 1973). Several deer transplants 
were also made in the Taiya Valley near Skagway in 1951, 1952, and 
1956, but harvestable populations have not been established. The 
general distribution of deer in GMU 6 does not include the portion 
of GMU 6 within the Southeast Region. 

Deer hunting is an important activity in Southeast Alaska. This 
chapter sumnarizes deer harvest levels and hunting effort in the 
Southeast Region since about 1960. 

B. Management Considerations 

1. Influence of winter weather on deer populations. The anount 
of :rcortality caused by starvation as a result of winter 
weather conditions is generally recognized as the major 
factor regulating deer populations in Southeast Alaska 
(!-Erriam 1970, Olson 1979). lDw deer numbers occurred in the 
1910's, 1925, 1934, 1950, 1956, 1969, and in the 1970's 
(Ralston 1943, Merriam 1970, Olson 1979) . Periods of lc:M 
deer abundance usually were preceded by a series of severe 
winters, and periods of high deer abundance were preceded by 
mild winters (Merriam 1970). Periods of 1CM deer abundance 
occurred in areas that did not support wolves or receive 
substantial hunting pressure (ibid.). 

Generally, deer populations quickly increased follc:Ming 
declines (Merriam 1970). However, there have been at least 
two instances of prolonged lc:M deer numbers during this 
century, both follc:Ming two or :rcore extrerrely severe winters. 
Follc:Ming the winters of 1909 and 1910, deer were al:rcost 
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entirely depleted over nn.1ch of the Ketchikan area, including 
the southern portion of Prince of Wales Island (Ralston 
1943). Even 8 to 10 years after these winters, no deer sign 
was observed during the entire season by the road crews 
"WOrking on the Portage Road between Sulzer and Chanly on 
Prince of Wales Island, an area that was nonnally heavily 
used by deer (ibid.) 

The pronounced low in deer m.mbers in portions of G1S lA and 
lB and GMUs 2 and 3 following the severe winters of 1968-
1969, 1970-1971, and 1971-1972 has been "~Nell docuirented 
(Olson 1979, ADF&G 1983). Even in the early 1980's, it was 
difficult to find any sign of deer during field reconnais
sance in areas with traditionally high deer use on Kuiu and 
Kupreanof Island (ADF&G 1983, Doerr 1985). 

Drastic declines in deer numbers have resulted in correspond
ing declines in deer hunter success and deer harvests in the 
affected areas (Merriam 1970, Johnson and Wood 1979). 

2. Influence of clear-cutting on deer populations. Clear-cut
ting in the Southeast Region can have a major impact on deer 
hunting because it renoves old-growth forests that provide 
critical winter habitat for deer and thus lowers the carrying 
capacity of the area for deer (Sigman 1985). Clear-cutting 
eliminates the forest canopy that intercepts snowfall and 
allows deer access to winter forage which exists in the 
understory of old-growth forests. Furtherrcore, clear-cuts 
regenerate into dense, even-age pole stands that persists for 
150 years or nnre. These pole stands are largely devoid of 
deer forage in the understory and do not provide sui table 
habitat for deer. Under an expected timber harvest rotation 
of 100 to 125 years, this loss of old-growth habitat and 
critical deer winter range will be pennanent (Wallnn and 
Schoen 1980, Sigman 1985). A nodel developed by Schoen et 
al. (1985) predicts declines in relative deer m.nnbers as a 
result of logging scheduled on the Tbngass National Forest. 
This nodel predicts that deer populations will decline by 50 
to 75% over the life of the ti.nber harvest rotation in 
three-quarters of the region' s watersheds that are scheduled 
for clear-cutting under the Tbngass Land Managercent Plan 
(United States Deparbnent of Agriculture 1979). Further 
declines in deer populations will result from clear-cutting 
on state, native, and other private lands in the region. 

3. Influence of road construction on harvest patterns. The 
effects of road construction on deer hunting has not been 
"~Nell researched in Southeast Alaska, partly due to the recent 
history of extensive road construction in nnst parts of the 
region. The construction of roads can change harvest pat
terns. Road construction has increased deer hunting, at least 
ter!p)rarily, in sate areas (e.g. , Prince of Wales Island 
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[ADF&G 1982, 1983]). However, the long-tenn effects of road 
access on deer harvest patterns is unclear. 

A recent study reported that the construction of the Hollis
Klawock road initially resulted in increased deer hunting 
along the road corridor by Klawock residents (Bosworth 1986, 
Ellanna and Sherrod 1986) • Deer hunting success along the 
road corridor and use of the road by Klawock hunters subse
quently fell to very low levels due to increased carpetition 
for deer by outside hunters using the ferry and road system 
and by the fact that clear-cut areas with advanced conifer 
regeneration are not desirable for deer hunting (ibid.). 

4. Disposal of ptiblic lands to private ownership. The transfer 
of public land to private ownership such as is occurring 
under the present Alaska State Land Disposal Program results 
in loss of deer habitat as a result of housing construction 
and other land developtent, as well as direct loss of public 
hunting areas as the lands bec:are private property (ADF&G 
1982, 1983) • These ilrpacts are rrost severe where land 
disposals occur in beach fringe forest or other critical deer 
winter habitat and/or where land disposals occur in tradi
tional high-quality deer hunting areas (such as certain beach 
fringe forest near protected anchorages or other access 
points). 

The land disposals are resulting in the developrent of srcall 
settlements in rural areas. People residing in these areas 
utilize the fish and wildlife resources in the nearby vicini
ty as a food source. As a result, demand for use of fish and 
wildlife is increasing in areas near state land disposals. 

5. Influence of predation. Current evidence indicates that 
predation by wolves has the potential to keep deer popula
tions at extremely low levels if the ratio of deer/wolves is 
reduced below a certain critical level (Van Ballenberghe and 
Hanley 1984). The prolonged low density of deer in portions 
of Southeast Alaska since the severe winters of 1968-1972 has 
been associated with the presence of wolves and black bears 
(Olson 1979; ADF&G 1982, 1983). In areas where wolves and 
black bears are present, especially in portions of G1U 3, 
deer still remain at low levels, despite the absence of 
hunting seasons and, in sane areas, the absence of signifi
cant . alt.eration of habitat by logging or other human 
activities. 

6. Deer density and harvest patterns. Game biologists in 
Southeast Alaska have long recognized that hunter success and 
deer harvest levels were positively related to the density of 
deer (Merriam 1970, n.d.a; Johnson and Wood 1979) • The exact 
relationship has not been detennined, however, partly because 
of the inability to precisely estimate deer numbers and 
hunter success. IDWs in deer numbers correspond to reduced 
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hunter success, harvest rates, and hunter participation. 
"High" deer numbers have often occurred within a.J:xmt five 
years of lows and correspond to "good" hunter success and 
harvest levels (Merriam n.d.a). 

C. Surrmary of Seasons and Bag Limits, 1925-84 

Table 1 sumnarizes deer seasons and bag limits in Grus 1-5 fran 
1925 to 1984. Fran 1925 to 1954, deer hunting was limited to 
bucks only. Doe hunting was established in 1955, and fran 1957 to 
1970 a bag limit of four deer of either sex was allowed in much of 
the Southeast Region. During the 1970's, bag limits were drasti
cally reduced in GMSs 1A and 1B and Grus 2 and 3. The season was 
closed in G1U 3 fran 1975 through 1979 and in G1U 5 in 1980. 

Since 1980, G1S 1A and GMU 2 have had a four-nonth season with a 
three-buck bag limit, while the bag limit in G1S 1B has been one 
or tw::> buc:ks. Deer hunting in G1S 1C and nost of G1U 4 has been 
open for a.J:xmt five nonths, with a bag limit of four deer. In GMU 
3, the season has been closed in the northern :portion and limited 
to one buck in the southern :portion. A January deer season with a 
two-deer limit was established on Admiralty Island in the vicinity 
of Angoon in the 1983 regulatory year. 

D. Data on Human Use 

Haxvest data on deer have been collected in sare manner since at 
least the 1940 's (unpublished notes in deer files, ADF&G, Di v. 
Gan'e, Petersburg) • Info:rma.tion discussed will include regional, 
G1U, sub-GMU harvest re:porting areas, and carrmmi ty sumnaries of 
harvest data. Presentation will focus on deer harvests since 
statehcx::rl. Deer harvests in G1S 1D and G1U 5 will not be consi
dered further in this re:port. Deer harvests in G1S 1D were absent 
or minimal, and only a relatively few deer were harvested annually 
in G1U 5 during the open seasons in the 1960's and 1970's 
(Dinneford 1985). 

1. ()lalifications and limitations of data. Several tenns used 
in this re:port require clarification. Hunter refers to any 
person who spent t.ilre afield actively hunting deer during a 
given year. Hunter success is defined as the proportion of 
people who bagged a deer during a given hunting year relative 
to the total ntmlber of hunters. Hunting efficiency is defined 
as the relationship between hunting effort and harvests. 
This statistic is expressed here as the nea.n number of days 
spent hunting per deer harvested; hence the larger the 
number, the less efficient the hunting. One hunter-day is 
defined as any part of a 24-hour day in which the person is 
searching for deer with the intent to. harvest deer. A 
hunter-day can thus vary fran hunting an hour during the day 
to hunting during the entire daylight hours. In addition, 
sare hunter-days enccmpass incidental hunting. For example, 
carrying a gun in a vehicle or boat while traveling to and 
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Table 1. General Seasons and Bag Limits for Deer in G1Us 1 to 5, 1925-84 

Year(s) Area Season Bag Limit 

1925 East of 141°W Sept. 16-Dec. 15 3 bucksa 

1926-29 Same as above Sept. 1-Nov. 30 3 bucks 

1930-41 East of 138°W Aug 0 20-Nov 0 15 3 bucks 

1942-43 Same as above Sept. 16-Nov. 15 2 bucks 

1944-48 Same as above Sept. 1-Nov. 15 2 bucksb 

1949 East of 138°W Sept. 1-Nov. 7 2 bucksb 

West of 138°W Sept. 10-oct. 10 1 buck 

1950 East of 138°W Sept. 1-Nov. 15 2 bucksb 

West of 138°W Oct. 1-0ct. 10 1 buck 

1951 East of 138°W Sept. 1-Nov. 15 2 bucks b 

except Sullivan I.-
T . c cuya area 

West of 138°W Sept. 15-oct. 15 1 buck 

1952 All of Southeast Aug. 20-Nov. 15 2 bucks 
Region 

1953 Same as above Aug. 20-Nov. 22b 2 bucks 

1954 Same as above Aug. 20-Nov. 22 3 bucks 

1955 Same as above Same as above 2 bucks 
and 1 
doe 

1956 G1Us 1, 5 Aug. 20-Nov. 26 3 bucks 

Qrus 2, 3, 4 Aug. 20-Nov. 26 3 bucks or 
(bucks) 2 bucks 

Nov. 13-Nov. 26 and 1 
(does) doe 

1957-58 G1Us 1, 5 Aug. 20-Nov. 30 3 bucks 

Qrus 2, 3, 4 Aug. 20-Nov. 30 4 deer 
(bucks) 

Oct. 15 - Nov. 30 
(does) 

(continued) 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Year(s) Area Seas0n Bag Limit 

1959 G1Us 1, 5 Aug. 20-Nov. 30 4 bucks or 
(bucks) 3 bucks 

Oct. 15-Nov. 30 and 1 
(does) doe 

G1Us 2, 3, 4 Same as above 4 deer 

1960 G1Us 1, 5 Aug. 20-Dec. 15 4 deer 
(bucks) (only 2 

Oct. 1-Dec. 15 coulddbe 
(does) does) 

G1Us 2, 3, 4 Same as above 4 deer 

1961 G1Us 1, 5 Aug. 1-Nov. 30 4 deer 
(bucks) (only 2 

Sept. 15-Nov. 30 could be 
(does) does) 

G1Us 2' 3' 4 Same as above 4 deer 

1962 G1Us 1 through 5 Aug. 1-Dec. 15 4 deer 
(bucks) 

Sept. 15-Dec. 15 
(does) 

1963-66 Same as above Aug. 1-Dec. 31 4 deer 
(bucks) 

Sept. 15-Dec. 31 
(does) 

1967 Same as above Aug. 1-Dec. 31 4 deer 
(bucks) 

Oct. 1-Dec. 31 
(does) 

1968 Same as above Aug. 1-Dec. 15 4 deer 
(bucks) 

Oct. 15-Dec. 15 
(does) 

1969 Same as above Same as in 1967 4 deer 

1970 G1Us 1, 2, 4, 5 Same as in 1969 4 deer 

Mitkof Island Aug. 1-Nov. 30 2 bucks 

(continued) 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Year(s) 

1970 
(cont.) 

1971 

1972 

1973-74 

Area 

Remainder of G1U 3 

GMSs 1C, 1D, GMU 4 

Grus 2, 5 

Season 

Aug. 1-Dec. 15 
(bucks) 

Nov. 1-Nov. 30 
(does) 

Aug. 1-Dec. 31 
(bucks) 

Sept. 15-Dec. 31 
(does) 

Aug. 1-Dec. 31 
(bucks) 

Oct. 1-Dec. 31 
(does) 

G1U 3 (Mitkof, Wrangell Aug. 1-Nov. 30 
Etolin, and Woronkofski 
islands) 

GMSs lA, 1B and Aug. 1-Nov. 30 
remainder of G1U 3 (bucks) 

GMS lA, G1U 2 

GMS 1B, G1U 3 

GMS 1C, G1Us 4, 5 

GMS lA, G1U 2 

GMS 1B, G1U 3 

Admiralty Islande 

12 

Oct. 1-0ct. 31 
(does) 

Aug. 1-Nov. 30 
(bucks) 

Nov. 1-Nov. 30 
(does) 

Aug. 1-Nov. 30 

Aug. l-Dec. 31 
(bucks) 

Sept.15-Dec. 31 
(does) 

Sept. 1-Nov. "30 
(bucks) 

Nov. 1-Nov. 30 
(does) 

Sept. 1-Nov. 30 

Aug. 1-Nov. 30 
(bucks) 

Nov. 1-Nov. 30 
(does) 

Bag Limit 

4 deer 

4 deer 

4 deer 

2 bucks 

3 deer 

3 deer 

2 bucks 

4 deer 

3 deer 
(only 1 
can be a 
doe) 

1 buck 

4 deer 

(continued) 



Table 1 (continued) 

Year(s) 

1973-74 
(cont.) 

1975-77 

1978-79 

1980 

Area 

G1S 1C and remainder 
of G1U 4 

G1U 5 

G1S lA, G1U 2 

G1S 1B 

G1U 3 

Southeastern f 
Admiralty I. 

G1S 1C, G1U 5, and 
remainder of G1U 4 

G1S lA, G1U 2 

Season 

Aug. 1-Nov. 30 
(bucks) 

Oct. 1-Nov. 30 
(does) 

Aug. 1-Dec. 31 
(bucks) 

Sept. 15-Dec. 31 
(does) 

Aug. 1-Nov. 30 
(bucks), 

Nov. 1-Nov. 30 
(does) 

Same as in 1973-74 

No open season 

Aug. 1-Nov. 30 
(bucks) 

Sept. 15-Nov. 30 
(does) 

Aug. 1-Dec. 31 
(bucks) 

Sept. 15 - Dec. 31 
(does) 

Aug. 1-Nov. 30 

G1Ss 1B, 1C, Grus 3, 5 Same as in 1975-77 

G1U 4 Aug. 1-Dec. 31 

G1S lA, G1U 2 

(bucks) 
Sept. 15-Dec. 31 

(does) 

Aug. 1-Nov. 30 

G1U 3 south of SUmner Aug. 1-Nov. 30 
Strait and Eastern 
Passage, including 
level, Vank, Sokolof, 
Rynda and Kadin 
islands, G1S 1B 

Remainder of Grus 3 , 5 No open season 
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Bag Limit 

4 deer 

4 deer 

Same as in 
1973-74 

1 buck 

4 deer 

4 deer 

3 bucks 

Same as in 
1975-77 

4 deer 

3 bucks 

1 buck 

(continued) 



Table 1 (continued) 

Year(s) 

1980 (cont.) 

1981 

1982 

Area 

GMS 1C, GMU 4, that 
portion of Admiralty I. 
north of a line 
along the divide between 
Woody Point on the west 
side and Pleasant Bay on 
the east side, including 
Pleasant Bay; and that 
portion of Chichagof I. 
east of a line running 
along the divide 
between Coltnm Point on 
the north coast and Point 
Hayes on the southeast 
coast in Chatham Strait 

Remainder of Admiralty 
I. 

Remainder of GMU 4 

GMS 1B 

GMSs lA, 1C, GMUs 2, 3, 
4, 5 

GMSs lA, 1B, 1C, GMUs 2, 
3, 5 

GMU 4, all drainages of 
Baranof I. north and 
west of the divide 
between North Cape and 
Portage Point and all 
drainages of Chichagof 
I. south of the divide 
between Point Leo and 

Season 

Aug 1.-Dec. 31 
(bucks) 

Sept. 15-Nov. 30 
(does) g 

Aug. 1-Nov. 30 
(bucks) 

Oct. 15-Nov. 30 
(does) 

Same as above 

Aug. 1-Nov. 30 

Same as in 1980 

Same as in 1981 

Aug. 1-Dec. 15 
(bucks) 

Oct. 15-Dec. 15 
(does) 

Point Hayes and all 
adjacent islands within 
this area, including Kruzof 
and Catherine islands. 

Remainder of GMU 4 Aug. 1-Dec. 31 
(bucks) 

Sept. 15-Dec. 31 
(does) 

Bag Limit 

4 deer 

3 deer 

4 deer 

2 bucks 

Same as 
in 1980 

Same as 
in 1981 

4 deer 

4 deer 

(continued) 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Year(s) Area Season Bag Limit 

1983-84 G1Us 1, 2, 3, 5 Sarre as in 1981h Sarre as 
in 1981 

G1U 4, all drainages Aug. 1-Dec. 31 4 deer 
on the west side of (bucks) 
Admiralty I • , fran Sept. 15-Dec. 31 
Point Marsden to (does) 
Point Gardner 

Sarre as above Jan. 1-31 2 deer 

Remainder of G1U 4 Sarre as in 1982 Sarre as 
in 1982 

Source: For years 1925-60: ADF&G 1961 and Merriam n.d.b.; for years 
1961-84: annual Alaska garre regulation booklets printed each year by ADF&G, 
Div. Garre, Juneau. 

a Fran 1925 through 1952, legal bucks were defined as having a 
three-inch mini.mum antler length. 

b Fran 1946 through 1951, nonresidents could harvest only one buck 
annually. 

c Since 1951, the Taiya-Haines area has been closed to deer hunting. 

d 
In the early 1960's, a special January deer season was often opened by 

errergency regulations to allow the harvest of up to t:\\o deer, in addition 
to the regular bag limit, in certain areas of Southeast Alaska. 

e In 1974, only that portion of Admiralty I. draining into Frederick 
Sound and Stephens Passage between Pleasant Bay and Point Gardner had the 
restricted doe season. 

f That portion between Pleasant Bay and Point Gardner as defined in e 
above. 

g In 1981, the doe season was fran Sept. 15 to Dec. 31. 

h Conclusion Island was opened to deer hunting in GMU 3 in 1983 and 
1984. 
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from work with the intent of shooting a deer if the :person 
sees one is classified as hunting and constitutes a hunter
day. Thus it is i.np:>rtant to note that a hunter-day may not 
be the same arcount of hunting effort when catpiring indi vi
dual hunters or different ty:pes of hunting (e.g., "road 
hunting" vs. "wilderness hunting") • Other factors may also 
effect hunting efficiency within an area, including the 
density of the prey, the garre regulations (e.g., doe seasons 
vs bucks-only bag limits), the ty:pe of terrain, the number of 
hunters using the area, and the experience of the hunters. 

a. 1960-1974. Deer harvest statistics fran 1960 through 
1974 were derived fran samples of hunters who were 
:personally interviewed by ADF&G biologists in the 
ccmmmities of Sitka, Wrangell, Petersburg, Juneau, 
Ketchikan, and occasionally sare of the smaller 
ccmnuni ties. Interviews were conducted where large 
numbers of hunters were readily available (Ballard et 
al. 1979) . Only people with hunting licenses were 
included in the survey and only about 10% of the hunting 
license holders in each ccmnuni ty were sampled. Hunters 
were asked if they hunted deer and, if so, how many days 
they hunted, where they hunted, how many deer they 
killed, and the sex and location of each kill (ibid.). 

'!he survey was :perfonned in a relatively consistent 
manner fran 1960 through 197 4. The 1960 to 1968 data 
were tabulated and analyzed by Han:y Merriam, ADF&G Area 
Gane Managerrent Biologist, Petersburg, and reported in 
various ADF&G deer reports (ADF&G 1961; Merriam and 
Batchelor 1963; Merriam 1963, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 
1971). In addition to these reports, an unpublished 
sunma.ry of the 1960-1968 data (Merriam n.d.b) was 
reviewed and evaluated for this report. Fran 1969 to 
1974, the hunter interviews were conducted and discussed 
in the ADF&G annual reports of surveys-inventory 
activities (ADF&G 1970, 1971, 1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1976) 
by individual area garre ma.nagerrent biologists and in 
Ballard et al. (1979). The harvest statistics by 
Camu.mity in these years were often incCirpletely 
reported, and hence certain statistics for certain years 
were not available for inclusion in this report. 

Deer harvest for the ccmnunities of Sitka, Petersburg, 
Juneau, wrangell, and Ketchikan (referred to here as the 
"large ccmnuni ties") was estimated each year fran the 
reported deer kill/ licensed hunter (obtained fran the 
interviews) lln.lltip1ied by the total number of resident 
hunting licenses sold in that ccmnuni ty that year. 
Harvest by license holders outside these carmuni. ties was 
estimated fran the number of resident hunting licenses 
sold in other villages that year tines an estimated 
average deer kill :per licensed hunter for all villages 
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canbined. The deer kill/licensed hunters in the 
villages was derived from hunter interviews in five to 
six villages for the years 1960, 1961, 1964, 1965, and 
1968; from the average kill rate/hunter in the "large 
camrunities" for the years 1962, 1966, 1972, 1973, and 
197 4; or from an estimated deer kill/hunter based on 
previous surveys of villages and the general hunting 
success in the "large camruni ties" for that particular 
year. The third estimate asSI.JIIed that hunters in 
villages had somewhat higher average kill rates/hunter 
than the average hunter in the "large camruni ties. " The 
annual deer harvest for Grus 1 through 4 was then 
derived from the canbined estimated deer harvest in 
Juneau, Petersburg, Sitka, Wrangell, Ketchikan, and 
"other villages." 

The percentage of licensed hunters hunting deer, the 
percentage of successful deer hunters, the average 
number of deer killed per hunter, the average number of 
days hunting per deer, the average number of days 
hunting deer per active hunter, and the locations of 
deer kills were derived for each of the five major 
communities for each year. These statistics are 
~ed during tines of high and low deer abundance. 

Ballard et al. (1979) has discussed sare of the draw
backs of the hunter interview method for estimating 
harvest statistics. The sarrple was not random, did not 
include hunters under 16 years of age who did not need a 
license, was apparently biased against san;>ling VJOiren, 

and did not adequately sarrple hunters in smaller 
villages. The underestimation of deer harvest in these 
smaller, rural carmmities, especially those with 
substantial numbers of hunters who did not purchase 
licenses, may have been considerable (ADF&G 1973, 1974a, 
1974b, 1976, 1977). Also, there may be sare error in 
estimating the number of licensed hunters in a 
community, because sare residents purchase hunting 
licenses outside the carmmi ty in which they reside. 
Because the survey method was conducted in a consistent 
manner over a 15-year period, the results likely provide 
accurate insight into changes that occurred in hunting 
success and harvest patterns in the "large camruni ties" 
when deer numbers declined dramatically. 

b. 1980-1984. The hunter-interview survey method was 
discontinued during the period 1974-1979. Beginning in 
1980, the Division of Game began to annually estimate 
deer hunting activities by surveying a sarrple of deer 
harvest ticket holders with a mail questionnaire (Flynn 
in prep. ) • All hunters were required to obtain a deer 
harvest ticket to legally hunt deer in Alaska; however, 
certain hunters do not need harvest tickets to hunt on 
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the Annette Island Indian Reservation (~ 1986). A 
randan ~le of 25 to 100% of the people who obtained 
deer harvest tickets in each carmuni ty were sent mail 
questionnaires (Flynn in prep.). 

The 1981 survey was detenni.ned to be unreliable because 
of sampling procedures, and results were not reported 
(ibid.). In other years, t\Yo reminders were mailed to 
nonrespondents, and an overall ~ling response rate of 
about 60% was obtained (ibid.). The response rate has 
generally been lower in the smaller carmunities. 

Hunters were asked to identify their hunting activity by 
the major harvest areas. The zip code of the address on 
the hunter' s deer harvest ticket overlay was used to 
estimate hunter residency. Total hunting statistics 
were estimated by extrapolating the infonna.tion obtained 
fran the surveys to the total number of hunters who 
obtained deer harvest tickets (ibid.). Data obtained 
include estimated numbers of active deer hunters, 
successful deer hunters, deer harvest, and hunter-days 
by camnmi ties and harvest areas. 

2. Reported harvest levels and hunting effort. The dis
cussion of harvest levels is separated into three 
periods. The first period, fran 1960 through 1968, 
corresponds to a period of abundant deer numbers and 
liberal hunting seasons and bag limits throughout the 
deer range of Southeast Alaska. The second period, fran 
1969 through 1974 corresponds to relatively low deer 
numbers over much of Southeast Alaska and rcore re
stricted seasons (table 1). The third period, fran 1980 
through 1984, reflects the recent deer hunting 
activities in the Southeast Region, with high deer 
populations and liberal hunting seasons and bag limits 
in much of the northern half of the panhandle and lower 
deer populations and reduced bag limits or closed 
hunting seasons in the southern half. Fran 1980 through 
1984, the deer population is believed to have increased 
substantially throughout rcost of G1Us 1-4 and sane of 
the harvest statistics changed accordingly during that 
t:i.ne (Flynn in prep.). Consequently, the harvest data 
for the years 1983 and 1984 are used to characterize the 
present deer hunting in the Southeast Region. 

a. G1Us 1-4. During the period 1960-1968, the estimated 
yearly deer harvest in G1Us 1-4 averaged 11,200, with a 
range of 9,950 to 12,800 (table 2). Fran 1969 through 
1974 the estimated average harvest declined by 53% to 
5,210 deer (table 3) in response to a dramatic region
wide decline in deer. The regionwi.de estimates of deer 
harvest derived fran hunter interviews fran 1960 through 
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Table 2. Deer Harvest Statistics Based on Hunter Interviews, GMUs 1-4, 1960-68 

Hunter-days Hunter-days Estimated 
a b 

/Deer /Hunter Harvestc Year % Success Deer/Hunter Source 

1960 80 2.1 3.4 7.2 12,400 ADF&G 1961 
1961 77 2.2 3.1 6.9 11,250 Merriam & Batchelor 

1963 
1962 76 1.8 3.4 5.9 10,500 Merriam 1963 
1963 74 1.8 3.2 5.8 11,100 Merriam 1965 
1964 80 2.0 2.4 4.8 9,950 Merriam 1965 
1965 73 1.7 2.8 4.8 9,950 Merriam 1966 
1966 75 2.0 2.6 5.2 12,300 Merriam 1967 
1967 64 1.6 4.1 6.6 10,500 Merriam 1968 
1968 72 2.0 2.4 4.8 12,800 Merriam 1971 

Mean 75 1.9 3.0 5.8 11,200 

a 
Percentage of hunters killing at least one deer among hunters who hunted deer. 

b 
Hunter refers to any person who actively hunted deer during a given year. 

c 
Hunter-days/hunter derived from the product of deer/hunter and hunter-days/deer. 

d 
Harvest estimate is only for licensed resident hunters and does not include the special January 
seasons that occurred in some years, nonresident hunters, or hunters who did not need licenses. 
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Table 3. Deer Harvest Statistics Based on Hunter Interviews, GMUs 1-4, 1969-74 

Estimated 
Year \ Success 

a Deer/Hunter 
b Hunter-days/Deer Hunter-days/Hunter c Harvest 

d 

1969 36 0.9 8.4 7.6 4,740 
1970 55 1.1 4.5 5.0 6,020 
1971 42 1.0 5.8 5.8 5,800 
1972 30 0.6 10.8 6.5 2,890 
1973 ca. 50 1.1 5.2 5.7 6,800 
1974 39 0.8 7.1 5.7 4,990 

Mean 42 0.9 7.0 6.1 5,210 

Sources: For deer/hunter and estimated kill: Ballard et al. 1979; for \ success and hunter-days/deer: 
Merriam n.d.b for the years 1969-73,·and ADF&G (1976) for the year 1974. 

a 
Percentage of hunters killing at least one deer among hunters who hunted deer. 

b 
Hunter refers to any person who actively hunted deer during a given year. 

c 
Hunter-days/hunter derived from the product of deer/hunter and hunter-days/deer. 

d Harvest estimate is only for licensed resident hunters and does not include nonresident hunters or 
hunters who did not need licenses. 
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Table 4. Deer Harvest Statistics Based on Mail Questionnaries, GMUs 1-4, 1980-84 

Area 

GMUs 1-4 

GMS 1A 

GMU 2 

GMS lB 

GMU 3 

GMS lC 

GMU 4 

Year 

1980 
1982 
1983 
1984 
Mean 

1980 
1982 
1983 
1984 
Mean 

1980 
1982 
1983 
1984 
Mean 

1980 
1982 
1983 
1984 
Mean 

1980 
1982 
1983 
1984 
Mean 

1980 
1982 
1983 
1984 
Mean 

1980 
1982 
1983 
1984 
Mean 

No. of 
Hunters a 

5,110 
6,940 
8,220 
8,600 
7,200 

890 
900 
960 

1,060 
950 

620 
1,150 
1,560 
1,910 
1,310 

110 
60 
80 
70 
80 

230 
290 
260 
400 
295 

760 
1,030 

860 
950 
900 

3,120 
4,240 
5,100 
4,980 
4,360 

b 
\ Success 

60 
51 
58 
59 
57 

27 
29 
31 
42 
32 

56 
58 
62 
63 
60 

18 
8 

25 
7 

14 

39 
26 
27 
33 
31 

21 
19 
20 
41 
25 

59 
58 
66 
72 
64 

Deer/ 
Hunter 

1.1 
1.1 
1.3 
1.4 
1.2 

0.4 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.5 

1.0 
1.0 
1.1 
1.0 
1.0 

0.2 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.15 

0.4 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 

0.3 
0.3 
0.5 
0.4 
0.4 

1.4 
1.3 
1.6 
1.8 
1.5 

Hunter
days/ 
Deer 

5.5 
6.0 
4.8 
5.5 
5.4 

13.1 
12.9 
11.7 
13.1 
12.7 

7.5 
7.8 
6.5 
7.5 
7.3 

19.6 
52.0 
10.0 
19.6 
25.3 

8.4 
14.3 
15.1 
8.4 

11.6 

11.3 
13.7 
7.8 

11.3 
11.0 

4.1 
4.7 
3.7 
4.1 
4.2 

Hunter-
days/ Estimated 
Hunter Harvest 

6.1 5,690 
6.6 
6.4 
6.4 
6.4 

5.8 
4.9 
5.3 
5.5 
5.3 

7.4 
8.0 
7.2 
6.8 
7.4 

4.5 
4.3 
2.5 
6.3 
4.4 

3.7 
3.7 
4.7 
3.6 
3.9 

3.6 
3.9 
3.6 
3.8 
3.7 

5.6 
6.3 
6.1 
5.8 
6.0 

7,550 
11,050 
11,930 
9,055 

395 
340 
440 
395 
390 

615 
1,185 
1,740 
1,880 
1,355 

25 
5 

20 
25 
20 

100 
75 
80 

130 
95 

245 
290 
400 
395 
330 

4,310 
5,630 
8,360 
8,900 
6,800 

No. of 
Hunter
days 

31,380 
45,670 
52,550 
54,840 
46,110 

5,160 
4,370 
5,130 
5,820 
5,120 

4,600 
9,190 

11,290 
13,070 
9,540 

490 
260 
200 
440 
350 

840 
1,070 
1,210 
1,440 
1,140 

2,270 
3,980 
3,110 
3,610 
3,370 

17,520 
26,560 
31,030 
28,710 
25,960 

Source: Flynn in prep. Note the GMU and GMS statistics will not add up to the GMUs 1-4 total 
because some hunters hunt in more than one GMU/GMS and the location of some hunting effort is not 
reported to GMU/GMS. 

a 
Hunters refers to any person who actively hunted deer during a given year. 

b Percentage of hunters killing at least one deer among hunters who hunted deer. 
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197 4 are undoubtedly low because they under-represented 
harvest outside the large carnmunities. 

The harvest increased by 110% fran 5, 690 in 1980 to 
11,930 in 1984 (table 4). 

Fran 1983 through 1984, the harvest in G1U 4 accounted 
for about 75% of the total estimated harvest, or 8,630 
deer/year. This statistic reflects the relatively high 
deer abundance, liberal bag limit, and large mnnber of 
hunters in that area carpared with the relatively low 
deer abundance and restricted bag limits in the southern 
portion of the region. 

During the period 1960-1968, an estimated average of 
5, 900 licensed residents spent an average of 5. 8 days 
hunting deer and killed an average of 1. 9 deer /hunter 
each year (table 2) • Hunter success averaged 75%. The 
estimated mnnber of licensed resident deer hunters and 
the days spent hunting deer were similar during 1969-
1974, averaging 5,800 and 6.1 respectively; however, the 
average hunter harvested only 0.9 deer/year (table 3). 

During 1983-1984, an estimated 8,410 hunters spent an 
average of 6.4 days hunting and killed 1.4 deer/hunter 
each year (table 4) • The estimated m.nnber of deer 
hunters increased dramatically during this tirre, going 
fran 5,100 in 1980 to 8,600 in 1984, a 69% increase. 
Alaska Departnent of Labor statistics indicate that the 
human population in Gru's 1-4 increased by only 5% during 
that sane tirre (Corder 1986). 

The estimated average number of deer /hunter varied 
widely throughout the area during those years, ranging 
fran 0 .15 deer /hunter in G1S 1B to 1. 0 and 1. 7 deer I 
hunter in Gru's 2 and 4, respectively (table 4). The 
nUl'li::ler of days spent deer hunting fran 1983 through 1984 
was highest in the areas with the highest harvest/
hunter, averaging 7.0 days/hunter/year in G1U 2 and 6.0 
days/hunter/year in G1U 4. 

Hunter success and efficiency in Gru's 1 through 4 
averaged 7 5% and 3 • 0 days hunting/ deer, respectively, 
during the period 1960-68 (table 2). During 1969-1974 
success declined to 42% and average hunter-days/deer 
increased by 133% to 7.0 (table 3). Fran 1983 through 
1984, success averaged 58% and the hunter-days/deer 
averaged 5.2, although varying widely fran area to area 
(table 4). 

It is noteworthy that G1U 4, with a doe season, and G1U 
2 had similar average success rates fran 1983 through 
1984 (69 vs. 62%), although it took an average of about 
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1. 8 times as many hunter-days to bag a deer in Gru 2 
than in GMU 4 (7.0 vs 3.9 days/deer). The substantially 
higher average deer /hunter figures in GMU 4 canpared to 
Gru 2 ( 1. 7 vs 1. 0) , despite carpa.rable hunter success, 
results fran the fact that a higher percentage of 
hunters in Gru 4 killed two or more deer (Flynn 1986) . 

It is also of interest that GMSs lA, 1B, and 1C and GMU 
3 all had relatively low hunter success and efficiency 
from 1983 through 1984 (36 VS 16 VS 30 VS 30% and 12.4 
vs 14.8 vs 9.6 vs 11.8 hunter-days/deer, respectively), 
although bag limits ranged fran one antlered deer in GMU 
3 to four deer of either sex in GMS 1C. The low success 
in GMS 1C may be partly attributed to the large number 
of novice hunters hunting in areas on the Juneau main
land where access is easy but deer numbers low (ibid.). 

b. Juneau. Conparisons of deer harvest statistics for the 
ccmnunities of Juneau, Sitka, Petersburg, Wrangell, and 
Ketchikan am::mg the periods 1960-1968, 1969-1974, and 
1980-1984 are given in tables 5 through 11. 

A rapid decline in deer harvest by Juneau residents in 
the late 1960's and early 1970's in response to the 
decline of deer is evident fran the data. The available 
data suggest that when the number of days it took the 
average hunter to kill a deer increased from 3. 2 to 8. 0, 
the percentage of licensed resident hunters who went 
deer hunting declined by 25% (table 5). Those hunters 
who continued to hunt deer during this period of reduced 
deer numbers did not increase their hunting effort but 
continued to spend about five days hunting/year (table 
6) • Consequently, harvest fell dramatically. 

Deer hunting for Juneau residents improved greatly 
during the period 1980 through 1984 and the estimated 
nl.li'I'ber of active deer hunters increased by 66% fran 1980 
to 1984 (Flynn in prep.) while the population of Juneau 
increased by 22% (Corder 1986). In 1984, an estimated 
2,590 Juneau hunters harvested 3,510 deer, with a 
success ratio of 57% and a hunting efficiency of 3.9 
hunter-days/deer. 

c. Sitka. The estimated deer harvest by the ccmnuni ty of 
Sitka declined sharply fran 1968 to 1969, but recovered 
to relatively high levels by 1973 and 1974 (table 8). 
OVerall, Sitka showed the least change in deer hunting 
success between the periods 1960-1968 and 1969-1974 
among the major ~ties. 

Average hunter sucess declined fran 77% during 1960-1968 
to 60% during 1969-1974 (table 6). The deer/hunter 
figure dropped fran 2.0 to 1. 7 and hunter-days/deer 
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Table 5. canparison of the Annual Number of Licensed Hunters, Deer 
H1.mters, and Deer Harvest in the Largest Ccrmruni ties in Southeast 
Alaska, 1960-68, 1969-74, and 1983-84 

H1.mting: Statistics a 

No. of No. of b Estimated 
Ccrmruni ty/Period Licensed Hunters Deer H1.mters Deer Harvest 

Juneau 
1960-68 2,530 1,930 (76) 3,200 
1969-74 3,330 1,900 (57) 1,260 
1983-84 2,530 3,300 

Sitka 
1960-68 1,150 940 (82) 1,900 
1969-74 1,060 860 (81) 1,560 
1983-84 1,715 3,240 

Ketchikan 
1960-68 1,980 1,640 (83) 3,080 
1969-74 2,110 1,535 (73) 1,160 
1983-84 1,655 1,390 

Petersburg 
1960-68 730 650 (89) 1,340 
1969-74 760 510 (67) 440 
1983-84 505 810 

Wrangell 
1960-68 480 370 (77) 680 
1969-74 560 320 (57) 140 
1983-84 405 300 

Source: The 1960-68 data were derived fran tables 7-11;, the 1969-74 
data were derived fran Ballard et al. 1979; and the 1980-84 data are 
from Flynn in prep. 

a Data expressed as yearly mean. 

b Percentage of licensed resident h1.mters who h1.mted deer in 
parentheses. 

c --- means no data were available. 
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Table 6. Comparison of the Annual Deer Hunting Success and Hunter 
Effort by Residents of the Largest Ccmnunities in Southeast Alaska, 
1960-68, 1969-74, and 1983-84 

Hunting Statistics a 

Hunter- Hunter-
Ccmnuni ty/Period Deer/Hunter % Success days/Deer days/Hunter 

Juneau 
1960-68 1.6 65 3.2 5.1 
1969-74 0.8 34 8.2 5.0 
1983-84 1.3 54 4.2 5.4 

Sitka 
1960-68 2.0 77 2.9 5.6 
1969-74 1.7 60 4.7 6.9 
1983-84 1.9 72 3.6 6.8 

Ketchikan 
1960-68 1.9 74 3.3 6.1 
1969-74 0.7 38 8.2 5.1 
1983-84 0.8 46 7.9 6.6 

Petersburg 
1960-68 2.1 80 3.4 6.9 
1969-74 0.8 34 9.1 5.3 
1983-84 1.6 66 3.4 5.3 

Wrangell 
1960-68 1.9 78 3.2 5.6 
1969-74 0.5 31 12.8 5.7 
1983-84 0.7 45 6.6 4.8 

Source: Derived from tables 7-11. 

a Data expressed as yearly mean. 
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Table 7. Deer Harvest Statistics for Juneau Residents, 1960-84 

\ Licensed 
Hunters Deer/Active Hunter- Hunter- Estimated 

Year 
a Who Hunted \ Success n Hunter days/Deer days/Hunter Harvest 

1960 100 81 67 1.7 3.5 5.8 3,100 
1961 98 88 57 1.5 4.3 6.4 3,280 
1962 105 78 61 1.4 3.1 4.5 2,530 
1963 103 68 57 1.4 4.5 6.3 2,280 
1964 100 69 59 1.3 3.0 3.9 2,240 
1965 100 72 62 1.3 3.3 4.3 2,310 
1966 100 80 78 2.0 2.3 4.6 4,380 
1967 100 70 70 1.8 3.0 5.4 3,650 
1968 100 81 77 2.3 2.0 4.6 5,040 
1969 66 18 0.6 (8b) (4.8b) 1,040 
1970 54 51 1.2 2,020 
1971 62 0.9 1,830 
1972 51 30 0.5 8.9 4.4 830 
1973 257 58 39 0.8 7.0 5.6 1,820 
1974 249 53 31 0.6 8.7 5.3 1,200 
1980 1,984 (55lc 46 1.0 5.8 5.7 1,540 
1982 617 (69lc 41 .9 6.1 5.5 1,860 
1983 478 (75lc 51 1.2 4.5 5.6 3,095 
1984 512 (71)c 57 1.4 3.9 5.3 3,510 

Source: The sources for the years 1960-68 are same as those given for the respective years in table 2. 
The source for the years 1980-84 is Flynn in prep. The \ licensed hunters who hunted, the harvest, and 
the deer/active hunter for 1969-74 are from Ballard et al. 1979. Other data for the years 1969-74 are 
from ADF&G 1970, 1971, 1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1976. 

a 
n means the number of hunters interviewed or the number that responded to mail questionnaires. 

b 
Includes Sitka hunters 

c 
For the years 1980-84, the number given is the percentage of hunters who obtained deer harvest 

tickets and reported hunting deer (Flynn in prep.). 

--- means no data were available. 
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Table 8. Deer Harvest Statistics for Sitka Residents, 1960-84 

\ Licensed 
Hunters Deer/Active Hunter- Hunter- Estimated 

Year 
a 

Who Hunted \ Success n Hunter days/Deer days/Hunter Harvest 

1960 100 85 81 2.3 2.8 6.2 2,050 
1961 97 87 72 1.8 3.7 6.9 1,610 
1962 105 87 82 2.0 2.7 5.5 1,940 
1963 110 73 74 1.9 5.1 9.7 2,090 
1964 100 90 81 2.0 2.1 4.2 1,980 
1965 100 85 65 1.6 3.0 4.8 1,400 
1966 100 78 73 2.0 2.1 4.2 1,740 
1967 100 81 74 1.8 2.8 5.0 1,750 
1968 100 78 92 2.7 1.5 4.0 2,540 
1969 100 75 35 0.8 (8b) (6.4b) 490 
1970 150 76 78 2.1 1, 720 
1971 151 81 61 1.7 3.3 5.6 1,400 
1972 125 86 51 1.4 4.9 6.9 1,060 
1973 126 84 68 2.4 3.5 8.4 2,670 
1974 136 85 70 1.9 3.7 7.0 2,040 
1980 1,283 (60)c 60 1.4 4.2 6.0 1,570 
1982 408 (69)c 62 1.4 4.9 7.1 2,210 
1983 337 (78)c 69 1.9 3.7 6.8 3,160 
1984 318 (79)c 75 1.9 3.6 6.9 3,320 

Source: The sources for the years 1960-68 are same as those given for the respective years in table 2. 
The source for the years 1980-84 is Flynn in prep. The \ licensed hunters who hunted, the harvest, and 
the deer/active hunter for 1969-74 are from Ballard et al. 1979. Other data for the years 1969-74 are 
from ADF&G 1970, 1971, 1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1976. 

a 
n means the number of hunters interviewed or the number that responded to mail questionnaires. 

b 
Includes Juneau hunters 

c 
For the years 1980-84, the number given is the percentage of hunters who obtained deer harvest 

tickets and reported hunting deer (Flynn in prep.). 

--- means no data were available. 
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Table 9. Deer Harvest Statistics for Petersburg Residents, 1960-84 

\ Licensed 
Hunters Deer/Active Hunter- Hunter- Estimated 

Year 
a 

Who Hunted \ Success days/Deer days/Hunter n Hunter Harvest 

1960 75 92 83 2.4 3.1 7.5 1,320 
1961 79 88 97 3.5 2.8 9.7 1,920 
1962 83 88 80 2.0 4.0 7.8 1,180 
1963 289 91 85 2.1 3.1 6.5 1,160 
1964 100 87 92 2.3 2.6 6.0 1,400 
1965 150 89 79 1.8 3.5 6.3 1,260 
1966 100 83 82 2.4 2.4 5.8 1,730 
1967 150 88 64 1.3 4.9 6.4 1,030 
1968 150 92 58 1.4 4.2 5.9 1,090 
1969 79 (30b) 0.5 11.6 5.8 320 
1970 70 (40b) 1.4 4.3 6.0 800 
1971 80 75 38 0.8 510 
1972 70 66 20 0.3 15.0 4.5 130 
1973 80 58 1.1 510 
1974 80 54 42 0.9 5.6 4.9 340 
1980 440 (4llc 57 1.3 4.3 5.7 300 
1982 126 (59lc 64 1.6 3.7 5.9 575 
1983 112 (68lc 76 1.9 3.1 5.7 865 
1984 125 (73lc 55 1.4 3.6 4.9 750 

Source: The sources for the years 1960-68 are same as those given for the respective years in table 2. 
The source for the years 1980-84 is Flynn in prep. The \ licensed hunters who hunted, the harvest, and 
the deer/active hunter for 1969-74 are from Ballard et al. 1979. Other data for the years 1969-74 are 
from ADF&G 1970, 1971, 1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1976. 

a 
the number of hunters interviewed or the number that responded to mail questionnaires. n means 

b 
Includes Wrangell hunters 

c For the years 1980-84, the number given is the percentage of hunters who obtained deer harvest 
tickets and reported hunting deer (Flynn in prep.). 

--- means no data were available. 
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Table 10. Deer Harvest Statistics for Wrangell Residents, 1960-84 

% Licensed 
Hunters Deer/Active Hunter- Hunter- Estimated 

Year 
a Who Hunted % Success Hunter days/Deer days/Hunter n Harvest 

1960 74 85 86 2.5 2.7 6.8 920 
1961 77 88 76 2.2 2.7 6.0 780 
1962 49 94 85 2.0 3.4 5.8 860 
1963 100 68 81 2.4 2.2 5.3 820 
1964 80 64 77 2.1 1.8 3.8 670 
1965 99 73 69 1.5 2.8 4.2 420 
1966 100 78 64 1.4 3.4 4.8 570 
1967 87 76 59 1.4 5.0 7.0 590 
1968 90 73 53 1.3 5.0 6.5 520 
1969 86 (30b) 0.6 ca. 11.0 ca. 6.6 250 
1970 70 (40b) 0.4 140 
1971 55 33 0.4 130 
1972 60 53 22 0.3 20.0 6.0 90 
1973 35 0.6 130 
1974 63 46 28 0.6 7.4 4.6 120 
1980 416 (38)c 48 0.7 6.3 4.5 150 
1982 133 (49lc 45 0.8 7.8 6.3 250 
1983 115 (54)c 40 0.6 7.3 4.5 240 
1984 113 (64)c 50 0.9 5.8 5.1 370 

Source: The sources for the years 1960-68 are same as those given for the respective years in table 2. 
The source for the years 1980-84 is Flynn in prep. The % licensed hunters who hunted, the harvest, and 
the deer/active hunter for 1969-74 are from Ballard et al. 1979. Other data for the years 1969-74 are 
from ADF&G 1970, 1971, 1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1976. 

a n means the number of hunters interviewed or the number that responded to mail questionnaires. 

b 
Includes Petersburg hunters. 

c For the years 1980-84, the number given is the percentage of hunters who obtained deer harvest 
tickets and reported hunting deer (Flynn in prep.). 

--- means no data were available. 
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Table 11. Deer Harvest Statistics for Ketchikan Residents, 1960-68 

\ Licensed 
Hunters Deer/Active Hunter- Hunter- Estimated 

Year 
a 

Who Hunted \ Success n Hunter days/Deer days/Hunter Harvest 

1960 101 100 89 2.4 3.1 7.5 4,180 
1961 97 88 69 1.9 3.8 7.0 2,810 
1962 100 89 73 1.9 3.2 6.0 3,080 
1963 106 85 84 2.0 3.5 7.0 3,560 
1964 104 76 76 1.9 2.8 5.3 2,460 
1965 100 85 81 2.1 2.2 4.6 3,740 
1966 100 67 79 2.1 3.2 6.7 3,090 
1967 100 76 53 1.2 4.9 5.9 2,190 
1968 100 83 64 1.5 3.0 4.5 2,610 
1969 78 56 1.2 5.1 6.1 1,950 
1970 74 52 1.1 5.1 5.6 1, 760 
1971 74 39 0.7 8.0 5.6 1,150 
1972 197 64 23 0.4 13.6 5.4 490 
1973 200 76 32 0.6 6.8 4.1 1,090 
1974 202 70 25 0.4 10.4 3.7 520 
1980 1,469 (54)b 39 0.7 10.6 7.4 810 
1982 483 ~:~~: 43 0.7 10.0 6.7 960 
1983 313 49 0.8 8.0 6.7 1,300 
1984 322 (74)b 43 0.8 7.8 6.6 1,480 

Source: The sources for the years 1960-68 are same as those given for the respective years in table 2. 
The source for the years 1980-84 is Flynn in prep. The \ licensed hunters who hunted, the harvest, and 
the deer/active hunter for 1969-74 are from Ballard et al. 1979. Other data for the years 1969-74 are 
from ADF&G 1970, 1971, 1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1976. 

a n means the number of hunters interviewed or the number that responded to mail questionnaires. 

b 
For the years 1980-84, the number given is the percentage of hunters who obtained deer harvest 

tickets and reported hunting deer (Flynn in prep.). 

--- means no data were available. 
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increased by 62% to 4. 7 days/deer in those two time 
periods. Sitka hunters canpensated to sare degree for 
the poorer hunting conditions by hunting an average of 
1.8 extra days/year during the period 1969 through 1974. 

When ccrrparing harvest statistics anong the large 
camu.mi ties (tables 6 and 7) , three things are especial
ly noteworthy about the Sitka hunting during 1969-1974: 
1) Sitka was the only large camn.mity that still had 
relatively reasonable hunting efficiency (4. 7 hunter
days/deer ccrrpared to an average of 9.6 hunter-days/deer 
for the other four camn.mi ties) ; 2) Sitka was the only 
large camn.mity where hunter effort was substantially 
increased between 1960-1968 and 1969-1974; and 3) Sitka 
was the only large ccmnunity that did not show a marked 
decline in hunter participation during the low in deer 
numbers. 

The estimated percentage of success and deer /hunter 
figures for Sitka for the period 1983-1984 were slightly 
lower than the estimates for 1960-1968, while the 
estimated number of active deer hunters and average 
harvests were considerably higher (tables 5 and 6). 
Hunter participation and success rose rapidly from 1980 
to 1984, (table 8). In 1984, an estimated 1,730 hunters 
harvested 3,320 deer, with a success ratio of 75% and a 
hunting efficiency of 3.6 hunter-days/deer. 

A randan survey of Sitka households conducted through 
the ADF&G Division of Subsistence indicated that in 1982 
the average household harvested 1. 2 deer, which suggests 
a camrunity harvest of about 2,930 deer (Qrelch and 
Qrelch 1986) • This harvest estimate is about 33% higher 
than the estimate of 2,210 deer fran the mail survey 
(Flynn in prep.) . The household survey indicated an 
average harvest of 1. 71 deer /hunter cc::uprred to the 
mailed survey estimate of 1. 44. The exact reasons for 
the differences in the survey results are not known. 

d. Petersburg and Wrangell. Harvests by both Petersburg 
and Wrangell residents declined in 1969 and have remain
ed at relatively low levels since that time (tables 9 
and 10). Fran the period 1960-1968 to the period 
1969-1974, the estimated hunting efficiency changed from 
3.4 to about 9 hunter-days/deer for Petersburg residents 
and fran 3.2 to about 13 hunter-days/deer for Wrangell 
residents. Hunters in both camn.mi ties did not increase 
hunting effort to carpmsate for the greater difficulty 
in bagging a deer. Instead, hunter success declined 
fran about 80% to less than 35% (table 6) , while the 
percent of licensed hunters who hunted deer declined by 
12% for Petersburg residents and 26% for Wrangell 
residents. 
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Carmunity deer harvest and the number of active deer 
hunters in Petersburg and Wrangell fran 1983 through 
1984 remained low cmpared to the 1960-1968 levels. One 
anana.ly of the data is that, during 1983-1984, hunter 
success, deer/hunter, and days/deer were relatively high 
for Petersburg hunters (table 6) • This apparent incon
sistency is explained by the fact that many of the 
Petersburg deer hunters traveled to GMU 4, where deer
hunting success was relatively good. However, the 
absence of liberal seasons and good deer hunting around 
the imrediate area of the camumities has resulted in 
fewer active deer hunters, especially with respect to 
the population size of these ccmmmi ties, which have 
grown since the 1960' s. Sane hunters were able to 
travel to areas with good deer hunting, while others 
were unable to or did not choose to because of such 
factors as increased costs, increased tin'e involved, and 
problems associated with the weather. It is also 
noteworthy that far fewer wrangell hunters traveled to 
GMU 4 to hunt deer cmpared to Petersburg hunters 
(discussed in subsequent sections). Deer hunting in the 
southeast corner of GMU 4 is about 55 mi frcm Petersburg 
and 90 mi fran Wrangell by air and sateWhat farther by 
boat. 

e. Ketchikan. The pattern of deer harvests for the can-
111lility of Ketchikan fran 1960 through 1984 is s:imilar in 
many respects to that described for Petersburg and 
wrangell. When deer populations declined in the late 
1960's and early 1970's, camumity deer harvests, 
average number of deer killed/hunter, hunter success, 
the percentage of licensed resident hunters who hunted 
deer, and the days spent hunting deer all declined, 
while the average number of hunter-days/deer increased 
fran 3.3 to 8.2 (table 6). One difference anong Ketchi
kan, Petersburg, and wrangell is that during 1980-1984 
the Ketchikan area had a three-buck bag l:imi t, while the 
Wrangell area had a one-buck bag limit, and much of the 
area around Petersburg was closed to deer hunting. 
Nevertheless, the deer harvests around Ketchikan have 
remained low in 1983 and 1984, caq:>ared to harvests fran 
1960 through 1968 (tables 5 and 6). The estimated 
Ketchikan deer harvest increased in the early 1980's, 
haNever, going fran 750 deer in 1980 to 1,480 in 1984, 
as have the numbers of active deer hunters which rose 
fran 1, 090 to 1, 750, while the estimated number of 
hunter-days/deer declined fran 10.8 in 1980 to 7.8 in 
1984 (Flynn in prep., and table 11). The population of 
Ketchikan is estimated to have increased by 12% fran 
1980 to 1984 (Corder 1986). 

f. Other southeastern Alaskan ccmmmi ties. As indicated 
earlier, few surveys were made of deer harvests in the 
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smaller ccmnuni.ties of Southeast Alaska. The response 
rate to mail questionnaires regarding deer ~est is 
generally lower by residents of the smaller ccmnuni. ties 
canpa.red to residents of the larger carmuni ties in 
Southeast Alaska (Flynn 1986). Also there seems to have 
been a tendency for a higher percentage of deer hunters 
in the smaller ccmrunities not to obtain hunting licen
ses or harvest tickets carpared to deer hunters in the 
large ccmnuni.ties. For these reasons, there has been a 
general feeling among game biologists that estimates of 
deer harvest statistics based on the results of rrail 
questionnaires or hunter interviews extrapolated to the 
nUI'Cber of licensed deer hunters are less accurate for 
the smaller ccmnuni ties. The biases associated with 
these surveys are uncertain; however, sare results 
suggest that the estimates of deer ~ests in the 
smaller ccmnuni.ties have often been low. 

Ccmnuni ties other than Sitka, Petersburg, Wrangell, 
Juneau, and Ketchikan sold an average of 8% of the 
resident hunting licenses in Grus 1-4 during 1960-1974 
(range 6-16%) and accounted for an estimated 10% of the 
total Southeast Region deer ~est displayed in tables 
2 and 3 (average 820 deer/year, range 280 to 1,220) 
(ADF&G 1961; Merriam and Batchelor 1963; Merriam 1963, 
1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1971; Ballard et al. 1979). 

The limited hunter interviews of residents of smaller 
ccmnuni.ties suggested that the average hunter harvested 
m:::>re deer than hunters in larger carmuni ties. Estimates 
ranged fran 1.8 to 2.5 deer/hunter during 1960-1968 
(Merriam and Batchelor 1963, Merriam 1966) • The biases 
associated with such hunter interviews, however, where 
contact with ADF&G personnel was less frequent than in 
the larger ccmnuni. ties where game biologists resided, 
were uncertain. 

These village interviews also suggested that hunters in 
smaller villages averaged fewer hunter-days/deer killed 
than hunters in the larger ccmnuni.ties: 3. 7 in 1960 
(ADF&G 1961); 2.5 in 1961 (Merriam and Batchelor 1963); 
1.9 in 1964 (Merriam 1965); 2.3 in 1965 (Merriam 1966); 
and 2.0 in 1968 (Merriam 1971). 

As the human population in Southeast Alaska has in
creased and use of natural resources intensified, m:::>re 
attention has been focused on the fish and wildlife uses 
by residents of the smaller ccmnunities. loyal Johnson, 
area game management biologist in Sitka, evaluated deer 
harvests in G1U 4 during the early 1970s (ADF&G 1973, 
1974a, 1974b, 1976, 1977) and noted that six smaller 
ccmnunities (Hoonah, Pelican, Angoon, Tenakee Springs, 
Elfin Cove, and Port Alexander) plus about 14 active 
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logging and nurung carrps and fish-processing plants 
occurred within the area, in addition to ccmnuni ties and 
c~s adjacent to the area (e.g., Kake, Gustavus). The 
estimated harvest of deer in G1U 4 by residents outside 
Juneau, Sitka, Petersburg, and wrangell, based on his 
best judgement, was 500 in 1971 (a year of extremely 
poor deer hunting), 700 in 1972, 1,900 in 1973, and 
3,050 in 1974 (ADF&G 1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1976). These 
estimates, based on professional conjecture, are extre
mely valuable in highlighting the likely large under
estimation of deer harvests based on license sales and 
the need to obtain accurate infoonation on deer harvest 
in snaller camn.mi ties and in logging and mining carrps. 
For example, the estimated 1974 harvest of 3,050 deer in 
G1U 4 by residents from snaller communities (ADF&G 1976) 
contrasts sharply with the harvest estimate of 5,000 
deer for all of Southeast Alaska based on license sales 
and hunter interviews (Ballard et al. 1979 and table 3) . 

The ADF&G Division of Subsistence has recently initiated 
intensive human-use studies in several Southeast Alaska 
camn.mi ties. One study carpleted in Angoon estimated 
that each hunter killed a yearly average of 2.0 deer 
during 1980-1982, with an average of 3.1 deer/house
hold/year or about 4. 2 deer /household that hunted 
(George and Kookesh 1983). Extrapolating the results of 
this randall sample of 25% of the households suggests a 
harvest of about 410 deer/year for the camn.mity of 
Angoon. George and Kookesh (ibid. ) do not relate 
whether the 1980-1982 Angoon deer harvests were consi
dered low, average, or high by the long-time hunters. 

The 1980-1984 deer harvest surveys by the Division of 
Game have sampled all Southeast Alaska camn.mities 
(Flynn in prep.) • Harvest estimates for the smaller 
camn.mities from 1980 through 1984 are given in tables 
12-15. These figures suggest that an average of 15% of 
the Southeast Alaska deer harvest was by Southeast 
Alaska residents outside the camn.mities of Juneau, 
Sitka, Petersburg, wrangell, and Ketchikan (range 
14-17%). These hunters accounted for an estimated 20.5% 
of the total deer harvest during those years (range 
19-22), with an average harvest of 1,840 deer (range 
1,260-2,280). In general, hunters from smaller can
rm.mities killed trore deer /hunter than hunters from the 
nearest major camn.mity. 

The 1980 and 1982 Angoon estimate from the mail survey 
(tables 12 and 13) averaged 175 deer carpared to the 
1980-1982 deer harvest estimate of about 410 derived 
from household interviews (George and Kookesh 1983) . 
Interestingly, the mail survey shc:1.Ned higher kill rates 
per hunter than household interviews (2.5 vs 2.0 
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Table 12. Deer Harvest Statistics for Smaller Communities in Southeast Alaska Based on 
Mail Questionnaires, 1980 

Hunter- Hunter-
No. of days/ Estimated Deer/ days/ 

Community Hunters \ Success Hunter Harvest Hunter Deer 

Angoon 55 91 6.7 140 2.55 2.6 
Elfin Cove 10 100 8.0 30 3.00 2.7 
Gustavus 20 75 6.5 40 2.00 3.3 
Haines 40 63 5.0 60 1.50 3.3 
Hoonah 140 79 8.9 310 2.21 4.0 
Kake 40 88 3.5 95 2.38 1.5 
Pelican 60 67 5.5 110 1.83 3.0 
Port Alexander 5 100 6.0 15 3.00 2.0 
Skagway 10 50 4.0 15 1.50 2.7 
Tenakee Springs 30 67 6.0 50 1.67 3.6 
Funter Bay 5 100 24.0 15 3.00 8.0 
Meyers Chuck 10 50 4.0 10 1.00 4.0 
Craig 90 67 6.4 125 1.39 4.6 
Hydaburg 10 50 5.0 15 1.50 3.3 
Hyder 5 0 2.0 0 o.oo 
Kasaan 5 0 14.0 0 0.00 
Klawock 50 60 6.6 55 1.10 6.0 
Metlakatla 25 40 4.4 20 0.80 5.5 
Point Baker 10 50 4.0 10 1.00 4.0 
Thorne Bay 70 71 10.1 85 1.21 8.4 

Source: Flynn in prep. 
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Table 13. Deer Harvest Statistics for Smaller Communities in Southeast Alaska Based on 
Mail Questionnaires, 1982 

Hunter- Hunter-
No. of days/ Estimated Deer/ days/ 

Community Hunters \ Success Hunter Harvest Hunter Deer 

Angoon 85 82 6.9 210 2.47 2.8 
Elfin Cove 8 63 5.0 5 0.63 8.0 
Gustavus 40 50 6.0 50 1.25 4.8 
Haines 70 29 5.0 50 o. 71 7.0 
Hoonah 220 77 13.7 490 2.23 6.2 
Kake 40 75 4.0 40 1.00 4.0 
Pelican 60 83 6.7 120 2.00 3.3 
Port Alexander 10 100 1.5 15 1.50 1.0 
Skagway 20 75 5.5 30 1.50 3.7 
Tenakee Springs 30 67 5.7 40 1.33 4.3 
Funter Bay 5 100 20.0 20 4.00 5.0 
Meyers Chuck 15 100 3.0 25 1.67 1.8 
Craig 150 73 7.0 230 1.53 4.6 
Hydaburg 30 33 5.7 15 0.50 11.3 
Hyder 0 0 
Kasaan 2 0 5.0 0 o.oo 
Klawock 80 50 7.9 80 1.00 7.9 
Metlakatla 30 67 2.7 40 1.33 2.0 
Point Baker 20 25 5.0 5 0.25 20.0 
Thorne Bay 110 55 14.5 120 1.09 13.3 

Source: Flynn in prep. 
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Table 14. Deer Harvest Statistics for Smaller Communities in Southeast Alaska Based on 
Mail Questionnaires, 1983 

Hunter- Hunter-
No. of days/ Estimated Deer/ days/ 

Community Hunters \ Success Hunter Harvest Hunter Deer 

Angoon 80 75 16.8 215 2.69 6.2 
Elfin Cove 8 38 5.0 5 0.63 8.0 
Gustavus 40 50 4.5 70 1.75 2.6 
Haines 60 37 1.4 100 1.67 2.7 
Hoonah 300 77 8.8 650 2.17 4.1 
Kake 70 71 3.7 105 1.50 2.5 
Pelican 65 69 5.1 105 1.62 3.1 
Port Alexander 10 100 7.0 30 3.00 2.3 
Skagway 25 20 6.2 15 2.60 10.3 
Tenakee Springs 40 75 6.8 90 2.25 3.0 
Funter Bay 2 100 25.0 5 2.50 10.0 
Meyers Chuck 20 50 2.3 20 1.00 2.3 
Craig 250 62 7.7 290 1.16 6.7 
Hydaburg 30 33 6.0 15 0.50 12.0 
Hyder 5 0 2.0 0 0 
Kasaan 5 0 4.0 0 0 
Klawock 165 73 8.7 210 1.27 7.6 
Metlakatla 40 63 7.8 50 1.25 6.2 
Point Baker 30 67 4.3 55 1.83 2.4 
Thorne Bay 120 83 10.1 205 1. 71 5.8 

Source: Flynn in prep. 
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Table 15. Deer Harvest Statistics for Smaller Communities in Southeast Alaska Based on 
Mail Questionnaires, 1984 

Hunter- Hunter-
No. of days/ Estimated Deer/ days/ 

Community Hunters \ Success Hunter Harvest Hunter Deer 

Angoon 95 53 12.6 180 1.89 6.7 
Elfin Cove 20 0 1.0 0 0.00 
Gustavus 30 100 3.0 50 1.67 1.8 
Haines 60 67 3.8 110 1.83 2.1 
Hoonah 260 77 8.7 560 2.15 4.5 
Kake 35 36 3.7 80 2.29 1.6 
Pelican 60 83 5.7 150 2.50 2.3 
Port Alexander 15 100 2.7 50 3.33 0.8 
Skagway 10 50 5.0 5 0.50 10.0 
Tenakee Springs 40 75 5.0 75 1.86 2.7 
Funter Bay 10 100 15.0 40 4.00 3.8 
Meyers Chuck 10 50 1.0 10 1.00 1.0 
Craig 250 68 7.4 300 1.20 6.1 
Hydaburg 30 67 5.3 40 1.33 4.0 
Hyder 0 0 
Kasaan 10 100 21.0 20 2.00 10.5 
Klawock 195 56 13.8 300 1.54 8.0 
Metlakatla 50 40 4.3 30 0.60 7.7 
Point Baker 40 75 3.3 70 1. 75 1.9 
Thorne Bay 160 56 8.9 210 1.31 7.5 

Source: Flynn in prep. 
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Table 16. Deer Harvest by Harvest Reporting Area by Hunters from the Five Major Southeast Alaskan 
Communities, 1960-68 

Estimated Deer Harvest By Community 
a 

Harvest report 
b 

area Sitka Juneau Petersburg Wrangell Ketchikan 

Douglas I. (1-1) 0 290 0 0 0 
Mainland N. of Stikine R. (1-2) 0 90 50 5 10 
Mainland s. of Stikine R. (1-3) 0 4 5 10 340 
Revilla I. group (1-4) 0 30 1 0 2,120 
West P.W.I. group (2-1) 1 0 3 0 90 
East P.W.I. group (2-2) 10 30 2 10 280 
Kuiu I. group (3-1) 1 40 40 10 80 
Kupreanof I. group (3-2) 10 210 560 60 80 
Mitkof I. (3-3) 2 30 550 30 10 
Wrangell I. group (3-4) 0 0 3 550 80 
Chichagof I. group (4-1) 410 750 2 1 0 
Admiralty I. group (4-2) 10 1,610 60 0 20 
Baranof I. group (4-3) 1,490 110 0 0 10 

c 
No. hunters interviewed 815 808 1,097 679 811 
No. deer killed by interviewers 

c 
1,259 997 1,877 891 1,283 

a 
Data expressed as estimated mean annual deer harvest as determined from hunter interviews (ADF&G 

1961, Merriam n.d.b.). The 1961 data are missing. 

b 
· ADF&G harvest reporting area designation given in parentheses. See reference maps in the Alaska 

Habitat Management Guide for the Southeast Region, vol. 1, for locations of the harvest report area 
boundaries. 

c 
Total for all years combined. 
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deer /hunter) but estimated considerably fewer active 
hunters (70 vs 210). 'Ihe lower estimated number of 
hunters accounts for much of the difference in the 
harvest estimates. 

Unpublished survey data from the Division of Subsistence 
indicated a rrean household harvest of 1.6 deer/year in 
Klawock and Tenakee Springs (Bosworth 1986). When 
households \¥ere asked about the number of deer that 
would be desired by the household if there were no 
limitations on the harvesting of deer, the mean number 
of deer desired per household was 2. 6 in Kla\VOCk, 7. 0 in 
Angoon, and 3. 0 in Tenakee Springs (ibid. ) • 

g. Harvests by nonresidents and resident hunters outside 
the Southeast Region. The 1980-1984 mail surveys 
provide the first estimate of deer harvest by nonresi
dents and residents outside Southeast Alaska. In 1980 
and 1982-1984, an average of 160 Alaskan hunters resid
ing outside Southeast Alaska spent an average of 7 40 
days hunting deer in the Southeast Region and killed an 
average of 130 deer, with an average hunter success of 
43% (Flynn in prep.). In those sarre years, an average 
of 65 nonresident hunters spent an average of 310 days 
hunting deer in the Southeast Region and killed an 
average of 40 deer, with an average hunter success of 
50% (ibid.) • This harvest is only about 2% of the total 
regional deer harvest (table 4) • 

3. Significance of particular use areas 

a. 1957-68. The estimated deer harvest by licensed resi
dent hunters from the cc:mnuni ties of Juneau, Sitka, 
Petersburg, Wrangell, and Ketchikan is shown for the 
years 1960 and 1962-1968 by harvest-reporting area in 
table 16 and displayed on 1:1,000, 000-scale reference 
maps in the Alaska Habitat ManagE!Il'eilt Guide for the 
Southeast Region, vol\.lll'e 1. Additional infonnation on 
the location of deer-hunting effort and harvest by 
hunters in these ccmmmi ties during the years 195 7 to 
1959 is given in tables 17-19. These data correspond to 
a period of relatively high deer numbers throughout 
Southeast Alaska. 

During this period of relatively high deer abundance, 
the majority of the deer harvest by each ccmmmity 
occurred in close proximity to that ccmnuni ty. For 
example, on the average, over 80% of the Wrangell deer 
harvest occurred in the Wrangell-Zarembo-Vank-W::>ron
koski-Etolin-Shrubby Island harvest-reporting area, and 
nearly 90% of the Petersburg deer harvest occurred on 
Kupreanof, V«:>ewodski., and Mitkof islands. Most of the 
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Table 17. Distribution of Deer Harvest by Residents of the Five Largest 
Camtunities in Southeast Alaska, 1957 

Hunting Percentage of Hunters Fran Each Town Using Area for Hunting 
Area Juneau a Sitka Petersburg Wrangell Ketchikan 

(n=100) (n=70) (n=100) (n=75) (n=100) 
G1U 1 
Douglas I. 29 
Juneau Area 9 

Mainland 
Cleveland 18 

Peninsula 
Revillagigedo 55 

I. 
Gravina I. 12 

G1U 2 23 

G1U 3 
Mitkof I. only --- 14 19 
Kupreanof I. N/A 43 N/A 

only 
Mitkof I. and N/A 95 N/A N/A 

Kupreanof I. 
Kupreanof and 7 N/A 14 

Kuiu I. 
Wrangell I. 37 
Zarembo I. 35 6 
Etolin I. 28 6 
Woron.kofski I. 17 
Vank I. 8 
Sokolof I. 7 
Onslow-Stone 4 

I. Area 

G1U 4 
Admiralty I. 69 --b 
Chichagof I. 11 b Baranof I. 4 
Kruzof I. 11 

Unspecified 5 11 6 19 7 
Locations 

Source: USFWS 1958. 

a Number of hunters interviewed is given in parentheses. 

b USFWS (1958) reported that 70% of the Sitka deer hunters hunted 
adjacent to the channels south of Salisbury Sound, including Sitka 
Sound, while 23% hunted adjacent to Sergius Narrows and Peril Strait. 

-- means no harvest was reported. 

N/A means area not applicable because the camrunity harvest was 
reported by a different geographic unit. 
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Table 18. Distribution of Deer Harvest by Residents of the Five Largest 
Communities in Southeast Alaska, 1958 

Location Percentage of Kill by Hunters Fran Each Town 
Of Kill Juneaua Sitka Petersburg Wrangell Ketchikan 

(n~190) (n-165) (n-280) (n=155) (n=290) 

Gru 1 
Douglas I. 12 
Juneau Area 2 

Mainland 
Cleveland 12 

Peninsula 
Revillagigedo -- 26 

I. 
Gravina I. 5 

Gru 2 21 

Gru 3 
Mitkof I. 24 9 
Kupreanof I. N/A 71 9 N/A 
Etolin I. 29 
Zarembo I. 24 
Wrangell I. 17 
Woronkofski 7 

I. 
Etolinand 5 

Onlsow I. 
20b Kupreanof and 14 N/A 

Kuiu I. 

Gru 4 
Admiralty I. 62 
Chichagof I. 10 *c 
Baranof I. *c 
Kruzof I. 10 

Unspecified 0 2 3 5 11 
IDeations 

Source: USFWS 1959 . 

a Sample size of deer kill locations in parentheses. 

b This harvest was alirost entirely fran Duncan Canal and Rocky Pass. 

c USEWS (1959) reported that 57% of the Sitka deer harvest was fran lands 
adjacent to the channels south of Salisbury Sound, including the Sitka 
Sound area, while 31% of the harvest was fran lands adjacent to Sergius 
Narrows and Peril Strait. 

N/A means area not applicable because the community harvest was reported 
by a different geographic unit. 

- means no harvest was reported. 
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Table 19. Distribution of Deer Harvest by Residents of the Five Largest Communities in 
Southeast Alaska, 1959 

Percentage of Kill by Hunters from Each Town 

Location of Kill Juneau Sitka Petersburg Wrangell Ketchikan 
a 

(n=l30) (n=90) (n=240) (n=llO) (n=l80) 
GMU 1 

N. of Cape Fanshaw 
Mainland 12 

Douglas Island 9 1 
S. of CapebFanshaw 

Mainland 4 
Cleveland Peninsula 15 
Revilla Island 1 1 40 
Gravina Island 8 
Grant Island 1 
Bell Island 2 
Bold Island 1 
Ruth Island 1 

GMU 2 
Prince of Wales Island 3 18 
Kosciuske Island 4 2 

GMU 3 
Kupreanof Island 12 61 5 3 
Mitkof Island 3 29 
Kuiu Island 2 4 
Level Island 1 
Etolin Island 1 27 3 
Wrangell Island 18 
Zarembo Island 19 
Woronkofski Island 17 
Vank Island 7 
Stone & Onslow Islands 1 1 2 
Woewodski Island 1 

GMU 4 
N. Admiralty Island 35 2 
s. Admiralty Island 10 2 1 
Chichagof Island 15 12 
N. Baranof Island 48 
S. Baranof Island 22 
Pleasant Island 2 
Halleck Island 5 
Kruzof Island 2 
Krestof Island 2 
Moser Island 2 

Source: ADF&G 1960. 

a 
Number of deer kill locations in parentheses. 

b Excluding the Cleveland Peninsula. 

means no harvest reported. 
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reported harvest of deer by Sitka residents occurred on 
Baranof, Kruzof, and Chichagof islands. 

Approximately 2, 120 deer were killed each year fran 
1960-1968 in the Revillagigedo Island area by Ketchikan 
hunters (table 16), accounting for 68% of their total 
harvest. A substantial portion of the 1960-1968 Ketchi
kan harvest also cane fran Prince of Wales Island (12%) 
and the nearby mainland ( 11%) • The Juneau deer harvest 
by harvest-reporting area (table 16) occurred largely on 
Admiralty (50%), Chichagof (23%), Douglas (9%), and 
Kupreanof islands ( 7%) , with lesser anounts elsewhere 
throughout Southeast Alaska. 

b. 1969-74. Harvest location infonna.tion collected during 
hunter interviews during 1969-1974 was not consistently 
reported in annual reports of the Division of Game 
survey and inventory (S&I) activities, and the use of 
the 1960-1968 harvest-reporting areas was discontinued. 
The limited data provided in the S&I reports are used 
here to evaluate changes in the selection of hunting 
areas as a result of a decline in deer numbers (ADF&G 
1970, 1971, 1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1976). 

During this time, Ketchikan hunters continued to hunt 
largely in the Ketchikan area, with over 80% of their 
deer harvest occurring in G1S lA. Prince of Wales 
Island (CMJ 2) accounted for 12 to 21% of the Ketchikan 
harvest from 1969 to 1972. This fell to 6% in 1973 and 
to 0% in 1974 (the latter figure based on 202 hunters 
interviewed fran Ketchikan) and corresponded with 
extrerrely poor deer-hunting success in the Ketchikan 
area (table 11). Apparently hunters quickly became 
discouraged from traveling far to hunt for deer in areas 
with low success. Ketchikan hunters avoided hunting in 
CMJ 3 during this time, canpared to an average harvest 
of over 250 deer in 1960-1968. Instead they increased 
their take of deer in CMJ 4, which had the best deer 
hunting, harvesting an average of 65 deer in 1971-1974. 

As noted earlier, Wrangell hunters experienced the 
greatest decline in deer-hunting success of the five 
large ccmnunities sanpled (table 6) and about 25% fewer 
licensed hunters hunted deer during this period (table 
5) • Wrangell residents who continued to hunt deer 
hunted largely in CMJ 3 and had poor success. For 
example, in 1973 61% of the hunting effort by Wrangell 
hunters was in CMJ 3, which accounted for only about 25% 
(31 deer) of their total harvest. Beginning in 1973, 
hunting effort increased significantly in CMJ 4. An 
estimated 83 and 100 deer were taken by Wrangell hunters 
in CMJ 4 in 1973 and 1974, respectively, representing 64 
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and 83% of that camu.mi.ty' s estimated total deer harvest 
in those respective years. 

Petersburg hunters had extremely poor hunting success in 
G1U 3 after the winter of 1971-1972. Of 150 Petersburg 
hunters interviewed in 1972 and 1973, none had taken a 
deer in G1U 3, even though al::x:>Ut 23% of the hunting 
effort by Petersburg hunters in 1973 occurred in G1U 3. 

Beginning in 1971, certain Petersburg hunters began 
making increasing use of Admiralty Island for deer 
hunting. The estimated deer harvest in G1U 4 by Peters
burg residents in 1971, 1972, 1973, and 1974 was 200, 
123, 425, and 320 deer, respectively, accounting for 
al::x:>Ut 95% of the total estimated legal harvest by 
Petersburg residents from 1972 to 1974. 

During 1971-1974, deer harvest by Petersburg and Wran
gell residents dropped to nearly zero in G1S lB. 

Juneau and Sitka hunters continued to rely largely on 
G1U 4 for . their deer hunting. A marked change in 
hunting locations by Juneau residents resulted fran a 
decrease in huntin9 effort south of Frederick ,Sound as a 
result of the lc::JWi~ numbers in those areas. 

c. 1980-1984. Efforts by the ADF&G to delineate deer 
harvest locations in Southeast Alaska have increased in 
the 1980's. The deer hunter surveys by the Division of 
Gane (Flynn in prep.) have provided estimates of deer 
harvest to G1U and major harvest area by residency of 
the hunters of all cammunities for the years 1980, 1982, 
1983, and 1984. For 1: 250, 000-scale reference maps 
showing deer harvests, number of hunters, and hunter 
effort for the years 1980 and 1982-1984 by major harvest 
areas, see the Alaska Habitat Management Guide for the 
Southeast Region, volurre 1. The 1983 data are given in 
tables 20 and 21. The Division of Subsistence has 
undertaken a number of studies identifying hunting areas 
of certain ccmnunities, using interviews of randanly 
selected households. Sate of these studies have · been 
canpleted (George and Kookesh 1983, Ellanna and Sherrod 
1986, Qrelch and Grelch 1986) . Reference maps showing 
the locations of deer hunting areas for the camumi ties 
of Angoon, Tenakee Springs, Yakutat, and Kla~ are 
given in the Alaska Habitat Management Guide for the 
Southeast Region, volurre 2. 

The 1983 deer harvest by Juneau residents occurred 
primarily on Admiralty, Chichagof, and Douglas islands 
and the Baranof Island area draining into Peril Strait 
and, secondarily, on Lincoln and Shelter islands and the 
mainland in the vicinity of Juneau (table 21) • Lilni. ted 
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deer hunting by Juneau residents occurred throughout 
much of the rest of GMUs 1-4. 

Sitka hunters in 1983 reported hunting nearly exclusi
vely on Baranof, Kruzof, and Chichagof islands and 
adjacent smaller islands (table 21), a pattern similar 
to the period 1960-1968 (Table 16). Petersburg resi
dents harvested deer primarily in GMUs 2 (135 deer) and 
4 (730 deer) in 1983 and reported no harvests in G1S lB 
and GMU 3 (table 20). In the fol:ller areas, hunting 
activity and harvest were highest on the southern half 
of Admiralty Island, the northern half of Prince of 
Wales Island, and in the Peril Straits area. 

wrangell residents harvested deer mainly in <MJ 4 (125 
deer) , the south half of Q1U 3 (60 deer) , Q1U 2 (35 
deer) I and G1S lB (20 deer) in 1983. 

Ketchikan residents harvested deer primarily in <MJ 2 
(795 deer) , G1S lA (360 deer) , and GMU 4 (135 deer) . 

The high proportion of deer harvested on Prince of Wales 
Is·land by Ketchikan residents is note\-oUrthy and differs 
fran the period 1957-1974 when ITOst of the Ketchikan 
deer harvest occurred in GMS lA. The relatively poor 
deer hunting close to hate is no doubt responsible for 
the tendency for a higher percentage of Petersburg, 
Wrangell, and Ketchikan hunters to travel farther fran 
their camrunities to hunt deer in 1983 than during the 
period 1960-1968. 

Most of the deer harvest by the smaller ccmm.mities 
occurred in the vicinity of those camnmities (table 
21). 5om3 residents in certa:i,n cc:mnunities, such as 
Craig, Haines, and Skagway, traveled to Q1U 4 to harvest 
deer. 

Nonresidents and hunters outside Alaska hunted primarily 
in CMJ 4 in 1983 (table 20) • 

4. IDeation of hunting effort within a typical watershed. 
Available studies indicate that hunters use a variety of 
habitats within a given watershed for deer hunting. Post
season interviews with 425 hunters in Juneau, Ketchikan, 
Sitka, Wrangell, and Petersburg indicate that 11% of the 1959 
deer harvest occurred in alpine, 26% in muskeg, 37% in low 
elevation tinDer, and 9% on the beach (ADF&G 1960) • A 
similar interview, based on 1, 143 deer kills by hunters in 
these large ccmnuni ties, as well as Kake, Angoon, Pelican, 
Hoonah, Craig, and Klawock, indicated that 10% of the deer 
harvest occurred in alpine, 19% in high-elevation timber or 
muskeg, 64% in low-elevation timber or muskeg, and 7% on the 
beach (ADF&G 1961). 
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Table 20. Deer Harvest Statistics for Grus 1-4, by Residence of Hunter, Based 
on a Mail Survey, 1983 

No. of Total Estimated 
Residence of No. of Successful Hunter- Deer 

Gru/G1S Hunter Hunters Hunters Days Harvest 

1A Juneau 10 0 30 0 
Ketchikan 880 250 4,720 360 
Meyers Chuck 20 10 40 20 
Kla\tO:k 10 10 20 10 
Metlakatla 40 30 310 50 
Other Alaska 10 0 10 0 

Subtotal 960 300 5,130 440 

1B Juneau 5 0 10 0 
Petersburg 35 0 130 0 
Wrangell 40 20 60 20 

Subtotal 80 20 200 20 

1C Juneau 780 155 2,840 360 
Haines 20 15 90 40 
Pelican 10 0 60 0 
Petersburg 5 0 5 0 
Skagway 5 0 10 0 
Ketchikan 10 0 10 0 
Other Alaska 30 0 120 0 

Subtotal 860 170 3,110 400 

2 Juneau 10 10 80 5 
Haines 5 5 40 15 
Petersburg 100 70 470 135 
Ketchikan 780 470 5,360 795 
Craig 240 150 1,700 270 
Hydaburg 30 10 180 15 
Kasaan 5 0 20 0 
Kla~ 160 110 1,600 210 
Wrangell 40 25 290 35 
Thorne Bay 120 100 1,210 205 
Other Alaska 5 0 100 0 
OUtside Alaska 30 0 100 0 
Hyder 5 0 10 0 
Pt. Baker 30 20 130 55 

Subtotal 1,560 970 11,290 1,740 

(continued) 
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Table 20. (continued) 

No. of Total Estimated 
Residence of No. of Successful Hunter- Deer 

<MJ/(M) Hunter Hunters Hunters Days Harvest 

3 Juneau 5 5 15 10 
Petersburg 25 0 160 0 
Ketchikan 15 5 65 10 
Wrangell 220 60 970 60 

Subtotal 260 70 1,210 80 

4 Juneau 1,990 1,190 10,255 2,700 
Angoon 85 60 1,340 215 
Elfin Cove 10 5 40 5 
Gustavus 40 20 180 70 
Haines 40 20 135 45 
Hoonah 300 230 2,695 650 
Kake 70 45 260 105 
Pelican 60 50 330 105 
Petersburg 330 300 1,875 730 
Sitka 1,690 1,180 11,560 3,160 
P. Alexander 10 10 70 30 
Skagway 20 5 155 15 
Tenakee Springs 40 30 270 85 
Punter Bay 2 2 50 5 
Ketchikan 55 95 265 135 
Craig 20 10 230 20 
Wrangell 130 80 480 125 
Other Alaska 180 80 680 125 
CUtside Alaska 60 45 180 30 

Subtotal 5,100 3,390 31,030 8,360 

Unknown unit 110 10 580 10 

Southeast Region total 8,220 4,750 52,550 11,050 

Source: Flynn in prep. 
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ole 21. Southeast Alaska Deer Harvest Statistic: ~ Major Harvest Area, by Residence of Hnnter, 
Based on a Mail Survey, 1983 

No. of Estimated 
Major Harvest Areaa No. of Successful Hunter- Deer 

Gru/G1S Residence of Hnnter Hnnters Hnnters days Harvest 

1A Gravina Island (1) 
Ketchikan 330 110 1,270 140 
Klawock b 10 10 15 10 
other Alaska 5 0 5 0 

Subtotal 345 120 1,290 150 

1A Revilla Island, s. (4) 
Ketchikan 420 90 1,780 100 
t-Etlakatla 35 25 310 50 

Subtotal 450 115 2,090 150 

1A Revilla Island, N. (5) 
Ketchikan 320 70 1,300 90 

""' 
other Alaska 5 0 5 0 

\0 Subtotal 325 70 1,305 90 

1A Cleveland Penninsula (6) 
Jnneau 5 0 30 0 
Ketchikan 140 20 320 30 
Meyers Chuck 20 10 45 20 

Subtotal 165 30 395 50 

1A Mainland ( 7) 
Ketchikan 15 0 50 0 

lB Fanshaw-Thanas Bay (16) 
Petersburg 30 0 100 0 

lB Stikine-IEconte (17) 
Petersburg 10 0 25 0 
Wrangell 5 5 5 5 

Subtotal 15 5 30 5 
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Table 21. (continued) 

No. of Estimated 
. a MaJOr Harvest Area No. of SUccessful Hunter- Deer 

<M.J/G1S Residence of Hunter Hunters Hunters days Harvest 

lB South Mainland (18) 
Juneau 5 0 15 0 
Wrangell 30 10 55 15 

Subtotal 35 10 70 15 

lC Sullivan-Endicott (22) 
Haines 20 15 90 40 
Petersburg· 5 0 5 0 

Subtotal 30 15 95 40 

lC Chilkat Range (23) 
Juneau 5 5 35 10 

lC Berners Bay (24) 

lJ1 
Juneau 15 5 20 10 

0 Pelican 15 0 60 0 
Subtotal 30 5 80 10 

lC Juneau Mainland (25) 
Juneau 125 40 265 50 

lC Shelter Island (26) 
Juneau 140 35 540 50 

lC Tracy-Endicott (28) 
Juneau 30 10 90 10 

lC Port Houghton (29) 
Other Alaska 5 0 5 0 

lC IX>uglas Island (27) 
Juneau 570 75 1,870 230 
Skagway 5 0 10 0 
Ketchikan 10 0 10 0 
Other Alaska 20 0 110 0 

Subtotal 595 75 2,000 230 
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ble 21. (continued) 

No. of Estima.ted 
Major Harvest Areaa No. of Successful Hunter- Deer 

G1U/G1S Residence of Hunter Hunters Hunters days Harvest 

2 P. of Wales OUter Is. (4) 
Ketchikan 10 10 10 10 
Craig 45 10 230 30 

Subtotal 55 20 240 40 

2 Heceta Island (10) 
Petersburg 5 5 25 10 
Ketchikan 35 25 140 20 
Craig 10 10 90 30 
Klawock 10 40 20 0 
OUtside Alaskac 10 0 10 0 

Subtotal 70 40 285 60 

2 P. of Wales Southwest (11) 

U1 
Haines 5 5 40 15 

...... Ketchikan 110 55 520 75 
Craig 10 0 45 0 
Klawock 10 10 10 10 
Wrangell 5 5 170 5 
Hydaburg 30 10 180 15 

Subtotal 170 85 965 120 

2 P. of Wales Southeast (12) 
Petersburg 5 5 25 5 
Ketchikan 130 35 270 70 
Craig 10 10 90 30 
Klawock 10 0 50 0 
Thorne Bay 5 5 40 5 

Subtotal 160 55 475 110 

2 P. of Wales North (13,14,15) 
Juneau 5 5 75 5 
Petersburg 95 65 430 120 
Ketchikan 580 360 4,390 620 
Craig 220 130 1,300 180 
Klawock 140 100 1,490 200 
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Table 21. (continued) 

No. of Estimated . a MaJOr Harvest Area No. of SUccessful Hunter- Deer 
Gru/G1S Residence of Hunter Hunters Hunters days Harvest 

Wrangell 35 20 120 30 
Thorne Bay 120 95 1,170 200 
Other Alaska 5 0 100 0 
Outside Alaska 30 0 90 0 
Kasaan 5 0 20 0 
Pt. Baker 30 20 130 55 
Hyder 5 0 10 0 

Subtotal 1,270 795 9,325 1,410 

3 Eastern Islands (19) 
Juneau 5 5 15 10 
Petersburg 25 0 90 0 
Ketchikan 15 5 70 10 
Wrangell 220 55 970 60 

l11 
Subtotal 265 65 1,145 80 

N 

3 Western Islands (20) 
Petersburg 20 0 65 0 

4 Sitka Area (30) 
Juneau 20 5 60 10 
Haines 5 10 20 0 
Sitka 1,100 620 5,590 1,340 
Craig 20 10 230 20 
Other Alaska 70 30 300 40 

Subtotal 1,215 665· 620 1,410 

4 Tenakee Inlet (36) 
Juneau 230 180 1,240 420 
Gustavus 10 10 20 20 
Haines 5 5 30 20 
Hoonah 30 20 120 30 
Petersburg 20 5 40 10 
Sitka 45 30 390 90 
Tenakee 30 20 180 70 
Wrangell 10 5 40 5 
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... ...ble 21. (continued) 

No. of Estimated 
Major Harvest Area a 

No. of Successful Hunter- Deer 
CMJ/G1S Residence of Hunter Hunters Hunters days Harvest 

Other Alaska .15 5 60 10 
Subtotal 395 280 2,120 675 

4 S. Baranof (37) 
Juneau 5 5 30 10 
Hoonah 10 10 40 10 
Petersburg 30 20 100 50 
Sitka 140 110 570 230 
Ketchikan 10 10 30 25 
Wrangell 5 5 10 5 
Outside Alaska 10 0 10 0 
P. Alexander 10 10 70 30 

Subtotal 220 170 860 360 

lJ1 4 N. Admiralty (38) 
w Juneau 640 300 2,100 485 

Hoonah 10 10 10 20 
Petersburg 20 0 80 0 
Funter Bay 2 2 50 5 
Other Alaska 15 0 35 0 

Subtotal 687 312 2,275 510 

4 S.E. Admiralty (39) 
Juneau 180 110 770 190 
Kake 55 35 200 70 
Petersburg 210 190 1,120 440 
Ketchikan 30 30 200 80 
Wrangell 30 25 150 60 
OUtside Alaska 10 10 20 10 

Subtotal 515 400 2,460 850 

4 Goddard ( 3 2) 
Sitka 220 115 770 210 
Other Alaska 20 10 100 10 

Subtotal 240 125 870 210 
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Table 21. (continued) 

N:>. of Estiroa.ted 
Major Harvest Areaa N:>. of Successful Hunter- Deer 

Gru/GtS Residence of Hunter Hunters Hunters days Harvest 

4 W. Admiralty (40) 
Juneau 260 120 790 170 
Angoon 80 60 1,240 195 
Kake 15 15 60 35 
Petersburg 30 20 100 55 
Sitka 15 5 30 5 
Wrangell 25 10 140 40 

Subtotal 425 230 2,360 500 

4 Kruzof Island (31) 
Juneau 30 5 40 10 
Haines 5 0 20 0 
Sitka 510 330 2,180 610 
Other Alaska 5 0 5 0 

U1 
Subtotal 550 335 2,245 610 

~ 

4 Peril Strait (33) 
Juneau 100 75 400 130 
Angoon 30 10 100 20 
Haines 5 5 30 20 
Hoonah 10 10 60 30 
Petersburg 80 70 350 115 
Sitka 320 200 1,400 390 
Tenakee 10 10 90 20 
Ketchikan 5 5 25 30 
Wrangell 10 5 25 5 
Other Alaska 20 10 50 10 
OUtside Alaska 30 20 130 20 

Subtotal 615 420 2,660 790 

4 w. Chichagof (34) 
Juneau 120 110 570 260 
Haines 5 5 5 5 
Hoonah 10 10 35 20 
Pelican 60 50 330 105 
Petersburg 5 5 25 20 
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l11 
l11 

_ __ble 21. (continued) 

No. of Estimated 
Ma" a JOr Harvest Area No. of SUccessful Hunter- Deer 

CMJ/G1S Residence of Hunter Hunters Hunters days Harvest 

Sitka 170 120 480 260 
Other Alaska 15 15 90 30 
Elfin Cove 10 5 40 5 

Subtotal 395 320 1,575 705 

4 N. Chichagof (35) 
Juneau 130 60 690 125 
Gustavus 40 20 160 50 
Hoonah 270 220 2,410 540 
Petersburg 5 5 20 20 
Sitka 20 15 80 35 
Skagway 15 5 130 15 
Ketchikan 10 0 10 0 
Wrangell 20 5 110 5 
Other Alaska 15 5 30 20 

Subtotal 525 275 3,640 810 

4 Seynour canal (41) 
Juneau 810 440 3,515 890 
Petersburg 10 10 40 20 
Sitka 5 0 70 0 
Skagway 5 0 25 0 
Wrangell 5 5 5 5 
Other Alaska 35 5 90 5 
OUtside Alaska 10 0 20 0 

Subtotal 880 460 3,765 920 

Source: Flynn in prep. 

a 
Major harvest area number given in parentheses. See 1:250,000-scale reference maps in the 

Alaska Habitat Manage.nent Guide for the Southeast Region, volume 1, for the location of major harvest 
area boundaries. 

b 
"Other Alaska" refers to resident hunters with residencies outside of the Southeast Region. 

c 
" OUtside Alaska" refers to nonresident hunters. 



George and Kookesh (1983) reported that, for Angoon residents 
in 1982, 15% of all deer hunting trips occurred in alpine, 
28% in nea.dows (including nuskegs), 14% in forest, and 43% on 
the beach. The higher incidence of beach hunting by this 
ccmnuni ty canpared to the above regionwide percentages is 
noteworthy. 

Both Johnson and Wood (1979) and George and Kookesh (1983) 
have described the seasonal use of various habitats by deer 
hunters. The alpine hunts are :rcost prevalent in August and 
September, prior to fall frosts, and are often considered to 
be a "high quality" type of hunt. Johnson and Wood (1979) 
estimate that less than 4% of all deer in Southeast Alaska 
are killed by alpine hunting. 

Beach hunting occurs throughout the hunting season but is 
:rcost intensive during Noveni:)er and December, when heavy snows 
force deer into lower elevations (George and Kookesh 1983). 
Hunters also venture inland to hunt deer on their winter 
range during this tine (Johnson and Wood 1979). Johnson and 
Wood (ibid.) have classified this type of hunting as 
"primarily a neat hunt". 

<ile inp:>rtant consideration is that, because deer hunters 
will range widely over a watershed, any major alteration of 
habitat (such as road construction or logging) in a watershed 
that receives hunting use is likely to directly affect the 
quality of the deer hunting experience (whether positively or 
negatively) and :perhaps change hunting patterns. These 
inpacts on hunting recreation will be in addition to inpacts 
on the deer population as a result of habitat changes. 

E. Regional Sunmary 

Deer carrprise over 90% of the total big garre animals harvested 
annually in the Southeast Region. During 1960-1968, deer were 
abundant fran Dixon Entrance to the Admiral ty-Baranof-chichagof 
islands and yearly estimated harvests by licensed resident hunters 
averaged about 11,200. In the late 1960's and early 1970's, the 
deer population crashed throughout the Panhandle and the estimated 
average harvest during 1969-1974 declined to about 5,200. Since 
this decline, deer populations have increased to and remained at 
relatively high densities in G1U 4 and remained at low-to-rcoderate 
densities in :rcost of the remainder of Southeast Alaska. In 
1983-1984, an estimated 8,410 hunters harvested an estimated 
11,500 deer. During 1980-1984, total harvests, number of deer 
hunters, and total hunter-days all increased dramatically. About 
75% of the estimated deer harvest during 1983-1984 occurred in G1U 
4. 

Surveys of hunters suggest that during 1960-1968, when deer 
populations were high, seasons were liberal, and the bag limit was 
four deer of either sex over :rcost of the Southeast Region, hunters 
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in the ccmnuni ties of Juneau, Sitka, Wrangell, Ketchikan, and 
Petersburg killed an average of about two deer /hunter, spent an 
average of six days hunting deer each year, and had an average 
hunter-success rate of 75%. Fran 1969 through 1974, the hunter
success rate dropped to about 40% (with substantial variations 
anong ccmnuni ties) , the deer /hunter figure declined to less than 
one, and the average number of hunter-days/ deer killed went fran 
three to seven regionwide. Interestingly, the average days spent 
hunting deer/hunter remained at six/year. However, a substantial 
decline in the percentage of licensed hunters who hunted deer 
occurred in large ccmnuni ties where the average effort/harvest 
around the ccmnunity increased to the range of 8-13 hunter-days/
deer. 

Surveys in the 1960's, 1970's, and 1980's suggested that hunters 
fran smaller carmuni ties in the Southeast Region generally have 
sanewhat higher hunter success rates and higher average deer 
harvests/hunter than hunters in the larger ccmnunities, if neart>y 
deer densities are similar. Evidence suggests that deer harvests 
by rural residents and residents in smaller ccmnunities may have 
been considerably underestimated in estimates of regionwide deer 
harvests. Hence, the Southeast deer harvests have probably been 
higher than the estimates suggest. Estimates fran 1980 through 
1984 have indicated that 15% of the people who picked up deer 
harvest tickets were Southeast Alaska residents outside the 
ccmnunities of Juneau, Sitka, Wrangell, Ketchikan, and Petersburg 
and that these people harvested an average of 20% of the deer 
taken in the Southeast Region. 

Only a minor percentage of the Southeast deer harvest is currently 
by nonresident hunters and Alaskan hunters who reside outside the 
Southeast Region. 

Hunter surveys have shown that when deer populations are high 
around a ccmmmity rrost of the ccmmmity deer harvest occurs 
within about 30 mi of the ccmnunity. When deer populations 
decline in the vicinity of a ccmmmity, sane hunters travel to 
other areas where deer populations are abundant and/ or seasons are 
rrore liberal (e.g., Petersburg and Wrangell hunters have increased 
their hunting efforts in G1U 4 since deer have declined in G1U 3) • 
However, fe.ver hunters engage in deer hunting when they must 
travel greater distances, and the number of active deer hunters, 
in relation to the number of licensed hunters, and the ccmmmity 
deer harvests decline in those areas where deer are not locally 
abundant. 

Dramatic changes in regional and ccmnuni ty deer harvests, hunter 
success, average hunter-days/deer killed, average deer/hunter, and 
number of active deer hunters appear to be related to changes in 
deer densities. General patterns discussed in this chapter may be 
useful in nodeling the effect of reductions in deer numbers as a 
result of habitat loss (Schoen et al. 1985) on deer harvests, 
hunter success, and hunter participation. 
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"N. HUMAN USE OF MCX::SE 

A. Introduction 

This chapter sumna.rizes the reported harvest of noose in the 
Southeast Region during 1960-1984. The major focus is to compile 
the available infonnation on reported harvest levels and number of 
hunters and hunter-days spent hunting noose. Management 
considerations are briefly addressed. 

B. Management Considerations 

1. Limited pr:i.ne habitat and isolated populations. In the 
Southeast Region, noose populations are generally associated 
with mainland ri:parian habitats with suitable forage. The 
regional distribution and abundance of noose, together with 
forage and habitat selection studies, strongly indicate that 
the preferred habitats of noose are areas with abundant 
quantities of preferred browse, especially willCM (Salix 
spp.) and red osier dogwood (Comus stolonifera) (I.eResche 
1974; Doerr 1983, 1984; Hundertmark et al. 1983; Craighead et 
al. 1984) • 

Throughout Southeast Alaska, such habitats are limited. 
Consequently, noose populations are relatively snall and 
often isolated. Because noose tend to occur in relatively 
discrete populations in Southeast Alaska, hunting regulations 
and the collection of harvest data have often been directed 
toward the management of specific populations. 

Furthe:IItOre, the protection and/ or enhancement of pr:i.ne 
ri:parian habitat is a major management concern for noose in 
the Southeast Region. For additional infonna.tion regarding 
habitat management concerns of rooose, see Sigman (1985). 

2. Changes in population abundance·. M::lose have established 
themselves in the Southeast Region since the mid 1800's 
(Klein 1965, I.eResche et al. 1974). In same areas, such as 

G1S 6A (ADF&G 1984a, 1985a), Glacier Bay National Park and 
Preserve (Vequist 1985), and southern portions of the Chilkat 
Range (Zi.nmennan 1985), noose have recently expanded their 
range and increased in numbers. These changes may be attri
buted to successional .habitat changes resulting fran a recent 
wanning pattern that has prarpted deglaciation or to a 
gradual build-up of noose in adjacent, peripheral areas often 
containing marginal noose ·habitat, follc:Ming the initial 
colonization of noose along major river systems of the 
"Southeast Panhandle. " M::lose also appear to be colonizing 
and increasing their numbers on certain islands of the 
coastal archipelago (ADF&G 1984a, Young 1985, Z.i.rcltennan 1985) 
as outlined on the 1: 250, 000-scale reference maps of noose 
distribution in the Alaska Habitat Managem:mt Guide for the 
Southeast Region, volume 1. 
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Conversely, the two largest IOOOse populations in Southeast 
Alaska, occupying the Yakutat Forelands and the Chil.kat River 
system, have experienced drastic declines in numbers due to a 
variety of reasons (Dinneford 1986). The IOOOSe carrying 
capacity of the Yakutat Forelands may be declining as a 
result of a lack of habitat manipulations and changes frcm 
rresic to rrore zeric conditions due to isostatic uplift 
(ibid.). 

Harvests of IOOOse have fluctuated in response to populations 
dynamics and are often not constant. In areas where 1000se 
harvest occurs, it is therefore imp::>rtant to assess whether 
the population is well established and stable, still in the 
process of expanding its range, or possibly experiencing a 
long-term decline in numbers. 

3. High demand for IOOOse hunting relative to hunting oppor
tunities. Moose hunting is extrerrel y popular in the South
east Region, and the public demand for quality 1000se hunting, 
both in the sense of having a high probability of bagging a 
IOOOse and hunting in relatively uncrowded situations, exceeds 
the available opportunity. Given the limited areas that can 
sustain a substantial harvest, restrictive hunting 
regulations (discussed in section C) and relatively low 
hunter success are camon. In 1985, three hunting areas 
(Berners Bay, G1S 10, and G1S SA, except Nunatak Bench) were 
restricted to Tier II hunting permits (ADF&G 1985b). 

4. Effects of Changes in human access. The large size of IOOOse, 
~ed to Sitka black-tailed deer, rrountain goat, and black 
bear, makes "packing out" the rreat rrore difficult and tends 
to concentrate IOOOse hunters near access areas rrore than is 
necessary for other big game hunters. Consequently, areas of 
IOOOse hunting are generally close to sare transportation 
rreans, chiefly waterways (salt water and fresh water), roads, 
and aircraft landing sites. Areas that receive limited 
hunting pressure within the range of a heavily-hunted popula
tion, may serve as imp::>rtant reserves that reduce the chances 
of overharvesting (Dinneford 1986). Increased access, 
because of new road construction . or use of all-terrain 
vehicles, in areas with sufficient existing access may lead 
to increased hunting pressure and result in further restric
tions in seasons or the creation of managenent scherres to 
limit participation. 

C. Sunmary of Seasons and Bag Limits 

General hunting seasons and bag limits for IOOOse during 1969-1984 
are given in table 22. In G1Ss lA, 1B, and 1C, excluding Bemers 
Bay, hunting has been rrostly limited to a one-rronth bull season. 
One exception is the area of GMS 1B north of LeConte Bay (which 
includes the Thanas Bay IOOOse population) , where the season was 
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Table 22. General Hunting Seasons and Bag Limits for Moose by Area in 
Southeast Alaska, 1960-e4 

Area Year(s) Season a Bag Limit 

Gru lAb 1960-84 Sept.lS-oct.lS 1 bull 

G1U lB 1960-70 Sept.lS-oct.lS 1 bull 

1971 Stikine River: 
Sept.15-oct.31 1 bull 

Remainder of G1S lB: 
Sept.lS-oct.lS 

1972-73 Stikine River: 
Sept.15-Sept.30 1 rroose 
(anterless)c 
Oct.10-oct.25 (bull) 

Remainder of G1S lB: 
Sept.lS-oct.lS 1 bull 

1974-76 Sept.lS-oct.lS 1 bull 

1977-81 Stikine River: 
Sept.ls-oct.la 

Remainder of lB : 1 bull 
Oct.l-oct.31 

1982-83 South of LeConte Glacier: 
Sept.lS-oct.lS 1 bull 

North of LeConte Glacier: 
No open season 

1984 South of LeConte Glacier: 
Sept.lS-oct.lS 

North of LeConte Glacierc: 1 bulle 
Oct.l-oct.lS 

Gru lC, 1960-84 Sept.lS-oct.lS 1 bullf 
excluding 
Bemers Bay 

Bemers Bay 1960-62 No open season 
drainages 

1963-64 Sept-15-Sept.30 1 bull 

1965-70 Sept.lS-oct.lS 1 bull 

1971 Sept.lS-Oct.lS 1 rroose c 

1972 Sept.lS-oct.lS 1 rroose c 

1973-74 Sept.lS-oct.lS 1 rroose c 

(continued) 
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Table 22 (continued) • 

Area Year (s) Season a Bag Limit 

1975-77 No open season 

1978-82 Sept .15-oct .15 1 bulle 

1983-84 Sept.15-oct.15 1 antlerless 
noosec 

Grus 2, 3, 1960-61 Sept .15-oct.15 1 bull 
and 4 

1962-64 No open season 

1965-67 Sept .15-oct .15 1 bull 

1968-84 No open season 

G1S 1Dg 1960-61 Sept .15-oct .15 1 bull 

1962-63 Sept.1-oct.15 1 bull 

1964 Sept.1-oct.15 (bulls) 1 noose 
Oct.9-oct.15(antlerless) 

1965-67 Sept.1-0ct.15 (bulls) 1 noose 
Oct.14-0ct.15(antlerless) 

1968-73h Sept.1-oct.15 1 noose i 

1974 Sept.15-Sept.19 1 noose c 

1975 Sept.15-Sept.18 1 noose c 

1976 Sept.15-Sept.30 (bulls) 1 noose c 

Sept .15-Sept .16 
(anterless) 

1977-82 Sept.15-Sept.30 1 bull 

1983 Sept.22-0ct. 6 1 bull 

1984 Sept.15-Sept.27 1 bulle 

G1U 5 1960 Aug.20-Sept.30 1 bull 
Nov .1-Nov .30 

1961 Aug.10-Nov.30 (bulls) 1 noose 
Nov.1-Nov.30 (antlerless) 

1962-72 Aug.10-Nov.30 1 noose 

(continued) 
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Table 22 (continued). 

Area Year{s) Season a Bag Limit 

GMU S 1973 Portion lying west 
(cont.) of Yakutat Bay and 

Hubbard Glacier: 
Aug .10-Nov. 30 1 rcoose 

Remainder of GMU S: 
Aug.10-Sept.30 

1974 Portion 1 ying north of 
Nunatak and Russell 
Fiord fran east Nunatak 
Glacier, including area 

c west of Yakutat Bay: 1 rcoose 
Oct.1S until closed by 

commissioner's announcement 

Remainder of GMU S: 
No open season 

197S ''West of Yakutat Bay" as 
described for 1974 above: 
Sept.1S-Oct.S 1 rcoosec 

Remainder of GMU S: 
No open season 

1976-77 ''West of Yakutat Bay" : 
Sept.1S-Oct.1S 1 rcoose 

Rema~er of GMU S: 
No open season 

1978-79 G1S SA, except drainages 
into Disenchantrrent Bay: 
Oct.1S-Nov .1S 

G1S SA, drainages into 1 bulle 
Disenchantrrent Bay: 
No open season 

G1S SB: 
Sept.1S-Oct.1S 

1980 G1S SA, except Nunatak 
Bench: 
Oct.1S-Oct.18 

Nunatak Bench: 1 bull 
c Nov .1S-Dec.1S 

G1S SB: 
Sept .1S-Oct .1S c 

1981 G1S SA: c 1 bull Oct.1S-Nov.1S 
G1S SB· • c 

Sept.1-0ct. 31 
(continued) 
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Table 22 (continued) • 

Area Year(s) Season a Bag Limit 

1982-84 GMS SA, except Nunatak 
Bench: 
Oct.15-Nov .13 

1 bullc,j Nunatak Bench 
Nov.15-Feb.15 

GMS SB: 
Sept.1-0ct. 31 

GMS 6A 1960 Aug. 20 until closed by 1 bull 
carmissioner's 
announcerrent 

1961 No open season 

1962-63 Same as 1960 1 bulle 

1964 Open and closed by 
field announcement 1 bull 

1965-67 Aug.20-Sept.30 1 bull 

1968 Aug .20-Sept.30, 1 bull 
Nov .1-Nov. 30 

1969-71 Same as 1968 
c k 

1 rocx::>se ' 

1972-77 Aug. 20-Nov. 30 1 rocx::>se c 

1978-79 Sept .1-Nov. 30 1 m:x::>se c 

1980-84 Sept.1-Dec.31 1 m:x::>se c 

Source: ADF&G general harvest regulation booklets, 1960-84, and 
Dinneford 1986. 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

Season length was saretimes reduced by emergency orders. 

The Chickamin River drainage was closed to m:x::>se hunting during 
1971. 

Pennit hunt, saretimes with limited penni ts and/ or harvest quotas. 

In 1981, the Thanas Bay Area was closed to m:x::>se hunting by 
emergency order after six days of hunting. 

Bulls taken north of LeConte Glacier must have at least three tines 
on one antler. 

Registration permit hunt in 1984. 
(continued) 
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Table 22. (continued). 

g 

h 

i 

j 

k 

Prior to 1971, GMS 1D was called GMS 1C and what are currently GMSs 
1B and 1C \\'ere GMS 1B. 

All drainages into Taiya Inlet were closed to rroose hunting frcm 
1968 through 1975. 

During 1969-72, the anterless :rroose season was to be closed by 
emergency order when 50 anterless :rroose \\'ere taken. In 1972 and 
1973, the anterless :rroose season lasted only 10 and 9 days, 
respectively. 

One :rroose of either sex could be taken in the Nunatak Bench Area in 
1982 and 1983. 

Permits not required for bulls in 1969 and 1970. 
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closed in 1982 and 1983 and limited to 6 and 15 days in 1981 and 
1984, respectively. 

GMS 1D has had the :rcoose hlmting season shortened fran 45 days 
during the years 1962-1973 to less than 17 days during the period 
1974-1984. Antlerless :rcoose hunting has not been peDtlitted in GMS 
1D since 1976. Hunting seasons in G1U 5 have shCMn similar 
patterns with three and one-half ll'Onth, either-sex seasons during 
nuch of the 1960 1 s and early 1970 1 s and closed season or very 
restricted bulls-only hunting in ll'OSt of GMS"' SA since 1973 (table 
22). Moose h\mting in GMS SB has been limited to bulls since 
1977; however, in 1981-1984, the season lasted two ll'Dnths. 

'lWo areas in the Southeast Region have had increased hunting 
opportunities over the last decade: GMS 6A and the Nunatak Bench 
Area of GMS SA. In GMS 6A, seasons were very restrictive in the 
early 1960 1 s as the :rcoose population beca.tre established and 
gradually increased (table 22). During 1980-1984, the season 
lasted fran September through December, with a bag limit of one 
:rcoose. A special hunting season was established for the Nunatak 
Bench area of GMS SA in 1980. During 1982-1984 the season lasted 
fran mid November to mid February, and in 1982 and 1983, :rcoose of 
either sex could be harvested. 

D. Data on Human Use 

1. Qualifications and limitations of data. The infonna.tion 
presented here is based on harvest data sumnarized in various 
ADF&G annual :rcoose reports, annual survey and inventory 
progress reports, and additional information provided by the 
Division of Gane for the 1984 season (ADF&G 1985c, Griese 
1986). The harvest levels discussed in this report do not 
account for :rcoose that may have been taken illegally 
out-of-season. 

The basis for estimating the magnitude of the harvest varied 
for the different rcoose populations and over time. Estimates 
of the number of animals harvested in sare populations was 
based on a canbination of hunter interviews, field checking 
stations, and field contact with hunters. These data were 
saretimes used with harvest-report tickets to estimate the 
total harvest. h:ijustnents were saretimes made in the 
reported harvest to reflect estimates by area game ma.nagerrent 
biole?gists of additional unreported kills during the season. 

An early estimate of harvest levels on the Yakutat Forelands 
was based on detennining the number of :rcoose carcasses 
transported fran Yakutat on camercial airlines and assuming 
that this number represented 50% of the legal harvest (Atwell 
1963). 

Since 1963, :rcoose hunters have been required to obtain a 
harvest ticket or harvest peDtli t and report their hunting 
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activities. The requirenent to return harvest tickets was 
not strictly enforced (Flytm 1986) , and estimates of the 
nuri:ler of hunters and noose killed based on harvest tickets 
have been substantially lo.Ner than those derived fran hunter 
interviews and field checks. On the other hand, nearly all 
penni ts have been returned because the reporting requirements 
are strictly enforced (ibid.). 

Pennit hunts have becooe increasingly camon in the Southeast 
Region. In 1984, all noose hunters except those hunting in 
G1S 1A and portions of G1S lB were required to obtain pennits 
(table 22). Pennit hunt reports have been the primary source 
of noose harvest infonnation for Berners Bay, G1U 6, and, 
since 1973, G1U 5. 

Sate reported harvest figures are \ll'ldoubtedly low because of 
unreported kills by hunters missed at check stations or 
successful hunters who did not return harvest tickets. 
Harvest data for specific noose populations are also limited 
in sare years by a tendency for ADF&G reports to canbine data 
fran several herds when sumnarizing harvest statistics for a 
G1U. This tendency to l'lli'Cq;> harvest data fran several 
populations was particularly prevalent for the smaller noose 
populations. For example, the harvest of noose in G1S lB 
outside of the Stikine River and Thanas Bay was often 
reported only for the entire area and not for specific 
drainages within G1S lB. Consequently, harvest data for 
these smaller populations are limited. 

Despite the above limitations, the reported harvest levels 
are considered to be sufficiently accurate estimates of the 
legal harvest to meet managenent needs. 

2. Reported noose harvest levels and hunting effort, 1960-1984. 
This section discusses noose harvests and hunting effort by 
G1U/G1S. 

a. G!S lA. !otx:>se harvests in this subunit have been based 
primarily on harvest ticket returns and, secondarily, on 
hunter interviews. Few noose kills were reported prior 
to the mid 1970's. However, since 1976, several noose 
have been reported as taken each year by hunters, with 
record reported harvests of five and seven in 1983 and 
1984, respectively (ADF&G 1979, 1980a, 1983a, 1985a, 
1985c) • 

The number of noose hunters and the number of hunter
days has not been sumnarized in armual ADF&G reports for 
roost years. In 1984, a mini.mum of 42 hunters reported 
hunting a total of 191 days in G!S 1A (ADF&G 1985c) • 
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Table 23. Annual Reported Mx>se Harvests ~ Number of Hunters in the 
Stikine River Drainage, 1960-62 and 1970-84 

Year Harvest 

1960 39 
1961 28 
1962 35 
1970 28 
1971 25 
1972 26 
1973 47 
1974 24 
1975 16 
1976 21 
1977 21 
1978 29 
1979 26 
1980 33 
1981 33 
1982 31 
1983 41 
1984 41 

No. of Hunters 

130 
150 
120 

125 
130 
190 
150 
150+ 

150+ 
130 

210 

Source 

ADF&G 1961a 
Atwell et al. 1963 

Atwell 1963 
ADF&G 1971 
ADF&G 1983a 
ADF&G 1983a 
ADF&G 1983a 
ADF&G 1976a 
ADF&G 1977a 
ADF&G 1983a 
ADF&G 1979 
ADF&G 1980a 
ADF&G 1983a 
ADF&G 1983a 
ADF&G 1983a 
ADF&G 1984a 
ADF&G 1985a 
ADF&G 1985c 

a Harvests and number of hunters were based on field checks and hunter 
interviews. 

-- = means no data were available. 
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Table 24. Armual Reported Moose Harvests in the Thcmas Bay Area, 
1960-61 and 1970-84 

Year Harvest a Source 

1960 5 ADF&G 1961a 
1961 11 Atwell et al. 
1970 12 ADF&G 1971 
1971 Min.10 ADF&G 1973 
1972 5 ADF&G 1974c 
1973 3 ADF&G 1983a 
1974 4 ADF&G 1976a 
1975 8 ADF&G 1977a 
1976 16 ADF&G 1983a 
1977 14 ADF&G 1979 
1978 14 ADF&G 1980a 
1979 21 ADF&G 1983a 
1980 17 ADF&G 1983a 
1981 10 ADF&G 1983a 
1982 Closed 
1983 Closed 
1984 11 ADF&G 1985c 

1963 

a Harvests from 1973-76 were based on harvest-report tickets. The 
1984 harvest was based on registration pennit returns. The harvests in 
the remaining years were based on field checks and hunter interviews. 
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Nearly all the harvest has occurred on the Unuk River 
(Wood 1986). One noose was reported shot on the 

Chickamin River in 1977 (ADF&G 1979). 

b. GMS lB. The Stikine River drainage has had a consistent 
noose harvest since at least 1957 1 ranging fran 16 to 
47 1 with a nean of 30 (ADF&G 1971 1 table 23). Hunter 
interviews and field checks suggest that bet\veen 120 and 
210 people hunt noose on the Stikine River each year 
(table 23). The am:runt of effort spent hunting noose on 
the Stikine River was estimated at about 6501 7701 360 1 

and 1 1624 hunter-days in the years 1960 1 1961 1 1962 and 
1984 1 respectively (ADF&G 196la1 1985c; Atwell et al. 
1963; Atwell 1963). 

The noose harvest at Thanas Bay has varied fran 0 to 21 
since 1959 1 with harvests of 10 or IIDre noose occurring 
in 1961 1 1970 1 1971 1 1976 through 1981 1 and 1984 (Table 
24). In 1981 1 over 100 people hunted during the six-day 
season (ADF&G 1983a) • In 1984 1 92 hunters spent an 
estimated 278 days in the field (ADF&G 1985c) • Moose 
harvests at Thcmas Bay fran 1962 to 1969 were not 
available. 

A small harvest of noose has been reported for various 
other areas in GMS lB. Specific areas where this 
harvest has occurred include Aaron Creek (one noose 
reported harvested in 1973 1 1:\vo in 1983 1 and one in 
1984) 1 Farragut Bay (one in 1975 1 1977 1 and 1984) 1 

Virginia Lake (one in 1983) 1 and Crittenden Creek (one 
noose in 1978) (ADF&G 19751 1977al 1979 1 1980al 1985a1 
and 1985c). These figures substantially underestimate 
the actual harvest in soma years because IIDSt ADF&G 
noose harvest reports have not provided specific kill
location infonnation on noose harvest outside of the 
major hunting areas. For exanple 1 the ADF&G (1984a) 
reports that four noose were killed on the mainland in 
the "vicinity of Blake Channel" during 19821 and in 1981 
four IIDOse were killed in other unspecified areas of GMS 
lB outside the Stikine River and Thanas Bay (ADF&G 
1983a). 

c. Grus 2 1 3 1 and 4. MJose seasons were open in Grus 2 1 3 1 

and 4 during the years 1960-1961 and 1965-1967. Twp 
noose were reported harvested on Mitkof Island in 1960 
(ADF&G 196la). Grus 2 and 4 are outside the known 
general distribution of noose. 

d. GMS lC. There are three major noose hunting areas in 
this subunit: the Taku River drainage 1 Bemers Bay area 1 

and the Chilkat Range (Z.irtnennan 1986). 
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Reported harvests in the Taku River drainage have ranged 
fran five in 1975 to a high of 31 in 1978, with a 
typical harvest of about 20 to 25 IIOOse (table 25). 
About 150 hunters were reported in 1973 and their 
success ratio was approximately 20% (ADF&G 1975). In 
recent years, 65 to 85 people reportedly hunted IIOOse 
annually on the Taku River (table 25). 

In 1983 and 1984, 490 and 380 hunter-days, respectively, 
were spent hunting IIOOse in the Taku River drainage for 
an average of 5.8 and 4.8 days/hunter, respectively 
(ADF&G 1985a). 

The Bemers Bay IIOOse population resulted fran a trans
plant in 1958 (Burns and ~ght 1973) • The season 
first opened in 1963 and has remained open until the 
present, except for a closure during 1975-1977. Har
vests have :been regulated by a pennit system since 1971 
and closely nonitored (table 26). Harvests have varied 
according to the mmtler of pennits issued. The harvest 
exceeded 20/year during 1971-1974. During the period 
1981-1984, harvests have ranged from 5 to 14. 

Since 1971, the nuni::ler of IIOOse hunters in the Berners 
Bay area has :been l:i.mi. ted to less than 50 by issuing a 
limited number of pennits. Interest in participation in 
this hunt is high. For exanple, in 1973, 1,242 quali
fied applicants applied for penni ts to hunt IIOOse in the 
Bemers Bay area (ADF&G 1975). 

Several IIOOse are usually ·harvested each year in the 
Chilkat Range between SUllivan River and St. Janes Bay 
(ADF&G 1976a) • Three IIOOse were reported killed in the 
Endicott River drainage in both 1982 and 1983, and one 
and two IIOOse were reported killed in St. Janes Bay area 
during those respective years (ADFG 1984a, 1985a). An 
estimated 12 and 21 people hunted IIOOse in the Chilkat 
Range in GtS 1C during the years 1982 and 1983, respec
tively. In 1984, five and one IIOOse were reported 
killed in the St. Janes Bay and Endicott River drain
ages, respectively (ADF&G 198Sc). Thirty-eight people 
reported hunting IIOOse a total of 139 days in the 
Chilkat Range in 1984 (ibid.) • 

e. GtS 1D. A major IIOOse harvest area occurs near Haines 
in the Chilkat River drainage. Moose harvests in that 
area have exceeded 150 in at least one year and have 
averaged about 75-80/year (table 27). The harvest level 
peaked at about 100 to 150 IIOOse/year during 1964-1973 
and subsequently declined to an average of about 43 
during the period 1974-1984 (table 27). The upper 
levels of the historic harvest for this population do 
not currently appear to be sustainable (Dinneford 1986) . 
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Table 25. Annual Reported Moose Harvests and Ntmlber of Hunters for the 
Taku River Drainage, 1960-84a 

Year Harvest 

1960 Min. 27 
1961 24 
1962 
1963 15 
1964 35 
1965 25 
1966 29 
1967 30 
1968 14 
1969 17 
1970 24 
1971 21 
1972 26 
1973 30 
1974 10 
1975 5 
1976 
1977 25 
1978 31 
1979 
1980 
1981 23 
1982 14 
1983 11 
1984 18 

No. of Hunters 

150 

60-75 
60-70 

65 
77 
85 
80 

Source 

ADF&G 1961a 
Atwell et al. 1963 

ADF&G 1970 
ADF&G 1970 
ADF&G 1970 
ADF&G 1970 
ADF&G 1970 
ADF&G 1970 
ADF&G 1974c 
ADF&G 1971 
ADF&G 1973 
ADF&G 1974c 
ADF&G 1975 
ADF&G 1976a 
ADF&G 1977a 

ADF&G 1979 
ADF&G 1980a 

ADF&G 1983a 
ADF&G 1984a 
ADF&G 1985a 
ADF&G 1985c 

a The 1960, 1961, 1975, 1977, and 1978 statistics were based on field 
checks and hunter interviews. The 1980 statistics were based on 
registration permit returns. The statistics for the remaining years 
were based on harvest ticket returns. 

-- :rceans no data were available. 
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Table 26. Annual Reported Moose Harvests and Number of Hunters in the 
Berners Bay Area, 1963-84a 

Year Harvest No. of Hunters Source 

1963 3 ADF&G 1976a 
1964 6 ADF&G 1976a 
1965 11 70 ADF&G 1976a 
1966 10 61 ADF&G 1976a 
1967 18 ADF&G 1976a 
1968 21 ADF&G 1976a 
1969 - 14 ADF&G 1976a 
1970 10 ADF&G 1976a 
1971 23 28 ADF&G 1973 
1972 22 35 ADF&G 1974c 
1973 33 42 ADF&G 1976a 
1974 20 ADF&G 1976a 
1975 Closed 
1976 Closed 
1977 Closed 
1978 12 19 ADF&G 1980a 
1979 
1980 
1981 10 19 ADF&G 1983a 
1982 5 21 ADF&G 1984a 
1983 13 14 ADF&G 1985a 
1984 14 15 ADF&G 1985c 

a The statistics from 1971 through 1984 were based on per.mit returns. 
The basis of the harvest statistics for the remainin~ years are unknown. 

- means no data were available. 
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Table 27. Annual ReiX>rted Mcx)se Harvests and Ntmlber of Hunters for the 
Chilkat River Area, 1960-84a 

Year 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 

Harvest 

45 
63 
66 
81 

146 
101 
152 
137 
145 
103 

96 
104 

92 
115 

62 
28 
55 
31 

50-55 
39 
48 
35 
25 
61 
35 

Number of Hunters 

150 
125 

270 

260 

320 
325 
500 
450 
300 
430 
200 
300 
200 
350 
315 
270 
350 
350 

Source 

ADF&G 1961 
Atwell et al. 1963 
ADF&G 1974c 
ADF&G 1974c 
Dinneford 1986 
ADF&G 1974c 
Dinneford 1986 
ADF&G 1974c 
ADF&G 1974c 
ADF&G 1974c 
ADF&G 1971 
~nF&G 1973, 1974c 
ADF&G 1974c 
Dinneford 1983 
ADF&G 1976a 
ADF&G 1977a 
Dinneford 1983 
ADF&G 1979 
ADF&G 1980a 
Dinneford 1986 
Dinneford 1986 
Dinneford 1986 
Dinneford 1986 
Dinneford 1986 
Dinneford 1986 

a The 1960-62, 1969-70, and 1975 statistics were based on hunter 
interviews and check stations. The 1971, 197 4, and 1978 statistics were 
based on harvest-ticket reiX>rts. The 1984 statistics were based on 
registration permit returns. The basis of the harvest statistics for 
the remaining years are unknown. 

means no data were available. 
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Since 1963, between 200 and SOO people have hunted m::x:>se 
in GtS lD, with an average of about 32S (table 27). In 
1983, 3S4 hunters spent a total of 1,8S4 days hunting 
m::x:>se for an average of about S days J?er hunter (Din
neford 1986) • In 1984, 349 hunters hunted a total of 
1, 689 days for an average of 4. 8 days/hunter (ADF&G 
198Sc). One m::x:>se was reported harvested in Wann Pass 
Valley near Skagway that year (ibid. ) • 

f. GtS SA. Two m::x:>se harvest areas are located in GtS SA. 
One area is located north of Russell and Nunatak fiords 
and is referred to as the Nunatak Bench area. The other 
area CClll'rises the forelands and adjoining habitat and 
is referred to as the Yakutat Forelands area. 

The Yakutat Forelands is the major m::x:>se hunting area in 
G1U S and has produced the highest m::x:>se harvests of any 
area in the Southeast Region. Hunting began in the mid 
1940' s after m::x:>se migrated onto the Yakutat Forelands 
from canada in the late 1930's (Mills and Firman 1986). 
M:lose harvests within this area have fluctuated widely 
since 1960 (table 28) ·in response to dramatic changes in 
m::x:>se numbers. During 1962-1971, annual m::x:>se harvests 
ranged from 210 to 32S, with a mean annual harvest of 
270 m::x:>se. These figures include the harvest for all of 
G1U S; the majority of this harvest, hoiNever, occurred 
on the Yakutat Forelands. During this sane J;?eriod, 
between 260 and Sl4 people hunted m::x:>se each year in G1U 
S (mean=410) , with the majority of the hunting activity 
occurring on the Yakutat Forelands. Of interest is the 
relatively high hunter success during this tilre (table 
28) • In 1962, an estimated 9S% of the hunters were 
successful (At\-Jell 1963) . 

Harvests declined during the J;?eriod 1969-1973 and the 
season was closed during 197 4-1977 in response to low 
m::x:>se numbers. Since 1977, annual harvest on the 
Yakutat Forelands has ranged from 20 to 49, by 123 to 
23S hunters (table 28). During 1982-1984, an estimated 
yearly average of 994 hunter-days (range: 830 to 1,104) 
were spent on the Yakutat Forelands (ADF&G 1984a, 198Sa, 
198Sc). 

The Nwlatak Bench area has had a limited m::x:>se popula
tion only in recent years. In the mid 1970's, the 
population was estimated at about 100 m::x:>se (ADF&G 
1976a) • Beginning in 1980, a specific season for this 
area penni ts late fall and winter harvest of m::x:>se 
(table 22). Reported harvest levels and hunter partici-
pation are sumna.rized in table 29. 

g. GtS SB. The m::x:>se population in GtS SB is located in an 
area referred to as the Malaspina Forelands. The first 
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Table 28. Annual Reported Moose Harvests and Numbers of Hunters in the Yakutat Forelands 

and Malaspina Forelands, 1960-84 

Year 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 

Yakutat Forelands 

Harvest No. of Hunters 

131 
51 

28 
20 
28 
27 
49 
47 
49 

Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 

123 
167 
175 
180 
199 
235 
230 

Malaspina Forelands 

Harvest No. of Hunters 

31 
96 
39 
18 
14 
14 
12 
22 
15 
27 
18 
11 
15 

100 
61 

35 
42 
50 
68 
85 
53 
55 
50 

Source: ADF&G 1961, 1974c; Atwell 1963; Dinneford 1986. 

a 
Total 

Harvest No. of Hunters 

89 

250 
302 
265 
282 
212 
263 
313 
324 
288 
230 
162 
147 
39 
18 
14 
14 
40 
42 
43 
54 
67 
58 
64 

150 

263 

408 

315 
426 

514 
476 
472 
389 
387 
100 
61 

35 
165 
217 
243 
265 
252 
290 
280 

a 
GMU 5 moose harvest data were not reported separately for the Yakutat and Malaspina 

forelands prior to 1972. 

--- means no data were available. 
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Table 29. Armual Reported Mcose Harvests and Hnnter Effort in the 
Nunatak Bench area, 1979-84 

Year Harvest a Hnnters Hnnter-days 

1979 2 10 45 
1980 
1981 4 12 105 
1982 9 14 108 
1983 2 9 41 
1984 6 14 51 

SOurces: ADF&G 1980a, 1980b, 1983a, 1984a, 1985a; Dinneford 1986. 

a Harvests in this area prior to 1979 were reported with the Yakutat 
or Malaspina forelands areas. 

means no data were available. 
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occurrence of m:x:>se in the area was re:ported in the late 
1950's (ADF&G 1976a). Prior to ·the early 1970's, 
re:ported harvests in this area were canbined with the 
Yakutat Forelands harvest. Since 1971, harvests have 
been re:ported separately (table 28) , and in nost years 
since 1973 have been determined with registration 
permits and nandatory re:porting requirerrents. During 
1972-1984, re:ported harvests have ranged from 11 to 96, 
with an average yearly harvest of about 25. Since 1979, 
an average of 60 hunters have hunted :rcoose each year on 
the Malaspina Forelands (table 28). 

In 1979, 50 hunters re:ported spending a total of 170 
days hunting m:x:>se in the Malaspina Forelands for an 
average of 3. 4 days/hunters (ADF&G 1980b). In the four 
years from 1981 through 1984, the number of hunter-days 
ranged from 202 to 297 (average = 230), and the average 
days/hunter was 3. 8. 

h. c:MS GA. M:>ose populations in c:MS 6A have increased and 
expanded their range since 1960. A significant and 
increasing harvest of :rcoose has occurred in the Bering 
River-controller Bay area since 1970 (ADF&G 1973, 1975, 
1977a, 1980a, 1980b, 1983a, 1984a, 1985a). Only a small 
:portion of this :population' s range is included within 
the Southeast Region. As a result, no further discus
sion of this :rcoose harvest will be provided in this 
re:port and readers are referred to the Alaska Habitat 
Managerrent Guide for the Southcentral Region, volmre 2: 
Distribution, Abundance, and Human Use of Fish and 
Wildlife. 

M:>ose harvests have occurred only recently east of the 
Suckling Hills and are steadily increasing in number, 
primarily in the area around the Tsiu River. The first 
re:ported harvest occurred in 1981, when three· :rcoose were 
killed (ADF&G 1983a). In 1982, 1983, and 1984, at least 
13, 14, and 18 mx>se, respectively, were harvested 
(ADF&G 1984a, 1985a, Griese 1986). Only successful 
hunters were required to re:port hunting effort in this 
area, thereby preventing analysis of success rates, 
hunter effort, and number of active hunters (Griese 
1986). In addition, not all the harvested :rcoose may 
have been re:ported (ibid. ) • The local area garce manage
nent biologist feels that success rates have apparently 
been high, however, perhaps around 80 percent in 1984 
(ibid.). 

3. Significance of particular use areas. In the· previous 
section, harvest activity was described for specific popula
tions. For 1:250,000-scale reference maps showing the 
location of known specific harvest areas within the range of 
these populations and the 1984 :rcoose harvest activity by 
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unified code reporting area, see the Alaska Habitat Manage
ment Guide for the SOutheast Re<.Jion, volume 1. For infonna
tion regarding m::x:>se hunting areas used by Yakutat residents 
during their lifetilre and during three time periods (1945-
1962, 1963-1974, and 1975-1984), see the 1:250,000-scale 
reference maps in the Alaska Habitat Managercent Guide for the 
SOutheast Region, volume 2, and Mills and Finnan (1986). See 
Mills and Finnan (1986) for a discussion of changes in areas 
used by long-time Yakutat residents and changes in numbers of 
m::x:>se harvested in specific areas and by access methods. 

4. Residency of hunters. In the SOutheast Region, m::x:>se popul
ations are generally most heavily hunted by residents of the 
nearest ccmm.mities. Rausch and Bishop (1968) surrmarized the 
total 1966 m::x:>se harvest by residency of successful hunters 
(table 30). That year corresponded to a period of relatively 
high harvests in the Yakutat and Haines areas. In Q.1U 1, 
Haines residents had the highest ccmm.mity harvest of m::x:>se, 
reflecting the local inp::>rtance of m::x:>se in that area. 
Juneau had the second highest ccmm.mity harvest due primarily 
to the proximity of the Taku River and Bemers Bay popula
tions, as -well as the significant nl.JII'ber of Juneau residents 
that hunted in the Chil.kat River area that year. The can
munity harvests of Wrangell and Petersburg -were reflective of 
the use of the Stikine River drainage and Thcmas Bay area for 
m::x:>se hunting by those ccmm.mi ties. 

In 1966, the ccmnunity with the highest reported take in Q.1U 
5 was Juneau, followed by Yakutat and Sitka (table 30). 
About 20% of the harvest was from nonresidents and 7% from 
Alaskan residents outside southeast Alaska. These obser
vations show that nonresidents will hunt m::x:>se in substantial 
numbers in the SOutheast Region during periods of peak m::x:>se 
abundance and in areas with liberal seasons. Conversely, 
such hunters participate little where m::x:>se populations are 
relatively small and seasons more restrictive. 

The 1984 m::x:>se harvest is surrmarized by residency of hunters 
by hunt area (table 31). These data show that the highest 
m::x:>se harvest and the greatest hunting effort within a hunt 
area tends to be by residents of the nearest ccmnuni ty. For 
exanple, residents of the Petersburg and the Wrangell areas 
canprised about 93% of the GMS 1B m::x:>se hunters, Juneau area 
residents canprised 91% of the GMS 1C m::x:>se hunters, resi
dents of the Haines and the Skagway areas canprised 75% of 
the GMS 10 m::x:>se hunters, and residents of Yakutat canprised 
56% of the Q.1U 5 m::x:>se hunters (table 31). 

The recent build-up of the renote Tsiu River m::x:>se population 
is resulting in this area becaning increasingly inp::>rtant for 
guided m::x:>se hunts (Griese 1986). During the 1984 hunting 
season, 33% of the reported m::x:>se harvest in the Tsiu River 
area was taken by guided nonresident hunters (ibid.). The 
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Table 30. Residency of Moose Hunters SUccessful in GMU 1 and 5 During 
the 1966 Season. 

Area of Residency No. Moose Harvested 

GMU 1 
Haines 90 
Juneau/Douglas 74 
Wrangell 23 
Petersburg 16 
Ketchikan 7 
Sitka 3 
s~~Y 3 
Alas~ camnmi ties outside Southeast Region 4 
~~n 1 

GMU 5 
Juneau/Auke Bay/Douglas 61 
Yakutat 47 
Sitka/Mt. Edgecumbe 20 
Ketchikan 10 
Wrangell 4 
Hoonah 3 
Other southeast Alas~ camnmi ties 6 
Other Alas~ camnmities 14 
Other U.S.A. states 40 
Italy 1 

Source: Rausch and Bishop 1968. Results based on harvest tickets . 
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rema.J.Illllg harvest was by hunters fran a number of Alaskan 
cannunities (table 31). In 1985, guided hunters carprised at 
least 50 percent of the m:::xJse harvest in this portion of G1S 
fiA (Griese 1986). 

Nonresidents totalled 7% of the GMU 5 hunters in 1984 (table 
31). 

E. Regional Sumnary 

In the Southeast Region, there are eight m:::xJse hunting areas that 
currently support harvests in excess of 10 m:::xJse/year (i.e. , 
Yakutat Forelands, the Chil.kat River, Stikine River, Bemers Bay, 
Thana.s Bay, Taku River, and Tsiu River drainages, and Malaspina 
Forelands) • In addition, there are a number of other areas where 
usually 1 to 7 m:::xJse are taken yearly (e.g., the Unuk River, 
Endicott River, St. Jarres Bay, Aarons Creek, and Farragut River 
drainages, and Nunatak Bench). 

Approximately 210 m:::xJSe were legally killed in both 1983 and 1984 
by over 1, 100 hunters. Historic harvests have been considerably 
higher, with harvests of 450 or rrore m:::xJse during many years in 
the 1960's. These high harvests were a result of large popula
tions and high harvests on the Yakutat Forelands and the Chil.kat 
River drainage during that time. 

Moose hunting is extremely popular in many areas of the Southeast 
Region, and the demand for m:::xJse hunting greatly exceeds available 
opportunity. Restrictive hunting regulations and relatively low 
hunter success are camon. Attention should be directed at 
identifying existing and potential hunting areas for m:::xJse and 
assuring that the m:::xJse habitat capability is preserved and the 
opportunities for hunting maintained. Attention should also focus 
on identifying opportunities for progressive management of browse 
for scma populations. 

V. HUMAN USE OF BIJ.\CK BEAR 

A. Introduction 

Black bears occur throughout the Southeast Region, except in GMU 
.4. This chapter surnnarizes human use of black bears, especial! y 
total harvest, harvests by nonresidents, and harvest by guided 
hunters. 

B. Management Considerations 

Black bears are harvested for both their neat and their hide. 
Populations in the Southeast Region are thought to be relatively 
high throughout rrost of their general distribution, and certain 
islands, such as Prince of Wales, are noted for the occurrence of 
relatively large bears. The area around Yakutat is known for the 
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Table 31. Residency of Moose Hunters in the Southeast Region by Hunt 
Area, 1984 

No. of No. of Reported 
Hunt Area/Residency Hunters Hunter-Days Harvest 

G1S 1A 
Ketchikan 23 106 2 
Kla\>AXk 9 29 2 
Craig 4 25 0 
Metlakatla 4 13 3 
Thome Bay 1 4 0 
OUtside Alaska 1 14 0 

G-15 lB (North of LeConte Bay) a 
Petersburg 84 272 11 
Ketchikan 4 14 1 
Edna Bay 2 3 0 
Other Alaskan carmuni ties 2 6 0 

G-15 lB (South of LeConte Bay) b 

Wrangell 164 1,268 28 
Petersburg 45 292 5 
Sitka 5 23 2 
Ketchikan 3 14 0 
Juneau 2 15 0 
Craig 2 14 0 
Metlakatla 1 3 0 
Other Alaskan camnmi ties 1 30 0 
OUtside Alaska 1 13 1 

Bemers Bay 
Juneau 15 37 14 

Remainder of G-15 lC 
Juneau 118 512 24 
Haines 3 6 0 
Gustavus 1 7 0 
Ketchikan 1 5 0 
Sitka 1 4 0 
Petersburg 1 2 0 
Skagway 1 2 0 
OUtside Alaska 5 19 0 

G-15 lD 
Haines 246 1,246 23 
Juneau 70 328 7 
Skagway 14 43 1 
Sitka 6 51 2 
Ketchikan 4 14 0 
Wrangell 1 2 0 
Other Alaskan ccmnuni ties 3 15 1 
OUtside Alaska 5 20 1 

(continued) 
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Table 31 (continued) • 

No. of No. of 
Hunt Area/Residency Hunters Hunter-Days 

Yakutat Forelands 
Yakutat 132 711 
Juneau 57 252 
Sitka 10 24 
Ketchikan 4 12 
Hoonah 3 5 
Wrangell 3 4 
Tenakee Springs 1 5 
Petersburg 1 3 
Other Alaskan ccmnuni ties 7 31 
OUtside Alaska 13 57 

Malaspina Forelands 
Yakutat 24 112 
Ketchikan 13 55 
Juneau 3 13 
Other Alaskan camn.mi ties 3 16 
OUtside Alaska 7 17 

G1S 6A, East of Suckling Hillsc 
OUtside Alaska 6 21 
Ketchikan 3 15 
Anchorage 2 8 
Cordova 2 5 
Yakutat 2 2 
Haines 1 3 
Juneau 1 3 
Thorne Bay 1 5 

Source: ADF&G 1985c: Griese 1986. 

a 

b 

Hunting primarily in the Thanas Bay area. 

Hunting primarily in the Stikine River drainage. 

c Successful hunters only. 
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occurrence of a bluish color phase, referred to as a "glacier 
bear." For a discussion of habitat concerns relative to black 
bears in this region, see Sigman (1985). 

The harvest of black bears has been closely nonitored by the ADF&G 
by requiring that all bears taken be sealed. However, no data are 
available on the nmnber of people who unsuccessfully hunt black 
bears which precludes an analysis of hunter effort. 

Regulations prohibit the harvest of black bears during July and 
August, when sare individuals are highly visible along fish 
streams and hides are in poor condition, and prohibit the taking 
of cubs or females with cubs. 

C. Sumnary of Seasons and Bag Limits 

Seasons for black bears have typically lasted. 9.5 to 10 nonths and 
bag limits have varied fran one to t\VO bears/year (table 32). The 
sealing requirement for black bears becarre mandatory in CMJ 5 in 
1971 and in the remainder of the Southeast Region in 1973. 

D. Data on Human Use 

1. ()lalifications and limitations of the data. This report 
evaluates the black bear harvest over t\VO five-year periods, 
1975-1979 and 1980-1984. Harvest figures were obtained fran 
the ADF&G, Division of Gan'e, statistical section, (ADF&G 
1985d) and are divided into total harvest, guided harvest, 
and nonresident harvest. The data include all black bears 
that were sealed, including bears taken in defense of life 
and property. Black bears taken in defense of life and 
property canprise a mirier part of the total reported harvest, 
hoiNever (ibid.) • The data were lumped by five-year periods 
because harvests in individual years are relatively small and 
variable. Canparisons between the t\VO five-year periods was 
done to display changes in harvest levels. 

Unlike brown bear hunting, guides are not required for black 
bear hunting by nonresidents. However, nonresidents general
ly canprise the majority of guided hunters who take black 
bears. The reader should note that sealing records only 
indicate the nurrber of successful hunters, because unsuccess
ful hunters are not sarrpled. Therefore, success rates are 
not available. 

2. Reported harvest levels. Fran 1975-1984, a total of 2,824 
black bears were reported killed in the Southeast Region 
(table 33). Substantial harvests occurred in all CMJs and 
G1Ss, except for G1S SB, which had a harvest of only five 
bears and CMJ 4, which is outside the general distribution of 
black bears. The highest harvest occurred in CMJ 2 (803 
bears), followed by GMU 3 (599), G1S lC (541), G1S 1A (334) 
G1S lD (231), and G1S SA (195). OVerall, the black bear 
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Table 32. General Seasons and Bag Limits for Harvest of Black Bears in 
Southeast Alaska, 1971-84 

Year(s) Area(s)a Season Limitb 

1971-79 GMUs 1-5 Sept. 1 to June 30 2 bears 

G1S 6A Sept. 1 to June 30 1 bears 

1980-83 G1Ss lA, 1D, Sept. 1 to June 30 2 bears 
GMUs 2, 4, 5 

GMU 3, G1Ss 1B Sept. 1 to June 15 1 bear 
and 1C 

G1S 6A Sept. 1 to June 30 1 bear 

1984 G1S lA, 1B, 1D 
GMUs 2, 3, 5 Sept. 1 to June 30 2 bears 

G1Ss 1C, 6A Sept. 1 to June 30 1 bear 

Source: Annual Alaska game regulation booklets printed each year by 
ADF&G, Div. Gane, Juneau. 

a Areas shown do not include special areas within the GMU/G1S that are 
traditionally closed to the taking of black bears. 

b The taking of cubs or females accanpanied by cubs is prohibited. In 
GMU 5, only one bear could be of the blue, or "glacier, " color phase. 
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harvest increased by 44% between the period 1975-1979 and 
1980-1984 (table 33). This increased use occurred throughout 
the region, with the highest increases occurring in GMU 3 
(65%) and GMU 2 (57%). The rise in black bear hazvests was 

rcost dramatic on Mitkof Island, where the take increased fran 
10 during 1975-1979 to 72 during 1980-1984. 

3. Reported hazvest by nonresidents and guided hunters. 
Nonresidents killed 908 bears during the period 1975-1984, 
thus accounting for 32% of the total harvest (table 34). 
Nonresidents harvested substantial numbers of black bears in 
rcost of the Southeast Region where black bears occur, except 
for CMSs SB, 10, and 6A. The highest hazvests occurred in 
GMUs 2 and 3 (268 and 266 bears killed, respectively), 
followed by CMSs 1C (159) and SA (113). OVerall, the non
resident hazvest increased by 33% between the ~ five-year 
periods, with the Ketchikan area having the highest increase 
and the G1Ss 1B and 1C recording substantial declines (table 
34) • 

Guided black bear harvests totalled 416 during 1975-1984 or 
15% of the Southeast hazvest. The highest hazvest of black 
bears by guided hunters occurred in GMU 3 (168 bears), 
followed by CMSs 1C (109) and SA (98). The guided hazvest of 
black bears in GMU 3 occurred alrrost exclusively on Kuiu 
Island and the northwestern portion of Kupreanof Island. The 
majority of the guided black bear harvest in G1S 1C was 
located in certain areas south of the Taku River (see 
1:250,000-scale reference maps of black beat general hazvest 
in the Alaska Habitat Managenent Guide for the Southeast 
Region, volurre 1) • 

A1 though nest guided hunters are nonresidents, many success
ful nonresident hunters do not use guides. In fact, the 
number of bears killed by guided hunters increased by only 1% 
from 1974-1979 to 1980-1984 (table 35), indicating that the 
rise in nonresident hazvest during that period was largely 
attributable to a rise in successful unguided hunters. The 
only GMU/G1S with a relatively large increase in numbers of 
black bears killed by guided hunters during the 10-year 
period occurred in GMS SA (table 35). During 1975-1984 only 
three and 12 black bears were killed by guided hunters in G1S 
1A and GMU 2, canpared to a nonresident hazvest of 58 and 268 
in those respective areas. Apparently, few nonresident black 
bear hunters in the Ketchikan area were selecting to use 
guides. 

Substantial declines in guided bear harvests also occurred in 
GMS 1C and GMU 3 between the periods 1975-1979 and 1980-1984. 

4. Significance of particular use areas. The harvest of black 
bears on Kuiu, Kupreanof, and Mitkof islands was noticeably 
greater than the remainder of GMU 3. Eighty-five percent of 
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Table 33. Total Black Bear Harvests in Southeast Alaska by GMU I G1S, 
1975-79 and 1980-84 

Five-Year Period Total 

GMU/G15 1975-79 1980-84 % Increase 1975-84 

1A 141 193 37 334 

lB 36 49 36 85 

lC 245 296 21 541 

lD 103 128 20 231 

2 312 491 57 803 

3 226 373 65 599 

SA 79 116 47 195 

SB 3 2 -33 5 

6Aa 14 17 21 31 

Total 1,159 1,665 44 2,824 

Sources: ADF&G 1985d, Dinneford 1986, Flynn 1986, Griese 1986. 

a Includes only Minor Harvest Units 0100, 0200, and 0300. 
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Table 34. Harvest of Black Bears in Southeast Alaska by Nonresidents, . 
GMU/GMS, 1975-79 and 1980-84 

Five-Year Period Total 

GMU/GMS 1975-79 1980-84 % Increase 1975-84 

1A 12 46 283 58 

1B 15 7 -53 22 

1C 96 63 -34 159 

10 4 8 100 12 

2 94 174 85 268 

3 127 139 9 266 

SA 37 76 105 113 

SB 0 2 a 2 

6Ab 4 4 0 8 

Total 389 519 33 908 

Sources: ADF&G 1985d, Griese 1986. 

a Percentage of increase cannot be detennined because division by zero 
is undefined. 

b Includes only Minor Harvest Units 0100, 0200, and 0300. 
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Table 3 5. Harvests of Black Bears in Southeast Alaska by Guided 
Hunters, GMU/GMS, 1975-79 and 1980-84 

Five-Year Period 

GMU/GMS 1975-79 1980-84 % Increase 

1A 0 3 b 

1B 8 1 -88 

1C 68 41 -40 

1D 1 7 600 

2 2 10 400 

3 94 74 -22 

SA 29 69 138 

SB 0 2 a 

6Ab 5 2 -60 

Total 207 209 1 

Source: ADF&G 1985d. 

Total 

1975-84 

3 

9 

109 

8 

12 

168 

98 

2 

7 

416 

a Percentage of increase cannot be calculated because division by zero 
is undefined. 

b Includes only Minor Harvest Areas 0100, 0200, and 0300. 
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the black bears taken in eMS 10 came from the Chilkat River 
drainage and other locations on the western side of the 
Chilkat Inlet. Harvests within the other G1Us and CMSs were 
nore geographically dispersed throughout the unit. 

For infonnation concerning the numbers of black bear sealed 
fran 1975-1984 by minor harvest units, see the 1:250,000-
scale reference maps in the Alaska Habitat Managerrent Guide 
for the Southeast Region, volurce 1. For infonnation con
cerning bear harvest areas for the ccmnuni ties of Klawock, 
Tenakee Springs, Angoon, and Yakutat, see the 1: 250, 000-scale 
reference maps in the Alaska Habitat Managerrent Guide for the 
Southeast Region, volurce 2. 

5. Harvest of glacier bears. A unique color phase of the black 
bear, referred to as a "blue or "glacier" phase, occurs in 
certain areas of Alaska. This phase, although relatively 
uncarrron, is nost abundant in parts of GMU 5. During the 
15-year period 1971-1985, a total of 35 "glacier" bears were 
reported killed in G1U 5 (Dinneford 1986) • The "glacier" 
bear is valued by sare as a desired trophy, and sare hunters 
travel specifically to the Yakutat area to hunt them (ADF&G 
1974d, Dinneford 1986). The color phase is of scientific 
interest, and in 1972 one was captured live in G1U 5 for 
transport to the San Diego Zoo (ADF&G 1974d). 

E. Regional Sumnary 

During the period 1975-1984, 2,824 black bears were harvested in 
the Southeast Region, of which 32% were taken by nonresidents and 
15% by guided hunters. Both total harvests and harvest by non
residents rose dramatically during this 10-year period, increasing 
at an average rate of about 7-9%/year. The number of black bears 
killed by guided hunters increased only slightly. Total harvests 
increased regionwide; guided and nonresident harvests increased in 
sare areas while declining in other areas. 

VI. HUMAN USE OF BROVN/GRIZZLY BEAR 

A. Introduction 

Brown bears occur throughout the Southeast Region except for nost 
islands south of Frederick Sound. This chapter surrmarizes infor
mation on the human use of brown bears in the Southeast Region 
since 1961. 

B. Managerrent Considerations 

Brown bears are primarily hurited locally for sport and trophy, 
because the neat is not considered palatable by many hunters 
(Grelch and Qrelch 1985). The brown bear is regarded by many 
outside hunters as an outstanding trophy, and brown bear hunting 
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Table 36. General Seasons for Harvest of Brown Bear in Southeast 
Alaska, 1961-84a 

Year(s) 

1961-64 

1965 

1966-68 

1969 

1970 

1971-72 

1973-75 

1976 

1977-78 

1979 

G1Us 1-6 

G1Us 1-6 

Grus 1-6 

G1Us 1-4 

Grus 5, 6 

G1Us 1-4 

G1Us 5, 6 

Grus 1-4 

Grus 5, 6 

Grus 1-4, 6 

G1U 5 

G1Us 1-4, 6 

G1U 5 

Grus 1-3, 5, 6 

G1U 4, except 
Admiralty Island 

G1U 4, Admiralty 
Island only 

G1U 1 

Grus 2, 3 

90 

Season 

Sept. 1 to June 30 

Sept. 1 to June 20 

Sept. 1 to June 10 

Sept. 1 to Nov. 30 
April 1 to June 10 

Sept. 15 to Nov. 30 
April 1 to May 31 

Sane as 1969 

Oct. 10 to Nov. 30 
May 10 to May 25 

Sept. 1 to June 10 

Sane as 1970 

Sane as 1971-72 

Sept. 1 to Nov. 30 
May 10 to May 25 

Sane as 1973-75 

Sept. 1 to May 31 

Sane as 1976 

Sept. 1 to June 5 

Sept. 1 to May 20 

Sept. 15 to May 31 

Sept. 1 to June 10 

(continued) 



Table 36. (continued). 

Year(s) 

1980 

1981-83 

1984 

b Area (s) Season 

Unit 4, Chichagof Island south Sept. 15 to May 31 
and west of a line that 
follows the crest of the island 
from Rock Point (58°00'N,136°21'W) 
to Rogers Point (57°35'N,135°33'W) 
including Yakobi and other 
adjacent islands. Baranof Island 
south and west of a line that 
follows the crest of the island 
from Nismeni Point (57°34'N, 
135°25'W), to the entrance of Gut 
Bay (56°44'N,134°38'W), including 
the drainages into Gut Bay and 
including Kruzof and other 
adjacent islands 

Remainder of eMU 4 Sept. 15 to May 20 

eMU 5, G1S 6A Same as 1977-78 

eMUs 1-3 Sept. 1 to May 31 

eMUs 4, 5 Same as 1979 · 

G1S 6A Oct. 10 to May 25 

eMUs 1-3 Sept. 15 to May 31 

eMUs 4, 5, GMS 6A Same as 1980 

eMUs 1-5 Same as 1981-83 

eMU 6A Sept. 1 to May 25 

Source: Annual Alaska game regulation bookets printed each year by 
ADF&G, Div. Game, Juneau. 

a During 1961-67, the bag limit was one bear/year. 
the bag lirni t was one bear every four regulatory years. 
cubs or females accompanied by cubs was prohibited. 

During 1968-84, 
The taking of 

b 
Areas shown do not include special areas within the CMU/G1S that 

are traditionally closed to the taking of brown bears. 
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is the mainstay 0f the hunter-guiding industry in the Southeast 
Region. 

Guides have been required by nonresident brown bear hunters since 
1960, except during the period 1964-1966. Beginning in 1967, 
guides were required by nonresidents hunting brown bear unless 
they were "ac~ed by a relative over 19 years of age within 
the second degree of kindred." Prior to 1964, hunting guides were 
also required, under certain circumstances, by nonresidents who 
wished to photograph brown bears. 

The management strategies for brown bear hunting in ~ 4 have 
been to prcm>te a high-quality hunting experience by maintaining a 
harvest rate of about 60-80 bears/year, consisting primarily of 
adult males, and restricting the number of guides (Johnson 1980). 

A mandatory sealing requirement of all harvested brown bears was 
established statewide in 1961. Beginning in 1977, residents were 
required to purchase a $25.00 tag if they wished to hunt brown 
bear. 

For a discussion of habitat concems relative to brown bears in 
this region, see Sigman (1985) • 

C. Surnnary of Seasons and Bag Limits 

Seasons and bag limits for brown bears during 1961-1984 are 
surmarized in table 36. Infoz:ma.tion on earlier harvest 
regulations, primarily in G1U 4, are presented in Johnson (1980). 

D. Data on Human Use 

1. Qualifications and limitations of the data. This report 
evaluates brown bear harvests over the period 1961-1984 using 
records of sealed bears (ADF&G 1985d) • The limitations of 
these data are similar to those described in the previous 
chapter on human use of black bears. In particular, infor
mation on unsuccessful hunters is not recorded, and the 
statistics include sealing records of brown bears taken in 
defense of life and property~ In sane years, the harvest of 
brown bears taken in defense of life or property may approach 
10% of the total mmber of brown bear that are sealed 
(Johnson 1980). Harvests are surmarized by five-year inter-
vals in order to examine for trends in the harvest over tine 
and to reduce yearly variations in harvest levels. Readers 
should note that the brown bears harvested by nonresidents 
and by guided hunters are largely the same bears because rrost 
nonresidents are guided and rrost guided hunters are non
residents. 

2. Rep?rted harvest levels. During the 24-year period 
1961-1984, a total of 2,777 brown bears were reported harves
ted in the Southeast Region, for an average of about 115/year 
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(table 37). Of this harvest, 1,282 (46%) were taken by 
nonresidents. Guided hunters killed 1,176 bears (42%). 
Evaluation of the regional harvest by five-year intervals 
(table 38) shcMs a rapid increase in harvest levels during 
the early 1960's, followed by a slower, but steady increase 
fran 1970 to 1985. The harvests by nonresident hunters and 
guided hunters increased fran 1961 to the mid 1970's and has 
ranained relatively constant since that ti.ne (table 38). 
Harvest patterns in individual <MJs are discussed belCM. 

A substantial increase in yearly brown bear harvests occurred 
in <MJ 5 during the period 1980-1984 (mean=31.6 bears 
killed/year) after a 15-year period of relatively constant 
harvests (mean=19. 5 bears/year) • The harvest by nonresidents 
rrore than doubled in <MJ 5 between the periods 1975-1979 and 
1980-1984 (from 47 to 105). 

In <MJ 4, harvests have fluctuated between years (table 37) • 
Total and nonresident harvests rose from 425 and 201, respec
tively, during the period 1970-1974 to 445 and 255, respec
tively, during the period 1975-1979, but then declined to 409 
and 198, respectively, during the recent period of 1980-1984. 
Historical harvests of brown bears in <MJ 4 are discussed in 
detail by Johnson (1980). 

In <MJ 1, there was no substantial change in harvest levels 
of brown bears in <MJ 1 over the 20-year period 1965-1984. 
G1U 2 and rrost of <MJ 3 are outside the general distribution 
of brown bears. Fran 1961 to 1984, only three brown bears 
have been reported harvested in <MJ 3: t\\0 on Wrangell Island 
and one on Etolin Island. 

Randan surveys of households in the ccmnuni ties of Yakutat 
and Sitka have indicated that about 6 and 2 %, respectively, 
of all households in these camn.mities harvested brown bears 
in a given year (Mills and Finnan 1986, Grelch and Grelch 
1985) • 

3. Significance of particular use areas. In Southeast Alaska, 
64% of the total brown bear harvest and 72% of the harvest by 
nonresidents cane from <MJ 4 during the period 1961-1984 
(table 37). Jolmson (1980) has noted that <MJ 4 accounts for 
about 11% of the statewide brown bear harvest. Substantial 
brown bear harvests also cane from G1Ss SA and 10 ( 414 and 
190, respectively, during the period 1961-1984). 

For infonna.tion concerning the numbers of brown bears sealed 
during 1961-1984 by minor harvest units, see the 
1:250,000-scale reference maps in the Alaska Habitat Manage
nent Guide for the Southeast Region, volUIIe 1. For infor
mation concerning brown bear harvest areas for the can
muni ties of Angoon, Tenakee Springs, and Yakutat, see the 
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Table 37. Total Reported Brown Bear Harvests by Gru/G1S in Southeast 
Alaska, 1961-84a 

Gru/G1S 

Year 1A 1B 1C 10 4 SA 5B 

1961 2(0)b 3(0) 5(1) 3(0) 39(24) 5 (5) 4 (0) 
1962 0 4 (1) 2(0) 6 (1) 47 (31) 2(0) 4(0) 
1963 0 0 1(0) 6 (2) 27 (16) 5 (1) 0 
1964 3 (O) 1 (1) 6 (0) 14(1) 57(24) 13(5) 0 
1965 0 1(0) 4 (0) 3(0) 71 (35) 15 (5) 2 (0) 
1966 4(0) 0 4 (1) 6 (3) 76 (51) 22(15) 1 (1) 
1967 6 (0) 1 (1) 7 (2) 17(5) 70(33) 19 (10) 1 (1) 
1968 5(0) 0 2(0) 10 (4) 51(16) 16 (6) 1 (0) 
1969 5(0) 6 (0) 7(1) 11 (1) 66(36) 17 (7) 3(2) 
1970 2 (0) 2(0) 3 (0) 9(4) 74(37) 11 (4) 0 
1971 2(0) 2 (0) 1 (0) 6 (3) 79(40) 20 (7) 3 (1) 
1972 1 (0) 2 (0) 1(0) 14 (4) 81(41) 23 (9) 5 (0) 
1973 2 (0) 2(0) 3(1) 2(1) 105(40) 22 (6) 2 (0) 
1974. 3 (0) 3 (0) 8(1) 7 (3) 86(43) 12 (0) 1 (0) 
1975 2 (0) 2 (0) 2 (0) 9(2) 109(60) 12 (6) 4 (0) 
1976 3 (0) 2 (0) 10 (3) 8 (4) 148(86) 16(10) 1 (0) 
1977 4(0) 3 (0) 4(1) 1(0) 68 (37) 14 (4) 2(1) 
1978 3 (0) 6 (1) 2(1) 7 (2) 69(36) 21 (9) 5 (1) 
1979 7(0) 1(0) 6(1) 8 (4) 51 (36) 14(10) 8(6) 
1980 1 (O) 3 (0) 4(0) 7 (3) 74(37) 22 (15) 4 (4) 
1981 1 (0) 5 (0) 1(1) 10(3) 73(40) 24 (13) 8(7) 
1982 2 (1) 4(0) 6 (2) 6(3) 53 (25) 28 (18) 3 (3) 
1983 7(1) 2(0) 5 (0) 14 (5) 88(43) 30 (20) 3(3) 
1984 3 (1) 4 (0) 5 (1) 6 (3) 121(53) 31(19) 5 (3) 

Total 68 (3) 59 (4) 99(17) 190 (61) 1,783(920) 414(204) 70 (33) 

Source: ADF&G 198.5d. 

a In Minor Harvest Units 0100, 0200, and 0300 of G1S 6A, 12(3), 17(8), 
26 (14), 17 (9), and 19 (6) brown bears ~re sealed during the periods 
1961-64, 1965-69, 1970-74, 1975-79, and 1980-84, respectively. (Number 
of bears sealed that ~re harvested by nonresidents is shown in 
parentheses. ) Three brown bears were killed in G1U 3 by resident 
hunters during the period 1975-84. 

b 
Number of bears sealed that were harvested by nonresidents is shown 

in parentheses. 
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Table 38. Reported Brown Bear Harvests in Southeast Alaska by 
Several-year Intervals, 1961-84a 

Harvest 

Period Total Nonresident Guided 

1961-64 271 116 112 

1965-69 547 244 184 

1970-74 625 259 230 

1975-79 650 330 323 

1980-84 684 333 327 

Source: ADF&G 1985d 

a Includes GMUs 1 through 5 and Minor Harvest Units 0100, 0200, and 
0300 of G1S 6A. 
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1:250,000-scale reference maps in the Alaska Habitat Manage
ment Guide for the Southeast Region, volmne 2. 

VII. HUMAN USE OF FURBE'ARERS 

A. Introduction 

This chapter briefly smrmarizes the human use of furbearers in the 
Southeast Region fran regulatory years 1977-1978 through 
1984-1985. 

B. Managenent Considerations and Harvest Seasons 

Harvesting furbearers in Alaska is permi. tted with either a hunting 
or a trapping license, depending upon the species sought. The 
Alaska game regulations (.ADF&G 1985b) describe hunting seasons and 
bag limits for "fur animals", defined as· wild stocks of coyote, 
arctic fox, red fox, lynx, raccoon, red squirrel, wolf, and 
wolverine (table 39) • The Alaska trapping regulations (.ADF&G 
1985e) describe trapping seasons and bag limits for "fur bearers", 
defined as all fur animals plus beaver, marten, weasels, rm.1skrat, 
land otter, flying squirrel, ground squirrel, and mann:::>ts (table 
40). The generic teiJn "furbearer" will be used here and will 
refer to those species harvested primarily for their fur. This 
usage will include all "fur bearers", except flying squirrel, 
ground squirrel, and mann:::>ts. Primary species of interest in 
Southeast Alaska are beaver, land otter, wolf, wolverine, marten, 
and mink. Lynx are occasionally harvested as well. 

Sea otters are also classified as "fur bearers" under the Alaska 
trapping regulations; however, sea otters are federally protected 
under the Marine Mamnal Protection Act of 1972. Harvest of sea 
otters by Alaskan natives is provided for by this act. 

Hunting seasons (table 39) and trapping seasons (table 40) are 
different for nost species. Trapping seasons are designed to 
allCM harvest of furbearers only when nost pelts are prime, 
whereas hunting seasons provide an opportunity to take an animal 
while hunting other gane and provide for additional recreation. 
Hunting and trapping seasons also provide opportunities to harvest 
furbearers for fc::x:rl. 

Within the designated trapping seasons in the Southeast Region, no 
limits are set on the n'lllti:Jer of animals that may be taken. In 
areas where populations are 1011 (such as beaver in G1S 10 and part 
of G1IJ 4), the trapping season is closed. In Southeast Alaska, 
bag limits have been established during the hunting season for 
coyote, red fox, lynx, and wolverine (table 39). 

Harvest levels are the product of animal abundance, trapper 
effort, winter weather conditions, and fur prices. For example, 
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Table 39. Hunting Seasons and Bag Limits for Fur Animals in <MJs 1-5, 
1985-86 

Species Season Length Bag Limit 

Coyote Sept. 1 - Apr. 30 2 coyotes 

Red Fox Nov. 1 - Feb. 15 2 foxes 

Lynx Nov. 1 - Mar. 31 2 lynx 

Raccoon No closed season No limit 

Red Squirrel No closed season No limit 

Wolf No closed season No limit 

~lverine Nov. 10 - Feb. 15 1 wolverine 

Source: ADF&G 1985b. 
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Table 40. Trapping Seasons and Bag Limits for Furbearers in Grus 1-5, 
1985-86 

Species/Area 

Beaver 

Grus 1 (except Q1S 1D), 
2, 3 (except Mitkof 
Island), and 4 (that :portion 
east of Chatham Strait) 

G1S 1D 

G1U 3 , Mi tkof Island 

G1U 4, that :portion west 
of Chatham Strait 

GMU 5 

Coyote, red fox, lynx 

Grus 1-5 

Marten, mink, weasel 

Grus 1-4 

G1U 5 

Muskrat 

Grus 1-5 

Land Otter 

Grus 1-4 

G1U 5 

Raccoon, squirrel, rnanrots 

Grus 1-5 

Wolf, wolverine 

Grus 1-5 

Source: ADF&G 1985e. 

Season Length Bag Limit 

Dec. 1 - May 15 No limit 

No open season 

Dec. 1 - Apr. 15 No limit 

No open season 

Nov. 10 - May 15 No limit 

Dec. 1 - Feb. 15 No limit 

Dec. 1 - Feb. 15 No limit 

Nov. 10 - Feb. 15 No limit 

Dec. 1 - Feb. 15 No limit 

Dec. 1 - Feb. 15 No limit 

Nov. 10 - Feb. 15 No limit 

No closed season No limit 

Nov. 10 - Apr. 30 No limit 
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although lynx are never abundant in Southeast Alaska, occasionally 
the harvest of lynx will increase dramatically, nost likely 
because of an influx of animals fran Canada during a cyclic peak 
in lynx populations. Wolverine harvest also varies annually, but 
this may be due to the relative inaccessibility of wolverine 
habitat, particularly in mild winters, and to the fact that many 
wolverine are caught incidental to wolf trapping (ADF&G 1986). 
Currently, depressed beaver harvest has reflected the recent low 
pelt prices; however, harvest has increased lately, probably due 
to increased harvest opportunities in G1U 2, where beavers are 
inhabiting new clearcuts (WJod 1986). Harvest levels of other 
species, such as otter, mink, and marten, correspond nore closely 
with fur prices (Wood 1986, Young 1986). 

For a discussion of sane habitat concerns regarding furbearers in 
the Southeast Region, see Sigman (1985). For a surcmary of the 
econanic ircq;ortance of furbearers in Southeast Alaska, see the 
Alaska Habi ~t Management Guide publication entitled Econanic 
OVerview of Fish and Wildlife, volurre 2. 

C. Data on Human Use 

1. Qualifications and limitations of the data. Furbearer 
harvest infonna.tion is derived fran three different sources. 
The rcost accurate source is the statewide sealing program for 
beaver, lynx, land otter, wolf, and wolverine, and the 
Southeast (G1Us 1-5) sealing program for marten, which began 
in the regulatory year 1984-1985. All skins of these species 
must be presented to an ADF&G representative for sealing 
within specified deadlines. At the time of sealing, harvest 
data are collected. In Southeast Alaska, reliability of 
harvest data is considered good because of a high rate of 
ccxrpliance with sealing regulations (Johnson 1986, Wood 
1986). 

Indirect methods of gathering harvest data include trapper 
and dealer export reports and reports of acquisition of furs. 
Export reports, listing the nuni.::ler of each species shipped 
and the G1U where taken, ImlSt be filed with ADF&G when raw 
skins are shipped out of state. Acquisition reports decurrent 
purchases of raw skins by fur buyers within the state. 
Export and acquisition reports generally underestimate the 
harvest in any given year because trappers can store furs for 
several years before exporting or selling them, and sane furs 
are dressed and utilized at hare, thereby never appearing on 
such reports. Also, sane trappers may canbine catches when 
shipping and selling, thereby underestimating the mmber of 
trappers who sold furs. However, these reports are the 
primary indications of harvest intensity for species that are 
not sealed. · 

For these unsealed species, statewide annual harvest is 
estimated by llU.lltiplying the sum of dealer purchases and 
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trapper exports by a correction factor. The correction 
factor is derived fran the relationship between dealer 
purchases, trapper exports, and the nmrber of sealed beaver, 
lynx, and otter (ADF&G 1986). These correction factors are 
used only to estimate harvests at the regional level. 

Furbearer harvest data were not carpiled for the portion of 
G1U 6 that lies within the Southeast Region. Contact the 
ADF&G area gane biologist in Cordova for infonnation on 
furbearer harvest in that area. In addition, time limita
tions prevented us fran analyzing rcore than one year of 
export/acquisition data. 

2. Reported harvest levels. The numbers of furbearers, 
excluding marten, that have been sealed fran 1977-1978 
through 1984-1985 are given in table 41. During those eight 
years, an average of 556 otter, 246 beaver, 85 wolves, 26 
wolverine, and 8 lynx were annually sealed in the Southeast 
Region. The sealing records are sumnarized by G1U/G1S for 
the years 1983-1984 and 1984-1985 (tables 42 and 43), and fur 
exports and dealer purchases are sumnarized by residency of 
trapper for 1983-84 (table 44) • 

Although direct cooparison of the harvest levels of the 
1983-1984 sealing data (table 42) and fur export/acquisition 
data (table 44) are limited, the two sources illustrate that 
rcost trappers live in G1Us 1 and 4, while rcost furbearers are 
harvested in G1Us 2 and 4. In addition, the data indicate 
that mink and marten are the rcost camonly harvested 
furbearers in the Southeast Region. 

3. Significance of particular use areas. For 1: 250, 000-scale 
reference maps showing the 1984-1985 furbearer sealing data 
by major harvest area, see the Alaska Habitat Management 
Guide for the Southeast Region, volUI'Ie 1. 

Examination of these data indicate that rcost furbearers are 
harvested (and presumably rcost effort expended) in areas with 
maintained roads or within small-boat access of ccmmmities. 
Areas with the highest harvests correspond with the road 
systems of Ketchikan, Prince of Wales Island, Sitka, Juneau, 
Haines, and Yakutat. Other areas with high harvest are 
within boating distance fran ccmmmities (i.e., Gravina 
Island, Peril Strait, Hoonah Sound, Shelter Island, and the 
islands near Wrangell and Petersburg). Exceptions to this 
pattern include areas, such as the Unuk River and south
eastern Admiralty Island, which have higher harvests than 
would be expected based upon their distance to the nearest 
ccmmmity. The harvest fran these areas likely represents 
the efforts of one or rcore "serious" trappers who live and 
trap in renote areas and are capable of taking many animals. 
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Table 41. Number of Furbearers Sealed in Grus 1-5 by Species, 1977-78 
through 1984-85 

Regulatory Land 
Year Beaver Otter Lynx Wolf Wolverine 

1977-78 157 695 1 75 28 

1978-79 65 605 0 87 35 

1979-80 259 654 1 72 25 

1980-81 353 526 0 87 12 

1981-82 107 467 0 68 21 

1982-83 211 462 39 80 23 

1983-84 435 443 18 105 30 

1984-85 380 611 2 103 32 

Mean 246 558 8 85 26 

Source: ADF&G 1985f. The data ·reflects the furbearer harvest recorded 
in the statewide sealing files as of November 1985. 
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Table 42. Number of Furbearers Sealed in Southeast Alaska by Species by 
GMU/GMS, 1983-84 

Land 
GMU/GMS Beaver Lynx Otter Wolf Wolverine 

1A 95 0 50 33 1 

1B 0 0 15 4 3 

1C 96 1 41 8 5 

10 0 14 10 6 18 

2 215 0 153 27 O· 

3 25 0 42 17 1 

4 0 0 117 0 0 

SA 4 3 4 10 2 

SB 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 435 18 432 105 30 

Source: ADF&G 1985f. The data reflect the furbearer harvest recorded 
in the statewide sealing files as of November 1985. 
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Table 43. Number of Furbearers Sealed in Southeast Alaska by Species 
by GMU/GMS, 1984-85 

Iand 
Gru/GMS Beaver Lynx otter Wolf Wolverine Marten a 

1A 39 0 65 15 1 203 

1B 4 0 14 10 4 190 

1C 36 1 31 9 9 245 

10 0 1 4 4 14 166 

2 234 0 193 43 0 1,039 

3 52 0 141 7 3 243 

4 14 0 162 0 0 1,355 

SA 1 0 1 15 1 63 

SB 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 380 2 611 103 32 3,504 

Source: ADF&G 1985f. The data reflect the furbearer harvest recorded 
in the statewide sealing files as of November 1985. 

a Marten were not sealed prior to 1984-85. 
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Table 44. Reported Trapper Exports and Dealer Purchases of Furs by GMU/GMS, by Residency 
of Trapper, 1983-84a 

Community of 
GMS/GMU Residence 

lA 

lA 

lC 
lC 
10 
10 
1 

2 
2 

2 
2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 

Ketchikan 
Meyers Chuck 
Juneau 
Gustavus 
Haines 
Skagway 
Subtotal 

Craig 
Hydaburg 
Klawock 
Thorne Bay 
Subtotal 

Petersburg 
Wrangell 
Subtotal 

Hoonah 
Pelican 
Port Alexander 
Sitka 
Tenakee Springs 
Subtotal 

Yakutat 

Southeast Region 

Source: ADF&G 1985f. 

a 

No. 
Trappers 

21 
7 

18 
2 

10 
2 

60 

9 

1 

2 
5 

17 

14 
9 

23 

11 
9 

1 
16c 

1 

38 

142 

Number Exported/Sold 
Bvr Mnk Msk Mtn Otr Fox Wsl 

59 
0 

17 
0 
0 

0 
76 

0 

0 

75 
40 

115 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
1 

0 

1 

0 

192 

126 
74 
58 

3 

21 
11 

293 

69 
2 

1 

5 

77 

176 
115 

291 

42 
8 

0 

151 
4 

191 

12 

886 

0 
0 

0 

0 

11 
0 

11 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
12 
12 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

428 
131 
183 

13 
40 
23 

818 

181 
9 

18 
27 

235 

197 
59 

256 

239 
60 
16 

292 
1 

608 

11 

23 1,928 

46 
12 
30 

0 

0 

1 

89 

19 
0 

4 

12 
35 

9 

14 
23 

0 

13 
0 

7 

0 

20 

0 

167 

0 5 

0 4 

4 10 
0 0 
8 7 
3 3 

15 29 

0 0 
0 0 
0 2 
0 0 
0 2 

1 11 
0 0 
1 11 

0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

0 2 

16 44 

Lnx Sql 

0 

0 

3 

0 
7 

2 

12 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 
0 

2 

0 

14 

0 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

3 
0 

3 

1 

7 

0 

0 

0 

8 

0 

15 

This table shows only the numbers of furs reported sold or exported and the reported number of 
trappers who sold or exported furs, not the total harvest or the total number of trappers. See 
text for further discussion. 

b 
Species codes: Bvr=beaver, Mnk=mink, Msk=muskrat, Mtn=marten, Otr=land otter, Fox=red fox, 

Wsl=weasel, Sql=red squirrel. 

c 
A community survey of randomly-chosen households suggested that about 48 households (2\ of all 

households) in Sitka trapped in the 1982-1983 season (Gmelch and Gmelch 1985). 

d 
A community survey of randomly-chosen households indicated that about 18 households (10\ of 

all households) in Yakutat trapped furbearers in 1984 and suggested a harvest of about 18 
beavers, 58 mink, 76 marten, 11 land otters, 11 weasel, 7 lynx, and 18 red squirrels (Mills 1986, 
Mills and Firman 1986). 
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4. Division of Subsistence comnunity use studies. The ADF&G 
Division of Subsistence is engaged in ccmm.mi ty-use research 
that includes gathering infonmation on the harvest and use of 
furbearers. These studies indicate that trapping is an 
important element in the subsistence-based mixed econany of 
same communities in Southeast Alaska (Bosworth 1986). 
Furbearers may be an important food source and, in many 
cases, the incare fran the sale of furs is necessary to buy 
equiprent used in the gathering of wild foods (ibid.) . 

In 1984, 10% of randanly surveyed households in Yakutat 
trapped furbearers (Mills and Finman 1986). The IIOst ccmron 
species trapped were mink, marten, land otter, and wolf 
(ibid.). Hare, beaver, lynx, wolverine, coyote, weasel, and 
red squirrel were also taken, with the fonner three species 

. being used for both their fur and as a food source (ibid. ) . 

Two percent of households surveyed in Sitka trapped during 
the 1982-1983 season (Grelch and Grnelch 1985). The target 
species were marten, mink, and land otter (ibid. ) . Both the 
Yakutat and the Sitka study estimated harvest during a year 
of relatively low overall fur prices and lower than average 
trapper participation. 

. Reports are also in preparation that will include data on the 
harvest and use of furbearers by residents of Kake, Klawock, 
Hoonah, Angoon, and Tenakee Springs (Bosworth 1986). 

For infonmation concerning furbearer harvest areas for the 
cammunities of Klawock, Tenakee Springs, Angoon, and Yakutat, 
see the 1:250,000-scale reference maps in the Alaska Habitat 
Management Guide for the Southeast Region, vol\.ll"Ce 2. 

VIII. POI'ENTIAL CHANGES IN HUMAN USE OF WilDLIFE AS A RESULT OF SUBSISTENCE 
LAWS 

During the tine this report was prepared, it should be noted that 
considerable discussion was focused on interpretation of the State of 
Alaska subsistence law and whether or not the state law was in cetip
liance with federal requirements for prioritization of subsistence 
needs for fish and wildlife on federal lands as specified in the Alaska 
National Interest Lands Conservation Act. Between the 1984 and 1985 
hunting seasons, a number of changes in hunting regulations arose as a 
result of legal cases and recent court interpretations of the State of 
Alaska subsistence law. The outcare of these legal and legislative 
actions is presently far fran clear and it is beyond the scope of this 
report to discuss the recent changes and potential ramifications in any 
detail. However, it is important to note here, that future harvest 
patterns could be different as a result of these actions. Presently it 
appears that the major changes might involve the number of people who 
harvest wildlife and where they hunt. The number of nonresidents and 
"non-local" residents who are penni tted to hunt certain wildlife 
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species may be curtailed in the future in certain areas or at certain 
tines. Sate similar changes in human use of the fisheries resource 
could occur as well. 
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Part II. HUMAN USE OF PACIFIC HERRING AND SELECI'ED SHELLFISH IN THE 
SOUTHFAST REGICN 

I. MANAGERIAL AUTHORITY 

The nearshore fisheries are managed by the State of Alaska and the 
offshore fisheries are managed by the National Marine Fisheries 
Se:rvice. Nearshore is defined as within the 3-mi limit for Pacific 
herring, within the 800-fathom depth contour for king crabs, and within 
the 400-fatham depth contour for other shellfish species. The offshore 
fisheries extends fran the seaward end of the nearshore fisheries to 
200 mi off shore. Management is directed by joint policy developed by · 
the Alaska Board of Fisheries and the North Pacific Fisheries 
Management Council. The regulations established are implemented by the 
ADF&G. 

II. MANAGEMENT BOUNDARIES 

The largest management unit for the regulation of fisheries in the 
Southeast Region is the statistical area. For the shellfish fishery, . 
one statistical area, Statistical Area A, ccmprises all the inshore and 
offshore waters of the Southeast Region (see map 1). Statistical Area 
A has as its western boundary the longitude of cape Suckling (143° 53' 
W) , as its southern boundary the International Boundary at Dixon 
Entrance, and as its seaward boundary the 400-fatham depth contour for 
all shellfish, except tanner and king crabs, which extends to the 
800-fathom depth contour. Statistical Area A of the shellfish fishery 
is separated into two areas, referred to as the Southeastern Alaska 
Area and the Yakutat Area (see map 1) • For practical purposes, these 
two areas are used to manage the fishery, and, at the winter 1986 Board 
of Fisheries meeting, regulations were adopted that divide Statistical 
Area A into two statistical areas. 

For the Pacific herring fishery, the Southeast Region is divided into 
two statistical areas, the Southeast Alaska Statistical Area, and the 
Yakutat Statistical Area (see map 2). The Southeast Alaska Statistical 
Area is defined as the area that has as its western boundary a line 
extending south fran cape Fairweather and as its southern boundary a 
line extending west fran the International Boundary at Dixon Entrance. 
The Yakutat Statistical Area is defined as the area that has as its 
western boundary a line extending south from Cape Suckling and as its 
southern boundary a line extending west fran cape Fairweather. 

The Southeastern Alaska Area is divided into 16 fishing districts (see 
map 3) used for the management of herring and shellfish, numbered 1 to 
16, and described as follows: · 
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Map 1. ADF&G Commercial Shellfish Statistical Area A (Southeastern) and Yakutat Area and 
Southeastern Alaska Area subunits. 
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Map 2. ADF&G Commercial Pacific Herring Statistical Area A (Southeast Alaska) and D 
(Yakutat) . 



Map 3. 

C. Fairweather 

Southeastern Alaska Area regulatory commercial fishing 
districts. 
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District 1: all waters east and north of a line from the southernmost 
tip of Caamano Point to 54°40 'N, 131°45 'W and north of a line from 
54°40'N,l31°45'W to 54°42'29"N,l30°36'55"W 

District 2: all waters south of a line from the easternmost tip of 
Narrow Point to the northernmost tip of I...etresurier Point, west of 
District 1 and east of a line from Point Marsh Light to 
54°40'N,l32°17'30"W 

District 3: all waters north of a line frarn Point Marsh Light to 
54°40"N,l32°17' 30"W to the southernmost tip of Cape Muzon and east of a 
line frarn the northernmost tip of Eagle Point on Dall Island and 
passing successively through the southernmost tip of Point Arooleda, 
the northernmost tip of Point San Rogue, the southernmost tip of Cape 
Ulitka, the northernmost tip of Cape Lynch to the southwest entrance 
point of Halibut Haroor on Kosciusko Island, and south of the latitude 
of Aneskett Point (56°08'50"N) 

District 4: all waters north of Cape Muzon, west of District 3, and 
south of a line from Helm Point on Coronation Island to Cape Lynch 

District 5: waters of Sl.mlner Strait, north and east of a line frarn cape 
Decision to Helm Point to Cape Lynch to the southwest entrance point of 
Halibut Haroor, and north of the latitude of Aneskett Point, west of a 
line from Point Baker to Point Barrie, and south of a line from Point 
carrden to Salt Point Light on Keku Strait 

District 6: all waters of Clarence Strait north of a line from Narrow 
Point to Le.rresurier Point to Ernest Point to the rrost southerly point 
on Etolin Island, Stikine Strait south of the latitude of Round Point, 
Sumner Strait west of a line frarn Point Alexander to I.£lW Point, and 
east of a line from Point Baker to Point Barrie, Wrangell Narrows south 
and west of a line from Prolewy Point to the northern tip of Mi tkof 
Island, and all waters of Duncan Canal 

District 7: all continguous waters of Ernest Sound and Bradfield Canal 
east of a line from Le.rresurier Point to Ernest Point to the rost 
southerly point of Etolin Island, Zimovia Strait south of the latitude 
of Nerro Point, and Eastern Passage and Blake Channel south of a line 
from Babbler Point to Hour Point 

District 8: waters of Frederick Sound south of a line from Wood Point 
to Beacon Point (excluding Wrangell Narrows), Stikine Strait, Sumner 
Strait, Zimovia Strait, and Eastern Passage inside a line from Point 
Alexander to I.£lW Point to Round Point to Nerro Point to Hour Point to 
Babbler Point 

District 9: all waters of Frederick Sound and Chatham Strait south of 
the latitude of the southernmost tip of Point Gardner, south of the 
latitude of the southernmost tip of Elliot Island, and west of a line 
from the southernmost tip of Elliot Island to the westernmost tip of 
Point McCartney__ north and west of a line from the northernmost tip of 
Point Canrlen to Salt Point Light, north and east of a line from the 
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southerrmost tip of Cape Decision to the southerrmost tip of Helm Point 
to the westerrmost tip of Hazy Islands to Cape Ommaney Light 

District 10: Frederick Sound, Stephens Passage, and continguous waters 
north of a line fran Beacon Point to Wood Point, east of a line fran 
Point Macartney to the southern tip of Elliott Island, north of the 
latitude of the southern tip of Elliott Island, Seym:mr Canal south of 
57°37'N, and south of a line fran Point League to Point Hugh 

District 11: Stephens Passage and contiguous waters north of a line 
fran Point League to Point Hugh and Seynour Canal north of 57°37 'N, 
south of the latitude of Little Island Light, and east of a line fran 
Little Island Light to Point Retreat Light 

District 12: all waters of Lynn Canal and Chatham Strait south of the 
latitude of Litt.le Island Light to the latitude of Point Gardner, west 
of a line from Little Island Light to Point Retreat Light, east of a 
line fran Point Couverden to Point Augusta, and east of a line fran 
Point Hayes to Point Thatcher 

District 13: all waters north of the latitude of the southerrmost tip 
of Helm Point and west of a line from the southerrmost tip of Helm 
Point to the westerrmost tip of Hazy Island to Cape Ommaney Light, 
south of a line projecting west fran the southerrmost tip of Cape 
Spencer, west of a line fran the southerrmost tip of Cape Spencer 
through Yakobi Rock to Yakobi Island, south of a line from the 
nort.herrmost tip of Soapstone Point to the westerrmost tip of Column 
Point, and west of a line fran the southerrmost tip of Point Hayes to 
the northerrmost tip of Point Thatcher 

District 14: all waters of Icy Strait west of a line from the 
southerrmost tip of Point Couverden to Point Augusta Light, east of a 
straight line from the southe:rrrost tip of Cape Spencer throughout 
Yakobi Rock to Yakobi Island, and north of a line fran the northerrmost 
point of Soapstone Point to the westerrmost point of Column Point 

District 15: all waters of Lynn Canal north of the latitude of Little 
Island Light 

District 16: all waters north of a line projecting west fran the 
southerrmost tip of Cape Spencer and south of a line projecting 
soutl'nNest fran the westerrmost tip of Cape Fairweather 

The fishing Districts 1 through 16 are also referred to as statistical 
areas, numbered 101 through 116, respectively, for the purposes of 
recording harvest-ticket data. Each statistical area is broken down 
further into subareas, which are designated by a hyphen followed by a 
~m.nnber code following the statistical area number. For example, 
110-12 refers to Statistical Area 110, Subarea 12, which is Thomas Bay 
in fishing District 10. The subarea code "00" is used to designate all 
subareas within the district. Hence, the code 110-00 refers to all of 
District 10. 
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For harvest-reporting purposes, the Yakutat Area is also divided into 
eight statistical areas designated with numbers between 181-192. These 
statistical areas are further divided into subareas which are coded as 
described above. 

For information concerning the specific location of statistical 
area-subarea boundaries with regard to the commercial Pacific herring 
and the commercial shellfish harvest, see the 1:250,000-scale reference 
naps in the Alaska Habitat Managenent Guide for the Southeast Region, 
volurce 2. 

III. HUMAN USE OF PACIFIC HERRING 

A. Introduction 

Pacific herring (Clupea harengus pallasi) is an important 
renewable resource for human use in the Southeast Region and is 
harvested both commercially and noncammercially. 

B. Managenent Objectives and Considerations 

In the Southeast Region, the commercial herring fishery is 
regulated by fishing districts using seasons and quotas as the 
principle nanagenent tools. Quotas are managed by ezrergency 
orders for separate stocks and are based on harvesting a 
percentage (10 to 20%) of each major stock using available data on 
total bianass, age and growth analysis, and spawning success 
(Blankenbeckler 1977, Blankenbeckler and Larson 1981). Harvest is 
allowed only on stocks that exceed certain threshold levels. 
Individual stocks are presently nanaged so that they are exposed 
to only one type of cammercial fishery, either sac roe or food and 

·bait (Blankenbeckler and Larson 1981). 

Pacific herring nay be taken for personal use in Southeast Alaska 
at any tine, except that vessels licensed as commercial fishing 
vessels nay not be used to take herring for personal use in any 
district that is open for cammercial herring fishing for 72 hours 
before, during, and 7 2 hours after any open cammercial herring 
fishing period for that district when the vessel has aboard it any 
person holding a Southeastern Alaska Area winter bait herring or 
herring sac roe interim-use or entry permit (ADF&G 1985a). 

The take of subsistence roe-on-kelp in the Southeastern Alaska 
Statistical Area is regulated through the issuance of subsistence 
pennits by local ADF&G offices. The permits specify tines, areas, 
and anounts of roe-on-kelp allowed, with generally 10 lb of roe 
allowed per individual (ADF&G 1984a). Pennits are not required to 
take herring roe on other substrates or to take roe directly from 
the fish for subsistence use. Pennits are not required to harvest 
roe-on-kelp for subsistence in the Yakutat Statistical Area. 
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C. Cc::rcnrarcial Harvest 

1. Harvest surnnary. The first recorded statistics for Pacific 
herring harvest occurred in 1878 (Barry 197 4) • M::>st of the 
catch fran the 1890 1 s to the 1960 1 s was used to supply 
herring for reduction to rreal and oil (ADF&G 1982) . Herring 
harvested for bait first appeared in the harvest statistics 
in 1906, with 831 tons marketed (Barry 1974). The average 
amount harvested for bait fran 1910 to 1973 was 2,635 tons or 
about 11% of the total harvest (ibid.). The sac roe fishery 
has developed in recent years in resp::>nse to Japanese demand 
for herring sac roe; it has accounted for 56% of the total 
harvest fran 1971 to 1984, with an annual catch of 4,070 tons 
(ADF&G 1984b). The total carmercial harvest of herring in 
Southeast Alaska from 1900 to 1984 is given in table 1. 

Since the start of ccmrercial herring fishing, there have 
been three peaks in the industry (Barry 1974) (table 1). One 
occurred fran 1925 to 1937, with average harvests exceeding 
50,000 tons. Another occurred after World War II with 
average harvests of 34,500 tons from 1945 to 1947. The last 
peak occurred fran 1956 to 1964, when harvests averaged over 
28,000 tons/year. 

2. Harvest nethods and pericxis of use. The herring sac roe 
fishery in Southeast Alaska is presently segregated by area 
into one of two gear types: purse seiners or set gill-netters 
(Bergmann 1983). This fishery occurs in spring on the 
herring spawning grounds. Sitka Sound and Lynn Canal have 
been designated purse seine areas; Hoonah Sound, Seynour 
Canal, Three Mile Arm (Kuiu Island) , Kaasan Bay, and Kah 
Shakes have been restricted to gillnetting (ibid.). 

The food/bait fishery is mainly a winter fishery that 
utilizes the entire fish for bait or food (as opposed to the 
sac roe fishery, where only the roe is constllt'ed as food) • 
Prior to the 1978-1979 season, this fishery was open fran 
October through February and numerous stocks were harvested 
(Blankenbeckler 1975, Bergmann 1983). Since that tine, the 

winter fishery has been restricted to certain areas where 
info:r:nation indicates that harvestable amounts of 
overwintering mature herring are present (ADF&G 1980). 
Although this fishery is open to other gear types, the 
harvest is taken primarily by purse seiners. 

A second type of bait fishery is the fresh-bait p::>und. This 
fishery usually requires a purse seiner to capture the 
herring and rrove them to the p::>und, although sonetines leads 
are used to guide the fish into the p::>und as they rrove along 
the shore (Bergmann 1983). The p::>und is typically a 
rectangular log enclosure with net or wire nesh suspended 
fran it, and the fish are held there and sold to individual 
fisher.rnen (ibid.). Areas where fresh-bait p::>unds have been 
allowed in at least sone years during the early 1980 1 s 
include Tee Harbor and Indian Cove (111-50), Farragut Bay 
(110-14), Scow Bay (106-44), and Sitka Sound (113-41) 
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Table 1. Southeast Region Comnercial Pacific Herring Harvests in 
Thousands of Pounds, 1900-84. 

a Year 

1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 

Total 
Harvest 

2,388 
2,500 
1,624 
2,988 
3,042 
2,618 
2,010 
2,764 
3,422 
2,150 

13,734 
24,114 
32,134 
26,992 
16,636 
13,928 
22,388 
24,890 
35,650 
21,924 
32,904 
12,024 
33,900 
42,480 
58,790 

115,564 
147,686 

90,620 
106,014 
157,498 
141,710 

89,714 
99,572 

123,176 
133,684 
116,310 

73,426 
100,668 

44,712 
40,056 

6,274 
12,460 

Source: ADF&G 1984b 

a Year 

1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 

Total 
Harvest 

7,382 
12,470 
33,602 
48,252 
75,128 
83,658 
32,250 
28,558 
26,822 
21,304 
32,040 
24,870 
12,892 
22,736 
45,638 
49,490 
77,594 
99,732 
77,812 
49,418 
33,874 
31,212 
46,698 
24,318 
10,680 

6,050 
3,632 
7,364 
6,648 
8,414 

11,827 
12,536 
15,994 
16,195 
17,297 
12,106 
13,050 
18,408 
16,732 
17,260 
19,764 
18,062 

a Harvest includes the fish harvested throughout the regulatory season 
although referenced as only one year. Example: 1976 year would include 
the 1976-77 season's harvest. 
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(Bergmann 1983, ADF&G 1984b) (subarea numbers given in 
parenthesis). Fran 1978 to 1984, the yearly fresh-bait 
pound harvest averaged around 50 tons (Bergmann 1983; ADF&G 
1983, 1984b). 

Two other types of ccmrercial harvests connected with herring 
have occurred in recent years in Southeast Alaska. cne 
fishery is a frozen-tray-pack pound that was created in 1979. 
This harvest has generated relatively little interest, 
however. Only 50 tons were harvested fran 1979 to 1982 
(Bergmann 1983), and no processors participated in the 
fishery in the 1982-1983 and 1983-1984 seasons (ADF&G 1983, 
1984b) • 

There has been a limited harvest of Macrocystis kelp in 
Southeast Alaska. This kelp is harvested in the spring and 
transported mainly by boat to Prince William Sound where it 
is used as a substrate for the commercial herring roe-on-kelp 
fisheries (ADF&G 1984b) • Prior to 1984, the demand for kelp 
was minimal with less than 15 tons harvested annually 
(ibid.). In 1984, the demand rose sharply, with 84 pennits 
being issued for the taking of 232 tons, and an actual 
harvest of about 61 tons (ibid.). 

3. Significance of particular use areas. Nearly all the 
ccmrercial herring harvest has occurred in the Southeastern 
Alaska Statistical Area. The ccmrercial harvest of herring 
in the Yakutat Statistical - Area has been limi. ted to an 
occasional winter food and bait fishery in the area of 
Yakutat Bay (ADF&G 1983, 1984b) . Harvest has been reported 
during only four years in the Yakutat Statistical Area since 
1969 (ADF&G 1985b) • 

A sumnary of herring harvest by subarea fran 1969 through 
1984 is presented in tables 2-4. For maps showing the 
location of these subareas, see the 1:250,000-scale reference 
maps in the Alaska Habitat Managenent Guide for the Southeast 
Region, vol\lll'e 2. 

D. Nonccmrercial Harvest: Personal Use Within the Ccmrercial Fishery 

Commercial fisherman frequently harvest herring for their own use 
as bait for crabbing, trolling, and longlining (Bergmann 1983). 
The desire for premium quality bait and the high cost of bait has 
led to this practice (ibid.). 

This fishery is especially prevalent in the Wrangell Narrows near 
Petersburg using purse seiners (ibid.). An average of 80 
tons/year was estimated to have been taken for personal use there 
fran 1978 to 1982 (ibid.) . This personal use fishery is largely 
unregulated, and the exact harvest of herring for personal use as 
ccmrercial fishing bait is but little known (ADF&G 1984b). 
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Table 2. Southeast Region Total Comnercial Pacific Herring Harvest by 
Subarea, 1969-84 

Subarea Total Tons Years of Harvest 
101-00 * 1 
101-11 * 1 
101-13 * 1 
101-21 * 1 
101-22 12,967 10 
101-24 286 4 
101-25 92 2 
101-27 * 2 
101-28 49 2 
101-30 39 1 
101-40 1,290 6 
101-43 * 4 
101-44 * 1 
101-45 9,341 8 
101-46 * 1 
101-47 2,423 9 
101-75 * 1 
101-77 543 1 
101-80 938 4 
101-90 713 4 
102-00a * 1 
102-10 * 1 
102-60 273 1 
103-50 267 1 
103-60 135 1 
i03-80 1,535 4 
103-90 2,435 6 
104-00a * 1 
104-20 * 2 
104-30 248 2 
105-10 * 1 
105-31 * 1 
105-32 * 1 
105-41 * 1 
106-20 * 1 
106-22 286 4 
106-41 * 2 
106-42 59 2 
106-43 * 1 
106-44 1,655 12 
107-20 5,043 8 
107-30 4,137 9 
107-40 * 1 
108-20 * 1 
108-40 * 5 
108-50 * 1 
109-42 815 4 
109-43 2,321 5 
109-51 * 1 
109-62 805 3 
110-14 * 11 

(continued) 
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Table 2 (continued) • 

Subarea Total Tons Years of Harvest 
110-22 22 1 
110-23 * 1 
110-34 478 3 
111-11 1,857 5 
111-14 2,884 8 
111-50 4,081 10 
112-00a * 1 
112-13 * 1 
112-16 * 1 
112-18 * 1 
112-21 240 4 
112-41 * 1 
112-42 1,271 2 
112-45 1,858 9 
112-46 * 1 
112-47 * 2 
112-48 1,115 2 
112-50 290 2 
112-65 * 1 
112-67 * 1 
112-71 * 2 
112-73 * 1 
112-80 7 1 
113-00a 4,753 3 
113-21 * 1 
113-22 * 2 
113-31 3,996 1 
113-32 * 3 
113-33 * 1 
113-34 481 4 
113-41 24,603 13 
113-43 * 1 
113-44 * 3 
113-55 * 3 
113-59 * 1 
113-72 * 1 
113-73 * 2 
113-81 * 2 
113-95 4,092 9 
113-96 * 1 
113-97 * 2 
114-21 * 1 
114-23 * 1 
114-27 * 1 
114-32 * 2 
114-33 * 1 
114-34 * 2 
114-40 243 2 
114-50 417 3 
115-10 3,805 6 
115-20 754 1 
154-00a * 1 
183-10 * 4 

(continued) 
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Table 2 (continued) . 

Source: ADF&G 1985b 

a Harvest reported only to statistical area. 

* means that the reporting of tonnage to subarea was withheld because of 
nondisclosure regulations. A total of approximately 9,126 tons of herring 
was caught in these areas from 1969 through 1984. 
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Table 3. Southeast Region Ccmnercial Pacific Herring Food and Bait 
Harvest by Subarea, 1978-84 

Subareas Total Tons Years of Harvest 

101-23 * 1 
101-27 * 1 
101-77 543 1 
101-80 396 2 
102-00a * 1 
103-50 267 1 
103-80 523 1 
103-90 676 3 
104-20 * 1 
104-30 248 2 
105-10 * 1 
105-31 * 1 
105-32 * 1 
105-41 * 1 
106-20 * 1 
106-22 * 1 
106-44 81 5 
107-30 1,316 3 
108-40 * 1 
109-42 * 1 
109-43 150 1 
110-14 * 4 
111-11 * 1 
111-50 * 2 
112-16 * 1 
112-41 * 1 
112-42 1,271 2 
112-45 1,172 4 
112-48 1,115 2 
112-71 * 1 
113-00a * 1 
113-22 * 2 
113-32 * 3 
113-33 * 1 
113-34 481 4 
113-41 * 2 
113-55 * 1 
113-72 * 1 
113-73 * 1 
113-95 2,216 2 
113-96 * 1 
113-97 * 1 
114-33 * 1 
154-00a * 1 
183-10 * 2 

Source: ADF&G 1985b. 

a Harvest reported only to statistical area. 

* means that the reporting of tonnage was withheld because of 
nondisclosure regulations. A total of approximately 2,630 tons of 
herring was caught by the food/bait fishery from 1978 through 1984. 
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Table 4. Southeast Region Corrmercial Pacific Herring Sac Roe Harvest by 
Subarea, 1978-84 

Subareas Total Tons Years of Harvest 

101-00a * 1 
101-11 * 1 
101-23 12,032 7 
101-24 286 4 
101-28 49 2 
111-11 1,810 4 
111-14 302 3 
113-00a 4,364 2 
113-31 3,996 1 
113-41 20,004 5 
113-95 225 1 
115-10 2,493 3 
115-20 754 1 

Source: ADF&G 1985b. 

a 
Harvest reported only to statistical area. 

* means the reporting of tonnage was withheld because of nondisclosure 
regulations. 
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E. Noncammercial Harvest: Personal Use OUtside the Commercial 
Fishery 

1. Harvest Suntnal:'y. Herring are widely used throughout the 
Southeast Region as a food source and as an important source 
of bait for sport and subsistence fishing and fur trapping. 
Use of the herring for food involves the harvest of both 
spawn and whole fish. 

The harvest of roe-on-kelp under subsistence penni ts in the 
Southeastern Alaska Statistical Area is given in table 5. 
Subsistence permit harvests of roe-on-kelp may substantially 
underestimate the actual subsistence use of roe taken by all 
methods because penni ts are not needed to take roe on other 
substrates or to harvest the whole fish for eggs. A study in 
Sitka indicated that .about 24% of all households harvested 
herring eggs, with an average take of about three gallons per 
household, suggesting a ccmnunity harvest of about 6,000 
gallons of roe (Gnelch and Gnelch 1985). A 1984 study in 
Yakutat showed that 30% of the households interviewed used 
herring roe taken on substrates, with an average use of 5 lb/ 
household (including nonusers) (Mills and Finnan 1986). 
Extrapolating the results of this survey provides an 
estimated noncammercial harvest of about 750 lb of roe by the 
residents of Yakutat .(ibid.). This harvest has been reported 
to be much lower than previous harvests because of the 
limited size of the spawn that year (Mills 1986). In fact, 
in 1984 many Yakutat residents received herring spawn fran 
the Sitka area to c:c.ttp:nsate for the limited Yakutat spawn 
(ibid.). Unpublished survey data from the ADF&G Division of 
Subsistence indicated a mean harvest of herring eggs taken on 
substrates other than kelp of 29.5 lb/household in Angoon 
(Bosworth 1986). The IIEan harvest of herring eggs on kelp 

was 25 lb/household in Kla~k and 1 lb/household in Angoon 
(ibid.). 

Estimates of the noncommercial use of herring (exclusive of 
roe-on-kelp) for food are limited to a few studies in select 
camn.mities. In Sitka, about 16% of all households caught 
herring for food in 1983, with an average harvest of about 
one gallon per household, including nonusers (Qnelch and 
Gnelch 1985). In Yakutat, about 28% of all households used 
herring for food for an average of 19 lb/household including 
nonusers (Mills and Finnan 1986). Households actively 
harvesting herring for food averaged 93 lb/year in the 
Yakutat study (ibid.). Unpublished survey data from the 
ADF &G Division of Subsistence suggested an average herring 
harvest of about 5 lb/household in Klawock, 12 lb/household 
in Angoon, and 14 lb/household in Tenakee Springs (Bosworth 
1986) . 

2. Harvest IIEthods. Live herring are generally harvested 
noncamrnerciall y by jigging or gathering them in nets. A rake 
device has traditionally been used to harvest herring by 
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impaling the fish on the teeth of the rake (ADF&G 1984a, 
Gmelch and Gmelch 1985) • The herring are used fresh, 
pickled, frozen, or dried (ibid.). 

3. Periods of use. The roe harvest occurs during spring in the 
intertidal and subtidal areas where herring spawn. The whole 
fish harvest occurs throughout the year, although in scree 
ccmnunities there may be certain periods of the year when 
this harvest is rrost concentrated (Mills and Finnan 1986). 

4. Significance of particular use areas. Noncamercial use of 
herring occurs throughout the region, but is rrost 
concentrated near population centers. For infonnation 
concerning herring harvest areas for the camrunities of 
Klawock, Tenakee Springs, Angoon, and Yakutat, see the 
1: 250, 000-scale reference maps in the Alaska Habitat 
Managercent Guide for the Southeast Region, volUITE 2. See 
Gmelch and Gmelch (1985) for a discussion of herring harvest 
areas for Sitka. 

IV. HUMAN USE OF DUNGENESS CRAB 

A. Introduction 

The Dungeness crab (Cancer magister) is the rrost widespread crab 
species in the Southeast Region that is utilized extensively as 
both a camercial and a noncamercial food source. · 

B. Management Objectives and Considerations 

The camercial Dungeness crab fishery in the Southeast Region is 
managed primarily on the basis of a minimum size limit and the 
taking of males only (Imamura 1986a). Minimum size limits are set 
above the size-of-maturity to allow males a chance to mate before 
they can be legally harvested (ibid.) • Historically, the market 
demand for Alaskan Dungeness crab has been inversely related to 
the availability of crab in Washington, Oregon, and California 
(ibid.) • Like Tanner crab, the Southeastern Alaska Shellfish Area 
and the Yakutat Shellfish Area are managed separately. 

There is no closed season on the noncammercial take of Dungeness 
crab. Either sex may be taken, and in 1985-1986 the daily bag and 
possession limit was 20 for all of the Southeast Region, except 
for Thorne Bay, where the limit was 5 (ADF&G 1985c). The minimum 
size limit of the noncamercial take is the same as the camercial 
harvest. Closures of cammercial Dungeness crab fishing at certain 
locations near Juneau, Tenakee, Port Protection, Point Baker, and 
Thorne Bay (ADF&G 1985d) have given a priority to the 
noncamercial fishery. 

C. Commercial Harvest: Southeastern Alaska Shellfish Area 

1. Harvest SUIII!IaiY· Since 1960, camercial Dungeness crab 
harvests have averaged about 1.5 million pounds (table 6). 
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Table 5. Southeast Region Pacific Herring Roe-on-kelp Subsistence 
Harvests Under Permits by Area Fished, 1966-83 

Year 
Permits 
Issued 

Crai~/Klawock/Hldabur~ 
1966 145 
1967 201 
1968 130 
1969 80 
1970 103 
1971 81 
1972 102 
1973 31 
1974 159 
1975 92 
1976 54 
1977 34 
1978 109 
1979 102 
1980 309 
1981 157 
1982 187 
1983 302 

Kah Shakes 
1978 11 
1979 16 
1980 33 
1981 6 
1982 30 
1983 33 

Sitka 
1979 21 
1980 19 
1981 26 
1982 36 
1983 69 

Permits 
Returned 

86 
130 

95 
61 
70 
66 
44 

9 
39 
34 
12 

7 
83 
81 

189 
87 
81 

189. 

8 
6 

24 
5 

18 
24 

10 
13 
19 
25 
48 

Total Pounds 
Harvested a 

5,200 
3,368 
2,260 
2,858 
3,213 
2,643 
4,250 
1,209 
3,087 
1,640 
1,728 

352 
3,521 
1,268 
3,721 
6,148 
5,485 
5,945 

122 
0 

75 
12 

342 
103 

137 
145 
192 
886 

1,991 

Source: ADF&G 1984b. Figures do not include the Yakutat area, which 
does not require permits for subsistence roe-on-kelp harvests. 

a Total harvest was expanded to include estimate of the harvest under 
permits that were not returned. 
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Table 6. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Commercial Dungeness Crab Harvests 

Southeastern Alaska 
District Yakutat Subdistrict 

No. of No. of 
Year/Season Harvest Vessels Harvest Vessels 

1960 1,449,405 543,762 
1961 671,455 1,023,545 
1962 2,985,939 937,051 
1963 3,296,362 1,383,298 
1964 3,996,100 637,140 
1965 2,392,395 910,278 
1966 1 ,968,117 528,060 
1967 2,033,156 2,031,460 
1968 1,900,690 2,096,119 
1969-70 1,149,111 20 1,207,397 11 
1970-71 700,168 21 1,589,945 10 
1971-72 413,361 23 1,250,118 8 
1972-73 383,100 30 2,207,061 12 
1973-74 563,148 41 2,532,778 22 

...... 1974-75 647,733 43 1,097,508 19 w 

...... 1975-76 562,768 32 628,879 16 
1976-77 476,650 15 542,726 8 
1977-78' 124,276 11 131,052 2 
1978-79 679,175 22 1,875,088 13 
1979-80 719,277 32 1,474,149 19 
1980-81 516,245 17 881,681 7 
1981-82 2,685,627 55 3,300,158 16 
1982-83 2,929,916 103 5,880,409 33 
1983-84 1,492,815 139 3,133,531 54 
1984-85 1,820,215 141 765,850 41 
1985-86a 2,166,082 191 370,620 28 

Source: Imamura 1986a. 

a Most recent year's data should be considered preliminary. 

--- means data not available. 

in Pounds, 1961 to 1985-86 

Total 

Harvest 

1,993,167 
1,695,000 
3,922,990 
4,679,660 
4,633,240 
3,302,673 
2,496,177 
4,064,616 
3,996,809 
2,356,508 
2,290,113 
1,663,4 79 
2,590,161 
3,095,926 
1,745,241 
1,191,647 
1,019,376 

255,328 
2,554,263 
2,193,426 
1,397,926 
5,985,785 
8,810,325 
4,626,346 
2,586,065 
2,536,702 

No. of 
Vessels 

31 
31 
31 
42 
63 
62 
48 
23 
13 
35 
51 
24 
71 

136 
193 
182 
219 



Since 1980-1981 the average has been 2.2 million p:mnds. The 
number of vessels fishing during the period 1969-1970 to 
1980-1981 ranged from 11 to 43. By 1985-1986 the number had 
risen to 191. 

2. Harvest rrethods. Dungeness crab may be taken only by :pJts, . 
ring nets, or diving gear (ADF&G 1985d). No IIDre than 300 
:pJts may be used by a vessel to take Dungeness crab (ibid. ) • 
The miniim.lm shoulder (carapace) width is 6.5 inches. 

3. Periods of use. From the early 1930's through 1955, 
regulations closed the season for ~ to four IIDnths during 
the s'l.liiirer in an effort to prohibit fishing during the 
IIDlting season. (Imanulra 1986a) • From the late 1950's to 
1968, the carrrercial season was opened all year (ibid.) . 
Since then, various closures were irrq:>lercented in certain 
areas during certain periods from March to September. In 
1985, the season was closed in the latter half of August and 
all of September (ibid.). A surnnary of harvests by IIDnth 
from 1969-1970 to 1985-1986 is given in table 7. M::>st of the 
Dungeness crab harvest generally occurs from June to CX::t.ober, 
although scme fishing occurs during the rest of the year. 

4 . Significance of particular use areas. The s'l.liiirer fishery of 
Dungeness crab is concentrated in bay areas with llD.ld . or sand 
bottoms at depths of about 4 to 15 fathoms (ibid.) • The fall 
and winter fishery tends to use deeper waters, fishing at 
depths of about 15 to 60 fathoms (Koeneman 1986a) • Imamura 
(1986a) believes that currently all available Dungeness crab 
fishing grounds in the Southeast Alaska area are fully 
utilized. A surnnary of the district harvest during the 
1985-1986 season (a year with above-average catches) is shown 
in table 8. 

For info:rmation concerning subarea carrrercial harvests of 
Dungeness crab from 1969-1984 and known specific carrrercial 
harvest areas, see the 1:250,000-scale reference maps in the 
Alaska Habitat Managerrent Guide for the Southeast Region, 
volune 2. 

D. Commercial Harvest: Yakutat Shellfish Area 

1. Harvest sunmary. Since 1960, carrrercial harvests have 
averaged 1. 5 million :pJunds (Imamura 1986a) (table 6) • 
Record catches of 3 .1 to 5. 9 million PJunds were recorded 
from 1981-1982 to 1983-1984. Harvests subsequently declined 
to 765,850 and less than 400,000 lb in 1984-1985 and 
1985-1986, respectively (ibid.). The number of vessels in 
the fishery since 1969 has ranged from 2 to 54 (table 6) • 

There is concem that the Yakutat Dungeness crab stocks are 
declining and that low harvests will continue over the next 
few seasons (ibid.). 
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Table 7. Southeastern Alaska Area Commercial Dungeness Crab Harvests in Thousands of Pounds by Month and Season, 1969-70 to 1985-86 

Season April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March Total 

1969-70 21.3 84.9 201.0 217.5 225.5 210.9 116.6 37.0 14.2 5.0 7.1 8.1 1,149.1 
1970-71 11.1 37.0 92.0 150.4 157.1 122.9 68.6 35.9 9.3 5.6 4.6 5.9 700.1 
1971-72 7.4 18.5 43.6 68.8 79.1 88.9 63.6 23.3 9.5 6.9 1.8 2.2 413.5 
1972-73 4.2 10.8 38.6 57.6 82.4 83.6 49.5 31.5 16.7 3.5 1.4 3.2 383.0 
1973-74 13.8 32.2 82.6 112.1 112.7 83.7 71.6 27.5 8.8 3.5 4.7 9.9 563.1 
1974-75 24.8 21.5 106.5 138.4 126.9 85.0 53.9 27.6 26.5 6.3 13.7 16.8 646.9 
1975-76 18.1 35.9 89.3 127.7 115.1 69.5 49.7 25.9 11.7 6.8 2.9 10.1 562.7 
1976-77 0.4 105.9 178.9 83.9 42.6 30.1 13.4 11.6 3.9 6.1 476.7 
1977-78 2.3 8.5 29.6 31.1 16.2 25.0 6.3 0.5 4.9 124.3 
1978-79 123.5 127.7 145.6 117.6 73.5 42.9 21.7 17.8 8.9 679.2 
1979-80 125.6 133.2 145.5 137.4 75.5 53.5 28.9 12.8 6.9 719.3 
1980-81 63.0 169.4 121.4 68.5 36.3 30.2 13.0 5.3 9.1 516.2 
1981-82 421.6 819.3 482.0 418.5 265.9 110.1 26.0 24.4 17.8 2,685.6 
1982-83 830.9 885.0 604.8 308.9 198.2 75.7 12.8 8.8 4.6 2,929.9 
1983-84 410.5 376.4 237.1 219.5 123.0 75.1 10.3 30.1 10.7 1,492.8 
1984-85a 676.8 496.9 266.8 142.5 122.5 57.7 38.9 18.0 1,820.0 
1985-86 329.4 852.9 444.9 Clsd. 362.6 117.2 59.0 Clsd. 2,166.1 

I-' 
w 
w 

Source: Imamura 1986a. 

a Most recent years data should be considered preliminary 

Clsd. means no open season. 

--- means no reported harvest. 



Table 8. Southeastern Alaska Area Ccmnercial Dungeness Crab Harvest in 
Pounds by District, May to December 1985 

District 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

Source: Imamura 1986a. 

Harvest 

53,997 
5,450 
5,175 

131142 
134,415 
470,919 
153,233 
352,359 
222,077 
73,743 
12,916 

182,236 
119,058 
225,940 
11,849 

129,573 

tr means less than 0. 5% of the total harvest. 
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(8) 
(5) 

(10) 
(1) 
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2. Harvest nethods. Comrercial harvest nethods in 1985-1986 
were similar to those of the Southeastern Alaska Shellfish 
Area, except that the IIEXinrum number of pots used by a vessel 
was 600 (ADF&G 1985d). 

3. Pericx:ls of use. In 1985-1986, the sUIT~ter season extended 
fran May 1 to July 15, and the winter season ran from 
November 2 to February 28 (Imamura 1986a) . Historically, the 
majority of the catch occurs in June and July (Table 9). 

4. Significance of particular use areas. The Dungeness crab 
fishery occurs prima.ril y in the surf zone along the exposed 
sand and gravel beaches of the outer coastline (Imamura 
1986a). Fishing primarily occurs at depths between 4 and 15 
fathoms (Imamura 1986a, Koeneman 1986a). Spits and channels 
that form at the :nouths of rivers bisecting these beaches are 
also good habitat for Dungeness crab (Imamura 1986a) and 
receive same fishing pressure (ADF&G 1985b) • 

For info:mation concerning subarea cOI'!IIercial harvests of 
Dungeness crab fran 1969 through 1984 and Jmown specific 
harvest areas, see the 1:250,000-scale reference maps in the 
Alaska Habitat Managenent Guide for the Southeast Region, 
VOll..me 2. 

E. Nonccmrercial Harvest 

1. Harvest SUil!Ila!Y. Dungeness crab is the major crab species 
harvested nonccmrericall y for food in the Southeast Region. 
In Yakutat, an estimated 40% of all households harvested an 
average of 203 lb of Dungeness crab in 1984, making it the 
:nost camonly consurred shellfish species in that ccmmmity 
(Mills and Fi:man 1986). In Sitka in 1983, an estimated 24% 
of all households nonccmrercially crabbed and ha:rvested an 
average of 35 crabs, of which Dungeness crab was the primary 
species caught (Gmelch and Gmelch 1985). Unpublished su:rvey 
data fran the ADF&G Division of Subsistence indicated a 
Dungeness crab harvest of 12.5 crabs/household in Klawock, 
32.4 crabs/household in Yakutat, 3.4 crabs/household in 
Angoon, and 19.5 crabs/household in Tenakee Springs in 1984 
(Bosworth 1986). 

2. Harvest nethods. Dungeness crabs are primarily caught with 
crab pots and secondarily with rings, by diving or 
snorkeling, or by picking, netting, and raking at low tides 
(ibid.) • Historically, they were often gathered by spearing 
at low tides (ADF&G 1984a) • Currently no :nore than 5 
pots/person or 10 pots/vessel may be used when fishing 
nonccmrercially for crab in the Southeast Region (ADF&G 
1985c). 

3. Pericx:ls of use. Nonccmrercial Dungeness crab harvesting 
occurs throughout the year; however, the primary pericx:l of 
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Table 9. Yakutat Area Commercial Dungeness Crab Harvest in Thousands of Pounds by Month and Season, 1969-70 to 1985-86 

Season April May June July Aug. Sept. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Total 

1969-70 87.7 254.7 529.0 336.0 1,120.4 
1970-71 40.3 468.0 426.1 511.9 143.6 1,589.9 
1971-72 17.5 407.8 601.4 223.4 1,250.1 
1972-73 120.4 653.7 951.6 478.0 3.4 2,207.1 
1973-74 21.6 214.0 739.4 1,173.2 211.8 91.9 80.9 2,532.8 
1974-75 16.3 141.0 505.0 242.0 121.5 37.4 34.3 1,097.5 
1975-76 4.1 80.2 260.3 260.5 10.5 13.3 628.9 
1976-77 133.0 246.7 163.0 542.7 
1977-78 33.7 87.9 1.6 0.6 7.2 131.0 
1978-79 720.6 897.9 256.6 Clsd. 1,875.1 
1979-80 831.8 609.4 32.9 Clsd. 1,474.1 
1980-81 404.4 328.3 129.6 18.7 0.5 0.1 881.7 
1981-82 2,404.8 751.2 127.6 16.5 Clsd. 3,300.2 
1982-83 3,135.6 2,028.6 565.8 133.2 13.6 3.6 5,880.5 
1983-84 1,005.2 1,497.9 245.5 114.7 223.6 3.0 2.5 1.8 3,133.5 
1984-85 402.8 306.7 54.1 Clsd. 2.3 765.9 
1985-86a Clsd. 159.0 142.4 65.9 Clsd. Clsd. 1.3 1.0 370.6 

........ 
Source: Imamura 1986a. w 

0'\ 
a Recent year's data should be considered preliminary. 

Clsd. means no open season. 

--- means no reported harvest. 



harvest is fran mid April through CX:tober (George et al. 
1985, Mills and Firman 1986). 

4. Significance of particular use areas. For information 
concerning shellfish harvest areas for the cc:mmmi ties of 
Klawock, Tenakee Springs, Angoon, and Yakutat, see the 
1: 250, 000-scale reference m3.ps in the Alaska Habitat 
Managerrent Guide for the Southeast Region, volmne 2. See 
Qrelch and Qrelch (1985) for a discussion of shellfish 
harvesting areas for Sitka. Additional information on 
non~cial Dungeness crab harvesting areas around a number 
of communities can be found in George et al. (1985). 

V. HUMAN USE OF TANNER CRAB 

A. Introduction 

The chief species of Tanner crab utilized by humans in the 
Southeast Region is Chionoecetes bairdi. 

B. Managerrent Objectives and Considerations 

The m3.nagerrent of the carmercial Tanner crab fisheries is based on 
the establishment of guideline harvest levels, retention of only 
m3.le crabs with carapace widths exceeding 5. 5 inches, and timing 
the seasons to avoid sensitive rrolting and m3.ting periods (Imamura 
1986b). Guideline harvest levels are based on past historical 
catches (ibid.) • The Tanner crab fisheries in the Southeastern 
Alaska and the Yakutat Shellfish Areas are m3.naged separately 
(ibid.). 

The non~cial season for Tanner crab is open throughout the 
year (ADF&G 1985c) . There is no :mi.nirnum size limit and either sex 
m3.y be taken. The daily limit and possession limit is 30. 

C. Ccmtercial Harvest: Southeastern Alaska Shellfish Area 

1. Harvest sumna.ry. The Tanner crab fishery in the Southeastern 
Alaska Shellfish Area began in the early 1960's and 
intensified in the 1970's (table 10). This fishery produced 
an annual harvest of 1.7 million pounds since the 1972-1973 
season and involved an average of 50 vessels. The number of 
vessels rose to between 75 and 99 during the period 
1982-1985. Currently the fishery is largely dependent on 
recruitnent-sized m3.les (Imamura 1986b) • 

2. Harvest :rrethods. Tanner crab m3.Y be harvested corcmercially 
only by pots and ring nets (ADF&G 1985d) • The :mi.nirnum 
carapace width is 5. 5 inches, and only m3.les m3.y be taken. 
The number of pots per vessel is restricted to a maxi.nrum of 
100 king and Tanner crab pots on rrost of the fishing grounds. 

3. Periods of· use. Historically, the corcmercial harvest has 
occurred primarily during January through April (Imamura 
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Table 10. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Commercial Tanner Crab Harvests in Pounds, 
1961 to 1984-85 

Southeastern Alaska 
Area Yakutat Area 'lbtal 

No. of No. of No. of 
Year/Season Harvest Vessels Harvest Vessels Harvest Vessels 

1961 6,800 6,800 
1962 7,820 7,820 
1963 
1964 13,940 13,940 
1965 
1966 
1967 2,733 2,733 
1968 109,220 109,220 
1968-69 223,045 33 223,045 33 
1969-70 660,037 31 660,037 31 ....... 

w 1970-71 166,618 12 166,618 12 (X) 

1971-72 656,661 25 656,661 25 
1972-73 1,282,309 38 540,880 6 1,823,189 44 
1973-74 1,309,673 44 1 ,872, 357 11 3,182,030 55 
1974-75 849,304 41 1,997,199 13 2,846,503 54 
1975-76 2,157,752 28 1,724,649 3 3,882,401 31 
1976-77 2,540,181 32 996,650 5 3,506,831 37 
1977-78 2,085,151 32 998,646 6 3,083,797 38 
1978-79 1,547,887 33 1,606,848 15 3,154,735 48 
1979-80 1,736,247 42 2,474,089 14 4,210,336 56 
1980-81 1,788,800 44 700,200 16 2,489,000 60 
1981-82 2,845,983 46 71,944 4 2,917,927 50 
1982-83 1,004,200 85 151,587 17 1,155,787 102 
1983-84 1,581,192 99 11' 142 4 1,592,334 103 
1984-85a 1,150,774 75 8;925 4 1,159,699 79 

Source: Imamura 1986b. 

a 
Most recent year's data should be considered preliminary. 

--- means no data were available. 



198Gb) (table 11). H~ver, since 1981-1982, the Tarmer crab 
season has been restricted to one or two rronths during the 
winter (table 11). 

4. Significance of particular use areas. Historically, the 
major Tarmer crab fishery has occurred in Frederick Sound, 
Stephens Passage, and Icy Strait (Imamura 198Gb). Recently, 
fishenren have begun to utilize areas other than those 
nonnally fished (ibid.). A sumna.ry of catches by district is 
given in table 12. Although it is believed that no new, 
major Tarmer crab populations will be discovered, it is 
likely that fishing effort will continue to expand in sane 
less-traditional fishing areas (ibid.). Harvest primarily 
occurs at depths of 15 to 100 fathans on suitable bottan 
substrates (Koeneman 198Ga) • 

For infonnation concerning subarea corrmercial harvests of 
Tanner crab fran 19G9 through 1984 and known specific 
carmercial harvest areas, see the 1: 250, 000-scale reference 
maps in the Alaska Habitat Managenent Guide for the Southeast 
Region, volume 2. 

D. Carmercial Harvest: Yakutat Shellfish Area 

1. Harvest sumnary. The Tarmer crab fishery in the Yakutat 
Shellfish Area developed during the 1970's (Imamura 198Gb) 
(table 10). Tanner crab harvests averaged 1.5 million pounds 
from 1972-1973 through 1979-1980 (ibid.). Following a record 
harvest of 2.4 million pounds in 1979-1980, the harvest 
declined dramatically to 11,000 and 9, 000 1b in the 1983-1984 
and 1984-1985 seasons, respectively. 

Initially, the Yakutat fishery attracted larger, long-range 
vessels with the capability of storing tons of crab for 
extended periods of tiire (ibid.). Up to 17 vessels 
participated in this fishery, and many of the operators also 
were engaged in shellfish fisheries in other areas of the 
state (ibid.) . 

As a result of the recent decline in the Tarmer crab fishery 
and regulations prohibiting side-loading pots, the number of 
vessels declined to four during the seasons 1983-1984 and 
1984-1985 (table 10). CUrrently the species is harvested by 
smaller vessels, with limited range and holding capabilities, 
operating out of Yakutat (ibid.) . 

2. Harvest methods. Harvest methods are similar to those of the 
Southeastern Alaska Shellfish Area, except that side-loading 
pots are prohibited and there are no restrictions on the 
number of pots that may be fished (ibid.). 

3. Periods of use. MJst of the harvest has historically 
occurred during the rronths of February through April (ibid.). 
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Table 11. Southeastern Alaska Area Commercial Tanner Crab Harvest in Thousands of Pounds by Month and Season, 1968-69 to 1984-85 

Season Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Total 

1968-69 5.6 11.0 17.0 13.2 10.0 6.7 13.1 60.4 35.0 34.2 8.2 8.6 233.0 
1969-70 24.4 30.3 17.5 18.7 19.7 97.2 214.4 149.6 21.1 27.1 32.5 7.5 660.0 
1970-71 0.1 1.5 6.7 6.3 21.3 41.4 56.2 32.2 165.7 
1971-72 29.9 30.9 39.0 29.4 17.9 91.6 203.5 148.5 58.5 6.3 1.0 656.5 
1972-73 5.4 42.0 83.3 58.2 50.7 114.4 320.5 450.1 131.8 20.6 4.1 0.8 1,282.4 
1973-74 29.4 91.8 94.8 87.3 69.5 126.3 314.7 406.2 89.8 1,309.8 
1974-75 4.4 78.9 70.0 65.5 50.7 74.4 177.0 225.8 102.6 849.3 
1975-76 13.3 110.3 125.4 107.1 159.7 367.4 634.6 460.0 168.8 11.1 2,157.8 
1976-77 3.9 52.4 277.0 209.6 338.1 393.8 695.3 458.0 112.1 2,540.2 
1977-78 29.4 162.7 139.5 176.0 116.4 275.2 595.0 507.0 84.0 2,085.2 
1978-79 6.8 47.6 77.1 52.7 205.9 182.6 466.6 448.2 60.3 1,547.8 
1979-80 57.5 72.7 74.5 61.0 146.3 403.4 604.8 278.5 37.5 1,736.2 
1980-81 37.0 47.0 34.6 57.2 249.1 443.7 527.0 320.1 28.1 1,788.8 
1981-82 883.8 492.8 575.5 679.8 214.0 2,846.0 
1982-83 1,004.2 1,004.2 
1983-84a 857.2 723.5 1,581.2 
1984-85 551.9 598.8 1,150.7 

....... 
Source: Imamura 1986b. +==-

0 
a Most recent year's data should be considered preliminary. 

--- means no harvest reported. 



Table 12. Southeastern Alaska Area Commercial Tanner Crab Harvest in Thousands of Pounds by District and Season, 1968-69 to 1984-85 

District 

Season 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Total 

1968-69 1.0 0.6 85.7 2.1 81.7 20.1 0.8 9.8 15.4 5.8 233.0 
1969-70 0.7 78.4 179.0 227.4 4.8 28.6 96.6 44.4 660.2 
1970-71 0.8 41.7 31.7 0.6 75.7 2.9 10.6 2.6 166.6 
1971-72 0.6 71.6 30.9 69.6 71.0 0.4 99.7 310.8 2.0 656.6 
1972-73 37.5 69.2 37 • .3 55.0 436.9 23.3 58.3 505.2 59.6 1,282.3 
1973-74 0.3 18.8 4.2 23.1 46.1 132.8 616.2 1.7 60.8 404.3 1.5 1,309.8 
1974-75 3.5 0.9 10.6 22.0 40.0 67.3 211.2 3.6 100.7 381.0 8.4 849.2 
1975-76 10.2 2.8 11.3 117.0 98.9 138.0 832.8 92.5 176.3 500.9 177.1 2,157.8 
1976-77 71.8 115.3 104.0 62.6 222.0 712.8 52.7 92.8 992.5 113.6 2,540.1 
1977-78 3.6 13.8 0.3 127.9 64.9 6.7 210.7 579.0 43.3 86.6 757.4 191.1 2,085.3 
1978-79 2.0 1.5 21.8 19.7 331.5 425.6 2.9 54.9 617.8 70.2 1,547.9 
1979-80 5.9 15.6 118.2 24.8 251.0 749.4 22.0 33.3 390.4 125.6 1,736.2 
1980-81 3.7 12.5 8.2 20.3 37.5 223.8 40.9 266.5 348.7 83.5 48.2 623.3 71.7 1,788.8 
1981-82 121.4 41.7 201.2 167.4 386.3 78.5 60.9 1,654.7 89.1 2,846.0 

...... 1982-83 0.5 3.1 45.2 6.4 68.4 100.0 25.7 0.4 744.6 10.0 1,004.2 
~ 1983-84 0.1 6.9 38.8 29.0 46.4 28.9 205.4 375.0 16.4 32.8 644.8 154.2 2.2 1,581.2 
...... 1984-85a 0.3 0.9 7.8 14.3 41.4 38.0 141.2 368.3 67.3 32.5 143.6 243.7 52.0 1,150.7 

Source: Imamura 1986b. 

a Most recent year's data should be considered preliminary. 

--- means no reported harvest. 



Table 13 surrmarizes the rronthly harvests frc:m 1972-1973 to 
1984-1985. 

4. Significance of particular use areas. The harvest by 
district fran 1972-1973 to 1984-1985 is given in table 14. 
For info:rmation concerning subarea cc:mrercial harvests of 
Tanner crab fran 1969 through 1984 and known specific 
canrercial harvest areas, see the 1: 250, 000-scale reference 
maps in the Alaska Habitat Managercent Guide for the Southeast 
Region, vol\.Ilre 2. 

E. Noncanrercial Harvest 

1. Harvest SU!1!!Ial:Y. Tanner crabs are harvested noncc:mrercially 
for food wherever they are generally abundant in the 
Southeast Region. In a Yakutat study, 10% of the households 
sampled harvested an average of 91 .lb of Tanner crab 
noncanrercially in 1984 (Mills and Finnan 1986) . Tanner crab 
was ranked third behind Dungeness and king crabs in the 
noncanrercial crab harvest by Sitka residents (Qnelch and 
Qnelch 1985). Unpublished survey data fram the ADF&G 
Division of SUbsistence indicated a mean Tanner crab harvest 
of 0.3 crabs/household in Klawock, 4 crabs/household in 
Yakutat, 1.6 crabs/household in Angoon, and 0.04 
crabs/household in Tenakee Springs in 1984 (Bosworth 1986) . 

2. Harvest methods and periods of use. Tanner crab are 
generally taken in pots and, occasionally, by divers (Qnelch 
and Qnelch 1985). Rings are also used. In Yakutat, they are 
primarily harvested fram November to mid April and 
secondarily during the remaining rronths of the year (Mills 
and Finnan 1986). No rrore than 5 pots/person or 10/vessel 
may be used to take crab (ADF&G 1985c). 

3. Significance of particular use areas. For info:rmation 
concerning shellfish harvest areas for the ccmnuni ties of 
Klawock, Tenakee Springs, Angoon, and Yakutat, see the 
1:250,000-scale reference maps in the Alaska Habitat 
Managercent Guide for the Southeast Region, vol\.Ilre 2. See 
Qnelch and Qnelch (1985) for a discussion of shellfish 
harvesting areas for Sitka. 

VI. HUMAN USE OF KING CRAB 

A. Introduction 

Within the Southeast Region, three species of king crab are 
found that are utilized both commercially and noncammercially 
by humans: red king (Paralithodes camtschatica), blue king 
(P. platypus) , and brown king crab (Lithodes aequispina) . 
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Table 13. Yakutat Area Commercial Tanner Crab Harvest in Thousands of Pounds by Month and Season, 1972-73 to 1984-85 

Season Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Total 

1972-73 13.1 2.4 28.5 26.4 56.2 165.4 219.8 11.9 17.2 540.9 
1973-74 2.6 7.7 131.8 990.2 558.0 1,872.3 
1974-75 48.0 32.3 595.7 839.4 481.9 1,997.3 
1975-76 48.4 184.6 276.7 661.8 418.8 134.3 1, 724.6 
1976-77 2.1 343.2 486.1 135.3 966.7 
1977-78 3.0 14.5 40.5 169.7 184.6 254.1 279.0 53.1 998.5 
1978-79 2.1 0.2 63.7 123.7 412.8 766.3 238.1 1,606.9 
1979-80 10.2 16.4 27.9 64.6 566.9 1,220.9 560.8 6.5 2,474.1 
1980-81 0.3 19.8 181.9 437.8 60.7 700.2 
1981-82 16.1 47.7 8.8 77.9 
1982-83 50.2 73.9 27.5 151.6 
1983-84a 1.7 5.8 3.6 11.1 
1984-85 5.3 3.7 9.0 

Source: Imamura 1986b. 

a Most recent year's data should be considered preliminary. No harvest reported from 1968-69 to 1971-72 • 
....... 

means no harvest reported. ~ ---
w 



Table 14. Yakutat Area Ccmnercial Tarmer Crab Harvest in Thousands of Pounds 
by District and Season, 1972-73 to 1984-85 

District 

Season 16 181 183 184 186 191 Total 

1972-73 318.4 2.9 102.2 12.8 104.6 540.9 
1973-74 619.4 518.6 215.6 518.3 1,872.4 
1974-75 24.4 1,135.1 193.7 118.7 97.2 428.0 1,997.1 
1975-76 159.8 245.0 464.6 715.2 140.0 1,724.6 
1976-77 452.7 167.8 346.2 966.7 
1977-78 998.6 998.6 
1978-79 352.4 589.2 182.6 482.7 1,606.9 
1979-80 50.4 720.8 216.2 187.0 461.4 838.2 2,474.1 
1980-81 58.4 20.3 158.4 122.5 78.3 262.3 700.2 
1981-82 51.8 20.1 71.9 
1982-83 61.2 83.8 1.6 0.5 4.5 151.6 
1983-84 11.1 11.1 
1984-85a 3.7 5.2 9.0 

Source: Imamura 1986b. 

a Most recent year's data should be considered preliminary. 

--- means no harvest reported. 
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B. Management Objectives and Considerations 

The management objectives of the cc:mrercial king crab 
fisheries, as established by the Board of Fisheries through 
public meetings, are to establish a stable harvest to the 
degree practical, to maintain stocks canprised of various age 
classes of legal-size crabs, to monitor stocks annually, to 
provide closures during sensitive life stages, and to manage 
stocks conservatively where information is lacking (Koeneman 
1986b). Since the 1979-80 season, guideline harvest levels 
for red king crab have been based up:>n the results of an 
annual index project (ibid.) • 

East of the longitude of cape Spencer, the king crab season 
was closed to noncommercial harvest from April 1 to June 30 
in 1985 (ADF&G 1985c) • The minimum shell widtl:l in· that area 
is the sane as the commercial harvest: 7 inches for red and 
brown king crabs and 6. 5 inches for blue king crab. In the 
remainder of the Southeast Region, there is no closed season 
or size limit on the noncommercial harvest. The daily and 
p:>ssession limit for the noncommercial harvest is six in the 
Southeastern Alaska Shellfish Area and 2 in the Yakutat 
Shellfish Area (ibid.) • Only males may be taken. 

The Gastineau Channel, Auke Bay, and Fritz Cove have been 
closed to commercial king crab fishing (ADF&G 1985d) to 
protect stocks and favor noncommercial harvest. 

C. Commercial Harvest: Statistical Area A (Southeast Region) 

1. Harvest summary. Commercial king crab fishing in the 
Southeast Region was first docum:mted when a small harvest 
occurred in the Petersburg-Wrangell area in 1960 (Koeneman 
1986b). From 1961 through 1967, regulations allowed a 
rnale-onl y harvest, with a minimum legal carapace width of 6. 5 
inches and no closed season (ibid.). During this tine, 
yearly harvests averaged 1.1 million p:>unds from less than 10 
vessels (ibid.). 

By 1970, the minimum legal carapace width was raised to seven 
inches and an overall quota of 1. 5 million p:>unds was 
provided (ibid.). In 1971, separate red, blue, and brown 
king crab fisheries were established with the adoption of 
distinct seasons and quotas (ibid.). 

Since the 1970-1971 season, the harvest of red and blue king 
crabs in the Southeast Region has averaged 436,000 lb taken 
by an average of 35 vessels (table 15). Red king crab is the 
target species, and small quantities of blue crab are taken 
incidentally. Exploratory blue king crab fisheries have been 
allowed in certain locations beginning with the 1983-1984 
season (Koeneman 1986b) • Red king crab fishing was closed 
during the 1985-86 season due to declining stocks (ibid.) . 
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Brawn king crab harvests have averaged approximately 340,000 
lb since the 1970-1971 season (table 15) • Five to 10 vessels 
participated in the fishery during the 1970's, and the number 
of vessels rose to 64 in 1984-1985. Harvests of brawn king 
crab have increased dramatically since the 1979-1980 season 
(table 15). 

2. Hazvest rrethods. King crab in the Southeast Region may be 
harvested CCJIIIercially only by pots and ring nets (ADF&G 
1985d). The minimum. carapace width is 7 inches for red and 
brawn crabs and 6. 5 inches for blue king crab. Only males 
may be cannercially harvested. A maximum of 100 pots are 
allowed per vessel when fishing king crab in Yakutat Bay, 
Lituya Bay, and the inside waters (ibid.) • 

3. Periods of use. Since 1972, the fishing of red and blue king 
crabs has been largely restricted to the m:mths of September 
to January, with limited blue king crab fishing in February 
(Koeneman 1986b) (table 16). This season provides protection 
during the congregation period, the nolting and mating 
season, and the growth season and allows harvesting during 
maximum shell fullness (ibid.). Increasing fishing pressure 
has resulted in increasingly restrictive seasons on red king 
crab, culminating with a CC~rplete closure in the 1985-1986 
season. The exact timing of the king crab fisheries is 
regulated by opening dates and ercergency closures of specific 
areas keyed to rreeting guideline harvest levels. 

The brawn king crab seasons, on the major fishing grounds, 
have also becare nore restrictive in response to greater 
fishing pressure (ibid.). However, the original 1971-1972 
season, fran August 1 to March 31, has gradually been 
expanded to the entire year, with special penni ts issued for 
the period May 1 through September (ibid.). This has 
penni tted an exploratory brawn king crab fishery off the 
traditional fishing grounds. Table 17 sunmarizes catches of 
brawn king crab by nonth from 1972-1973 to 1984-1985. 

4. Significance of particular use areas. Red and blue king 
crabs are primarily harvested at depths of 15 to 125 fathoms 
(Koeneman 1986a). The major red king crab CCJIIIercial harvest 
areas in the Southeast Region occur in Frederick Sound, 
Stephens Passage, Seyrcour Canal, Icy Straits, and Peril 
Straits (Koeneman 1986b). Blue king crab fisheries have been 
primarily limited to certain portions of Glacier Bay, 
Chilkoot Inlet, Lynn Canal, Port Frederick, Icy Strait, 
Endicott Ann, and Stephens Passage (ADF&G 1985b) . Harvests 
of blue and red king crab by district and fishing season are 
given in table 18. 

Currently, it appears that the developrent of significant new 
red king crab fisheries outside the traditional grounds is 
unlikely (Koeneman 1986b) . Similarily, exploratory blue king 
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Table 15. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Corrmercial King Crab 
Harvest in Pounds by Species and Year, 1960 to 1985-86 

Year 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1968 
1969 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 

Red and Blue 
King Crabs 

1,438,226 
221,369 
391,623 
476,761 
640,369 
537,189 
346,341 
335 '714 
241,220 
443,794 
672,734 
520,134 
530,461 
451,999 
303,916 
249,046 

Source: Koeneman 1986b. 

--- rreans no data were available. 

Brown 
King Crab 

359,567 
181,142 
372,933 
265,310 
179,520 

34,451 
68,429 
71,475 
81,746 
37,324 
46,551 

660,172 
622,666 
806,637 
996,887 
805,332 

_147 

Total 
King Crab 

3,424 
429,600 

1,289,550 
1,112,200 

820,530 
579,300 
105,899 

2,199,772 
1,899,930 
1,797,833 

402,538 
764,556 
742,071 
819,889 
571,640 
414 '770 
407,189 
322,966 
481' 118 
719,285. 

1,186,206 
1,153,127 
1,258,636 
1,300,803 
1,099,378 



....... 
+:> 
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Table 16. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Corrmercial Red and Blue King Crab Harvests in 
Thousands of Pounds by Month and Season, 1972-73 through 1984-85 

Season Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. 

1972-73 83.9 117.4 136.2 116.7 22.4 0 
1973-74 171.8 228.1 184.0 50.1 6.2 0.1 
1974-75 68.9 117 .o 125.4 132.9 92.6 0.3 
1975-76 45.4 111.7 68.6 57.0 59.5 4.1 
1976-77 32.9 94.1 59.0 76.0 66.8 6.9 
1977-78 34.1 43.8 45.3 50.9 59.3 7.8 
1978-79 82.0 109.7 99.2 97.2 55.7 0 
1979-80 211.9 179.7 175.8 105.3 Clsd. Clsd. 
1980-81 207.4 140.5 72.3 70.4 Clsd. Clsd. 
1981-82 Clsd. 327.4 173.0 30.1 Clsd. Clsd. 
1982-83 C1sd. 420.3 18.7 8.9 Clsd. Clsd. 
1983-84 Clsd. Clsd. 287.3 12.0 3.0 Clsd. 
1984-85 Clsd. 248.5 0.6 Clsd. Clsd. Clsd. 

Source: Koenanan 1986b. In 1985-86, the red king crab season was closed, and the blue king crab 
season was open February 10-24. 

Clsd. means no open season. 



Table 17. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Commercial Brown King Crab Harvests in Thousands of Pounds by Month and Season, 1972-73 to 
1984-85 

Season Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Total 

1972-73 18.1 43.7 18.6 22.0 26.3 19.5 35.6 11.0 6.0 11.1 9.6 43.8 265.3 
1973-74 25.6 21.4 15.6 16.5 12.2 24.6 30.9 15.5 Clsd. Clsd. 3.2 13.9 179.5 
1974-75 8.9 4.9 3.2 4.5 1.4 2.8 3.8 Clsd. Clsd. Clsd. Clsd. 5.0 34.5 
1975-76 16.1 4.8 7.9 13.1 1.4 13.2 1.7 0.3 Clsd. Clsd. 2.6 7.2 68.4 
1976-77 12.0 9.1 8.5 11.1 7.2 9.1 7.5 0.1 Clsd. Clsd. Clsd. 7.0 71.4 
1977-78 9.6 7.2 15.1 10.8 9.1 11.5 12.3 Clsd. Clsd. Clsd. Clsd. 6.2 81.7 
1978-79 5.6 4.4 10.7 14.4 1.0 5.9 3.7 0.1 Clsd. Clsd. 2.2 1.3 49.2 
1979-80 4.7 8.2 4.9 9.0 16.5 34.8 44.9 10.4 6.8 6.2 Clsd. 3.3 147.8 
1980-81 18.9 27.6 12.1 79.3 187.5 171.0 87.7 19.1 32.1 14.0 10.4 6.4 666.1 
1981-82 35.4 41.7 44.0 17.9 93.8 85.8 70.7 16.6 81.8 70.0 48.2 19.1 625.2 
1982-83 173.5 77.3 65.4 0 115.9 166.2 15.1 46.8 27.5 35.2 59.8 24.0 816.3 
1983-84 24.3 53.6 11.3 31.7 168.9 303.5 287.1 53.4 32.2 11.0 6.9 13.5 963.5 
1984-85 158.8 250.8 19.9 14.9 117.8 177.6 22.3 19.6 24.9 8.1 19.1 16.5 850.3 

Source: Koeneman 1986b. 

..... Clsd. means no open season • 
~ 
\0 



Table 18. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Commercial Red and Blue King Crab Harvest in Thousands of Pounds by District and Season, 
1970-71 to 1984-85 

District 

Season 1 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Yakutat Totals 

1970-71 3.2 45.2 118.3 130.8 48.6 1.1 0.8 53.8 401.9 
1971-72 7.0 21.7 231.4 164.4 57.8 95.4 46.2 17.5 641.3 
1972-73 2.1 16.8 11.2 183.0 109.1 19.0 34.5 95.4 1.3 4.5 476.8 
1973-74 0.1 0.8 0.3 4.3 21.2 273.4 114.3 25.1 78.4 87.9 34.6 640.4 
1974-75 0.3 1.5 0.1 7.6 30.2 124.5 74.1 64.6 102.2 117.0 8.5 6.6 537.2 
1975-76 0.5 0.1 15.8 3.2 30.4 35.1 53.4 97.5 103.7 6.7 346.3 
1976-77 1.8 4.3 11.6 11.6 16.6 49.3 81.9 11.0 52.8 70.2 24.7 335.7 
1977-78 1.1 4.6 3.7 5.3 48.2 57.6 4.8 69.1 26.2 16.7 3.9 241.2 
1978-79 6.6 121.6 123.6 13.5 112.5 31.2 29.7 5.1 443.8 
1979-80 0.6 3.6 14.3 0.2 0.5 30.2 175.0 216.4 37.3 79.4 89.1 12.2 13.9 672.7 
1980-81 1.1 2.8 4.3 27.4 10.5 167.8 155.4 7.9 67.9 5.2 39.6 18.6 508.6 
1981-82 13.2 4.5 15.0 6.6 0.1 116.4 140.4 32.7 117.0 31.0 53.5 530.4 
1982-83 7.2 1.4 1.5 2.5 77.5 61.6 98.0 70.2 94.6 28.0 4.1 452.0 
1983-84 0.1 0.6 1.8 0.9 0.1 32.7 79.5 35.5 31.4 37.2 72.0 10.5 1.3 303.9 

....... 1984-85 0.7 0.2 0.7 59.1 76.2 9.2 51.9 44.0 6.8 249.1 
Ul 
0 

Source: Koeneman 1986a. 

--- means no harvest reported. 



crab fisheries have not found stocks of sufficient size to 
warrant a directed fishery on this species (ibid.). 

Brown king crabs are usually harvested at depths of 40 to 350 
fathoms (Koeneman 1986a) • The major brown king crab fishery 
has traditionally occurred at the confluences of Icy 
Straits-Lynn canal-chatham Strait and in Chatham Straits, 
Stephens Passage, and Frederick Sound (ibid. ) . Harvests by 
districts and fishing seasons are given in table 19. The 
recent exploratory seasons have resulted in increasing 
harvests primarily in District 9, and, to a lesser extent, 
Districts 6 and 7. Fishing effort is expected to increase in 
certain locations as catches decline on the traditional 
fishing grounds (Koeneman 1986b). 

For m:::>re infonnation concerning. subarea camercial harvests 
of king crab fran 1969 through 1984 and known specific 
camercial harvest areas, see the 1: 250, 000-scale reference 
maps in the Alaska Habitat Managenent Guide for the Southeast 
Region, volurre 2. 

D. Noncamercial Harvest 

The noncamercial harvest of king crab is similar to that 
described for Tanner crab, except that king crab appear to be m:::>re 
preferred for food than Tanner crab (Qrelch and Grrelch 1985). 
Harvest methods are similar (ibid.) • In a Yakutat study, 8% of 
the households surveyed harvested a mean of 112 lb of king crab 
(Mills and Finnan 1986). Unpublished survey data fran the ADF&G 
Division of Subsistence suggested an average king crab harvest of 
1. 3 crabs/household in Yakutat, 1. 3 crabs/household in Angoon, and 
9 crabs/household in Tenakee Springs in 1984 (Bosworth 1986) . No 
king crabs were reported harvested noncamercially by residents 
intervi~ in Klawock in 1984 (ibid.), although king crab is 
listed as a species utilized noncamercially in southwestern 
Prince of Wales (ADF&G 1984a). For infonnation on particular use 
areas around select communities, consult the references listed for 
noncamercial Tanner crab harvesting areas in the preceeding 
section. Additional infonnation on noncamercial king crab 
harvesting areas around a number of Southeast Alaska communities 
can be found in George et al. (1985) . 

VII. HUMAN USE OF SHRIMP 

A. Introduction 

Four species of shrimp are camonly utilized in the Southeast 
Region: northern pink (Pandalus borealis), sidestripe (Pandalopsis 
dispa.r), coonstripe (Pandalus hypsinotus), and spot (Pandalus 
platyceras). A very limited ccmrercial catch of humpy shrimp 
(Pandalus goniurus) has also occurred during sorre years (ADF&G 
1985b) • The camercial shrimp harvest is separated into three 
distinct fisheries: beam trawl, pot, and otter trawl (Koeneman 
1986c). Commercial ex-vessel values, however, are only available 
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Table 19. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Commercial Brown King Crab Harvests in Thousands of Pounds by District and Seasons, 
1972-73 to 1984-85 

District 

Season 2 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Total 

1972-73 0.4 10.5 186.5 36.2 5.8 2.6 23.4 265.3 
1973-74 0.1 0.5 149.2 24.6 0.6 4.1 0.4 179.5 
1974-75 0.1 14.9 12.3 0.7 5.2 1.4 0.1 34.5 
1975-76 0.6 58.8 1.3 3.5 0.8 3.5 68.4 
1976-77 8.6 61.4 1.1 0.1 0.2 71.4 
1977-78 0.1 0.1 73.8 7.4 0.5 81.7 
1978-79 35.1 6.8 0.9 2.5 3.7 49.0 
1979-80 0.4 36.5 7.6 1.2 0.3 0.5 46.6 
1980-81 1.2 6.4 195.1 23.9 166.1 0.1 245.3 28.1 666.1 
1981-82 6.1 23.6 218.5 50.9 88.9 4.3 183.5 48.8 625.5 
1982-83 13.9 28.1 7.3 109.2 185.7 52.6 225.8 12.9 151.1 37.9 816.6 
1983-84 3.2 5.4 5.3 142.3 222.7 40.2 436.2 0.1 46.5 94.4 966.4 
1984-85 5.1 4.5 14.1 0.1 168.3 375.6 34.5 157.3 1.9 52.8 18.2 0.6 829.0 

....... 
U1 Source: Koeneman 1986b. 
N 

--- means no harvest reported. 



for the shrimp fishery as a whole and are presented as such in the 
Alaska Habitat Managenent Guide report entitled Econanic Overview 
of Fish and Wildlife, volurre 1. 

B. Managenent Objectives and Considerations 

The policies and goals of the shrimp fisheries in Southeast Alaska 
have not been well defined; ~ver, Board of Fisheries 
deliberation has identified a preferred system of management 
(ibid.). 

Management of the beam trawl fisheries is based on a series of 
guideline harvest ranges (GHRs) based on previous harvests 
(ibid.). In 1985-1986, the GHRs were as follows: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

District 6 (Duncan Canal): 250,000 to 900,000 lb. 
District 7 (Eastern Passage) : 50, 000 to 100, 000 lb 
District 8 (Stikine Flats) : 80,000. to 300,000 lb 
District 10 (Thanas Bay): 5,000 to 50,000 lb (ADF&G 1985d) 

In 1985-1986, the season was closed during a certain portion of 
the spring when the eggs are near hatching (Koeneman 1986c). 
Mesh-size restrictions were implemented to provide same escapement 
for smaller shrimp (ibid.) • 

Management of the pot shrimp fishery has concentrated on 
rronitoring the harvest through fish ticket infonna.tion (ibid.). 
In 1985-1986, the GHRs for pot fishing were established in the 
following areas: 

0 

0 

portion of District 1, District 2, and District 7: 
125,000 lb 
Districts 6 and 8: 75,000 to 100,000 lb (ADF&G 1985d) 

As in the beam trawl fishery, an egg-hatch closure was used over a 
portion of the fishing grounds in 1985-1986 (Koeneman 1986c), and 
a rcesh size will go into effect on October 1, 1986, to allow 
smaller shrimp to escape. On rrost of the fishing grounds, limits 
have been placed on the maximum number of pots that may be fished 
fran a registered shrimp vessel (ADF&G 1985d). 

The otter trawl fishery is managed largely by rroni toring harvest 
infonna.tion (ibid.) • A maximum rronthly harvest of 30,000 lb 
during the open season has been established for the trawl area of 
Yakutat Bay as a result of shrimp assessment surveys (ibid.). The 
otter trawl fishery is prohibited on the traditional beam trawl 
fishing areas of Districts 6, 8, and 10 (ADF&G 1985d) . 

There is no closed season or limit on the noncommercial harvest of 
shrimp (ADF&G 1985c). Several fishing areas have been closed to 
commercial trawling to give priority to the noncamrnercial harvest. 
These areas include prohibitions against shrimp trawling in Lituya 
Bay to protect the subsistence use of the coonstripe resource and 
in a portion of Yakutat Bay to protect subsistence use and the 
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carm:rcial shrimp pot fishery (Koeneman 1986c). In addition, 
Glacier Bay is closed by the National Park Sel:Vice to trawling due 
to the use of shrimp as a food source by humpback whales (ibid.). 

C. Comrercial Harvest: Shrimp Beam Trawl Fishery 

1. Harvest sunnary. The beam trawl shrimp fishery began in 
Southeast Alaska about 1915, when fishing was initiated in 
Thanas Bay (District 10). The primary species taken are 
northern pink and sidestripe shrimp with incidental catches 
of coonstripe, spot, and hurcpJ shrimp (Koeneman 1986a). 

Until its decline in the 1960's, the annual beam trawl 
harvest averaged 3. 5 million pounds, with a range of 1. 7 to 
7. 6 million pounds (Koeneman 1986c). Fran 1969-1970 to 
1984-1985, harvests averaged 1.1 million pounds (table 20). 
The 1985-1986 harvest through January 1986 totaled just over 
390,000 lb. This extrerrely low harvest level was mainly 
attributed to the loss of production facilities when the 
Alaska Glacier Seafood plant in Petersburg burned down in 
February 1985, and a Wrangell processor subsequently closed 
production (ibid. ) • 

In the past, when shrimp were hand-picked, over 20 processors 
operated in Thanas Bay (Koeneman 1986a) • More recently, 
there have been three seafood plants with shrimp production 
facilities utilizing nechanical picking machines together 
with sare handpicking of the larger shrimp (Koeneman 1986c) . 
During the 30-year period from 1955 to 1984-1985, an average 
of 15 vessels/year participated in the beam trawl fishery in 
Southeast Alaska, with a range of 8 to 23 (table 20). 

2. Periods of use. The shrimp beam trawl fishery tends to be a 
year-round fishery except for recent closures during the 
spring egg-hatch (table 21). The highest catches 
traditionally occur fran May through August. 

3. Significance of particular use areas. During its 
develo:prent, Thanas Bay (District 10) supported the entire 
industry (Koeneman 1986c) • In 1960, 53% of the Southeast 
Region total beam trawl harvest carre from that area (ibid.). 
This fishery has subsequently collapsed to where in 1984-1985 
and 1985-1986, it accounted for only about 3.2 and 0.3%, 
respectively, of the harvest (Koeneman 1985a, 1986c) • By 
contrast, District 6 (Duncan Canal) accounted for 23% of the 
total hal:Vest in 1960 and about 42 and 58% in 1984-1985 and 
1985-1986 (ibid.) • Districts 7 and 8 have also becane 
significant producers in this fishery, accounting for 7 and 
47%, respectively, of the total Southeast Region hal:Vest from 
May through December 1984 (Koeneman .1985a) and 7 and 35%, 
respectively, of the hal:Vest from May 1985 through January 
1986 (Koeneman 1986c). 
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Table 20. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Comnercial Shrimp Beam Trawl 
Harvests in Pounds, 1955 to 1985-86 

Year/Season 

1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
1985-86a 

Source: Koeneman 19 8 6c. 

Harvest 

1,777,122 
3,301,598 
2,350,449 
7,605,871 
5,518,843 
3,343,373 
4,212,300 
3,884,050 
3,110,340 
2,793,101 
2,941,429 
3,784,597 
2,203,717 
2,003,753 
1,840,727 

824,800 
1,045,300 

955,900 
763,000 

1,205,600 
983,700 
770,600 
947,626 

1,021,030 
952,906 
843,737 
918,975 

1,397,026 
1,766,148 
1,213,456 

386,666 

No. of Vessels 

15 
15 
10 
14 
22 
21 
20 
22 
20 
13 
13 
14 
13 
12 
10 

8 
8 
9 
8 

10 
10 
14 
11 
10 
17 
18 
19 
18 
17 
23 
14 

a The data for the most recent regulatory year are prel±minary and consist 
only of the harvest reported through December 1985. 
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Table 21. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Commercial Shrimp Beam Trawl Harvest in Thousands of Pounds by Month and Season, 1969-70 to 
1984-85 

Season May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March April Total 

1969-70 326.7 280.2 78.8 129.1 184.7 241.2 119.6 165.2 160.0 100.6 32.4 22.4 1,840.9 
1970-71 131.3 105.1 65.4 79.8 49.7 65.5 54.8 91.6 64.0 59.7 14.9 73.0 824.8 
1971-72 139.0 96.2 144.5 106.6 69.7 79.3 59.9 71.0 46.3 64.8 90.8 77.8 1,045.3 
1972-73 168.5 125.4 77.2 66.1 65.8 44.7 59.9 66.0 81.6 60.3 104.2 36.2 955.9 
1973-74 96.3 124.1 75.6 73.7 45.0 32.0 56.8 121.1 42.2 29.2 21.6 45.4 763.0 
1974-75 160.9 199.2 202.4 168.0 120.1 61.4 73.9 90.8 104.2 21.6 0.7 2.4 1,205.6 
1975-76 180.7 130.3 67.2 92.6 112.3 154.5 73.0 77.8 38.9 46.1 3.6 6.7 983.7 
1976-77 78.9 171.6 120.0 118.8 61.7 37.4 55.0 33.1 65.0 24.8 0.7 3.6 770.6 
1977-78 73.3 229.8 152.9 166.2 126.2 47.8 29.6 19.4 81.7 20.7 947.6 
1978-79 107.9 130.9 137.6 240.2 112.0 93.1 67.1 36.8 72.3 23.1 1,021.0 
1979-80 99.8 154.9 146.5 165.7 104.7 55.1 58.6 39.6 66.3 48.2 3.4 4.5 947.3 
1980-81 153.8 168.6 164.9 153.7 54.2 30.2 35.5 12.2 33.6 31.6 1.8 3.7 843.8 
1981-82 165.1 183.4 124.0 168.6 81.1 52.7 36.2 48.3 33.0 22.3 0.1 3.1 918.1 
1982-83 181.1 171.7 168.8 159.4 134.0 50.1 60.7 82.0 152.6 119.8 64.4 52.5 1,397.1 
1983-84 436.3 249.0 287.0 218.2 138.5 132.0 83.3 86.9 100.3 16.2 9.0 9.6 1,766.3 
1984-85 156.2 252.5 269.8 232.8 130.9 59.5 61.8 49.7 57.4 22.5 3.0 1.1 1,297.2 

........ 
Source: Koeneman 1986c. U'1 

0'1 

--- means no harvest reported. 



For info:rrna.tion concerning subarea hal:vests of shrimp fran 
1969 through 1984 and known specific commercial trawl shrimp 
harvest areas, see the 1:250,000-scale reference maps in the 
Alaska Habitat Managerrent Guide for the Southeast Region, 
volune 2. 

D. Commercial Harvest: Shrimp Pot Fishery 

1. Harvest sumnary. The pot shrirrp fishery targets on the 
larger spot shrirrp (ibid.) with hal:vests of coonstripe shrirrp 
in certain locals like Lituya Bay (Koeneman 1986a). other 
species are taken incidentally. Until recently, effort and 
hal:vests fran year to year have been inconsistent with the 
fishery, serving mainly as a source of supplerrentary incc:ma 
for rrost vessel owners (Koeneman 1986c). Annual hal:vests 
since 1966 have averaged 73,850 lb of whole shrirrp and, since 
1978, have increased steadily to over 200,000 lb (table 22). 
The mmber of pe:rmits fished have similarly increased fran 
less than 10 prior to 1979 to 1~8 and 106 in 1984 and 1985, 
respectively. 

2. Periods of use. Like the beam trawl fishery, the shrirrp pot 
fishery tends to be a year-round fishery, with rronthly effort 
varying fran year to year (table 23) • 

3. Significance of particular use areas. Table 24 Sl.liiiilarizes 
district hal:vests of pot shrirrp fran 1969 through 1985. The 
largest catches have occurred in Districts 1, 2, 3, 7, and 
10. For info:rrna.tion concerning subarea hal:vests of shrirrp 
fran 1969 through 1984 and known specific commercial pot 
shrirrp hal:vest areas, see the 1:250,000-scale reference maps 
in the Alaska Habitat Managerrent Guide for the Southeast 
Region, voltmE 2. 

E. Commercial Harvest: Otter Trawl Fishery 

1. Harvest sumnary. The first significant otter trawl landings 
for shrirrp were reported in 1975-1976 (Koeneman 1986c). The 
effort peaked in 1980-1981 with catches of 2.1 million pounds 
by 22 vessels (table 25). Harvests and the number of vessels 
fishing have been inconsistent. In 1977-1978, 1978-1979, and 
in the 1985-1986 season, through January 1986, no hal:vests 
were reported (table 25). 

2. Periods of use. This recent fishery, with its inconsistent 
yearly harvests, has not developed well-defined harvest 
periods. In the Yakutat Bay area, the otter trawl season has 
been restricted to the period June 21-February 14 (ADF&G 
1985d). Present regulations restrict the harvest in Yakutat 
Bay to a maxi.Irrurn of 30, 000 lb/rronth during the open season 
(ibid.). 

3. Significance of particular use areas. Substantial harvests 
of shrirrp in the otter trawl fishery have occurred in 
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Table 22. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Conmercial Shrilllp Pot 
Fishery Harvests in Pounds, 1962-85 

Year 

1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985a 

Source: Koeneman 1986c. 

Harvest 

488 
686 

3,669 
0 

400 
38,900 
38,209 
40,196 
32,833 
12,071 
27,317 
5,028 

15,954 
5,841 

12,451 
19,185 
28,202 
23,505 
63,095 
87,282 

174,593 
289,964 
255,884 
232,649 

a Most recent year's data should :be considered preliminary. 

--- means no data where available. 
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No. of 
Pennits Fished 

5 
5 
4 
7 
1 
5 
5 
6 
7 
9 

10 
26 
34 
52 
87 

118 
106 



Table 23. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Commercial Shrimp Pot Fishery Harvest in Thousands of Pounds by Year and Month, 
1969-85 

1985 Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 

1969 4.2 5.7 3.5 5.5 6.5 3.4 1.5 40.2 
1970 4.6 4.6 5.1 2.5 4.3 6.5 1.0 0.3 0.8 3.2 32.8 
1971 1.6 3.5 1.3 1.9 2.0 0.2 0.9 0.5 12.1 
1972 1.8 1.6 4.7 10.9 3.8 1.7 2.1 0.6 27.3 
1973 0.9 1.1 2.5 0.5 5.0 
1974 1.3 4.5 7.3 1.7 0.4 0.3 0.6 16.0 
1975 0.1 0.6 1.3 0.7 1.0 0.4 1.9 5.8 
1976 0.6 1.1 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.6 1.2 0.5 1.6 12.5 
1977 10.4 1.5 6.5 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.1 19.2 
1978 9.9 1.4 1.6 5.3 3.9 0.3 0.7 0.1 0.6 4.5 28.2 
1979 3.2 5.1 3.2 3.9 1.6 3.6 1.8 0.8 23.3 
1980 0.8 1.5 3.7 2.5 12.4 8.4 7.8 1.5 11.1 9.4 3.1 0.7 63.1 ....... 

(.11 
~ 

1981 1.7 1.4 4.0 7.4 8.3 7.2 23.0 10.0 5.7 11.4 2.9 4.3 87.3 
1982 2.6 5.1 9.9 10.0 3.3 5.0 32.6 47.3 15.0 20.1 7.0 16.2 174.6 
1983 9.2 25.8 7.5 1.0 4.5 3.3 50.7 42.9 58.2 38.2 34.2 14.4 290.0 
1984 12.2 20.3 22.3 24.4 30.6 29.4 8.8 8.0 4.3 32.4 36.6 26.5 255.9 
1985

8 
29.8 38.3 9.1 8.7 27.2 18.6 18.4 19.6 18.6 14.1 27.4 2.8 232.6 

Source: Koeneman l986c. 

a Most recent year's data should be considered preliminary. 

--- means no harvest reported. 



Table 24. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Commercial Shrimp Pot Fishery Harvest in Thousands of Pounds by Year and District, 
1969-85 

District 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985a 

1 32.9 11.0 3.8 8.4 3.0 1.6 4.4 3.6 5.7 4.2 21.4 14.5 18.9 39.5 47.9 45.9 
2 4.5 1.5 3.4 14.8 5.0 12.8 4.0 6.7 10.8 13.1 7.3 13.2 16.5 18.1 32.5 19.0 48.4 
3 8.1 0.2 1.4 4.2 7.6 23.1 60.5 61.0 35.5 20.8 
4 1.3 0.4 1.0 0.1 
5 0.7 0.9 0.2 
6 4.5 4.5 13.6 4.7 4.3 
7 2.8 1.7 4.8 3.8 5.0 15.4 19.2 28.2 73.1 82.7 58.5 
8 1.1 1.0 4.5 0.8 2.2 4.9 15.0 5.5 
9 0.3 2.7 2.1 4.1 6.0 0.1 1.4 

10 0.2 2.1 1.9 2.1 5.5 13.3 26.4 
11 0.1 0.5 0.2 1.0 
12 1.3 2.0 1.1 0.5 3.7 1.5 ....... 

0'1 
0 

13 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.5 15.8 15.2 21.1 7.9 
14 1.0 1.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.4 
15 
16 20.5 4.0 7.4 

183 10.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 36.2 6.6 1.8 
186 1.6 
Unk. 1.9 0.4 0.5 0.1 1.3 

Source: Koeneman 1986c. 

a 
recent year's data should be considered preliminary. Most 

--- means no harvest reported. 



Table 25. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Conmercial Shrimp otter 
Trawl Fishery Harvest in Pounds, 1976-77 to 1985-86 

catch in No. of Pounds per No. of 
Season Pounds Landings Landing Vessels 

1976-77 185,755 6 30,959 2 
1977-78 0 0 0 0 
1978-79 0 0 0 0 
1979-80 56,500 2 28,250 2 
1980-81a 2,136,966 38 56,236 22 
1981-82 36,365 4 9,091 3 
1982-83 127,912 6 21,318 6 
1983-84 416,190 10 41,619 4 
1984-85b 97,774 2 48,887 1 
1985-86 0 0 0 0 

Source: Koeneman 1986c. 

a catch includes 450,000 lb reported out of Yakutat Bay in August and 
September but not reported via fish tickets. 

b Includes reported harvest through January 1986. 
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Yakutat, Lituya, Glacier, and Icy bays (Koeneman 1986c). 
Yakutat Bay has been the major otter trawl fishing area, with 
a hal:vest of 1. 8 million :pounds in the 1980-1981 season 
(ibid.). Current restrictions now prohibit shrimp trawling 
in Li tuya Bay, Glacier Bay, and :portions of Yakutat Bay 
(ibid.). For information concerning subarea harvests of 
shrimp from 1969 through 1984 and known specific commercial 
trawl shrimp harvest areas, see the 1: 250, 000-scale reference 
maps in the Alaska Habitat Management Guide for the Southeast 
Region, volune 2. 

F. Noncommercial Harvest 

1. Harvest sumnary. Shrimp are harvested noncommercially for 
food throughout the Southeast Region. At Yakutat, 18% of all 
households hal:vested an· average of 86 lb of shrimp for 
noncommercial use in 1984 (Mills and Fir.man 1986). By weight 
it was second only to Dungeness crab in tenns of the average 
m.mber of :pounds of shellfish harvested by all households (16 
:pounds lb/household) • At Sitka, where shrimp are less 
abundant, 6% of the households s~led in 1983 hal:vested an 
average of 30 lb of shrimp (Grelch and Grelch 1985). 
Unpublished survey data from the ADF&G Division of 
Subsistence indicated a rrean household shrimp hal:vest of 1. 0 
1b in K~ and 0.02 lb in Angoon in 1984 (Bosworth 1986). 
No shrimp were re:ported hal:vested noncommercially by 
residents interviewed in Tenakee Springs (ibid.). 

2. Significance of particular use areas. For information 
concerning shellfish harvest areas for the camruni ties of 
Klawock, Tenakee Springs, Angoon, and Yakutat, see the 
1:250, 000-scale reference maps in the Alaska Habitat 
Managerrent Guide for the Southeast Region, volune 2. See 
Grelch and Grelch (1985) for a discussion of shellfish 
harvesting areas for Sitka. 

VIII. HUMAN USE OF SCALLOPS 

A. Introduction 

A commercial fishery of the weathervane scallop (Pactinopectin 
caurinus) exists in offshore waters in the northern :portion of the 
Southeast Region, and a limited noncommercial harvest occurs 
throughout the range of scallops in the Southeast Region. 

B. Managerrent Cbjectives and Considerations 

The managerrent goal of the commercial -wea.thervane scallop fishery 
in the Southeast Region is to provide for a reproductively viable 
population through ensuring escapement of a proportion of the 
mature animals by regulating ring size (Koeneman 1986d). The 
fishery is rconi tared through vessel registration and coll~ion of 
hal:vest data (ibid.) • 
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There is no closed season or bag limits on the noncamercial 
harvest of scallops (ADF&G 1985c) • 

C. Comrercial Haxvest 

1. Harvest summary. Harvest levels have fluctuated from highs 
of over 800,000 lb in 1968 and 1969 to lows of less than 
25,000 lb, with an average of about 220,000 lb (table 26). 
The number of vessels fishing have ranged fran 0 to 14, with 
an average of 4.4. Koeneman (1986d) felt that the recent low 
harvests may be indicative of currently depressed stocks 
following periods of significant harvest. 

2. Haxvest nethods. Scallops may be taken only with scallop 
dredges having rings with inside diameters of four inches or 
rrore (ADF&G 1985d) . 

3. Periods of use. In the Southeast Region, there is no closed 
season on camercial harvest of scallops (ibid.). 

4. Significance of particular use areas. The major scallop 
fishery in the Southeast Region occurs in offshore waters 
from cape Fain-Jeather to cape Suckling (ADF&G 1985b) . 
Harvests primarily occur on select grounds at depths of 
a:pproximately 30 to 70 fathans, with sare harvest up to 
depths of about 100 fathans (Koeneman 1986a) • For 
info:rmation concerning subarea camercial harvests of 
scallops from 1969 through 1984, see the 1:250,000-scale 
reference maps in the Alaska Habitat Managerrent Guide for the 
Southeast Region, volurre 2. 

D. Noncamercial Haxvest 

1. Haxvest summary. At least four species of scallops are 
harvested noncammercially for food within the Southeast 
Region, including the weathervane scallop and the rock 
scallop (Hinnites multirugosus) (ADF&G 1984a, Qrelch and 
Qrelch 1985). Data on this harvest is limited primarily to 
select ccmnunity-use studies conducted by the ADF&G, Division 
of Subsistence. 

A survey of households in Sitka indicated that about 6% of 
all households harvested an average of 1.5 gallons of 
scallops in 1983 for an estimated cormrunity harvest of 180 
gallons (Gmelch and Qrelch 1985) . 

In Yakutat, 4% of all households harvested weathervane 
scallops noncammercially, taking an average of 28 lb (Mills 
and Firman 1986). A portion of the commercial catch is also 
shared anong certain members of the cormrunity at Yakutat 
(ibid.). In general, scallops comprise a relatively minor 
percentage of the total shellfish resources utilized by the 
typical household. 
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Table 26. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Weathervane Scallop Harvest 
in Pounds, 1968-85 

No. of 
Year Harvest Vessels 

1968 927,795 11 
1969 837,087 14 
1970 22,726 2 
1971 84,948 3 
1972 128,241 4 
1973 173,700 4 
1974 356,493 2 
1975 139,022 4 
1976 189,543 2 
1977 22,121 2 
1978 0 0 
1979 20,146 2 
1980 261,517 6 
1981 445,934 11 
1982 210,554 7 
1983 800 1 
1984 74,010 2 
1985a 21,496 3 

Source: Koeneman 1986d. 

a Recent year' s data should be considered preliminary. 
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2. Harvest rrethods. Because of their subtidal harvest, scallops 
are primarily taken by divers and, therefore, are not widely 
harvested (Qnelch and Qnelch 1985). Rock scallops can be 
gathered at extrerrely low tides, often in assocation with 
abalone (ADF&G 1984a). A strong pry bar is generally used to 
break the shell off the rock (ibid.) • 

3. Periods of use. There is no closed season on the 
noncamercial harvest of scallops (ADF&G 1985c). In Yakutat, 
they are primarily harvested fran January through March 
during the commercial fisheries (Mills and Finman 1986). 

4. Significance of particular use areas. For information 
concerning shellfish harvest areas for the ccmnunities of 
Klawock, Tenakee Springs, Angoon and Yakutat, see the 
1: 250, 000-scale reference maps in the Alaska Habitat 
Managenent Guide for the Southeast Region, volmre 2. See 
Qnelch and Qnelch (1985) for a discussion of shellfish 
harvest areas for Sitka. 

IX. HUMAN USE OF ABALCNE 

A. Introduction 

The pinto or northern abalone (Haliotis Kamtschatkana) which 
inhabits coastal areas influenced by ocean swells, is utilized 
both ccmrercially and nonccmrercially in the Southeast Region 
(Koeneman 1986d) • 

B. Managenent Cbjecti ves and Considerations 

The long-tenn goal of the abalone fishery is to ensure the 
availability of sufficient abalone stocks during future seasons to 
allow for ccmrercial and nonccmrercial utilization, including 
subsistence (ibid.). Managenent regulations developed by the 
Alaska Board of Fisheries to rreet this goal include a closed 
season on the ccmrercial fishery during the sensitive spawning and 
settling stages in summer and early fall, a minimum legal size to 
ensure sc::xre anount of reproduction prior to recrui trrent into the 
fishery, closed areas to prevent ccmrercial harvest of sarre 
stocks, guideline harvest levels for the ccmrercial fishery, and a 
bag limit of 50 abalone/person/day on the noncamercial take 
(ibid.). The minimum size limit is smaller for the nonccmrercial 
fishery, noncommercial harvest is allowed in areas closed to 
commercial harvest, and there is no closed season on noncommercial 
abalone harvest (ADF&G 1985c, Koeneman 1986d). These rreasures are 
designed to give a greater preference to the noncommercial 
harvest. As of the 1985-1986 season, commercial abalone harvests 
were closed around certain areas near the carrrn.mi ties of Sitka, 
Craig, Kl~k, Ketchikan, Hydaburg, and ~tlakatla (ADF&G 1985d). 

The guideline harvest levels of the ccmrercial abalone harvest in 
the 1985-1986 season were 8, 000 lb for District 13 and 25,000 to 
50,000 lb in all other districts canbined (Koeneman 1986d) • 
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C. Ccmrercial Harvest 

1. Ha.l:vest SUil1tlal:Y. Abalone harvests fran 1964-1985 are shown 
in table 27. These data show a relatively low harvest, 
averaging under 10,000 lb fran 1964 through 1976, with a 
dramatic increase to an average harvest of about 190,000 lb 
during the pericx:l 1978-1985. There was concern that this 
level of camercial harvest was not sustainable; hence, 
current guidelines call for a maxirrn.ml harvest of 58, 000 lb 
(Koeneman 1986d, ADF&G 1985d). 

The estimated number of operators since 1976 ranged fran 26 
to 49, with an average of 38 (table 27). 

2. Ha.l:vest methods. Abalone may be taken camercially by diving 
gear and abalone iron (ADF&G 1985d) • During extremely .low. 
tides, they may be picked by hand; however, rrost camercial 
harvest is in subtidal areas (Koeneman 1986d) • In the 
1985-1986 season, the minimum size limit was 3 3/4 inches at 
the greatest dianeter of the shell (ADF&G 1985d) • 

3. Pericx:ls of use. In the early years of the fishery camercial 
abalone fishing occurred throughout the year. In 1979-1980 
and 1980-1981, the season lasted between 9 and 10 rronths 
(Koeneman 1986d). Since then, fishing has been restricted to 
about one to five rronths, beginning in the fall (ibid.). In 
1985-1986, the season in District 13 began on November 1 and 
closed on December 18 by emergency order (ibid.) • In the 
remainder of the region, the 1985-1986 season began October 1 
and closed Cctober 31 by emergency order (ibid.) • The 
maximum guideline harvest levels were slightly exceeded 
during these tine periods. 

4. Significance of particular use areas. Conmercial abalone 
harvest generally occurs at depths of less than 50 ft along 
rocky areas influenced by ocean swells (ibid.). 

Table 28 sunmarizes harvests by district fran 1977-1978 to 
1985-1986. Districts 3, 4, and 13 are the major producers of 
abalone, with the highest harvests occuring in District 4. 
For infonnation concerning subarea ccmrercial harvests of 
abalone fran 1971 through 1984 see the 1:250,000-scale 
reference maps in the Alaska Habitat Management Guide for the 
Southeast Region, voltme 2. 

D. Noncamercial Ha.l:vest 

1. Ha.l:vest stmna.ry. Nonccmnercial harvest of abalone is an 
~rtant food source in SOIIe areas of Southeast Alaska 
(Mills 1982, Grelch and Qrelch 1985). In Sitka, an estimated 
32% of all households harvested an average of 5.2 gallons of 
abalone in 1983, for an estimated oammunity harvest of 3,000 
gallons (Qrelch and Qrelch 1985) In Craig, Klawock, and 
Hydaburg, about 80 to 95% of all households use abalone and 
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Table 27. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Conrnercial Abalone Harvests 
in Pounds,a 1964-85 

Year 

1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984d 
1985 

b Harvest 

3,000 
1,000 
3,000 
6,511 

0 
0 

1,100 
923 

2,610 
2,813 

16,339 
8,497 

601 
13,894 

181,295 
357,369 
247,188 
369,224 
113,284 

46,804 
117,243 

74,254 

No. of 
Operators 

43 
37 
39 
43 
42 
49 
40 
26 
27 

a Pounds are expressed as the weight of the entire abalone, including the 
shell (i.e., "round pound"). 

b The harvest data are fran Koeneman 1986d. 

c The data for the years 1977-84 are fran Koeneman 1985b. The dattnn for 
the year 1985 is fran Botelho 1986. The number of operators for the years 
1980-82 is based on the total number of ADF&G pennits issued during the 
1980-81 to 1982-83 abalone fishing seasons (KOeneman 1985b) . 

d Most recent year's data should be considered preliminary. 

--- Means no data were available. 
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a 
Table 28. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Commercial Abalone Harvests in Pounds by District, 1977-78 to 1985-86 

Season 1 

1977-78 133 
1978-79 35 
1979-80 
1980-81 15 
1981-82 
1982-83 98 
1983-84 2,565 
1984-85 2,745 
1985-86b 

Source: Koeneman 1986d. 

2 

160 
3,807 
1,355 

55 

3 

26,911 
51,151 

102,946 
111,058 
68,049 
29,693 
67,336 
23,553 
10,151 

Districts 

4 5 9 13 

94,504 41,482 
152,823 3,134 61,045 
129,743 4,590 32,684 
147,242 824 18,619 
87,159 16,821 
67,177 3,490 12,826 
39,506 7,601 9,922 

23 '511 7,548 10,864 
14,598 4,836 1,448 8,145 

a 
Pounds are expressed as the weight of the entire abalone, including the shell (i.e., "round pound"). 

b 
Most recent year's data should be considered preliminary. 

--- means no harvest reported. 

14 16 

148 
148 171 

Total 

163,178 
268,667 
273,770 
279,113 
172,029 
113,284 
126,950 
68,276 
39,178 



approximately 70% actively harvest them noncommercially 
(Mills 1982). Typically, people fran those ccmmmities who 
actively harvest abalone may take an average of 200 to 300 
abalone/year (ibid.). Substantial noncommercial abalone 
harvesting also occurs around the ccmmmi ty of Ketchikan 
(ibid.), and a few abalone are harvested by residents of 

Yakutat (Mills and Fir.man 1986). 

2. Harvest Il'ethods. Abalone are chiefly harvested by hand
picking them at low tides (ibid.). Abalone irons and poles 
with a gaff hook attached are commonly used for more 
efficient gathering (ibid.). Snorkling and SCUBA diving is 
also used by same to harvest abalone (Mills 1982, Gmelch and 
Gmelch 1985) • 

3. Periods of use. Abalone are harvested noncammercially 
throughout the year. In Sitka, the best tines are during 
minus tides in the fall and winter, when the water is clear 
of algae (Gmelch and Gmelch 1985). In southwestern Prince of 
Wales, the major harvest period is fran April to August 
during daylight hours at minus tides (Mills 1982) • 

4. Significance of particular use areas. Mills (1982) has 
indicated that most harvesting occurs within 30 mi of each 
camrnunity. For info~tion concerning shellfish harvest 
areas for the ccmmmi ties of Klawock, Tenakee Springs, 
Angoon, and Yakutat, see the 1: 250, 000-scale reference maps 
in the Alaska Habitat Managenent Guide for the Southeast 
Region, volume 2. See Mills (1982) for a discussion of 
abalone harvest areas of the camrnuni ties of Craig, Hydaburg, 
Sitka, and Ketchikan and for additional info~tion 

concerning Klawock. See Gmelch and Gmelch (1985) for further 
info~tion regarding abalone harvest areas of the camrnuni ty 
of Sitka. 

X. HUMAN USE OF SEA URCHIN 

A. Introduction 

A number of sea urchin species are fotmd in the tidal and subtidal 
areas of the Southeast Region and utilized as a food resource by 
sare people. Recently, t\\U species have received commercial 
harvest, the green sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus drobachiensis) 
and the red sea urchin (S. franciscanus) (Koeneman 1986d). 

B. Managenent Cbjectives and Considerations 

The commercial harvest of sea urchin began in 1981, with the first 
significant harvests occurring in 1984 and 1985 (ibid.). Limited 
info~tion suggests that the red sea urchin is the most abundant 
and widely distributed. The smaller green sea urchin is most 
preferred by the Japanese market, where most of the catch is sold 
(ibid.). 
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Lack of knowledge concerning stock abnndance and recruitment rrakes 
intensive managemmt difficult (ibid.) • Current managemmt 
consists of rroni toring the harvest by the collection of the fish 
ticket (harvest) information and requiring a miscellaneous 
shellfish harvest penni t. Penni t stipulations have restricted 
ccrcrcercial harvest to low levels in specific areas and forced 
industry to explore other areas, thus preventing local depletions 
of the resource (ibid.) • 

There is no closed season or bag limit on the noncamercial 
harvest of sea urchins (ADF&G 1985c) • 

C. Cormercial Harvest 

1. Harvest sumnary. Cormercial catches have risen fran 1, 580 lb 
in 1981 to 111,810 lb in 1985 (table 29), with the red sea 
urchin carprising rrost of the harvest (Koeneman 1986d) . 
Given the increased interest in the fishery, it is 
anticipated that the harvest will rise in 1986. 

2. Harvest rethods and periods of use. Sea urchin are harvested 
by divers utilizing rakes or hand-picking (Koeneman 1985b) . 
z.Dst of the harvest occurs during the winter rronths (Koeneman 
1985b, 1986d). 

3. Significance of particular use areas. z.Dst of the harvest 
has occurred in the Ketchikan area. For information 
concerning subarea camercial harvest of sea urchins fran 
1981 through 1984, see the 1:250,000-scale reference maps in 
the Alaska Habitat Managemmt Guide for the Southeast Region, 
voll.lire 2 • 

D. Noncamercial Harvest 

1. Harvest sumnary. Historically, sea urchins were ccmronly 
used for food by many people in Southeast Alaska (ADF&G 
1984a). Tbday, relatively fewer people utilize them as food. 
Six percent of the households in Sitka reported harvesting 
them in 1983 (Goolch and Goolch 1985). Twelve percent of the 
Yakutat households reported harvesting an average of 10 lb of 
sea urchins in 1984 (Mills and Firman 1986). Unpublished 
survey data fran the ADF&G Division of Subsistence indicated 
an average sea urchin harvest of 1. 6 lb/household in Angoon 
(Bosworth 1986). 

2. Harvest rethods. Sea urchins are generally harvested 
noncamercially by spearing or prying with a digging stick at 
low tide (ADF&G 1984a) . The shell is broken, the rrouth and 
intestines are discarded, and the gonads are scooped out and 
eaten raw (ibid.) • 

3. Periods of use. The prirce season for harvesting occurs when 
the gonads are ripe (Goolch and Goolch 1985). For the green 
sea urchin, this occurs during the SUIITrer (ibid. ) • 
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Table 29. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Conmercial Sea Urchin 
Harvest in Pounds, 1981-85 

Year 

1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 

Source: Koeneman 1986d. 

171 

Harvest 

1,584 
550 

1,870 
61,650 

111 '812 



4. Significance of particular use areas. For infonnation 
concerning shellfish harvest areas for the carmuni ties of 
Klawock, Tenakee Springs, Angoon, and Yakutat, see the 
1:250,000-scale reference maps in the Alaska Habitat 
Managercent Guide for the Southeast Region, volune 2. See 
Grelch and Qrelch (1985) for a discussion of shellfish 
harvesting areas for Sitka. 

XI. HUMAN USE OF GECDtx:KS 

A. Introduction 

Geoduck clam (Panope generosa) beds occur sporadically in portions 
of the Alexander Archipelago, primarily near the outer coast 
(Koeneman 1986d) • In recent years attempts have been made by the 
State of Alaska to develop a camercial harvest on this species. 

B. Management <l:>jectives and Considerations 

The objective of the camercial geoduck fishery is to provide for 
low exploitation rates in response to known life history 
paraneters and to provide for an orderly developrent of the 
fishery by limiting harvests to beds with bianass estimates 
(ibid.) • The fishery is IIDnitored through the use of the 

miscellaneous species registration/pennit fonn (ibid.). 

Two factors are especially relevant to this fishery. First, 
studies suggest that the species is long-lived, often in excess of 
100 years, with a low recruit:Irent rate (ibid. ) . Consequently, 
overharvesting is a special concern. 

The second factor concerns the fact that paralytic shellfish 
poisoning (PSP) has been associated with this clam (ibid.). 
Departnent of Environrcental Conservation (DOC) regulations 
prohibit the sale of unprocessed clams and regulate the disposal 
of the waste portions of the clam. 

Each individual lot of clams must be tested and certified free of 
PSP prior to marketing (ibid.). These conditions necessitate a 
close working relationship between the DOC and the ADF&G. 

Prior to 1985, a few geoducks were test marketed or sold for bait 
(ibid. ) . Three state grants administered by the Alaska Departnent 
of Carmerce and Econanic Developrent were used to explore for 
potential carmercial geoduck beds fran 1979 to 1984 over much of 
the Alexander Archipelago. A number of potential carmercial beds 
were located. Bianass estimates were made and PSP levels were 
tested in three beds near Noyes Island and the beds were certified 
for harvesting (ibid.). Two processors were also certified for 
processing. Pennits for harvest on these beds were issued late in 
1985 (ibid.). 

There is no closed season or limit on the noncommercial harvest of 
geoducks (ADF&G 1985c). 
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C. Corrtrercial Harvest 

1. Harvest sunma.ry. A sumnary of the cc::nmercial harvest of 
gecducks fran 1980 through 1985 is given in table 30. Six 
different divers received pennits for the 1985-1986 season, 
and it is predicted that the 300,000 lb guideline for the 
three Noyes Island beds will be reached in 1986 (ibid.) . As 
of January 1986, no problems with PSP had been reported 
(ibid.). Interest in the fishery is expected to continue, 
and the ADF&G objective is to find and survey at least three 
additional beds for PSP levels in anticipation of future 
harvesting (ibid. ) • 

2. Periods of use. The 1985-1986 geoduck fishery occurred 
during the winter rronths following the abalone season closure 
(ibid.). 

3. Significance of particular use areas. The 1985-1986 harvest 
occurred on the three surveyed beds on Noyes Island (ibid.). 
For info:rmation concerning subarea cc::nmercial harvests of 
gecducks from 1980 through 1984 and known potential 
cc::nmercial harvest areas, see the 1:250,000-scale reference 
maps in the Alaska Habitat Managerrent Guide for the Southeast 
Region, volume 2. 

D. Noncc::nmercial Harvest 

Data on noncc::nmercial use of geoduck is very limited. No harvest 
of geoducks was apparently reported in a survey of 139 household 
in Sitka (Grelch and Grelch 1985). -Geoducks were listed as an 
intertidal resource for the ccmmmi ties of Craig, Klawack, and 
Hydaburg (Sumida 1983). In southwestern Prince of Wales, ADF&G 
(1984a) reports they are occasionally taken at low tides on sandy 

beaches. Unpublished survey data from the ADF &G Division of 
Subsistence found no noncc::nmercial geoduck harvest by residents 
intervi~ in the ccmmmi ties of Kla\\lOCk, Angoon, Yakutat, and 
Tenakee Springs in 1984 (Bosworth 1986). 
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Table 30. Southeast Region (Statistical Area A) Contnercial Geoduck Harvest 
in Pounds, 1980-85 

Year 

1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 

Source: Koeneman 19 8 6d. 

Harvest 

300 
0 
0 

266 
1,066 

18,917a 

a The 1985 harvest was part of a 300,000 lb harvest-guideline for three 
certified Noyes Island geoduck beds. Koeneman (1986d) expected the 
remaining 280,000 lb of the guideline to be harvested in 1986. 
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Part III. OVERVIEW OF ACCESS FOR Nc:N:G1MERCIAL HARVESTS OF FISH AND 
WilDLIFE IN THE SOUTHEAST REGICN 

I. INTROOUCI'ICN 

Southeast Alaska is unique compared to other regions of Alaska because 
of the predaninance of travel by air and water and the resultant 
limiting roles exerted by the weather and marine conditions. The 
combination of a mainland area characterized by large river valleys and 
characteristically steep topography and an extensive archipelago with 
numerous small islands precludes an extensive highway system to connect 
the widely scattered corrmunities of the region. Rather, the major 
transportation systems link the largest cannunities by air and the 
mainland highway& via a state ferry system while smaller communities 
are linked by charter planes or, in sorre cases, limited road systems. 
The Alexander Archipelago includes a myriad of bays, channels, straits, 
and passageways that serve to protect the waters offshore of the 
mainland. This topography provides a large expanse of protected, 
interconnected waterways (the Inside Passage) accessible to boats and 
vessels of various sizes. Road systems are limited in the region. 
Prince of Wales Island and the northern half of Chichagof Island have 
extensive logging road networks that connect communi ties. Also, 
logging road networks extend from individual ccmm.mi ties or rerrote 
logging carrps. M::>st cannuni ties are not connected to other ccmm.mi ties 
by road, and local road systems are small or nonexistent. Off-road 
travel is also limited, either by regulation on public lands or by the 
relative infrequency of conditions that pennit snowmachine or dogsled 
travel as in other regions of Alaska. The region has less extensive 
freeze-ups, broken topography, and dense vegetation all of which 
canbine to preclude extensive cross-country travel via these means. 
However, "three-wheeler" all-terrain vehicles are used for travel in 
the vicinity of rerrote logging carrps. 

II. LIMITATIONS OF INFORMATICN 

The general description of access patterns that follows in this section 
includes an overview of the current variety of rrodes of transportation 
available to, and used by, residents of various ccmm.mi ties to harvest 
fish and wildlife. However, as human population shifts occur or 
econanic conditions change, the provision and frequency of ccmnercial 
transportation can be expected to change accordingly (AOOI' 1986). The 
number of communities or population centers is also subject to change. 
State land settlement policies, for exarrple, can result in the creation 
of new ccmnuni ties, and the develq:mant of logging carrps or support 
facilities for mining can result in temporary or permanent new 
settlements. Also, if current plans for logging in the region are 
inplemented, many unroaded areas will be intensively roaded, which will 
greatly change the nature of available access to fish and wildlife 
populations in the near future. For exarrple, a recent Forest Service 
five-year sale planning document references 1,143 miles of road needed 
to access all operable camercial forest lands in the Alaska Pulp 
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Ccnlpany sale area. The docunent (USDA 1986) also references an 
areawide transportation analysis. However, the effects of the proposed 
transportation system have not been analyzed. 

The effects of changing transportation systems and of technology in 
general on traditional patterns of access to fish and wildlife are the 
subject of active research in the region. This section primarily 
describes current access patterns; however, sources of historical 
infonnation are included and stmmarized wherever possible. 

The discussion of access patterns is not intended to imply that access 
across private or restricted lands should occur without pennission of 
the landowner. Although the Southeast Region has a relatively small 
percentage of its land in private ownership cat"q?ared to other regions 
of the state, private land holdings do exist in large or small 
scattered blocks, and landowner policies vary. CMnership patterns nay 
change in the future as the state selects and receives roc>re of its 
state land entitlement and Native corporations are able to sell their 
lands after 1991. The tide and sul:::Jrerged lands are in state ownership, 
with a few exceptions; thus beach access belCM the rrean high water tide 
level is generally public. State land disposal areas (currently in 
private ownership) nay include easements for access along the 
shorelines of beaches or lakes and along river corridors. With the 
exception of restrictions established by the Coast Guard for safety 
reasons, lx>a.t access via waterways is unrestricted. 

The discussion focuses on access m:>des used for noncommercial harvests 
of fish and wildlife. Connercial fisheJ::Inen use their lx>a.ts to reach 
dispersed rennte hunting and sportfishing areas as -well, and this is 
acknowledged in the discussion. 

Finally, the discussion focuses on quantitive data on the m:>des of 
transportation used for access. Qualitative infonnation is available 
fran numerous inforrced sources such as the ADF&G area nanagenent staff 
and a camon sense review of the topography between ccmmmities and 
areas where harvests have been recorded. 

III. TYPES OF TRANSPORI'ATICN AVAilABLE 

A. Water-based Transportation 

Each carmunity in the region has a relatively unique canbination 
of types of access available to hunting and fishing areas. All 
ccmmmities are along the coast, and roc>st are located in close 
proximity to a good anchorage or port. Many individuals own and 
operate lx>a.ts, either priroaril y for the purpose of transportation 
or for recreation or commercial operation (fishing lx>a.t or charter 
lx>a.t). Cc:>nmarcial fishing boats are based in the ccmnunities, 
which have small lx>a.t harbors or other suitable docking facili
ties; traffic is especially heavy during sumner roc>nths in ccm
munities with canneries or cold storage facilities (currently 
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Juneau, Petersburg, Wrangell, Kake, Pelican, Sitka, Ketchikan, 
Craig, and Klawock) . The size and seaworthiness of the vessel 
detennine how far the individual can range, taking into account 
the degree of protection afforded by the coastline and the 
navigability of the wate:rway. Corrmercial fishing boats range the 
widest and are used for access to hunting, sportfishing, and 
gathering areas as well. 

The Alaska Marine Highway System provides frequent (weekly or 
several tirres per week) major ferry service between nine can
muni ties in the region: Haines, Skagway, Juneau, Petersburg, 
Wrangell, Ketchikan, Sitka, Kake, and Tenakee Springs. Smaller 
ferries link Hyder, Hoonah, Tenakee Springs, Angoon, Pelican, 
Kake, Hollis, and Metlakatla to the mainline ports of the Marine 
Highway System. 

The ferries provide both passenger and vehicle service. In 
addition, catamarans and hovercrafts have been operated between 
camnmities on an experirrental basis. In 1983, a hydrofoil began 
trial runs between several Southeast communities. In 1985, 
regular s1.11"CitEr catamaran service began between Juneau and 
Gustavus. 

Depending on weather and sea conditions, other types of vessels, 
including fishing boats, landing craft, and skiffs, are used to 
travel between comnuni ties. However, in addition to providing 
transportation between communi ties, these boats provide access to 
a great variety of area~ remote from settlements. The shorelines 
and bottom characteristics of each area or existence of docking 
facilities detennine whether the boat can be beached or anchored 
to gain access to the beach or forest. 

B. Air Transportation 

Jet service is available on a daily basis year-round in Juneau, 
Sitka, Petersburg, Wrangell, Ketchikan, and Yakutat, and during 
the Sl.1Il1l'er m:mths in Gustavus. These communities, along with 
Skagway and Haines have charter services available locally for 
travel to remote lakes and seaplane float facilities with float
planes or to landing strips with wheelplanes. Charter service is 
available in other cammuni ties from these bases, although limited 
to floatplane access in Il'Ost, because of the scarcity of sui table 
flat lands for landing sites or strips. Access to remote areas is 
similarly limited to suitable sites for wheel or floatplane 
landings. The Yakutat area and coastline to the west is a notable 
exception; many areas of the beach between pt. Manby and Bancos 
Point and between Si tkagi Bluffs and pt. Riou are sui table for 
wheel plane landings. Local knowledge of tideflat and beach 
condition provides nunerous private pilots in the region with 
additional access, if their aircraft are suitably equipped for 
beach landings. Similarly, floatplanes make use of hundreds of 
small lakes or sheltered saltwater landing sites, which provide 
access to~pland areas. 
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C. Land-based Transportation 

Roads are limited in extent in and around many ccmmmi ties because 
of the steep topography and relatively narrow zone of flat land 
suitable for settlement along the coast. At least eight com
munities, Kupreanof, Tenakee, Port Alexander, Elfin Cove, Edna 
Bay, Port Protection, Point Baker, and Meyers Chuck have no roads; 
boardwalks, trails, or skiffs are used locally. Pelican has two 
miles of surfaced road, which, however, connect to the ferry 
terminal and boat harbor via boardwalks. Even large ccmruni ties 
have limited road mileage; Juneau has approximately 30 mi of 
highway along the mainland and 20 mi on Douglas Island. en the 
other hand, Haines, Klukwan, and Skagway are connected to the 
major Alaska highway system, and Hyder is connected to the 
Canadian highway system. The opening of areas to timber 
harvesting has resulted in construction of often extensive logging 
road networks which are used by residents of rerrote logging canps 
and scrcetirces connect to permanent camumi ties. Camumi ties such 
as Petersburg, Kake, and Wrangell currently have access to 
fornerly unroaded watersheds via recently constructed logging 
roads. In scree areas, on Prince of Wales Island and Yakutat, for 
exanple, logging roads on public lands have been upgraded for 
year-round access and maintained as a public road system; in other 
IIDre rerrote areas, roads have been put-to-bed or have bec<::lte 
impassible, and use by vehicles (including off-road vehicles) may 
be restricted by the landowners. 

Many trails exist on ~_l~c lands around ccmrunities and popular 
recreational areas. scire have been developed and maintained by 
the U.S. Forest Service,_ including trails with marked portages. 
In one area, a tramvay for transporting small boats bet\veen 
waterways has been constructed and maintained by a variety of 
agencies and a local sportsrren' s group. Other trails remain in 
areas developed in the past for mining and are often maintained, 
to the dismay of hikers, by bears. Large, flat tideflats can be 
found in many bays, and these flats provide access to the forest, 
depending on the tidal cycle, in many areas. Bushwacking is also 
camon between the often short, but usually rugged, distance 
bet\veen the intertidal and alpine zones. 

rJ. PA'ITERNS OF SE'I'I'LEMENT 

The Southeast Region has historically had a dynamic settlement pattern. 
The original Native inhabitants, Tlingit and Haida tribes, expanded 
into the region fran the south and east and IIDVed and established 
settlements or canps in response to seasonally abundant resources such 
as salmon, marine mammals, and shellfish. In Tlingit societies, small 
groups typically shared winter villages in a geographic area occupied 
by one of several tribes. Clans and houses within each tribe owned 
property and controlled various resource locations. Haida villages, on 
the other hand, were occupied by single clans (Langdon 1977) • The 
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Haida occupied southern Prince of Wales Island, with clans claiming 
streams and handing ownerships down through the recognized heads of 
clan. In addition, households, or clans, held property at temporary 
villages occupied seasonally by several fami.l y groups for halibut 
fishing, gathering of seaweed or seabird eggs, gathering of herring 
spawn, gardening, berry-picking, hunting, and trapping (Vaughn in 
CH2M-Hill 1983a). A third group of Natives, a Tsirrq;>shean tribe, oc
cupied Annette Island in 1887, under the leadership of an Anglican 
missionary (Pacific Rim Planners 1979) . 

Tribes saretirres rroved pennanent settlercents to avoid unfavorable 
weather or climatic events. For exanple, the legends of one tribe, the 
Chookaneidi tell the story of the abando:nmant of the Glacier Bay area 
when the glacier ice advanced and crushed the village. Family groups 
or clans also rroved when food shortages occurred at pennanent canp 
locations. 

The areas that historically became year-round Native settlements were 
usually located in the vicinity of 1) a salm:>n stream with runs of 
various salm:>n species and often runs with staggered timing so that 
salm:>n were available for a rrajor portion of the year and 2) protected 
access to the rrarine waters and resources (Langdon 1977) . Communities 
such as Klukwan, Angoon, Hoonah, Hydaburg, and Klawock possess these 
characteristics and remain as pennanent settlements today with good 
access to fish and wildlife resources. Many of the seasonal canp areas 
remain as favored recreational or subsistence areas to harvest fish and 
wildlife. The industries that resulted in the settlement of the region 
by ·non-Natives also contributed to a variety of dynamic seasonal or 
temporary settlements around fur-trading locations, canneries, mining 
areas, and logging canps. The earning of schools and other aspects of 
gover:nmant, particularly the establishrcent of the territorial capital 
in Sitka and the state capitol in Juneau, helped create the pennanent 
ccmnuni ties that exist today. H~ver, temporary canps are still 
frequently established for the purpose of supporting logging or mining 
operations throughout the region. In SCil'le cases, the state has 
disposed of land selected from the Tongass National Forest to residents 
of logging canps, creating nore permanent ccmnuni ties. Other state 
land disposals have also occurred. With the exception of sare 
subdivision disposals inlrediately adjacent to existing carmn.mi.ties 
(e.g., Sitka), the disposals are sold as remote parcels or hamesites, 
with no roads or other facilities provided. Thus the developrent and 
occupancy of the land disposal areas into ccmnunities depends on the 
abilities of the residents to pursue a subsistence-type lifestyle or 
their dependence on wage-employnent. For rrany, their use is limited to 
occasional recreational purposes while they are employed elsewhere. 
Seasonal use of areas to ha.rvest fish and wildlife is dispersed 
throughout the region; rrany individuals own cabins constructed on 
federal hamesi tes, and special use penni ts can be obtained to rraintain 
pennanent tent sites or seasonal canps on federal lands. Finally, sane 
people live year-round in remote locations, as the sole residents of a 
bay or bight, in cabins or floathomes. 
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V. TYPES OF SRITLEMENTS 

A. Major Communities 

A number of relatively pe:rmanent communities currently exist in 
the region. For the rrost part, they are separate fran each other 
and many are unique communities as a result. However, residents 
in all cammuni ties participate in hunting and fishing. 

Table 1 sunmarizes the transportation options available within the 
community and for travel to hunting and fishing areas. The 
communi ties for which there is rrore detailed information on the 
m:xle of transportation used for hunting and fishing are described 
in subsequent sections on each cammuni ty. 

B. Logging Canps 

With the exception of logging that occurs around established 
communities, initiation of timber harvest in a specific watershed 
or re-entry into a watershed that has been partially logged 
generally requires the housing of a work force at the point where 
a facility is constructed to transfer logs from the logging road 
system to water for transport. Logging canp communities include 
workers and their families. Caq>s may be on land or floating 
canps. The duration of residence and population of each logging 
canp area is extremely variable, depending on the scope and 
duration of the logging operations. 

Logging canp residents may have access to the logging road system, 
although few personal vehicles are available at sone canps, and 
off-road vehicle use is restricted on public lands. Many canps 
have float facilities and seaplane bases that can be used for 
docking personal boats or planes used for hunting and fishing 
access. 

No specific harvest data are readily available for logging canp 
ccmmmi ties because the origin of the hunter is recorded in the 
fonn of the zip code of residence, which many logging canp can
rmmities share with the larger communities that provide mail 
service. Also, many workers reside in canps only seasonally and 
live in other Southeast cammunities or outside Alaska the rest of 
the year. The Alaska Public Survey (Alves 1981) provides sooe 
information on general hunting patterns of logging canp residents, 
however. Participation in fishing, clanming, and crabbing, in 
particular, is heavy. As a group they spent rrore days on average 
each year, participating rrore in these activities than other types 
of cammuni ties sanpled. A percentage of household rreat and fish 
is provided through deer hunting (14%) and salrron fishing (16%) 
(ibid.). 

Sooe logging canps becooe rrore permanent communities when private 
land is made available through state land disposals, as described 
below. 
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Table :ummary of Transportation Facilities and Services Available . ommunity in Southeast Alaska, 1986 

A i r W a t e r R o a d 

Charter 
Service Floats, 

Charter Available Moorage, 
Daily Service Scheduled Float Wheel Main or Small Local Road Access Logging Road 
Jet Based in Mail Plane (Seaplane, (Airstrip) Ferry Local Boat Road to Other Network or 

Community Service Community or Flights Dock) Route Ferry Harbor Skiffs System Communities Connection 

Yakutat X X X X X X X X 

Haines X X X X X X X X X 

Klukwan X X X 

Skagway X X X X X X X X 

Juneau-Douglas X X X ....... X X X X X 
00 
w a 

Gustavus X X X X X X X X 

Tenakee Springs X X X X X X 

Hoonah X X X X X X X X 

Petersburg X X X X X X X X X 

Wrangell X X X X X X X X X 

Kake X X 
b 

X X X X X X 

Angoon X X X X X X 

Pelican 
c 

X X X X X X 

Sitka X X X X X X X X 

Port Alexander X X X X X 

Meyers Chuck X X X X X 

(continued) 



Table 1. (continued) • 

A i r W a t e r 

Charter 
Service Floats, 

Charter Available Moorage, 
Daily Service Scheduled Float Wheel Main or Small Local 
Jet Based in Hail Plane (Seaplane, (Airstrip) Ferry Local Boat Road 

Community Service Community or Flights Dock) Route Ferry Harbor Skiffs System 

Ketchikan X X X X X X X X X 

Hyder X X xd X X X 

Point Baker X X X 

........ 
(X) Port Protection X X X 
.j::> 

Thorne Bay X X X X X X 

Hollis X X X X X X 

Kasaan X X X X X 

Klawock X X X X X X 

Craig X X X X X 

Hydaburg X X X X X 

a 
Jet service to Gustavus is daily only during the summer. 

b 
An airstrip was under construction, but useable, at Kake in summer, 1986. 

c 
Ferry service to Pelican is approximately monthly. 

d· 
Infrequent ferry service to Hyder was initiated in summer, 1985, but was cancelled in 1986 due to lack of funding. 

s facility or service is not present. 

R o a d 

Road Access 
to Other 
Communi ties 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Logging Road 
Network or 
Connection 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



c. Settlements Resulting from Land Disposals 

Private land holdings exist throughout the region as a result of 
the federal homesteading laws and the Alaska Native Claims Settle
ment Act, the latter providing for individual allotments of land 
to natives who had traditionally used the area for hunting, 
fishing, and gathering. Many of these areas are the sites of 
recreational cabins or year-round residences, and are used as a 
base for hunting and fishing. 

State selection of lands resulted from a portion of the Statehood 
Act which provided for selection of National Forest Service lands. 
While not all the original entitlement lands have been selected, a 
ntllrber of disposals of state-selected or patented land into 
private ownership have occurred. Disposals have occurred adjacent 
to the established ccmmmities of Petersburg, Kupreanof, Wrangell, 
Haines, Klukwan, Ketchikan, Gustavus, Skagway, Juneau, Sitka, 
Tenakee Springs, Pelican and Port Protection. In addition, 
disposals have occurred at Hollis, Thorne Bay, Whale Pass, Funter 
Bay, and Edna Bay, areas that -were previously used for logging 
carrps. Land disposals have also resulted in new settlement areas 
in south Wrangell Narrows, Excursion Inlet, Thoms Place/Olive 
Cove, the upper Taku River, Shelter Island, near Juneau, and 
George Inlet near Ketchikan. The more remote disposals -were in 
areas that included existing cabins or private lands and -were 
disposed of primarily for the purpose of seasonal or recreational 
settlement. The logging carrp areas -were also originally intended 
as similar types of disposals, however, a number of people in each 
disposal area have settled in as pennanent residents with a desire 
to pioneer new ccmmmi ties. Because of this pattern of 
settlement, a major land use issue is emerging with respect to 
whether land disposals should be made in areas such as Prince of 
Wales Island, where the econany is, at best, seasonal or cyclical 
(ADNR 1986). Alaska Statutes 38.04.010 requires that disposals 
intended for year-round settlement areas be in areas where public 
services are economically available or where an economic base is 
probable. Land disposals result in either seasonal or year-round 
use of areas and increased hunting and fishing effort in those 
areas. Approximately 2,000 state-owned lots have been offered for 
sale during the period 1979-1985. In addition to state land 
disposals, sare village Native corporations have also made land 
available to share holders for residential or recreational 
settlement (e.g., shoreline of Klawock Lake and Port St. Nicholas 
by Klawock-Heenya Corporation) , and others have plans for similar 
disposals. 

Few data are available on the specific hunting and fishing pat
terns of people residing in remote disposal areas or using the 
areas for seasonal hunting or fishing carrps. 
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D. Construction Camps and Mining Support Camn.mi ties 

~ major mining developrents are in the planning stages in the 
region. Development of the Greens Creek Mine on Admiralty Island 
is currently planned to result in construction of a ~d between 
Young Bay and Hawk Inlet. However, errployees will be housed in 
Juneau and transported to the mine site on canpany transportation. 
:En"ployees will not be allowed to transport guns, traps, or fishing 
equiprent to Admiralty Island on canpany transportation. Also, 
under the te:rms of the FS Special Use Permit, use of the road 
other than for transfer of employees on canpany business will not 
be permitted (USDA 1983). Construction of the road and the 
mine site has required a 'INOrk force stationed in old canne:ry 
housing at Hawk Inlet. 

Exploration and developrent of the Quartz Hill Mine in the Misty 
Fjords area resulted in road construction in the Blossom River 
drainage. c:ptions for developrent of the mine include housing 
'INOrkers in Ketchikan who would ccmnute to the mine site or phased 
developrent of a pennanent townsite cammmity in Bakewell Ann 
(eventual projected population of 2,000). The cannute option, 

however, was preferred by the U.S. Borax Canpany in its 1983 
environmental report (U.S. Borax and Chemical Corporation 1983). 
Terrporary floating camps in Boca de Quadra and Wilson Ann may be 
used to house construction workers initially, and terrporary land
based camps may be located at the mine · site, plant site, and 
townsite during the construction phase. Increased access, 
hunting, and recreational activities around a pennanent townsite 
are described as potential adverse impacts on wildlife in the 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement. The docurrent projects that 
sportfishing would likely be a prima:ry recreational activity for 
townsite residents and that if sportfishing patterns are similar 
to those in the region as a whole, 2, 000 salm:>n could be harvested 
annually, equalling 28% of the chinook and 11% of the coho 
available for harvest from the Wilson and Blossom rivers. 
Recreational fishing in Wilson Ann is also expected to have 
m::xierate to high impacts on halibut and rockfish populations in 
Wilson Arm/ Srceaton Bay and past Behrn Canal and to deplete the 
number of legally harvestable Dungeness crabs in Wilson and 
Bakewell a:rms (ibid.). 

VI. SUMMARY OF AVAILABLE INFORMATICN CN TYPFS OF TRANSPORI'ATICN USED FOR 
HUNI'ING PARI'ICULAR SPEX:IFS 

Locations of garre management units (GlU) and garre managenent subunits 
(GiS) are shown on map 1, in part I. 

A. Deer Hunting 

Hunting patterns and historical harvests are described in the 
Human Use section of this report. Deer hunting is an irrp::>rtant 
hunting activity in all Southeast camn.mi ties, with the exception 
of Haines, Skagway, and Yakutat, where deer populations are low in 
numbers and hunting is currently closely. The only information on 
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the type of transportation used by deer hunters was gathered in an 
econanic survey of deer hunters in 1986 (Fay, in prep. a). 
Preliminary results of the survey for the harvest areas where the 
majority of deer hunting occurred by residence of individual 
carmuni.ties are sunmarized in Fay (ibid.). 

B. l-bose Hunting 

As described in the Human Use of l-bose section, rroose populations 
are generally rrost heavily hunted by residents of the nearest 
carmunities. Thus, residents of Yakutat, Haines, Juneau, 
Petersburg, Wrangell, and Ketchikan hunt the Yakutat/Malaspina 
Forelands, Chilkat drainage, Taku River /Berners Bay, Thanas Bay, 
Stikine River, and Unuk River rroose populations, respectively. 
The Yakutat forelands have been used, however, by hunters fran 
many areas, including Juneau, Hoonah, Sitka, Ketchikan, and 
nonresidents. Haines area residents also concentrate on the 
nearest rroose population that is accessible by a variety of rreans 
of transportation, although sare residents travel to the Taku 
River area as well. 

Information on the type of transportation used by rroose hunters is 
available fran responses to rroose hunter penni ts and harvest 
tickets, which have always included a question concerning the last 
type of transportation used before starting to walk on the rroose 
hunt (ADF&G 1985a). Table 2 displays the percentage of rroose 
hunters using specific transportation types in 1984 to access 
specific rroose harvest areas and to hunt specific rroose 
populations. Based on penni t responses by all hunters on the 
Yakutat Forelands, the type of transportation used was a highway 
vehicle (34%J, airplane (32%), boat (25%), or off-road vehicle 
(10%). Airplanes were used by 85% of all hunters in the Malaspina 
Forelands, and 12% ,used boats. The transportation type reported by 
all hunters in GMS .10 was highway vehicles (36%), boat (33%), 
airplane (27%), and off-road vehicle (1%). Access to GMS 1C was 
primarily by boat (78%) and airplane (20%). In Unit 1C (Taku 
River), access was predaninantly by boat (78%), with 20% ·of 
hunters using airplanes. Access to the Berner's Bay area was 
primarily by boat (93%). 

Based on permit andharvest ticket responses, the transportation 
type used to Thanas Bay was predaninantly boat, with 81% of Thanas 
Bay hunters using boats canpared to 12% using airplanes and 7% 
using highway vehicles (transported to Thanas Bay by boat or 
barge). Similarly, 96% of Stikine River hunters used boats 
canpared to 4% using airplanes. The majority of the hunters (71%) 
on the Unuk River used boats for transportation, as canpared to 
14% who used airplanes and 14% for whan the transportation type is 
unknown (ADF&G 1985a) • 

A rrore detailed econanic survey of hunters in 1985 requested 
information on all types of transportation used by hunters on each 
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Table 2. Percentage of Moose Hunters by Mode of Transportation Used by Harvest Area in 
Southeast Alaska, 1984 

Harvest Areaa Boat Airplane 
Highway 
Vehicle 

Off-Road 
b 

Vehicle 
Other 

Unknownc 

Unit lA (42) 71 14 0 0 14 
Unuk River population 

d 
GMS lB north of (59) 
LeConte Glacier 
Thomas Bay population 

f 
GMS lB soutb of (193) 
LeConte Glacier 
Stikine River population 

Berners Bay ( 14) 
Berners Bay population 

Remainder GMS lC (107) 
Taku River population 
Chilkat Range population 

GMS lD (224) 
Chilkat River population 

Yakutat Forelands (136) 
Yakutat Forelands 

population 

Malaspina Forelands (41) 
Malaspina Forelands 

population 

Tsiu River (18)g 
Tsiu River population 

81 

96 

93 

78 

33 

25 

12 

17 

Source: ADF&C 1985a; Griese 1986. 

a 
Sample size in parenthesis. 

b 
Includes "three-wheelers." 

12 0 

4 0 

7 0 0 0 

20 1 0 2 

27 36 3 1 

32 34 10 0 

85 0 2 0 

72 0 6 6 

c 
Includes several hunters who reported walking from their residency to their hunting 

d 

e 

f 

area. 
Includes Thomas Bay. 
In 1984, except for the Stikine River drainage (which is roadless), the use of 
motorized land vehicles to hunt moose or to aid in transportation during hunting, 
except to retrieve moose from the field after 12:00 noon was prohibited in GMS lB. 
Includes the Stikine River. 

g Successful hunters only; however, because success rates were around 80\ in GMS 6A, 
these percentages are reflective of transportation means used by all moose hunters in 
this harvest area (Griese 1986). 
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rroose hunt. Preliminary data fran this survey are sumnarized by 
camnmity in Fay (in prep. b). 

c 0 Goat Hunting 

Goat hunting is an important activity in several Southeast 
camnmities, particularly Juneau, Haines, Skagway, Sitka, Peters
burg, Wrangell, and Ketchikan. Participation by nonresidents of 
the region and the state is also high. As with rroose hunting, 
hunters tend to hunt the areas closest to their carmuni ty. Thus, 
Haines and Skagway area residents primarily hunt goats, in the 
Haines/Skagway area (Pennit Hunt #5), Sitka hunters hunt Baranof 
Island (Penni t Hunt #15) , Petersburg, wrangell, and Ketchikan area 
hunters hunt G1Ss lA and lB on the southern mainland (Pennit Hunt 
#1). Juneau hunters hunt several areas, but most hunting effort 
occurs in G1S lC (Pennit Hunts #2 and #3). Nonresidents also hunt 
in several areas, but the greatest number of hunters in recent 
years occurred in G1Ss lA and lB (Pennit Hunt #1) (ADF&G 1985b). 

Infonna.tion on the type of transportation used by goat hunters is 
available fran responses to goat hunter penni t reports, which have 
always asked a question concerning the last type of transportation 
used before starting to walk on the goat hunt. Table 3 displays 
the responses in 1984 for specific goat hunting areas. Access to 
goat hunting in the Yakutat area was by plane (38%) or by boat 
(62%), with moderate success using either rreans (62% and 40% 
success, respectively). However, the only goat hunting area 
accessible by road, Harlequin lake area, was closed to hunting 
during 1984. Boats, highway vehicles, and walking were the 
primary rreans of transportation in the Haines portion of Gts 10, 
accounting for 45, 26, and 20% of hunter responses, respectively. 
Boats and highway vehicles -were primary modes in the remainder of 
the subunit, with each mode reported by 43% of hunters. In both 
areas of the subunit, hunters using boats -were more successful 
than those using highway vehicles ( 62% vs. 50% in the Haines area, 
37% vs. 25% in the remainder of GMS 10). Planes and walking were 
unsuccessful modes of access in both areas. Approxirrately 
one-third of the hunters in the portion of G1S 1C between Antler 
River and Eagle River and Glacier reported airplanes as the mode 
of access, canpared to 38% reporting boats and 24% reporting 
highway vehicles. However, only those using planes were 
successful (57% success rate). The majority of hunters (81%) used 
boats to travel to the remainder of G1S 1C, 18% used planes, and 
2% walked. Plane access resulted in more successful hunts than 
boats (63% vs. 35%). Access to goat hunting areas on Baranof 
Island (Q<ru 4) was by boat (62%), by airplane (36%), and by 
highway vehicle (5%). Hunters using planes to fly in to renote 
areas on the island -were more successful than those using boats 
(59% vs. 23% success), and hunters using highway vehicles in G1U 4 

were all unsuccessful. The majority of hunters hunting in GMSs lA 
and 1B reported airplanes as the mode of access (61%); 38% repor
ted using boats; and 1% reported using highway vehicles. Hunter 
success was moderate using either boats (53% successful) or planes 
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Table 3. Percentage of Goat Hunters by Mode of Transportation by 
Harvest Area in Southeast Alaska, 1984 

Harvest Areaa 
Highway 

Boat Airplane Vehicle Foot Horse 

Unit lA and lB (239) 38 61 1 0 0 
Hunt Number 801 

Unit 1 (C) Antler 40 34 25 1 0 
River to Eagle 

Glacier and 
River (21) 
Hunt Number 802 

Unit 1(C)-Remainder 81 18 0 1 0 
(63) 
Hunt Ntunber 803 

Unit 1(D)-Haines 45 2 5 20 8 
Portion ( 4 7) 
Hunt Number 805 

Unit 1 (D) -Remainder 43 11 43 3 0 
(19) 
Hunt Number 806 

Unit 4-Baranof 61 35 4 0 0 
Island (139) 
Hunt Number 815 

Unit 5(A) and 5(B) (13) 38 62 0 0 0 
Hunt Number 817 

Source: ADF&G 1985b. 

a Sample size in parenthesis. 
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(47% success) for access in these subunits (ibid.). Info.rnation 
on the m:x1e of access used in G1U 6A is incanplete, but can be 
obtained fran the Area Managerrent Biologist, Division of Gane, in 
Cordova. 

A rrore detailed econcmic survey of hunters in 1985 requested 
info.rnation on all types of transportation used by hunters on each 
goat hunt. Preliminary data available are surnnarized by ccmnuni ty 
in Fay (in prep. c) . 

D. Black and Brown Bear Hunting 

:No info.rnation is available on the m:x1e of access used to hunt 
bears by residents of specific ccmnunities. Limited info.rnation 
is available on the m:x1e of access used by successful bear hunters 
in each G1U, however, from info:rmation recorded on sealing re
cords. The info:rmation is incanplete for ~ reasons: 1) the 
categories of access for which information was requested did not 
include road or highway vehicles as a category, and, 2) no infor
mation is available on means of transportation used by 
unsuccessful hunters. 

1. Black bear. Black bears are present in the vicinity of all 
catn1Uili.ties, with the exception of those on Admiralty, Bara
nof, and Chichagof islands. The m:x1e of access used in 
obtaining black bears was recorded as part of the sealing 
record. Table 4 is based on the results of 2, 819 sealing 
records during 1975-1984 (ADF&G 1985c). 

Boats, the major overall method of transportation in the 
Southeast Region, were used on over 47% of the successful 
hunts. Bet\\een 59 and 79% of the successful hunters in G1U 3 
and G1Ss lA, 1B, and 1C reported using boats for 
transportation. 

Aircraft was another major method of transportation in sarre 
areas and was reported to have been used by 19% of the 
successful hunters. The highest percentage of hunters using 
aircraft occurred in c:MSs 6A and GMU 5, where it was reported 
used on near 1 y half the hunts. Significant nmnbers of 
successful black bear hunters used aircraft for transporta
tion in G1U 2 (190 successful hunters), G1U 3 (103), and G1S 
1A (80) • 

As noted above, use of road vehicles was not sampled. This 
transportation method is .inp:>rtant for hunting in sarre parts 
of the region. The high percentage (35 and 68%, 
respectively) of "unknown or other" methods of transportation 
reported in G1U 2 and G1S 1D (table 3) probably reflects 
the use of road vehicles for black bear hunting in those 
areas. Off-road vehicles did not play a significant role in 
the transportation of hunters, with the single exception of 
GMU 2, where it was used by 129 (16%) of 803 successful 
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Table 4. Black Bear Harvests by Mode of Transportation by GMU/GMS in 
Southeast Alaska, 1975-79 and 1980-84 

Off Road Unknown 
GMU/GMS Boat Aircraft Vehicle Or other Total 

1A 
1975-79 89 30 2 20 141 
1980-84 107 50 5 31 193 

Total 196 80 7 Sf 334 

lB 
1975-79 31 5 0 0 36 
1980-84 36 7 0 6 49 

Total 67 12 0 6 85 

lC 
1975-79 188 12 2 43 245 
1980-84 174 22 2 98 296 

Total 362 34 4 14T 541 

lD 
1975-79 15 4 16 68 103 
1980-84 25 8 4 87 124 

Total 40 12 20 155 227 

2 
1975-79 84 87 16 125 312 
1980-84 116 103 113 159 491 

Total 200 190 129 284 803 

3 
1975-79 158 39 6 23 226 
1980-84 221 64 12 76 373 

Total 379 103 I8 99 599 

SA 
1975-79 39 36 0 4 79 
1980-84 51 52 0 13 116 

Total 90 88 0 17 195 

5B 
1975-84 2 3 0 0 5 

6Aa 
1975-84 2 18 1 10 31 

Source: ADF&G 1985c; Griese 1986. 

a Includes only Minor Harvest Units 0100, 0200, and 0300. 
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hunters. It is especially noteworthy that the reported use 
of off-road vehicles increased fran 16 successful hunters 
during the period 1975-1979 to 113 hunters during the period 
1980-1984. 

In sumnary, boats were the major overall rrethod of transpor
tation in the Southeast Region, being used in about half of 
all successful hunts. Aircraft was used on at least 19% of 
the successful hunts. Use of road vehicles was not deter
mined; the reported use of off-road vehicles increased 
dramatically in GMU 2. 

2. Brown bear. Brown bears occur throughout IlUlch of the region, 
with the exception of rrost islands south of Frederick Sound. 

The rrode of access used in obtaining brown bears was recorded 
as part of the sealing record beginning in the late 1960's, 
and the results are surrmarized by GMU in table 5 (ADF&G 
1985c). As discussed, identification of transportation rreans 
was limited to the categories of boat, aircraft, off-road 
vehicles, and unknown or other rreans. Use of road vehicles 
and transportation on unsuccessful hunts were not recorded. 

Boats are clearly the rrost ccmron overall rreans of transpor
tation for bear hunters in the Southeast Region and were used 
to obtain a rni.nllm.ml of 63% of the brown bears sealed during 
the period 1970-1984 (table 4). Aircraft was used by over 
22% of the successful hunters during that period and was the 
predominant rreans of transportation by successful bear 
hunters in GMU 5 and G6 6A, where they were reported to have 
been used by 222 (53%) of 416 hunters. 

VII. DESCRIPTICN OF ACCESS PATI'ERNS FOR PARI'ICUIAR SPEX:IES BY CCMMUNITY 

The descriptions that follow are based on the info:rmation sources 
described above. Recent quantati ve data are included for the species 
noted, with the exception of deer hunting data which appear in Fay (in 
prep. a). Where no data exist, available types of transportation are 
described in general ter.ms. 

A. Yakutat 

Yakutat is physically separated fran the rest of the region by 
hundreds of miles of impassable topography. Daily jet se:rvice is 
the major rreans of transportation to other cannunites. A long 
stretch of exposed coastline in either direction restricts boat 
access to larger vessels and sto~free periods. To the east of 
Yakutat, however, lies a large expanse of relatively flat glacial 
outwash plains and terraces, the Yakutat Forelands, with popula
tions of many fish and wildlife species. Yakutat residents make 
use of a limited local road system in the area west of the Danger
ous River and use all-terrain vehicles and road vehicles along the 
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Table 5. Brown Bear Harvests by Mode of Trans};X)rtation by G1U/G1S in 
Southeast Alaska, 1970-84 

Off-road Unknown 
CMU/G1S and Years Boat Aircraft Vehicle or Other 

1A 
1970-84 35 6 0 2 

1B 
1970-84 29 3 0 11 

1C 
1970-84 41 11 0 9 

1D 
1970-84 39 9 8 58 

4 
1970-74 332 61 0 32 
1975-79 341 64 4 36 
1980-84 341 64 4 36 

Total 1,014 189 8 104 

SA 
1970-84 90 132 9 69 

SB 
1970-84 7 44 0 3 

6Aa 
1970-84 0 46 1 15 

Total 1,248 440 i6 271 

Source: ADF&G 1985c. 

a Includes only Minor Harvest Units 0100,0200, and 0300 
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flat sandy beaches between Yakutat and the first major river to 
the east. Wheel and floatplane air taxi operations are also based 
in Yakutat. The city of Yakutat is located within a protected 
portion of Yakutat Bay and has a sma.ll boat harbor for anchorage 
of recreational and fishing boats. Access to other portions of 
Yakutat Bay and the outer coastline is also possible by skiff from 
the boat harbor or fran the Si tuk River highway bridge. 

As shown in table 31 in part 1 of this report, in 1966 through 
1985, Yakutat residents hunted IIDC>se in areas around Yakutat, the 
Yakutat Forelands, the Malaspina Forelands, and GMS 6A, east of 
the SUckling Hills. M:>re specific hunting area and access node 
infonna.tion is contained in Mills and Finnan (1986), who also 
reported on the effects of changing access patterns as described 
below. 

Yakutat goat hunting was limited by regulation in 1984, the year 
chosen to characterize hunter effort in this report. The Harle
quin lake area, the only goat-hunting area accessible by road, was 
closed to hunting during that year. Eight Yakutat goat hunters 
made up 30% of all hunters hunting the Yakutat area and 
contributed 27% of hunter effort. The majority of goat hunting 
effort by nonresidents of Yakutat were Alaska hunters who lived 
outside the Southeast Region or nonresidents of Alaska (ADF&G 
1985b). Historically, the Deception Hills southeast of Dry Bay, 
the Brabazon Range north\vest of Alsek lake, rrountainous areas 
around Ustay, Akwe, and Harlequin lakes, the north shore of 
Nunatak Fjord, and the cliffs around Icy Bay were used for goat 
hunting (Mills and Finnan 1986). 

Mills and Finnan (1986) reported on the areas used for harvest of 
other local resources by Yakutat residents, including fish, bear, 
seals, deer, furbearers, birds, shellfish, and marine plants. 

Yakutat residents sport troll in Yakutat Bay, rrostly on the town 
side of the Bay to Htnnpback Creek. They also fish the Situk River 
for steelhead using road access and hiking or using boats. Little 
remote fly-in sportfishing is done by Yakutat residents; however, 
Yakutat has recently became known for its world-class sportfishing 
opportunities for steelhead, chinook, and coho salrron. Access to 
the freshwater streams where the majority of fishing effort occurs 
includes the use of airplanes and boats to remote fish camps and 
highway vehicles to hike in or from which to launch boats in areas 
accessible by road. No data on the relative use of each node are 
currently available. Limited infonna.tion is available on specific 
fisheries (Schwan et al. 1984). 

Yakutat is an area where transportation patterns have changed _ 
dramatically in a short period of tima. The area has been the 
subject of a recent study of the effects of the changes of local 
resource use patterns (~tills and Finnan 1986). Historically, 
Native settlements were dispersed on the Forelands, with travel on 
foot or by boat. In the early 1900's, a cannery was built at the 
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rrodem site of Yakutat, and wage-e.rrployrrent resulted in 
consolidation of the dispersed settlerrents. Also, a railroad was 
built between the tCMnsite and the Situk. River. World War II 
brought an airbase and road construction in the area of the 
airport and fran the airport to the beach southeast of Yakutat. 
After the war, a road was built to the Si tuk., and railroad 
operation ended. In the 1960's, the Forest Service began building 
Forest Highway #10 in a northerly direction fran the tCMn along 
the Forelands to the upper waters of the Si tuk. River. Road 
construction continued in stages, to end at the Dangerous River in 
1973. In 1975, the Dangerous River was bridged; havever, no 
further road access was provided east of the bridge. In addition 
to new road access, other fonns of hunting and fishing access have 
been developed. Small aircraft landing strips were built in six 
areas on the Yakutat Forelands, and public cabins were 
subsequently built. Finally, daily jet service to Yakutat began 
in the early 1970's. 

Mills and Finnan (1986) concluded that the following changes in 
hunter access patterns have occurred as a result of these changes: 

1. Residents of Yakutat continue to rely on boats as a major 
means of access for hunting and fishing. However, use of 
boats for rroose hunting has declined since construction of 
Forest Highway #10. 

2. Use of highway vehicles for hunting and fishing has been 
increasing, with highway vehicles now being used by roore than 
twice as many Yakutat households as before construction of 
the road. · 

3. The construction of Forest Highway # 10 provided increased 
access to larger portions of the Yakutat Forelands. Since 
its construction, a large percentage of residents have used 
the road system for hunting and fishing, in sate cases aban
doning roore traditional, less accessible areas. The road 
system and the areas it leads to also have been used heavily 
by nonlocal hunters and fishers, significantly increasing use 
and canpeti tion in certain areas, so that many Yakutat 
residents have abandoned them. 

4. Areas of the Yakutat Forelands that were roaded or easily 
accessible by roads had significantly lower rates of rroose 
hunter success. In 1984, nonroaded areas had six tines the 
hunter success rate for rroose compared to roaded areas, 
produced roore rroose per square mile, and accounted for roost 
of the community's rroose supply, despite receiving much less 
hunter pressure. 

5. Use of a highway vehicle for rroose hunting, although the roost 
ccmron means of transportation for Yakutat residents, was the 
least productive means of transportation. Fifty-four percent 
of all Yakutat rroose hunters used a highway vehicle as their 
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primary means in 1984, but only 3% successfully harvested a 
rroose by this rreans of transportation. 

6. The construction of roads and the new convenient access they 
provide also create additional demands for wildlife. Hunters 
and fishe~ not living in Yakutat have been attracted to 
the improved access possibilities in the area. New users of 
the area have had conflicts with existing users. These 
conflicts have included ccmpeti tion for resources or 
disruption of one group's activities by another group using a 
new form of transportation technology. 

It should be noted that a reduced success rate along the road 
corridor may be due to a number of factors, including more moose 
hunters, reduced rroose populations, or displacement of rroose. The 
harvest per unit of effort (i.e., days/moose) may have been 
increased by the additional tirre spent by roadhunters vs. those 
using other forms of transportation. 

B. Gustavus 

Gustavus is isolated fran other Southeast carrnuni ties by Glacier 
Bay National Park to the -west and north and Excursion Inlet and 
the rugged Chilkat Mountains to the east. Jet service is daily to 
and fran Juneau in the S'l.llm'er and several tirres a week in winter. 
Charter planes, based in Juneau, fly regularly scheduled flights 
as well. Gustavus has a local road that connects the airport, many 
residences and public facilities, and a ccmnercial lodge in 
Glacier Bay National Park. A small boat beaching area is located 
about 1/2 mi up the Salmon River. A dock and anchorage area 
exists at the m::mth of the Salmon River, and river access is also 
possible on the Goode River for about a mile inland. Skiff access 
is used along the beach facing Icy Strait; however, access that 
requires crossing Icy Strait is weather-dependent. 

M:x:>se hunting by Gustavus residents is limited, according to 
infor.mation on moose hunting in 1966 (table 30, part I)) and 1984 
(table 31, part I). 

C. Haines/Klukwan 

Haines is the southern terminus of the Haines Road fran Haines 
Junction, connecting the town with the Alcan Highway, the Yukon 
Territory, and Interior Alaska, but Haines is isolated fran the 
rest of the Southeast Region. It is also one of the northern 
tennini of the Alaska Marine Highway, linking a number of Alaska 
carrnuni ties and Seattle via car ferry. Klukwan is connected by an 
all-weather road to the Haines Road and Haines, 22 mi away. 
Winter snOW' and fog often restrict road travel, and cold 
temperatures can cause boats to ice up, further limiting travel by 
water. Scheduled and charter air taxi flights are scheduled daily 
fran an operator based in Juneau; flights, however, are sarretirres 
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delayed for several days due to poor weather. Haines is the 
northern end of the Inside Passage and has anchorage for boats. 
Skiffs are used along the Chil.kat River and Lynn Canal; the rrouth 
of the Chil.kat River, however, is not navigable. Several boat 
launch areas exist along the Haines Road. Boat access into and 
across Lynn Canal, however, is weather-dependent. 

Residents of Haines primarily hunt rroose in the Haines area in G1S 
10 along the Chil.kat River drainage. Hunting also occurs in QvlS 

1C (table 31, part I). 

Based on pennit responses in 1984, approximately two-thirds of 
Haines area goat hunters hunted the Haines portion of QvlS 10, 
while one-third hunted in the remainder of QvlS 10. Haines hunters 
made up approximately 68% of the goat hunters and spent 
approximately 70% of the 1984 goat-hunter-days in the Haines 
portion of QvlS 10. In the remainder of G1S 10, Haines residents 
made up 76% of the hunters and spent 63% of the hunter-days (ADF&F 
1985b) 0 

A study of salm:>n use by residents in the Chil.kat and Chilkoot 
river drainages (Mills et al. 1983) described uses of local 
resources in these two river valley drainages. The report focus
sed on salmon because of the key role of salmon harvesting in the 
overall pattern of local resource use. In 1983, Haines residents 
harvested salmon for local use with gill nets set along the 
Chil.kat River fran Z.i.rrovia Point to the vicinity of Wells Bridge. 
Salmon were also retained fran commercial harvests by drift gill 
net in I.utak Inlet and harvested by rod and reel in both fresh and 
saltwater areas. Another group of Haines area residents who lived 
along the Haines Highway from mile 4 to the United States-Canada 
border set gill nets in the Chil.kat River starting at mile 9, and 
a majority fished downstream of Klukwan. The Chilkat River is 
large and braided in this area. Nets can be set and worked using 
small nonmotorized boats or work nets set in sloughs fran shore 
(Mills 1986) • 

Klukwan residents reported setting nets in the i.rrrcediate vicinity 
of Klukwan and also harvesting ·by rod and reel. As described in 
Mills (1982a), Klukwan fishe:rnen set gill nets fran both shores of 
the river, crossing a swift, confined portion of the river to the 
Tsirku fan area in small rrotor skiffs. They also use a skiff to 
string the net out along an eddy line. Sane use of good fishing 
sites is traditional. In 1982, certain sites i.Irm:rliately down
river fran Klukwan, easily accessible from the Haines Highway, 
resulted in competition and conflicts over use. 

~ulls (1982a) also described the 1982 eulachon fishery by Klukwan 
residents who drive to sites 4 to 9 mi north of Haines and dip net 
eulachon from the Chil.kat River. They also drive to the Chilkoot 
River to fish for eulachon. 
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Based on an assessment of recreational fisheries in the Southeast 
Region, over 50% of sportfish angling in the Haines-Skagway area 
occurs in freshwater areas, an exception to the pattern in rrost 
Southeast Alaskan ccmmmi ties, which are rrore dependent on narine 
fisheries. The largest freshwater sport fishery in the region 
occurs on Chilkoot Lake and River (primarily on the outlet river), 
which is accessible by road. Freshwater fishing also occurs on 
the Chilka.t River, which parallels the Haines Highway; on M:>squito 
Lake, accesible by road with a developed carrq;>ground; on Chilka.t 
Lake, accessible by plane or boat only: and on a feN hike-in lakes 
accessible from the Haines road system. Marine sportfishing 
occurs primarily within 6 to 8 mi of Haines, because of the neces
sity to cross unprotected Lynn Canal to travel to rrore distant 
areas. Fishing fran the beaches on the Chilka.t Peninsula and 
Lutak Inlet also occurs (Schwan et al. 1984). 

D. Skagway 

Skagway is the southern tenninus of the Klondike Highway from the 
Yukon Terri tory in Canada, which connects to the Alaska Highway 
via the Taylor Highway. It is the other northern tenninus of the 
Alaska Marine Highway and also has a small boat harbor. A narrow 
gauge railway tie to Whitehorse ceased service in 1982. A charter 
air service is based in Skagway, with regularly scheduled flights 
to Juneau. A local road system provides access to the Skagway and 
Taiya river valleys. 

Residents of Skagway primarily hunt noose in G1S lD along the 
Chilka.t River drainage. Limited hunting also occurs in G1S 1C 
(table 31, part I). Access to these areas, based on pennit 
responses, is described above in the surnnary section on noose 
hunting and in table 2. 

Based on 1984 pennit responses, Skagway goat hunters primarily 
hunted the Haines portion of G1S 10 (90% of Skagway hunters and 
79% of Skagway goat hunter-days in 1984), but scree hunters hunted 
the remainder of G1S 1D as well. They accounted for a major 
portion of hunters in this subunit who were not Haines residents 
(22% of hunters and 25% of hunter-days in the Haines portion of 

GMS 10, 5% of hunters and 14% of hunter-days in the rest of G1S 
1D) (ADF&G 1985b). The nodes of access used and success rates of 
hunters in this subunit are described above in the sunmary section 
on goat hunting and in table 3. 

As described for Haines, the reported Haines-Skagway area sport
fishing effort is approximately equal for freshwater and narine 
sport fishing. However, Skagway has fEM sport fishing opportuni
ties, little beach fishing, and poor narine fishing. Angler 
effort is reported in a canbined fo:rrn on angler surveys; however, 
based on the lack of opportunities in Skagway, the effort can be 
assurred to occur primarily in the Haines area. Lower Dewey Lake, 
accessible by a trail originating fran downtown Skagway, is the 
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most popular freshwater fishing site; no roadside fisheries exist 
(Schwan et al. 1984). 

E. Juneau/Douglas 

Juneau and Douglas, located on the Inside Passage, are connected 
by a highway bridge over Gastineau Channel. They are not con
nected by road to any other Southeast Alaska comnuni ty. Rugged 
glaciers to the north and deep fjords to the south make a future 
road connection unlikely. Juneau has twice-weekly ferry service 
and at least daily jet flights to Seattle, Anchorage, Yakutat, 
Sitka, Petersburg, and Ketchikan. It is also a base for several 
air charter operators with scheduled or charter flights to smaller 
Southeast Alaska ccmnuni ties. Several small boat harbors are 
located along Gastineau Channel; l'lowever, the navigability of the 
channel is limited by tide levels. Thus, boats anchored in 
downtown Juneau's Harris Harbor or the Douglas Harbor nust travel 
south and around Douglas Island to get to the waters north and 
east of Douglas Island. Juneau has a local road system that 
extends north to Echo Cove and south to Thane on the mainland. 
Douglas has a main road approximately 20 mi long on the east side 
of the island. 

Residents of Juneau hunt moose in several locations. In 1984, the 
greatest number hunted the upper Taku River population, followed 
by the Chilkat River drainage in G1S 1D, the Yakutat Forelands, 
and the Malaspina Forelands. A few hunters hunted in the area 
south of LeConte Bay and in the area east of the SUckling Hills. 
In addition, a limited penni t hunt is held annually in the Ber
ner's Bay ar~. In 1984, all pennit holders were Juneau residents 
(table 31, part I). 

Based on 1984 pennit responses, Juneau goat hunters hunted all the 
goat hunting areas in the region, with the majority of hunting 
occurring in GMS 1C (28% in the area between the Antler River and 
Eagle Glacier and River, 42% in the remainder of the subunit), on 
Baranof Island (14%), and in G1S, lA and 1B (11%). 

Juneau hunters canprised a relatively low proportion of hunters 
and hunter effort in most hunt areas, with the exception of G1S 
1C. All of the hunter effort in the Antler River to Eagle Glacier 
and River portion of GMS 1C was by Juneau residents and 50% of the 
hunters in the remainder of G1S 1C were Juneau residents, who 
expended 42% of the hunter-day effort (ADF&G 1985b). 

Thirty-six percent of sportfishing effort in the Southeast Region 
occurs in the Juneau area, with 90% of the Juneau effort occurring 
in saltwater adjacent to Juneau, between Doty Cove, Point Retreat, 
and Benjamin Island. Marine boat angling opportunities are 
limited i.nm=diately south of Juneau; l'lowever, the majority of 
boats are berthed downtown, south of the Mendenhall Bar, which 
restricts access to the north in Gastineau Channel. Access to 
more northern fishing areas thus requires travel along the outside 
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of Douglas Island. Juneau has the most extensive roadside access 
to shoreline areas of any Southeast community. Freshwater road
side angling opportunities are l.imi ted because of low stock 
abundance, small streams, and restrictive regulations; however, 
fishing occurs in Montana Creek and Peterson Creek. Excellent 
angling opportunities exist at a few remote, off-road locations, 
and Juneau anglers fly in to lakes and creeks on Admiralty Island 
to sportfish (Schwan et al. 1984). r-Dre specific sportfishing 
locations are described in Schwan et al. (1984). 

F. Hoonah 

Hoonah is located on northern Chichagof Island, on the east side 
of Port Frederick. A logging road net\\Urk scheduled for 
construction in 1986 will eventually connect Hoonah to much of the 
northeastern portion of the island north of Tenakee Inlet. Hoonah 
is isolated fran other communities, but only a short section of 
unroaded area separates Hoonah fran Tenakee Inlet. A religious 
community, Mt. Bethers, is located 25 mi to the south of Hoonah, 
but is accessible only by water. Whitestone logging ~ is 
located between Hoonah and Mt. Bethers and is accessible by road. 
Scheduled flights occur daily from air taxi operators based in 
Juneau and Sitka. Both a wheel plane landing strip and floatplane 
anchorage area are used as landing areas. Hoonah is on the Alaska 
Marine Highway route and has a small boat harbor. 

A few Hoonah residents hunted rroose in the Yakutat Forelands in 
1966 and 1984 (tables 30 and 31, part I). 

Additional information on resource use areas is contained in the 
Hoonah coastal Zone planning document (CH2M-Hill 1982). 

G. Angoon 

Angoon is the only major cammunity on Admiralty Island and is 
located on the west side, on a peninsula between Kootznahoo Inlet 
and Chatham Strait. Angoon is accessible by air (daily flight 
from Sitka) or by water via ferry or boats that can anchor in the 
small boat harbor. 

Deer hunting is an important hunting activity in Angoon. In a 
1982 study (George and Kookesh 1983), Angoon hunters reported 
hunting on the west side of Admiralty Island from Hawk Inlet to 
Point Gardner, on the western side of Chatham Strait north to 
WUkuklook Creek north of Freshwater Bay, on Chichagof Island, and 
south to Kelp Bay on Baranof Island. They also reported hunting 
the north shores of Peril Strait to False Island on Chichagof 
Island and the south shore of Peril Strait to Rodman Bay of 
Baranof Island. Preferred hunting areas were based on beaches 
sui table for boat landings, anong other factors. Contemporary 
Angoon deer hunters travel to hunting areas in boats, most CC>IIr 

monly a 16-or-17-ft outboard motor skiff. Hunting deer on the 
beaches is an important nethod of hunting, engaged in by 68% of 
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hunters interviewed in Angcxm. Hunters also hunt deer in alpine 
areas and in muskeg openings in the forest. 

Information on access for other types of resource use by Angoon 
residents is not available. 

H. Tenakee Springs 

Tenakee Springs, located on the north side of Tenakee Inlet, 
Chichagof Island, is accessible only by water or air (ferry, small 
boat harbor, floatplane fran Juneau or Petersburg) . During the 
winter rronths, fog sareti.Ires limits flights into the carmuni ty. 
There are no roads and few vehicles in Tenakee; a one-lane trail 
cormects the camnmi ty. All-terrain vehicles (MV's) and boats are 
used locally for transportation. 

I. Pelican 

Pelican, located on the north side of Lisianski Inlet, Chichagof 
Island, is accessible only by water or air (fran Juneau or Sitka). 
Ferry service is rronthly. Pelican's small boat harbor is heavily 
used during sUillter rronths by fishing boats bringing fish into the 
cannery. Two miles of gravel road exist in the town, but board
walks connect the road to the ferry tenninal and dock. All
terrain vehicles and skiffs are used locally. During winter, 
travel to and fran Pelican by both sea and air is limited by fog, 
winds, and high seas. 

J. Elfin Cove 

Elfin Cove 
accessible 
floatplane 
camnmity; 

K. Sitka 

is located on northwestern Chichagof Island and is 
only by water (small boat harbor) or air (charter 
fran Juneau or Sitka). No roads exist in the 

local access is by boardwalk, trail, or skiff. 

Sitka, located on the west side of Baranof Island, is accessible 
only by air or water. Besides Port Alexander, it is the only 
major ccmnunity on Baranof Island. Sitka has ferry service and 
daily jet service; several air charter operators are based there. 
It also has four public and two private small boat harbors and is 
a popular base for commercial boats fishing the outer commercial 
fishing districts for sal.non, halibut, herring, black cod, and 
rockfish. Sitka is situated on the outer coast but within a large 
area of protected waters that extends to the north and south. A 
road system extends approximately 13 mi fran Silver Bay (where a 
pulp mill is located) to the south to the ferry tenninal in 
Starrigavan Bay to the north. 
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Qrelch and Qrelch (1985) sw:veyed local resource use in Sitka. 
They concluded that Irost Sitkans reached good hunting and fishing 
areas by sea or air due to the short road system and the waters 
and Irountains surrounding the town. They found dependence on 
boats to be high, with many species of fish and shellfish scarce 
or nonexistent along the shoreline accessible by road because of 
habitat degradation or local harvesting activity. 

Forty-tw::> :percent of households sw:veyed owned a boat, and many 
owned Irore than one. The type of boat owned limited the types of 
food-gathering activities in which Sitkans engaged, with open 
skiffs used for day trips and beach landings and larger cruisers 
(average length 18 to 26 ft) used for longer overnight trips. The 
larger cruisers, haNever, required good anchorages, which limited 
the possible destinations. 

Deer hunting is an important activity for Sitkans, with the rrajor 
hunting areas on Baranof, Chichagof, and Kruzof islands, and 
offshore srrall island groups. In general, Sitkans travel north 
and 'WeSt from Sitka to hunt. They hunt areas on the 'West side of 
Baranof Island and east side of Kruzof Island as far north as the 
IIDUth of Slocum Ann, offshore islands, and along Salisbury Sound, 
Peril Straits, and Hoonah Sound, as 'Well as Irore outlying areas in 
conjunction with commercial fishing and visiting other 
ccmnuni ties. A few people traditionally hunt south of Sitka along 
the 'West side of Chichagof Island as far as West Crawfish Inlet 
and the Necker Islands. Sitkans without boats hunt areas along 
the Sitka road system. Eighty-one percent of hunters sw:veyed by 
Qrelch and Qrelch (1985) reported travelling by boat for their 
last hunting trip, canpared to 9% who used a car or truck. 
Thirty-seven percent responded that walking was involved in the 
trip, and 10% reported use of an off-road vehicle. The least 
frequently used fo~ of transportation (5%) was a privately owned 
airplane. However, one air charter company reported making an 
average of three deer-hunting charters a week from August through 
October, with Irost destinations within 30 · minutes flying tine. 
The figures for boat use are sanewhat distorted because the sw:vey 
asked only the fo~ of transportation used in the Irost recent 
hunting trip, which would have been a late fall beach hunt, based 
on the timing of the survey. HoWever, Si tkans reported the areas 
accessible by roads to be less productive because of their 
proximity to town and the resultant hunting pressure. Also, 
people who hunt fran the road system tend to be newer residents 
and less experienced hunters. With tine they get to know the area 
better, buy a boat, travel further away to hunt, and harvest Irore 
deer (Qrelch and Qrelch 1985). 

Sorre Sitka residents travel to other areas to hunt :rcoose; no :rcoose 
are present on the Admiralty-Baranof-Chichagof islands carq:>lex. 
In 1966, Sitka residents travelled to Grus 1 and 5 to harvest 
:rcoose (table 31,part I) and in 1984 to G1S 18 (south of LeConte 
Bay), G1S lC (Taku River), G1S 18 (Haines), and to the Yakutat 
Forelands (table 31 , part I) • 
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Based on 1984 permit responses, Sitka goat hunters hunted Baranof 
Island exclusively. Major hunting areas used by Sitkans include 
the high lakes and rrountains northeast of Sitka and due east of 
Katlian Bay and Nakwasina Sound. Hunters hike in to Goat and 
Hogan lakes, Katlian, and Blue Lake and charter into Rosenberg, 
Cold Storage, Goat, Indigo, and Hermor:OOid lakes, and Lake Diana 
(ibid.). They accounted for 80% of all hunters using the area and 
83% of the hunter-days of effort (ADF&G 1985b) • 

The majority of sportfishing (86%) that occurs in Sitka is marine 
in natu:I:-e·~ Sitka Sound, Katlian Bay, Nakwasina Sound, Goddard, 
Necker, and Biorka islands are popular sportfishing areas, 
although adverse weather can restrict use of Sitka Sound. 
ShOreline angling opportunities along the road system are very 
limited, with nost effort occuring at Starrigavan Bay and along 
the breakwaters adjacent to Sheldon Jackson Hatchery. Starrigavan 
Creek, Indian River, and five lakes accessible by road and trails 
support light freshwater fishing effort, and better angling 
opportunities exist at: ·renote off-road locations. No roadside 
steelhead fishery exists in Sitka, but sane Sitkans boat or fly 
into Si tkoh Lake and Creek. Lake Eva is another popular 
destination, as are lakes with public cabins on Chichagof and 
Baranof islands (Schwan et al. 1984). 

Grnelch and Gmelch (1985) provided additional infoDmation on use in 
specific areas for fishing for subsistence salm:>n, halibut, 
freshwater sportfishing, herring, crabbing, shrint:>ing, gathering 
of intertidal resources such as herring eggs, rrollusks, and 
crustaceans, and trapping furbearers. 

In surmary, Si tkans generally prefer to travel north through rrore 
sheltered waters; all fishing locations south of Sitka require 
sorce travelling on the open sea, as do West Chichagof sites. 
Several areas are used for a variety of hunting and fishing 
activities along the west side of Baranof Island, the east side of 
Kruzof Island, sout.h.western West Chichagof Island, Peril Straits, 
Hoonah Sound, and in the vicinity of Sitka and Nakwasina sounds. 
Because of the availabli ty of excellent hunting and fishing 
opportunities in these areas and the lower quality of opportuni
ties along the road system:, the majority of access is by boat, 
with planes receiving ·sc.me uSe for goat hunting access. 

L. Port Alexander 

Port Alexander is located near the southeast tip of Baranof 
Island. The community is accessible via floatplane (from Peters
burg, Sitka, Wrangell, or Juneau) or large boats. The long 
stretch of exposed coastline between Sitka and Port Alexander 
restrict access via small boats or skiffs to stonn-free, calm 
conditions, which are rare. Travel within the cammunity is by 
skiff, boardwalks, and footpaths. 
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M. Hyder 

Hyder is connected to the Stewart Highway into British Coltnnbia 
which connects to the Alcan Highway, but not to any Southeast 
Alaska ccmnunities. M::>nthly ferry service was initiated to Hyder 
in the summer of 1985. otherwise, access is via floatplane from 
Petersburg or Ketchikan or via large boats. Flights into Hyder 
are often cancelled becap.se of poor weather conditions. Regular 
flights are scheduled from Prince Rupert, British Coltnnbia, to the 
Stewart, B.C., airport, which is just a few miles by road to 
Hyder. Access by water is restricted to large ooats; the exposed 
waters between Dixon Entrance and Portland Canal 9ften · rrake travel 
by smaller boats treacherous. Local roads extend west through the 
Salmon River valley. Hyder residents use road vehicles and snow-
machines for local traJ1S?=>rtation. ~, 

N. Petersburg /Kupreanof 

Petersburg is located on the northern end of Mitkof Island and 
Wrangell Narrows on the Inside Passage. The small ccmmmi. ty of 
Kurpreanof, site of a state land disposal, is located across 
\Vr'angell Narrows and is accessible via a short skiff ride under 
rrost weather conditions. However, for harvest reporting purposes, 
they are considered one carmunity. Petersburg has daily jet 
service and is serviced by all mainline north and south-bound 
ferries. It is also a base for air taxi operators. The town has 
three boat harbors, which are heavily used l?Y ccmnercial fishing 
boats. The Mitkof Highway system extends for approximately 30 mi 
along the west side of Mitkof Island along Blind Slough and along 
the southem end of Mitkof Island. No roads exist in Kupreanof • 

. The Mitkof Highway is also connected t6 a logging road ne~rk 
that adds approximately 80 mi to the road sys~. Travel within 
Petersburg is primarily by private vehicle; _withiri Kupreanof, by 
boardwalks, trails, skiffs, and walking along __ the beach. 

In 1984, Petersburg residents primarily hunted rroose in G1S lB, in 
both ThC1tlas Bay (north of IeConte Bay) and ·the Stikine River 
drainage (south of IeConte Bay) (table 31, part I). 

Based on 1984 permit responses, Petersburg goat hunters hunted in 
the goat hunting area comprised of the mainland portions of G1S, 
1A and lB. They canprised 19% of the hunters using the area and 
contributed 15% of the goat hunter-days in the area (ADF&G 1985b). 

Petersburg sportfishing. effort is primarily marine (70-75%). 
Anglers fish as far north as Cape Fanshaw (approximately 40 mi) 
and south for 20 ·mi in Wrangell Narrows but mainly in the 15 mi of 
water between pt. Frederick and Farragut Bay for chinook salmon 
and at the rrouths of Petersburg Creek, Falls Creek, Blind Slough, 
and in Duncan Canal for coho salrron. Fishing in saltwater areas 
near the road system is good, and adequate public access exists. 
Streams and lakes adjacent to the Petersburg road system provide 
trout and salmon sportfishing opportunities. There are excellent 
fishing opportunities in off-road areas, which support light-to-
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~ :.;:; fuxierate fishing effort·. :Petersburg Creek .. is the ItDst .I?Opular 
·· off-road fishery (Schwan et al. 1984). M::>re '5pecific 5.1?0rtfishing 
£:-:.·locations are described in-·Schwan et a1..- (1984). 

o. 
::~··: .: . ~ 

Wrangell 

Wrangell, located at the ·-northern end of Wrangell Island along the 
. :. Inside Passage, is accessible by air (jet, wheelplane, floatplane) 
., :~ water (ferry, small boat harbor) . A road system extends south 

· .: . aibhtj ·the shoreline of Zim:Jvia Strait and connects to a logging 
road network. 

In 19'8.4, Wrangell residents primarily hunted ItDOse in the Stikine 
_ _ .. River At.~inage_ (table 31, part I) • ~-

#<0 ·-. .: ~ 

Based on 1984 permit re5.1?0nses, Wrangell goat hunters hunted in 
th.:! main goat-hunting area, canprised of mainland .I?Ortions of G1Ss 
~. and.: 'lB/'·•eSCcluding ReVilla Island. · They canprised 8% of all 
hunters using the area and contributed 5% of 1984 goat hunter-days 
(ADF&G 1985b) • 

Most ~~fishing effort in the Wrangell area is marine (75-80%) 
and occurs within 20 mi Of town in Eastern Passage, Zi.m:>via, and 

. SUll)per S-t:raits. Anglers occassionally travel to Duncan canal, 
. BJ;adfield · Canal, Prince 'of -Wales Island, and Ernest Sound. 

-·· !, • .:.; 
· : .,Mgling oppori.un.ities along . the road system are not extensive; 
~.Orily one~J-~' ai'ld three- streams axe: accessible directly by road 

: .... and support rcia.dside 'fisheries. Excellent off-road fishing 
.', .. oPP:>.rEuni ties ~exist for salm:':m and trout and effort is ItDderate 
~, (~ et al. 1984). M::>re specific sportfishing locations are 
r ~.deseriJ:Jetl in Schwan et aL (1984). 

P. Kak.e 

Kake is located on the west side of Kupreanof Island and is not 
conneCted to any other Southeast Alaska ccmmmity. It is acces
sible by air (fieatplane fran Sitka, Petersburg, Ketchikan, or 
Juneau) or __ ·water (via ferry). It has two small boat harbors. 
Poor , . vis_ibll~ty __ or rough water,· ·occasionally make floatplane 
·lari.dings_".difficuit· or· :inp;>ssible. · :r<a.ne has a small local road 
system and access to an extensive logging road network. Skiffs 
and other small boats are· often USed for local tran5.1?0rtation. 
Schwan ·et al. (1984) did not survey Kak.e 5.1?0rtfishenren, but the 
effort is primarily riarine·c and occurs ItDstly in Frederick Sound 
cind. Keku Straits (Jones 1986). 

• ,. "? ~ 

_, _. Q. Ketciu.kanJWard C_oVe/~tlakatla • 

Ketchikan is located orf· · the southwestern end of Revillagigedo 
Island along the Insid.e·~assage. ·It has ferry service and daily 
jet service and a small boat harbor. A road system extends north 
along the shore of Clover· Pass and SQ\lth::- around Race Point and up 
the west shore of George Inlet, connecting both Ward Cove and 
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Saxman to Ketchikan. Metlakatla, located across Nichols Passage 
on Annette Island, is accessible only by air (floatplane, fran 
Ketchikan) and water (local'· ferry). A road system c6nnects 
Metlakatala to the south end of Annette Island, where a logging 
road netv.crk exists. 

In 1966, sare Ketchikan area residents hunted m:x>se in Q-!Us 1 and 
5 (table 31, part I). In 1984-; they primarily hunted on,t,he Unuk 
River, the closest m:x>se population. Serre hunters. also.''traveled 
to the Yakutat and Malaspina Forelands a,+ec3.s and to Th(m;·~·;aay and 
the Stikine River (table 31, part I). . -- · ,- ·. · ~-. 

Based on 1984 peilllit responses, Ketchikan goat hunter$ hunted the 
mainland portions of G15, lA and 1B al.rrost exclusively.,.· comprising 
43% of all hunters using the area and contributirig -40% of all 
hunter-days (ADF&G 198Sb). 

The majority of sportfishing ~_.the 'i<etc~: ai-~~ 'l.s marine 
(80%)' with 75-80% of day-use fi.sbing oc~ing near town in the 
area between Clover Pass and M:Juntain Point. N'proximately 50% of 
eastern Behm Canal is closed to sal.rron fishing year round, and 75% 
is closed fran May 1 to August_ 15. Sportfishing _occurs in the 
vicinity of three major fishing :lodges in. western. Behm Canal. 
Saltwater shoreline fishing . in Ketchikan is li.Ipi ted because of 
restricted public access~ h<Jr...ever, Mountain . Poirit ~ Se_tt],.ers Cove, 
and Herring Bay are popular _ang~g sites ... Th~ .Ward Lak~ drainage 
and White River are the only major. freshwate& fishing cn;:eas along 
the Ketchikan road system; however, :access· along the White F<i ver 
is currently closed · by thg • : land · -oWnei'r. · Numerous angling 
opportunities exist at rem:::>te-; off..:road lOcations (Sc~wal'l et al. 
1984) • More specific sportfishing locations are described in 
Schwan et al. (1984). , · 

R. Prince of Wales Island Ccmm.mities 

Prince of Wales Island is extensively roaded. Tl'iorne Bay, Hollis, 
Klawock, Craig, and Hydqburg are connected by road~ ·the northern 
and central portions of the island have .extensive logging road 
netv.crks. Point .·Baker' Point Protection' ana Kasaan have no local 
roads, but Edna Bay ·;is connected' to a ·logging roe:td systeii\ • 

.. ,- ' .... ... . ·- . ,, .,,;.' . . :. -~-

Prince of Wales . Island cannlmities are accessible by air and 
water. Ketchikan-based air -taxi operators fly floatpl.anes to all 
camrunities and can .land wheel planes at Klawock. Feo:Y service 
exists between Ketchikan and~ Hollis on the east- side of the 
island. The island is separated fran the mainland by the Inside 
Passage, and the southwest portion of the island is protected by 
nurrerous islands providing · she'ltered watE~:rways. : ·All ccmruni ties 
are located in pro:>t~ed bays. Small boat access is thus 
extensive, ~, many unprotected areas are accessible under 
all weather conditions only .by larger boats. All towns have 
either small boat hat,bors or mo6rage facilities. 
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Deer, black bear, and \\Ulves are the only big garce animals present 
on the island. General infor.mation on the mode of access used to 
hunt black bear on Prince of Wales .. :r$1and' is discussed above in a 
general section. 

Residents of Princes of ,Wales . :rg:iaru:l ~have to travel relatively 
long distances to hunt m:x:>se 1 which do not occur on the island or 
nearby mainland. In 1984, sare Kla\oJOCk, Craig, and Thorne Bay 
.~~idents, ·hUnted the· r~ ·River pQpuJ.ation. A few Craig residents 
traVelled· . to . t.he Sti.k:iri$. River.; ,. ai'td·cc a · few Edna Bay residents 
travelled_ to 'I'hanas Bay (table 30, ~ I) • 

Based on 1984 J2ePDit responses,cgt>at ·hunters fran Prince of Wales 
Island were primarily residents of Craig and Klawock. They hunted 
the. goat ~ting,,area_. ~rised'of the !ffiinland PJrtions of G1S 1A 
and 18,_ ac~t:;irig: f6z; 4% of:. h~rs and '3% of hunter-days in the 
area (ADF&G<l!lt.BSbl:~- '. 

Prince of Wales Island re~idents make extensive use of intertidal 
reSources, inlcriding abalone, ,; chitOns, - seaweeds, clams, crabs, 
hert'ing spawn on keJ.p, and a variety of other ItDllusks and crusta
ceans. Gathering activities occur at low (minus) tides fran the 
shoreJ or . fran a small skiff. Sqne' individuals use snorkel or 
SCUBA gear. The mode of tranS?Jrtation ·required to reach favored 
harvest sites can be a skiff, fishing boat, car, or truck (~lills 

1983) • SpecifiQ:: locations for ha?rve!lting abalone are shown in 
Mills (1982b), for harvesting intertidal resources in resource 
mapping for the Southwest Prince of wales Southeast Tidelands Area 
-Plan (ADF&G 1985d)·. other harvest aJ:!eas are displayed in Coastal 

· -ZonE} Managenent planning·~ .doctments for· sare Prince of Wales Island 
catltlUilities ·and in Ellanna and Sherrod (1986) for Kla~k. 

Ellanna and Sherrod (ibid.) also provide a descriptions of the 
ways that resource harvest patterns of Kla~k residents have been 

.. altered: oy.: -~ harvest -and;' roadbuilding activities near 
Klawock.· 1-\dditionally, the. Forest Se:rvice was conducting a 
subsistence use study for North Prince of Wales Island at the ti.m: 
this -rePJrf wai- ~leted. A rePJrt should be available in fall, 
1986, providing infonnation on resource use patterns by residents 
of Edna Bay, Port. Protection, and Point ~er (Meyers 1986) . 

~.:•Jf ··: :~,.!..·.::~-:':'. . ... :: __ :·:,;~:,;~-:- ,, ·._f,,.:4.··-:.-, . < ........ .-~: ,_' -~-"!:~~~- ... 1-- • 

Additional infonnation on resO'UrcEt~- us4! ;. is>available in coastal 
zone planning docmnents for Craig (CH2M-Hill 1983b) , Klawock 
(Walsh 1984) ,·-and ~H~g i;.(CH2t+-Hisi3:>'1983a). ..... -_, ... -.- . . 

' ' ~ '- ;, . :: :· ~ . 
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